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FOREWORD

The United States is in the midst of a period of rapid and unprecedented

technological and social change to which our economy is dynamically tied.

To be relevant, the curriculummust engage the student's natural curiosity

and ensure his participation in this changing America.

Utilizing the insights of the social studies materials, the economics

course offers approaches which will help students and teadhers enter into

the kind of dialogue from which should cone heightened but realistic

appreciations of the achievements and problems of urban America.

This revised course is unique in that it paaces greater emphasis on the

study of economics from the urban point of view. One full theme, devoted

to the economy of the New York metropolitan area, examines its prdblems and

potentialities.

The new program encourages the teacher to make use of various media to stim-

ulate student curiosity and to turn the classroom into a livirg workshop.

Throughout the course, students are afforded the opportunity to use the

community as a ldboratory and become involved in the immediate socio-

economic wOblems affecting them.

Seelig Lester
Deputy Superintendent of Schools
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1

INTRODUCTION

Background for Teachers

"EVeryone must to some extent act as his own economist - in private life and as acitizen - and both he and the community will be better served if he is well in-fOrmed and can think clearly and objectively about economic questions." Tat&Force Report= Economic Education, p. 13.

We believe that economic understanding can best be adhieved tbrough objective
analysis. Therefore, an ipportant result of the 12th year cour=3 should be the
development in pupils of a way of thinking about economic problems. The K-12Program has planned for cumulative, sequential development of concepts and Skillsrequisite to economic understanding. The 12th-year course provides the opportunityto apply the spiral approach and build upon these previous learning experiences.The material in this course of study is also designed to meet the State Regentsrequirement for Economic History.

The teacher is urged to use the content, materials, and resources provided inthis curriculum bulletin as a guide. Selectivity of learning materials and activi-ties should be on the basis of class interests and abilities. Opportunities forreading and research beyond the suggestions offered should be developed. Teachersmay wish to emphasize in the appropriate themes the role of the consumer. Inchoosing and modifying the suggested activities and in developing new ones, theteacher may wish to provide for a variety of experiences. Consumer economics andcurrent affairs are two areas from which he can draw many applications of eeonomicskills and concepts. Another area to which teachers and students may wish to besensitized is the ever-increasing role of government in shaping the economic lifeof the nation.

The central economic problem in all societies is that there are not enough goodsand services available to satisfy the wants of all of its meMbers. Throughouthistory, man has tried to devise better ways of allocating available resources.In America, we have developed the system of private enterprise which has providedus with a relatively successful
way of approaching the problem of developing andallocating resources so that we provide abundance for most of our meMbers andmaintain individual liberties. Other peoples have chosen different ways to ap-proach this problem. In this course of study we shall be concerned primarily withthe American economic system but we shall not overlook others.

For the study of economics to be meaningftl to city students, the principles ofeconomics must be made applicable to the student's immediate surroundings. Tothis end, the course places added emphasis to such conditions as poverty,
unionism, and the urban crisis.

It is expected that the economics course of study will go beyond descriptivelearning. Discovery techniques should be utilized to equip youngsters with expe-riences and knowledge to think rationally and logically about economic problems.Skill in research and analysis sunh AA vAitIlalv4rm Aa+a .
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We believe that economic understanding can best be achieved through objective

analysis. Therefore, an important result of the 12th year course should be the

development in pupils of a way of thinking about economic problems. The K-12

Program has planned for cumulative, sequential development of concepts and ekills

requisite to economic understanding. The 12th-year course provides the opportunity

to apply the spiral approach and build upon these previous learning experiences.

The material in this course of study is also designed to meet the State Regents

requirement for Economic History.

The teacher is urged to uae the content, materials, and resources provided in

this curriculum bulletin as a guide. Selectivity of learning materials and activi-

ties should be on the basis of class interests and abilities. Opportunities for

reading and research beyond the suggestions offered should be developed. Teachers

may wish to emphasize in the appropriate themes the role of the consumer. In

choosing and modifying the suggested activities and in developing new ones, the

teacher may wish to provide for a variety of experiences. Consumer economics and

current affairs are two areas from which he can draw many applications of economic

skills and concepts. Another area to which teachers and students may wish to be

sensitized is the ever-increasing role of government in shaping the economic life

of the nation.

The central economic problem in all societies is that there are not enough goods

and services available to satisfy the wants of all of its meMbers. Throughout

history, man has tried to devise better ways of allocating available resources.

In America, we have developed the system of private enterprise which has provided

us with a relatively successfUl way of approaching the problem of developing and

allocating resources so that we provide abundance for most of our meMbere and

maintain individual liberties. Other peoples have chosen different ways to ap-

proach this problem. In this course of study we shall be concerned primarily with

the American economic eystem but we shall not overlook others.

For the study of economics to be meaningful to city students, the principles of

economics must be made applicable to the student's immediate surroundings. To

this end, the course places added emphasis to such conditions as poverty,

unionism, and the urban crisis.

It is expected that the economics course of study will go beyond descriptive

learning. Discovery techniques should be utilized to equip youngsters with expe-

riences and knowledge to think rationally and logically about economic problems.

Skill in research and analysis such as gathering data, seeking insights into

problems, arriving at generalizations and conclusions should be pravided in

daily instruction and activities. Stress should be placed on concepts and ideas,

rather than on rote learning of facts.

Needless to say, not every topic, however desirable, in the field of economics

has been set forth in this guide. A deliberate attempt has been made to limit

the areas of analysis so that pupils and teachers can evaluate in depth

economic principles and problems. Teachers ere given a high degree of flex-

ibility to use this course as it best fits pupils' needs, interests and

abilities.

it
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Scope and Suggested Time Allotments

Themes
Weeks (Approx.)

Theme I Introduction to Econamics
3

Thane II Organizing Production
3

Theme III Income Distribution
3

Thane IV Econondc Growth and Stability
4

Theme It. Economics of the Metropolitan Region
3

Theme V7 Comparative Economic Systems
2

Theme VII International Economic Problems
1

The Teaching of Controversial Issues

Having faith in the ability of well-informed citizens to readh sound conclusionsfor the general welfare, democratic society alone provides freedom for criticalself-evaluation. This makes it all the more necessary that teachers help studentssee and cherish the fundamental values of the democratic way of life, and theclear superiority of democracy over totalitarian systems. With confidence in thetremendous achievements and potential of democracy, students can pursue, in thedemocractic tradition, the never-ending search for ever better ways of meetingthe problems which arise within the framework of our dynamic, democracticsociety.

/t is most important that youngsters be guided to a sdber and thoughtful approachto the many pressing problems of our day. Such training by a teacher requiresthat he, himself, be partiaularly careful in example and procedure to set thehighest sandards of objecttve scholarship. Several principles fornulated inCurriculum Bulletin NO. 6, 1946-47, American History and Econonics in the HighSchool Curriculum are relevant:

Teaching which cannot distinguish between fact and opinion or which ladksthe intelligence, tact, or skill requisite for the presentation of contro-versial material, or which, by example, by word, by action, by the powerof position, habitually seeks to inpose upon pupils special theories andinterpretations of life of events, or of government, can only be char-acterized as unsatisfactory and incomnAtom+



Theme I Introduction to Economics 3

Theme II Organizing Production

Theme III Income Distribution

Theme IV Economic Growth and Stdbility

Theme V. Economics of the Metropolitan Region 3

Theme VI Comparative Economic Systems 2

Theme VII International Economic Problems 1

The Teaching of Controversial Issues

Htving faith in the ability of well-informed citizens to reach sound conclusions
for the general welfare, democratic society alone provides freedom for critical
self-evaluation. This makes it all the more necessary that teachers help students
see and cherish the fundamental values of the democratic way of life, and the
clear superiority of democrazy over totalitarian systems. With confidence in the
tremendous acMevements and potential of democracy, students can pursue, in the
democractic tradition, the never-ending search for ever better ways of meeting
the problems which arise within the framework of our dynamic, democractic
society.

3

3

4

It is most important that youngsters be guided to a sober and thoughtfUl approach
to the many pressing problems of our day. Such training by a teacher requires
that he, himself, be particularly careful in example and procedure to set the
highest standards of objective scholarship. Several principles formulated in
Curriculura Bulletin No. 6, 1946-47, American History and Economics in the High
School Curriculum are relevant:

Teadhing which cannot distinguish between fact and opinion or which lacks
the intelligence, tact, or skill requisite for the presentation of contro-
versial material, or which, by example, by word, by action, by the power
of position, habitually seeks to impose upon pupils special theories and
interpretations of life of events, or of government, can only be char-
acterized as unsatisfactory and incompetent.

On occasion and at appropriate age levels, the teacher must honestly
answer the pupils' mature queries as to what the teacher might personally
think about a given issue, problem, or point of view. The good teacher,
however, will not only permit, but will actually encourage pupils to
object to and criticize the point of view that he might present as his
own personal interpretation.

(The teacher's responsibilities include) the responsibility to achieve
a scholarly competence, the responsibility to teach a controversy as a
controversy and to present opinion as opinion, the responsibility to
teach the truth and to admit ignorance when the truth is not known,
the responsibility of developing in pupils a healthy respect for facts
and of avoiding "opinionated and inflammatory pronouncements," the
responsibility of avoiding the teaching of issues that are beyond the
comprehension of pupils at a given age level, and finally, the respons-
ibility of maintaining and manifesting at all times a decent respect
for the dignity and worth of each individual.

IS
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Current Affairs

Throughcut the year, important events that are related to the course of study

will be woven into the curriculum. Should an event of unusual local, national

or international significance occur, such as an outbreak of mar, a milestone

in space exploration, a peace settlement, or a breakthrough in science, provi-

sion should be made for teaching about this event even though it is not

specifically stated in the course of study or learning activities.

Objectives of the Course of Study

To develop student ability for making economic decisions by objective, rationalanalysis.

To increase fundamental understanding of economic concepts and problems.

To enable students to evaluate and apply source materials in order to understand

our own and other economic systems.

To deepen student awareness of his personal responsibility for the preservation

and expansion of individual rights and liberties.

To develop the ability to synthesize information and ideas so that students can

understand the interrelationships that exist within any society and among all

societies.

To appreciate the importance of good economic analysis in making possible a

rising standard of living and the opportunity to participate in the economic,

social, and political life of our society.

To develop an awareness that poverty and discrimination are a waste of human

and material resources adversely affecting all members of society.

To develop the skills necessary to become an effective consusmr and thus con-

tribute to the wise allocation of goods and services.

To develop abilities in critical evaluation of printed economics materials; to

use charts, graphs, statistics and other pertinent data for understanding and

working out solutions to economic problems.

Summary of Course

Since basic concepts in economics have been incorporated in all the social

studies courses, Grade 12 students should possess greater knowledge of both

the structure and medhanics of the economic world. Thus, it is expected that

students will utilize previous learning experiences and apply them to this

course.

The student is first motivated to explore his role in the economic system. He is

then introduced to the American market system and its goals. In the next theme,

he is introduced to the methods of production and the concept of productivity.

He then analyzes these conditions which lead to high productivity and investigates

the organizational methods used by business in the production of goods and

services.

tt- -t -A- -t J- J. 41ww evP4innetma 4in a MOV40+ aftelliMMV.



wcao-uAaits mouux, -cnis event even though it is not
specifically stated in the course of study or learning activities.

Ctjectives of the Course of Study

To develop student ability for making economic decisions by objective, rational analysis.
To increase fundamental understanding of economic concepts and problems.

To enable students to evaluate and apply source materials in order to understandour own and other economic systems.

To deepen student awareness of his personal responsibility for the preservationand expansion of individual rights and liberties.

To develop the ability to synthesize information and ideas so that students canunderstand the interrelationships that exist within any society and among allsocieties.

To appreciate the importance of good economic analysis in making possible arising standard of living and the opportunity to participate in the economic,social, and political life of our society.

To develop an awareness that poverty and discrimination are a waste of humanand material resources adversely affecting all menbers of society.

To develop the skills necessary to become an effective consumer and thus con-tribute to the wise allocation of goods and services.

To develop abilities in critical evaluation of printed economics materials; touse charts, graphs, statistics and other pertinent data for understanding andworking out solutions to economic problems.

Summary of Course

Since basic concepts in economics have been incorporated in all the socialstudies courses, Gv:de 12 students should possess greater knowledge of both
the structure and machanics of the economic world. Thus, it is expected that
students will utilize previous learning experiences and apply them to thiscourse.

The student is first notivated to explore his role in the economic system. He isthen introduced to the Anerican market system and its goals. In the next theme,he is introduced to the methods of production and the concept of productivity.He then analyzes these conditions which lead to high productivity and investigatesthe organizational methods used by business in the production of goods andservices.

Now the student is ready to explore the distribution of income in a narket economy.The third theme deals with problems of income distribution, the shares receivedby those who contribute to production. This unit concentrates on the role oflabor and the problems of poverty.

In the fourth theme the student evaluates the methods of determining the measureof the nation's economic performance. He analyzes the factors contributing togrowth, explores the aangers of inflation and recession, and then attempts todiscover "remedies" for maintaining growth and stability in the economy.

i6
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Theme five provides opportunities for students to apply the skills and conceptsacquired thus far to study the growing problems of Metropolitan areas. A casestudy of New York City is suggested to make the problems real and meaningful tostudents.

The student is now ready for an exploration of the contrasts and similaritiesof our economy and that of the Soviet Union. He will, in this sixth theme,investigate their philosophies, their approaches to the economizing problem,and their performance.

Finally, the seventh theme introduces students to some problems in internationaleconomics; international trade and economies of developing nations.
Haw To Use This Bulletin

The materials for this grade are arranged in two sections. Section Ipresents the course of study. It includes a brief introduction, a summaryof the course, the course Objecttves, a list of the major themes, suggestedtine allocations, and an outline of content. Basic understandings andrelated concepts from history and the social sciences are indicated for eadhtheme.

Section II contains suggested learning acttvities and resources. Thelearning activities are organized around the same themes that appear in SectionI and reflect a variety of teaching techniques. Included are samples ofinstructional materials and specific lesson suggestions. These highlight majorconcepts and skills that pupils should derive fram the learning experience.

Also included in Section II are evaluative suggestions.

Recommendations for Teachers Im leMenti This Bulletin

1. Read both Sections I and II before planning.2. Ccmsult the lists of books and audiovisual materials for usefulinstructional resources.
3. Select and adapt learning activities in accordance with the interests,backgrounds, end dbilities of the pupils. (In general, more activ-ities have been provided than most teachers will be dble to usewithin a single yeas.)
4. Create lAstriii?Ity en+4q1444. .0- A.,
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of our economy and that of the Soviet Union. He will, in this sixth theme,
investigate their philosophies, their approaches to the economizing problem,
and their performance.

Finally, the seventh theme introduces students to same problems in international
economics; international trade and economies of developing nations.

How To Use This Bulletin

The materials for this grade are arranged in two sections. Section I

presents the course of study. It includes a brief introduction, a summary
of the course, the course Objectives, a list of the major themes, suggested
time allocations, and an outline of conteat. Basic understandings and
related concepts from history and the social sciences are indicated for each
theme.

Section II contains suggested learning activities and resources. The
learning activities are organized around the same themes that appear in Section
I and reflect a variety of teaching techniques. Included are samples of
instructional materials and specific lesson suggestions. These highlight major
concepts and skills that pupils should derive from the learning experience.

Also included in Section II are evaluative suggestions.

Recommendations for Teachers Implementing This Bulletin

1. 1?ead both Sections I and II before planning.
2. ..ansult the lists of books and audiovisual materials for useful

instructional resources.
3. Select and adapt learning activities in accordance with the interests,

backgrounds, and abilities of the pupils. (In general, more activ-
ities have been provided than most teadhers will be able to use
within a single year.)

4. Create learning activities for those aspects of a particular theme
for which additional activities are desired.

5. Use the evaluative suggestions in Section II to test pupil achievement.

This is a citywide curriculum. Modifications must therefore be made to
meet the special needs of districts and schools under the direction of assistant
superintendents and principals. Further adaptations will of necessity be made
at the classroom level as the teacher plans the daily work for a particular group.
These adaptations should, of course, reflect the overall philosophy of the program.

This is also an ongoing curricalum. The curriculum staff will use the
feedback sheets attadhed herein in shaping the definitive courses of study and
learning activities. Every effort will be made to develop wdditional instructional
aids as requested by teachers and supervisors.

No curriculum bulletin is ever final. The staff responsible for the
preparation of this material looks forward to your continued assistance in the
development of a program rooted in sound scholarship; dedicated to the needs
of all our children; amd reflecting the best judgment amd experiences of
New York City teachers, supervisors, community leaders, and other graups
concerned, with educational progress.
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COURSE OF STUDY

""

THEME I: AN INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

Overview

Economics is the study of the ways in which society uses its available resourcesto satisfy its wants. Economics decision-making and policy choices require
rational analysis. Uting discovery and related techniques, this unit explores
with the student his stake in our economic aystem.

The theme opens with the problem of economic choice with which all individuals
and societies must cope. It follows with an analysis of how individuals and
societies have tried to solve this problem in the past, and haw our current
system has emerged and developed to deal with these same problems.

NOTE: TEACHERS CAN EXPAND PAGE 7-4 FOR STUDENTS ACHIEVING BELOW GRADE LEVEL.
THIS SECTION CAN BE THE FOCUS FOR DEVELOPING THE CONTENT, UNDERSTANDINGS
AND CONCEPTS OF THEME I.

How Do Economic Choices Affect the Individual and Society?

1. Why do individuals make economic choices?

a. Choice is based on our goals - money, pleasure, fame, knowledge, security.
b. Each person estabAshes priorities in his choices
c. Individuals must give up samething in order to get what is currently

desired (opportunity cost)
d. Choice involves decisions, i.e., spending, saving, borrowing

2. Why do societies make economic choices?

a. All societies have goals - e.g., freedom, security, justice, growth,
efficiency, and stability

b. Each society establishes priorities among its goals and allocates its re.
sources accordingly

c. The values of a society help determine the Aoices it makes
d. There is a growing concem for improving living standards - education for

job improvement, health, use of leisure time, dilemma of affluence and
poverty, "revolution of rising expectations"

e. Choices made affects the standard of living of a society - missiles,
housing, health, education, poverty program, food

How Do Individuals and Societ Make Economic Choices?

1. Scarcity is the basic economic problem of all societies

a. The basic economic problem of both individuals and societies is that the
resources available are limittd in relation to the human wants

b. The cost of using resources to satisfy one set of wants is sudh that they
cannot be used at the same time to satisfy other purposes. (Individual -
phonograph vs. transistor radio; Government - POverty Program vs. Trip to
Moon)

4



Overview

Economics is the study of the ways in which society uses its available resources
to satisfy its wants. Economics decision-making and policy choices require

rational analysis. Uting discovery and related techniques, this unit explores

with the student his stake in our economic system.

The theme opens with the problem of economic choice with which all individuals
and societies must cope. It follows with an analysis of how individuals and
societies have tried to solve this problem in the past, and how our current
gystem has emerged and developed to deal with ttqse same problems.

VOTE: TEACHERS CAN EXPAND PAGE 7-4 FOR STUDENTS ACHIEVING BELOW GRADE LEVEL.

THIS SECTION CAN BE THE FOCUS FOR DEVELOITNG THE CONTENT, UNDERSTANDINGS
AND CONCEPTS OF THEME I.

Haw Do Economic Choices Affect the Individual and Societyl

1. Why do indtviduals make economic choices?

a. Choice is based on our goals - money, pleasure, fame, knowledge, security.
b. Each person establishes priorities in his choices
c. Individuals must give up something in order to get what is currently

desired (opportunity cost)
d. Choice involves decisions, i.e., spending, saving, borrowing

2. Why do societies make economic choices?

a. All societies have goals - e.g., freedom, security, justice, growth,
efficiency, and stabil:ty

b. Each society establishes priorities among its goals and allocates its re-
sources accordingly

C. The values of a society help determine the choices it makes
d. There is a growing concern for improving living standards - education for

job improvement, health, use of leisure time, dilemma of affluence and
poverty, "revolution of rising expectations"

e. Choices made affects the standard of living of a society - missiles,
housing, health, education, poverty program, food

How Do Individuals and Society Make Economic Choices?

1. Scarcity is the basic economic problem of all societies

a. The basic economic problem of both individuals and societies is that the
resources available are limited in relation to the human wants

b. The cost of using resources to satisfy one set of wants is such that they
cannot be used at the same time to satisfy other purposes. (Individual -

phonograph vs. transistor radio; Government - POverty Program vs. Trip to

Mbon)

2. Economic decision-making requires rational analysis.

a. Decision making

(1) Individuals make decisions about how to get the money to buy goods
(2) Societies must decide What products to produce (allocation of

resources); how it will be produced (man, machine or man and machini;
who will get the goods and services produced (distribution of income
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b. Rational analysis in economics includes:

(1) Knowledge of facts and issues, e.g., production, income(2) Identification of important goals and objectives(3) Listing of available alternatives and consideration of possibleconsequences
(4) Decision on a course of action which is likely to satisfypersonal goals or those of society
(Care must be taken to separate "long term" and "short term" results.A youngster leaving high school before graduation may earn more in theshort run, but graduates will generally earn more in the long run.

Understandings
Concepts

Individuals and society want improved All human beings have certainliving standards,
basic needs. (A-S)

Human wants are virtually unlimited. The goals of society have varied
in different times and places.
(H)

Scarcity is dharacteristic of all Human wants are greater than thesocieties,
available resources. (E)

What is the Nature and Function of the American Economic System?
1. Societies have established three basic economic systems.

a. Traditional economy - decision-making and its problems - customs ofearly societies
b. Command economy - advantages and problems of centralized decision-making - USSR
c. Private enterprise - decentralized decision-making - US

2. How did. the American economic system emerge?

a. Many forces combined to transform economic institutions into a marketsystem - crusades, guild system of middle ages, emergence of cities,development of a merchant class, development of national politicalunits, exploration, joint stock companyb. The American economic system is a form of the market system (capitalism)
3. How does price act as a regulator in the market system?

a. Markets exist when a buyer and a seller can exdhange goods and servicesat a given price
b. Consumers and producers react to prices
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A youngster leaving high school before graduation may earn more in the
short run, but graduates will generally earn more in the long run.

Understandings

Individuals and society want improved
living standards.

Htman wants are virtually unlindted.

Scarcity is characteristic of all
societies.

Concepts

All human beings have certain
basic needs. (A-S)

The goals of society have varied
in different times and places.

(H)

&man wants are greater than the
available resources. (E)

What is the Nature and Ftnction of the American Economic System?

1. Pocieties have established three basic economic systems.

a. Traditional economy - decision-making and its problems - custonm of
early societies

b. Command economy - advantages and problems of centralized decision-
making - USSR

c. Private enterprise - decentralized decision-making - US

2. How did the American economic system emerge?

a. Many forces combined to transform economic institutions into a market
system - crusades, guild system of middle ages, emergence of cities,
development of a merchant class, development of national political
units, exploration, joint stock company

b. The American economic system is a form of the market system (capitalism)

3. How does price act as a regulator in the narket system?

a. Nhrkets exist when a buyer and a seller can exchange goods and services
at a given price

b. Consumers and producers react to prices
c. Consumers tend to buy more at lower prices while sellers tend to offer

for sale more goods and services at higher prices
d. Demand for a given product nay be affected by one's income, fads; and

prides of substitute goods, e.g., mini-skirts, margerine vs. butter
e. The impact of price changes on consumer demand varies from product to

product (elasticity of demand), e.g., bread, inelastic; cars, elastic
f. Supply of a given product is affected by the costs involved, e.g.,

wages, materials
g. In theory, prices are set at that point where consumers will buy all

that is offered by pl:oducers
h. In reality, prices arc affected by the policies of big unions, big

business and government, e.g., wage contracts, monopolistic competition,
no,lopay, minimum wage laws, rent control

i. Nbnopolistic practices distort the pure market economy and have led to
government intervention. (See Theme II,P.21)

to
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4. What is the consumer's role in our market systeml

a. The consumer dhould consider many factors before buying goods and
services e.g., price, quality, need, degree of satisfaction, priority,
buying at the right time and place

b. Young people have a significant impact on the narket today, e.g.,
music, clothes

c. There are many factors making consumer choice difficult, e.g, variety
of articles, numerous brands, lack of technical knowledge, social
pressure, advertising and promotional devices

d. Government and private agencies try to help the consumer

(1) City agencies - Department of Markets, Department of Consumer
Affairs, Health Services Administration

(2) State agencies - Consumer Frauds Division, Department of Markets,
Department of Agriculture

(3) Federal agencies - Federal Trade Commission, Interstate Commerce
Commission, Department of Agriculture, Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, Food and Drug Administration, Ftesident's
Consumer Advisory Council, Department of Housing and Utban
Development

(4) Private groups - Consumers Union, Better Business Bureau,
Consumer Cooperatives

5. How has the market system made man interdependent?

a. MOdern man satisfies his needs and wants through specialization
(division of labor), capital accumulation, and trade

b. Individuals and groups provide producers with factors of production -

land, labor, ce:ttall management
c. Xndividuals and groups receive incomes in the form of wages, rent,

interest, profits
d. Incomes are used to buy the goods and services provided by producers.

This leads to further production (Circular flow)
e. Incomes that are not spent are saved and invested by others, e.g.,

banks, insurance companies

6. Why is the American Economy called a "mixed economy?"

7

a. Our economic system, capitalism, is characterized by private property,
profit motive, fteedam of contract, competition, freedom of choice

b. There has been an increase in the role of Government in our economy

(1) Today one out of every six workers in the U.S. is employed by
local, state or federal government; one out of every five dollars
spent in the U.S. is spent by government

(2) Government has intervened in the market nechanism to protect the
consumers, to aid labor, farmers and industries; to provide for the
aged, siak, and needy; to promote or reduce competition; to assume
responsibility for the staility of the economy.

Understandings Concepts

The purpose of an economic 'system is Oociety must choose between
to decide haw to use its limited competing desires in order to
resources. establish nrinrit.ipm fnr wilo+



c. There are many factors making consumer choice difficult, e.g, variety
of articles, numerous brands, lack of technical knowledge, social
pressure, advertising and promotional devices

d. Government and private agencies try to help the consumer

(1) City agencies - Department of Markets, Department of Consumer
Affairs, Health Services Administration

(2) State agencies - Consumer Frauds Division, Department of Markets,
Department of Agriculture

(3) Federal agencies - Federal Trade Commission, Interstate Commerce
Commission, Department of Agriculture, Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, Food and Drug Administration, President's
Consumer Advisory Council, Department of Housing and Urban
Development

(4) Private groups - Consumers Union, Better Business Bureau,
Consumer Cooperatives

5. How has the market system made man interdependent?

a. Mbdern man satisfies his needs and wants through specialization
(division of labor), capital accumulation, and trade

b. Individuals and groups provide producers with factors of production -

land, labor, capital, management
c. Xndividuals and groups receive incomes in the form of wages, reat,

interest, profits
d. Incomes are used to buy the goods and services provided by producers.

This leads to fUrther production (Circular flow)
e. Incomes that are not spent are saved and invested by others, e.g.,

banks, insurance companies

6. Why is the American Economy called a "mixed economy?"

a. Our economic system, capitalism, is characterized by private property,
profit motive, freedom of contract, competition, freedom of choice

b. There has been an increase in the role of Government in our economy

(1) Today one out of every six workers in the U.S. is employed by
local, state or federal government; one out of every five dollars
spent in the U.S. is spent by government

(2) Government has intervened in the market nechanism to protect the
consumers, to aid labor, farmers and industries; to provide for the
aged, sick, and needy; to promote or reduce competition; to assume
responsibility for the stability* of the economy.

Understandings Concepts

The purpose of an economic system is Society must choose between
to decide how to use its limited competing desires in order to
resources, establish priorities for what

our scarce resources can produce

(E)

Decisions of buyers and sellers are
affected by price changes

In a private enterprise economy
such as ours, changes in prices
largely determine the use that
will be made of resources.
Prices are basically determined
by the demand for and supply of
goods and services (E)
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Understandings, (contd.)

Consumers must weigh all availableinformation to make intelligentdecisions.

The interdependence of the marketsystem allows everyone to work
together for the benefit of all.

The economic role of our govern-ment has expanded.

Concepts (contd.)

Consumers will generally choosto purchase with their limitedincome those goods and serviceswhich give them the greatest sa
isfaction (E)

Group living requires cooperatiwithin and between groups (A.'S)

Democratic governments provideprotection for the rights of:
indtviduals and minority grOups
(Ps)
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THYME II: ORGANIZING PRODUCTION TO SATISFY ECONOMIC CHOICES

9

Overview

The revolution in industrial methods, techniques, and equipment has continued atan accelerated pace. The introduction of new industrial methods malicedly changedman's daily living and working habits. Competition of the free market encouragednen to seek more efficient methods of producing and marketing goods and services.

This theme begins with the concepts of production and productivity and continueswith an analysis of conditions leading to high productivity. Business units forproducing goods and services are briefly described, followed by a study of theimpact of big business on the American economy. (Teadhers may wish to developP. 11 with Theme I, P. 6.)

What is the role of production in our society?

1. What is production?

a. Production is the output of goods and services resulting from the useof labor, capital, and other resources.
b. The goods and services produced by a society depend on how management

organizes and uses its resources.
c. Increased production per worker (productivity) has made possible higher

standards of living.

2. What factors favor increased productivity/

a. Natural resources, e.g., iron, lumber, land, water.
b. Human resources - number, health, education, and dkills of workers.c. Capital resources - to organize resources efficiently.
d. Mhnagerial resources - to organize resources efficiently.
e. Technology - inventions, new sources of power, automation, know-how.
f. Environment - laws, customs, religion, government attitude.

Why does the United States enjoy high productivity/

1. The United States has many developed resources, good fertile soil, fine
harbors, and a variety of climates.

2. Labor dkills have increased, e.g., training by unions and industry,
education.

3. Competition has stimulated less expensive and more efficient methods of
production and the introduction of new products.

4. Research and development by individuals, government, and universities hasimproved technology.

5. Government has promoted industrial development, e.g., aid to railroads,
immigration policy.

Understandings4
tt_taft,

Preeedurls must cotbine available re. 1:076^Anmehim

Concepts



man's daily living and working habits. Competition or mne iree marxe-u enuuuEmexu

men to seek more efficient methods of producing and marketing goods and services.

This theme begins with the concepts of production and productivity and continues

with an analysis of conditions leading to high productivity. Business units for

producing goods and services are briefly described, followed by a study of the

impact of big business on the American economy. (Teachers may wish to develop

P. 11 with Theme /2 P. 6.)

What is the role of production in our society?

1. What is production?

a. Production is the output of goods end services resulting from the use

of labor, capital, and other resources.

b. The goods and services produced by a society depend on how management

organizes and uses its resources.

c. Increased production per worker (productivity) has made possible higher

standards of living.

2. What factors favor increased productivity?

a. Natural resources, e.g., iron, lumber, land, water.

b. Human resources - number, health, education, and Skills of workers.

c. Capital resources - to organize resources efficiently.

d. Managerial resources - to organize resources efficiently.

e. Technology - inventions, new sources of power, automation, know-how.

f. Environment - laws, customs, religion, government attitude.

Why does the United States enjoy high productivity?

1. The United States has many developed resources, good fertile soil, fine

harbors, and a variety of climates.

2. Labor skills have increased, e.g., training by unions and industry,

education.

3. Competition has stimulated less expensive and more efficient methods of

production and the introduction of new products.

4. Research and development by individuals, government, and universities has

improved technology.

5. Government has promoted industrial development, e.g., aid to railroads,

immigration policy.

Understandings

-Proeedures must combine available re-
sources to provide goods and services

Producers seek new methods that provide
greater efficiency

Technological change is greatly re-
sponsible for our rising standarl
of living

Concepts

Producers use human, natural, and
capital resources to make goods and
services (E)

Producers try to keep their costs of
production down and their profits

up (E)

Capital is a key factor in producing
more goods (E)
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How does our system organize production?

1. What is the role of profits?

a. An incentive for business investment
b. Represents a guidelines for determining the success of a business
c. Ehcourages businessmen to allocate resources efficiently and where

needed
d. The economy grows by reinvesting profits

2. How do business firma organize?

a. Single Ownership (Entrepreneur)

(1) Most business firms in the U.S. are single proprietorships
(2) Suffers from the inability to raise large amounts of capital and

from unlimited liability (owner is personally responsible for all
debts of business)

b. Partnership
(1) Enables pooling of additional capital and skills
(2) Suffers from unlimited liability of each partner for business debts

c. Corporation
(1) Permits pooling of large amounts of capital because investors arq

liable only for their investment
(2) Mist pay corporate taxes
(3) Ownership and management are separated in large corporations

3. How important is the corporation?

a. Mbst corporations in the U.S. are small business firms that do not sell
any stock. They incorporate to gain the benefit of limited liability

b. Corporations own vast resources and hire specialists in production,
sales, and management

c. Corporations have greater output, assets, and employment than any other
form of business organization

d. Through the sale of shares of stodk to the public, the corporation can
pool vast suns of capital

4 What is the function of the securities markets?

a. Types of securities - common and preferred stock, Federal government,
MUnicipal, and Corporate Bonds

b. People buy securities as investments and for speculation
c. Infornation about securities can be obtained from magy sources, e.g.,

broker, financial pages of a newspaper, corporation prospectus
d. Buying and selling securities - stock exchanges, aver-the-counter,

buying on margin
e. The Stock Exchanges are regulated - self-regulated, Securities and

Exchange Commission, Federal Reserve Board

Understandings Concepts

The profit motive and competition play In order to make a profit, business-
an essential role in our producttve men tend to produce those products
system that consumers desire most. Producers

try to keep their costs of production
down and their profits up (E)

The corporation has emerged as a Man organizes many kinds of groups to
.dominant force in our ecoonmy meet his social needs (k-S)

a'
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How do businesses combine?

1. What are the forms of business combination in our society?

a. Four types of combinations - horizontal (identical products), vertical(all or most steps of production), circular (same marketing channels),
and conglomerates (diversity).

b. Inf,..elmal methods, e.g., gentleman's agreement, price leadership, inter.
locking directorate

c. Fbrmal arrangements, e.g., pool, trust, holding company, merger

2. Why are big business combinations defended?

a. Large scale production lowers overhead costs per unit, e.g., rent,
insurance

b. Mass production methods bring economies and standardization, e.g.,
assembly line, specialization

C. The wastes of competition are eliminated
d. Growth of scientific management for greater efficienay
e. Research is encouraged and by-products are developed
f. Substitute products and "countervailing power" will prevent abuse ofpower
g. Big business has assumed a greater degree of social responsibility.

How does big business reflect elements of monopoly as well as competition?

1. How much competition do we have in our econome

a. Mbnopolistic competition - many sellers with similar but different
products; most businesses today

b. Oligopoly - few sellers with similar products, e.g., cars
c. Natural monopoly - public utilities, e.g., telephone, gas, electric
d. Legal monopolies - e.g., patents, copyrights, trademarks
e. Mbnopoly - measured by ability to direct price and output, not by size

or type of business organization

2. Why is big business concentration opposed?

a. Prices are higher, output is restricted and resources are not
allocated efficiently.

b. New teahniques and new products are discouraged
c. langer of undesirable political, economic and social power
d. Great size may be a disadvantage - diminishing returns
e. Automation and technological displacement
f. The bulk of production is concentrated in the hand of relatively few

large corporations

How has the gavernment attempted to maintain competition?

1. Anti-monopoly legislation - Interstate Commerce Act, 1887; Sherman Anti-
Trust Act, 1890; Clayton Anti-Trust Act, 1914; Robinson-Patman Act, 1936.

2. Action against attempts to "restrict competition," e.g., General Mbtors Case,
Electrical industries

3. Anti-trust enforcement is controversial and often confusing, e.g., railroads,
airlines, newspapers.

an
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Understandings

Big business has aided the growth ofthe American economy

Monopolistic practices have hinderedour competitive market system

Our government has aided industrialgrowth and has checked its abuse ofpawer

28

Concepts

Specialization and the division of
labor make possible greater efficiencyin producing goods and services (E)

Economic systems vary widely in theirtheory and practice (E)

Government make rules to promote the
interest of society (P.S.)
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THEME III: HOW INCOME IS DISTRIBUTED IN OUR MARKET ECONOMY

Overview

An important question for any economic system is how to distritate the
goods and services the economy produces. The issues raised are often
of an economic and non-economic nature. They often involve the private
and public sectors in their solution.

This theme begins with a discussion of the determinants of income dis-
tribution, and continues with three areas of major concern in the area
of income distribution - poverty, labor income, farm income. Teachers
may discuss profits in this theme as well as in Theme II.

NOTE: TEACHERS CAN EXPAND THE CONCEPT OF INSURANCE ON PAGE 15,
FOR STUDENTS ACHIEVING BELOW GRADE LEVEL.

What Factors Determine the Distribution of Income?

1. Eadh factor of production (land, labor, capital, management) receives
income in the form of wages, rent, interest, and profits.

2. Some people receive transfer payments not related to productive
services; e.g., social security.

3. Related to the nmrket value of individual contributions to the economy;
e.g., the supply and demand for specific natural resources, labor and
capital.

4. Economic groups may advocate policies which tend to increase the incomes
of their own members, e.g., labor unions, farmers.

5. Government uses taxes and transfer payments to change the distribution
of income; e.g., parity paynents, unemployment insurance.

Understandings

Individuals receive income in the form
of wages, rent, interest, and ;rofits.

Economic interest groups such as
workers, farmers, and the poor have
tried to increase thels nhare of
the total income.

Concepts

Income comes from individual
contributions to the production
of goods and services. (E)

All men have the right to an
adequate standard of living.
(CL)

Unequal Incame Distribution and the Problems of Poverty

1. Who are the poor?

a. Poverty in the U.S.A. is officially neasured by a fixed standard of
real income based on the cost of a minimum human diet

_ Pnvoritv fforrf: al 1 irrroma nar+4 nill ir rrrral Parrn 4avet4 1 4 taa ineyn



or an economlc and non-economic nature. Iney orten involve tte prlvate
and public sectors in their solution.

This theme begins with a discussion of the determinants of income dis-
tribution, and continues with three areas of major concern in the area
of income distribution - poverty, labor income, farm i,come. Teachers
may discuss profits in this theme as well as in Theme II.

.NOTE: TEACHERS CAN 7XPAND THE CONCEPT OF INSURANCE ON PAGE 15,
FOR STUDENTS ACHIEVING BELOW GRADE LEVEL.

What Factors Determine the Distribution of Income?

1. Each factor of production (land, labor, capital, management) receives
income in the form of wages, rent, interest, and profits.

2. Some people receive transfer payments not related to productive
services; e.g., social security.

3. Related to the market value of individual contributions to the economy;
e.g., the supply and demand for specific natural resources, labor and
capital.

4. Economic groups may advocate policies which tend to increase the incomes
of their own members, e.g., labor unions, farmers.

5. Government uses taxes and transfer payments to change the distribution
of income; e.g., parity payments, unemployment insurance.

Understandings

Individuals receive income in the form
of wages/ rent, interest, and profits.

Economic interest groups such as
workers, farmers, and the poor have
tried to increase their share of
the total income.

Concepts

Income comes from individual
contributions to the production
of goods and services. (E)

All men have the right to an
adequate standard of living.
(CL)

Une ual Income Distribution and the Problems of Povert

1. Who are the poor?

a. POverty in the U.S.A. is officially measured by a fixed standard of
real income based on the cost of a minimum human diet

b. Poverty affects all groups but particularly rural farm families, non-
white families, families headed by a female, those lacking education
or skills, the aged and infirmed

c. A functional distribution of income indicates that 1/5 of our families
are in poverty although the gap is closing

2. Why does poverty exist?

a. Discrimination and unequal opportunity
b. Technological change in industry
c. Movement from the farm to the city
d. Broken family life and sense of despair and hopelessness - both cause

and effect of poverty



3. How can we eliminate poverty?

a. Structural approach - breaking the barriers and keep families locked

into poverty; e.g., Economic Opportunity Act, 1964 ("War on Poverty") -

Job Corps, Head Start, Vista, Community Action Program, Neighborhood

Youth Corps
b. Transfer Approach - redistribute income and raise income of poor;

e.g., Public Assistance Allowance, Family Allowance, Social Insurance

Provisions, Guaranteed Income ("Negative Income Tax"), Proposals for

New *York City Welfare Program

c. Economic growth of the entire economy can help to reduce poverty

d. There is a role for the private sector of our economy in The War on

Poverty; e.g., retraining, education.

Understandings Concepts

Poverty may be caused by factors
be.,,,nd the control of the individual.

Poverty has had its greatest impact
on select groups in our society but

affect the total society.

The public and private sectors of
our economy must join together to
coMbat poverty.

The environment in which a person
lives greatly e,ffects his opportuni-
ties for per,ona1 growth and de-
velopment. (A-S)

All men have the right to an adequate
standard of living. (P.S.)

Civilizations develop as mean success-
fully meet problems arising from
changes: Civilizations decline and
disintegrate as men fail to adapt to
new circumstancw. (H)

What is the Role of Wages and Labor in Our Market Economyl

1. What are 'wages?

a. Wages represent a cost to the employer and an income to the worker

b. In addition to money wages, employees receive pensions, social
security, vacation and sick pay, and other "fringe benefits"

c. A worker's "real wage" is the purchasing power of his money wage.

2. Why do wages differ?

a. Supply and demand for specific skills at a given time

b. Demand for a specific product or service
c. Depends on skill, training, education, and/or ability of worker

d. Differences in productivity among persons and occupations

e. The nature of the worker's job; e.g., safety and health risks

f. Imperfections in the market system; discrimination by sex or race.

3. What changes are taking place in our labor force?

a. Women are increasingly entering the labor market

b. Technological developments have decreased the need for farm and

factory workers
c. Growth is taking place in service industries, government employment,

and white collar jobs in professional and tedhnical fields

d. Greater mobility influences job opportunities, availability of in-

formation and pension programs
e. More training and education of workers - e.g., on the job training

f. Special programs for hard core unemployed open new opportunities in

economically deprived communities.

31
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4. How have workers tried to improve their wages, security and other conditions?
a. Wbrkers joined labor unions to improve their bargaining position withmanagement and gain other benefits

(1) Different types of unions are organized to meet craft andindustry - wide needs; e.g., Knights of Labor, American Federationof Labor, Congress of Industrial Organizations(2) Since 1945 unions haw; not grown in proportion to the increasein the labor force
(3) Unions have provided or pressured for governnent and privateprograms to make the worker more secure.

a) Pensions
b) Life insurance
c) Medical and health insurance
d) Unemployment benefits
e) Wbrkmen's compensation
f) Social Security

b. Unions have represented workers in collective bargaining

(1) The great majority of labor-management disputes are peacefUllyresolved throagh direction negotiations
(2) Negotiation, mediation, fact-finding and arbitration are usedin varying degrees to resolve labor-management differences(3) When disputes arise labor and management resort to variouspressure techniques; e.g., strike, lockout, strike threat,public appeals
(4) Government has affected labor-management relations,

a) The government has passed legislation to improve theworking conditions and advance the health and welfare ofworkers; e.g., Social Security Act, regulation of child laborb) Mbre workers are continually being covered by minimum wage lawsc) Legislation has prohibited discrimination in hiring andiiscrimination in union membership
d) Legislation has improved the bargaining power of unions; e.g.,Wagner Act, 1935
e) Certain union practices have been prohibited by the Taft-Hartley Act, 1947 - e.g., closed shop, strikes without acooling-off period
f) Greater democracy within unions as fostered by the Landrum-Griffin Act, 1959 - e.g., Members guaranteed right to votein union elections, limits placed on length of time betweenelections
g) Growing public concern has led government to r



(2) Since 1945 unions have not grown in proportion to the increase
in the labor force

(3) Unions have provided or pressured for government and private
programs to make the wolker more secure.

a) Pensions
b) Life insurance
c) Medical and health insurance
d) Unemployment benefits
e) Workmen's compensation
f) Social Security

b. Unions have represented workers in collective bargaining

(1) The great majority of labor-management disputes are peacefully
resolved through direction negotiations

(2) Negotiation, mediation, fact-finding and arbitration are used
in varying degrees to resolve labor-management differences

(3) When disputes arise labor and management resort to various
pressure techniques; e.g., strike, lockout, strike threat,
public appeals

(4) Government has affected labor-management relations,

a) The government has passed legislation to improve the
working conditions and advance the health and welfare of
workers; e.g., Social Security Act, regulation of child labor

b) Mbre workers are continually being covered by minimum wage laws
c) Legislation has prohibited discrimination in hiring and

discrimination in union membership
d) Legislation has improved the bargaining power of unions; e.g.,

Wagner Act, 1935
e) Certain union practices have been prohibited by the Taft-

Hartley Act, 1947 - e.g., closei shop, strikes without a
cooling-off period

0 Greater democracy within unions as fostered by the Landrum-
Griffin Act, 1959 - e.g., MeMbers guaranteed right to vote
in union elections, limits placed on length of time between
elections

g) Growing public concern has led government to reassess the
collective bargaining process particularly in the area of
public employees.

Understandings

Labor productivity is a major
factor in determining labor's
share of income.

Labor's productivity has in-
creased due to technological
and educational advances.

32

Concepts

Income mainly comes from individual
contributions to the production of
goods and services. (E)

Real increases in production are
largely the result of an increase
in the worker's ability to produce.
(E)
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Workers have organized unions
to provide increased benefits
and job security.

Government has both aided the
worker and chedked the abuses
of power by unions.

33
Man organizes many kinds of groupsto meet his social needs. (A.-S)

Governments make rules to promote the
interests of society. (PS)

How Have Farmers Organized to Obtain a Greater Share of Income?
1. Why have farmers felt a need to organize?

a. Problem of supply and demand

(1) The technological revolution in agriculture enables the farmerto produce more than the increase in demand for his product,thus a surplus results
(2) Since many farm products operate under inelastic demand, loweredprices do not stimulate sales(3) When prices fall, farmers increase output. Thus prices tend tofall still lower
(4) High fixed costs encourage continued production even when pricesfall.

b. Problem of rural poverty

Mhny farmers are marginal farmers and on the average, their incomesare low and have not kept pace with rising prices or industrialincomes

c. Other problems

(1) Although large corporate farms exist, and the nuMber of personsengaged in farming has declined, farming continues to be ahighly competitive industry(2) Historically, the farmer has been burdened with high middlemancosts; e.g., railroad
(3) Dependence on long-term credit has often resulted in debtorstatus for farmers

2. How has the farmer organized to overcome his problems?
a. Pre-New-Deal - Silver Purchase

Acts, "Granger Laws," InterstateCommerce Act
b. Since 1933 - At tines restricts

farm supply and production, providescredit, price supports, soil bank, Food For Ltg



How

1.

or power by unions.

Have Farmers Organized to Obtain a Greater Share of Income?

Why have farmers felt a need to organize?

a. Problem of supply and demand

(1) The technological revolution in agriculture enables the farmer
to produce more than the increase in demand for his product,
thus a surplus results

(2) Since many farm products operate under inelastic demand, lowered
prices do not stimulate sales

(3) When prices fall, farmers increase output. Thus priccfl tend to
fall still lower

(4) High fixed costs encourage continued production even when prices
fall.

b. Problem of rural poverty

Many farmers are marginal farners and on the average, their incomes
are low and have not kept pace with rising prices or industrial
incomes

c. Other rroblems

(1) Although large corporate farns exist, and the number of persons
engaged in farming has declined, farming continues to be a
highly competitive industry

(2) Historically, the farmer has been burdened with hIgh middleman
costs; e.g., railroad

(3) Dependence on long-term credit has often resulted in debtor
Etatus for farmers

2. How has the farmer organized to overcome his problems?

a. Pre-New-Deal - Silver Purchase Acts, "Granger Laws," Interstate
Commerce Act

b. Since 1933 - At times restricts farm supply and production, provides
credit, price supports, soil bank, Food For Peace Program

Understandings Concepts

Farm productivity has expanded due
to great technological changes.

Farm surpluses and inelastic demands
resulted in lower farm income.

Government action has tried to deal
with the problems of low farm income.

The attempts to solve farm prdblems
by farmers and gavernments have not
always been successful.

34

Producers use human, natural and
capital resources to make goods and
services. (E)

Earth changes man and nan changes
earth. (G)

Governments have grown more complex
in response to changing needs and
conditions. (PS)

Progress occurs as men meet the
problems resulting fram change with
varying degree of success. (H)
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What is the role of profits in our societyl

1. Profits are a return to one of the factors of production.

2. They act as an incentive for business investnent.

3. They represent a guidelines far determining the success of a business.

4. The drive to maximize profits encourages businessmen to allocate

resources efficiently.

5. The economy can grow by reinvesting profits.

Understandinp Cancepts

Profits are the businessmans
Incone mainly cames from in-

share of national income.
dividual contributions to the
production of goods and services.

(E)

Profits vary from industry to

industry and from firm to firm.

The expansion of business depends

on the growth of profits.

In order to make a profit,
businesamen tend to produce
those products which consumers
desire most. Producers try to

keep their costs of production

down and their profits up. (E)

(The role of profits may be studied here or in Theme II)



THEME IV. HOW WE TRY TO MAINTAIN A GROWING AND STABLE ECONOMY

Overview

Econondc progress depends upon the ability of anation to increase its totaloutput faster than population increases. The ability of the Anerican freeenterprise system to do this hasresulted in a continually rising standard ofliving for its citizens. However, this growth has not been steady, but bas beennarred by intermittent boons and depressions. If we are to continue to provideour citizens with greater opportunities for a fUller life, and, at the sane time,discharge our responsibility to the emerging nations and the free world, it isnecessary that our economic system show continued growth with stability.

The thene begins with an examination of the "kit of tools" by which wedeterndne and measure the nation's economic performance, continues with ananalysis of the factors contributing to growth, explores the dangers of inflationand recession, and concludes with a study of the "remedies" for maintaininggrowth and stability centering around monetary and fiscal policy.

NOTE: TEACHERS CAN EXTAND TAGE 20-1 (CREDIT), AND PAGE, 21-1 (TAXES),AND CAN PLACE LESS EMPHASIS ON POLICY DECISIONS FaUND IN RAGE 20-3AND iAGES 21 - 22 FOR STUDENTS ACHIEVIn BELOW GRADE LEVEL.

What is Economic Growth?

1. Why is it important to measure a nation's economic performance?
a. If a nation's total output increases faster than the increase ofpopulation, a higher standard of living is possibleb. Knowing the level of economic performance at agy given time mayindicate whether measares should be taken to improve that performancec. Measures of performance should be compared cautiously with previousyears and with other countries to determine progress

2. How Do We Measure a Nation's Economic Perfornance?

a. Gross National Product (GNP) - The total dollar value of all goodsand services produced in the economy in one year, e.g.., 19694932.1 141.b. National Income - The total of all incomes earned during the year bybusiness and individugls,
e.g., 1969-$771.0 Billion.c. In order to compare GNP of different years, GNP must be stated inconstant dollars which have had the same purchasing powerd. The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is a relative measure of price changescompared with a given base ear
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marred by intermittent booms and depressions. If we are to continue to provide

our citizens with greater opportunities for a fuller life, and, at the same time,

discharge our responsfbility to the emerging nations and the free world, it is

necessary that our econamic system show continued grawth with stability.

The theme begins with an examination of the "kit of tools" by which we

determine and measure the nation's econamic performance, continues with an

analysis of the factors contributing to growth, explores the dangers of inflation

and recession, and concludes with a study of the "remedies" for maintaining

growth and stability centering around monetary and fiscal policy.

NOTE: TEACHERS CAN EXPAND PAGE 20-1 (CREDIT), AND PAGE 21-1 (TAXES),

AND CAN PLACE LESS EMPHASIS ON POLICY DECISIONS FOUND IN PAGE 20-3

AND PAGES 21 - 22 FOR STUDENTS ACHIEVING BELOW GRADE LEVEL.

What is Economic Growth?

1. Why is it important to measure a nation's economic perfornance?

a. If a nation's total output increases faster than the increase of
population, a higher standard of living is possible

b. Knawing the level of economic performance at any given time may
indicate whether measures should be taken to improve that performance

c. Measures of performance should be compared cautiously with previous
years and with other countries to determine progress

2. How Do We Measure a Nation's Econonic Performance?

a. Gross National Product (GNP) - The total dollar value of all goods
and services produced in the economy in one year, e.g., 1969-$932. 1

b. National Income - The total of all incomes earned during the year by
business and individugls, e.g., 19694771.0 Billion.

c. In order to compare GNP of different years, GNP nust be stated in
constant dollars which have had the same purchasing power

d. Die Consumer Price Index (CPT) is a relative measure of price Changes
compared with a given base year, e.g., 1969-124

e. If real GNP per capita is rising considerably then the econow is
performing well and growing

f. A nation's economic performance may also be measured in terms of
employment, unemployment, price and sales of wholesale goods and
other indices.

3. What Are the Keys to Econamic Growth?

a. The maximum a nation can produce is determined by its productive
resources and technology available - e.g., national resources, labor
productivity, tools, machinery and plants

b. rhere are often intangible factors contributing to growth - e.g.,
individual initiative, government stability, culture

c. If an economy is operating at or near its capacity, growth requires
that we expand our output per capita (productivity)

d. If an economy is operating below its capacity, grawth requires an
increase in the demand for goods and services to put idle mHn and
machines to work

e. rhe U.S. has about 6% of the world's p4ulation, but its GNP is
1/3 of the world's total. ,G1TP in the U.S. has been increasing at
an average rate of 3% per year since 1900, while population has
increased at a rate of 1% per year.

37
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f. Growth has been uneven in various periods of our history, e.g.,
1930's va. 1960's

4. What are the barriers to Economic Growth?

a.

b.

C.

de

e.

19

The failure of total demand, or spending, to keep up with a nation's

capacity to produce - e.g., unequal distribution of wealth
Underdeveloped economies must have capital and technological know-
how to grow. Capital may be imported or accumulated by reduced
consumption (saving)
Poor societies cannot afford the investment in education essential

for growth
Instability and uncertainty of future developments binder growth by

discouraging investment
Growth can cause temporary dislocation - e.g., "depressed areas,"

"distressed industries"

Understanding Concepts

Total output in the economy is
measured by gross national product.

Economic progress depends on growth
in total output that is faster than
population increases.

Growth in total output depends on
the level of total spending as
well as on growing productive
capacity.

Changes in a private enterprise
economy result from decisions
made by consumers, producers
and/or government. (E)

Increased production makes possible
the greater satisfaction of man's
wants. (E)

The economy grows mainly as a
result of decisions of consumers
to spend and to save, amd of
producers to invest. (E)

What Is Economic Stability/

1. How do business fluctuations affect economic growth and stability?

a. Recessions and depressions are periods of declining economic
activity - e.g., declining GNP and employment

b. Booms are periods of rising economic activity
c. In severe depressions, millions are unemployed, factories lie idle

and billions of dollars of potential output are wasted because of

the lack of effecttve demand fOr goods and services - e.g., de-

pression of the 1930's
d. Booms bring prosperity to nearly all groups in society - businesses

sell near their capacity output; wages, profits and employment are

high - e.g., post World War II intr.&
e. Not all segments of society are affected equal4 by prosperity or

recession, e.g., minority groups, rural poor
f. Recessions and booms vary in intensity.

2. What are the causes of instability?

a. Inflation:occurs when total spind(aggregate demand) by consumers,

Business and government rises more rapidly than the economy's capacity
anna-t-hinns. prirp. leadership and



C.

de

e.

consumption (saving)
Poor societies cannot affOrd the investment in education essential

for growth
Instability and uncertainty of future developments binder growth by

discouraging investment
Growth can cause temporary dislocation - e.g., "depressed areas,"

"distressed industries"

Understandings

Total output in the economy is
measured by gross national product.

Etonamic progress depends on growth
in total output that is faster than
population increases.

Growth in total output depends on
the level of total spending as
well as on growing productive
capacity.

What Is Economic Stability/

Concepts

Changes in a private enterprise
economy result from decisions
made by consumers, producers
and/or government. (E)

Increased production makes possible
the greater satisfaction of man's
wants. (E)

The economy grows mainly as a
result of decisions of consumers
to spend and to save, and of
producers to invest. (E)

1. How do business fluctuations affect economic growth and sUbility?

a. Recessions and depressions are periods of declining economic

activity - e.g., declining GNP and employment

b. Booms are periods of rising economic activity

c. In severe depressions, millions are unemployed, factories lie idle

and billions of dollars of potential output are wasted because of

the lack of effective demamd for goods and services - e.g., de-

pression of the 1933's
d. Boams bring prosperity to nearly all groups in society - businesses

sell near their capacity output; wages, profits and employment are

high - e.g., post World War II in U.S.

e. Not all segments of society are affected equally by prosperity or

recession, e.g., ninority groups, rural poor

f. Recessions and booms vary in intensity.

2. What are the causes of instability/

a. Inflation occurs when total spinAtl(aggregate demand) by consumers,

Business and government rises more rapidly than the econtmy's capacity

to produce - e.g., under war-time conditions, price leadership and

industrial concentration, cost-push

b. Recessions and depressions occur when total spending is insufficient

to buy the output of the economy

c. The relationships between the spending of consumers, business and

government affect the fluctuation of our economy - e.g., multiplier

accelerator, velocity of money, relationship between swving and

investnent
d. Upswings and downswings tend to be cumulative onte under wsy.
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3. Econamic stability and growth has become the respansibility of govern-ment under the Employment Act of 1946 - e.g., monetary and fiscal
policy, debt management.

Understandings

Boons and depressions have no single
cause but are usually the result of a
coMbination of causes whose relative
importance varies from case to case.

If total spending is less tban total
capacity output, there will be unem-
ployment of men and madhines; if total
spending exceeds capacity output,
prices will rise.

Concepts,

Historical events have multiple
causes and effects. (H)

The level of spending by consumers
mid. the level of investment by
businessmen play key roles in
determining recessions or
prosperity. (E)

Wbat Is the Role of Money and Credit in Our Economy?

1. Why do we use money and credit?

a. Mbney is any means of payment for goods and services that is generallyaccepted
b. Mbney serves as a medium of exdhange, a store of value, a standard

of value and a standard of deferred payment
c. Money consists of coins, paper currency, and demand deposits
d. Credit is a promise to pay for present goods and services in thefuture

(1 Consumer installement buying, charge accounts
(2 Mortgages, college and auto loans
(3 Short term credit in most transactions of business

e. Most payments in our modern economy are made by check

2. How do banks create money and credit?

a. Commercial banks create money by making loans to businessmen
(Samlngs banks, life insurance companies, and other financial
institutions also make loans and provide services sudh as
savings accounts, safe deposit boxes, investment services and
insurance to individuals and business. These, however, do not
create money)

b. The borrower receives a loan as a credit to his acwunt. Hischedk functions as money drawn aaainnf- 114gAJP,



coMbination of causes whose relative
importance varies fram case to case.

If total spending is less than total
capacity output, there will be unem-
ployment of men and machines; if total
spending exceeds capacity output,
prices will rise.

The level of spending by consumers
and the level of investnent by
businessmen play key roles in
determining recessions or
prosperity. (E)

What Is the Role of Mbney and Credit in Our Econm?

1. Why do we use noney and credit?

a. Money is any means of payment for goods and services that is generally
accepted

b. Mbney serves as a medium of exchange, a store of value, a standard
of value and a standard of deferred peynent

c. Money consists of coins, paper currency, and demand deposits
d. Credit is a pronise to pay for present goods and services in the

future

(1 Consumer installement buying, charge accounts
(2 Mortgages, college and auto loans
(3 Short term credit in most transactions of business

e. Most payments in our modern economy are made by check

2. Haw do banks areate money and credit?

a. Comnercial banks create money by making loans to businesemen
(Savings banks, 'Lfe insurance companies, and other financial
institutions also make loans and pravide services such as
savings accounts, safe deposit boxes, investnent services and
insurance to individuals and business. These, however, do not
create money)

b. The borrower receives a loan as a credit to his account. His
check functions as money drawn against his account

3. How can the Federal Reserve System control the supply of money and
credit?

a. Acts as a "bank for banks." A portion of nember bank fUnds are
held as "reserves" at the FED

b. Provides for an elastic currency to meet business needs
c. Too mueh money relattve to business needs can foster inflation

whereas too little money can foster a recession
d. The FED can control the supply of noney and credit

Power to set reserve requirements (rarely used)
2 Raise or lower interest rates it charges for loans to member

banks (discount rate)
(3) Creating fresh reserves through open market operations in

government seaurities

e. The selective use of monetary policy can help set the supply of
money at a level that encourages full employment, at stable prices
without inhibiting growth. (Etployment Act 1946)
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Understandings
42

The Federal Reserve System has amajor responsfbility to influenceour banking system so as to avoidmonetary instability and to promotestable economic growth.

Banks serve nany purposes.

21

Concepts

Government policy of taxing,
spending, borrowing, and con-trolling credit and money supply
have powerfV1 effects upon re-
cessions or prosperity. (E)

Governments make rules to promotethe interests of society (P.S.)How Does the Federal Government Try to Provide for Growth and Stability?1, How does the Federal budget affect economic growth and stability?a. The budget provides for revenue to finance government programs
(1) Taxes maybe used to regulate consumption amd industry, promoteindustrial development and redistribute wealth

a) May be based on benefits
received (gasoline tax used forhighway construction) or ability to pay (income andinheritance taxes)

1
Tax rates may be progressive, regressive or proportionalSome taxes axe ultimately shifted to the consumer - e.g.,excise tax, real estate taxd) Taxes may affect profits, savings and spending in theeconomy

(2) Governments often borrow to finance spendinga) Government debt is owed to the Anmricam people andfinancial institutionsb) Most economists believe that the econonic
significanceof the public debt is not so muCh its size as the timingand the purpose of the borrowing and the particulareconomic situation at the time

b. Federal programs have provided for growth and stability
(1 National defense is the largest part of our federal budget
(2 Increased spending fbr health, education, labor, and housing
(3) Other than econonic factors may determine the type and levelof spending, e.g., wars, political pressure.

2, What Are the Implications of Fiscal Policy?
a. The Federal government has accepted the responsibility for main-

taining economic stabilization - Employment Act, 1946b. Discretionary Fiscal Policy (tax, spend, borrow) can affectconsumption and investment
- e.g., New Deal Programc. Automatic stabilizers are at work to ninimize the affects offluctuations on our economy - e.g., unemployment

insurance,progressive taxes.

What Are the Problems of Economic Polic



Banals serve many purposes. Governments make rUles to pramote
the interests of society (P.S.)

How Does the Federal Government Try to Provide for Growth and Stability/

1. How does the Federal budget affect econonic growth and stability/

a. The budget provides far revenue to finance government programs

(1) Taxes maybe used to regulate consunption and indue:ry, promote
industrial development and redistribute wealth

a) May be based on benefits received (gasoline tax used for
highway construction) or ability to pay (income and
inheritance taxes)

bi Tax rates may be progressive, regressive or proportional
c Same taxes are ultimately shifted to the consumer - e.g.,

excise tax, real estate tax
d) Taxes may affect profits, savings and spending in the

economy
(2) Governments often borrow to finance spending

a) Government debt is owed to the American people and
financial institution:,

b) Mbst economists believe that the economic significance
of the public debt is not so much its size as the timing
and the purpose of the borrowing and the particular
economic situation at the time

b. Federal programs have provided for growth and stability

(1) National defense is the largest pert of our federal budget
(1 Increased spending fdr health, education, labor, and housing
(3 Other than economic factors may determine the type and level

of spending, e.g., wars, political pressure.

2. What Are the Iuplications of Fiscal Policy?

a. The Federal government has accepted the responsibility for main-
taining economic stabilization - Employment Act, 1946

b. Ddscretionary Fiscal Policy (tax, spand, borrow) can affect
consumption and investment - e.g., New Deal Program

c. Automatic stabilizers are at work to minimize the affects of
fluctuations on our economy - e.g.. unemployment insurance,
progressive taxes.

What Are the Problems of Economic Policy Making?

1. Information lags and shortcomings in the methods of forecasting

2. Lags in decision making - length of time from analysis to implementation

3. Lags in affecting the economy - policy change may first be felt several
months later

4. Impact of policy on particular sector of the economy - e.g., home
construction
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5. Balancing political, social and economic considerations

6. Difficulty in correlating fiscal and monetary policy toward. a
desired goal

7. Differences in critically evaluating a particular policy.

Understandings

Government tax policies have been
largely limited to activities not
effectively provided by the private
sector.

The govurnment tax policies can have
a powerful influence on investment,
business incentive, and income dis-
tribution.

Fiscal policy provides a potentially
powerful tool to help stabilize
total spending in the economy.

44

Concepts

Governments are established to
do for the individual what he
cannot do for himself. (p.s.)

Government policies of taxing,
spending, borrowing, and, con-
trolling credit and money
supply have powerftl effects on
recession and prosperity. (E)

Governnonts make rules to promote
the interests of society. (P.S.)
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THEME V - ECONOMICS OF THE METROPOLITAN REGION CASE STUDY -NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA

Overview

23

New York City has long been considered one of the most important cities inthe world. Its significance includes and goes well beyond the fields ofmature, commerce and finance. In recent years urban centers, includingNew York City, are facing difficult problems in population movements,housing, social adjustment and finance.

This theme opens with an examination of sone of the significant changesthat have affected New York City. It then develops several problems ofan economic and social nature that have developed from these changes.The theme closes with a discussion of what can be done to resolve some ofour problems.

What Chan es Have Affected the Econo
Area?

1. Population growth and change

Ilk of the New York Cit Metro solitan

a. No population growth in NewYmk City since 1950 although therehas been growth in the total New York standard metropolitanstatistical area
b. Rmral to urban population movementsc. Urban to suburban population movementsd. Economic and ethnic communities
e. Outmigration of the middle class to a different political andfiscal entity

2. Patterns of industry and employment

a. Decline of manufacturing industries in New York Cityb. Time, instead of distance, now a factor in locating industryand labor
c. Shifting shopping centers
d. Expansion of the concentration of service industries in New YorkCity; e.g commercial and financial offices

3. Growth of suburbs and its economic effect on the city

a. Flow of people, goods and services to and from the "hub"b. Increased costs due to dependence on the central city formany services e.u, entertainment and culturec. Changing housing patterns - development of "gray areas" interms of land use
d. Industrialization and the development of industrial parks.

Understandings,
Concepts

Continued chanizes_



the world. Its significance includes and goes well beyond the fields of
culture, commerce and finance. In recent years urban centers, including
New York City, are facing difficult problens in population movements,
housing, social adjustment and finance.

This theme opens with an examination of some of the significant changes
that have affected New Yotk City. It then develops several problems of
an economic and social nature that have developed from these dhanges.
The theme closes with a discussion of what can be done to resolve some of
our problems.

What Changes Have Affected the Economy of the New York City Metropolitan,
Area?

1. Population grawth and change

a. Nb population growth in New York City since 1950 although there
has been growth in the total New York standard metropolitan
statistical area

b. Rural to urban population movements
c. Urban to suburban population mavements
d. Economic and ethnic communities
e. Cutnigration of the middle class to a different political and

fiscal entity

2. Patterns of industry and employment

a. Decline of manufacturing industries in New York City
b. Time, instead of distance, now a factor in locating industry

and labor
c. Shifting shopping centers
d. Expansion of the concentration of service industries in New /brk

City; e.g., commercial and financial offices

3. Growth of sUburbs and its economic effect on the city

a. Flow of people, goods and services to and from the "hub"
b. Increased costs due to dependence on the central city for

many services e.g., entertadnment and culture
c. Changing housing patterns - development of "gray areas" in

terns of land use .

d. Industrialization and the development of industrial perks.

Understandings Concepts

Continued changes in the urban
population presents the city
with a variety nf problems.

The growth and development of
New York City is tied to the
changes taking place in the
entire metropolitan area .

Changing industrial patterns
are affecting economic growth
in New York City.

46

Change does not necessarily
imply progress. (H)

Historical events have nnitiple
causes and effects. (H)

Change is a constamt in
history, (H)
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What Economic Based Problems have Developed in New York City?

1. Industrial and Employment Problems

a. Business flight from New York City e.g., manufacturing
b. Effect of zoning on business location
C. Increased need for employment skills in white collar,

commercial, finanacial and other service areas
do Growing government employment and its effect on labor-management

relations
e. High rate of unemployment and lower incomes for minority groups

2. Need for decent and adequate housing

a. Social and economic costs of slums
b. Need for low inoame housing
c. Middle class housing that encourages middle class to remain in

the city or to return
d. Rent control and its effect on housing
e. Effect of public and private housing, tax-exempt housing and

cooperative houses
f. The relationShip between functional housing and aesthetic

structures

3. Conservation Problems

a. Land use

(1) Zoning to meet industrial, commercial, recreational and
residsntial nseds

(9 Unused roor use of land
(3 Misuse of open space

b. Air and mster pollution. noise, garbage and waste
c. Ladk of sufficient water resources

I. Traffic and Transportation

a. The effect of commuters on city transrortation facilities and
the teed for efficient commuter services

b. Congestion in the central business district during businsss hours
c. Congested highways and roads
d. Need for adequate public transportation
e. Mass public transit vs automdbile transportation in the Metropolitan

area
f. Competition of other east coast rorts with the port of New York

g. Increasing airrort congestion and the need for rapid transit
to airrorts

5. Fiscal Problems

a. Increased services at higher costs
b. Rising welfare costs
c. Increased tax burden on dwindling taxable base due to the move

to the sliburbs
d. Effects of the real estate tax as the main source of revenue
e. Competitive problems of the sales and income taxes
f. Competition of New *York City and other urban centers for

increased state and federal aid

47
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6. Other related economdc prablems

25

a. Maintaining and improving health services
b. Praviding for more recreation services
c. Increasing demands for education and educational services
d. Effects of crime and civil disorders

7. MUltiplicity of decision-making bodies make it difficult to plan and
carry out programs toward a desired end and often lead to duplication
of services and overlapping jurisdiction - over 1400 governments in
metropolitan area.

Understandings

Adequate housing is a key element
in our city's health.

4

New York City's growth and de-
velopment has created the need
for conserving its limited land
and other resources.

Rising costs have created a
need for reevaluating the sources
and uses of revenue in New York
City.

Cities must establish priorities
for solving problems.

Conceptet

The environment in which a per-
son lives greatly affects his
opportunities for personal
growth and development. (A-S)

Geographic factors have a
significant role in the life
of a nation. (G)

Human Wants are always greater
than the available resources.

(E)

In.any society choice determines
the goods and servlces produced.

(E)

2W.SLIIIM-II_AELEELaiMad!!--.1_122!1212d2212.211A12172:19.11EE

1. The role of government

a. Creation of the Department of Housing and Urban Development and
the Department of Transportation in the Federal Government

b. Model cities program
c. Federal - State - City programs in highway construction,

Education, public housing, urban renewal and rehabilitation,
mass transportation

d. Tax incentives to private sectors to locate industry and to
provide training and employment opportunities for the hard
core of unemployed

e. It'oposals for tax sharing
f. Regional planning and coordination
g. Increased emphasis on city planning and a master plan
h. Creation of independent authorities to deal with specific problems;
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carry out programs toward a desired end and often lead to duplication
of services and overlapping jurisdiction . aver 1400 governments in
metropolitan area.

Understandings

Adequate housing is a key element
it our city's health.

New York City's growth and de-
velopment has created the need
for conserving its limited land
and other resources.

Rising costs have created a
need for reevaluating the sources
and uses of revenue in New York
City.

Cities must establish priorities
for solving problems.

Concepts

The environment in which a per-
son lives greatly affects his
opportunities for personal
growth and. development. (A-S)

Geographic factors have a
significant role in the life
of a nation. (G)

Human wants are always greater
than the available resourced.

(E)

In any society choice determines
the goods and services producel.
(E)

What Attempts Are Being Made to Deal with Urban Problems

1. The role of government

a. Creation of the Department of Housing and Urban Development and
the Department of Transportation in the Federal Government

b. Model cities program
c. Federal - State - City programs in highway construction,

Education, public housing, urban renewal and rehabilitation, -

=as transportation
d. Tax incentives to private sectors to locate industry and to

provide training and employment opportunities for the hard
core of unemployed

e. Proposals for tax sharing
f. Regional planning and coordination
g. Increased emphasis on city planning and a master plan
h. Creation of independent authorities to deal with specific problems;

e.g., Metropolitan Transportation Authority, Port Authority
i. High speed interurban trains
j Attempts to stagger working and delivery hours in New York City '

k. Proposals by the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders
1. Suggestions for the creation of a unified metropolitan government

2. The Role of the Private Sector

a. Industry programi toward desired social and economic goals

job training
2 Making community aware of problems - Urban Coalition

b. Innovations; e.g., Community Action Programs, decentralization
and changing school curriculum, Black capitalism

49
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Understandings

Individuals should participate inlocal community programs.

A combination of public and
private planning is needed to
meet the city's problems.

The urban crisis requires national
attention since urban problems arebecoming more complex.

Content

Democratic living entials
duties and responsibilities
as yell as rights and privileges.
(P.S.)

Governments are established to
do for the individual what he
cannot do for himself. (p.s.)

National and local units of
government are interrela,ted and
interdependent. (P.S.)
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THEME VI - COMBATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS - THE SOVIET maa

Overview

Man has developed a variety of economic systems to deal with the problmns of
his society. These systems have generally been categorized by the decision
making process of tradition, command, and the market. Today we find that no
economy, ours included, operates completely within its theoretical frame but
moves in varying degrees from it.

By studying the economy of the Soviet Union we can readily see smother ap-
proach to "solving" basic economic problems we encountered in Theme I.
We are also afforded an opportunity to review our own economic system by
comparing the differences and similarities between American and Pussian
philosophy, economic approach, and rerformance.

Time permits just a study of ont other economic system. It is.understood,
of course, that other ecananic patterns exist and teachers nmy wish to
pursue these in order to rrovide valuable learnings.

What is the Structure of the Soviet Economy?

1. The Soviet economy is a mixed planned socialist economy i.e., goals and
planning are directed by the Communist Party,

The United States is mainly a price directed economy with some roles
played by government.

2. Central Planner (Gosplan) implements the program fbr the ecamorgy.

a. Priority system of production
b. Production quotas
c. Set prices

3. Prices are set to assure and enforce state-desired goals for the dis-
tribution of goods and services and the fulfillment of other goals.
They do not serve as guides as in a market economy. Prices are used
to regulate consumption.

4. Unlike the United States, the Soviet Economy is characterized by public
ownership of the means of production, e.g., factories, mines, railroads,
retail establisments, natural resources,

5. Some private enterprise does exist e.g., peasants' agricultural markets,
small shops, repairs, some professional services.

6. The waae svstpm S 4 11-agFia nn nietnAan____IalEh_amAdr1



moves in varying degrees from it.

By studying the economy of the Soviet Union we can readily see another ap-

proach to "solving" basic economic problems we encountered in Thane I.

We are also afforded an opportunity to review our own economic system by

comparing the differences and similarities between American and Russian

philosophy, economic approach, and performance.

Time permits just a study of one other economic system. It is understood,

of course, that other economic patterns exist and teachers may wish to

pursue these in order to provide valuable learnings.

What is the Structure of the Soviet Economy?

1. The Soviet economy is a mixed planned socialist economy i.e., goals and

planning are directed by the Communist Party. 4

The United States is mainly a price directed economy with some roles

played by government.

2. Central Planner (Gosplan) implements the program for the economy.

a. Priority system of production

b. Production quotas
c. Set prices

3. Prices are set to assure and enforce state-desired goals for the dis-

tribution of goods and services and the fulfillment of other goals.

They do not serve as guides as in a market econamy. Prices are used

to regulate consumption.

4. Unlike the United States, the Soviet Economy is characterized by public

ownership of the neans of production, e.g., factories, mines, railroads,

retail establisments, natural resources.

5. Some private enterprise does exist e.g., peasants' agricultural narkets,

mall shops, repairs, some professional services.

6. The wage system is based on piece rates with special differentivl wages,

and. supplemental, or cheaper, consumer rations to attract more workers

or induce greater output.

7. Private profit from the employment of others or the resale of goods is

generally not permitted.

a. Planned profits represent savings that are used for nany purposes

including the promotion of capital accumulation

b. Profits do not represent a reward far risk-taking

8. Agriculture employs many Soviet workers.

a. Collective farms (kolkhozy)

(1) Most of the output goes to the state, the remainder to the members

(2) Wages are determined by the type and productivity of labor performed
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b.
C.

9. The

a.

b.
C.

State farms (Sovkhozy) - farm workers on wage basis
3% of cropland in small private plots accounts for 30% of farm
output

Central government attempts to stabilize the flows of money.

The state budget regulates .spending and investment
State bank regulates the economic functions performed by business
Turnover tax

(1) An added-on tax regulating the financial behamior of the
consumer and business

(2) The most important source of revenue far the Soviet
government.

Understanding;

In the Soviet economy, planners imple-
ment party directives on what is to be
produced and how it dhall be produced.

Capital goods and natural resources are
stated owned.

Most individuals receive their incomes
through wages that are controlled to
regulate consumption.

The individual profit motive is
limited and individual freedan of
choice plays a secondary role in
allocating resources.

The Soviet government plays a significant
role in determining what and how goods
are to be produced.

How Well Has the Soviet Econonr Performed?

1. Economic grawth

Concepts

Societies develop economic
systems in order to allocate
limited rescmrces. (E)

Governments exist io make
rules for group living. (P.S.)

The decisions to produce
capital goods rather then
consumer goods is made pos-
sible by swings and in-
vestment. (E)

Hunan wants are always
greater than the available
resources. (E)

In any Society dhoice
determines tle goods and
services produced. (E)

a.. The rystem places a priority on industriil and military production
Industrial output more than tripled since 1950

b. Growth has been rapid but since 1963 the growth rate has slowtd



(rn) &In added-on tax regulating the financial behavior of the
consumer and business

(2) The most important source of revenue for the Sovist
government.

Understandings

In the Soviet economy, planners imple-
ment party directives on what is to be
produced and haw it shall be produted.

Capital goods and natural resourtes are
stated owned.

Most individuals receive their incomes
through wages that are controlled to
regulate consumption.

The individual profit motive is
limited and individual freedom of
choice plays a secondary role in
allocating resources.

The Soviet government plays a significant
role in determining wbat and bow goods
are to be produced.

How Well Has the Soviet Econorg Performed?

1. Economic growth

Concepts

Societies develop economic
systems ta order to allocate
limited resources. (E)

Governments exist to make
rules for group living. (P.S.)

The decisions to produce
capital goods rather than
consumer goods is made pos-
sible by savings Ivad in-
vestment. (E)

Human wants are always
greater thnn the available
resources. (E)

In any Society choice
determines the goods and
services produced. (E)

a.. The system places a priority on industrial and military production
Industrial output more than tripled since 1950

b. Growth has been rapid but since 1963 the growth rate has slowed
down

c. Total GNP is lower than in the United States
d. Weaknesses in the planning system have led to inefficiencies and

poor quality of production
e. Soviet farm output is characterized by low productivtty and low

yields while the United States has produced surpluses amd high yields

(1) laCk of adequate incentives
(2) shortage .of machinery amd chemical fertilizers

2. Economic security

a. Workers receive considerable =Ms in the form of pensions, allowances,
stipends, free education, medical payments and other benefits and
Paraents

b. No system of unemployment insurance exists, although unemployment is
practically non-existant

3. Economic justice

a. The Soviet Union has nade great strides to inprave amd expand its
educational programs

b. The syutem often directly chanaels students into occupations Where
there is a need for particular skills

S.'eIC



C. Greater mobility from job to job has recently developed

d. Increasing opportunities for education and occupational training

has given upward mobility to many in the Soviet Union

e. Inequalities in income have created class distinctions

(21
Great differences exist in wage scales
Bonuses for producing above one's quota

(3) Persons holding high positions are given the uze of cars with

chauffeurs, apartments, long holidays, and trips abroad

(4) The tax structure is not progressive but proportional to income

earned
(5) Factory workers are paid more than agricultural labor

I. Standard of living

a. While money incomes in the Soviet Union are lower than in the United

States, there are many free services and lower pri.det in same areas,

e.g., medical care, housing
b. Compared to the United States, Soviet housing is crawped, consumer

goods and services costly, and diets less varied

c. Per capita income in the Soviet Union is far below that of the

United States but it is increasing at a faster rate.

5. Economic stability

a. The Soviet economy has% avoided the wide downward swings of the

business cycle because of central control over investments and

output
b. Inflation and foreign exchange however, are persistent Soviet

problems and have led to the devaluation of the ruble and the

virtual cnacellation of debt
c. foci productivity, labor turnover, and underemployment contribute

taward economic difficulty.

Understandings

Great stress has been placed on in-
dustrial investment and rapid economic
growth even though this means holding
down current consumption.

Soviet workers enjoy a degree of social
security.

Differences exist in the standard of
living among various groups in Russia.

The Soviet economy has, not had. severe
economic fluctuations in recent years.

Since planning operates under a
Tolitical dictatorship, economic
freedom is restricted to a much
greater degree in the Soviet Union
than in the United States.
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Conceits

The culture in which a man
lives influences his thoughts,
values, and actions. (A.S)

Governments makes.rules to
promote the interests of
society. (P.S.)

Economic systems vary widely
in their theory and practice.

(E)

Government policies of taxing,
spending, borrawing, and
controlling credit and money
supply have powerful effects
upon recessions or prosperity.
(E)

Governments exist to make rules
for group living. (P.S.)
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What Changes Have Taken Place in the Soviet Economy?

1. Investment in heavy industry retains its priority, but incrwlsingemphasis is being placed on consummr goods.

2. Attempts have been made to decentralize the iniustrial system andmake it more responsive to local needs and resources, e.g., directcontracts among enterprises.

3. Factory managers have been receiving increased authority and flexibility;e.g., Liberman Plan.

4. Experimentation with "Market Socialise - the introduction of suth conceptsas cost, sales, and profits, rather than quantity, as tools thatmeasure success.

5. There has been greater economic dependence on trade and ties to EasternEurope since World War II.

Understandings

Modifications in the Soviet economic
structure have been made to increase
production and efficiency.

Concepts

Change is constant in
history. (H)

(OPTIONAL) What Other Forms of Socialism Do We Find Today?

1. Western Europe nixes, in varying degrees, democracy with Socialism,Sweden, England.

2. Communism has established varying degrees of public and privateinvolvement in the economy, e.g., Eastern Central Europe, China.
3. Since private capital does not exist, developing countries havetended toward some form of socialism,

e.g., India, Indonesia, Ghana.
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THEME VII - INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

Overview

The United States economy, with all its power and wealth, must conduct
itself within the framework of the total world economy. We depend on
many goods and services made in other countries and we depend on other
countries buying goods and services from us. Similarly the problems
confronting other economies have their impact on ythe United States.

31

This theme is divided into two parts. The first deals with the implica-
tions of international trade and how international economic progress
and problems affect our economy. The second part relates economies of
abundance to the developing economies #)f the world today in terms of
problems and their mutual interest in solving these problems.

Teachers may treat in depth one oV these areas depending on class
interests and current economic .ituations.

International Trade

1. How important is foreign trade?

a. United States business needs foreign markets for its manufactured
and agricultural goods shipped abroad annually

b. Imports of vital raw materials are necessary for economic growth
of all nations

C. International investment helps produce essential items such as
oil and steel

d. Imports help to raise our standard of living and add to the variety
of available goods

e. Foreign trade permits regional specialization with all its ensuing
benefits, i.e., comparative advantage

f. Free trade helps insure a better division of labor and allocation
of resources

g. Total trade affects our balance of payments.

2. What are the problems of international trade?

a. Barriers to traCe result from tariffs, quotas, and administrative
regulations

(1) Nations do nnt have uniform standards for fair competition
and employee welfare, nor do they have full employment

(2) United States tariff policies have been the sUbject of
differences of opinion at various periods of our history -

protectionism

b. United'States balance of payments has been of great concern in
recent years because of the international position of the dollar

c. Different currencies complicate the problem of making international
payments and getting credit

3. What attempts have been made to fUrther international trade?
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confronting other economies have their impact on the United States.

This theme is divided into two parts. .The first deals with the implica-
tions of international trade and how international economic progress
and problems affect our economy. The second part relates economies of
abundance to the developing economies of the world today in terms of
problems and their mutual interest in solv).ng these problems.

Teachers may treat in depth one of these areas depending on class
interests end current economic situations.

International Trade

1. How important is foreign trade?

a. United States business needs foreign markets for its manufactured
and agricultural goods shipped abroad annually

b. Imports of vital raw materials are necessary for economic growtb
of all nations

c. International investment helps produce essential items such as
oil and steel

d. Imports help to raise our standard of living and add t. he variety
of available goods

e. Foreign trade permits regional specialization with all its ensuing
benefits, i.e., comparative advantage

f. Free trade helps insure a better division of labor and allecation
of resources

g. Total trade affects our balance of payments.

2. What are the problems of intrmational trade?

a. Barriers to trade result from tariffs, quotas, and administrative
regulations

(1) Nations do not have uniform standards for fair competition
and employee welfare, nor do they have full employment

(2) United States tariff policies have been the subject of
differences of opinion at various periods of our history -
protectionism

b. United States balance of payments has been of great concern in
recent years because of the international position of the dollar

c. Difftrent currencies complicate the problem of making international
payments and getting credit

3. What attempts have been made to further international trade?

a. Reciprocal Tariff Agreements
b. General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
c. European Common Mhrket
d. European Free Trade Association
e. International Mbnetary Fund
r, International Trade Organization
g. Trade Expansion Act, 1962
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Understandings

Cpecialization in production leads to
international trade.

Trade can be beneficial to all
countries of the world.

Barriers to international trade have
been erected despite the advantage
of free trade.

59

Although Anerican Foreign Trade policy
has varied during our history, today
is directed toward freer trade.

Developing Economies

Concepts

Regions are organized on the basis
of how people organize their
geography. (G)

In any society choice determines the
goods and services produced. (E)

Inereased productivity makes pos-
sible the greater satisfaction of
man's wants. (E)

Governments have grown more complex
in response to changing neels and
conditions. (P.S.)

Progress involves change toward a
desired goal. (H)

1. What are the problems of developing economies?

a. A lack of funds for capital formation due to low incomes and limited
savings

b. Generally, the masses live in extreme poverty, fraine ani disease is
frequent and the average human life span is about 35 years

c. Sharp increases in population results in lower average incomes
d. Illiterady and the ladk of training in skills contribute strongly to

economic backwardness
e. Dependence on one or two basic exports makes the economy vulnerable

to sharp price fluctuations in world markets
f. Ladk of social overhead capital investment, sueh as, transportation,

communication, power hinders technological progress
g. The political and social atmosphere often retards economic

development
h. There is an unwillingness on the part of people to wait for improved

standards of living, i.e., "revolution of rising expectation."

2. How has the United States tried to assist the developing economies?

a. Types of aid



Trade can be beneficial to all
countries of the world.

Brairiers to international trade have
been erected despite the advantage
of free trade.

Although American Foreign Trade policy
has varied during our history, today
is directed toward freer trade.

Developing Economies
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Tncreased productivity makes pos-
sible the greater satisfaction of
man's wants. (E)

Governments have grown more complex
in response to changing needs and
conditions. (P.S.)

Progress involves change toward a
desired goal. (H)

1. What are the problems of developing economies?

a. A lack of funds for capital formation due to low incomes and limited
savings

b. Generally, the masses live in extreme poverty, famine and disease is
frequent and the average human life span is about 35 years

c. Sharp increases in population results in lower average incomes
d. Illiteracy and the ladk of training in skills contribute strongly to

economic badkwardness
e. Dependence on one or two basic exports maes the economy vulnerable

to sharp price fluctuations in world markets
f. Ladk of social overhead capital investment, such a3 tramArtation,

communication, power hinders technological progress
g. The political and social atmosphere often retards economic

development
h. There is an unwillingness on the part of people to wait for improved

standards of living, i.e., "revolution of rising expectation."

2. How has the United States tried to assist the developing economies?

a. Types of aid

(1) Improving trade relations - preferential tariffs
(2) Encouraging private investment abroad
(3) Government economic aid
(4) Specific United States programs - e.g., Alliance for Prcgress,

Peace Corps, Faod fOr Peace
(5) United States support to international assistance programs, e.g.,

WHO, FAO, UNICEF, Wbrld Bank.

b. Evaluation cf Assistance

(1) Overall rate of growth is not marked in areas aided by the United
States

(2) It is difficult to encourage capital formation, modern technolog-
ical methods and better sdhools in a few years

(3) Difficult to avercome political and social patterns in developing
nations and achieve economic progress

(4) There has been an increase in foreign technological and capital
assistance

(5) Increased fareign trade has stinulated growth in same economies.
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Understandings

Developing nations must overcome
probleum of hunger, illiteracy,
disease, and overpopulation to
improve their standari of living.

Ladk of adequate capital and
limited technical skills have
hindered economic growth.

The United States has become in-
creasingly concerned with economic
growth in developing nations and
has provided various forms of
assistance.

33

Concepts

History is a continuous process
leading to the present. (H)

Geographic factors have a signif-
icant role in "he life of a
nation. (G)

The environment in which a per-
son lives greatly affects his
opportunities for personal
growth and development. CA-0

Human wants are always greater
than available resources. (E)
In ariy society choice determines
the goods and services
produced. (E)

Increased productivity makes
possible the greater satis-
faction of man's wants. (E)

Change is a constant in
history. (H)
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SUGGESTED LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND TEACHING STRATEGIES,
THEME I: AN INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS

Introduction

1...111

,
The materials in this theme a reintended to introduce students to the
nature of economics and the general functions of an economic system.
After an overvlew of economic systems in general, ads section develops
an understanding of the basic framework of the market system in the
United States.

To do this effectively, it is of the utmost importance that teadhers
continually relate this theme, and the others that follow, to student
experiences and current economic issues and problems. This will make
certaln that the student realizes the immediate relevance of what he is
studying. Teadhers may wish to make question III below the focus of this
theme for students achieving below grade level.

Furthermore, students in their 12th year should realistically consider
both the achievements and shortcomings of our economic system.

The learning activities in this theme are centered around significant
problems:

I. How do indiviftals and societies make economic choices?

II. What is the nature and function of the American Economic
System?

III. What is Ube role of the consumer in our market systema

IV. How has our market economy made man interdependent?

I. HOW DO INDIVIDUALS AND SOCIETIES MAKE ECONOMIC CHOICES?

Emphases: Scarcity is the basic economic problem of all societies.

Individuals and societies create priorities by choosing
among alternattves.

Choice affects the standard of living of individuals
and societies.
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A. Using pictures and cartoom7 to illustrate the problem of economic choice.
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4ni
NASA

LOFTY ACHIEVEMENTS and grave,
unsolved poverty problems are part of
mixed postwar American scene. Upper
photo shows southern India as viewed
from 466mile-high Gemini spacecraft.
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LOFTY ACHIEVEMENTS and grave,
unsolved poverty problems are part of
mixed postwar American scene. Upper
photo shows southern India as viewed
from 460-mile-high Gemini spacecraft.
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Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What goals do these pictures illustrate?

2. Whidh is more important? Why?

3. According to the cartoonist, are the governments priorities bestfor the people?

4 WW is it difficult to solve both problems

5. Are there other problems that you think should get greater priority?Ular

Follow-up Aettvities

Individual Project

* a. Students can begin to develop a scrapbodk of pictures and articlesappearing in newspapers snd magazines that relate to economics.These can be referred to from time to time as the appropzIate topdcsare discussed.
b. The State of the Economy.

THE STATE OF THE ECONOMY

(Adapted from Economic Report of the President, January. 1465)
I aln pleased to report

- that the state of our economy is excellent.- that the rising tide of our prosperity, drawing new strength fromthe 1964 tax cut, is about to enter its fifth consecutive year;- that, with sound policy measures, we can look forward to uninterruptedand vigorous expansion in the year ahead....

Thus, the record of our past four years has been one of simultaneous advancetoward bill employment, raidd growth, price stability, and international balance.
We have proved that with proper policies these goals are not mutually incon-sistent. They can be mutually reinforcing.

The unparalleled economic achievements of these past fOur years have beenfounded on the imagination, prudence, and skill of our businessmen, workers,investors, earmers, and consumers. In our basically private economy, gains cancome in no other way.

But since 1960 a hew factor has emerged to invigorate wivate efforts. Thevital mar in of difference has came from Government .licies which have sustained1.1.11g21.12I.E2RILAILEgai_jelalcafjnattels.
Our prosperity is widespread, but it is not complete. Our growth has been steady,but its permamence is not assured. Our adhievements are great, but our tasks areunfinished.



3. According to the cartoonist, are the governments priorities best
for the people?

4. Why is it difficult to solve both problems?.

5. Are there other problems that you think should get greater priority?
Why?

Follow-up ALt:I.Iities

Individual Project

* a. Students can begin to develop a scrapbook of pictures and articles
appearing in newspapers and magazines that relate to economics.
These can be referred to from time to time as the appropriate topics
are discussed.

b. The State of the Economy.
THE STATE OF THE ECONOMY

(Adapted from Economic Report of the President Januarv 1965)

I am pleased to report

- that the state of our economy is excellent.
- that the rising tide of our prosperity, drawing new strength from
the 1964 tax cut, is about to enter its fifth consecutive year;

- that, with sound policy measures, we can look forward to uninterrupted
and vigorous expansion in the year ahead....

Thus, the record of our past four years has been one of simultaneous advance
employment, ra id owth rice stability, and international balance.

We have proved that with proper policies these goals are not nutually incon-
sistent. They can be mutually reinforcing.

The unparalleled economic achievments of these past ftur years have been
founded on the imagination, prudence, and skill of our businessmen, workers,
investors, farmers, and consuners. In our basically private economy, gains can
come in no other way.

But since 1960 a new factor has emerged to invigorate private efforts. The
vital mar in of difference has come from Government ..licies which have sustained
a steady, but non nflationary, growth of narkets.

Our prosperity is widespread, but it is not complete. Our growth has been steady,
but its permanence is rudb assured. Our achievements are great, but our taaks are
unfinished.

Four years of steadily expanding job opportunities have not brought us to full
employment.

The pronise of the Employment Act of job opportunities for all these able and
and wanting to work has not yet been fulfilled. We cannot rest until it is.

* Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level
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American prosperity is widely shared. But too many are still precluded

from its benefits by
discrimination; by handicaps of illness,

disability,
old-age, or family

circumstances; by unemployment or low
productivity; by

lack of mobility or bargaining power; by failure to receive the education

and training from which they could benefit.
The war agatnst poverty has begun; its prosecution is one of our most urgent

=111.10MMWk

taak i. in the years ahead.

Our goals for individuals and our Nation extend far beyond mere affluence.
The quality of American life remains a constant concern.The task of economic policy is to create a prosperous

America. The
unfinished tar& of prosmous Americans is to build a Great Sociay.Our

accomplishments have been many; these tasks remain unfinished:- to achieve fUll employment without inflation;- to restore
external equilibrium and defend the dollar;

- to enhance the efficiency and flexibility of our private and public
economies;

- to widen the benefits of prosperity;- to improve
the quality of American life

The 1966 Budget Massage outlines my fiscal
philosophy. Wa have four priorities:- to strengthen

our natural
defense;- to meet our pressing human needs;- to maximize the efficiency of Government operations;

- to sustain the advance of our Nation's
economy.

In these
priorities lies the key to our whole strategy of attadk on waste:- the waste of lives and property and

progress which is the cost of mar;

- the waste of human potential and self-respect which is the cost of
poverty and lack of

opportunity;- the waste of excessive Government personnel, obsolete
installations,

and outmoded public services which is the cost of inefficient Government;

- the waste of men and facilities and resources which is the cost of
economic stagnation.

The
accomplishments of the past four years are a measure of the

constructive
response that can be expected from workers, consumers, investors, managers,

farmers, and merchants to effective public policies that strive to define
and achieve the national interest in

- fUll
employment with stable prices;- rapid economic growth;

- balance in our external
relationships,- maximum

efficiency in our public and private economies.These perennimi ftsigeli



The war against poverty has begun; its prosecution is one of our most urgent
taaks in the years ahead.

Our goals for individuals and our Nation extend far beyond mere affluence.
The quality of American life remains a constant concern.

The task of economic policy is to create a prosperous America. The
unfinished tadk of prosperous Americans is to build a Great Society..
Our accomplishments have been many; these taSks remain unfinished:

- to adhieve ftll employment without inflation;
- to restore external equilibrium and defend the dollar;
- to enhance the efficiency and flexibility of our private and public
economies;
tc widen the benefits of prosperity;

- to improve the quality of American life

The 1966 Budget Message outlines my fiscal philosophy. We have four priorities:

- to strengthen our natural defense;
- to meet our pressing human needs;
- to maximize the efficiency of Government operations;
- to sustain the advance of our Nation's economy.

In these priorities lies the key to our whole strategy of attack on waste:

- the waste of lives and property and progress which is the cost of war;
- the waste of human potential and self-respe_6 which is the cost of
poverty and lack of opportunity;

- the waste of excessive Government personnel, obsolete installations,
ana outmoded public services which is the cost of inefficient Government;

- the waste of men and facilities and resources which is the cost of
economic stagnation.

The accomplishments of the past four years art a measure of the constructive
response that can be expected from workers, consumers, investors, managers,
farmers, and merchants to effective public policies that strive to define
and achieve the national interest in

- fUll employment with stable prices;
- rapid economic growth;
- balance in our external relationships;
- maximum efficiency in our public and private economies.

These perennial challenges to economic policy are not fully mastered; but
we are well on our way to their solution.

,41gestions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. According to this statement, what are the values President Johnson
seems most interested in?

2. How might these values influence his behavior as President?

3. Can you detect values in the report that may be in conflict with
each other?

4 Which of these values appeal to you? Which do you dislike? Why/
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Follow-up Activities

Students can compare the goals of the Johnson administration to thoseof President Nixon by referring to the following paragraphs taken fromNixon's Budget Message to Congress, February 2, 1970.

A STRATEGY FOR THE SEVENTIES

I am pleased to present a budget that demonstrates a shift in priorities;we now begin to turn in new directions.

Changing _priorities, - Abovt 41% of estimated outlays in the 1971 budgetwill be devoted to human resources - spending for education and manpower,health, income security, and veterans benefits and services. Spendingfor national defense, despite continued improvements in our militaryforces, will claim a smaller percentage of the budget than in agy year since1950. Although still comparateively small, other major programs of thisAdministration - pollution control, crime reduction, transportation, and housingare planned to grow substantially in the years ahead. Decisions to in-clude new spending progrars in this and future budgets will recognizelong-run savings that mould be lost if action is not taken. For example,the proposed Family Assistance Program is designed to reform our outmodedwelfare system. If enacted, it would cost an estimated $4.4 billion in thefirst fall year of effect. However, the incentives to preserve familiesintact and increase gainftl employment will eventually mean a long-runincrease in economic self-sufficiency, which I believe far outweighs thesesUbstantiall but essential, public costs.

The path to our goals - Among the meritorious claims on our resources are:

- Protecting our physical environment by taking further actions toreduce air and water pollution, and by providing additional peeks,open spaces, and other recreation opportunities.
- Maintaining our physical and economic base by improving transporta-tion systems, and by stimulating the construation of additional low-and moderate-income housing.
- Bringing better health to all, by reforming the health care delivery
system, by increasing the Nation's corps of needed health personnel,and. by emphasizing areas that promise important break-throughs inmedical research,

- Equalizing career opportunities by investing in new methods of
education, in aid to low- and middle-income college students, andin job training,

- Renewing the American education system by emphasizing research and
experimentation, by investing in teacher training and new communitycolleges, and hIr re_ 4reing4mr 4,1amil4+4Ali 440. 411.



A STRATEGY FOR THE SEVENTIES

I am pleased to present a budget that demorstrates a shift in priorities;
we now begin to turn in new directions.

Changing priorities - About 4110 of estimated outlays in the 1971 budget
mill be devoted to human resources - spending for education and manpower,
health, income security, and veterans benefits and services. Spending
for national defense, despite continued improvements in our military
forces, will claim a smaller percentage of the budget than in any year since
1950. Although still comparateively small, other major programs of tills
Administration - pollution control, crime reduction, transportation, and housing
are planned Lc) grow substantially in the years ahead. ... Decisions to in-
clude new spending programs in this and future Indsets mill recognize
long-run savings that would be lost if action is not taken. Fbr example,
the proposed Family Assistance Program is designed to reform our outmcded
welfare system. If enacted, it mould cost an estimated $4.4 billion in the
first fUll year of effect. However, the incentives to preserve families
intact and increase gainfUl employment will eventually mean a long-run
increane in economic self-sufficiency, which I believe far outweighs these
sunstanAal, but essential, public costs.

The path to our goals - Among the meritorious claims on our resources are:

- Protecting our physical environment by taking further actions to
reduce air and water pollution, and by providing additional parks,
open spaces, and other recreation opportunities.

- Maintaining our physical and economic base by improving transporta-
tion rystems, and by stimulating the construction of additional low-
and moderate-income housing.

- Bringing better health to all, by reforming the health care delivery
system, by increasing the Nation's corps of needed health personnel,
and by emphasizing areas that promise important break-tbroughs in
medical research.

- Equalizing career opportunities by investing in new methods of
eiucation, in aid to law- and middle-income college students, and
in job training.

- Renewing the American education rystem by emphasizing research and
experimentation, by investing in teacher training and new community
colleges, and by redressing inequities in educational financing.

- Obtaining budget surpluses in order to generate additional savings
so housing and State and local construction can be financed without
undue reliance on Federal aid. The absence of such surpluses would
tend to keep interest rates high and to make capital markets less
efficient.

- Reducing and realigning tax burdens further in a fair and judicious
manner, when such action is prudent and desirable in the light of all
other national priorities.

As long as the growth of revenues exceeds the growth of "built-in"
expenditures we will be able to make some genuine progress taward these
goals.

The progress that we make in pursuit of these goals must depend on their
relative priority, our ability to design workable programs, and our
willingness to raise the required resources.
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Questions for Discussion

1. How are these goals similar to the goals of PresIdent Nixon? How
do they differ?

2. Why do they differ in some areas?

*2. Students can learn to analyze an economic problem by being led through
the process of looking at possible solutions, evaluating their
consequences, identifying goals, and Choosing between possible solutions.

Case 1

Sunlight streamed through the window, casting a shadow on Jim's desk.
As the bell rang ending school for the day, Lucy turned to him. "Want
to walk ne home?"

Lucy was beautifUl. She'd never befOre Shown any interest in Jim.
Before Jim got a chance to answer, Miss Brown rapped for attention.

"I almost forgot," Miss Brown said. "There's an announcement. All
boys who vant to try out for the baseball team must meet in the gym
immediately after school today."

Jim's world collapsed, He'd been lifting weights all winter to stay
in shape Last year he didn't qaite make it. He had a good arm, and
his hitting wasn't bad. His fielding was only fair, but not as bad
as Ted's. There'd be plenty of competition. Why did everything have to
happen at once!

Lucy st000d up and turned toward him "Coming Jim?" Before Jim could
answer, Ted called across the aisle, "Let's go!"

Questions, for Ingujry and Discovery

1. What alternatives are open to Jima



*2. Students can learn to analyze ar economic problem b7 being led through
the process of:looking at possible solutions, evaluating their
consequences, identifying goals, and choosing betwen possible solutions.

Case 1

Sunlight streamed throtgh the window, casting a shadow on Jim's dedk.
As the bell rang ending school for the day, Lucy turned to him. "Want
to walk me home?"

Lucy was beautifUl. She'd never before shown any interest in Jim.
Before Jim got a Chance to answer, Miss Brown rapped for attention.

almost forgot," Miss Brown said. "There's an announcement. All
bu7s who want to try out fOr the baseball team must meet in the gym
immediately after school today."

Jim's world collapsed. He'd been lifting weights all winter to stay
in shape Last year he didn't quite make it. He had a good arm, and
his hitting wasn't bad. His fielding was only fair, but not as bad
as Ted's. There'd be plenty of competition. Why did everything have to
happen at once!

Lucy st000d up and turned toward him. "Coming Jim?" Before Jim could
answer, Ted called across the aisle, "Let's go!"

Questions for Inquiry and Discovtry

1. What alternatives are open to Jim?

2. What consequences can you anticipate for each alternative?

3. What decision should Jim make? ler

Apply the above to the following cases.

Case 2

You worked after school last term and saved $50. One of your friends
is getting a new bicycle and has offered you his two year old model for
$50. New it costs $105. Should you buy it? Why?

Case 3

You have been offered the opportunity to attend a special summer program
for high school students at a local college campus. You will live on
campus and will be required to attend courses to help you studr more
effectively. It has been suggested that if you complete this program
successfully you might be given a college scholarship when you graduate
from high school. You have also been offered a job at a neighborhood
market paying $60 a week. What should you do? Why? What must you
consider before making your choice? What are your family needs?

*Recommended for Students Aehieving Below Grade Level
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3. Use the following chart to build a model of the economic problem in
society.

Teachers should point out to the class that models simplify
the gystem but can be used to build on later in the course.

HUMAN WANTS
I. Unlimited.
a. Can be satisfied

in different
ways.

SCARCITY ItESOURCES
1. Scarce relative

to human wants.
a. Can be used in

different wags.

CHOICt: w SAM ZCONOM IC PROBLEM

JOSS OFA14 ECONOMIC SYSTEM

What to produa How much to produce

LtvItouseresourcesj I Illowtodistributeoutput 1

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. Does your family own a car? A color TV? Diamonds?

2. How many would like to own these items?

3. Why can't everyone have everything he wants?

4. What are the problems that we face due to scarcity/

5. What are the purposes of an economic gystee

44. The following problems can be used to develop the concepts of goals,
costs and choice.

Problem One

john is not bad on the electric guitar and has a passable voice. He
has written a few folk-rock numbers that his high school crowd says
are great. Els combo plays for school parties and occasionally for
community groups. Last week he played at a school dance and was paid
$50. John also is a guard on the high school basketball team. In fact,
he was just chosen for the All-City team. State College has offered
him a scholarship. He never really planned to go to college. What .



HUMAN WANTS
I. Unlimited.
s. Can be satisfied

in different
ways.

SCARCITY
RESOURCES

1. Scarce mladve
to human wants.

a. Can be used in
different ways.

°wits, s BASK ECONOMIC PROBLEM

JOSS OPAN ECONOMIC SYSTEM

\ss\
IWhat to prodiCe How much to produce

Low to use resources I How to distribute output I

Questions for Inquiry and Discavary

1. Does your family own a car? A color TV? Diamonds?

2. How many would like to own these items?

3. Why can't everyone have everything he wants?

4. What are the problems that we face due to scarcity?

5. What are the purposes of an economic aystem2

414. The following problems can be used to develop the concepts of goals,
costs and choice.

Problem One

John is not bad on the electric guitar and has a passable voice. He
has written a few folk-rock nuMbers that his high school erawd says
are great. His combo plays for sebool parties and occasionally for
community groups. Last week be played at a school dance and vas paid
$50. John also is a guard on the high school badketball team. In fact,
he was just chosen for the All-City team. State College has offered
him a scholarship. He never really planned to go to college. What .

should he do?

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What choices does John have? What is the real cost of each dhoice?

2. What are your own goals?

3. Which choice is most likely to achieve your goal?

* Recommended for Students Below Grade Level
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Problem Two

A large house adjoining an elementary school has just been ..orn down,The lot has been put up for sale. A supermarket is interest:1d inbuying the lot to build a new, modern market. Magy people havecomplaindd to the City Council that a market next to a school isdangerous. They say that markets create traffic and traffic createsaccidents. The owners of the market argue that traffic moves slowlyaround stores and represent no real danger. They also call attentionto the fact that as taxpayers, they also do much to support educationin the city, and the more they prosper, the more taxes they pay.
Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. As city councilman, what are your objecttves?

2. What solutions are open to you? What is the real cost of adopting eachsolution?

3. Which solution is most likely to achieve your objectives?
4. If you were a city councilman, how would you solve this problem?

II. WHAT IS THE NATURE AND FUNCTION OF THE ANFRICAN ECONOMIC SYSTEM?
Evhases:

Societies have organized in magy different ways to make economicdecisions.

Price plays a key role in the American economy.

Many factors influence our price system os that it operates imperfectly.
**A. Uting excerpts from secondary 3ources to understand the developmentof the Market System.

"....The world has gotten along for centuries in the comfortablerut of tradition and command; to abandon this security for theperplexing security of the market system, nothing short of arevolution was required.

"It was the most immelr+sm+



aangerous. xney say mnat markets create trarric and traffic creates
accidents. The owners of the market argue that traffic moves slowly
around stores and represent no real danger. They also call attention
to the fact that as taxpayers, they also do much to support education
in the city, and the more they prosper, the more taxes they pay.

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. As city councilman, what are your objectives?

2. What solutions are open to you? What is the real cost of adopting eadh
solution?

3. Which solution is most likely to achieve your objectives?

4. If you were a city councilman, how would you solve this problem?

II. WHAT IS THE NATURE AND FUNCTION OF THE AMERICAN ECONOMIC SYSTEN/

Emphases:

Societies have organized in many different ways to make economic
decisions.

Price plays a key role in the American economy.

Many factors influence our price system os that it operates imperfectly.

**A. Uting excerpts from secondary sources to understand the dyvelopment
of the Market System.

....The world has gotten along for centuries in the comfortable
rut of tradition and command; to abandon this secarity for the
perplexing security of the market system, nothing short of a
revolution was required.

"It was the most important revolution, from the point of view of
shaping modern society, that ever took place To understand
the wrenching which it gave society, we must immerse ourselves
in that earlier and long-forgotten world from which our own
society finally spring

"First stop: France. The year, 1305.

"It is a fair we visit. The traveling merchants have arrived that
morning with their armed guard, have set up their gai1y striped tents,
and are trading among themselves and with the loco.. ropulation.
A variety of exotic goods is for sale: silks and taffetas, spices
and perfumes, hides and fqrs

inside the tents we meet with a strange sight. Hooks of
business, open on the table, are barely more than notebooks of
transactions; a sample extract from one merchant reads: "Owed
ten gulden by a man since Whitsuntide. I forgot his name.'
Calculations are made largely in Roman numerals and sums are often
wrong; long division is reckoned as something of a mystery and
the use of zero is not clearly understood

r4NRCaialialTiSiTTGRents Achieving Above Grade Level

.
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"Next stop: P-r' any. The year, 1550 odd.

4 3

"Andreas Ryff, a merchant, beardea and fur-coated, is coming
back to his home in Baden; he writes in a letter to his wife
that he has visited thirty markets and is troubled with saddle-
burn. He is even more troubled by the nuisances of the times;
as he travels_ he is stopped approximately once every six miles
to pay a customs toll; between Basle and Cologne he pays
thirty-one levies.

"And that is not all. Each commlnity he visits has its own
money, its own rules and regulations, its own law and order.
In the area around Baden alone there are 112 different measures oflength, 92 different square neasures, 65 different dry measures,163 different measures for cereals and 123 for liquids, 63
special measures for liquor, and 80 different pound weights.

"We move on: we are in Boston in the year 1644.

"A trial is in progress; one Robert Keane, 'an ancient professorof the gospel, a man of eminent parts, wealthy and having but onechild, and having come over fOr conscience' sake and for the
advancement of the gospel,' is charged with a crime: he hasmade over sixpence profit on the shilling, an outrageous gain.
The court is debating whether to excommunicate him for his sin,
but in view of his spotless past it finally relents and dismisses
him with a fine of two hundred pounds. But poor W. Keane is soupset that before the elders of the Church he does 'with tears
acknowledge his covetous and corrupt heart.'

The profit motive as we know it is only as old as 'modern
man.' Even today the notion of gain for gain's sake is foreignto a large portion of the world's population

"The market system was born in agony - an agony that began
in the thirteenth century and did not run its course until well
into the nineteenth

"What forces could have been sufficiently powerful to smash a
comfortable and established world ...?

"There was no single massive cause It was a process ofinternal growth.

"First, there was the gradual emergence of national political
units in Europe. Under the blows of peasant wars and kinglyconquest feudalism gave way to centralized monarchies.
And with monarchies came royal patronage for favored
industries, such as the great French tapestry works, and the
development of armadas and armies with all their necessary
satellite industries. The infinity of rules and regulations
which plagued. Andreas Ryff and his fellow sixteenth-centurytraveling merchants gave way to common laws, common measurements,common currency.

"An aspect of the political change which was revolutionizing
Europe was the encouragement of foreign adventure and meronvel+inin
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as he travels he is stopped approximately once every six miles
to pay a customs toll; between Basle and Cologne he pays
thirty-one levies.

"And that is not all. Each community he vlsits has its own
money, its own rules and regulations, its own law and order.
In the area around Baden alone there are 112 different measures of
length, 92 different square measures, 65 different dry measures,
163 different measures for cereals and 123 for liquids, 63
special measures for liquor? and 80 different pound weights.

"We move on: we are in Boston in the year 1644.

"A trial is in progress;. one Robert Keane, 'an ancient professor
of the gospel, a man of eminent parts, wealthy and having but one
child, and having came over for conscience' sake and for the
advancement of the gospel,' is Jharged with a crime: he has
made over sixpence profit on the shilling, an outrageous gain.
The court is debating whether to excommunicate him for his sin,
but in view of his spotless past it finally relents and dismisses
him with a fine of two hundred pounds. But poor 1st. Keane is so
upset that before the elders of the Church he does 'with tears
acknowledge his covetous and corrupt heart.'

.... The profit motive as we know it is only as old as 'modern
man.' EVen today the notion of gain for gain's sake is foreign
to a large portion of the world's population

"The market system was born in agony - an agony that began
in the thirteenth century and did not run its course until well
into the nineteenth

"What forces could have been sufficiently powerfUl to smash a
comfortable and established world ....?

"There was no single massive cause It was a process of
internal growth.

"First, there was the gradual emergence of national political
units in Europe. Under the blows of peasant wars and kingly
conquest feudalism gave way to centralized monarchies.
And with monarchies came royal patronage for favored
industries, such as the great French tapestry works, and the
development of armadas and armies with all their necessary
satellite industries. The infinity of rules and regulations
which plagued. Andreas Ryff and his fellow sixteenth-century
traveling merchants gave way to common laws, common measurements,
common currency.

"An aspect of the political change Which was revolutionizing
Europe was the encouragement of foreign adventure and exploration.
The change from private to national life

"A second great current of change was 0... the Italian Renaissance.
The world of Today elbowed aside the world of Tomorrow, and as
lift on earth became more important, so did the notion of
material standards and ordinary comforts

"Still another deep current lies in the slow social changes
which eventualtiy made the market system possible. We are
accustomed to thinking of the Middle Ages as a time of
stagnation and lack of progress. Yet in five hundred years,
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so
the nedievalists fathered one thousand towns (an immense achieve-ment), connected them with (crude) but usdble roads, andmaintained their populations with food brought fram the country-side. All this developed the familiarity with money and marketsand the bwing and selling way of life.

"Progress was not only a matter of this
slowurbanization. Therewas technical progress, too, of a vastly important sort...

"Perhaps the most important of all was a rise in scientificcuriosity ....

"By the year 1700....the world which had tried Robert Keane,prohibited merchants from carrying unsight17 bundles, worriedover 'just' prices, and fought fcr the privilege of carryingon in its fathers' footsteps was (declining). In itsplace society has begun to head a new set of (opinions).Some of them are:

"EVery man is naturally covetous of lucre.'

"NO lams are prevslent against gaine.'

Gaine is the Centre of the Circle of Commerce.'

A. new idea has come into 'being: 'economic man a
creature who follows his adding-machine brain wherever it leadshim. The textbooks will soon come to talk of RObinson Crusoeson desert isles who will organize their affairs as if they wereso many penny-pinching

accountants.
"In the world of affairs a new fever of wealth and speculationhas gripped Europe."
From The Worldly Philosophers. BObert L. Heilbroner.Simon and Schuster, 1961 (pp. 20-24)

Questions for Inquiry and. piscovery

I. What co.tditions worked against the development of a matket economy?
2. What conditions seem to be necessary for the development of amarket economy?

3. Why does Heiibroner state that "as long as the problem ofsurvival vas handled by tradition or command, the economicprOblem never gave rise to that special field of study calledeconomics"?
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"Perhaps the most important of all ... was a rise in scientific
curiosity ....

"By the year 1700....the world which had tried Robert Keane,
prohibited merchants from carrying unsightly bundles, worried
over 'just' prices, and fought for the pirivilege of carrying
on in its fathers' footsteps was (declining). In its
place society has begun to head a new set of (opinions).
Sane of them are:

"'Every man is naturally covetous of lucre.'

"No laws are prevalent against gaine.'

" Gaine is the Centre of the Circle of Commerce.'

" A. new idea has come into being: 'economic man'..., a

creature who follows his addingmachine brain wherever it leads
him. The textbooks will soon come to ta2k of RObinson Crusoes
on desert isles who will organize their affairs as if they were
so many pennyeTinching accountants.
"In the world of affairs a new fever of wealth and speculation
has gripped Europe."
From The Worldly Philosophers. Robert L. Heilbroner,
Simon and Schuster, 1961 (pp. 20-24)

Questions for Inquiry and. Discovery

1. What conditions worked against the development of a market economy?

2. What conditions seem to be necessary for the development of a
market econome

3. Why does HeiIbroner state that "as long as the prOblem of
survtval was handled by tradition or command, the economic
problem never gave rise to that special field of study called
economics"?

Questions for Discussion

1. What were the most important
the United States Economy?

2. How can the readings abovebe
economies today?

Follow-up Activities

Using Descriptive Materials to Formulate Generalization

influences on the

used to eveluate

development of

underdeveloped

Below is a list of statements describing V1110128 economic actions.
Label or classify each statement according to whether you think it
is typicai of a traditional economy (T), a command economy (C), or

a market economy (M).
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a. Ca the farms, the working day lasts from sunrise until dusk
or dark. Az they have done for centuries, women follow the
reapers and binders on foot to gather the gleanings fran the
fields.

b. The prdblem of finding skilled workers was immense. There were
simply not enough trained men available. His competitors were
fighting for their share of the labor supply. He decided to
introduce a ftve-dollar-a- day minimum wage. The new minimum
more than doUbled the existing wage.

c. The practice of gtving certain industries first call on scarce
materials has brought more rapid over-all economic growth
than otherwise might have been possible.

d. The proclamation of the head of state declared that no banking
operatiors should be carried on throughout the country until
turther notice,

e. The people being studied were still living on seal meat and
were making no attempt to kill aAy of the numerous caribou
that were continually migrating past. I thought at first that
there might be some taboo preventing them fromhmmting caribou
on ice, but this they told me was not so. It was simply that
they had never bunted caribou on the ice and had not considered
it possible.

f. Holding prices in cheek was difficult. A great burden fell on
the Office of Price Administration, created to keep the lid
on prices by setting price ceilings on a large list of commodities
which were much in demand.

Questions for Discovery and. Inquiry

1. Why did you classify each item the way you cum

2. Might it be possible for all of these statements to be describing
actions in the same national economy?

Why or why not?

3. What additional information do you need to be able to distinguish
between traditional economy, command economy and a market economyl
Why?

Propct for Individual Research

How does the feudal economy reflect the characteristics of a traditional
economyl

B. Using an economic history text to understand the concept of
market system

"WHAT YOU SUGGEST IS MADNESS"

....(A)ssume for a moment that we could act as economic advisers +A A

..s
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fighting fOr their share of the labor supply. He decided to

introduce a five-dollar-a- day minim= wage. The new minimum

more than doUbled the existing wage.

c. The practice of giving certain industries first call on scarce

materials has brought more rapid over-all economic growth

than otherwise might have been possible.

d. The proclamation of the head of state declared that no banking

operation:: should be carried on throughout the country until

further notice.

e. The people being studied were still living on seal meat and

were making no attempt to kill any of the numerous caribou

that were continually migrating past. I thought at first that

there might be some taboo preventing them from hunting caribou

on ice, but this they told me was not so. It was simply that

they had never hunted caribou on the ice and had not considered

it possible.

f. Holding prices in check was difficult. A great burden fell on

the Office of Price Administration, created to keep the lid

on prices by setting price ceilings on a large list of commodities

which were much in demand.

gpestions for Discovery and Inquiry

1. Why did you classify each item the way you did?

2. Might it be possible for all of these statements to be describing
actions in the sane national economy?

Why or why not?

3. What additional information do you need to be dble to distinguidh
between traditional economy, command economy and a market economy/

Why?

Project for Individual Researdh

Haw does the feudal economy reflect the characteristics of a traditional

economy?

B. Using an economic history text to understand the concept of
market system

"WHAT YOU SUGGEST IS MADNESS"

....(A)ssume for a moment that we could act as economic advisers to a
society which had not yet decided on its mode of economic organization.

**Recommended for students adhieving above grade level.
*Recommended for students achieving below grade level.
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Suppose, fbr instance, that we were called on to act as consultantsto one of the new nations emerging (on) the continent of Africa.
We could imagine the leaders of sudh a nation saying, "We have alwaysexperienced a highly

tradition-bound yay of life. Our men hunt andcultivate the fields and perfbrm their taaks as they are brought up
to do by the force of example and the instruction of their elders.
We know, too, something of what can be done by economic command. We
are prepared, if necessary, to sign an edict making it compulsory fbr
many of our men to work on community projects for our national develop-
ment. Tell us, is there ally other way we can organizae our society
so that it will function

successfully. - or better yet,
more successfUlly?"

Suppose we answered, "Yes, there is another way. Organize your society
along the lines of a market economy."

"Very well," says the leaders. "What do we then tell people to do?
Haw do We assign them to their various tasks?"
"That's the very po" we would answer. "In a market economy no one
is assigned to any task. The very idea of a market society is that
each person is allowed to decide for himself what to do."
There is consternation among the leaders. You mean there is no assign-
ment of some men to mining and others to cattle raising? filb manner
of selecting some fbr transportation and others for cloth weaving?
You leave this to people to decide for themselves? But what happens if
they do not decide correctle What happens if no one volunteers to go
into the mines, or if no one offers himself as a railway

engineer?""You may rest assured,"
we tell the leaders, "none of that will happen.

In a market
society, all the jobs will be filled because it will be

to people's advantage to fill them,"

Our respondents accept this with uncertain expressions. "Ndw look,"
one of them final4 says, "let us suppose that we take your advice and
let our people do as they please. Nbw let's talk about somethingimportant, like cloth production. Just how do we fix the right level
of cloth output in this 'market society' of yours?"
"But you don't," we reply.

"We don't! Then how do we know there will be enough cloth produced?"
"There will be," we tell him. "The market will see to that."
"Then haw do we know there won + Okada
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are prepared, if necessary, to sign an edict making it compulsory for
many of our men to work on community projects for our national develop-
ment. Tell us, is there any other way we can organizae our society
so that it will function successfully - or better yet, more successfUlly?"

Suppose we answered, "Yes, there is another way. Organize your society
along the lines of a market economy,"

"Very well," says the leaders. "What do we then tell people to do?
How do we assign then to their vtrious tasks?"

"That's the very point," we would answer. "In a market economy no one
is assigned to any task. The very idea of a market society is that
each person is allowed to decide for himself what to do."

There is consternation among the leaders. Ymmean there is no assign-
ment of some men to mining and others to cattle raising? No manner
of selecting some for transportation and others for cloth weaving?
You leave this to people to decide for themselves? But What happens if
they do not decide correctly? What happens if no one volunteers to go
into the mines, or if no one offers himself as a railway engineer?"

"You may rest assured," we tell the leaders, "none of that will happen.
In a market society, all the jobs will be filled because it will be
to people's advantage to fill them"

Our respondents accept this with uncertain expressions. "Now look,"
on of them finally says, "let us suppose that we take your advice and
let our people do as they please. Now let's talk about something
important, like cloth production. Just haw do we fix the right level
of cloth output in this 'market society' of yours?"

"But you don't," we reply.

"We don't! Then how do we know there will be enough cloth produced?"

"There will be," we tell him. "The market will see to that."

"Then how do we know there won't be too much cloth produced?" he wilts
triumphantly.

"Ah, but the market will see to that too!"

"But what is this market that will do all these wonderful things? Who
runs it?"

"Oh, nobody runs the market," we answer. "It runs itself. In fact
there really isn't any such thing as 'the market'. It's just a word we
use to describe the way people behave."

"But I thought people behaved the way they wanted to!"

"And so they do," we say. "But never fear. They will want to behave
the way you want them to behave."

"I am afraid," says the chief of the delegation, "that we are wasting
our time. We thought you had in mind a serious proposal. But what you
suggest is madness. It is inconceivable. Good day, sir." And with
great dignity the delegation takes its leave.

The Making of Economic Society, Robert L. Heilbroner. Prentice-Hall, 1962.
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Qgestions for Inquiry aad Discovery

1. What does a market economy mean?

2. What does a market economy do?

3. Is this the only way to get the job done? Explain.

4. Why was it so hard for the leader of the African nation to imagine
a market economy?

Small ,Group, Project

Assign different students to the roles of delegation leader, narrator,
etc. Present them with a specific problem such as producing wagons.
Let them role play and discuss the problems involved.

Uaing a simulation game to teadh supply and demand

Students should be given the following instruction sheet one day prior
to playing the market game. All points should be clarified so that
the game can proceed smoothly.

A NARKETFUL OF RYE

You are dbout to participmte in the operation of a commodity market.
You will participate as a brokerage agent acting in behalf of a client.
Your client will give you specific instructions to sell or buy 1,000
bushels of rye under certain minim= (for seller) or maximum (for buyer)
price condttions. You have an dbligation to do as well as you can for
your client, and you are not permitted to violate the instructions. If
you violate your client's instructions, you will lose your broker's
license and be suspended from the game.

All buyers as a group will be competing against all sellers as a group
in this game in a contest to see whidh group does the best jOb of
representing their clients in a competitive market operating under
these ground rules.

1. Buyers be identified by a handkerchief on tbeir arms and/or
colored instruction slipS.

2. Sellers will have nothing on their arms and white instruction slips.

3. Your instruction card will hmve three se arate instructions prefaced
by the Roman numerals I, II, III. There will be separate trading
periods played with each set of instructions.

During the first period you must follow the instructions on the
first line (Roman I)..

During the second period. you must follow the instructions on the
second line (Roman II).

ntrrilla 4:11ga +1,14v0A riumvOnA -trivet wmpia* 04.11.



4. Why was it so hard for tbe leader of the African nation to imagine
a market economy?

Small Group Project

Assign different students to the roles of delegation leader, narrator,
etc. Present them with a specific prdblem sudh as producing wagons.
Let them role play and discuss the problems involved.

Follow-up Activity

Using a simulation game to teadh supply and demand

Students should be given the following instruction sheet one day prior
to playing the market game. All points should be clarified so that
the game can proceed smooth.4.

A MARKETFUL OF RYE

You are dbout to participate in the operation of a commodity market.
You will participate as a brokerage agent acting in behalf of a client.
/bur client will give you specific instructions to sell or buy 1,000
bushels of rye under certain minim= (for seller) or maximum (for buyer)
price conditions. You have an obligation to do as well as you can fOr
your client, and you are not permitted to vtolate the instructions. If
you violate your client's instructions, you will lose your broker's
licenue and be suspended fran the game.

All buyers as a group will be competing against all sellers as a group
in this game in a contest to see which group does the best jbb of
representing their clients in a competitive market operating under
these ground rules.

1. Buyers will be identified by a handkerchief on tbeir arms and/or
colored instruction slips,

2. Sellers will hare nothing on their arms and white instruction slips.

3. Your instruction card will have three separate instructions prefaced
by the Roman numerals I, II, III. There will be separate trading
periods played with each set of instructions.

During the first period you must follow the instructions on the
first line (Roman I).

During the second period you must follow the instructions on the
second line (Ranan II).

During the third period you must follow the instructions on the
thiiftd line (Roman III).

4. Buyers and sellers sbould not reveal their instructions to my of
the other dealers, unless they have a particular reason for doing so,

5. A transaction is completed when a single buyer and a single seller
agree on the terms of a sale, (ALL AGREEMENTS MUST BE AT PRICES
ENDING IN ZERO CENTS $5.20, $5.501 $6.10.)
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6. As soon as a transaction is completed, report the agreed on priceto the instructor, so that he mai record and report your transaatior.
7. Az completed transactions are reported to the instructor, he willcheck them and. will list on the board the prices at which dealsare being made. WATCH THE BOARD FOR PRICES THAT ARE BEING LISTEL.This Is valuable

information in helping your team win.
8. As soon as your transaction is reported, you should turn in yourInky and sell order and receive a new one of the same kind. (Buyerstake another buy order; sellers take another sell order). 'Youmay proceed immediately to complete a new transaction in accordaneewith your new order. If you are unable to complete a transactiorwithin three minutes, you may Obtain a new order from your instructor.
9. The market will temain open for 5 minutes or as long as theinstructor deens advisable. A. one-minute werning will be givenbefore the market is closed.

10. When the market is closed, the instructor will determine andreport whether the buyers or sellers have represented their clientsmore successfully. Hbld on to your last card for the start ofPlay Period

CAUTION: Tbo much noise will wake the student next door.Please keep the noise level down.
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The teacher should have the following items prepared for useduring the gene.

1. Instructions on colored paper as follows:

YOU ARE INSTRUCTED BY

YOUR CLIENT TO BUY

1000 BUSHELS OF RYE FOR

NOT MORE THAN

PERIOD I... Per Bushel

PERIOD II. Per Bushel

PERIOD Per Bushel

20 Buy Orders should be distributed as follows:

PERIOD I

7.80 o

7.60 o

7.40 o

7.20 o

7.00 1

6.80 1

6.60 2

6.4o 2

6.20 2

6.00 2

5.80 2

II III
1 1

1 1

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

5.60 2 o o

5.4o 2 o o

5.20 2 o o

5.00 2 o o
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2. Instructions on white paper as folloym:

YOU ARE INSTRUCTED BY YOUR

CLIENT TO SELL 1,000

BUSHELS OF RYE FOR NOT LESS THAN

PERIOD I per bushel

PERIOD II per bushel

PERIOD III per bushel

20 sell orders should be distributed as follows:

PERIOD I II

7.80 0 0

7.60 0 0

7.40 0 o

7.20 0 o

7.00 0 o

6.80 o o

6.60 2 2

6.4o 2 2

6.20 2 2

6.00 2 2

5.80 2 2

5.60 2 2

5.40 2 2

5.20 2 2

5.00 4 4

III

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

14.

0

0

0

0

0

0

3. An overhead projector with a prepared transparency of thisgame or a graph to be placed on the blackboard. If an
overhead projector is used, the proper writing instruments
will be needed.
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4. A chart to plot the transactions as they occur so that a movement
towards the equilibrium price can be seen as it develops.

First 2 Min. Second 2 Min. Last Min.

2,4§0

7.60

7.4o

7.20

7.00

6.80

6.60

6.4o

6.20

6.00

5.80

5.6o

11°

)

5.20

5.00

5. The teacher may wish to assign one student as the recorder of
sales while he supervises and validates each transaction. Collusion
can be noted but need not be stopped.

6. Bath trading period of this game can be played on different days to
demonstrate a progression of new concepts,

7. The nuMber of cards can be adjusted to the number of participants
by cutting from the extreme prices (i.e., $5.00, $7.80).

8. Teadhers and students should spend some time developing an under-
standing of the procedures to be followed before the game is actually
played. Students also should understand the purpose of the game
through a brief discussion for background information.

91
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questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. Rave students complete the following worksheet:

A MARKET FULL CF RYE

In the game you have just completed, there were 20 sell orders and 20buy orders distributed as follows. Eadh order vas for 3400 bushels.

Price

I

7.80 0

7.60 o

7.40 0

7.20 0

7.00 1

6.80 1

6.6o 2

6.4o 2

6.20 2

5.0o 2

5.8o 2

Buyers
Price)

III

(Not More than

II

1 1

1 1

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

2 2

Sellers
(Not Less than Trice)

I II III

0 o 2

o o 2

0 0 2

o 0 2

o o 2

0 0 2

2 2 2

2 2 2

2 2 4

2 2 0

2 2 0

5.60 2 o o 2 2 o
5.4o n

e. 0 0 2 2 o

5.20 2 0 o 2 2 0

5.00 2 0 0 4 4 o

Translate this data into supply and demand schedules in the table below:(Correct answers have been included to aid the teacher.)
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Demand
Supply

(Amount People Wbuld be (Amount Nople Wbuld beWilling to Buy)
Willing to Sell)

53

1. Atcording to the model of supply and demand, what would you expect themarket equilibrium price for rye to be at the end of each period in thegame you have just completed under these conditions?

Period I $5.80
Period II - $6.20
Period in- 6.8o

d under these conditions?

53

3. How do you explain this similarity or this difference?...,

2. What was the price prevailing in the rye market at the end of eadh periodin the game yau have just completed
How much was sold at this price?

Period I $5.80
Period II - $6.20
Period in- 6.8o

3. How do you explain this similarity or this difference?...,

2. What was the price prevailing in the rye market at the end of eadh periodin the game yau have just completed
How much was sold at this price?

)1 T.11- - _ NI
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1. According to the model of supply and demand, what would you expect the
market equilibrium price for rye to be at the end of each period in the
game you have just completed under these conditions?

Period I -
Period II - .20

PeriodIII- 6.80

2. What was the price prevailing in the rye market at the end of each period
in the game you have just completed
How much was sold at this price?

3. How do you explain this similarity or this difference?

4. Why did the price increase in period II? (demand shifted upward)

5. What factors will lead to an increase in demand?

6. Why did price increase in period III? (reduced suppy)

7. What factors will lead to a decrease in supply?

8. Did the buyers or sellers do a better job in each trading period?

**9. How can we tell if there was any collusion during our game?
What effect did it have? (Price very high, sales.restricted)

do a better job in each trading period?

44-Recommended ror -maents Achieving above Grade Level.

**9. How can we tell if there was any collusion during our game?
What effect did it have? (Price very high, sales.restricted)

94
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2. Use the f011owing cases to show the operation of supplz and demand asa rationing mechanism

The Case of the World Series

Your favorite baseball teem has won its league's pennant and is faced bythe happy prospect of playing in the World Series. Your stadium has afixed seating capacity, of course, yet every baseball fan within ahundred miles of your city wants a ticket to the Series. The managementof the winning clVb must decide how to handle the sale of Series tickets.It wants to keep its season ticket holders happy, but it also feels asense of responsibility to the greater community and the potential futurebaseball fans a series can create. Several alternative schemes have beensuggested for allocating the available space.

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What circumstances inhibit the market mechanism from working?

2. How would you handle the sale of tickets?

3. Do you think everybody would agree with your choice? Explain?

4 Using the concepts of supply and demand, explain the consequencesof these alternatives:

a. It can sell all tidkets on the open market and sell them tothe highest bidders.
b. It can offer the tickets to the club's season ticket holders

first, putting the remainder on the open market.
c. It can fix the price of tickets, selling them in unlimitedquantities to purchasers on a first-come, first-served basis.d. It can fix the wice of tickets, selling a limited number

(possibly only one or two) to purchasers on a first-come,
fit st-served basis.

e. Any other scheme.

The Case of the Utrillo Paintings

Maurice Utrillo was a French painter whose work so often featured thestreets and buildings of the Montmartre section of Paris. Typicallythe colors in his paintings are light; in painting after painting thereare white buildings bathed in sunlight. While a gallery filled withhis work might be monotonous, each painting by itself has proved verypopular. Prints of his work are to be found in many homes. WhenUtrillo died in 1955, it became known that a large collection of hiswork had still not come onto the market for sale. His widow, whoowned the unsold paintings and who had managed his business affairsfor many years, made it clear that she would be offering the paintingsfor sale only one at at time and at a slow rate over the years ahead.(From Comparative Economic Systems, John Coleman, Holt, Rinehart& Winston.)

QUestions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What is Mhdame Utrillo trying to accomplish by seliAma +hp



fixed seating capacity, of course, yet every baseball fan within a
hundred miles of your city wants a tidket to the Series. The management
of the winning cla must decide how to handle the sale of Series tickets.
It wants to keep its season tidket holders happy, but it also feels a
sense of responsibility to the greater community and the potential ftture
baseball fans a series can create. Several alternative schemes have been
suggested for allocating the available space.

questions for Iniuiry and Discovery

1. What circumstances inhibit the market mechanism from working?

2. How mould you handle the sale of tickets?

3. Do you think everybody would agree with your choice? Explain?

4. Using the concepts of supply and demand, explain the consequences
of these alternatives:

a. It can sell all tidkets on the open market and sell them to
the highest bidders.

b. It can offer the tickets to the club's season tidket hc2ders
first, putting the remainder on the open market.

c. It can fix the price of tidkets, selling them in, unlimited
quantities to purchasers on a first-come, first-served basis.
It can fix the price of tickets, selling a limited number
(possibly only one or two) to purchasers on a first-come,
fitst-served basis.

e. Any other scheme.

The Case of the Utrillo Paintings

Maurice Utrillo was a French painter whose work so often featured the
streets and buildings of the Mbntmartre section of Paris. Typically
the colors in his paintings are light; in painting after painting there
are white buildings bathed in sunlight. While a gallery filled with
his work might be monotonous, eadh painting by itself has proved very
popular. Prints of his work are to be found in many homes. When
Utrillo died in 1955, it became known that a large collection of his
work had still not come onto the market for sale. His widow, who
owned the unsold paintings and who had managed his business affairs
for many years, made it clear that she would be offering the paintings
for sale only one at at time and at a slow rate over the years ahead.

(Fram Comparative Economic Systems, John Coleman, Holt, Rinehart
& Winston.)

questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What is Madame Utrillo trying to accomplish by selling the
paintings slowly/

2. How can her strategy be described in terms of supply and demand
(plot it on graph)?

3. Why is she able to do this? Is this a competitive market?

4. Are the prices of the paintings still set by supply and demand?
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Thc Csse of the New York Stodk Exdhange

The New York Stodk Exdhange is the world's largest trading marketfbr the purchase and sale of shares of ownership (stock) in industry.Fbur or five million shares may exchange hands on a single day inthat market, which is linked by telephone and teletype to stodk-brokers' offices all over the country. (Stockbrokers act as go-betweens, or agents, for those who want to buy or sell stock.) Buyersand sellers have almost instant access to infbrmation on the prices atwhich stocks are changing hands. The price of any one stock may riseor fall sharply in agy one day.

Questions of Inquiry and Discovery - Small Groups

1. Have students draw supply and demand curve for a fictional industrialcompany. Determine why they drew them this way.

2. Haw does supply and demand help to explain why the price of onestock might rise and the price of another drop in agy one day?

3. What might be behind such a rise or fall?

4. Does this market operate the same way as the narket fOr the painting?Beef?

5. Hbw does it differ? Hbw is it alike?

The Case of a Baby Sitting Service

Mary believes that a babysitting service is needed in her neighborhood.She estimates that she can hire fellow students to do the work at $1.00per hour while she supervises them and rounds up customers. Byadvertising in the local newspaper and offering her services at a flatwekly rate, Mary thinrgs that she can average between 20 and 30 customers.
Questions for Inquiry and Discovm
1. How much should Mary charge for her services?

2. Assume that Mhry's efforts as nanager are worth $2.00 per hour.Hbw much pure profit will Mary make if she gets 20 customers atrate you suggested?

3. Do you think that Mary should spend money for wavertising?How much do you think would be reasonable in her circunstances?
4. What economic principles are involved in this problem? Whatadditional infbrmation is needed to help solve Mary's problem?

Question for Small clom Discussion

1. What would the object of each of the following be on supply,demand and price?

a. Rent control
b. Monopoly price
c. Minimum wage laws
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These children are but two of the countless number who boomeranged
UP/ the hula-hoop fad into a million-dollar business.

The Case of the Hula Hbops

In july 1958, two men in San Gabriel, CalifOrnia, started the nation
spinning into one of the most carefree fads of the decade. They
inverlt,74 the hula hoop.

The two men, owners of a small firm called the Wham-O-Manufacturing
Company, secured the aid of technicians from a major plastic company,
to design a simple plastic hoop about thirty inches in diameter. The
hoop was meant to be placed around the body at waist height and then
kept spinning there by rapid and rhythmical twisting of the hips. A
simple enough idea, once somebody thought of it.

The fad spread at a dizzy pace. And its variations were endless. Some
children and adults, too, specialized in seeing how many hoops they
could keep going at one time using body, arms, and neck. Others
entered contests to see how long they could keep the hoops spinning.
There were classes in the finer points of hoopery, health clubs to
promote the spinning habit, and "hoop-it-up" parties. Nor was the
fad confined to the United States - France, Britain, and Japan soonjoined in. And a Belgian expedition leaving for the Antarctic re-
portedly took a hoop for the trip.

The Wham-0 Manufacturing Company waz not alone in the field for verylong. By SepteMber 1958, at least twenty other companies were
raking hula hoops. Manufacturers of piping and hose quidkly converted
their equipment to turn out the simple plastic hoops. By mid-September,
Life Magazine estimated that twenty million hoops have been sold fbrAbout $30 million. (Hoops sold from as low as $.79 to as high as
$2.50 each.)

As quickly as it sprung up, the fad died away. The fbrmer manu-
facturers of piping and hose went back to making piping and hose.The retailers left with a large supply of hoops sold them at
sacrifice prices; one of them cut his hoops in half and sold them
as loops for decorative garden fence. So it was that a few years
and twenty million hoops later, a child could ask his parents,
"What's a hula hoopl"



These children ate but two of the countless number who boomereigsd
UPI the huhkoop fad into a milliowdollar business.

The Case of the Hula Howl

In ally 1958, two men in San Gabriel, California, started the nation
spinning into one of the most carefree fads of the decade. They
invented the hula hoop.

The two men, owners of a small firm called the Wham-O-Manufacturing
Compagy, secured the aid of technicians from a, major plastic company,
to design a simple plastic hoop about thirty indhes in diamwter. The
hoop was neant to be placed around the body at waist height and then
kept spinning there by rapid and rhythmical twisting of the hips. A
simple enough idea, once somebody thought of it.

The fad spread at a dizzy pace. And its variations were endless. Sone
children and adults, too, wpecialized in seeing how many hoops they
could keep going at one time using body, arns, and neck. Others
entered contests to see how long they could keep the hoops spinning.
There were classes in the finer points of hoopery, health clUbs to
promote tbe spinning habit, end "hoop-it-up" parties. Nor vas the
fad confined to the United States - France, Britain, and Japan soon
joined in. And a Belgian expedition leaving for the Antarctic re-
portedly took a, hoop for the trip.

The Wham-0 Manufacturing Company vas not alone in the field for very
long. By September 1958, at least twenty other companies were
making hula hoops. Manufacturers of piping and hose quickly converted
their equipment to turn out e simple plastic hoops. By mid-September,
Life Magazine estimated that enty nillion hoops have been sold fOr
about $30 million. °loops SO d from as low as $.79 to as high as
$2.50 eadh.)

As quickly as it sprung up, the fad died away. The former nanu-
facturers of piping and hose went back to making piping and hose.
The retailers left with a large supply of hoops sold them at
sacrifice prices; one :4" them cut his hoops in half and sold them
as loops for decorative garden fence. So it was that a few years
and twenty million hoops later, a child could agk his parents,
"What's a hula hoop?"

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1.. Why did people buy hula hoops? Why did they stop?

2. Why did the price of hula hoops vary from $.79 to $2:50?

3. Why did the demand for hula hoops change?

4. Why did the supply of hula hoops dhange?

5. What effect did the changing supply and demand have on the price
of hula, hoops?

6. Are there other reasons why people buy varying anounts of a, product
at a given time? Why/ What effect will it have on price?

*Recomnended fOr Students Achieving Below Grade Level
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III. MHAT IS 72IE ROLE OF THE CONSUMER IN OUR MARKET SYSTEM?

EMphases: Young people have made a great impact on the market todgr
Consumers should also weigh factors other than pricebefore buying

Many private and public agencies are available to aid andprotect the consumer

tA. Using pictures to understand the role of the consumer.

THE INDIVIDUAL PLAYS A CENTRAL ROLE IN OUR ECONOMIC SYSTEM .

(from Economics, Dept. of Public Instruction, Hexrisburg, Pa., 1962)

questions for In u



maw yrlomue una pumac agencies are available to aid and
protect the consumer

*A. Using pictures to understand the role of the consumer.

THE INDMDUAL PLAYS A CENTRAL ROLE IN OUR ECONOMIC SYSTEM

(from Economics, Dept. of Public Instruction, Harrisburg, Pa., 1962)

Questions for Inqiiry and Discovery

1. Explain each of the roles pictured
Give example of each.

2. Which role do you feel is the most
Explain.

3. Which roles have you been in?

in the cartoon.

influential?

How influential have you been in each of these roles?
Give examples.

Follow-up Activities

1. Read the following article and. answer questions below:

'Green Power' for Teens

By Laurie Johnston

Albany, N. Y.

joe McKnight, a 15...year-old junior from Corinth High
School, is spending his own money for the first time.
He mowed the cemetery all rummer for a $100 flat fee.
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se4ts a +7 weeliyallowance for lunches and entertainment.

Pat Campione, 16, a senior from Little Falls, asks herparents for whatever she wants but makes many of herclothes and baby-sits for 50 cents an hour.
And Barbara aurka, 17, a senior from Binghamton, works ata hospital every other weekend for 16 hours at $1.90 perhour.

At the invitation of the New York State Department ofCommerce, they and 500 other consumers-in-training fromhigh schools, junior high schools and junior collegeswere giving up a Saturday of crisp football weather totalk about how to spend money. And how not to.
It was the first Statewide Teenage Consumer Conference.

The Empire State's business community had. gotten themessage that the average U.S. teenager spends $11 aweek. The conference guests illustrated the wide
ranges of "average" in the handling of money: earning,
spending, saving and owing it.

In its campaign to alert all teen-agers that, one mayor another, each is a consumer-in-training, the Commerce
Department bad been stextled by another statistic (toparents, perhaps, not a very surprising one): Acryss
the nation, 12-to-20-year-:ol4s are spending $3,000,000
an hour.

They spent $11 billion last year and they influenced
family purchasing that motutted up to another $100 billion.

"Even without the politics/ right to vote, you are a power
group all the same," state officials told the conference.
"You have dollar power, 'green power.' (Somebody called it
teen-green power.)

"But along with power goes responsibility - the respons-
ibility to vote intelligently with your money and, to
insist on good consUmer practices as well as good
business practices."

New York Times

Questions for Inquiri and Discovery

1. What is meant by "teen green power?"

2. Why do producers seek the teenage market?

3. How have teenagers influenced the types of goods and.
services produced.

-littit responsibilities should teenagers have to go along
- with their dollar power?
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413 Using cartoon to understand the problem of pricing goods.
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Questions fbr Ips= and Discovery

1. What title would you give to this cartoon?

2. Why is the consumer "bewildered"?

3. Is the opportunity for so many choices of many products a blessing
or a curse to tbe consumer? Explain.

4, Why is the consumers' knowledge limited?

Questions for Discussion

1. What was tbe purpose of the Fair Padkaging and Labeling; Act of 1966?

2. How effective has the law beema

3. Do problens still exist? lilbe

4, How can the consumer help himself?

5. Should the government take additional steps to help the consumer?
Explain.

Follow-up Activities

*1. Have students make a list of grocery products and have time priced
in all sizes in various stores.

How many sizes.were available?

Was the largest size the cheapest pew ounce?

Should you buy all your goods in one store? What are the
0:vantages? Disadvantages?

Wby did prices vary among competing products? From store to store?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Gwade Laval
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*2. Using short stories to understand "Bait Advertising."

What Should the Consumer Know About "BaitrAdvertig_4F"

W. and Mrs. Henry Green were sitting in their living room one

Sunday afternoon. They were watching a movie on television

that they had. missed when it played in the neighborhood 15

years ago. After the first 10 minutes of the picture was Shown,

the announcer came on with the commercial.

The announcer Showed a sewing machine that sold for on4 $29.95.

It came with a nuMber of attachments that did faucy stitehing

and embroidery work. The announcer said that sewing machines

that did the same job cost three and four tines the price of

this machine. He showed the kind of work the machine could do.

While the announcer sewed fancy stitches on the material,

Mts. Green told her hugband that the machine was just what she

needed. "/ could save a, lot of money making my o van clothes,

"Henry," ghe said, "and it's so cheap."

The announcer repeated the price of his machine. He read off

a list of telephone numbers that viewers could call if they

wanted to see the machine demonstrated. "And," he said, "if

you hurry, we'll send you - at no cost - a sewing box thwt is

worth $10. Remember in Brooklyn, call "

The picture came on again but Mts. Green lost interest. "How

about it, Henry?", ghe atked her husband. "It won't cost any-

thing to look at it." Mt. Green, anxious to get tea to the

movie, shook his head yes. Quickly, his wife went to the

telephone and dialed the number. The operator took her name,

address and convenient day and time that the demonstrator

could visit.

In a few days, a salesman came with the madhine. He set up the

machine and showed Mts. Green how it worked. Be asked Mrs. Green

to try it. She began to stitudh two pieces of material together.

She used the attachments and sewed fancy stitching. She tried

the embroidery attadhments but wouldn't work. She noticed that

the stitdhes were falling apart. She pointed this out to the

salesman. Mts. Green told the demonstrator that the machine made

an awful racket and at times the needle wouldn't move. "Well, the

salesman told her, "this madhine costs only $29.95. It can't

perform miracles."

When she asked if all the machines worked as poorly, the salesman

was very frank. He said, "I am sorry to admit it but we have

a lot of trouble with these machines. They have to be repaired

very often. But, if you could spare a minute, I just happen to

have another model in my car that is a beauty. It makes this

old machine look aa if it were built in the Middle Ages."

He vent to his automobile and returned with another severing

machine. It looked modern and it worked weal and quiet4.

It did all the work that the machine shown on the te1evision

commercial did. Because it vas so up-to-date and well-built,

it cost $129.95. The salesman told Mts. Green that ghe could

have the machine es.tooroncelfsheeily$2.00 a



The announcer showed a sewing machine that sold for onay $29.95.

It came with a number of attadhments that did fancy stitching

and etbroidery work. The announcer said that sewing machines

that did the same job cost three and four times the price of

this machine. He ehowed the kind of work the machine could do.

While the announcer sewed fancy stitches on the material,

Mts. Green told her huRband that the madhine was just what she

needed. "I could save a lot of money maldng my o wn clothes,

"Henry," she said, "and it's so cheap."

The announcer repeated the price of his machine. He read off

a list of telephone nunbers that viewers could call if they

wanted to see the machine demonstrated. "And," he said, "if

you hurry, we'll send you - at no cost - a sewing; box that is

worth $10. Remenber in Brooklyn, call

The picture came on again but Mts. Green lost interest. "How

dbout it, Henry?", she adked her husband. "It won't cost any-

thing to look at it." Mt. Green, anxious to get back to the

movie, shook his head yes. Quickly, his wife wtmt to the

telephone and dialed the number. The operator took her name,

address and convenient day and time that the demonstrator

could visit.

In a few days, a salesman came with the machine. He set up the

madhine and showed Mts. Green how it worked. He asked Mrs. Green

to try it. She began to stituch two pieces of material together.

She used the attachments and sewed fancy stitching. She tried

the eMbroidery attachments but wouldn't work. She noticed that

the stitams were falling apart. She pointed this out to the

salesman. Ws. Green told the demonstrator that the machine made

an awful racket and at times the needle wouldn't move. "Well, the

salesman told her, "this machine costs only $29.95. It can't

perform miracles."

When she asked if all the machines worked as poorly, the salesman

was very frank. He said, "I am sorry to admit it but we have

a lot of trouble with these machines. They have to be repaired

very often. But, if you could spare a minute, I just happen to

have another model in my car that is a beauty. It makes this

old machine look as if it were built in the Middle Ages."

He went to his autombbile and returned with another sewing

machine. It looked modern and it worked well and quietly.

It did all the work that the machine shown on the television

caamercial did. Because it was so up-to-date and well-built,

it cost $129.95. The saleaman told Mrs. Green that she coull

have the machine at once if she agreed to pay only $2,00 a

week. After same discussion, she signed the paper. The

saleaman left, taking the old madhine with him.

Auestions for Imam and Discovery

1. The kind of advertising described here is called "bait

advertising." Why do you thidk this name is a good. one?

2. Which machine does the company want to sell - the $29.95

one or the $129.95 one? Haw do you know this is so?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level
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Questions for Inquiry and Discoverz

3. If you were Mrs. Green, which machine would you have bought,if any? Why?

4. Do you think Ws. Green was a wise consumer? Wby or why not?
5. What similar commercial have you seen on television?4. Using transparencies to teach consumer economics

Use the set of transparencies, Consumer Economics, published byHammond to develop the theme of
consumer-rights, role andresponsibility in the American econow.

Ctuestions for Imaz and Discovery

1. Why is price only one important factor in buying products? Whatelse is important?

2. What are some of the problems of good buying?
414. Individual research

Have students report on how each of the following have helpedthe cause of the consumer.

- Virginia Ins=

- Ralph Nader

- Rachel Carson

- Bess Meyerson Grant
*5. Comparison of actual warranties - Such a project

should includeresearch 'Which would cover the following questions:
a. What is the difference

and a
b. What should warranties
c. How do warranties from

differ?

9.

between a "warranty," a "guarantee"

include?
the variaus automobile manufacturers



414. Using tranwpareacies to teach consumer economics

Use the set of transparencies, Consumer Economics, publidhed by
Hammond to develop the theme of consumer-rights, role and
responsibility in the American economy.

questions for Ial.WEz and Discovery

1. Why is price only one important factor in buying; products? What
else is important?

2. What are some of the problems of good buying?

941, Individual research

Have students report on how each of the following have helped
the cause of the consumer.

- Virginia 'Knauer

- Ralph Nader

- Rachel Carson

- Bess Xeyer son Grant

*5. Comparison of actual warrantiet - Such a project should include
research which would cover the following questions:

a. What is the difference between a "warranty," a "parantee"
and a "pen"

b. What should warranties include?
0. How do warranties from the various automobile manufacturers

differ/
d. Are there warranties on used cars? How do these differ from

new car warranties?
e. Compare au automobile warranty with a warranty on a differeat

type of geoduct.

*6. Questionnaires would be taken home to parents and filled out by
students who would interview their parents. It mould concern their
choices of stores in regard to:

accessibility cleanliness
lighting service
variety quality
refund policy credit
delivery price range
ethies of owner courtesy service

The teacher should keep a tally sheet fbr class summation.

*7. Each class medber can choose a product which they really intend to
buy in the near future. They would use Consumers Union Reports,
Consumers' Digest, and Consumers' Research Bulletins to help their
decision making. This would work well about Decedber 1 as the
item might be a Christmas gift.

*Recommended for S udents Achieving Below Grade Level
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Analysis of advertising:

In an analysis an ad dhould be taken apart primarily from the

standpoint of the consumer and not from the advertiser's stand-

point. Some things to look for are:

1) Is the ad truthful?

3

IIs the copy honest and to the poinAl
Does copy lead you into wishful thinking

4) What is the company's reputation2
5) Does it sound like it's plausable?
6) Is the price competitive: Does the product have warranties

given or implied!?
7) What do the competitors say about their product?

'119. Consider the following industries whose products might pose a

threat to public health.

1. Pharmaceuticals
2. Meat packing
3. Automailes

4. Pesticides
5. Cigarettes
6. Cosmetics

Mace the letter or letters of the following forms of regulation

in the blank spaces above to indicate the extent of regulation

you would require in each industry. A. Government inspection at

production site; B. Exact labeling of contents; C. Limiting

claims on labels to those that are provable; D. Warning labels an

products suspected of beinghazardous to health; E. Warning

ldbels on products proved to be hazardous; F. EatahliShment of

federal standards; G. NO Government regulation required.

Teadhers should use specific items that are in the news to

create actual case studies i.e. cyclamates, DDT.

*10. Have the students create a personal budget for a nonth. Instruct

them to keep tradk of their income and expenditures for that

month. At the end of the period, discuss the following

questions:

a. How would I change my budget amdiftw? (Through this

question, the concept of scarcity and the economic

necessity of meeting =limited wants with limited re-

sources can be induced by the teacher.)

b. What factors nmst be considered in creating a, budget?

c. What percentage of a personal budget - if any* - should

be allocated to savings?
d. Vast forme of iavestment - if any - should be accountei

for in a budget?
e. What percentage of ',personal budget should be allocated

for necessities? For luxuries? In What way does the size

of the budget alter those percentages? (This latter ques-

tion may be answered more easily if the students are

adked to maks a fictional budget assuming every large

income. Compare this Iwpothetical budget with the actual

budgets of the students.)



11S What isqhe company's reputation?
5) Does it sound like it's plausable?
6) Is the price competitive: Does the product have warranties

given or implied?
7) What do the competitors say about their product?

*9. Consider the following industries whose products might pose a
threat to public health.

1. Pharmaceuticals
amm-2. Neat packing

3. Automobiles

4. Pesticides
5. Cigarettes
6. Cosmetics

Place the letter or letters of the following forms of regulation
in the blank spaces above to indicate the extent of regulation
you would require in each industry. A. Govewnment inspection at
production site; B. Exact labeling of contents; C. Limiting
claims on labels to those that are provable; D. Warning labels on
products suspected of being hazardous to health; E. Warning
labels on products proved to be hazardous; F. Establishment of
federal standards; G. No Government regulation required.

Teachers should use specific items that are in the news to
create actual case studies i.e. qyclamates, DDT.

*10. Have the students create a personal budget for a month. Instruct
them to keep track of their income and expenditures for that
month. At the end of the period, discuss the following
questions:

a. How would I change ray budget and. why? (Through this
question, the concept of scarcity and the economic
necessity of meeting unlimited wants with limited re-
sources can be induced by the teacher.)

b. What factors must be considered in creating a budget?
c. What percentage of a personal budget - if any - should

be allocated to savings?
d. What forms of investment - if any - should be accounted

for in a budget?
e. What percentage of a personal budget should be allocated

for necessities? For luxuries? In What way does the size
of the budget alter those percentages? (This latter ques-
tion may be answered more easily if the students are
asked to make a fictional budget assum(ng a very large
income. Compere this hypothetica/ budget with the actual
budgets of the students.)

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level
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IV. HOW HAS Cla MARKET ECONOMY NRDE NAN INTP:RDsPaiDENT?

Emphases: The complexities of our economy bas created an inter-
dependent system.

The Federal government has been playing a more important
role in our economy.

A. Using models to understand the interdependence in our economic system.

THE MARKET ECONOMY

$ $ VOTES $ $

Buy Gdods And Services )

GOODS & SERVICES

(What)

BUSINESS
(Resource Users) CONSUMERS

(Resource Owners)

Lend, Labor, Capital, Management

( Row )

$ e INCOME $ $

Wages, Rent, Interest, Profits

( Foy. Whom )

Questions. for Inquiry and Discovery



THE MARKET ECONOMY

$ $ VOTES $

L
(
BUSINESS
Resource Users)

Buy Gdods And Services )

GOODS & SERVICES

a. 1111410116

( Wtat )

CONSUMERS
(Resource Owners)

tRIEWRCES

Land, Labor, Capital, Management

( How )

$ INCOME $

Wages, Rent, Interest, Profits

( Foy. Whom )

Questions for riaz and Discovery

1. Why is this chart often called "circular flow of money.

26 Why are dollars called votes?

3. How do consumers get their dollars to spendl

4 Where does business get its resources for woduction

5. What major sector of our economy is not included in this chart?
6. How does this chart show interdependencel

Questions for 2r0.. Discussion

1. A reduction of production will lead to a reduction of income. Erplain.

2. How does this chart show iaterdependence in our economy?
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Follow-up Activities

1. A witty American economist, H. j. Davenport, sought to describesome of these complex price interrelations in a poem:

The price of pig
Is something big;
Because its corn, you'll understand
Is high-priced, too;
Because it grew
Upon the high-priced farming land.

If you'd know Why
That land is nigh
Consider this; its price is big
Because it pays
Thereon to raise
The costly corn, the high-priced pig.

65

Questions, for L....1g= and. Discovery

1, Why is the price of a pig high?

2. What factors determine the price of corn?

Jo Why axe lard prices high?

4. What is a good title for this poem? Why did you choose this title?
Questions for Group Discussion

1. How is the market for butter and the market for margarine related?
2. How is the market for lumber and the market for houses related?
3. How do the two sets of relationships above differ?

.x42. Problem for individual work

Prices in a market system are all interdependent.
Relative pricesand Changes in relative prices cause profit-seeking resourceowners to move their resources from one use to another. Test yourunderstamding of these fundamental points by working out an ex-planation of the following facts vhich actually happened in theUnited States economy.

An irerease in the price of hogs in Chicago led to a steelehortage in Pittsburgh aad an oil dhortage along the east coast.
(The high hog,price in Chicago lei Midwest farmers to feed hogs norecorn to make them heavier 82113 fatter at selling time. This led to areduction in the amount of corn being sent to the livestock areas ofthe northeast. To get nore feed to the northeast, wheat was inportedfrom Canada. The vheat vas imported through the Great Lakes shippingsystem, which reduced the shipping of iron ore amd led to the eventualsteel ehortage. Changes in relative prices do affect the flow of realgoods and services:

The increased use of grain to feed the hogs and cattle also causeda reduction in the amount of grain available to make industrialalcohol. This led to the importation of Caribbean molasses to makeindustrial alcohol But t



UTon the high-priced farming land.

If ;yaa'd know why
That land is high
Consider this; its price is big
Because it pays
Therean to raise
The costly corn, the high-priced pig.

Questions for 1/2L and Discoverlf

1. Why is the price of a pig high?

2. What factors determine the price of corn?

3. Why are lard prices high?

4. What is a good title for this poem? Why did you choose this title?

Questians for Glom Discussion

1. How is the narket for butter and the market for nargarine related?

2. How is the market for lumber WI the narket for houses related?

3. How do the two sets of relationships above differ?

**2. Prdblem fbr individual work

Prices in a market system are all interdependent. Relative prices
and changes in relative ;rides cause profit-seeking; resource
owners to move their resources from ome use to another. Test your
understanding of these fUndamental points by working out an ex-
planation of the following facts 'Ai& actually happened in the
United States economy.

An increase in the Twice of hogs in Chicago led to a steel
shortage in Pittsburgh and an oil shortage along the east coast.

(The high hog price in Chicago led Midwest farmers to feed hogs more
corn to make them heavier and fatter at selling tine. This lad to a
reduction in the amount of corn teing sent to the livestodk areas of
the northeast. To get more feel to the northeast, wheat was imported
tram Canada. The wheat was imported through the Great Lakes dhipping
system, which reduced the shipping of iron ore and led to the eventual
steel shortage. Changes in relative irides do affect the flow of real
goods EMI Services:

The increased use of grain to feed the hogs and cattle also caused
a reduction in the amount of grain availseble to make industrial

alcohol. This led to the importation of Caribbean molasses to make
industrial alcohol. But the use of tankers for this purpose reduced
petrolemm shipments from parts in the Gulf of Mexico. So an oil
shortage as well as a steel shortage resulted from changing the price
of hogs:

Students should be encaaraged to figure out possible relationships and
these true facts ehould mot be introduced until several other possi-
bilities have been examined and chedked for accuracy. Students could

figure out, fOr example, that if the increased hog price made farming
very profitable, steelworkers might leave Pittsburgh far farming and

bring about a steel shortage in this may. Encourage them to explore
this type of th4riking relating changes in relative prices to mavements
of resources, goods and services in an interdependent market system.)

**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level
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4(13. Using and interpreting a cartoon to learn about the institutions ofour economic system.

Private property

Open competition

Top
Co.

frocreit

arm*

FUNDAMENTAL INSTITUTIONS OF A FREE ECONOMY

Profit incentive

Froodom of contract

Free market

(from Economics, Dept. of PUblic Instruction, Harrisburg, Pa. 1962)

Questions for Damim and Discovery

1. Explain eadh of the five items in picture two. Give examples.

2. Why are these items fUndamental to a free economy/

3. Picture 1 dhows that under certain circumstances government intervensin these institutions. Give examyles for eadh category.

4. Do you ftel it is necessary for the government to interfere in ourfree enterprise economy? Explain.

5. Our ecommy is often called a "mixed free enterprise economy." DOyteu think this is an appropriate title?



gryrrt
frfer
r rr
rift

Private property

Freedom of contract

Free market $

4111, a

FUNDAMENTAL INSTITUTIONS OF A FREE ECONOMY

(from Economics, Dept. of FUblic Instruction, Harrisburg, Pa. 1962)

Qgestions fbr 'max and Discovery

1. Explain eadh of the five items in picture two. Give examples.

2. Why are these items fundamental to a free economy/

3. Picture 1 Shows that under certain circumstances government intervens
in these institutions. Give examples fbr eadh category.

4.. Do you feel it is necessary fbr the government to interfere in our
free enterprise economy/ Explain.

5. Our economy is often called a "mixed free enterprise economy." Do
you think this is an appropriate title?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Leval
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Follow-1_12 Activities
67

*1. Using cartoon pictures to understand the changing nature of the
market system.

Regulatory functions

Parforming vital senrkes

Enforcing competition

/:gb

Promoftng notional goals

a



(From Economics, Dept. of Riblic Instruction, Harrisburg,.Pa., 1962.)

neconmiended for Students Achieving Below Grade Leval.
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Questions for pm= and Discovery

1. What areas of government regulation of our economy are shown in
the top picture?

2. What other jobs does aur government perform?

3. How has the government increased its role in one of the areas Wyma
tbove in your neighborhood?

Questions for Discussion

1. Is it better for the community if govermnent builds housing or if
private builders do the job? Utir

2. Should schools be privately run rather than government operated?
Why/

Individual project

Several students can develop a bulletin board display dhowing the areasof government involvement in our economy.

**2. Using an essay to tihom the changing nature of our economy

Whatever Became of Adam Smith?

Nell, they noy have started off together - but they've sure
drifted a long way apart ever since.' The speaker was talking
not about two individuals but about tvo of non's most important
documents, both born in 1776. One vas the Declaration of
Independence in the New World, and one vas A4amShith's THE WEALTH OFNATIONS TN THE CID WORLD.

"These tmo documents of 1776 are =eta to talk about together
because each says so much dbout the American experiment. The
Declaration of Independence set in motion events which were to
give the United States its chance to dhape its own political
destiny and to build a democratic society placing heavy emphasis
an the rights of the individual to choose his omn destiny. THEWEALTH CT NATIONS provided the intellectual underpinning or
support for the economic ideas that were to tecome dominant inthe new society. Maybe no one mho signed the Declaration of
dependence had yet !leard of Adam Smith, but his influence was

he years thereafter:great in

"Seen against the backdrop
Smith mrote, THE WEALTH OF NATIONS
be seen as an attack on the orthodoxy of "mer
long held key parts of Western Europe in its grip.
was a protective philosophy that sought to move an economy fro
emphasis on agriculture to emphasis on industry through use of the
powers of the state. To affarvE +-MA Afp,ms +-A

f economic ideas that prevsiled before
s revolutionary. The 'book mey

cantilism" that had so
cantilism

4
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above in your neighborhood?

questions for Disoussion

1. Is it better for the community if government builds housing or if
private builders do the job? Whyl

2. Should schools be privately run rather than governnent operated?

Ter

Individual Project

Several students can develop a bulletin board d.isplay showing the areas'
of government involvement in our economy.

*412. Using an essay to show the changing nature of our economy

Whatever Became of Adam Smith?

"well, they may have started off together - but they've sure*
drifted a long way apart ever since." The speaker was talking
not about two individuals but about two of men's most inportant
documents, both torn in 1776. One was the Declaration of
Independence in the New Wbrld, and one was Adam Smith's THE WEALTH OF

NATIONS IN THE OLD WORLD.

"These two documents of 1776 are usefUl to talk about together
because each says so muth about the American experiment. The
Declaration of Independence set in motion events which were to
give the United States its chance to shape its ama political
destiny and to build a democratic society placing heavy emphasis
on the rights of the individual to choose his own destiny. THE

WEALTH OF NATIONS provided the intellectual underpinning or
support for the economic ideas that were to become dominant in
the new society. Maybe no one who signed the Dedlaration of
Independence had yet !lewd of Adam Smith, but his influence was
great in the years thereafter:

"Seen against the batkdrop of economic ideas that prevailed before
Smith wrote, THE WEALTH OF NATIONS was revolutionary. The book may

be seen as an attadk on the orthodoxy of "nercantilism" that had so

long held key parts of Western Europe in its grip. Mercantilism
was a protective philosophy that sought to move an ecaaowy from
emphasis on agriculture to emphasis on industry through use of the

powers of the state. To effect this change, the state had to
protect industry against outsiders in other economies and to
regulate industry's activities for effective growth, said the
mercantilists,

"Not so," said Adam Smith. Put man on his own amd not under the
protection of a planning, prodding government and he will achieve
wonders that the world had never seen. The core of Smith's radical

emphasis was in three propositions:

-men are most affectively motivated by self interest; that self-
interest, far from being deplored and smothered, should be en-
couraged to the end that men would went to move ahead according

to their own lights.

**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level
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-nen are most effectively regulated ia pursuit of their self-
interest by forces of competition; the abuse of power by a
producer is a real enough possibility, but is best guarded
against by mmking sure that the custoner always has alternative
sources of supply to which he may turn.

-the best role for government is a minimal one; government
must keep the plate and must check to see that the competitive
game goes on, but, beyond that, laissez-faire is the best
policy.

"This was the rationale fbr the market society. And nowhere in
the world did that rationale prove more powerful than in the
United States. Here was man's great testing-ground for the new
ideas of economic liberty.

"But now we are being told that the United States has tendonel
Smith. The lament is heard that, in the middle thirty years of
the twentieth century, um have turned from laissez-faire and
free narkets and competition tomards government intervention and
protection. BO one denies that we have the richest society in
the morld. But that was the product of the free past, according
to this line of argument. Now me are on the road to ruin.

"Is Smith dead?"

69

"The surface evidence is convincing enough. Play the alphabet
game, by simply listing the new regulatory agencies and institutions
that impinge upon our economic life: the F.T.C. (Fed.eral Trade
Commission) , F.P.C. (Federal Power Commission) F.C. C. (Federal
Power Commission) , F. C.0 (Federal Communications Canmi ss ion) ,
S.E.C. (Securities Exchextge Commission), F.D.A. (Food and Drug
Administration), F.H.A. (Federal Housing Agency), C.A.B.
(Civil Aeronautics Board), N.L.R.B. (National Labor Relations
Board, as so on through countless more combinations of letters
until one ends with J.F.K. and and. L.B.J. Government today is a
regulator, producer, subsidizer, taxer, protector, educator,
seller, and buyer. And what would Smith have thought of that?

(From Comparative Economic Syste, John R. Coleman, Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, p.

Questions for Inquriy and Discovery

1. What do you predict mould happen if the Mated States depended
on private firms competing in the market place for the job of
defending our country against aggressors?

2. Should government regulate the safety of cars? Medicines?
Explain.

3. Would you have supported legislation protecting children in
industry? Providing equal pay for men and women doing the
same job? Explain.

4. List the areas where you feel governnent control of the
market mechanism would be desirable Justify each. How many
of these would Adam Smith have included on his list of approved
government projects?
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"This was the rationale for the market society. And noVhare in
the world did that rationale prove nore powerfUl than in the
United States. Here was nan's great testing-ground. for the new
ideas of economic liberty.

"But now we are being told that the United States has bandoned
Smith. The lament is heard that, in the middle thirty years of
the twentieth century, we have turned from laissez-faire and
free markets and competition towards government Intervention and
protection. No one denies that we have the richest society in
the world. But that was the product of the free past, according
to this line of argument. Now we are on the road to ruin.

"Is Smith dead?"

"The surface evidence is convincing enough. Play the alphabet
game, by simply listing the new regulatory agencies and institutions
that impinge upon our economic life: the F.T.C. (Federal Trade
Commission) F.P.C. (Federal Power Commission) , F.C.0 . (Federal
Power Commission) , F. C. C (Federal Communications , Commission) ,

S.E.C. (Securities Exchange Commission), F.D.A. (Food and Drug
Administration), F.H.A. (Federal Housing Agency), C.A.B.
(Civil Aeronautics Board), N.L.R.B. (National Labor Relations
Board, as so on through countless more combinations of letters
until one ends with J.F.K. and. and L.B.J. Government today is a
regulator,, producer,, subsidizer,, taxer, protector, , educator, ,

seller, and bwer. And what would Smith have thought of that?

(FromConara omic stem John R. Coleman, Holt,
Rin Winston, p.

Questions for Inqurty and Discovery

1. What do you predict would happen if the United States depended
on private firms competing in the market place for the job of
defending our country against aggressors?

2. Should government regulate the safety of' cars? Medicines?

Explain.

3. Would you have supported legislation protecting children in
industry? Providing equal pay for men and women doing the
same job? Explain.

14-. List the areas where you feel government control of the
market mechanism would be desirable. Justify each. How many
of these would Adam Smith have included on his list of approved
government projects?

Individual Research

What are the arg.ments for and. against establishing a corporation
to operate our Postal System?
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THEME I - INTROOUCTION TO ECONOMICS

Selected Edbliography - For Nigh School Students
N = Non-Fiction

Class Author

N Alexander, Albert

F = Fiction

Title

The Challenge of
Economics: A Guide
to the Perplexed

N Ammer, Dean
Readings and Cases

Economics

Today's Economics

The Price System

N Caplovitz, David The Poor Pay Mbre
N Hacker, Louis

American Capitalism
N HelIbroner, Rttert L. The Making of Eco-

nomic Society

N Heilbroner, Robert L. The Worldly
Fhilosophers

N Magnuson, Warren The Dark Side of the
Market Place

N Margolius, Sidney Consumer's Guide to
Better Buying

N Nader, Ralph
Unsafe at any Speed

N Packard, Vance The Bidden

Persuaders

N Robinson, Marshall, An Introduction toet al.
Economic Reasoning

Do You Know Your
Economic ABC's?

...

124

B = Biography

Publisher

Pitman

Ginn

American Educa-
tion Publications

Dept. of
Commerce

Federal Reserve
Board of Philadelphia

Free Press

Van Nostrand

Prentice-Hall

Date

1970

1966

1968

1963

1968

1957

1962

Simon & Schuster 1961

Prentice Hall 1968

POcket BoOks 1963

Pocket Books 1967

Podket Books 1957

Doubleday 1962



Selected Bibliography - For Teachers

Author Title Publisher Date

Adler, Mbrtimer (el.) Annals of America Encyclopedia 1969
Conspectus, 2 VOl. Britannica

Annals of America Encyclopedia 1968
20 Vols. Britannica

Bach, G. L. Economics: An Introduc-
tion to Analysis and

Prentice-Ball 1968

Macy (6th ed.)

Friedman, Milton Capitalism and Freedom University of 1965
Chicago

Heilbroner, Robert The Limits of American Harper & Row 1966
Capitaliam

Maher, John What is Economics John Wiley 1969

McConnell, Campbell Economics (l1.th ed.) 1969

Prehn, Edward Teadhing migh School Eco-
nomics: The Analytical

Pitman 1968

Approach

Samuelson, Paul Economics (8th ed.) McGraw-Rill 1968

Samuelson, Paul et al. Readings in Economics McGraw-Hill 1964
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Films

BAVI

317.9

Filmstrin

45600.1

(Sound)

45330.1

Audio-Visual Materials

Allocating Our Resources

Budgeting

Beginning; Responsibility: Uting
Nbney Wisely

Consumers Want to Know

Tnstallment Buying

Retail Credit Buying

Economics: The Science of Choice

American Capitalism

Basic Economic Concepts:Section I

Consumer Education; Money
Management

Protecting the Consumer

The American Etonomic System

Value of Your Dollar

The Role of the Consumer

Bailey Films

Coronet Films

Consumers Union

Bailey Films

Bailey Films

McGraw-Hill

McGraw-Hill

Bailey Films

New York Times

Current Affairs Films

Joint Council on
Education

American Capitalian McGraw-41in

Transparencles (filse sets can be used in several Themes)

The World of Economics MtGramr-Hill

An Introduction to the American Heath
Economy

Comparative Economic Systems

Simulation Games

Consumer

Economic System

Market Game

126

Economic

Holt, Rinehart & Winston

Webster Publishing Co.,
New York, N.Y.

Webster Publishing Co.,
New York, N. Y.

Holt, Rinehart and. Winston,
New York, N.Y.
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THEME II: ORGANIZING PRODUCTION TO SATISFY ECONOMEC CHOTCES

Introduction

The learning activities in this section are designed to help the student
evaluate the impact of the revolution in industrial techniques.

73

The activities should also enable the student to understand the nature of
business organization and how the growth of big business bas transformed our
economy into one of "high mass consumption."

In this theme the learning activities are centered around three significant
problems:

I. Why does the United States enjoy high productivity?

II. How do businesses organ:3e and develop?

III. What is the role of Lig business in the American economy?

I. WHY DOES THE UNITED STATES ENJOY MGR PRODUCTIVITY?

ER:bases: New technology has expanded the uses of our natural
resources.

Increased productivity due to increased quantity and quality
of resources has led to the growth of our standard of living.

A. Using a problem to develop the understanding that common elements are
needed in all production land, labor, capital, and management.

In a large American city a few years ago the police department con-
verted an dbandoned air strip into a drag strip for the use of
teenagers Who wished to try out their mechanical creations. Not
only was the number of automobiles reduced but the strip itself be-
came a center of community entertainment for young and old. On arAY
summer weekend hundreds of spectators flocked to the drag strip.
It didn't take too many hot evenings to make the pUblic drinking
fountain and the sole "coke" machine completely inadequate to satisfy
.the thirsty throats of the spectators.

A couple of high school students say possitdlities in this situation:
potential customers were just waiting to satisfy their thirst and
hunger and. were apparently willing to pay for it.

When the students approadhed one of the parents for advice on.the
possibility of setting up a snack-bar he told them that he'd be will-
ing to loan them mcney to begin the project. Before he did that,
however, be asked them to draw up a list of the things they'd need to
consider before they could begin satisPying the wants of the drag
strip spectators. In other words he was asking them to list what
coMbination of things would produce the items necessary to satisfy
the wants of the crowds.
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The activities should also endble the student to understand the nature of

business organization and how the growth of big business has transformed our

economy into one of "higb mass consumption."

In this theme the learning activities are centered around three significant

problems:

I. Why does the United States enjoy high productivity?

II. How do tmsinesses organize and develop?

III. What is the role of big business in the American economy?

I. wiff DOES IBE MIND STAINS ENJOY HIGH PRODUCTIVITY?

Emphases: New technology bss expanded the uses of our natural

resources.

Increased productivity due to increased quantity and quality

of resources has led to the growth of our standard of living.

A. Uting a prcblem to develop the understanding that .nymon elements are

needed in all production -- land, labor, capital, 0.1 mAnagement.

In a large American city a few years ago the police department con-

verted an abandoned air strip into a drag strip for the use of

teenagers who w-'..shed to try out their mechanical creations. Nbt

only was the number of automobiles reduced but the strip itself be-

came a center of community entertainment for young and old. On any

summer weekend hundr,:ds of spectators flocked to the drag strip.

It didn't take too many hot evenings to make the pliblic drinking

fountain and the sole "coke" machine completely inadequate to satisfy

.the thirsty throats of the spectators.

A couple of high school students saw possibdlities in this situation:

potential customers were just waiting to satisfy their thirst and

hunger and were apparently willing to pay for it.

When tho students approached one of the parents for advice on the

possibility of setting up a snack-bar he told them that he'd be will-

ing to loan them money to begin the project. Before he did that,

however, be adked them to draw up a list of the things they'd need to

consider before they could. begin satisfying the wtnts of the drag

strip spectators. In other words he was asking them to list what

combination of things would produce the items necessary to satisfy

the wants of the crowds.

Questions for Inquiry and. Discoveryi

1. What items would be needed to satisfy the needs of the crowd?

2. How can we fit these items into some common categories and

relationships?

3. What are the factors of production needed for all production?
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Follow-up Activities

*1. Students can be given the following exercise to discover thatnatural resources become productive resources when they can beused to produce goods and services.

The following is a list of gifts nature has given to man. Iden-tify those that are natural productive resources:

1) Clans ltving in a river bed polltited by industrial waste2) Natural uranium discaverel in the Canadian Rockies in 16293) Pineapples growing in uninhabited jungles4) That section of the Hudson River that flows between JerseyCity and Manhattan:
5) The Florida climate!
6) The climate of Southern California
7) The climate of the (bjave Desert
8) Fertile farm land on the western plains of the Anerican con-tinent in 1723
9) Fertile farm land in Fannsylvania in 196610) Unirrigated desert land in Palestine in 193611) Irrigated desert land in Israel in 196612) Lasters off the coast of NWine13) A Delicious aTcle grown in an Oregon. orchard14) An inedible wild apple grown from a seed planted by JohnnyAppleseed

15) Undiscovered oil someWhere in Texas16) A depleted oil well in Titusville, Eannsylvania17) Silver in the hills of Nevada
18) Ice in Northern Aladka
19) Cattle in a Hindu village of India
20) Cattle in the Chicago stockyards

2. What is a resource?

Before the invention of substitute materials, a black ahalecalled slate VIA used exclusively in the production of black-boards. (Many persons still prefer the natural slate black-boards.) In the process of quarrying the slate large anountsof inferior shale must also be removed. Throughout the slatedistrict of eastern Pennsylvania, large piles of this inferiorshale dot the landscape. This useless shale is not considereda resource; in fact, it is considered a nuisance, a blot on thenatural landscape.

Now we will imagine that a process is discovered by which thisuseless shale is changed into a fuel. Ay placing the shale underenormaus pressure a liquid fuel is extracted. This "fuel ale",as we will call it, bats certain unique dharagteristics: it isnot affected by changes in temberaturot. 4+ 1,11...~.



tify those that are natural productive resouices:

1) Clams ltving in a river bed polluted bY industrial waste
2) Natural uranium discovered in the Canadian Rockies in 1629
3) Pineapples growing in uninhabited jungles
4) That section of the Hudson River that flows between Jersey

City and Manhattan
5) The Florida climate
6) The climate of Southern California
7) The climate of the Mbjave Desert
8) Fertile farm land on the western plains of the Anerican con-

tinent in 1723
9) Fertile farm laad in Pennsylvania in 1966

10) Unirrigated desert land in Palestine in 1936
11) Irrigated desert land in Israel in 1966
12) Lobsters off the coast of Maine
13) A Delicious apple grawn in an Oregon orchard
14) An inedible wild apple grown fram a seed planted. by Johnny

Appleseed
15) Uhdiscovered oil somewhere in Texas
16) A,depleted oil well in Titusville, Pennsylvania
17) Silver in the hills of Nevada
18) Ice in Northern Alaska
19) Cattle in a Hindu village of India
20) Cattle in the Chicago stockyards

2. What is a resource?

Before the invention of substitute materials, a black shale
called slate WA used exclusively in the production of black-
boards. (Many persons still prefer the natural slate black-
boards.) In the process of quarrying the slate large amounts
of inferior shale must also be removed. Throughout the slate
district of eastern Pennsylvania, large piles of this inferior
shale dot the landscape. This useless ehale is not considered
a resource, in fact, it is considered a nuisance, a blot on the
natUral landscape.

Now we will imagine that a process is discovered by Which this
useless shale is changed into a fuel. By plazing the shale under
enormous.pressure a liquid fuel is extracted. This "fuel ale",
as we will call it, has certain unique characteristics: it is
not affected by changes in temperature, it burns slowly and gives
off ten times as much energy per cubic centimeter as any existing
liquid fuel. The cost of producing a barrel of "fuel ale", how-
ever, is thirty times as great as any existing liquid ftel.

As man becomes interested in space travel, the need increases
for a liquid fuel that is not affected by drastic temperature
changes and requires less storage space than conventional fuels.
Large scale production of "fuel ale begins. The shale piles
are fenced and multi-million dollar processing plants are erected.

In ten years the increased research on fuels for space travel
favor the so-called solid fuels. Production of "fuel ale" stops.
The unused piles of inferior shale still dot the Pennsylvania
landscape. There is talk abnut a new use for the shale piles.
The ehale could be crushed and. used to form construction blocks
for buildings in conjunction with the new solar heating units.

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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Questions for Inquiry and DiscovtaIN INIla

1. Why is shale not considered a resource?

2. Why did "fuel ale" fail to become a resource at first?
3. What circumstances led to its becoming a major resource?
4. What part could human resources have possibly played in makingshale a resource?

5. Once a resource has been developed how could it influence thedevelopment of human resources?

6. After yau have thought carefally about the above passage andquestions, write your own definition of what a natural resourceis.

B. Using an historical case study to understand the role of the entre-preneur in the development of American industry.

Steel

Despite the discovery of the Bessemer izocess, the American steelindustry did not develop overnight. The techniques were new and therisks were high. The demand for steel was there, but someone had tobe willing to bear the risk, to sell the steel, and to raise thelarge amounts of necessary finance.

The Building of the Industry

In Andrew Carnegie the economy had sudh a person. Carnegie was par-ticularly well suited to the task. His first job had been with thePennsylvania Railroad and be well knew the railroads' need for along-lived heavy-duty rail. Moreover, he had maintained close rela-tions with many of the leaders of the industry. Nbre recently hehad been associated with a number of iron firms in the Pittsburgharea and with the Keystone Bridge Company. IN:om the iron firms helearned something of heavy metal production problems and from thebridge company of the potential market for structural steel. Inaddition to his work experience, Carnegie possessed yet anothertalent that was to contrfbute to his success in the new steel in-dustry. He was experienced in bringing together the finance neededto acquire large amounts of capital. He had laundhed both his ironenterpriseei and the Keystone Bridge Company by bringing togeth,:rgroups of itrangers, each with some money to invest. Although thesteel mill las larger than arty of his previous ventures, bbe finan-cial problem was really the same.

In 1872 Carnegie lamndhed the Carnegie Steel Corporation. Hisfirst mill was the J. E. Thompson, and his first product was steelrails. Gradually he and his partners expanded their operations toinclude a number of new plants (some built, some acquired from lesssuccessful owners) and a full range of steel products.

Labor Problems

Problems of risk and capital acquisition were not the only onesthat faced Carnegie. As his firm grew (and as other firms enteredthe industry and bitworl .



4. What part could human resources have possibly played in making

shale a resource?

3. Once a resource has been developed how could it influence the

development of human resources?

6. After you have thought carefully about the above passage and

questions, write your awn definition of what a natural resource

is.

B. Using an historical case study to understand the role of the entre-

preneur in the development of American industry.

Steel

Despite the discovery of the Bessemer process, the American steel

industry did not develop overnight. The techniques were new and the

risks were high. The demand for steel was there, but someone had to

be willing to bear the risk, to sell the steel, and to raise the

large amounts of necessary finance.

The Building of the Industry

In Andrew Carnegie the economy had such a, person. Carnegie was par-

ticularly well suited to the task. His first job had. been with tb.

Pennsylvania Railroad and'he well knew ths railroads' need for 11%

long-lived heavy-duty rail. Mbreover, he had maintained close Cr
tions with many of the leaders of the industry. More recently b-

had been associated with a nuMber of iron firms in the Pittsburgh

area and with the Keystone Bridge Company. From the iron firms he

learned something of heavy metal production problems and from the

bridge company of the potential market for structural steel. In

addition to his work experience, Carnegie possessed yet another

talent that was to contribute to his success in the new steel in-

dustry. He was experienced in bringing together the finance needed

to acquire large amounts of capital. He had launched both his iron

enterprises and the Keystone Bridge Company by bringing together

groups of strangers, each with some money to invest. Although the

steel 'till was larger than any of his previous ventures, the finan-

cial problem was really the same.

In 1872 Carnegie launched the Carnegie Steel Corporation. His

first mill was the J. E. Thompson, and. his first product was steel

rails. Gradually he and. his partners expanded their operations to

include a number of new plants (some built, some acquired from less

successful owners) and a full range of steel products.

Labor PrOblems

Problems of riak and capital acquisition were not the only ones

that faced Carnegie. As his firm grew (and as other firms entered

the industry and began to compete for workers) he found that he

needed additional laborers to man the mills. Because of the early

technology of steel production (a technology that required two tons

of coal for every ton of iron ore) the mills were located near the

coal fields. As the industry grew there were insufficient workers

in that area to meet the demand for labor. To some extent the new

mills attempted to train people who migrated from nearby farms, but

this was insufficient to meet the rising demand for steel. As a

result, immigrants from abroad (first Germany and then from eastern

Europe) were induced to come to Pittsburgh to man the blast furnaces.

132
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Competition

Although Carnegie's remained the largest firm, others were quick to
imitate his success. Within a few years National, American and a
host of others had begun to produce steel by the new process. Be-
cause of the compet.Ltive threat of these new firms, Carnegie could
not rest on his laurels. As a result both Carnegie and his com-
petitors quickly innovated the open hearth fUrnace, which provided
more control over the steel-making process. Within a few years
the Bessemer furnace that had given birth to the industry was re-
legated to a secondary position. In 1872, when Carnegie started
in business, the steel industry had produced only a few thousand
tons. By 1887 production was almost 6 million tons, and at the
turn of the century output had risen to almost 25 million tons.

The Birth of U. S. Steel

But the story of steel was not yet finished. The capital require-
ments, alweys large, had increased, with tbe adoption of the open
hearth techniques. Moreover, Carnegie and some of the industry's
other leaders saw that even more financial resources would be
needel to acquire iron and coal mines if the firm's source of
supply were to be protected. John D. Rockefeller had gained con-
trol of a large portion of the Mesabi iron range in lannesota and
he dhowed the industry the value of its raw materials. Carnegie
had been dble to finance some of this additional investment, but
many of the other firms could not. J. P. Morgan, the financier,
saw in this shortage a chance to put together a single firm. It
was to embrace all phases of production (mines, railroads, shindng
lines, blast furnaces, steel mills, and fabkicating plants) and
produce not only rails and structural steel but wire, tubing, and
the new alloys as well. Carnegie's retirement gave Mbrgan the
chance to bring together not only Carnegie's holdings but also
Rockefeller's iron mines, Federal Steel, American Steel and Wire,
the Bessemer Steam Ship Company, National Steel, National Tithe,
American Bridge, American Sheet Steel, and a number of lesser
companies. Thus the Uhited States Steel Corporation %ma born. With
this new giant in the field, the nation's output of steel continued
to rise and. by 1920 output had reached 60 million tons. Mbreaver,
by that year new firms, including Bethlehem and.Inland, although
small by the standards of U. S. Steel, had risen to take part of the
market from the dominant firm.

(From The Growth of Industrial Enterprise: 1860-1914, by Lance E.
Davis, S?ott, Foresman, and Curriculum Resources, Inc.)

questions for Inquiry ani Discover;

1. Why do you thirk Carnegie decided to manufacture steel rails rather
than, say, paper clips or safety pins?

2. What risk was involved in his decision? Why?



.Lyyzo Jainuvazea mne open nearth rurnace, which p.rovided
yuv
more control aver the steel-making process. Within a few years
the Bessemer furnace that bad given birth to the industry was re-
legated to a secondary position. In 1872, when Carnegie started
in business, the steel industry had produced only a few thousand
tons. By 1887 production was almost 6 million tons, and at the
turn of the century output had risen to almost 25 million tons.

The Birth of U. S. Steel

But the story of steel was not yet finished. The capital require-
ments, always large, had increased with the adoption of the open
hearth techniques. Nbreover, Carnegie and some of the industry's
other leaders saw that even more financial resources would be
needed to acquire iron and coal mines if the firm's source of
supply were to be protected. John D. Rockefeller had gained con-
trol of a large portion of the Mesabi iron range in Minnesota and
he ghowed the industry the value of its raw materials. Carnegie
had been able to finance some of this additional investment, but
many of the other firms could not J. _P Morgan, the financier,
saw in this shortage a chance to put together a single firm. It
was to embrace all phases a° production (mines, railroads, shipping
lines, blast fUrnaces, ste). mills, and fdbricating plants) and
produce not only rails 92-1 etructural steel but wire, taing, and
the new alloys as we-.". Carnegie's retirement gave Morgan the
chance to bring toge-...aar not only Carnegie's holdings but also
Rockefeller's iron mines, Federal Steel, American Steel and Wire,
the Bessemer Steam Ship Company, National Steel, National Tdbe,
American Bridge, American Sheet Steel, and a number of lesser
companies. Thus the United States Steel Corporation WaS born. With
this new giant in the field, the nation's output of steel continued
to rise and by 1920 output had reached 60 ndllion tons. Nbreover,
by that year new firms, including Bethlehem and Inland, although
small by the standards of U. S. Steel, had risen to take part of the
market from the dominant firm.

(From The Growth of Industrial Enterprise: 1860-1914, by Lance E.
Davis, Scott, Foreaman, and Curriculum Resources, Inc.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. Why do you thirk Carnegie decided to manufacture steel rails rather
than, say, paper clips or safety pins?

2. What risk yes involved in his decision? My/

3. What change in his decisions might haw occurred if motor vehicles
and air transport planes had been invented and developed in 1874?
Whr

4. What special personal skills aided. Carnegie in the development of
his corporation? Why?

5. Carnegie said that he wanted his epitaph to read "Here lies the
man who vas able to surround hinmelf with men far cleverer than
himself." How did this dbility add to his success?

6. What might have been the result if Carnegie had been unable to use
innigrant labor? What alternative choices could be have made and
still succeed in developing his business?
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7. Why los Carnegie able to acquire capital to finance his steel
company while others failed to get the necessary capital?

8. How did Carnegie as entrepreneur "lead, fOcus and channel human
and physical resources" in the production of steel rails?

C. Ueing statistical tables to understand that the productivity of human
resources depends on quantity and quality of the resources available.

Table I

Population According to Age
(millions of people)

tim (in, years) India, I.Z.1(1) United States, 10:91(2)

Total Population 439* 181*

0-14 180 56

15-24 73 25

25-54 151 68

55-64 21 16

65 awl Over 13 17

*Totals may not add up due to rounding.

Table II,

Characteristics of the Population: Education and Health

In ...A
196I.:(1) United States, 1960(2)

Characteristics

Number of infants that died be- 125 Per 1,000 25 Per 1,000fore reaching the age of one Births Births

Age to which male baby can ex-
pect to nye at the time he is
born

Age to which female babil can
expect to live at the time
she is born

Per cent of adult population
(14 years and over) that can
read and write

Nbmber of individuals over 14
years of age who can read and
write

amber of students in school

NuMber of students in elementary
school

42 Years Old 64 Years Old

40 Years Old 70 Years Old

24% 97.

106 Million 122 Million

44 Million 40 Million

40 AMllion 19 Million



resources depends on quantity and quality or tne rescarceS avallaole.

Table I

Poputation According to Age

millions of people)

&a (La years)

Total Population

12§1(1) United States, 120,(2)

439* 181*

56

25

68

16

17

0-14 180

15-24 73

25-54 151

55-64 21

65 and Cver 13

*Totals may not add up due to rounding.

Table II

Characteristics of the Po

Chexacteristics

Number of infants that died. be-
fore reaching the age of one

Age to which male baby can ex-
pect to live at the time he is
born

Age to which female baby can
expect to live at the time
she is born

Per cent of adult population
(14 years and over) that can
read and write

Number of individuals over 14
years of age who can read and
write

NuMber of students in school

ation: Education and Health

Number of students in elementary
school

Number of students in high schools

Number of students in institu-
tions of higher education

Indial 1261(1)

125 Per 1,000
Edrths

42 Years cad

40 Years Old

24%

106 Million

44 Million

40 Million

3 Million

980 Thousand

United States, 1960(2)

25 Per 1,000
Births

64 Years Old

70 Years Cld

97.

122 Million

40 Million

19 Million

17 Million

ai Million

Sources:
-01-11alas A Reference Annual, 1264) compiled by the Mimistry of Information

and Broadcasting, (Delhi: Government of India, 1964).
(2) Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1965, compiled by the Bureau of

Censtiashingtons DX.: Government Printing Office, 1966).
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Characteristics

Table III

Labor
Characteristics of Population

India, 14204(1) United States, 1962(2)NUMber of people living in cities 79 Million
113 MillionNumber of people living in rural 360 Million 66 Million

area (towns, villages or farms)

Nudber of people employed in
135 Million

4 Million
agricultural occupations

Nutber of people employed in 29 Anion
64 Nillion

non-agricultural occupations

Questions fOr Inquiry and Discovery
1. toes India or the United

States have the largest nudber of human
resources? How do you prove it?

2. Are all of these
resources equally productive? Why?

3. How could each of the
characteristics noted in Table II affect

people's ability to produce?

4. In which country do you think the available human resources are
likely to be most productive? Why?

5. How mould the
dharacteristics noted in Table III affect the amount

of goods people are likely to produce?
6. What factors affect people's ability to produce goods and services?%auctions for grom Discussion

1. Row do you think India's human resources might be made more pro-ddctive? How mould you go about
accomplishing this?

2. How do you think our human resources night be made more produc-ttve? How would you go about
accomplidhing this?

Follow-up Activities

1. Teachers can reproduce the following graphs and charts to develop
an understanding of the quality of human resoureen 4,4 4.u. ve._States.



Number of people ltving in rural 360 Million 66 Millionarea (towns, villages or farms)

NuMber of people employed in 135 Million 4 Millionagricultural occupations

NUmber of people employed in 29 Million 64 Million
non-ag-icultural occupations

Questions for Inguiry and Discovery,

1. Does India or the United States have the largest number of humanresources? How do you prove it?

2. Are all of these resources equally productive? Why?

3. How could eaCh of the characteristics noted in Tdble II affect
people's dbility to produce?

4. In which country do you think the available human resources arelikely to be most productive? Why?

5. How would the characteristics noted in Table III affect the amountof goods people are likely to produce?

6. What factors affect people's dbility to produce goods and services?

Questions for Group Discussion

1. How do you think India's human resources miGht be made more ;TO-
dilative? How would yciU go about accomplishing this?

2. Haw do you think our human resources might be made more produc-tive? How would you go dbout accomplishing this?

Follow-up Activities

1. Teadhers can reproduce the following graphs and charts to develop
an understanding of the quality of human resources in the United
States.

I.

Millions
200

160

120

80

40

0
1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1967

(From Comparative Economic S stems by
JOhn (oleman, hat, i6..nehr and. Winston)

UNITED STATES POPULATION: 18704967

1 1
1 I I 1 I

1-1 I I II I I I

Sources:
1373-11711a, A Reference Annual, 1.9614, compiled by the Ministry of Informationand Broadcasting, (Delhi: Government of India, 1964).
(2) Statistical. Abstract of the United States, 1965, compiled by the Bureau ofthe Census, (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1966).
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Selected World Health Statistics

79

Uhited States

Canada

El Salvador

India

Japan

Czechoslovakia

Sweden

United Kingdom

Life Expectancy (in years)
Number of deaths, per
thr= ;:a:nf

oNts

66.6
73.4

68.4
74.2

44.7
447.
41.9
40.6

67.2
72.3

67.2
72.8

71.3
75.4

68.0
73.9

(Vale)
(Female)

(Male)

(Female)

(Mh le) .
(Female)

(Male)

(Female)

(Nale)
(Female)

Nille)

Female)

(Male)

(Female)

(Male)
(Female)

(1963)

(1960-62)

(1951-61)

(1951-60)

(196s)

(1962)

(1962)
v

(1961-63)

25.2

26.3

65.5

81.o

20.4

21.1

13.6

20.0

(1963)

(1963)

(1964)

(1962)

(1964)

(1964)

(1964)

(1964)

Source: Demograthic Yearbook, 1964, pp. 550-57, 620-23. Copyright UnitedNations (New York, 1965). Reproduced by permission.

II/.

Percentage of Seventeen-Year Olds Graduating from High School in U. S.

100%

90

so
70

60

SO

%

MR
3904633

50.0%

40

2940SiM
30

20 16.8%

10 2.0%."2.8%-30V 8.8%0
1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1963

(From Comparative Economic Systems, JOhn Coleman, Holt, Rinehart and Winston).

gpeetions, for InquirY And, Discovery

1. What nom wn /4 1



United States

Canada

El Salvador

India

Japan

Czechoslovakia

Sweden

Uilited Kingdom

66.6 (Male)

73.4 (Female)

68.4 (Male)

74.2 (Female)

44.7 (Male)
47.4 (Female)

41.9 (Male)
40.6 (Female)

67.2 (male)
72.3 (Female)

67.2 (male)
72.8 (Female)

71.3 (Male)

75.4 (Female)

68.0 (Male)
73.9 (Female)

(1963)

(1960-62)

(1951-61)

(1951-60)

(1963)

(1962)

(1962)

(1961-63)

25.2 (1963)

26.3 (1963)

65.5 (1964)

81.0 (1962)

20.4 (1964)

21.1 (1964)

13.6 (1964)

20.0 (1964)

Source: Demographic Yearbook, 1964, pp. 550-57, 620-23. Copyright United
Nations (New York, 1965). Reproduced by permission.

Percentage of Seventeen-Year Olds Graduating from High School in U. S.

100%

90
80
70 65.1%

60
SO

40
30
20 16A%

10

0

50.8%
59.0%

72.0%-

29.0%

1870 181W 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1965

(From Comparative Economicagem, John Coleman, Holt, Rinehart and Winston).

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What can we infer about the United States population from Table I?

2. now does Table II aid US in evaluating the quality of our human
resources?

3. What other measures would you find useful?

4. What trend is shown in Table III?

5. What effect would it have on our nation's supply of human resources
if every American vent to college? What effect would it hev,e on
quality?
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2. Use the following excerpts from Uhited States historical docu-
ments to show how values and motivation play a significant role
in the quality of our hum= resources.

Prom the Declaration of
Independence, 1776:We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created

equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalien-
able rights, that among these are Lift, Liberty and the pursuit of
Happiness. That to secnre tuese rights, Governments are instituted
among Mbn, deriving their pst powers from the consent of thegoverned.

From the Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution, 1865:neither slavery nor involuntary
servitude, except as punishmentfor crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, Shall

exist mithin the United States, or any Place
slibject to theirjurisdiction.

From the Elmplayment Act of 1946:
The Congress hereby declares that it is the continuing policy andresponsibility of the Federal Government to use all practicablemeans...with the assistance and cooperation of industry, agricul-
ture, labor, and State and local

gavernments,...to foster and pro-
mote free competittve enterprise and the general welfare, condi-
tions under yhich there will be afforded useful employment, for
those able, milling, and seeking to work.

From the Taft-Hartley Act, 1947:Employees shall have the right to
self-organization, to form, join,

or assist labor organizations, to bargain
collectively throughrepresentattves of their own

choosing,...and thall also have the
right to refrain from any or all sudh

activities...
Fram the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act of 1965:In recognition of the special educational needs of children oflow-income families and the impact that
coneentrations of low-

income families have on the ability of local educational agencies
to support adequate educational programs, the Congress herebydeclares it to be the policy of the Uhited States to provideassistance...to local educational agencies serving areas winconcentrations of children from low-income families to expand
and improve their educational programs by various means (in-eluding preschool programs) which contribute particularly tomeeting the special educational needs of educationally deprived
children.

1. gow do the above documents affect individual initiative inthe American economy?

2. What role does the government of the United States set foritself concerning the use of human resources?
3. How might the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965affect the future quality of human resources?
4. What new legislation would you prepare to improve our humanresources?
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3. Using graphs and charts to understand that resources change andhave alternate uses.

The source for these statistics is the United States Bureau ofthe Census, Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1966(Washington, D.C., 1966).

I.

Millions
200

160

120

so

UNITED STATES POPULATION: 1870.1967

.......r.111111

1870 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1967

1. What has been the population trend in the United States?&mhos that trend affected the adequacy of our nat-oralresources?

2. How can population trends tell us if our resource supply willadequately Aeet our future needs?

3. Relate some of the figures to other historical events.for instance, did the populatior rise sharply between1890 and 1910? Why did it rise slowly during the 1930's?

Petroleum Ftoducts and ReServes
in the United States

Production
,

Proved Reserves

1946-1950 (Average) 1,884 1950 25,268

1951-1955 (AYerage)
2,339 1955 30,012

1956-1960 (Average) 2,567 1960 31,613
1965

2,849 1965 31,352

(Figures given in millions of 42-gallon barppla nto,A
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1. What has been the population trend in the United States?
How has that trend affected the adequacy of our natural
resources?

2. How can population trends tell us if our resource supply will
adequately teet aur future needs?

3. Relate some of the figures to other historical events.
Why, for instance, did-the population rise sharply between
1890 and 1910? Why did it rise slowly during the 1930's?

Petroleum Products and ReServes
in the United States

Production Proved Reserves

1946-1950 (Average) 1,884 1950 25,268

1951-1955 (Average) 2,339 1955 30,012

1956-1960 (Average) 2,567 1960 31,613

1965 2,849 1965 31,352 I

(Figures given in millions of 42-gallon barrels. "Proved reserves"
means petroleum that has been located but not yet extracted.)

1. Based on your knowledge of recent history awl economic
developments, give reasons for the steady rise in petro-
leum production since World War II.

2. How many times greater are the proved reserves than current
production? What do you think the ratio of production to
reserves would have been for the year 14922 What does this
say about petroleum as a natural resource?
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144
3. To estinate whether the United States will have enough petro-leum in years to come, why must you hame figures for popula-tion trends as well as figures fOr petroleum production andproved reserves? Mbat other information would you need?

Natural Gas Products and Reservesin the United States

Year
Production

,

Ftoved. Reserves

4

.

1940
2,660

85,000
1950 6,282

184,585
1960 12,771

262,326
1964 15,547

281,251,

(Figures given in billions of cubic feet. "Ftoved reserves" meansnatural gas that has been located but not yet extracted.)
1. Is natural gas being exploited more or less than petroleum?(Compre the ratios of production to proved reserves.)
2. Is natural gas production risins more slowly or more rapidITthan petroleum production?

3. What information would you need to estimate whether theUhited States will bale enough natural gas in the year 2000?

ry.

The Shifting Pattern of Inergy Resourcesin the United States Z.5

80



rAvuadm.via mau neaczymi
in the United States

Year Production Ftoved Reserves

1940 2,660 85,000

1950 6,282 184,585

1960 12,771 262,326

1964 15,547 281,251

(Figures gtven in:billions of cubic feet. "Proved reserves" means
natural gas that has been located but not yet extracted.)

1. Is natural gas being exploited nore or less than petroleuna
(Compare the ratios of production to proved reserves.)

2. Is natural gas production rising more slowly or-more rapidly
than petroleum productionT

3. What irformation would you need to estimate whether the
United States will hale enough natural gas in the year 2000?

The Shifting lattern afignealw. Resources
in the United States
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aramo osai Water Power Newel ads OH

1. Whidh energy sources have been growing in importance? Which
have been declining?

2. Does this graph tell you whether more or fewer tons of coal
were consumed in 1964 than in 1900?

3. Gtve some possible reasons for the shifting pattern.

Individual Project

A student can be assigned to update the chart above and report on
continuing or changing trends.
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D. Using a magazine article to discover the dynamics of industrial

development.

Capital and the American Coal Industry

Out of a miserable postwar past, bituminous coal is emerging into

a future that is more competitive than ever--but also vastly more

hopeful. Further, its prospects are well-grounded despite the
amazing potential Shown by two of the newer sources of power.

The most persuasive evidence of coal's fat future lies in the

potential of its main customer--electric power. Short term and
long, U.S. electric power and its demand for an energy source
seem destined for tremendous grawth. In energy transportation
costs, coal seems to have better prospects than Canadian hydro-

electric power; it also has several ways to compete with the

"freight-free" atom.

The very nature of the utility market--huge demands to be met

daily at very tight costs--specifies with almost brutal stlectivity

just who is to share in its future...

The transportation bind. Utility coal consumption has grown almost

eight-fold in thirty. years. Only fifteen years ago, it took sev-

eral power plants tc consume the production of a big new mine.

Today, it frequently takes a new nine to supply one new power plant.

But coal's basic problem remained: it is solid, and expensive
transport compared with liquid, gaseous, electrical, or nuclear

enJrgy. So in taking advantage of its best market, the coal indus-

try had to fight transportation costs.

Consol attacked that prOblem so vigorously that by 1957 it had a

slurry pipeline* with a 1.2-million ton annual capacity operating

between Cadiz, O., and Cleveland. The railroads brought that busi-

ness back last spring with a 610 a-ton rate cut. Earlier, they had
headed off a similar line to the Detroit area by cutting rates be-

fore the line WA built

Cutting the cost. rae pressures within the industry are matched by

ifiwriaiiiiiiratside it. Zhe dropping price of nuclear power and

the advent of extra high voltage electrical transmission mgy force

coal to reduce its delivered cost by 20 per cent, if it is to remain

competitive. Some steam have already been taken toward this....

One of a kind. Near Zanesville, O., Peabody operates the only
machine of its kind--the push-button miner. This bizarre monster

works in a strip mine, recovering coal too deep to strip but not

recoverable by deep mining. A continuous boring bead tunnels into

an exposed seam, dragging behind it forty-three cars, eadh equipped

with a corveyor. No miner accompanies the cutter underground. All

controls from the outside. Peabody won't discuss its costs, but

experts believe they are low.



hopeful. Further, its prospects are well-grounded despite the
amazing potential shown by two of the newer sources of power.

The most persuasive evidence of coal's fat ftture lies in the
potential of its main customer--electric power. Short term and
long, U.S. electric power and its demand for an energy source
seem destined for tremendous growth. In energy transportation
costs, coal seems to have better prospects than Canadian hydro-
electric power; it also has several ways to comiete with the
"freight-free" atom.

The very nature of the utility markethuge demands to be met
daily at very tight costs--specifies with almost brutal selectivity
just who is to share in its future...

The transportation bind. Utility coal consumption has grown almost
eight-fold in thirty years. Only fifteen years ago, it took sev-
eral power plants to consume the production of a, big new mine.
Today, it frequently takes maw:rine to supply one new power plant.

But coal's basic problem remained: it is solid, and expensive to
transport compared mith liquid, gaseous, electrical, or nuclear
energy. So in taking advantage of its best market, the coal indus-
try had to fight transportation costs.

Consol attacked that problem so vigorously that by 1957 it had a
slurry pipeline* mith a 1.2.mi11 ion ton annual capacity operating
between Ca4iz, O., and. Cleveland. The railroads brought that busi-
ness back last spring with a 610 a-ton rate cut. Earlier, they had
headed off a similar line to the Detroit area by cutting rates be-
fore the line was built....

Cutting the cost. The pressures within the industry are matched by
IIWWWEBiraltside it. The dropping price of nuclear power and
the advent of extra high voltage electrical transmission may force
coal to reduce its delivered cost by 20 per cent, if it is to remain
competitive. Some steps have already been taken toward this

One of a kind. Bear Zanesville, O., Peabody operates the only
machine of its kind--the push-button miner. This bizarre monster
works in a strip mine, recovering coal too deep to strip but not
recoverable by deep mining. A continuous boring head tunnels into
an exposed seam, dragging behind it forty-three cars, each equipped
with a conveyor. NO miner accompanies the cutter underground. All
controls from the outside. Peabody won't discuss its costs, but
experts believe they are low.

The push-button miner now is being adapted by its maker, Joy Mtg.
Co., for use in deep mines. joy developed the first continuous
miner. It has been laboring ever since to perfect loading devices
fast and flexible enough to keep up with a continuous miner and get
loose coal away from the vorking face to the main haulage way.
That's the biggest problem in continuous mining today.

*Some coal is now Shipped through pipelines in a soupy mixture
called slurry.
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Outlook. In 1947, coal production averaged 6.4 tons a man-day. Todayin northern West Virginia, 26 tons a nan-day is a good average. Joy'sPres. James N. Drain says confidently: "Within ten years, machinerywill be available that will allow underground mines to produce 8AnuCh as 70 tons of cleaned coal per dhift per man on the payroll."

Over the next decade, Drain believes,
the cost of producing a ton of coal th
of World War II. If this is done, it
1947, coal doUbled its average hourly
royalty payment for medical care, and
almost 500 a ton....

there may be more reduction in
an has been made since the end
*will be truly renarkable. Since
wages, and added a 400-amton
still cut the average price by

(Business Mkeyo February 1, 1964, pp. 90-93. Copyright 1964: bbGraw-Hill, Inc. Reprinted ty permission.)

Questionk fOr Inquiry and Discavarr

1. Row did the coal industry meet the three conditions of know-how,
adequate source of consumption goods, and incentiv0 What ridks
did the coal industry run in its new program?

2. What was the role of capital in reviving the coal industry? Rawhave added capital goods affected the price of coal? the wagesof miners? the profits of companies?

3. In exchange for higher wages, the Uhited Mine Workers agreed to
let the number of coal miners te reduced sharply. What might
have happened if the union had refused to make that compromise?

Falow-up Activities

*1. Uting a diagram to understand the concept of technological pro-gress.

Aft



-une COWG 01- NTOQUelng a mon or coal tuan has been made since the end
of World War II. If this is done, it will be truly remarkable. Since
1947, coal doubled its average hourly wages, and added a 400-amton
royalty payment for medical care, awl still cut the average price by
almost 500 a ton.

(business zulfa February 1, 1964, pp. 90-93. Copyright 1964: MbGraw-
Hill, Inc. Reprinted by permission.)

Questions for Inguiry and Discovery

1. How did the coal industry meet the three conditions of ithow-how,
adequate source of consumption goods, and incentive? What risks
did the coal industry run in its new program?

2. What Welt the role of capital in reviving the coal industry? Row
have added capital goods affected the price of coal? the wages
of miners? the profits of companies?

3. In exchange for higher wages, the United Mine Workers agreed to
let the number of coal miners be reduced &orgy. What might
have happened if the union had refused to make that compromise?

Follow-u9Aativities

*1. Using a diagram to understand the concept of technological pro-
gress.

.0:40

Technological progress Is said to ramble a flight of stairs.
Some: Federal Rams ileals PhlistkOldo.

1111111111111

ICELTILM

t71

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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Qpestions as, Inquiry and DiscoverY

1. Explain each step of the flight of stairs.

2. Why is each item pictured as a step upt

3. What changes were each of these developments able to bring tonankind?

4. What do you think will be the next step? WW1

2. Using charts to express the impact of technology tn the United States.

Table I*

Index of Output Per Nanhour
Base Year, 1900 = 100

pUtput Per Nanhour
Year

(axpressed in Index NuMbers)

1900
100

1910
110

1920
129

1930
160

1940
202

1950
264

1955
303

*Source of Figures: Basic Facts on "Productivity:Change. SolomonFdbricant. BremCfmk3 National Bureau of Economic Research, 1959.

Qgestions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. On the average, how many units of output did one man produce in
a single hour in 1940/ In 1950?

2. How much greater VIA output per manhaur in 1955 than it bad beenin 1900?

3. Using the statistical information now available to you, how would
you express the impact of technology on production in the UnitedStates during the first half of the twentieth century?

Followun

Students can research and UM the 1970 index for productivity asthe basis for a discussion of the following questions:

1. What has been the trend for output per manhour since 1955?

2. Have we been witnessing a "technological revolution" in the1960's?

3. Can you foresee any prOblems that might hinder our increasing
productivity/
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3. Using graphs to illustrate America's increased productivity.

1850

Hourly OutputPer Worker

1950

1960
Each symbol represents 25 cents worth of output at 1954 prices

ReProdseed how Twentieth Centwy Fun& PA New amnionsThe &tannin's niwy; by Darwinian.
Increasing productivity is the secret ofour past achievements; if is our hopefor the future. Higher output makes for higher wages, shorter hours, lowerprices, and greater returns for owners and managers.

Questions, for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What was the value of one hour's output in 1850? In 1960?
2. From the pictures of the men working, Why did this increase occur?
3. What other reasons can account for this increase?
IL Why is it important for our economy to continue to increase itrproducttvity?

*A. Individual Researdh

2

Students can show how government has played a role in the development
of the railroad industry during the late 19th century. Some of thequestions that can be developed are:

1. How can the attitude of government towards business affect itsgrowth awl development?

2. What role have government stbsidy and researdhlunds ramirmAour industrial glia,treA
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1900

1950

IOW' !MP-

Each symbol represents 25 cents worth of output at 1934 prices

Reproduced hom Twentletb Centuty Pun& USA in New Dinumbsts
The Macmillan Company; by permission.

Increasing productivity is the secret of our past achievements; it is our hope
for the future. Higher output makes for higher wages, shorter hours, lower
prices, and greater returns for owners and managers.

questions fOr Inquiry and Discovery

1. What was the value of one hour's output in 1850? In 19601

2. From the pictures of the nen working, why did this increase occur?

3. What other reasons can account for this increase?

.4. Why is it important for our economy to continue to increase its'
productivity?

*4 Individual Researdh

Students can show how government has played a role in the development
of the railroad industry during the late 19th century. Some of the
questions that can be developed are:

1. Haw can the atti.Wde of government te-lards business affect its
growth aml development?

2. What role have government slibsidy and researdh-funds played in
our industrial development?
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**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Imvel.
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HOW DO BUSINESSES ORGANIZE AND EEVELOP

Emphases: All forms of business enterprise have the element of risk.

The corporation has become the most dominant form of business
enterprise in the American economy.

*A. Using comparattve cases to understand the prcblems of going into
business. Have students read the following cases and answer the
questions that follow:

Case 1

Samuel Seward, age 35, has opened a clothing store. Sam studied
merchandising and. bookkeeping in high school. After graduation
Sem took a job in a department store as a stodk clerk in the men's
clothing department. At the end of his second year he was pro-
moted to the position of assistant to the buyer of men's clothing.
Three years later Sam left the department store for a jOb as a
salesman of men's clothing in a local store. Be remained at this
job until he opened his awn store. During these years of work
Sam managed to save $14,000.

Before the actual opening of the new business Sam was introduced
to the manager of &branch of the Commercial Chemical Bank. Sam
spoke to the bank manager for about fifteen minutes, telling about
his plans, his earlier life, and. his family. The manager Showed
special interest when Sam mentioned his intention of depositing
$10:000 with the bank.

Case 2

John Irving, age 25, has opened a clothing store. While in high
school John learned to type. Upon being graduated, John went to
work in a candy store. Bis decision to go into the clothing busi-
ness resulted from his feeling that the candy store hours were too
long and the work unexciting; moreover, he decided that he wasn't
getting anywhere in his jct.

John saved $4,000 while working in the candy store. He borrowed
$3,000 from an uncle in order to get started. About $5,000 of
this capital ums invested in inventory, with emphasis =Edwardian
sport jackets.

Questions for Inquiry end piscoverz

1. What is meant by eadh of the following terms: inventory,
capital, merchandising, deRartment store buyer, and deposit?

2. Why was Sam anxious to have a talk with the bank manager? Why
was the bank manager so interested?

3. Which of the two men is more likely to succeed in the men's
clothing business? Why?

4. What factors might cause the results for each of these men.to
be just the opposite of what you expect? Explain.
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questions that follow:

Case 1

Samuel Seward, age 35, has opened a clothing store. Sam studied
merchandising and bookkeeping in high school. After graduation
Sam todk a job in a department store as a stodk clerk in the men's
clothing department. At the end of his second year he was pro-
moted to the position of assistant to the buyer of men's clothing.
Three years later Sam left the department store for a job a
saleaman of men's clothing in a local store. He remained at this
ja until be opened his own store. During these years of work
Sam managed to save $14,000.

Before the actual opening of the new business Sam was introduced
to the manager of a, brandh of the Commercial Chemical Bank. Sam
spoke to the bank manager for about fifteen minutes, telling about
his plans, his earlier life, and, his family. The manager ahawed
special interest when Sam, mentioned his intention of depositing
$10,000 with the bank.

Case 2

John Irving, age 25, has opened a clothing store. While in high
school John learned to type. Upon being graduated, John vent to
work in a candy store. His decision to go into the clothing busi-
ness resulted from his feeling that the candy store hours were too
long and the work unexciting; moreover, he decided that he wasn't
getting anywhere in his Jo*.

John saved $4,000 while working in the candy store. He borrowed
$3,000 from an uncle in order to get started. About $5,000 of
this capital was invested in inventory, with emphasis on Edwardian
sport jackets.

Questions for Inguiry and Discovery

1. What is meant by each of the following terms: inventory,
capital, merchandising) department store buyer, and deposW

2. Why was Sam anxious to have a talk with the bank manager? Why
was the bank manager so interested?

3. Wbich of the two men is more likely to succeed in the men's
clothing business? Why/

4. What factors might cause the results for eaCh of these men .to
be just the opposite of what you expect? &plain.

*Reconnnended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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Follow-up Activities

*1. Use a chart to aid students in organizing information about formsof business enterprise.

Ways of Doing Business Under Private Enterprise

Howr was it formed?

Who owns it?

Whu controls
and manages it?

What happens to
profits and
losses?

How is the business
terminated?

4111111111uninco ramea firms _Ancorporacea rims

Single Owner Partnership Corporation Cooperative

.

,

.

questions for Inquiry and. Discovery

1. What do unincorporated:businesses have in common?

2. What do incorporated businesses have-in common?

3. Which form of business organization would be best suited for aclothing store? An automobile showroom? A supermarket?

**2. Use a case study to develop an understanding atout tow business
organizes and operates.

The Dennison Manufacturing Covany

By 1844, Andrew Dennison, a shoemaker of Brunswick, ftine, was ex-periencing :the difficulty of competing successfully in a rapidlydhanging American economy. Like cablers for centuries berore him,he made shoes in his own shop. Be would measure the foot size of
a customer, then cut and stitdh the leather by hand to fit eadhperson's foot....

Woos.



Haw was it formed?

Who owns it?

Who controls
and manages it?

What happens to
profits and
losses?

How is the business
terminated.?

single Owner Partnership Corporation Cooperative

kuestions for Inquiry and. Discovery

1. What do unincorporated businesses have in comon?

2. What do incorporated businesses have-in common?

3. Which form of business organization would. be best suited for aclothing store? An automobile showroom? A supermarket?

**2. Use a case study to develop an understanding about how business
organizes and operates.

The Dennison Manufacturing Company

By 1844, Andrew Dennison, a shoemaker of Brunswick, Maine, was ex-
periencing .the difficulty of competing successfully in a rapidly
changing American economy. Like cobblers for centuries before him,
he made shoes in his own shop. He would measure the foot size of
a customer, then cut and stitch the leather by hand to fit each
person' s foot

Near Boston, shoemakers had long since begun to specialize. If
several men worked. together, each making e. particular part of the
shoe, shoes could. be produced. more quickly and cheaply. By adopting
standard shoe sizes in a range of widths and. lengths, people could
make shoes in one place to be shipped to others. A customer could
buy ready-made shoet less expensively then he could have a cobbler
make him a pair.

Andrew Dennison could not compete with these mass-;rod.uced shoes,
and looked. about for a better way of earning a living. Andrew's
two sons had moved. to Boston to engage in the jewelry business.

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.
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Andrew was persuaded to set up manufacturing of jewelry boxes. Toestablish a price for his boxes, he added up bis total cost formaterials, wages, and transportation. Then he added 20 per centto this cost which he would keep for himself. His son, Aason, soldthe boxes to jewelers in Boston and New York."By persuading thestores to settle for a limited variety of boxes, he cut his pro-ducing costs.

Andrew's second son, Eliphalet, recognized markets for other pro-dacts similar to boxes. He was anxious to ..mpand the business bydiversifying, or manzfacturing other products he was sure wouldsell. Soon the Dennisons hired neighbors to help, and were sellingcards, fine cotton, tissue paper, and tags. They purchased theirsupplies in even larger quantities. Mbny of the new growing busi-nesses in the United States found it cheaper to buy boxes and tagsfrom Dennison, who specialized in their production, than to maketheir awn as a sideline activity, as they traditionally had done.

The location of the Dennison business in Brunswick, Wile, was farfrom major markets. Delays in transportation by wagon over thepoor New England roads occasionally caused loss of orders.

In 1855, Andrew Dennison agreed to sell the business to his son sothat he could move it to Boston.

In 1858, Eliphalet added merchandise tags to his list of products.These were large tags for addresses or prices, with strings to tiethem to packages or other articles for shipping. After eyes forthe string were cut by marlines, the tags were sent out to familieswho tied the strings to the tags. To expand his market, Eliphaletbought the business of a New York tagHimporter. Now he could selltags to those companies that had previously bought from the New Yorkcompany as well as to his customers. Tags quickly became one of themost important products of the company, more important by far thanthe original jewelry boxes.

The Dennison Manufacturing Company grew rapidly, and as the companyexpanded, its profits increased. During both 1863 and 1864, profitscame to almost 125 percent return, or earnings, on capital investedin the company.

These large profits in the early stages of the business were usedfor dividends and for expansion. Eadh of the persons who had sup-plied some of the money invested either in the original company orin later expansions received a yearly dividend. Same of the profit,
however, was used for expansion. Equipment for manufacturinglarger boxes, gummed labels, and sealing wex was added. Branchoffices to expend sales were established in Philadelphia, Chicago,Cincinnati, and St. Louis.

In 1863, after Eliphalet had been the individual proprietor for awhile, he wanted to expand the business. He needed a larger inven-tory, or supply of merdhandise on hand, so that he could fill ordersas fast as they arrived.. He also wanted to move to larger quartersand increase production and sales. All of these things requiredmoney. Therefore, Eliphalet took on three partners who suppliedthe needed capital and became part owners of the firm. Among themthey contributed $8,000 to Eliphalet's business, which had an esti-mated value of about $15,000. The partnership agreement stated4.1.1^4.



Andrew's second son, Eliphalet, recognized markets for other pro-

ducts similar to boxes. He was anxious to expand the business by
diversifying, or manafacturing other products he was sure wol,ld

sell. Soon the Dennisons hired neighbors to help, and were selling
cards, fine cotton, tissue paper, and tags. They purchased their
supplies in even larger quantities. Many of the new growing busi-

nesses in the Uhited States found V. Oaeaper to buy boxes and tags
from Dennison, who specialized in the_r production, than to make
their awn as a sideline activity, as the!' traditionally had done.

Me location of the Dennison business in. Brunswick, Maine, was far
from major markets. Delays in transportation by wagon over the

poor New England roads occasionally caused loss of orders.

In 1855, Andrew Dennison agreed to sell the business to his son so
that he could move it to Boston.

In 1858, Eliphalet added merchandise tags to his list of products.
These were large tags for addresses or prices, wtth strings to tie
them to packages or other articles for shipping. After eyes for
the string were cut by machines, the tags were sent out to families

who tied the strings to the tags. To expand his market, Eliphalet

bought the business of a New York tag importer. Now he could sell
tags to those companies that had previously bought from the New York
company as well as to his customers. Tags quickly became one of the
most important products of the company, more important by far than

the original jewelry boxes.

The Dennison Manufacturing Company grew rapidly, and as the company

expanded, its profits increased. During both 1863 and 1864, profits

came to almost 125 percent return, or earnings, on capital invested

in the compallY.

These large profits in the early stages of the business were used
for dividends and for expansion. Each of the persons who bad sup-
plied some of the money invested either in the original company or
in later expansions received a yearly dividend. Some of the profit,

however, was used for expansion. Equipment for manufacturing
larger boxes, gummed ldbels, and sealing wax was added. Branch

offices to expend sales were established in fhiladelphial Chicago,
Cincinnati, and St. Louis.

In 1863, after Eliphalet had teen the individual proprietor for a

while, he wanted to expand the business. He needed a larger inven-
tory, or supply of merchandise on hand, so that he could fill orders

as fast as they arrived. He also wanted to move to larger quarters

and increase production and sales. All of these things required

money. Therefore, Eliphalet took an three partners who supplied
the needel capital and became part owners of the firm. Among them

they contributed $8,000 to Eliphalet's business, which had an esti-

mated value of about $15,000. The partnership agreement stated
that eadh partner =mid receive dividends and hame a voice in the
company's management proportionate to his investment. Since

Eliphalet had still contributed over half of the capital for the

expanded business, he continued to have most influence aver it.

But his direct control of the business was somewhat lessened by

having co-owners. In effect, he traded off the advantage of being
sole owner for the presumed greater advantage of getting more money

for the business.

Originally family members worked under the direction of the father.

Later a few neighbors were hifed. Hours were informal.
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As the business continued to grow, however, the roster of employeesgrew so long that one manager could not possibly know them all.Discipline became a matter of rules rather than of personal rela-tionships.

In 1878 the growing company changed from a partnership to a farmore complicated legal organization known as a corporation. Thevalue of the Original capital put into the tmsiness at the timeof incorporating was $150,000. Eliphalet Dennison and his sonowned two thirds of the company, and tbtcalf, one of the originalpartners, held the remaining third.

Between the Civil War &id World War I, the Dennison ManufacturingCompany met serious competition for the first time. The patent onEliphalet's merchandising tag ran out in 1880, and competitorsstarted copying it freely. Dennison was forced to cut its pricesby 12 percent.
Competition also forced the company to cut gmmmedlibel prices from 75 cents to 50 cents per carton. During thisperiod, salesmen were frequently given the right to adjust pricesthemselves to obtain orders. In its effort to control the marketfor its products, Dennison bought out some of its competitors,advertised its wares, invented new products to meet new demands,and developed new methods of marketing.

Advertising was.also used to meet growing competition. When a con-sumer thought of tags, Dennison wanted him to think of Dennison tags.To this end the company bought advertisements in city and town direc-tories. To appeal to home consumers, it advertised in popular maga-zines like The Ladies' Home Journal and The Youth's Ccmanion. In1893 it estdblished a booth at the Chicago Vbrld's Psir to displayDennison Products.

As the way of life in country changed, the Dennison Company tried toinvent new products that would appeal to consumers. New styles ofjewelry boxes and cases were introduced. Merchandise was made avail-ible in greater varie-4 of colors. Glues and pastes were added toDennison's list of gruducts. Paper napkins proved very profitible.A pamphlet, "The Art of Sealing a Letter," was circulated to stimulatesale of sealing wax. Demonstrators were sent to retail stores togive instructions on how to make such things as paper flowers andwindow decorations out of crepe paper.

Meanwhile, Dennison attempted to cut its costs by increasing effi-ciency in marketing. By 1890, increased advertising: had so associatedthe name of Dennison with paper products that now it was able to sendits own salesmen out to deal directly idth the businessess.manu-facturers and retailers Who used. Dennison products. Regular salesdistricts were set up so that salesmen came to know both the area andtheir customers personally.

Production costs were carefully watched. The price set on merchan-dise had to reflect the pressures of COMIV0+44-4^,,



vaiue 01 -me original capital put into the business at the time
of incorporating was $150,000. Eliphalet Dennison and his son
owned two thirds of the company, and Nbtcalf, one of the original
partners, held the remaining third.

Between the Civil War and World War I, the Dennison Manufacturing
Company met serioua competition for the first time. The patent on
Eliphalet's merchandising tag ran out in 1880, and competitors
started copying it freely. Dennison was forced to cut its prices
by 12 percent. Competition also forced the company to cut gummed
label prices from 75 cents to 50 cents per carton. During this
period, salesmen were frequently given the right to adjust prices
themselves to Obtain orders. In its effort to control the market
for its products, Dennison bought out sone of its competitors,
advertised its wares, invented new products to meet new demands,
and developed new methods of marketing.

Admertising was'also used to meet growing competition. When a con-
sumer thought of tags, Dennison wanted him to think of Dennison tags.
To this end the company bought advertisements in city and town direc-
tories. To appeal to home consumers, it advertised in popular maga-
zines like The Ladies' Home Journal and The Youth's Companion,. In
1893 it established a booth at the Chicago World's Pair to display
Dennison Products.

As the way of life in country changed, the Dennison Company tried to
invent new products that would Appeal to consumers. New styles of
jewelry boxes and cases were introduced. Merchandise was made avail-
able in greater variety of colors. Glues and pastes were added to
Dennison's list of products. Parer napkins proved very profitdble.
A pamphlet, "The Art of Sealing a Letter," was circulated to stimulate
sale of sealing wax. Demonstrators were sent to retail stores to
give instructions on how to make such things as paper flowers and
window decorations out of crepe paper.

Meanwhile, Dennison attempted to cut its costs by increasing effi-
cienoy in marketing. By 1890, increased advertising had so associated
the name of Dennison with paper products that now it was able to send
its own salesmen out to deal directly with the businesses, .manu-
facturers and retailers who used Dennison products. Regular sales
districts were set up so that salesmen came to know both the area and
their customers personally.

Production costs were carefdlly watched. The price set on merdhan-
dise had to reflect the pressures of competition. But the company had
to look at its costs of production and its need for profits to see if
it could afford to sell at competitive prices. If its costs were too
high to permIt competitive pricing, either those costs had to be
lowered or they had to get out of that product line.

Heavy sales at the turn of the century put a strain on the whole
management to continue at high volume of production. For the first
tine in many years, new equipment was developed or purdhases to speed
production of shipping tags and boxes. Although the substitution of
machinery fOr hand processes was expensive at first, the company had
to make the changeover in order to assure future productive effi-
cienoy and future profit.

In 1901 an outside expert suggested that production could be made
more efficient by the establishment of new departments to control
inventories of raw materials and of finidhed goods. The raw materials
department tried to keep supplies steady. Excess stock of any one
material tied up the company's money where it was not needed. On the
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other hand, to run out of a material could stop production alto-
gether. The finished products department made sure that the merchan-
dise inventory in the warehouse VSA sufficient to supply branches andsalesmen. By determining what items were in demand at the prevailing
prices, it could tell the factory what products and :how muCh were
currently needed.

Another way in which the Dennison Ibnufacturing Company met competi-
tion and cut production costs was by reorganizing the company so that
all of the different departments worked smoothly together. In 1906
six merchandising committees were established, one for each of
Dennison's six lines: tags, jewelers' items, adhesives, crepe,
Christmas items, and consumer goods (items sold directly for home
use). Eadh committee consisted of men from three categories: sales-
men concerned with markets and competition; producers concerned with
methods and costs of production; and directors concerned with long-
term expansion and profit. By 1911 the committee dhairmen, located
in Framingham, were devoting full time to coordinating all facets of
the business.

These merchandising committees set up lines of communication which
made further expansion of the company possible. In the 1920's, a
period of general prosperity in the country, Dennison increased pro-
duction facilities by opening a box factory near Marlboro, Massachusetts.
It established Dennison Companies in Canada and England to sell pro-
ducts throughout the British Empire. The company also began to export
merchandise, setting 4p sales offices in Jouth America and Europe.
In 1929 it formed a special research department to develop new pro-
ducts and methods. From a small family firm, Dennison had grown into
an international corporation.

(Adapted from Case Studies in Business History and Economic Concerts.
R. W. Hidy and P. D. Cawein. Boston: D.C. Heath, T. '03-77

Qgestions for Incntiry and Discovery

1. What influenced the managers of the company to make the products
they did at eadh stage of the company's development? What role
did competition play in their decisions?

2. What influenced the company's decisions about how to produce its
products? What role did competition play in these decisions?

3. Why did Eliphalet Dennison decide to invite partners into his
business/ What were the avantages and disadvantages of a partner-
ship compared to an individual proprietorship/

Why did the Dennison Company incorporate? What role did competi-
tion plezi in this decision?

5. How would Dennison's managers have been better off if they could
have driven their competitors out of business or agreed with them
to establish, a.high price for similar products? Would their
customers have benefited from either or these products?

Follow-up Activities

Students can form committees to wepare a case study of an industry
or business. Sufficient time should be provided for research, &nay-
aim ninA wpagsgss,+^.1.40.... .40



tion and cut production costs was by reorganizing tie conpany so that

all of the different departments worked smoothly together. In 1906
six merchandising committees wereestablished, one fOr eadh of
Dennison's six lines: tags, jewelers' items, adhesives, crepe,
Christmas items, and consumer goods (items sold directly for home

use). Eadh committee consisted of men from three categories: sales-
men concerned with narkets and comptition; producers concerned with
methods and costs of production; and directors concerned with long-
term expansion and profit. Ay 1911 the committee chairmen, located
in Framingham, were devoting full tine to coordinating all facets of

the business.

These merchandising committees set up lines of communication which
made further expansion of the company possible. In the 1920's, a
period of general prosperity in the country, Dennison increased pro-
duction facilities by opening a box factory mearliaaboro, Massachusetts.

It established Dennison Companies in Canada and England to sell pro-

ducts throughout the BritighEmpire. The company also began to export
merchandise, setting up sales offices in South America and Europe.
In 1929 it formed a special research department to develop new pro-

ducts and nethods. From a small family firm, Dennison had grown into

an international corporation.

(Adapted from gat Studies in Business Histo= and Economic Concerts.
R. W. Hidy and P. D. Cawein. Boston: D.C. Heath, 1967.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What influenced the managers of the company to make the products

they did at each stage of the company's development? What role

did competition play in their decisions?

2. What influenced the company's decisions about how to produce its
products? What role did competition play in these decisions?

3. Why did Eliphalet Dennison decide to invite partners into his

business? What were the advantages and disadvantages of a partner-

ship compared to an individual proprietorship?

4. Why did the Dennison Company incorporate? What role did competi-

tion play in this decision?

5. How would Dennison's managers have been tetter off if they could

have driven their competitors out of business or agreed with them

to establish.a.high price for similar products? Would their

customers have benefited from either or these products?

Follow-up Activities

Students can form committees to prepare a case study of an industry

or business. Sufficient time should be provided fOr research, analy-

sis and presentation of naterials.

1. A particular industry (such as automobile, steel, electronics,

or aviation).

2. A particular giant corporation (such as Du POnt, General Mbtors,

Standard Oil, Firestone, or U.S. Steel).

3. A particular small business of which you have first-hand infOrma-

tion, perhaps through your father, or because you are employed

there (wudh as a pharmacy, a grocery, a stationery store, or a

gas station).
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I. An imaginszy business mhich you discuss as though it mere anactual business. (Any small business would Appropriate forthis purpose).

Students should include as many items below that are relevant:

1. History of the case

2. Present situation (profitable or not?)

3. Method of financing

4. Labor policies

5. Competition

6. Advertising policies

7. Pricing

8. Plant (location and size)

9. Ownership and control

10. Plans for the future

11. Any other information you find important

3. Teachers can use the filmstrip The Role of Capital Investment mbichis part of the United States Economy in, Action Series of the JointCouncil on Economic Education.

Questions for Incuiry and DiscoverY

1. How can we account for economic growth in countries that do nothave an Abundance of raw materials?

2. What are the forms that capital takes? Why is it important thatall forma grow together? WIlyi

3. "Those mho make decisions to acquire new capital are in most casesnot the same people mho make decisions to save money." Explainthis statement. Is this statement applicable to corporations mithretained earnings?

4 What factors influence business deasions to invest? What roledoes interest rates play?

sc.1. A



2. Present situation (profitable or not?)

3. Method of financing

4. Labor policies

5. Conpetition

6. Advertising policies

7. Pricing

8. Plant (location and size)

9. Ownership and control

10. Plans for the future

U. Any other information you find important

3. Teachers can use the filmstrip The Role of Capital Investment WhiCh
is part of the United States Economy in Action Series of the joint
Council on Economic Education.

Qmestions for Inquiry, and Discovery

1. How can we account for economic growth in countries that do not
have an abundance of raw materials?

2. What are the forms that capital takes? Why is it important that
all forms grow together? Why?

3. "Those who nake decisions to acquire new capital are in most cases
not the same people Who make decisions to save money." Explain
this statement. Is this statement applicable to corporations with
retained earnings?

4. What factors influence business decisions to invest? What role
does interest rates play?

*4. A class trip to a sizable business which converts raw materials to
finished products and then distributes the output can be arranged.
Management can point out sources of materials and effect upon pro-
duction of consumer demand. Students can look for evidence of govern-
ment interference or regulation. The New York City Council on
Economic Education can be helpful in this area. New York At Work, a
prUblication of the New York City council on Economic Education and
The litusiness and Education Council of New York, will be helpful for
this activity.

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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B. 'Using an organizational chart to understand the structure of the

modern corporation.

93

(From Understanding Our Economy. Mortenson, et al., Houghton Mifflin.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. Whet is the role of each level of organization?

2. What is meant by "line of authority" and "line of respon-

sibility?"

3. What is the relationship between the workers in this corporation'

and the owners? The owners and management?

4. Do you think this is an efficient way to organize a business?

Explain.

Follow-up Activities

1. The class can organize a corporation.

Each member of the class will play a different role. A "lawyer"

ghould be appointed to help with the legal prOblems in getting
the corporation started. A charter should be written. Stock

certificates should be made. The teadher can display a pros-
pectus for a new security issue to the class and advertisements
of new security issues in the newspapers, (i.e., a camping cor-

poration can be organized.) In order to promote sales of the

stock to the class, samples maybe passed out. The teacher may

also ghow the class corporation annual reports and notices of

the annual meeting with the proxy.

Corporations increasingly are putting out more descriptive and
informative and less technical annual reports. A. bulletin board

display of reports, a prospectus, a notice of an annual meeting,
fma. sum .11 04.,,A4s4oia rodvi an+ an mmivihgma A4s 4411A
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(From Understanding Our Economy. Mortenson, et al., Houghton Mifflin.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What is the role of each level of organization?

2. What is meant by "line of authority* and "line of respon-

sibility?"

3. What is the relationship between the workers in this corporation

and the owners? The owners and. management?

4 Do you think this is an efficient way to organize &business?
Explain.

Follow-up Activities

1. The class can organize a corporation.

Each member of the class will play a different role. A "lawyer"

should be appointed to help with the legal problems in getting

the corporation started. A charter should be written. Stock

certificates should be made. The teacher can display &pros-
pectus for a new security issue to the class and advertisements

of new security issues in the newspapers, (i.e., a campdng cor-

poration can be organized.) In order to promote sales of the

stock to the class, samples maybe passed out. The teacher may

also dhow the class corporation annual reports and notices of

the annual neeting with the proxy.

Corporations increasingly are putting out nore descriptive and

informative and less technical annual reports. A bulletin board

display of reports, a prospectus, a notice of an annual meetings

a proxy, can be prepared. Students can act as meMbers of the
Board of Directors, officers and stockholders trying to resolve

a partiaular corporate problem.

Material for interpretation and discussion can be distributed.

An example follows:
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CERTIFICATE OF INC ORPCMATION sifi UZ RCLVING COWAN!, INCPursusztt to Article Two of the Stock Corporation Law
Wt, the undersigned,

desiring to form a stodk corporation pursuantto Article Two of the Stock Corporation. Law of the State of MfairYclat4 dohereb7 make, sUbscribe, acknowledge and file this certificate for thatpurpose:

(a)

FIRST: The name of the proposed corporation is XYZ HOLDING COWAN, INC.
SECCND: The purposes for 'tibia it is to be formed are as f011ows:

To maintain and operate a camp or other summer resort for children andadults and to do any and all things in connection With suCh operation.
(b) To manufacture, buy, sell, import, export, trade and deal in camp out-fits, camping supplies and caving materials Of all kiwis and nature,including tents, tent poles, cordage, canvas coverings of every descrip.tion, blankets, bedding, cots, hammocks, tables, chairs and stools, tentfloors, cooking utensils and tableware, including all accessories nec-essary for camping purposes.

( ) To engage in the business of fUrnishing amusement, entertainment anddiversion to the pdblic either indoors or out of doors and to that end,to purchase or lease amusement parks, outdoor theatres, indoor theatres,motion picture theatres and other places, and to manage awl conduct thesane as places of public amusement awl diversion, and to grant conces-sions to individuals, companies or corporations to conduct businessesfor amusement or entertainment of the pUblic or in conjunction With theoperation of a camp, inn or hotel.

(d) To purchase, improve, develop, bold and enjoy real estate, and to lease,mortgage and yell the same in such parts or parcels, improved or unlm-proved awl on such terms as to time and manner of payment as may beagreed upon.

(e) To purchase, lease or otherwise, acquire, in whole or in part, the busi-ness, good will, rights, franchises, and property of every kind, and toundertake the whole or any pert of the assets or liabilities of any per-son, firm, association or corporation engaged in or authorized to conductany business similar to any business authorized Ube conducted by thiscorporation, and to pa for the same in cadh, in the stocks or bonds ofthis company, or otherwise, to bold or in any manner dispose of thewhole or any part of the business or property so acquired, and to exer-cise all the powers necessary or incidental to the conduct of such bmsi-ness.

INIRD: The amount of the Calgtal Stock is FIVE THOUSAND ($5,000.00)DOLLARS, consisting of One hundred (100) shares of the par value of FIFTY($50.00) DOLLARS, per dhare.

FOURTH: The office of the corporation is to be located in the Boroughof Manhattan, County and State of NemrYtat.

FIFTH: The duration of the cormera+4m, u,



FIRST: The name of the proposed corporation is XYZ HOLDING COMPANY, INC.

SECOND: The purposes for whidh it is to be formed are as f011ows:

(a) To maintain and operate a camp or other summer resort for children and
adults and to do any and all things in connection with such operation.

(b) To manufacture, buy, sell, import, export, trade and deal in camp out-
fits, camping supplies and camping materials of all kinds and natuie,
including tents, tent poles, cordage, canvas coverings of every descrip-
tion, blankeii, bedding, cots, hammocks, tables, chairs and stools, tent
floors, cooking utensils and tableware, including all accessories nec-
essary for camping purposes.

To engage in the business of furnishing amusement, entertainment and
diversion to the public either indoors or out of doors and to that end,
to purchase or lease amusement parks, outdoor theatres, indoor theatres,
motion picture theatres and other places, and to manage and conduct the
same as places of pUblic amusement and diversion, and to grant conces-
sions to individuals, companies or corporations to conduct businesses
for amusement or entertainment of the public or in conjunction with the
operation of a camp, inn or hotel.

(1) To purdhase, improve, develop, bold and enjoy real estate, and to lease,
mortgage and sell the same in such parts or parcels, improved or unim-
proved and on such terms as to time and meumer of payment as may be
agreed. upon.

(e) To purchase, lease or otherwise, acquire, in whole or in part, the busi-
ness, good will, rights, franchises, and property of every kind, and to
undertake the whole or any pert of the assets or liabilities of any per-
son, firm, association or corporation engaged in or authorized to conduct
any business similar to any business authorized to be conducted by this
corporation, and to pay for the same in cash, in the stocks or bonds of
this company, or otherwise; to hold or in any manner dispose of the
whole or any part of the business or property so acquired, and to exer-
cise all the powers necessary or incidental to the conduct of such. busi-
ness.

THIRD: The amount of the Capital Stodk is FIVE THOUSAND ($5,000.00)
DOLLARS, consisting of One hundred (100) shares of the par value of FIFTY
($50.00) DOLLARS, per &are.

FOURTH: The office of the corporation is to be located in the Borough
of Manhattan, County and State of NemrYcat.

FIFTH: The duration of the corporation shall be perpetual.

SIXTH: The nuMber of directors shall be not less than three and not
more than ten. It is hereby stated, pursuant to lay, that directors of the
corporation need not be stockholders.

SEVENTH: Me names and post office addresses of the directors until the
first annual meeting of the stockholders are as follows:

Name Post Office Address

Jacob Smith
Frances Wheeler
Ezra Trimble

270 Broadway, Manhattan, New York City
270 Broadway, Ibnhattan, New York City
270 Broadway, bbnhattan, New York City
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EIGHTH: The names and post office addresses of each slibscriber to thisCertificate of Incorporation, and the nuMber of shares of stock whidh eadhagree to take, are a:; follows:

Name Post Office Address No. Shares

Jaca Smith 270 Broadway, Manhattan, N.Y. City 98Frances Wheeler 270 Broadway, liknhattaa, N.Y. City 1Ezra Trimble 270 Broadway, Manhattan, N.Y. City 1

NINTH: It is provided that all elections of directors of this corpora-tion eadh stockholder shall be entitled to as many votes as shall equal thenumber of his shares of stock multiplied by the number of directors to beelected and that be or she may cast all sudh votes for a single director ormay distribute them among the muMber to be voted fOr, or any two or more ofthem as be or she may see fit.

TENTH: By-Laws providing fOr the management and the control of theaffairs of the corporation may be adopted by the directors. Said. By-Iawsmay be later repealed or amendedby the directors as they may deem wise andexpedient.

ELEVENTH: That all the subscribers of this certificate are of fUll age,that at least two-thirds of them are citizens of the United States, and thatat least one of then is a resident of the State of New York, and that atleast one of the persons named as directors is a citizen of the Ubited Statesand a resident of the State of New York.

TWELFTH: Mbetings of the Board of Directors are to be held within theState of New York.

THIRTEENTH: The Secretary of State of the State of Yew York is herehydesignated as the agent for the corporation upon whom process in any actionor proceeding against said Corporation ma* be served. The address to whichthe Secretary of State shall mail a copy of process in any action or pro-ceeding against the corporation, which may be served upon him, is in careof SAMUEL JONES, ESQ., Attorney at Law, 270 Broadway, Borough of Manhattan,City and State of New York.

IN WITNESS THEREOF, the sdbscribers have made, sdbscribed, acknowledgedand filed this Certificate this 21st day of Mardh, 1969.

In the presence of

(signed) Don Doolittle (signe0 Jacob Smith

(signed) Frances Wheeler

(signed) Ezra Trimble

STATE OF NEW YORK )an or NEW YORK ) ss.mum OF NEW YORIC )

On this 21st day of March, 1969, before me personally appearedlJacob Smith, Frances Wheeler, and Ezra TriMble, known to me to be the
individuals described in and who executed the foregoing Certificate ofIncorporation, and they duly and severally acknowledged to me that theyexecuted the same.

(signed) Samuel Jones
Notary Public Kings Countv



Ezra TriMble 270 Broadway, Manhattan, N.Y. City 1

NINTH: It is provided that all elections of directors of this corpora-
tion each stockholder shall be entitled to as many votes as shall equal the
number of his shares of atock multiplied by the number of directors to be
elected and that he or she may cast all such votes for a single director or
may distribute them among the number to be voted for, or any two or more of
them as he or she may see fit.

TENTH: By-Laws providing for the management and the control of the
affairs of the corporation may be adopted by the directors. Said By-Laws
may be later repealed or amamiedbythe directors as they may deem wise and
expedient.

ELEVENTH: That all the subscribers of this certificate are of fUll age,
that at least two-thirds of them are citizens of -the _United States, and that
at least one of them is a resident of the State of New York, and that at
least one of the persons named as directors is a citizen of the United States
and a ;esident of the State of New York.

TtfELFTH: Meetings of the Board. of Directors are to be held within the
State of New York.

THIRTEENTH: The Secretary of State of the State of New York is hereby
designated as the agent fOr the corporation upon Whom process in any action
or rroceeding against said Corporation may te served. The address to whidh
the Secretary of State shall mail a copy of process in any action or pro-
ceeding against the corporation, whidh may be served upon him, is in care
of SAMUEL JCRES, ESQ., Attorney at Law, 270 Broadway, Borough of Mhnhattan,
City and State of New York.

IN WITNESS THEREOF, the subscribers have nada, subscribed, acknowledged
and filed this Certificate this 21st day of Mardh, 1969.

In the presence af

(Biped) Don Doolittle (signed) Jaca Smith

(signed) Frances Wheeler

(signed) Ezra Trimble

STATE OF NEW URIC )

CITY or new YORK ) SS.

COUNTY OF NEW YORK )

On this 21st day of Mhrdh, 1969, before ne personally appeared,
Jacob Smith, Frances Wheeler, and Ezra TriMbles known to me to be the
individuals described in and eto executed the foregoing Certificate of
Incorporation, and they duly and severally acknowledged to me that they
executed the same.

(signed) Samuel Jones
Notary Pdblic Kings County

Kings Co. Clk's No. 578 Reg. NO. 1339
N.Y. Co. Clk's No. 857 Reg. NO. 17518

Commission expires March 30, 1971
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2. Shaw the sound filmstrip The CorDoration, (Guidance Associates/
Harcourt, Brace & World.. )

Questions for Discussion

1. Haw are modern business managers different from the old "captains
of industry?"

2. How did the growth of corporations affect life in America?3. Why does Mr. Giblin say it is not altruism when a company takes
action on social prOblems today? Do you agree?

4. Do you think corporations should help to solve community problems?3.
Interpreting graphs to determine the role of profits in cmr economy.

78.1b7/141



3. Why does Mr. Giblin say it is not altruism when a company takes
action on social problems today? Do you agree?

4 Do you think corporations Should help to solve community problems?

3. Interpreting graphs to determine the role of profits in our economy.

:
PROFITIO;;

At;gliggAgaNNOW
Manufacturing

(From Newsweek, Decenber 19, 1966, p. 14.)

Qpestions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. how are corporate profits used?

2. What are dividends? What are =distributed corporate profits?

3. What is the relationship between reinvested proflts and increased
production?

4. Using role playing to learn about the operation of the stock market.

Students in the class can be given a fictitious sum of money, i.e.,
$1,000 which they can invest in stocks of their own choosing. The
students select objectives and then study industries and companies
in Which they will make their investment.
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Some students may serve as brokers who handle the buying and selling
of the stocks and keep records of the class purchases and sales.

As an aid, teachers may wish to make use of a free portfolio of
materiels prepared tv the New York Stock Rxchange to accompany their
publication You and Your Investment World.

Follow-up Activities

1. Students can report to the class on sources of information for
vise investing.

2. A summary chart of the procedures of buying stock end. the opera-
tion of the exchange can be placed on a bulletin board.

3. Students can be aaked to analyze economic and non-economic reasons
for the price fluctuation of their shares.

4. The class can view and analyze the daily stock reports on
Channel 9 TV.

173
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III. WHAT IS THE ROLE OF BIG BUSINESS IN THE AMERICAN ECONOMC?EmDhases: The profit motive has led to the

development of mass production
and big business.

The role of government in our economy has expanded to protect
the consumer from some practices of big business.*A. Using a biography to understand the role of profits and mass produc-

tion.

Henry Ford is a classic
example of a men who was able to take full

advantage of market
conditions and build a vast economic empire. The

following account can be used. to show how business profits were used.

to further the growth of the Ford Company:
..What he wanted was the simplest possible mechanism. It musi
have the fewest parts, be the easiest to

understand, and repair-
able with string and hairpins. It must be rugged,

powerftl,
built to carry a family long distances up and down hills, aver
the roughest roads. There must be nothing fancy about it. The
uglier the

better...Ford's car must look what it was,
utilitarian,

the sort of thing
millionaires would run away from. It must be

painted black.

Once you get that frozen pattern you could spend all your time,
money and effort, not improving the car, but improving the methods
of turning it out. The idea of making a new model

every year was
uneconomical. It would mean a new annual cost of retooling your
factory. If you went on producing the same thing year after year,

you could
constantly cheapen its cost and so reduce its price.The car Ford finally decided upon he called the Model T. When,

in accordance with his plan, Ford lowered the price, the stock-
holders were worried.

"You mean to reduce the price every year?" they asked, in effect."That is my
intention."

"How then will you make money?"
"By selling more cars."

"But your improved
machinery will cost money. It will have to

be financed. How will you do that?"
"By using the money I get for the cars to increase my plant.""Then what happens to the profits?"

"They are to be plowed back into the works."
This was not orthodox business. Profits went to

stockholders, not

into machinery. But Ford had no faith in orthodox
finance. He was

suspicious of Wall Street. It was full of rich men - not good,
coimnon Americans. Their idea was to finance first and. produce after-

wards. Ford's way was to produce first and then finance your further
production with what you made from your original sales
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tion.

Henry Ford is a elassic example of a mem who was able to take full
advantage of market conditions and. build avest economic empire. The
following account can be used to show how business profits were used
to further the growth of the Ford Company:

...What be wanted VIA the simplest possible mechanism. It muse
have the fewest parts, be the easiest to understand, and repair-
able with string and bsirpins. It must be rugged, powerful,
built to carry a family long distances up awl down hills, over
the roughest roads. There must be nothing fancy atvut it. The
uglier the better...Ford's car must look what it was, utilitarian,
the sort of thing millionaires would run awsar fran. It must be
painted black.

Once you get that frozen pattern you could spend all your time,
money and effort, not improving the car, but improving the methods
of turning it out. The idea of making a, new model every year was
uneconomical. It would mean a new annual cost of retooling your
factory. If you went on producing the same thing year after year,
you could constantly cheapen its cost and so reduce its price.

The car Ford finally decided upon he called the Mbdel T. When,
in accordance with his plan, Ford lowered the price, the stock-
holders were worried.

"You mean to reduce the price every year?" they asked, in effect.

"That is my intention."

"How then will you make money?"

"By selling more cars."

"But your improved machinery will cost money. It /still have to

be financed. Htmrwrill you do that?"

"By using the money I get for the cars to increase my plant.

"Then what happens to the profits?"

"They are to be plowed back into the works."

This was not orthodox business. Profits went to stockholders, not
into machinery. But Ford had no faith in orthodox finance. He vas
suspicious of Wall Street. It was full of ridh men - not good,
common Americans. Their idea was to finance first and produce after-
wards. Ford's way was to produce first and then finance your fUrther
production with what you made from your original sales...

The Model T went into production in 1909. In 1913, production was a
thousamd cars a day. In 1915 the one-millionth Ford car came off a
moving asseMbly line.

...On every detail of the car Ford had guessed right. Simple, ugly
black, rugged; it was what people wanted. The company was swamped
with orders. Enormous expansion would be necessary if half the

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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99demand was to be met.

Henry Ford. knew that it could be done byskilled. mechanics. He knew, however, that there was such a thing
in the world as mass production. So he got men who understoodthe system as it had. been used to make other machines and had them
install it for the biggest mass-production operation in history.
To one engineer, he offered a

twenty-thousand-dollar bonus over
and above his salary if he could produce ten thousand cars thefirst year. The challenge was met. By the time the

ten-thousandth
car came from the Ford. factory the unique system had begun which,some five years later, became celebrated throughout the world.
(Abridged from Machines That Built America, by Roger Biulingame,
pp. 191-191i. Copyright, 1953, by Roger Burlingame. Reprinted bypermission of Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.)

Qiestions for Inquiry and. Discovery

1. Why cud.,Ford build. only one car style?

2. How cua. he use the profits derived from the sale of the Model T?3. What role did mass production play in Ford's plans?4. Why was Ford able to set up a mass production system?
Project for Individual Research

Students can research some of the "Captains of Industry" to determine
the methods used. to develop and. expand. Examples might include:Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jay Gould, John D. Rockefeller.
Follow-up Activities

1. Large Group Project,

To dramatize mass production and division of labor the class canbe assigned the function of producing an advertising circular fora school event. A message such as "You are invited. to attend the
Open /sand Forum on Wednesday at 3:30 P.M." is sufficient for thecontents of this circular. The circulars are to be folded,

.
stapled and addressed. Have the students produce 10 circulars
each. Repeat the process by dividing the group by function.
questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What problems are encountered when each individual must pro-duce 10 circulars by himself/

2. What advantages were there to dividing the functions?3. Which method was more efficient?

What problems do you see in the second. method? How can theybe overcome?

2. Show the film The Ma of
Specialization (BAVI Loan Collection).

Questions for Discussion

1. How has
specialization benefited the corporation?Societ
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(Abridged from Machines That Built America, by Roger Burlingame,
pp. 191-194. Copyright, 1953, by Roger Burlingame. Reprinted by
permission of Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.)

Questions for Inquiry and. Discovery

1. Why did Ford build only one car style?

2. How did he use the profits derived from the sale of the Model T?

3. What role did mass production play in Ford's plans?

4. Why was Ford able to set up a mass production system?

project for Individual Research

Students can research some of the "Captains of Industry" to determine
the methods used to develop and expeuld. Examples might include:
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jay Gould, John D. Rockefeller.

Follow-up Activities

1. Large gram Project,

To dramatize mass production and division of labor the class can
be assigned the function of producing an advertising circular for

a school event. A message such as "You are invited to attend the
Open Mind Forum on Wednesday at 3:30 P.M." is sufficient for the

nontents of this circular. The circulars are to be folded,.

stapled. end addressed. Have the students produce 10 circulars

each. Repeat the process by dividing the group by function.

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery,

1. What problems axe encountered when each individual must pro-
duce 10 circulars by himself?

2. What advantages were there to dividing the functions?

3. Which method was more efficient?

4. What problems do you see in the second method? How can they
be overcome?

2. Show the film The ha of §pecialization (BAVI Loan Collection).

Questions for Discussion

1. How has specialization benefited the corporation? The worker?

Society?

2. What ill effects has specialization had on the worker? Society?

3. How has the age of specialization affected the use of leisure
time?

3. Distribute the following worksheet to the class and after defining
the terms, have each student complete all the questions.
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The Economics of Overhead Costs

The La France Corporation was formed in 1966 to market a lipstickin a new type of container. Total overhead costs were $10,000and the total plant capacity was 250,000 lipsticks. Direct costswere 100 each. In 1966, 50,000 were sold at $1. In 1967, ccm-petition plus an attempt to increase sales forced the price downto 750. At this price 100,000 were sold. In 1968, in an effortto increase sales even more the price WA again reduced to 500.Zales rose to 150,000. In 1969, it VW decided to issue a newline to be sold in better stores at $1. under the name of "Allure."Tbis VIA in every respect the same as "La France" except for aninpraved container design which added one cent to the direct costof the "Allum"brand. In 1969 sales for "Allure" were 50,000 at$1. and 200,000 of "La France" were sold too at the drasticallycut price of 150.

a) Draw up a table like the one below and from the above facts,dertve all the required information:

Direct Over- 4 Total
Cost head Cost Selling Uhit Total

Year Sales Per Unit Per Unit Per Unit Price Profit Profit
1966

1967

1968

1969

b) Did the cut in price in 1967 result in a higher or lower totalprofit than in the preceding year? Explain.
c) How did the increase in sales in 19681efect the total profits?Explain the results.

d) What was the profit in 1969? What part did the sales of"La France" at a low price play in the resulting profits? Ho;did the sales at 150 affect the profit of the dollar item?
e) Which price policy was best? Explain.

f) What policy would you suggest for 1970? Why?

17S
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B. Using a chart to illustrate the forms of business combinations.

101

Distribute the following diagrams and have students answer the ques-
tions that follow.

I, Greece E.
Restaurant

L. low I

II Later Caterers
Co.

I

1

i Drake Delivery
Serviee

1

1

I Beans Bakery

1

1

IPaver Flour Co. 1

I

[

ProeW Icing Co.

AN,

Mart Royal Beans Jones J. J. Baked
Co.kes Pies Bakery Baking dOods,

iliffrti`iff'iiif I ilii:pitrifit-ITTFfiiT,rtrliTTPirrifirripq[ifirFt LI 41

itiii itt 'PH tt tt

questions for Inquiry and DiscoverY

1. What type of combination is suggested by each diagram?

2. What advantage does each present?

3. Why has the government been concerned with the extent and. in-
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Later Caterers .
Co.

1
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Serviee

1

I Beans Bakery

1

Power Flour Co.

Frosty Icing Co.

1

,

Hart
Cakes

Royal
Pies
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Baking

J. 3. Baked
Goods, Inc.
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Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What type of combination is suggested by each diagram?

2. What advantage does eadh present?

3. Why has the government been concerned with the extent and in-

fluence of cotbinations in our society/

Questions for Small GrouR Discussion

1. Since 1967 there has been a great increase in the number of con-

glomerates formed. How can you account for this phenomenon?

2. What problems are suggested by the following three graphs?
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THE RAPID CONCENTRATION OF JOBS
AMONG GIANT CORPORATIONS

Total Menufectudng end Mining Employes
Fortune 500 Employes*

17.5 17.5 17.9 19.11 20.0
million million million million million

0
1960 1962 1964 1966 1967

Fortune Magaine's "SOW' Ste the nation's carpet industrial corpora.Mons, ranked by dollars of sales.

Source of data: fortune flawing and U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

NUMBER OF ACGUISITIONS

2500

3. Should gavernment interfere with the free enterprise process when
businesses coMbine? Whyl How?

4. Haw does the law of diminidhing returns suggest a limitation inthe size of business?

1203.1.021P-1.1 Activities

1. Individual Projects

Have students research and report on the growth of sudh conglom-
erates as Glen Alden Corp., Litton Indastries, Gulf end Western
Industries, Textron, Ling-Tempco-Vought.

2. Interpreting cartoons to learn about business combinations.
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0
1960 1962 1964 1966 1967

Fortune Measeoe's "SOS" are the NUN% largest industrial corpora-
tiOnS. MOM ay Oollers of Wes.

Source of Oats: Fortelle Magnin sod U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

2500

0
1948 '50 '$5

Sources Federal Trade Commission.

3. Should government interfere with the free enterprise process when
businesses combine? Why? How?

4. How does the law of diminishing returns suggest a limitation in
the size of business?

Follow-up Activities

1. Individual Projects

Have students research and repo.rt on the growth of such conglom-
erates as Glen Alden Corp., Litton Industries, Gulf and. Western
Industries, Textron, Ling-Tempco-Vought.

2. Interpreting cartoons to learn about business coMbinations.

Leedom "TO WWI fkoot heiter

"As you know, gentlemen, business thrives on competition. . . . And to prove it, we
have just bought out another of our competitors"; cartoon by Bernhardt in "Sony
No Budget"
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Questions for Discovery and Inquiry

1. What type of business combination is suggested by thiscartoon?

1030

2. What advantages does the business hope to gain by thiscoMbiaatiJn?

3. What difficulties can this combination present to the public?
3. Uaing tables to discover the concept of oligopoly

Emloyment in Large Firms

Million
Persons Economy

Million
Persons Econow

50 Industrials 4.1 23.2 5.1 27.3

50 Banks
.2 28.5 .2 29.0

50 Life Insurance COb. .3 74.4 .4 72.6

50 Retail &Wholesale
Trade 1.2 11.6 1.6 12.8

50 Transportation Firms 1.1 40.4 .9 33.9
50 Utilities 1.2 83.9 1.2 78.5

Total 300 8.1 24.2 9.3 25.5

Next 450 Industrials 4.5 25.5 6.2 33.3
Total 750 12.6 37.8 15.5 42.5

(Source: U.S. Department of Labor)

Percent of Total U.S. Manufacturial Assets

1950 2:&.
5 largest corporations 9.6 11.8

24.6

45.4

55.4

20 largest corporations 20.7

100 largest corporations 38.6

200 largest corporations 46.7
(Source: Pederal Trade Commission)

Olistomols M IMMO: 12x gain. 111..gamal LeaLargest Companies in Selected Manufacturing Industries

4



3. What difficulties can this combination present to the plIblic?

3. Using tibles to discover the concept of caigopoly

Envloyment in Large Firms

1...912 2..961

Million % Million %
Persons Economy, Persons Economy

50 Industrials 4.1 23.2 5.1 27.3

50 Badks .2 28.5 .2 29.0

50 Life Insurance Cos. .3 744 .4 72.6

50 Retail & ilho lesale

Trade 1.2 11.6 1.6 12

50 Transportation Firms 1.1 40.4 .9 33.9

50 Utilities 1.2 83.9 1.2 78.5

Total 300 8.1 24.2 9.3 25.5

Next 450 Industrials 4.5 25.5 6.2 33.3

Total 750 12.6 37.8 15.5 42.5

(Source: U.S. Department of Labor)

Percent of Total U.S. Manufacturing Assets

1222 2262.

5 largest corporations 9.6 11.8

20 largest corporations 20.7 24.6

100 largest corporations 38.6 45.4

200 largest corporations 46.7 55.4

(Source: Federal Trade Commission)

cavistovolY saa Measured, J2X Zs= atat at Maim= Z2ur.
Largest ConRanies in Selected Manufacturing Industries

Ing.ustry Per Cent of
Employment

Industry Per Cent of
Employment

Primary alunininn 100 Tin cans 77

Telephone and telegraph 92 Cigarettes 73
equipment Mbtor vehicles and parts 69

Electric lamps 91 Thotographic equipment 61

Cereal 89 Meat-packing plants 38
Tires and tubes 78
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Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What has happened to the concentratica of workers in big busi-nesses from 195 5to the present?

2. What changes have taken place in the bigness of industry asmeasured by their assets?

3. How can we explain the relatively small nuMber of companies thatcontrol a large portion of sone industries?

4 What is an oligopoly? How does it vary from free competitionl

Questions, for Large, Group, Discussion

1. Do you agree with the statement that "conpetitica among oligop-olists typically utilize every means except one - price cutting?"Why?

2. What ill effects can oligopoly have cm employment? Production?Price?

3. What advantages are there to this heavy concentration?

4. At what point Should oligopolies be regulated? Why?

Individual Pro4ect,

Students can study and analyze the competitive practices in such in-dustries as aluminum, cigarette, and car. Students can investigateprices, advertising, product design and service.

4. Using an Industrial Magazine to understand industry's views of bigness.

Economic Values of Bigness

What then are some of the positive economic and social values that gowith bigne s a?

1. Big manufacturing plants, up to a point, enjoy certain economiesof scale which can mean lower unit costs, lower prices to theconsumer.

2. Large firms, because of the size of their financial, personnel,and physical resources, can engage in ventures beyond the reachof smaller firms.

3. Because of their greater resources, large firms are often betterable to withstand short-term adversity. They thus exert a sta-bilizing effect on, both the economy and the society.



3. How can we explain the relatively small nuMber of companies that
control a large portion of some industries?

4. What is an oligopoly? Haw does it vary from free competiticm?

Questions for Lane GrouR Discussion

1. Do you agree with the statement that "cometition among oligop-
olists typically utilize every means except one - price cutting?"
Why?

2. What ill effects can oligopoly have on employment? Production?
Pride?

3. What advantages are there to this heavy concentration?

4. At what point should oligopolies be regulated? Why?

Individual Project

Students can study and analyze the competitive practices in sudh in-
dustries as aluminum, cigarette, and car. Students can investigate
prices, advertising, product design and service.

4. Uaing an Industrial Magazine to understand industry's views of bigness.

Economic Values of Bigness

What then are some of the positive economic and social values that go
with bigness?

1. Big manufacturing plants, up to a point, enjoy certain economics
of scale which can mean lower unit costs, lower prices to the
consumer.

2. Large firms, because of the size of their financial, personnel,
and physical resources, can engage in ventures beyond the readh
of smaller firms.

3. Because of their greater resources, large firms are often better
dble to withstanA. short-term adversity. They thus exert a sta-
bilizing effect on both the economy and the society.

4 Large firms which are integrated "vertically" have the advantage
of a steady, reliable flow at eadh stage between raw materials and
retailing. This endbles them to paan their expansion with greater
assurance, and thus makes them a more efficient source of expan-
sion for the whole economy.

5. Because of their greater capability to do independent researdh,
large firms axe a major source of technological progress, whidh
Airectly benefits the consumer in price, quality, and range of
choice.

To these purely econamic values, it is fair to add certain social
values which, if less tangible, are no less important. Business firms,
as they become more prominent and serve wider markets, abroad as well
as at home, tend to become nore keenly sensitive to their human environ-
ment and to their responsibilitiesunot only to shareholders and cus-
tomers but to enaoyees, government, and the public.
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As to benefits to the general public, many large firms make purely` 41voluntary contributions to public causes such as education, communityservice, health, the arts, and attention to the physical environment,which are at least proportionate to their place in the total economy.
114rgers Stimulate Economic Growth

It is sometimes claimed that a merger between two competitors reducethe consumer's range of choice. This is not necessarily so.

A merger obviously reduces the nunber of competitors, but the rangeof products and services offered by the merged firm to the consumermay be--and often iswider than those of the two preceding firms.Mbreover, the merged firms can often serve &wider geographic narketarea, thus extending
consumer choice in another way.

It is also said that growth by merger adds nothing to the econony inthe way of new investment, whereas so-called "grass roots" growth does.This, too, is not necessarily so. In many cases, a company has theavailable capital and several other ingredients of success for a newventure, but can only get some missing ingredientsuch as qualifiedtc.chnical nanpoymrby acquiring another company. In sudh a case themerging of two companies mans a new investment
which would not havetaken place by the "grass roots" method.

Actually, corporate diversification in the past has served to enhancecompetition andI am sure it mill continue to do so. NO company todaycan confidently look upon its established competitors as being itsonly future competitors. Tomorrow their ranks nay be joined by othersnow in wholly unrelated indusLries. If new competitors do enter byacquisition or otherwise, it will be only because they think in thelong rnn they can market a better product, or sell at a lower price,and make a profit by doing so.

Antitrust Policy and Reality

SuCh are some of the realities which I fear have not teen given theirdue weight in the recent consideration of mergers under the antitrustlaws. Indeed, so narrow a ;sgal test for mergers has evolved that nosizable company can safely hcoe to grow by the merger route if thisis likely to cause any but thE most insignificant increase, horizon-tally or vertically, in that company's position in industry. This istrue regardless of any benefits which the contemplated. merger mightbring to our economy or our society.

I am not going so far as to join the ad, ..ates of new legislation,because I realize the perils of legislating in this highly complexarea. We could well find ourselves worse off than beforeand. by "we"I mean the entire country. But if those who are qualified in thisfield of law were to conclude that new legislation is the only way tocure the present situation, I for one would be willing to run the risk.
Whatever means adopted, the end we seek is of vital

importance to thewhole nation. It is no less than the adaptation of our national anti-trust policy to the realities of the modern world, and to America'saspirations for future growth and fUture greatness.

(Source: G. E. Forum)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What is the source of this article? Whose point of view does itrepresent?



the consumer's range of choice. This is not necessaray so.

A. merger obviously reduces the nuMber of competitors, but the range

of products and services offered by the merged firm to the consumer

may be--and often is--wider than those of the two preceding flrus.
Moreover, the merged firms can often serve a wider geographic market

area, thus extending consumer dhoice in another way.

It is also said that growth by merger adds nothing to the economy in

the way of new investment, whereas so-called "grass roots" growth does.

This, too, is not necessarily so. In maAy cases, a company has the

available capital and several other ingredients of success fce a new

venture, but can only get some ndssing ingredientsuch as qualified

technical manpower--by acquiring another company. In sudh a case the

nerging of two companies means a new investment whidh would not have

taken place by the "grass roots" method.

Actually, corporate diversification in the past has served to enhance

competition and I am sure it will continue to do so. No company today

can confidently look upon its established competitors as being its

only fUture competitors. Tomorrow their rahks mAy be joined by others

now in wholly unrelated industries. If new competitors do enter by

acquisition or otherwise, it will be only tecaase they think in the

long run they can market a better product, or sell at a lower price,

and make a profit by doing so.

Antitrust Policy and Reality

Such are some of the realities which I fear have not been given their

due weight in the recent consideration of mergers under the antitrust

laws. Indeed, so narrow a legal test for mergers has evolved that no

sizable company can safely hope to grow by the nerger route if this

is likely to cause any but the most insignificant increase, horizon-

tally or vertically, in that company's position in industry. This is

true regardless of any benefits which the contemplated merger might

bring to our economy or our society.

I am not going so far as to join the advocates of new legislation,

because I realize the perils of legislating in this highly complex

area. We could well find ourselves worse off than beforeand. by "we"

I mean the entire country. But if those who are qualified in this

field of law were to conclude that new legislation is the only way to

cure the present situation, I for one would be willing to rur the Tisk.

Whatever means adopted, the end we seek is of vital importance to the

whole nation. It is no less than the adaptation of our national anti-

trust policy to the realities of the modern world, and to America's

aspirations for future growth and future greatness.

(Source: G. E. Forum)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What is the source of this article? Whose point of view does it

represent?

2. Do you agree with the corporation's viewpoint on the economic

values of bigness? Be specific. Sypport your statements.

3. Would you also include a list of the deficiencies of bigness?

What would this list include?

Is bigness in itself considered bad by economists today? Why?

5. Do you agree with the corporation that "government should take a
look at antitrust policies to bring them into harmony with modern

business realities?"
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5. Using a, worksheet to discover the econsmic implications of MonopolyPrice.

The Implications of Ibnopoly Price
Supply. and Demand Schedule for a Hypotheticel Good

Supply Price Demand Gross Income Cost Profit('000) (per unit) ('000) (MD)
450 3.00 60 $3.80,000
400 2.50 80 200,000
360 2.00 100 200,000
330 1.75 150 262,500
315 1.60 210 336,000

300 1.50 250 370,000
280 1.40 280 392,000
240 1.30 320 416,000
200 1.20 370 414,000
150 1.10 430 473,000

Operating costs are $1.00 per unit. Overhead is $50,000.
Questions_ for In5uiry. and. Discovery
1. If the laws of supply and demand were to operate freely, whatwould be the market price? How Amy units would be bought atthis price?

2. Under monopoly conditions, the goods could. be sold at any price.Calculate the tota1 cost of goods sold at each price listed inthe schedule above.

3. Calculate the profit resulting from each of the possible saleprices.

4. Under conditions of monopoly, what would be the market price? Why?
5. Why are monopolies regulated in this country?

6. Using a case study to understand the implications of MonopolisticPractices.

Price .1Pil ing in the Electrical Equipment Indu.lim
In 1961, forty-five executives of America's leading electrical equip-ment manufacturers were c n



45o 3.00 60 $18os000

400 2.50 80 200,000

360 2.00 100 200,000

330 1.75 150 262,500

315 1.60 210 336,000

300 1.50 250 370,000

280 1.40 280 392,000

240 1.30 320 416,000

200 1.20 370 444,000

150 1.10 430 473,000

Operating costs are $1.00 per unit. Overhead is $50,000.

questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. If the laws of supply and; demand were to operate freely, what
would be the market price? How many units would be bought at
this price?

2. Under monopoly conditions, the goods could be sold at anY Price.
Calculate the total cost of gooda sold at each price listed in
the schedule above.

3. Calculate the profit resulting from eadh of the possible sale
prices.

4. Under conditions of monopoly, what would be the market price? Mhyl

5. Why are monopolies regulated in this country?

6. Using a case study to understand the implications of Mbnopolistic
Practices.

Frice.Pixing in the Electrical Equiment Industry

In 1961, forty-five executives of America's leading electrical equip-
ment manufacturers were convicted of having conspired to fix prices,
rig bids, and divide markets on electrical equipment valued at
$1,750,000,000 annually. The executives received sentences of up to
30 days in jail and also paid stiff personal fines. Their companies
also paid fines. The largest electrical firm paid $437,500; the
second largest firm, $372,500; and smaller firms paid proportionately
less.

For the next ftve years the electrical equipment firms settled addi-
tional claims amounting to several hundred million dollars from pur-
chasers of electrical equipment who claimed that they had been over-
charged. The antitrust laws permit triple damages in sudh cases.
Pbr example, suppose that as a result of price fixing, a firm pays
$11 for a product instead of $10. Its direct loss is $1, but the law
permits the buyer to collect $3 in damages, provided he can prove that
price-fixing took place.
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Price-fixing in the industry dated -back to 191+5 for some products.
The price-fixing set-up in switch gears ami circuit breakers (devices
which interrupt and redirect the flow of electricity) were typical.
R7ery ten days to two weeks, executives of the leading firms would
meet in a hotel room to discuss prices. At these meetings they
agreed on uniform posted prices for ail material that was sold through
catalogs.

Other equipment was made on special orders. Each company was typically
invited to submit to the buyer a sealed bid indicating his price for
that item. The bwrer would then open the bids and normally would give
the business to the company that was willing to charge the lowest
price. Theoretically no bidder knew what other bidders would charge;
so if he really wanted the business, he would try to charge the lowest
possible price.

In practice, however, executives of the leading companies met in
advance to discuss who should bid. Their attendance list was called
a "Christmas card. list," while the meetings were known as "choir
practices." Each company had a code number, and. then the companies
would take turns in submitting the "low bid" on a coming contract.

For example, suppose that a power company was requesting bids on a
particular piece of eq-aipment. The executives would meet in advance.
If it were Company Ws turn to get the bid, this company might bid.
$3. million - which was the price it really wanted to charge - while
0.13. of the other companies would deliberately submit higher bids.

As long as this system operated, each company had to content itself
with its agreed-on share of the market. When a new producer entered
the field, the others had. to cut back their shares in order to permit
the new producer to sell some equipment too.

From time to time the agreements broke down. Individual companies
would "cheat." In the meeting they would agree to one set of prices,
and then they would give discounts to buyers on a more or less con-
fidential basis in order to win business. In spite of occasional
broken agreements, the conspiracy existed until 1960.

(From Readings and Cases in Economics, Dean S. Ammer (Ginn).

questions for Incluiry and DiscoverY

1. How can a price-fixing agreement sometimes be a substitute for
a merger of competing firms?

2. Why do our antitrust laws forbid companies to agree among them-
selves on how much to charge for competing products?

3. Some of the defendants in the electrical equipment case argued
that price-fixing was necessary if companies in the industry were
to be able to prosper and continue to provide jobs for their
wtrkers. *Do you agree?

Why did the agreements break down at times?
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7. Using a newspaper article to show how monopolistic practices are

checked by competitive and substitute products.

Shoe Firms Eye Torfam'Chrisieltber

agararae==rateat raw°

SeatonZ. I. du toift'de Nemours &Co. has introduced a new ma-terial, coned Vorfam," and theleather iadubtry is watchingcarefully.
"Certain is to be used in themanufacture ofshoe upper ma.teriaL Du Foot says that it willbe available in top fashionshoes next spring.

The distinct advantage which"Corfam" has over all othernonleather, and nofabric shoematerials, du Pont states, isthat it "breathes."
Fedor Stressed

"Corfant is scuffend.abra.don resistant,
waterproof, col-or fast, light in weight; andresistant to stretching, du Pont

"Imitation leather" is the lastlabel which du Pont wants tiedto "Codas." The companystresses the fact that "Corfam"is an entirely new product addnot primarilya substitute or re-plactiment for any existing shoeMateriel."
There aretwo official reasonsfor this Policy. First, the word"imitation" has king been as-sociated with cheapness, and.du.Pont desires to convince thepublic that shoes of snowierquality will be produced with"Corfam."

Passible Weds
Second, du Pont is not theonly company which will bemarketing . a new material forshoe uppers. Similar Materialsdu Pont indicates, willbe avail.able in several years.If du Pont were producingImitation leather" and othersentered the deld, then °Coe-fam" would be just one amongmany. On the other hand, if duPeat am sell the concept of

"Caftan" as a brand name for"an entirely new product° forsuperior shoes, it will haveestablished IP lead oft possiblecompetitors, du Pont officialsreason.
latent Stated

The field which du Pont isentering is a lucrative one."The leather tanning and fin-ishing Industry had a volumeof shipments over MO millionin JulY, 1555_1" said a spokes" half of 1964.
man for the riew.Enigland Shoe

immediate danger of shoeworkers being automated outof jobs. "A shoe ean take up to115 stains te melte," he says."Shoe manufacture is too cont.plex to completely automate,even in 20 yens."
"Certain" now is being man-ufactured by du Pont in a smallpilot plant. However, construc-tion is under way on a full.scale manufacturing facility at !Old Hickory, Tenn. sehadaledfor completionduring the latterand Leather Association."About $600 million of thiswas for upper leather," henoted.

Du Pont states that it is notentering this market with theintention of replacing leather.'MeV& leather now is usedin most shoe uppers, "only 26percent of shoe soles are madeof leather," according to aspokesman for the industry.Tito remainder are made ofrubber and plastics, which in avery real sense replacedleather.
Only the

leathers-processingindustry can see a threat in"Corfam." The shoe companiesand the manufacturers of shoemachinery in most cases wel-come it.
Adaptability Noted

For Alm latter "Corbin" 4sf-

nauhts ExPressed
Richard O'Keefe, presidentof the Leather Workers Inter-national Union. AFL-CIO, hashis doubts about du Pont's abil-ity to cheaply mass-produce"Corfam."
However, he says, "if theycan mass-produce it it wobldbe a severe threat to leatherand its by-wWucts. It wouldprobably cripple the industry."Thomas Small, treasurer ofthe Allied Xid Company. etBoston, 'sees other factorswhich he feels will prevent duPont fromgaining a large shareof the market. "Thep .Mispcsition of PeoPnla:1leather is our greatest assethe says.

Moretwer, he states that"competition may Possiblybring leather way down to afors indisputable snanufactur. Para caratiatitive priceing advantages. It comes in 1rolls and is of a uniform thick-ness. Thus it fits more readilyto mem-production specifica-tions than do sides of leether."Corium" is "adaptable toautomated machinery whenused with tailed Shoe Ma-chinery's geometric last," se-=Kr. David
for the Wri.

Shoe Idirnevauffteetrurift Com=ny. A last is used to &ape
UPIrin manufacture.
Landay doesn't ses. an'

(From Christian Science Monitor, Oct. 9, 1963.)
Questions for Inguir/ and rdscoverx
1. Why is du Pont trying to estdblish a brand name?2. How does each of the following view the. advent of Corfam?Leather tanning and finishing ind.ustryShoe manufacturers

Manufacturers of shoe machineryPresident of the Leather Workers International Union3. Suppose Corfam becomes a hit



Basisea end manetel Writ's, elrasWNW. Mous Molitor
Seaton

L du Poltrde Nemours &
Co. has introduced a new ma-
terials called ''Corlam," and the
leather industry is watchinil
carefully.

"Corfam is to be used in the
manufacture of shoe upper ma-
terial. Du Pent says that it will
be imitable in top fashion
shoes next spring.

The distinct advents& which
"Corfam" has over all other
nonleather, and nofabric shoe
materials, du Pont states, is
that it "breathes."

Faster Stressed
"Corfam" is scuff-and-abra,

sion resistant, waterproof, sol-
or fast, light in weig,ht, and
resistant to stretching, du Pont

"Imitation leather" is the last
label which du Pont wants tied
to "Corfam." The company
stresses the fact that "Corfam"
is an entirely new product and
not primarily a substitute or re-
plaatment for any mdating shoe
Material."

There are two official reasons
for this polk7. First, the word
Imitation" hes long been as-
sedated with cheapness, and
.du.Pont desires to convince the
public that shoes of au_mior
quality wiU be produmd with
"Cortaro."

Pensible Sleets
Second, du Pont is not the

only company which will be
morkettioti . a new material for
shoe Weal. Similar Materials
du Pont indicates, will be avail-
able in several years.

U du Pont were 'producing
Imitation leather" and others
entered the field, then ."Cor-
fan" would be just one among
many. On the other hand, if du
Pont caa sell the coins/Pt a

"an entirely new product" for
superior shoes, it will have
established P lead on possible
competitors, du Pont ofilcials
reason.

lateM Stated
The field which du Pont is

entering is a lucrative one.
"The leather tanning and fin-

hildng industry had a volume
of shipments over $750 million
in July, 1963," said a spokes-
man for the New Enggland Shoe
and Leather A.ssociation.
"About $600 million of this
was for upper leather," he
noted.

Du Pont states that it is not
entering this market with the
intention of replacing leather.

Though leather now is used
in most shoe uppers, "only 26
percent of shoe soles are made
of leather," accosding to a
spokesman for the industry.
The remainder are made of
rubber and plastics, which in a
very real sense replaced
leather.

Only the leatherrprocessing
Industry can see a threat in
"Corfain." The shoe companies
and the manufacturers of shoe
machinery in most cases wel-
come it.

Adaptability Noted
For Aim latter "Corfam" of-

fers indisputable Manufectur-
int advantages. It comes in
rolls and is of a uniform thick-
TIMM Thus it fits more readily
to mass-production specifica-
tions than do sides of Luther.

"Corfam" Is "adaptable to
automated machinery when
used with tinned Shoe Ma-
chinery's 08=ot:to lute? re-

rbir. David Imft, a
thaerAstirchaser for theUmM

Shoe Manaufacturbg Com=
ny. A last is used to aoe
uppers in roanufscture.

Mr. Landay doesn't see. an

workers being automated out
of jobs. "A shoe can take up to
175 steps to make.," he say&
"Shoe manufacture is too com-
plex to completely automate.
even in 20 years."

"Corfam" now is being man-
ufactured by du Pont in a small
pilot plant. However, construc-
tion is under way on a full-
scale manufacturing facility at
Old Hickory, Teen., scheduled
for completion during the latter
half of 1964.

boubts Expressed
Richard O'Keefe, president

of the Leather Workers Inter-
national Union. 447L-CIO, has.

his doubts about du Pont's abil-.
ity to cheaply mass-produce
"Corlam."

However, be says, "if the,
can mass-produce it, it would
be a SeVee threat * leather
sad its by-moducts. It would
probably cripple the industry."

Thomas Small. treasurer of
the Allied Kid Company d
Boston, sees other factors
which he feels will prevent On
Pont from gaininga largeshoe
of the market. °The satin;
predisposition of people
leather is our greatest asset,
he says.

Moreever, he states that
"competition may possibly
bring leather way down to a
more competitive price.*

(From Christian Science Monitor, Oct. 9, 1963.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. Why is du Pont trying to establish a brand nane?

2. How does each of the following view the advent of Corfam?

Leather tanning and finishing industry
Shoe manufacturers
Manufacturers of dhoe machinery
President of the Leather Workers International Union

3. Suppose Corfam becomes a hit. How would it affect the market
for Shoes? The manufacture of :aloes?

4. How does the story of Corfam illustrate a check on monopoly
practice?

F01.37 Activity

The students can compere the potential of Corfam to its place in the
shoe narket today. What are its sales? What percent of nen's dhoes?
What percent of women's dhoes? Has the impact lived up to du TOnt's
forecast? Why?
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*8. After reading their textbooks, students can use the charts belowto summarize the role played. by government in fostering competition.

Chart I: Legislation resigned to Inhibit Monopoly Growth and FreserveCompetition

Policy Purpose
Brief

Definition Effect

Sherman
Anti-Trust
Act, 1890

Maintain competi-
tion

Made monopoly &
"restraint of
trade" illegal

.
Court interpreta-
tions meakened
enforcement

Clayton Act,
1914

Federal
Trade Com-
mission
Act, 1914

Robinson-
Patman
Act, 1936

Celler-
Kefauver
Anti-Merger
Act, 1950

71.



Policy Parpose

Brief
Definition Effect

Sherman
Anti-Trust
Acts 1890

Maintain competi-
tion

Made monopoly &
"restraint of
trade" illegal

Court interprets:
tions weakened
enforcement

Clayton Act,
1914

.

..........:.

_....

Federal
Trade Com-
mission
Act,-1914

Rainson-
Patman
Act, 1936

,

Celler-
Kefaaver
Anti-Merger
Act, 1950

I

.

,

*Recommended for Students Achieving Belaw Grade Level.
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Chart II: Other Instances or Government Action Relative to the NbnopayProblem.

Policy Purpose
Brief

Definition Effect

Government
Defense
Contracts

To provide for
national security

Business agreements
between U.S. Gov-
ernment and private
industry

Public expendi-
tures now aacount
for at least 20%
of Gross National
Product

Protective
Tariffs

Depletion
Allowances,
Tax policy

Standard Oil
Trust Case,
1911

Electrical



ru.L.Ley rurpose Derinition Effect

Government
Defense
Conttacts

To provide for
national security

Business agreements
between U.S. Gov-
ernment and private
industry

',alio expendi-
tures now account
for at least 20%
of Gross National
Product

Protective
Tariffs

Depletion
Allowances,
Tax policy

Standard Oil
Trust Case,
1911

Electrical
Equipment
Case, 1961

Steel Price
Case, 1968
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**9. Using a Court case to understand the prOblem of determining "unfair"
competition.

A, Competitive question Gets Tangled in Wires

COMPETITION, in business as in sports, de.. nis on a nuMber of
"players" with fairly similar abilities. game won't last long
under ordinary rules if one team becomes so strong that it cannot
lose.

But how is it possible to judge the point at which one team is start-
ing to develop this sort of power? That was the kind of question
involved in 1960 when the Alutinum Company of America, one of the
nation's ini7astrial giants, locked horns with the U.S. Department of
justice.

ALCOA.moved in 1959 to acquire the much smaller Rome Cable Corpora-
tion. Alcoa, among its many other product lines, was the leading
U.S. producer of aluminum wire and cable. Its production amounted to
27.8 per cent of the U.S. total. It was the third largest maker of
insulated aluminum wire and cable, with 11.6 per cent of that market.

Most of the Rome Cable Corporation's products were made of copper.
But the company was also the ninth largest producer of almninum wire
and cable, with 1.3 per cent of the market. It was the eighth largest
producer of insulated aluminum wire and castle, with 4.7 per cent of
that market.

Alcoa, big as it was, said that it lacked some of the mmaller firm's
know-how in the manufacture of insulated wires and cables. It said
that Rome Cable could also help it to build a full line of insulated
aluminum and copper cables, which it needed to compete effectively
with sudh firms as the Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation.

THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT filed suit in 1960 to stop Alcoa's acquisition
of Rome Cable.

Government lawyers cited the Clayton Antitrust Agt, passed. by Congress
in 1914 and reinforced in1950, which bars the joining of two companies
4Where in any line of commerce in any segtion of the country the
effect of such acquisition may be substantially to lessen competition,
ot to tend to create a monopoly."

The federal suit charged that the move would eliminate a "healthy
competitor" from the aluminum wire and cable field. It said also that
the acquisition was past of a trend in which big "full-line" corpora-
tions were eliminating smaller companies with more limited selections
of products. Five tdg companies, it pointed out, already controlled
81.6 per cent of U.S. production of aluminum wire and cable and 65.4
per cent of insulated aluminum wire and cable production.

(From Today's Economies, American Education Publication.)
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tion. Alcoa, among its many other product pales, wsa the leading
U.S. producer of aluminum wire and cable. Xts prcduction amounted to
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insulated aluminum wire and cable, with 11.6 per cent of that market.

Most of the Rome Cable Corporation's products were made of copper.

But the company was also the ninth largest producer of aluminum wire
and cable, with 1.3 per cent of the market. It was the eighth largest
producer of insulated aluminum wire and cable, with 4.7 per cent of

that market.

Alcoa, big as it was, said that it lacked some of the smaller firm's

know-how in the manufacture of insulated wires and cablbs. It sail
that Rome Cable could also help it to build a full line of insulated

aluminum and copper cables, which it needed to compete effectively

with such firms as the Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation.

THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT filed suit in 1960 to stop Alcoa's acquisition

of Rome Cable.

Government lawyers cited the Clayton Antitrust Act, passectby Congress

in 1914 and reinforced in 1950, which bars the joining of two companies

"Where in any line of commerce in any section of the country the
effect of such acquisition maybe substantially to lessen competition,

or to tend to create a monopoly."

The federal suit charged that the move would eliminate a *healthy

competitor" from the aluminum wire and cable field. It said also that

the acquisition was part of a trend in which big "full-line" corpora-

tions were eliminating smaller companies with more limited selections

of products. Five big companies, it pointed out, already controlled
81.6 per cent of U.S. production of aluminum wire and cable and 65.4

per cent of insulated aluminum wire and cable production.

(From Today's Economies, American Education Publication.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. How did the Clayton Act (including the 1950 amendment) apply to

this case?

2. The acquisition of Rome Cable Corporation by Alcoa was eventually

blocked. Do you think thi51 was a fair judgment? Why? Why not?

3. Do you think that the merger would have decreased or increased

competition in the marketing of aluminum and copper cables?

4. What criteria should we use to determine if a violation of the
anti-monopoly laws has taken place?

**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.
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*10. Interpreting a cartoon to evaluate the role of government in

regulating big business.

60

"Ifs All Right-I've Got Mtn On A Leash"

441442.00,

tgeociocti--

a-

A %.

'1111-1-a-

The Herbiock Book (Beacon Press, 1952)

4b4

Questions for Inquiry and. Discovery

1. According to the cartoonist, how effective are the anti-trust

laws?



Questions fOr Inquiry and Discovery

1. According to the cartoonist, how effective are the anti-trust
laws?

What effect does the existence of monopoly - like enterprise
have on our economy?

3. How might the Congressman explain this situation?

Questions for Discussion

1. If you were in Congress, what changes would you suggest in the
anti-trust lams?

2. Should such legislation be applied to labor unions? Explain.

**Individual Project

Students can researdh how anti-trust policies vary under different
administrations and the ei.:ect these policies had on industry, the
consumer and the economy. The New York Times Microfilm materials
can be uzed for this project.

der.

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
**Recommended for Students Achievfng Above Grade Level.
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*Teachers can use a case strly of Curt Flood of the St. Louis
Cardinals challenging the reserve clause in the contracts govern-
ing major league basdball players.

1. What is the reserve clause?

2. Why do the comers favor it?

3. Why is Curt Flood challenging it?

4. Does this clause create a baseball monopoly?

5. Is basebal a sport or a business?-

6. Should baseball be regulated? How?

*11. Using cartoons to discover conflicting views about anti-monopoly
legislation.

113
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(From Business and the American Lia, E. L. Korey)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What point of view on the anti-trust laws is expressed by the
cartoon on the left?

2. Compare the above viewpoint with that expressed in the cartoon
on the right.



3. Why is Curt Flood challenging it?

4. Does this clause create a baseball monopoly?

5. Is baseball a sport or a business?

6. Should baseball be regulated? How?

*11. Using cartoons to discover conflicting views about anti-monopoly

legislation.

11101.11111.11111=11111,

(From Business and the Anerican EV., E. L. Korey)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What point of view on the anti-trust laws is expressed by the

cartoon on the left?

2. Compare the above viewpoint w5th that expressed in the cartoon

on the right.

S. Which cartoon best expresses your views? Whyl

*Individual Projects

Students can create their own cartoons expressing their own viewpoint

on a current or recent case involving government anti-monopoly

activity.

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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204
12. Using a newspaper report to understand the interrelationship between

oligopolies, government and the public.

The Steel Confrontation
Wallace Carroll

IIIPAZUNGTON, April 22--It was peaceful at the White House on the
afternoon of Tuesday, April 10--so peaceful that the President of
the United States thought he might have time fOr a nap or a little
relaxed reading.

Just to be sure, he called his personal secretary, Mts. nVelyn
Lincoln, and asked what the rest of the day would bring.

*You have Mr. Blough at a quarter to six," said Mrs. Lincoln.

Bloughe exclaimed the President.

"Yes," said Mrs. Lincoln.

There must be a mistake, thought the Fresident. The steel nego-
tions had been wound up the previous week.

"Get me Kenny O'Donnell," he said.

But there had been no mistake--at least not on the part of
Kenneth P. O'Donnell, the President's appointment secretary.

Whether Mr. Blough--Roger N. Blough, chairman of the board of
United'States Steel Corporation--had made a mistake vas a dif-
ferent question.

For when he walked into the President's office two hours later
with the news that his company had rained the price of steel, he
set off seventy-two hours of activity such as he and his colleagues
.could not have expected....

Early on that afternoon of April 10, Roger Blough had net with his
colleagues of Uhited States Steel's executive ccamittee....

For several months these men had been giving out hints, largely
overlooked in Washington, that the company would halm to raise
prices to meet increasing costs.

The Kennedy Administration had striven last fall to prevent a steel
price increase, and there had been no increase. It had pressed
again for a modest wage contract this year, and a modest contract
had been signed a few days earlier. The Administration expected no
price increase now.

The compahy's executtve committee reviewed the situation. The



WASHINGTON, April 22--It was peaceful at the White House on the
afternoon of Tuesday, April 10--so peaceful that the Itesident of

the United gtates tuought be might have time for a nap or a little

relaxed reading.

Just to be sure, he called his personal secretary, Mts. Evelyn
Lincoln, and asked what the rest of the day would bring.

"You have Mt. Slough at a quarter to six," said Nks. Lincoln.

"Mt. Blough?" exclaimed the Etesident.

"Yes," said Nks. Lincoln.

There must be a mistake, thought the President. The steel nego-

tions had been wound up the previous week.

"Get me Kenny O'Donnell," be said.

But there had been no mistake--at least not on the part of

Kenneth P. O'Donnell, the President's appointmeat secretary.

Whether Mt. Blough--Roger N. Blough, chairman of the board of
United:States Steel Corporation--had made a mistake was a dif-

ferent question.

For when be walked into the President's office two hours later

with the news that bis company had raised the price of steel, be

set off seventy-two hours of activity such as he and his colleagues

.could not have expected....

Early on that agternoon of April 10, Boger Blough had met with his

colleagues of United States Steel's executtve committee....

For several months these men had been giving out hints, largely
averlooked in Washington, that the company would have to raise

prices to meet increasing costs.

The Kennedy Administration bad striven last fall to prevent a steel

price increase, and there had been no increase. It had pressed

again for a modest wage contract this year, and a modest contract

had been signed a few ;-ve earlier. The Administration enected no

price increase now.

The company's executive committee reviewed the situation. The

sales department had concurred in a recommendation to increase

prices by 3i per cent

Everyone realized that the move would not win any popularity prize,

but the committee voted unanimously to go ahead.

With the decision made, Mt. Blough took a plane to Washington....

A few ndnutes after 5:45 the Etesident received him in his oval

office

With little preliminary, Mt. Blough (informed the Etesident that

his company would raise prices immediately)....

(After the meeting,) the President, who usually keeps bis temper
under rein, let go. He felt be had been double-crosseddeliberately.
The office of the Ptesident had been affronted. The national interest

had been flouted....
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It was clear that the Administration would fight. No one knewexactly what could be done, but from that moment tbe awesomepower of the federal government began to move....
By about 8 P.M. some decisions had been reached.

President Kennedy would deliver the first counter-attadk at hisnews conference
scheduled for 3:30 the following afternoon....

At his home on Hilibrook Lane, Senator Estes Kefauver ofTennessee, chairman of the Senate Antitrust Stibcommittee, wasgetting reedy to go out for the evening. The phone rang. It vasthe President. Would Senator Kelauver publicly register "dismay"at the price increase and consider an investigatioq
The Senator

certainlywould. He promised an investigation. Sodid the Justice Department.

The pressures on United States Steel were'beginming to mount.But now some of the other titans of the industry began to fallin line behind, Big Steel.

Shortly before noon (Wednesday) the President WA shown a newsbulletin. Bethlehem Steel, second in size only to United StatesSteel, had announced a price increase.

Others followed in short
order--Republic, Jones & Laughlin,Youngstown, and Wheeling....

When, be faced the newsmen and television cameras at 3:30,President Kennedy spoke with cold fury. The price increase, hesaid, was a "wholly
unjustifidble and irresponsible defiance ofthe public interest." The steel men had Waimea "utter comtempt"for their fellow citizens.

115

He spoke approvingly of the proposed
investigations. But whatdid he hope to accomplidh that sight still save the

Administration'sbroad economic program?

Sons of the President's economic sd7isors argued that the principalthrust of the
Administration's effort should, be to convince one or

two significant producers to hold out. In a market such as steel,
they said, the high-priced

sellers would have to come down if theothers did not go up

AA one meMber or the Bit Twelve after another raised prices, onlyArmco, Inland, Kaiser, CP & I (Ccaorado Fuel & Iron) and libLouthwere holding the line. These five hold-outs represented 14 percent of total industry capacity.

Everything pointed to Inland as the key to the situation.
Inland Steel Corporation with headquarters in Chicago is a highlyefficient producer. /t could make a profit at lower prices thanthose of some of the bigger companies. And any company that sold
in the lUdyest, suCh as United States Steel, would feel Inland'sprice competition.

Mbreover, there was a tradition of public service at Inland....
At 7:45 that Wednesday morning, Philip D. Blodk, Jr.. vino ovida44,1man of Inlana. wen mailsA s- A



news conference 'scheduled fOr 3:30 the following afternoon....

At his home on Bilibrodk Lane, Senator Estes Kefauver of
Tennessee, chairman of the Senate Antitrust Subcommittee, was
getting ready to go out for the evening. The phone rang. It was

the President. Would Senator Kefauver publicly register "dismay"
at the price increase and consider an investigation? 7

The Senator certainly would. He promised an investigation. So

did the JUstice Department.

The pressures on United States Steel were beginning to mount.
But now some of the other titans of the industry began to fall
in line behind Big Steel.

Shortly' before noon (Wednesday) the President was Shown a news
bulletin. Bethlehem Steel, second in size only to United States
Steel, had announced a price increase.

Others followed in short order--Republic, Jones & Laughlin,
Youngstown, and Wheeling....

When he faced the newsmen and television cameras at 3:30,
President Kennedy spoke with cold fury. The price increa3e, he
said, was a "'Wholly unjustifiable and irresponsible defiance of
the public interest." The steel men had shown "utter comtempt"
for their fellow citizens.

He spoke approvingly of the proposed investigations. But what
did he hope to accomplish that might still save the Administration's
broad economic program?

Sone of the President's economic advisors argued that the principal
thrust of the Administration's effort should be to convince one or
two significant producers to hold out. In a market such as steel,
they said, the high-priced sellers would have to come dawn if the
others did not go up

As one member of the Bit Twelve after another raised prices, only
Armco, Inland, Kaiser, CF & I (Colorado Fuel & Iron) and NbLouth

were holding the line. These five hold-outs represented 14 per

cent of total industry capacity....

Everything pointed to Inland as the key to the situation.

.Lnland Steel Corporation with headquarters in Chicago is a highly

efficient producer. It could make a profit at lower prices than
those of some of the bigger companies. And any comely that sold
in the Midwest, sudh as United States Steel, would feel Inland's
price comptition.

Moreover, there vas a tradition of public service at Inland....

At 7:45 that Wednesday morning, Philip D. Block, Jr., vice chair-
man of Inland, was called to the telephcme in his Apartment.in
Chicago.

"Hello, P.D.," said Edward Gudeman, Tinder Secretary of Commerce,
a former schoolmate and friend of Mr. Block's, calling from

Washington.

"What do you think of this vice increase of United States Steel's?"
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Mr. Block said. he had been surprised.... (Other Administrationofficials also called people they knew at Inland.. )

Though no concrete assurance was adked or vtaunteered in theseconversations, the Administration gathered assurance that Inlandwould hold the line fbr at least another dAy or two.
Next came Armco, sixth largest in the nation....

Row many calls were made by President Kennedy himself cannot betold. But sometime during all the activity he talked to EdgarKaiser, chairman of Kaiser Steel, in Califolnia....

(At 3:30 P.M" Thursday, Roger Blough held a televised news con-ference.)

On several occasions, he said, he had made it clear that UnitedStates Steel was in a cost-price torque that could not be toleratedforager, that a company without profits is a company that cannotmodernize, and that the price increase would add "almost
negligibly"to the cost of other products-410.64 for the steel in a standardautomdbile, $.03 for a toaster.

One question and answer in the
fifty-eight-minute session caughtthe ears of people in Washington: Could United States Steel holdits new price if Armco and Inland stood pat?

"It would definitely affect us," conceded Mr. Blough. "I don'tknow how long we could maintain our position."...

NbanWhile, justice Department agents Appeared at the headquartersof United States Steel, Bethlehem, Jones & Laughlin awl othercompanies and served subpoenas for documents bearing on the priceincrease and other matters.

And at 7 P.M. Attorney General Kennedy announced that the JusticeDepartment had ordered a grand jury investigation of the increase
The first big news of (Friday) came (When) Joseph Block, Inland'schairman, told a reporter....:

"We do not feel that an advance in steel prices at this time wouldbe in the
national interest."

That news heartened the Administration but it did not stop planningor operations....

At ll:45 Secretary Mb:Namara said at his news conferences that theDefense Department had ordered defense contractors to dhift steelpurchases to companies that had not raised prices. Later in theday the Department awarlol to the Lukens Steel Company, which hadnot raised vices, a contract feS". 41a. she ^AA ---



Next came Armco, sixth largest in the nation....

How many calls were made by President Kennedy himself cannot be
told. But sometime during all the activity he talked to Edgar
Kaiser, chairman of Kaiser Steel, in California....

(At 3:30 P.M., Thursday, Roger Blough held a televised news con-
ference.)

On several occasions, he said, he bad made it clear that United
States Steel was in a cost-price torque that could not be tolerated
forever, that a company without profits is a company that cannot
modernize, and that the price increase would add "almost negligibly"
to the cost of other products-410.64 for the steel in a standard
automobile, $.03 for a toaster.

Cme question and answer in the fifty-eight-minute session caught
the ears of people in Washington: Could. United States Steel hold
its new price if Armco and Inland stood pat?

"It would definitely affect US," conceded Mt. Blough. "I aon't
know how long we could maintain our position."...

Meanwhile, Justice Department agents appeared at the headquarters
of United States Steel, Bethlehem, Jones & Laughlin and other
companies and served subpoenas for documents bearing on the price
increase and other matters.

And at 7 P.M. Attorney General Kennedy announced that the Justice
Department had ordered a grand jury investigation of the increase....

The first big news of (Friday) came (when) Joseph Block, Inland's
chairman, told a reporter....:

"We do not feel that an advance in steel prices at this time would
be in the national 'nterest."

That neva heartened the Administration but it did not stop planning
or operations

At 11:14.5 Secretary MOZartstra said at his news conferences that the
Defense Department had ordered defense contractors to ghift steel
purchases to companies that had not raised prices. Later in the
day the Department awarded to the Lukens Steel Company, which had
not raised prices, a contract for more than $5,000,000 worth of a
special armor plate for POlaris-missile submarines.

At 12:15 President Kennedy and most of the Thursday group met again
in the Cabinet Roam. It vas estimated at that time that the price
line was being held. on 16 per cent of the nation's steel capacity.

This might be enough to force the bigger companies down again, but
the sentiment of the meeting vas that the retreat would not come
soon,

Accordingly, preparations continued for along struggle

(But suddenly the steel companies' united front crumbled. At
3:20 P.M. it was announced that Bethlehem Steel bad withdrawn its
price increase.)

The Administration had made no special effort with Bethlehem. To
this day, officials here are uncertain what did it.
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Among other things, Bethlehem's officials vere struci: by theInland and Kaiser announcements that morning. Inland posed diTectcompetition to Bethlehem's sales in the Midvest--the largest steelmarket--and Kaiser posed it on the West Coast.

Further, special questions were raised by the Pentagon's order todefense industries to shift their steel buying to mills that did.not raise prices. What did this mean fOr Bethlehem's vast opera-tions as a shipbuilder?

Whatever the compelling factors were, Bethlehem's decision broughtthe end of the battle clearly in Right. The competitive situationwas such that United States Steel's executive committee was notcalled into session to reverse its action of the previous Tuesday.The company's officers acted on their own.

The big capitulation cane at 5:28....

Utdted States Steel pulled back tbe price increase.

It VW just seventyistwo hours since Roger Blough had dropped inon W. Kennedy.

(From the New York Times, April 23, 1962 pp. 1, 25. c 1962 by TheNew York Times Company. Reprinted by pe;mission.)

Qgestions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. Why did United States Steel raise its prices?

2. Why were the other steel companies ready to f011ow the lead ofU. S. Steel?

3. To what extent vere steel prices influenced by supply and demand2

4. What factors other than supply and demand were influencing steelprices?

5. How night a change in steel prices affect the price of otherproducts?

6. Why vas President Kennecly angry when the price rise was announced?

7. What methods vere open to the administration to deal vith thissituation? What affect did these activities have on free compspetition?

Questions, for Larfie iroula Discussion

1. What are the circumstances that tend to create a market vith alimited degree of competition in the steel industry?

2. The steel confrontation was a case of conflict between big busi-ness and big government. Whidh side do you think vas rigbt? Whyl
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THEME II: ORGANIZING PRODUCTION

Selected Biblio4maz - For High SdhOol Stillents (Non-Fiction)

N = Non-Fiction

Class Author

N Caewin and Hic ly, eds.

N Chandler, A., ed.

N Cochran, Thomas, et al

N . Jacques

N Fanning, Leonard

N Korey, E. L.

N MI.11s, C. Wright

N New York Times

N Packard, Vance

N Parad.is, Adrian

N Smith, Adam

F = Fiction

!Mt
Individual EnterPriae
and National. Gretttli

Glant Enterprise:
Ford, General Maoist
and the Autonobile
Industry

The Age of Enterprise

Technologidel Pociety

Men, Money & Oil:
The Story of an
Industry

Profits and the
Anerican Economy

Business and the
American Way

The Poifér Elite

You and Your
Investment World

How to Read and
Understand Financial
and Business News

The Waste Makers

Business in Action

The Money Game

211

B Biography

lodb3.itee;

Heath

IfareoUrt

Earper & Rcv

Random House

World

Date

1967

964

1965

1967

1966

Dept. of CoMmerce 1965

OXford

Word

1962

1956

New York Stock 1967
Exchange

Doubleday

Pocket Books

Messner

Dell

1963

1960

1962

1969
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Cross, Theodore

Galbraith, John K.

Haddad, William,
et atl (ed.)

KOWpmeier, Louis

Whyte, William

.Se?.ected B4liorto1y for Teachers

Basic Eistory of
American Business

Black Capitalism: Strategies
for Bueiness in the Ghetto

The Blew Industrial State

RlaAk Economic Development

The Regulators

The Organization Man

212
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fMblisher Date

Anvil 1959

Atheneum 1969

Houghton Mifflin 1967

Prentice Hall 1969

Harper & Row 1969

Doubleday 1966
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Films:

108.94

497,3

213

Audo-Visual Materials

American Business System National Educational
Television Network

Age of Specialization

American Business System

Can the Earth Provide?

Case for Competition

Competition in Business

Growth of Big Busirv:Js
in America

Industries of the Future

Meaning of the Industrial
Revolution

Productivity's Key to
America's Growth

The Mbdern Corporation

The Managerial Revolution

657.381 What is Automation?

McGraw-Hill

NbGraw-Hill

Coronet Instructional Films

Coronet Instructional Films

MC-Graw Hill

Coronet Instructional rilms

Sutherland Films

Sutherland Films

National Industrial
Conference Board

What Makes Us Tick? New York Stock Exchange

51580.13 Competition

43405.12 Industrial and Agriculture
Expansion

51580.11 Private Capital

Profit and Cost Equilibrum: McGraw-Hill
Series II

-- MIS rt.. a a



108.914

497.3

Age of ftecialization

American Business System

Can the Earth Provide?

Case for Competition

Competition in Business

Growth of Big Business
in America

Industries of the FUture

*ening of the Industrial
Revolution

Productivity's Key to
America's Growth

The Mbdern Corporation

The Mhnagerial Revolution

657.381 Mat is Automation?

McGraw-Hill

McGraw-Hill

Coronet Instructional Filns

Coronet Instructional Filas

Mc-Graw Hill

Coronet Instructional Films

Sutherland Films

Sutherland Films

National Industrial
Conference Board

What Makes Us Tick? New York Stock Exchange

Filmstrips:

51580.13 Cometition

43405.12 Industrial WA Agriculture
Expansion

51580.11

51580.12

Records:

Simulation Games:

BIG

Private Capital

Profit and Cost Equilibrum: McGraw-Hill
Series II

Profit Motive

Squandered Resources New York Times

Supply and Demand: Series II McGraw-Hill

The Role of Capital Investment Joint Council on Economic
Education

American Industrial Ballads

American Industrial Folksongs

Folkways LP, FH 5251

Riverside LP, RLP 12-607

Western Behavior Science La Jolla, Calif.
Institute
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THEME III: HOW INCOME IS DISTRIBUTED IN CUR MARKET ECONOMY

111011111111,

121

Introduction

While our economy is often referred to as an "affluent society," affluence

has not come easily nor has it been shared by all.

The materials in this unit are designed to help students realize that

poverty is real to many Americans and that they must become a part of the
Mwar on poverty."

Some Americans who have "made it" have done so through a long process of

struggle. Materials are developed thawing the growth of the labor movement

and some of the problems posed today.

In this theme learning activities are centered around two significant

woblems:

I. How have we tried to cope with the problems of poverty in

affluence?

II. What is the role of labor in the United States?

I. ROW HAVE WE TRIED TO COPE WITH THE PROBLEMS OF POVERTY IN AFFLUENCE?

Emphases: Poverty exists in all areas of this nation yet may seem

hidden to the mass of people.

The "War on Poverty" must be joined by both private and

pliblic agencies to be effective.

A. Uting investigation of a sociologist to understand vby the poor are

so difficult to identify.

The other America, the America of poverty, is hidden today in a way

that it never was before. Its millions are Locially invisible to

the rest of us....

There are perennial reasons that make the other American au invisible

land.

Pbverty is often off the beaten tradk. It always has been. The

ordinary tourist never left the main highway, and today he rides

.interstate turnpikes. He does not go into the valleys of

Pennsylvania, 'where the towns lodk like movie sets of Wales in the

thirties. He does not see the company houses in rows, the rutted

roads (the poor a/ways have bad roads whether they live in the city,

in town, or on farms) and everything is black and dirty. And even

if he were to pass thi'ough sudh a place by accident, the tourist

would not meet the unemployed men in the bar or the women coming
_



has not cone easily nor has it been shared by all.

The materials in this unit are designed to help students realize that
poverty is real to many Americans and that they must become a pert of the
"war on poverty."

Some Americans who have "made it" have done so through a long process of
struggle. Mhterials are developed shoving the growth of the labor movement
and some of the problems posed today.

In this theme learning activities are centered around two significant
problenm:

I. How have we tried to cope with the problems of poverty in
affluence?

II. What is the role of labor in the United States?

I. HOW HAVE WE TRIED TO COPE W/TH THE PROBLEMS OF POVERTY IN AFFLUENCE?

Emphases: Paverty exists in all areas of this nation yet may seem
hidden to the mass of people.

The "Whr on Poverty" must be joined by both private and
public agencies to be effective.

A. Using investigation of a sociologist to understand why the poor are
so difficult to identify.

The other America, the America of poverty, is gidden today in a way
that it newer was before. Its millions are soUally invisible to
the rest of us....

There are perennial reasons that make the other American an invisible
land.

Poverty is often off the beaten track. It always has been. The
ordinary tourist never left the nein highway, and today he rides
.interstate turnpikes. He does not go into the valleys of
Pennsylvania where the tqwns lock likemovis. sets of Wales in the
thirties. He does not see the company houses in rows, the rutted
roads (the poor always have bad roads whether they live in the city,
in town, or on farcs), awl everything is black and dirty. And even
if he were to pass uhrough gueh a place by accident, the tourist
would not meet the unemplayed men in the bar or the women coming
home from a runaway sweatshop.

Then, too, beauty and myths are perennial masks of poverty. The
traveler comes to the Appalachians in the lovely season. He sees
the hills, the streams, the foliage - but liot the poor. Or perhaps
he looks at a run-down mountain house and, rememberlong.Rousseau
rather than seeing with his eyes, decides that "those people" are
truly fortunate to be living the way they are and that they are
ludky to be exempt from the strains and tensions of the ndddle class.
The only problem is that "those people," the quaint inhabitants of
those hills, are undereducated, underprivileged, lack medical care,
and are in.the process of being forcel from the land into a life
in the cities, where they are misfits....
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Now the American city has been transformed. The poor still inhabit
the miserable housing in the central area, but they are increasingly
isolated from contact with, or sight of, anybody else. Middle-class
women coming in from Suburbia on a rare trip may catch the merest
glimpse of the other America on the way to an evening at the
theater, but their children are segregated in suburban schools. The
business or professional man may drive along the fringes of slums in
a car or bus, but it is not au important experience to him. The
failures, the unskilled, the disabled, the aged, and the minorities
are right there, across the tradks, where they have always been. But
hardly anyone else is.

In short, the very development of the American city has removed
poverty from the living emotional experience of millions upon
minions of middle-class Americans. Living out in the enibutba, it is
easy to assume that ours is, indeed, an affluent society

Clothes make the poor invisible too: America has the best-dreased
poverty the world has ewer known. For a variety of reasons, the
benefits of mass production have been speed mudh more evenly in this
area than in many others. It is much easier in the United States to
be decently dressel than it is to be decently housed, fed, or
doctored

Then, many of the poor are the wrong age to be seen. A good nudber
of them (over 8,000,000) are sixty-five years of age or better;
an even larger nudber are under eighteen. The aged medbers of the
other Anerica are often sick, and they cannot move. Another group of
them live out their lives in loneitness and frustration: they sit in
rented rooms, or else they stay close to a house in a neighborhood
that has completely dhanged from the old days. Indeed, one of the
worst aspects of poverty among the aged is that these people are out
of sight and out of mind, and alone.

The young are samewhat more visible, yet they too stay close to their
neighborhoods. Sometimes they advertise their poverty through a
lurid tabloid story about a gang killing. But generally they do not
disturb the quiet streets of the middle class.

And fina14, the poor are politically invisible. It is one of the
cruelest ironies of social life in advanced countries that the
dispossessed at the bottom of society are unable to speak for them-
selves. The people of the other America do not, by far and large,
belong to unions, to fraterm ar'ganizations, or to political parties.
They are without lobbies of thef: in1; they put forward no legislative
program. Az a group, they are aLmaiad. They have no face; they
have no voice....

That the poor are invisible is one of the most important things
about them. They are not simAy neglected and forgotten as in the
old rhetoric of reform; what is much worse, they are not seen.



theattlr, but their children are segregated in suburban schools. The
business or profelsional man may drive along the fringes of slums in
a car or bus, but it is not an important experience to him. The
failures, the unskilled, the disabled, the aged, and the minorities
,rg: ripht there, across the tracks, where they have always been. But
hardly wvone else is.

In short, the very development of the American city has removed
poverty from the living emotional experience of millions upon
millions of middle-class Americans. Living out in the suburbs, it is
easy to assume that ours is, indeed, an affluent society

Clothes make the poor invisible too: America has the best-dressed
po,%.:ty the world has ever known. For a variety of reasons, the
benefits of mass woduction have been spread much more evenly in this
area than in many others. It is much easier in the United States to
be deceutly dressed than it is to be decently housed, fed, or
doctored....

Then, many of the poor are the wrong age to be seen. A good number
of them (aver 8,000,000) are sixty-ftve years of age or better;
au even larger number are under eighteen. The aged meMbers of the
other America are often sidk, and they cannot move. Another group of
them live out their lives in loneliness and frustration: they sit in
rented rooms, or else they stay close to a house in a neighborhood
that has completely changed from the old days. Indeed, one of the
worst aspects of poverrty among the aged is that these people are out
of sight and out of mind, and alone.

The young are somewhat more visible, yet they too stay close to their
neighborhoods. Sometimes they advertise their poverty through a
lurid tabloid story about a gang killing. But generally they do not
disturb the quiet streets of the middle class.

And finally, the poor are politically iLvisible. It is one of the
cruelest ironies of social life in advanced countries that the
dispossessed at the bottom of society are unable to speak for them-
selves. The people of the outer America do not, by far and large,
belong to unions, to fraternal organizations, or to political parties.
They are without lobbies of their awn; they put forward no legislattve
program. AS a group, they are atomized. They have no face; they
have no voice....

That the poor are invisible is one of the most important things
about them. They are not simply neglected and forgotten as in the
old rhetoric of reform; what is much worse, they are not seen.

(From The Other America, Michael Barrington, 1962.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What factors have contributed to making the poor in the United
States "invisible'?

2. Which factor will be easiest to overcome ft/

3. Whidh will be the most difficult? Wbe
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Qutations for &nal Group Discussion

le New York commuter trains carry the following urban coalitionsigns:
"When this train gets to 125th Street look out the window.Give a Damn."
Why have these signs been posted? What effect might they have?

2. How does poverty affect the growth and develoyment of Americansociety?

3. To vhat extent is the poverty of today different from thepoverty of the 1900's?

4. What does Mr. Harrington mean when he states that millions ofAmericans are "maimed in body and spirit"?
5. What do people mean when they sear that the poor are caught ina vicious cycle and live in a "culture of poverty"?
lionair- Activity,

FAMILY INCOME EY FIFTHS, 193149311 1947, AND 1909

0:

741'

-

,

r.tgo,

1989

iS

24

(Prom Me Wbrlid of Economics, Silk and Saunders, McGraw-Hill, 1969.)
.Vesti.ons for mg= ajLd 1?iscovery



Why have these signs been postedl What effect night they have?

2. How does poverty affect the growth and development of American

society?

3. To what extent is the poverty of today different fram the

poverty of the 1900's?

4. What does Mr. Harrington mean when he states that millions of

Anericans are "maimed in body and spirit"?

5. What do people mean When they say that the poor are caught in

a vicious cycle and ltve in a "culture of poverty"?

Fo13...Amw- Activity

FAMILY INCOME BY FIFTHS. 1835-1934. 1947. AND 1995

-

744

: :7A

e
'r-

1845

241

41.

(From The World of Economics. Silk and Saunders, McGraw-Hill, 1969.)

Questions for pal= and ,iscoverY

1. What has been the trend of income distribution for the top 20 per-

cent of Uhited States families2

2. How has this trend affected the share of the income "pie earned

by the middle 60 percent of United States families?

3. How has it affected the income of the lowest fifth of American

families?

4. What problens are suggested by the above graphs?
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*B. Using photographs to discover who the poor are.
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New York City

(Source: First National City Bank)

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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COTTON PICKER,
BETHLEHEM, GEORGIA, 1965

--USDA
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--D .0 . Redevelopment Land Agency

WASHINGTON D. C .
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WINDER GEORGIA, 1965

--USDA
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HOME OF MIGRANT WORKER



HOME OF MIGRANT WORKER

--USDA

DEER LODGE, TENNESSEE, 1965
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Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What reasons fOr law incomes are evident from these pictures?
2. How does each picture tell us that the people are poor?3. What factors led to the poverty illustrated?
4. How night we define poverty from these pictures?
Follow-up Activities

*1. Have class gather data to show the classification of povertrby:geographic location, race, family size, occupation, education.This can be compared to the chart below. The questions can be usedto elicit from the class the understanding of who are the poor aswell as for the developnent of graph reading skills,

Who Are the Poor?
Of the 30 million U.S. poor:

dglir//////////////4/1/7/1/1//1/7-1/
53 % are affected by lack of education

41

/ 48 % live in the South

7//////////////44////////f///
/ 40 % are affected by unemployment

//j4fielf//././//f/z././, III/I
/7/ / / / / /-/ / /
/ 32 % are nonwhite
/1/JI_IIJ/1_//1/11/

are in families
headed by a female

are in families headed
by an elderly potion

!lye on farms

MerklIk 11111aarasa at&S aka. a -



geographic location, race, family size, occupation, education.
This can be compared to the chart below. The questions can be used
to elicit from the class the understanding of who are the poor as
well as for the development of gra& reading skills.

Who Are the Poor?
Of the 30 million U.S. poor:

////////t-mrrIffff/--////1//////7
/ 53 % are affected by lack of educatioR
/JY,e/(Y/JY./../J4f/JYY/f/Y/.1/YJJ//

/ 48% live in the South nsf
(//////////////////////-/////fw
/ 40% are affected by unemployment
/. .../1////f////// f/// //if if ii

/ 32% are nonwhite,,///I/Iijii

x//-/////9%/li
fiAI if 01

are in families
headed by a female

are in families headed
by an elderly porton

live on farms

Note: Many of these people fall within two or more categories.

Based on 111110 statiefts

Source: COMOrenee on Economic Progress

Ale UNIMASTIII: Ametieen Education Pabliestions vents permission to Suptioste this- Me for CANSIOOM Via WES: (1) Mai 110 transparent* al Maks 110 spirit master tot multiple copies

(3) Use with en oPmele Orolenter. DOW on bulletin beard

IS IT TRUE? Check the statements that are supported United States than in the North.
by the above graph. 5. The majority of the nonwhite population lives
......1. Lack of education is a major cause of poverty. abov the poverty levN.
......2. Most poor people are unemployed. ....S. There are mom poor whites than there are poor

3. Few farmers are classified as poor. nonwhites.
4. There is more poverty in the southern part of the 7. Most elderly people live in comfort.

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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*2. Uting case studies to discover who the poor are.

1) Jim Cowles: Age 26, married, three children.
Income: $70 a week, when employed. Often idle fOr
several weeks at a time.

Annual earnings: About $3,000.

Education: Dropped out of school after finishing ninth grade.

Skills and Training: Unskilled construction worker.

Housing: Lives in a run-down one-bedroom apartment.

2 Mary and Thomas Johnston: Negro, married, ho children.
Income: Mts. Johnston and her hutband earn a penny and a, half
a viae clearing dried growth away from grape vine stocks.

Thr earn around $5 per day when there is work.

Education: No formal education.

Skills and Training: Migrant farm workers.

Housing: Converted chicken coop on Route 5, Portland,
grar York. Coop is threestories tall, and at the height
of the growing and harvesting season. houses 400 migrant'
workers. It has neither running water nor inside pludbing.
Cooking is done on small gas hot-plates ;laced near thin
wooden walls. Unlike most migrant workers,' bk. and Mts.
Johnston live in the chicken coop throughout the winter.

3) Jack Rothstein: Retired, 76 years old, in good health.
Income: Less than $1;500.

4) Mts. Catherine Stone: Widowed, over 60 years of age, in good
health.
Income: Less than $1,500.

5) Locket Mayze: 59-Tear-old Negro, married, 8 children.
Income: Earned $15 a week as a farm laborer in Greenville,
Mississippi, before $1-an-hour minimum fanm labor wage
law was passed. Unemployed since law was passed.
Mechanized cotton sorter was purchasel to do the work
formerly done by Mt. Mayze. Agcording to Mt. Mayze, he
cannot ramedber when he last had a dollar in his pocket
or when - with the exception of a hog's head given him by
a friend - his wife and eigbt children had eaten anything
other than surplus farm goods distributed by the United
States Department of Agriculture.

6) Jtan Perez: 47 years old, married, 4 children.
Income: Under $2,000 a year. At the time he was interviewed,
Mt. Perez owned two pairs of pants. One was at the cleaners
but could not be claimed as he did not have the money needed
to pay for the cleaning.

Skills and Training: Works as trudker's helper for $1.25

an hour when work is available.

Housing: Gets 5-room apartment rent free for acting as
janitor of seven-story building in Nem! York City.

7) Bill Harris: Married, 8 children.



Skills and Training: Unskilled construction morker.

Housing: Lives in a run-down one-bedroom Apartment.

2) Mary and Thomas Johnston: Negro, married, no children.
Income: Mies. Johnston and her husband earn a penAy and a half

a vine clearing dried growth away from grape vine stocks.

They earn around $5 per day When there is work.

Education: No formal education.

Skills and Training: Migrant farm workers.

Housing: Converted chicken coop on Route 5, Portland,

New York. Coop is three stories tall, and -at the height

of the growing and harvesting season houses 400 migrant

workers. It has neither running meter nor inside plumbing.

Cooking is done on small gas hot-plates placed near thin

wooden walls. Unlike most migrant workers,. Mr. and Mrs.

Johnston live in the chicken coop throughout the winter.

3) Jack Rothstein: Retired* 76 years old, in good heath.

Income: Less than $13500.

4) Mrs. Catherine Stone: Widowed, over 60 years of age, in good

health.
Income: Less than $1,500.

5) Locket Mane: 59.qear-old Negro, married, 8 children.

Income: Earned $15 a week as a farm laborer in Greenville,

Mississippi, before $1-an-:hour minim= farm labor mage

law was passed. Uhemployed since law vas passed.

Mechanized cotton sorter was purchased to do the mork

formerly done by Mr. Wm. According to Mr. Mayze, he

cannot remoter mhen he last had a dollar in his podket

or when - mith the exception of a bog's bead given him by

a friend - his wife and eight dhildren bad eaten anything

other than surplus farm goods distributed by the United

States Department of Agriculture.

6) Juan Perez: 47 years old, married, 4 children.

Income: Under $2,000 a year. At the time be vas interviewed,

Mr. Perez omned two pairs of pants. One was at the cleaners

but could not be claimed as be did not have the money needed

to pAy for the cleaning.

Skills and Training: Works as trucker's helper for $1.25

an hour When work is available.

Housing: Gets 5-room apartment rent free for acting as

janitor of seven-story building in New York City.

7) Bill Harris: Married, 8 children.
Income: Worked in coal nines until mines mere abandoned.

Made $400 in 1963 at odd jobs. Receives monthly food

allotment of f:iur 10-pound bags of flour, seven 5-pound

bags of cornmeal, ten pounds of lard, tmo large boxes of

tmo large boxes of cereal, three small bags of rice, ten

pounds of cheese, ten large cans of chopped neat and seven

boxes of powdered milk.

Education: Left school at fourth grade.

Skills and Training: Miner.

Housing: Lives in Rock Castle Creek, Xentudky, a rural area

in the Appalachian Mountains. Drams water from nearby stream.

The family tikes turns eating as they have but three dhairs.
4

Iftcommandwd for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.

4
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Questions for RE= and Discovery

1. What characteristics make it difficult for Jim Cowles to find workat a good wage?

2. Why were Jane and Thomas Janston limited in the type of employmentthey could get?

3. What unique problem doe"; Bill Harris have
4. What other dharactcoeistics described here contribute to individualand family poverty..

Note: Place the aescriptions on cards and distribute to students. Askthem to tell why this person earns a low income.

Variation: Include descriptians of people of middle and upper inCOMOS.Ask students: Which people are poor?
What characteristics account for their poverty/

C. Using and interpreting statistical data to discover the factors related topoverty'.

Number of Poor Households and Incidence of Poverty

Characteristics of
Head of Household

.

.

.

:

:

Total rcor households

Head 65 years and over

Head under 65 years

Individuals

White

Male

Female

Non-white

Male

Female

.

.

:

.

.

:

.

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

: (id% of total in
(Millions)

: categary)
:

1959 :1961 : 1964 : 1967 : 1959 ; 1961 : 1964: 1967
. . .

13.4 :13.0 : 11.9 : 10.2 i 24.0 : 27.6 i 19.9: 1 6.2.
.
.

3.9 : 3.9 : 3.8 : 3.8 : 4 8.6 : 4 3.8 i 110.0: 36.3
.

9.4 : 9.1 : 8.0 : 6.4 : 1 9.8 : 1 8.8 : 1 6.0; 12.2
:

2.6 : 2.4 : 2.3 : 2.2 : 36.8 : 3 3.9 : 28.3.: 27.0

1.9 : 1.8 : 1.8 1.6 : 32.9 : 2 9.7 : 2 5.8:24.4
:

.6 : .6 : .6 : .5 : 24.6 : 2 2.8 : 2 0.1; 18.0
:

1.3 : 1.2 ; 1.2 : 1.1 : 39.1 ; 35.2 : 3 0.1: 2 9.0
.

.7 : .7 : .5 : .5 ; 54.8 : 5 5.0 ; 45.1: 40.1.
.
.

.3 : .3 ! .2 : .2 ; 47.1 : 4 5.5 : 3446i 29.4.
.

.4 : .4 : .3 ; .3 ;



they could get?

3. What unique problem does Bill Harris have?

4. What other characteristics described here contribute to individual
and famay poverty..

Note: Place the descriptions on cards and distribute to students. Ask
them to tell why this person earns a low income.

Variation: Include descriptions of people of middle and upper incomes.
Ask students: Which people are pow?
What characteristics account for their poverty?

C. Uting and interpreting statistical data to discover the factors related to
poverty.

NUmber of Poor Households and Incidence of Poverty

(Millions)
Charaateristics of : :

Head of Household

:

: 1959 :1961 : 1964 : 1967

:

: 19594 1961 : 1964: 1967
; .

: . :

Total poor households : 13.4 :13.0 : 11.9 : 10.2 : 24
:

.0 : 27.6 ; 19.9; 16.2
:

.
.

Head 65 years and over : 3.9 : 3.9 : 3.8 : 3.8 : 48.6 : 43.8 ; 40.0; 36.3
:

. .
:

. .

Head under 65 years
.

: 9.4 : 9.1 : 8.0 : 6.4 ; 19.8 ; 18.8 ; 16.0; 12,2
:

Individuals ; 2.6
:

: 2.4 : 2.3 : 2.2 ; 36.8 ; 33.9 ; 28.3; 27.0

White ; 1.9 : 1.8 : 1.8 : 1.6 ; 32.9 ; 29.7 ; 25.8; 2164
: : :

Male ; .6 .
.

.

.6 : .6 : .5 ; 24.6 ; 22.8 ; 20.1; 18.0
: :

Female ; 1.3 : 1.2 : 1.2 : 1,1 : 39.1 : 35.2 ; 30.1; 29.0
: : :

Non-White ; .7 : .7 : .5 : .5 : 54.8 : 55.0 ; 45.1; 40.1
:

.
.

.

.
. .

Male : .3 : .3 : .2 : .2 ; 47.1 ; 45.5 ; 3166; 29.4
: :

.

.
.

Female : .4 : .4 : .3 : .3 : 63.5 : 66.8 ; 58.1; 51.7
. .

:
.

Families : 6.8 ; 6.7 ; 5.7 ; 4.2 : 16.8 : 16.1 ; 13.3; 9.5

White : 4.9 ; 4.7 ; 4.0 ; 2.8 : 13.4 : 12.6 ; 10.4; 7.1

Male : 3.8 ; 3.7 ; 3.0 ; 2.0 : 11.4 : 10.7 : 8.5: 5.4
:

Female : 1,1 ; 1.0 ; 1.0 ; .8 ; 35.9 ; 33.9 ; 31.2; 25.3

Non-Ifhite : 1.9 ; 2.0 ; 1.7 ; 1.4 ; 48.6 ; 47.8 ; 27.8; 29.9

Male : 1.3 : 1.3 : 1.1 ; .7 ; 42.1 ; 40.2 32; .3; 20.9

Female : .6 : .7 : .6 ; .7 ; 71.3 ; 72.8 ; 62.4; 54.9

(Source: 1969 Economic Report of the President

(4% of total in
category)
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Questions for Inquiry ard Discovery

1. What has been the trend for the number of people in poverty

since 1959?

2. Mat has been the trend for the incidence of poverty?

3. What is the relationship between age and poverty?

4. Mut is the relationship between the sex of the head of the

family and the evidence of poverty?

5. How great a factor is race in the poverty picture?

6. What are the major categories where the incidence of poverty is

the graatest?

Profile of Median Family Income

West
Northeast
North Central
MWth

14 to 24 years
25 to 34 years

35 to 44 years

45 to 54 years

55 to 84 yews
85 years and over

401=IIMMINNIMIIMIr

? $21" $4,(13°0 "la°
$ar°

- 110/r)
BY Region

By Ago of Head of rainy

(Source: National Industrial Conference Board)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. In What area of the United States would you expect to find the
greatest incidence of poverty? Why/

2. Among What age groups would you concentrate your efforts to
deal with the woblems of poverty?
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8 years 9-11
or less years

12 More than
years 12 years

EN1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

(Source: Nemr York Times)

1. What is the relationship between education and poverty?
2. What programs to fight poverty are suggested by the above gra;12
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Income White and Negro Men, Selected Occupations (1960)

Number %Occupation that Median Earnings

Occupation : Negro Workers ($000) : is New° : Mite : Nefro

I

Men Employed : 3,644,000

Engineers 4

Medical and : 12
health workers:

Farmers

Farm Laborers :

Managers and :

proprietors :

Sales workers :

154

257

63

47

Construction : 120

Foremen 16

Trudking 248

8.4% :$4,855 :$2,703

5 : 7,452 : 7,076

3.4 4,642

6.5 788

21.4 816

1.4 3 ,869

1.6 : 5,036 : 2,809

5.5 4 ,839 ; 2 ,855

1.5 ; 6 ,651 ; 4,791

12.7 ; 4,539 2 ,638

7,953

: 2,324

1 ,256

6 ,719

(Source: 1969 Economic ReRort of the President)

Questions for lalst and. Discussion

1. What can :you discover about poverty in relation to age, sex
and family status, and education?

2. How do you explain these relationships?

3. What significant differences do you see between white and non-

white statistics on poverty/ How do you explain these differences?

and non-farm income?

How do you account fbr these differences?

5. How can you explain the variation of income in different geographic

regions of the United States2

1. What set of figures do you consider to be the most significant?

2. What figures surprised you the most? Mtg/

3. What figures seem most difficult to explain? Why/

4. How cau these figures be ueed to plan programs of action against

poverty?
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D. Using first person accounts to understand the plight of the poor.

Poverty is a personal thing:

Poverty is taking your children to the hospital and spending the whole
day waiting with no one even taking your name, and then coming back the
next, and the next, until they finally get around to you.

Poverty is hsving a landlady who is a public health nurse who turns off
the heat when she leaves for work in the morning awl turns it badk on at
six when dhe returns. It's being helpless to do anything about it beekuse
by the time the officials get around to it, she has turned the heat badk
on for the day and then it will be off the next

Poverty is having a child with glaucoma and watching that eye condition
grow worse every day, while the welftre officials send you to the private
agencies, and the private agencies send you back to the welfare, and When
you ask the welfare officials to refer you to this special hospital, they
say they can't - and then when you say it is prejudice because you are a
Negro, they deny it flatly and they shout at you: "Name one white child
we have referred there." When you name twenty-five, they sit down, and
they shut up, and they finally refer you, but it is too late.

(Source: House Committee on Education and Labor. April 12, 1965. Quoted
in Problems in American History, Cox, libberna, Nassif, Wiley & Sons 19690

qpestions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What problems are described by the speaker?

2. What factors have contributed to this condition?

3. According to the speaker, are poor people treated as people or as
problems? Explain.

II

Thursday, February 13. I couldn't get up this morning. The house vas so
cold that I came out of bed at 7:15. I heated same water. I leave the
oven light up all night because the heater gave.up. I fixed sone oatmeal,
eggs and same Ovaltine for the girls. I had some coffee. I clean the
house. The baby was sleeping. Later on, the inspector came. They were
supposed to come to every apartment and look at all violations. They
knock at the door and adked if anything had been fixed. I thihk even the
inspectors are afraid of this slum conditions that's why they didn't dare
to come inside. I don't blame them. They don't want to take a rat or any
bug to their houses, or get dirty in this filthy houses.

We had for dinner dhicken sdth rice, soup and salad. The girls has cake.
After they ate they did their homewotk and vadh the dishes. At 8:30 I
went downstairs to a meeting we had. We discuss about Why there is no
beat. We agreed to give $10 to fix the toiler for the oil. A man is
coming to fix it. I came upstairs and had some coffee and a little later
on everybody vent to bed. I hope everybody gtve the $10 so we have some
heat soon,

Friday, February 14. I didn't write this about Friday in my took until
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Poverty is having a landlady who is a public health nurse who turns off
the heat when dhe leaves for work in the morning and turns it badk on at
six When she returns. It's being helpless to do anything about it because
by the time the officials get around to it, she has turned the heat badk
on for the day and then it will be off the next

Poverty is having a child with glaucoma and watching that eye condition
grow worse every day, while the welfare officials send you to the private
agencies, and the private agencies send you back to the welfare, and When
you ask the welfare officials to refer you to this special horpital, they
say they can't - and then When you say it is prejudice because you are a
Negro, they deny it flatly and they Shout at you: "Name one white child
we have referred there." When you name twenty-five, they sit down, and
they shut up, and they finally refer you, but it is too late.

(Source: House Committee on Education and Labor. April 12, 1965. Qi.loted

in Problems in American History, Cox, Noberna, Nassif, Wiley &Sons 1969.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What problems are described by the npeaker?

2. What factors have contributed to this condition.?

3. Agcording to the speaker, are poor imople treated as people or as
problems? Explain.

II

Thursday, February 13. I couldn't get up this morning. The house was so
cold that I came out of bed. at 7:15. I heated same water. I leave the
oven light up all night because the beater gave.up. I fixed some oatmeal,
eggs and some Ovaltine for the girls. I had same coffee. I clean the
house. The baby was sleeping. Later on, the inspector came. They were
supposed to come to every apartment and look at all violations. They
knodk at the door and adked if anything had been fixed. I think even the
inspectors are afraid of this slum conditions that's why they didn't dare
to come inside. I don't blame them. They don't want to take a rat or agy
bug to their houses, or get dirty in this filthy houses.

We had for dinner chicken with rice, soup and salad. The girls has cake.
Atter they ate they did their homework and wadh the dishes. At 8:30 I
went downstairs to a meeting we had. We discuss about why there is no
heat. We agreed to give $10 to fix the boiler for the oil. A man is
coming to fix it. I came upstairs and bad some coffee and a little later
on everybody went to bed. I hope everybody give the $10 so we have same

heat soon.

Friday, February 14. I didn't write this about Friday in my bodk until
this Saturday morning, because Friday night I sick and so cold I go to
Bed and could not write in the book. But this about Friday. I got up
at five awl light the oven and put some water to heat. At seven I
called the two oldest girls for school. I didn't send the little one,
because she was coughing too much and with a running nose. I gave some
baby aspirin and put some vick in her nose and chest and I gave some hot
tea. I leaved. her in bed.
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It was so cold in here that I didn't vent to do nothing in the house.
I fixed some soup for lunch and read for a while in the kitchen and after
a while I vent out and cleaned the hallway. I didn't mop because there was
no hot vater, but at least the hallway looked a little clean.

Later on I fixed dinner I vas not feeling good. / had a headadhe and my
throat hurt. I hope I do not catach a cold. I hope some day God help lie
and all this experience I had be restare with a very living and happiness.
It is really hard to believe that this happens here in New York and richest
city in the vorld. Bat such is Harlem and hope. Is this the way to live.
I rather go to the Mbon in the next trip.

(Fram "Diary of a Rent Striker," Francis Sugrue, in The lievYork Herald
Tribune, February 16, 1964. p. 28.)

Qestions for 72.12x and Discavery

1. What are the najor problems described?

2. Why might these conditions lead to a rent strike Would it be justified?

3. How would these erperiences shape the writers attitudes toward her
future in Spanish HarleaR

4. How does poverty shape the life of the poor?

Questions for small sroup discussion

1. What are the social consequences of poverty?

2. Why are the poor treated in the manner they relate?

Follaw-up Activity

Students can interview a minority group family in New York to find out
what special problems minority groups encounter in employment, housing,
etc. How do they view the problem? How should it be solved?

III

Weldh, W. Vas This town, amaller than Princeton, and deeper in the
mountains', has an uncertain future.

There is a, bit of prosperity right now. Store sales, newspaper advertising
and practically all other small-town indexes of economic activity are
rising here about as fast as in the rest of the nation.

Imbedded in Welch and the surrounding area of Mc Dwell County, however,
are the age-old poverty and unemployment of people back in the
mountains.

Automation of the coal nines has provided highly paid jobs to a limited
nunber, but no new industry has come in. Weldh amd the vhole county
depend solely on coal. Uhemployment is dawn fromthe 1960 rate of 25 per
cent, but it still is 12 per cent of the'work farce.

A new house vas built in Welch five years ago, and it vas sudh an unurual
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It is really hard to believe that this happens here in New York and richest
city in the vorld. But such is Harlem and hope. Is this the may to live.
I rather go to the Mbon in the next trip.

(From "Diary of a Rent Striker," Francis Sugrue, in The New York Herald
Tribune, February 16, 1964. p. 28.)

Questions fbr Iigyim and Discovery

1. What are the major problems described?

2. Why night these conditions lead to a rent strike? Would it be justified?

3. How would these experiences shape the writers attitudes toward her
future in Spanish Harlena

4 How does poverty shape the life of the poor?

Questions fbr small group discussion

1. What are the social consequences of poverty?

2. Why are the poor treated in the manner they relate?

FoLlow-up Activity

Students can interview a minority group family in New York to find out
vhat special problems minority groups encounter in employnent, housing,
etc. How do they view the problena How should it be solved?

III

Weldh, W. Va. This town, smaller than Princeton, and deeper in the
mountains', has an uncertain future.

There is a bit of prosperity right now. Store sales, newspaper advertising
and practically all other small-tovn indexes of economic activity are
rising here about as fast as in the rest of the nation.

Imbedded in Welch and the surrounding area of McDowell County, however,
are the age-old poverty and unemployment of people badk in the
mountains.

Automation of the coal mines has provided highly paid jobs to a limited
nuMber, but no new industry has come in. Welch and the Whole county
depend solely on coal. Unemployment is down from the 1960 rate of 25 per
cent, but it still is 12 per cent of the vork force.

A new house vas built in Welch five years ago, and it was sudh an unusual
event that it vas front-page nem. Since then, no more than fOur or
five homes have been put up.

"What ve need and could support is amall industry, sudh as a plant that
builds simple components for a big company," said Roland L. Taylor,
editor and publisher of "The Welch Daily News." "If they ever get the
road program started, it may be possible to bring in sonething like that.

"But, after all, vhy mould a company want to settle here vhen they are
getting offers from ridh little towns all over the Southa We harve
almost no flat land, no interstate highways, very little in the may of a
sewerage system for industry. People talk about recreation up here.
There's only one stream in the county where the fish him not died off
because of mine pollution."
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Mr. Taylor was asked whether the Appalachian development programs havehelped Weldh. "Nbt a thing has been changed," he replied. "When theOffice of Economic Opportunity came in 1964, two ministers and / got aprogrwn started. The first year we got a grant of $940,000, thelargest single rural grant up to then.

"We set up community centers all over the county. Wbmen were to learncooking, dietetics, hygiene, sewing, and better handling of money.Professional home economists came to teach. We bad welfare counseling -advising poor families how to get along.

"We spent 3 million dollars in four years, and I can't teal you of a singlesolitary thing it accomplished. We have paid a lot of staff members,local people, to accomplish very.little. If women wanted to learn, theywould have done so without the program. A few women have lewned a fewthings, but that's all.

"The Head Start progrwn for preschool children is different," Mr. Taylorwent on. "It has been a big success. Some of these children bad neverseen a, boOk, or even a paved sidewalk, until they got into the Head Startprogram.

"We have a fine vocational school here. McDowell County established itin 1942, and it has been solely a county project ever since."

Mr. Taylor told how he and others in the Economic Opportunity effOrt con-centrated at one time on Bottom Creek as a special project.

A community of hovels next to a credk bed, Bottom Creek was, and is, oneof the worst pockets of poverty and unemployment in the nation. A. batteryof projects was focused on the hamlet, with the hope that they would liftliving standards and change the people.

"I'd say the results were nil," Mt. Taylor said. "Maybe some of the youngpeople have been helped a little. The older generation is hopeless.

"Ny personal opinion is that a majority of our unemployed are like that. Wehave a labor shortage along with high unemployment. The mines are beggingfOr help. But everything in the mines today requires dkill, and the un-employed here are unskilled. There are training programs fbr them, butthey aren't going to try to learn any skills.

"An unemployed father can get the equivalent of $300 a, month in welfarewad food stamps. They are supposed to take jobs when any are availdble,but they somehow manage to avoid it. They have a. pain or an adhe or someother reason why they can't work.

"Welch is not going to grow. In 60 years, the coal around here will bemined out. That's what the coal companies estimate. Then the town willdie."

(From U. News and World Report. July 29, 1968. trol. LXV. NO. 5.Pp. 52 and 53.)

Spestions for Inquiry and Discovery
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Professional home economists came to teach. We had welfare counselimg -
advising poor families how to get along.

"We spent 3 million dcllars in four years, and I can't tell you of a single
solitary thing it accomplished. We have paid a lot of staff members,
loco/ people, to accomplish very-little. If women wanted to learn, they
would have done so without ne program. A few women have learned a few
things, but that's all.

"The Head Start program for preschool children is different," Mr. Taylor
went on. "It has been a big success. Sone of these children had never
seen a took, or even a paved sidewalk, until they got into the Head Start
program.

"We have a fine vocational school here. McDowell County established it
in 1942, and it has been solely a county project ever since."

W. Taylor told how he and others in the Economic Opportunity effbrt con-
centrated at one time on Bottom Creak as a special project.

A community of hovels next to a creek bed, Bottom Creek was, and is, one
of the worst pockets of poverty and unemployment in the nation. A battery
of projects was focused on the hamlet, with the hope that they would lift
living standards and change the people.

"I'd say the results were nil," Mr. Taylor said. "Maybe some of the young
people have been helped a little. The older generation is hopeless,

"My personal opinion is that a majority of our uneaployed are like that. We
have a labor shortage along with high unemployment. The nines are begging
for help. But everything in the mines today requires skill, and the un-
employed here are unskilled. There are training programs for them, but
they aren't going to try to learn agy skills.

"An unemployed father can get the equivalent of $300 a month in welfare
and food stamps. They are supposed to take jdbs when agy are available,
but they somehow manage to avoid it. They have a pain or an ache or some
other reason why they can't work.

"Welch is not going to grow. In 60 years, the coal arcmnd here will be
mined out. That's what the coal companies estimate. Then the town will
die."

(From U.S.__News and World Rerort. July 29, 1968. Vol. LXV. No. 5.
pp, 52 and 53.)

guestions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What was the major cause of poverty for the people in Welch?

2, How does it differ from the first two accounts? How are they similar?

3. Which would be most difficult to eliminate? Why?

4, Which is more oppressive? Why/

241
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E. Using pictures and cartoons to understand the problems of hunger inthe United States.
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(New York Times 2/29/69)
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A Cawood (Ky.) womais with Iwo of km children.

New York Times



Caywqmil wawa with Iw of bob ebilitims.

New York' Times

UNBLOCK IN WASHINGTON POST

KNOCK! KNOCK, Hunger at home
right hem in the United Oates
comes as shocidng news to many
Americans. U. S. farmers produce
more than enough food for our mune
by, but the supply does not al-
ways reach those who need it.
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.e.sti.s for tnquir and. Discovery

1. What are some of the reasons Why hunger exists in the United

States,

2. What effect does hunger have on the lives of the poor?

3. What is the cartoonist saying about hunger in the United States?

Questions for small group discussion

1. How do the conditions under vhich these people live (migrant

workers, Indians, etc.) affect their opportunity to escape

from poverty?

2. Row can you reconcile these pictures with the affluence in our

society?

3. How are these people affected socially? Politically? Culturally?

4. How can we wipe out hunger in the United States?

Follow-up activities

1. How effective has the Federal Food Stamp Program been in dealing

with hunger in America?

2, What suggestions have been made to wipe out hunger in the U.S.?

Students can investigate the Nixon proposals and the suggestions

of the 1969 congressional hearings.

*3. Teachers can show the CBS News film Hunger in America. (Carousel
Films, New York City - Color or black and White.) This film

deals with the social, economic and medical problems related

to hunger among the Indiars, rural white, Blacks and Mexican -

Americans.



Questions for small. FOUR discussion

I. How do the conditions under Which these people live (migrant
workers, Indians, etc.) affect their opportunity to escape
from poverty?

2. How can you reconcile these pictures with the affluence in our
society?

3. How are these people affected socially? Politically? Culturally?

4. How can we wipe out hunger in the United States?

Follow-up activities

L. How effective has the Federal Food Stamp Program been in dealing
with hunger in America?

2. What suggestions here been made to wipe out hunger in the U.S.?
Students can investigate the Nixon proposals and. the suggestions
of the 1969 congressional hearings.

Teachers can show the CBS News film Hunger in America. (Carousel
Films, New York City - Color or black and White.) This film
deals with the social, economic and medical problems related
to hunger among the Indians, rural white, Blacks and Mexican -
Americans.

*3

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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Questions for Inguirt and Discovery

1. What areas of the United States have the greatest concentration
of hunger in the United States?

2. What factors might account for this?

7,

3. How can we account for the fact that there are few pockets
of hunger in the far west?

&cations for Brow) discussion

1. What effect does the concentration cf hunger in the south and
southwest have on the local economies? On movements to the
cities? On national politics?

2. How do rural poverty and =ban poverty differ?

3. tely is it that so few of us are aware of the other America?

Follow-2. activity

Students can compare the major
following regional statistics:

areas of hunger with some of the
education level
per pupil expenditures on education
minimum wage rates
assistance programs
racial discrimination

The interrelationship between these factors can be used to under-
score some of the problems leading to hunger and poverty.

G. Using a newspaper article to show the relationship between poverty
and health

Hunger in South Carolina

Down a dirt road Dr. Gatch paused at the decaying stoop of a
family named Kinnard.. Silert children with skinny legs sat list-
lessly on floors and beds. Fifteend.people lived in the shack,
Dr. Gatch said, and. there was no privy.

He went directly to a young woman who was holding a crying seven-
month-old. baby girl....He remarked how the baby's hair had thinned,
how the hairline had. receded about an inch, and how the hair color
had. changed from black to dirty gray....

He took the infant girl from the mother's arms and placed her on
a sofa. The baby kept her matchstick legs drawn up and raised. her
arms until the tiny hands were bent close to her head. Then she
stopped. crying....He said. the baby's diet was so deficient in iron
that her hemoglobin count was half of what it should be.

The baby's mother had been out of work since December. Dr. Gatch
said the infant was now getting some baby formula food. It would
probably live, he said, but he feared it had suffered irreversible
damage through growth retardation of bones and. brain cells.

"There's just no excuse for rickets in this country," complained.
Dr. Gatch as he drove to another shack, hunting this time a Whole
family that he claimed were rachitica mother and five children.

The victims had. gotten some relief and were now on a proper diet,
Tv. InJes4 1.-



1. What effect does the concentrationcf hunger in the south amd
southwest bare on the local economies? On movements to tbe

cities? On national Ix:attics?

2. How do rural poverty and urban poverty differ?

3. Why is it that so few of us are aware of the other America?

Follow-m activity

Students can compare the major
following regional statistics:

areas of hunger with some of the

education level
per pupil expenditures on education
minimum wage rates
assistance programs
racial discrimination

The interrelationship between these factors can be used. to under-

score some of the problems leading to hunger and. poverty.

G. Using a newspaper article to show the relationship between poverty

and. health

Hunger in South Carolina

Down a dirt road. Dr. Gatch paused ate the decaying stoop of a

family named Kinnard. Si let children with skinny legs sat list-

lessly on floors and beds. Fifteenpeople lived in the shack,

Dr. Gatch said, and there was no privy.

He went directly to a young woman who was holding a crying seven-

month-old baby girl....He remarked how the baby's hair had thinned.,

how the hairline had receded about an inch, and how the hair color

had. changed from black to arty gray....

He took the infant girl from the mother's arms and. placed her on

a sofa. The baby kept her matchstick legs drawn up and. raised her
arms until the tiny hands were bent close to her head. Then she

stopped crying....He said the baby's diet was so deficient in iron

that her hemoglobin count was half of what it should be.

The baby's mother had. been out of work since December. Dr. Gatch

said the infant was now getting some baby formula food. It would

probably live, he said, but he feared it had suffered irreversible

damage through growth retardation of bones and brain cells.

"There's just no excuse for rickets in this country," complained

Dr. Gatch as he drove to another shack, hunting this time a whole

family that he claimed were rachitic--a mother and. five children.

The victims had. gotten some relief and were now on a proper diet,

Dr. Gatch said. All had misshapen legs. The mother, who seemed
stout and cheerful, was very bowlegged; her children were either

bowlegged or knock-kneed. Dr. Gatch commented. that the legs

of the three older children seemed. to have straightened. somewhat,

but the twisted, spindly legs of the two youngest remained. badly

deformed.

Milk is the main source of vitamin D, Dr. Gatch noted, and the

family might never have been blighted with rickets if fortified

milk had been available to them.

(Source: N.Y.Timest 1969.)

Z51
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Questions for Inquiry and. Discavery

1. What is rickets?

2. What causes rickets?

3. What causes ill-formed bone structures?
4. Row could the problems described in this article have beenprevented?

5. What health precautions should be taken?

Questions for Discussion

1. Should government have the responsibility to provide minimumhealth and food. standards for all Americans? Why?

2. Should the elimination of poverty take priority over otterprogram? What do you recommend?
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Hugh Haynie in The Louisville Courier-Journal

Distributed by the Los An s Times SYNDICATE

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade level
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Questions for Inquiry and. Discovery
1. What problems can be explained by: the presence of a rat,a broken window, the child's clothing, his physical appearance,his facial expression?

2. Why is he looking out of the window?

3. What does he expect to find?

4. What is the relationship between the toy rocket he is hold.ingand. the title of the cartoon?

5. Is the title, "American Know-How" a good title? Why or why not?
6. What other title would. you suggest? Why?

I. Using excerpts from The Economic Report of the President toUnderstand the vicious cycle of poverty

PoVerty breeds poverty. A poor individual or family has a highprobability of staying poor. low incomes carry with them high risksof illness; limitations on mobility; limited access to education,information, and. training. Poor parents camnot give their childrenthe opportunities for better health and education needed to improvetheir lot. Lack of motivation, hopes and incentive is more subtlebut no less powerful barrier than lack of financial means. Thus,the cruel legacy of poverty is passed. from parents to children.

Escape from poverty is not easy for American children raised infamilies accustomed. to living on relief. A recent sample studyof AFDC recipients found that more than 40 percent of the parentswere themselves raised. in homes where public assistance had beenreceived. It is difficult for children to find. end. follow avenuesleading out of poverty in environments where education is deprecatedand. hope is smothered. This is particularl.y true when discriminationappears as an insurmountable barrier. Education may be seen as awaste of time if even the well-trained, are forced to acczlpt meniallabor because of their color or nationality.

The Michigan study shows how inadequate education is perpetuated.from generation to generation. Of the families identified as poorin that study, 64 percent were headed. by a person who had had lessthan an eighth grade education. Of these, in turn, 67 percent hadfathers who had. also gone no further than eighth grade in school.Among the children of these poor families who had. finished school,314. percent had. not gone beyond the eight grade; this figure compareswith 14 percent for all families. Fewer than 1 in 2 children ofpoor 'families had graduated. from high school compared to almost2 out of 3 for all families.

(Economic Report of the President, 1964,
Council of Economic Advisers.
Washington, D. O.
United States Government Etinting Office,1964, EV. 69 and 70.)

4
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4. What is the relationship between the toy rocket he is holding
and the title of the cartoonl

5. Is the title, "American Know-Haw" a good title? Why or why not?

6. What other title would you suggest? Why?

I. Using excerpts from The Economic Report of the President to
Understand the vicious cycle of poveity

PoVerty breeds poverty. A poor individual or family has a high
probability of staying poor. row incomes carry with them high risks

of illness; limitations on mobility; limited access to education,

information, and training. Poor parents cannot give their children
the opportunities for better health and education needed to improve
their lot. Lack of motivation, hope, and. incentive is more subtle

but no less powerful barrier than lack of financial means. Thus,
the cruel legacy of poverty is passed from parents to children.

Escape from poverty is not easy for American children raised in

families accustomed to living on relief. A recent sample study

of AFDC recipients found that more than 40 percent of the parents

were themselves raised. in homes where public assistance had been

received.. It is difficult for children to find, and follow avenues
leading out of poverty in environments where education is deprecated
and, hope is smothered. This is particularly true when discrimination
appears as an insurmountable barrier. Education ma%y be seen as a

waste of time if even the well-trained are forced. to accept menial

labor because of their color or nationality.

The Michigan study shows how inadequate education is perpetuated
from generation to generation. Of the families identified as poor
in that study, 64 percent were headed by a person who had. had less

than an eighth grade education. Of these, in turn, 67 percent had.

fathers who had. a1so gone no further than eighth grade in school.

Among the children of these poor families who had. finished school,
34 percent had. not gone beyond the eighthgrade; this figure compares
with 14 percent for all families. Fewer than 1 in 2 children of
poor 'families had. graduated. from high school covered to almost

2 out of 3 for all families.

(Econogs Report of the President, 1964,
Council of Economic Advisers.
Washington, D. C.
United States Government Printing Office,
1964, pp. 69 and 70.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What do the authors mean by the statement that "poverty breeds
poverty"?

2. What evidence is given to support this statement?

3. Should the poor bear the rall responsibility

poverty? Why or why not?

4. Should. the poor have the full responsibility
their awn poverty? Why or why ?

k5C

for their own

for overcoming
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Followwup activities

1. Have students interview neighborhood. people to survey grandm

parents, parents and children as to health, nobility, education

and training. Statistical evidence can be used to support

or dispute the conclusions of the article dbave.

** 2. Students can debate the question: "Should the eradication of

poverty be a private or public responsibility?"

J. Using a presidential address to learn about the origins and philosophy

of the War on Poverty Program.

.I have called for a national war on poverty. Our objective:

total victory,

There are millions of Americans -- one-fifth of our people -- who

have not shared in the dbundance which has been granted to most of

us, and on whom the gates of opportunity have baen closed.

What does this poverty mean to those Who endure it?

It means a daily struggle to secure the necessities for even a

meager existance. It means that the dbundance, 'Ate comforts, the

opportunities they see all around them are beyoud. their grasp.

Worst of all, it means hopelessness for the young.

The young man or womalwho grows up without a decent education, in

a broken home, in a hostile and squalid environment, in ill health

or in the face of racial injustice -- that young man CT woman is

often trapped in to, life of poverty

He does not have the skills demanded by complex society. He does

not know how to acquiz e those skills. He faces a mounting sense

of despair which drains initiatiire and ambition and. energy.

....But we must also strike down all the barriers which keep many

from using those exits.

The war on poverty is not a struggle simply to support people, to

make them dependent on the generosity of others.

It is a struggle to give people a chance.

It is an effort to allow them to develop and use their capacities,

as we have been allowed to develope and use ours, so that they can

share, as others share, in the promise of this Nation.

We do this, first of all, because it is right that we should.

...We do it also because helping some will increase the prosperity

of all.

Our fight against poverty will be an investment in the most valuable

of our resources -- the skills and. strengths of our people.

And. in the future, as in the past, this investment will return its

cost many fold to our entire economy.

II. -+-1------tivirmsuLiaainainas of 10 million among the poor
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J. USing a presidential address to learn about the origins and. philosophy

of the War on Poverty Program.

....I have called for a national war on poverty. Our objective:

total victory.

There are millions of Americans -- one-fifth of our people -- who

have not shared in the abundance which has been granted to most of

us, and, on whom the gates of opportunity have been closed.

What does this poverty mean to those who endure it?

It means a daily struggle to secure the necessities fdr even a

meager existance. It means that the abundance, the comforts, the

opportunities they see all around them are beyond their grasp.

Worst of all, it means hopelessness for the young.

The young man or womm who grows up without a decent education, in

a broken home, in a hostile and squalid environment, in ill health

or in the face of racial injustice -- that young man or woman is

often trapped in a life of' poverty

He does not have the skills demanded by complex society. He does

not know how to acquire those skills. He faces a mounting sense

of despair which irains initiatiVe and ambition and. energy.

...But we must also strike down all the barriers which keep many

from using those exits.

The war on poverty is not a struggle simply to support people, to

make them dapendent on the generosity of others.

It is a struggle to give people a chance.

It is an effort to allay them to develop and use their capacities,

as we have been allayed to develope and. use ours, so tbat they can

share, as others share, in the promise of this Nation.

We do this, first of all, because it is right that we should.

We do it also because helping some will increase tbe prosperity

of all.

Our fight against poverty will be an investment in the most valuable

of our resources -- the slulls and strengths of our people.

And in the fUture, as in the past, this investment mill return its

cost many fold to our entire economy.

If we can raise the annual earnings of 10 million among the poor

by only $1,000 we will have.added $14 billion a year to our national

output. In addition we can make important reductions in public

assistance payments which now cost us $4 billion a year, and in

the large costs of fighting crime and delinquenay, disease and

hunger.

**Recommended for Students Adhieving Above Grade Level
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This is only pert of the story.

Our history has proved, that each time we broaden the base ofabundance, giving more people the chance to produce and consume,we create new industry, higher production, increased earnings,and better income for all.

Giving new opportunity to those who have little will enrich thelives of all the rest.

Because it is right, because it is wise, and. because, for the firsttime in our history, it is possible to conquer poverty, I submit,for the consideration of the Congress and the country, the EconomicOpportunity Act of 1964.

....And this program is muCh more than a beginning.

Rather it is a commitment. It is a total commitment by thisPresident, and this Congress, and this Nation, to pursue victoryover the most ancient of mankind's enemies.

On many historic occasions the President has requewted tram Congressthe authority to move against forces vbich were endangering thewell-being of our country.

This is such an occasion

(Adapted from "President Johnson's Message
on Poverty," in The Wtr On Poverty, TheEconomic Opportunity Act of 1964. 88th Congress,ga session, Document No. 86.
United States Government Printing Office. 1964.Pp. 1-6. March 16, 1964.)

Questions for Inguiry and Discovery

1. What is the most serious effect of poverty on the growth anddevelopment of our nation?

2. What effect vill the poverty program have on the nation's economy,according to President Johnson?

3. What did:President Johnson propose to min the wer on. poverty?

4 What role does President Johnson feel the government shouldplay in the war on poverty?

5. Haw does President Nixon propose to meet the dhallenge of"poverty in America?"

Questions for Discussion

1. Do you feel that President Johnson's program attacks the causesand effects of poverty as previously discussed?

2. Haw does poverty effect those Americans who axe not poor?
3. What is the program for the 70's?

Follaw7up activities



Because it is right, because it is wise, and because, for the first
time in our history, it is possible to conquer poverty, I submit,
for the consideration of the Congress and. the country, the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964..

....And. this program is much more than a beginning.

Rather it is a commitment. It is a total comnitment by this
President, and. this Congress, and. this Nation, to pursue victory
over the most ancient of mankind's enemies.

On many historic occasions the President has requested. from Congress
the authority to move against forces which were endangering the
well-being of our country.

This is such an occasion

(Adapted. from "President Johnson's Message
on Poverty," in The War On Poverty, The
Economic Opportunity Act of 1964. 88th Congress,
78. session, Document No. a:
United States Government Printing Office, 19611.
Pp. 1-6. March 16, 19614.)

Questions for I.E.Wa and. Discovery

1. What is the most serious effect of poverty on the growth and
development of our nation?

2. What effect will the poverty program have on the nation's economy,
according to President Johnson?

3. What did President Johnson propose to win the war on poverty?

4. What role does President Johnson feel the government should
p3.ay in the war on poverty?

5. How does President Nixon propose to meet the challenge of
"poverty in America?"

Questions for Discussion

1. Do you feel that President Johnson's program attacks the causes
and effects of poverty as previously discussed?

2. How does poverty effect those Americans who are not poor?

3. What is the program for the 70's?

Follow-up activities

1. Have students read the Economic Opportunity Act to see how
Congress followed up the President's "war on poverty° message.
What changes were made? Why/ What is the statum today?
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2. Students can survey the implicationsof this law on the local

a. A panel can discuss the pros and. cons of community control
of a local poverty agency.

b. A member of the comunity poverty agency can be invited to
speak to the class about the role they are playing in the
war on poverty.

c. Students can get field experience by being encouraged to
volunteer th9ir help in community action programs.

K. Using pictures to understand the role of the job corps in the
war on poverty

Ways out of poverty. Left and Job Corpsmen study auto mechanics and welding Center, Women learn upholstering.
nma
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(notos from A Look At The War On 1)m:sty
Julius F. Rothman

Anima() American Fed.erationist, November 1967)
Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What types of skills are being taught?

2. What is the relationship between skills and employability? Income?



e. Students can get field experience by being encouraged to
volunteer their help in cormunity action programs.

K. Using pictures to understand the role of the job corps in the
war on poverty

Ways out of poverty. Left and right: Job Corpsmen study auto mechanics and welding. Center: Women learn upholstering.
56- YZ

-
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(Photos from A Look At The War On Poverty
Julius F. Rothman

AFL-CIO American Fed.erationist, November 1967)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What types of skills are being taught?

2. What is tbe relationship between skills and employability? Income?

3. What is the role of the job corps in tbe war on poverty?

Questions fOr Discussion

1. What role do you see for unions in such a program? industry?

government?
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Follow-up activities

1. Students can investigate local poverGy programs and oraluatethem in terms of:

. What are its goals?

. How important are these goals?

. What are the costs?

- Are the purposes important enough to justify the costs?
- Is there abetter way of dealing with the prdblem?

2. Students can research and. report on proposed programs to dealwith poverty in the United States.

a. Model Cities Program

b. Headstart

c. Vista

d. Jdb Corps

e. Mampower Development and. Training Act
f. Teacher Corps

g. A. Phillip Randolph Budget

h. Riot Commission

i. Rent Subsidies

is National Minimum Wage Laws

k. Community Action Programs

1. Neighborhood. Youth Corps

*L. Using a newspaper article to know about the role of priwate industry
in the war on. poverty.

Teachers can rewrite printed material to meet the reading levelneeds of their students and thus derive full benefit from available
printed materials. An example follows.

"Washington. --The stone-cold image of the private businessmanmaybe fading.



- What are the costs?

- Are the purposes important enaugh to justify the costs?

- Is there abetter way of dealing with the problena

2. Students can research and report on proposed programs to deal
with poverty in the United States.

a. Model Cities Program

b. Headstart

C. Vista

d. Job Corps

e. Manpower Developmeni, and Training Act

f. Teacher Corps

g. A. Phillip Randolph Budget

h. Riot Cammission

i. Rent Subsidies

j. National Minimum Wage Lams

k4 Community Action Programs

1. Neighborhood Youth Corps

*L. Using a newspaper article to know about the role of private industry
in the war =poverty.

Teachers can rewrite printed material to meet the reading level
needs of their students and thus derive full benefit from availdble
printed materials. An example follows.

"Washington. --The stone-cold image of the private businessman
maybe fading.

"The high-pressure executive in the gray flannel suit...(interested
only in) making more money, has all be disappeared in sone circles.
In his paace is emerging a new likeness: the business leader con-
cerned with the economic and social betterment of the poor.

"There have always been some businessmen devoting spare time to
worthy charities. But today, that trend is becoming widespread
=dwell organized....

*Recommended for Students.Achieving Below Grade Level
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"Symptoms (Signs) of the trend are everywhere"

"The Chamber of Commerce of the United States, under this headline
in its newspaper: 'Your role in poverty war,' urged businessmen
to order its pamphlet, 'The Role of the Businessman in Reducing
Poverty.' It sells for $2.

"The National Association of Manufacturers in New York is conducting
seminars (study groups) for business leaders from all over the
country in au effort to involve them in private anti-paverty projects.
The Chamber of Commerce is doing much the same thing in some 13
selected communities....

"M r . (Donaa.) Cook (President of the American Electric Power Company)
saiya that business leaders must 'break the artificial barriers
(unnatural obstaclee) that have separated the purely business values
from the purely social and htiman values.'

"Instances of businessmen Who are visibly (noticeably breaking down
these barriers are multiplying.

"In Chicago, for example, the Yellow Cab Company worked. up a training
program to offset a shortage of cab drivers in that city. Since the
program began in 1962, 1,700 have graduated and now are driving cabs.

"A. restaurant association in the same city instituted (started) a
course in food preparation for poor people.

"The Shell Oil Company worked up a service-station-attendant program.

"An astonishing number of people placed in jobs as a result of
such programs--came off the relief (government assistance)--mostly
mothers receiving Aid to Dependent Children payments.

"One private business started a school to train key-punch operators.
They trained women who were on relief (government assistance) mostly
mothers receiving Aid to Dependent Children payments.

"Cut of 111 graduates who had neier worked before, 53 have jObs and
are holding on to them. The private training group gets paid only
fOr those graduates who are able to hold jobs.

"Nhtional Cash Register is developing a program to help train poor
and deprived peopleand then get them Jas.

"This is just a sappling of stories reimate.d in countless ways--all
across the country.

"4More and more businessmen are interested in program to help the
poor,' explains one New York businessman who is devoti (giving)
full time to recruitins (enlisting the services of ) other business.
men for a private, antipoverty woject. 'I talk to people every
day who want to get involved.'...
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seminars (study groups) fOr business leaders from all over the

country in au effort to involve them in private anti-poverty projects.

The Chatber of Commerce is doing much the same thing in some 13

selected conmunities

"WO

"Mr. (Donald) Cook (President of the American Electric Power Company)

says that business leaders must rbreak the artificial barriers

(unnatural obstacles) that have separated the purely business values

from the purely social and human values.'

"Instances of businessmen who ere visibly (noticeab4 breaking down

these barriers are multiplying.

"In Chicago, fOr examples the Yellow Cab Company worked. up a training

program to offset a shortage of cab drivers in that city. Since the

program began in 1962, 1,700 have graftated and now are driving cabs.

"A restaurant association in the same city instituted (started) a

course in food preparation for poor pearle.

"The Shell Oil Company worked. up a service-station-attendant program.

"An astonishing number of people placed in jobs as a result of

such programscame off the relief (government assistance)--mostly

mothers receiving Aid. to Dependent Children payments.

"One private business started a school to train key-punch operators.

They trained women who were on relief (government assistance) mostly

mothers receiving Aid to Dependent Children payments.

"Out of 111 graduate.' Who had never worked. before, 53 have jdbs and

are holding on to ttem. The private training group gets paid only

for those gradustvis who are able to hold jcbs.

"National Cash Register is developing a program to help train poor

and deprived peopleand then get them jobs.

"This is just a sampling of stories repeated in countless waysall

across the country.

"'More and more businessmen are interested in programs to help the

poor,' explains one New York businessman who is devoting (giving)

full time to recruiting (enlisting the services of) other business.

men for a private, antipoverty project. 'I talk to people every

day who wamt to get involved.'...

"Already, it is estimated that businessmen are giving time worth

about $5 billion a year to voluntary charitable endeavors (efforts).

spokesman for the National Industrial Conference Board says

that businessmen have doUbled their nonprofit activity in five years.

Some top executives spend up to 80 percent of their time on good

works, partially (in part) on long-standing good-will programs and

partial:17(ln pert) on efforts to combat poverty....

"Experts pcdnt out that if industries in this country provided 2

percent more jobs than they now do, unemployment couid be wiped out
overnightassuming (providing) workers had the necessary skills.
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"Experience with the 'war on poverty' over the past two years
indicates that the most pressing need is basic training fbr Jas....."Business groups like the National Associat n of

Manufacturers and
the Chamber of Commerce figure that if resources could be tapped
(opened up)

adequately, this country would be well on the roadto
removing from poverty all except those whO are disabled or aged.

(Source: William C. Selover, "The Other War onPOVerty." The Christian Science MonitorlDecember 28, 1966.)

Questions for IaggEE and Discovery
1. What activities are carried on by American

business to fight
poverty in. the United States?

2. What effect nan these
programs have in the total fight against

poverty?

3. Why is bmsiness concerned with the problem of the poor?
Questions for Discussion

1. What are the advantages of involving
industry in the war on

poverty? Are there any
disadvantages?

2. Should the war on poverty be the major
responsibility ofindustry? Labor unions? Government? The poor?

Follow-up activity

Show how the fbllowing
organizations illustrate how the privete

sector of the economy has undertaken the fight against poverty:

Newlbrk Urban Coalition

Economic Development Council

New York Biblic Development Corporation
Bedfbrd Stuyvesant Development and

Services Corporation
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M. Ueing graphs to learn Eibout the relationship between welfare andunemployment.
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PARAD0110 Although unemployment (left) has been
decreasing in New Task City, welfare rolls (*Id)
have risen. One factor is the large number of els&
dren-about 00 yes cent of the total redgfats
In welfare families.

(Source: New York Timm 1969.)

Questions for Inguiry and Discovery

1. What has been the unemployment trend for New York City since1958?

2. What has been the trend for the number of people receivingwelfare in New York City during the sane period?

3 . What relationship, if any, is there between employment and.the welfare rolls in New York City?

4. Why can it be said. that creating jobs alone cannot solve theproblem of poverty in New Yozk City?

,Follow-up, Activity

Using a newspaper column to understand. the problems of ourwelfare system.
New York. To understand the depth of disillustionment with ourpresent welfare system, you mist know such key facts about it
as :

Q. What's wrong with today's welfare system?
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In welfare families.

(Source: New York Times, 1969.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What has been the unemployment trend for New Ybrk City since
1958?

2. What has been the trend for the nuMber of people receiving
welfare in New York City during the same period?

3. What relationship, if may, is there between employment and
the welfare rolls in New York City/

4. Why can it be said that creating jobs alone cannot solve the
prOblem of Poverty in New York City?

F011oiw-s) Activity

Uting a newspaper column to understand the problems of our
welfare system.
Nemr York. To understand the depth of disillustionment with our
present welfare system, you must know Buell key facts about it

as:

Q. What's wrong with today's welfexe system?

A. What's wrong is that it doesn't work. It covers only about
8 m1Titon Americans now living below the $3,300 poverty
lewel established by the federal government for a family
of four and costs $8 million a year to do only this.

It is, in the words of Joseph C. Wilson, chairman of
Xerox Corp. and also of Gov. Rockefeller's 12-man
committee on pablic welfare, "demeaning, inefficient,
inadequate and has ma many disincentives built into it
that it encourages continaed dependency."
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It is loaded with degradations and humiliations, undermineshuman dignity and importance. Its rules are often so con-flicting that they discourage people who want to workfrom doing so and deprive children of the motivation tobreak away from a recurring aycle of relief.

Q. How did. this come about?

A. Welfare was created duringrthe depression 1930s aa a temporarymeasure. As it has evolved in the decades following, it hasbecame a, hodge-podge of 50 separate programs with eadh statedetermining its own level of payments, each working out itsown eligibility standards, eadh deciding whether or not toaccept federal funds available for public assistance. Onthis last point: 22 states do not accept all of the federalfunds available fOr assistance purposes.

Q. Who are the 30 letTion below the poverty line?

A. First, they are 15% of our populaGion and a sickening one-fourth of all our children. More than half are in fact,under 18. Approximately 80% of the children on welfare livein hames without fathers; among them are one of every 10white children but six of every 10 non-white children.

Q What about the 8 million on relief?

A. The vast majority are either too young, too old, too sickor too disabled to be self-supporting. Mbre specifically,more than 2,000,000, mostly women, are 65 or over; morethan 700,000 are total4 blind or disabled; almost 4,ocksomare children whose parents cannot support them; about 1,100,000are their mothers; about 10^,C00 are their physically ormentally incapacitated fathers. Only about 60,000 are able-bodied men.

Q. What does this profile of our welfare population say?

A. It shouts "lie" to those who claim that those or welfare axe"loalers" who won't work. Most do not work tacause theycannot. This alone, argues the Rockefeller Committee, meansthat our present welfare system needs drastic and immediatereform. At the very least, the committee urges these majorchanges; the aged, blind and disablediwto constitute one-third of welfare rolls, should be transferred to SocialSecurity; day care facilities should be substantially expandedto enable welfare mothers to work, if they can; incentivesto work should be liberalized to spur those who can work todo so.

Q. What are the drawbagks to workingl

A. Here's just one. Under our welfare system, those on welfarehave lost one dollar in benefits for every dollar they haveearned at work, a 100% tax! This has meant that the highestincome tax paid in the U.S. has been mid by
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A. Welfare vas created during the depression 1930s as a temporary
measure. As it has evolved in the decades following, it has
become a hodge-podge of 50 separate programs with eadh state
determining its own level of pay: eats, eadh working out its
own eligibility standards, each deciding whether or not to
accept federal fUnds available fOr pane asaistance. On
this last point: 22 states do not accept all of the federal
funds available for assistance purposes.

Q. Who are the 30 maillon below the poverty line?

A. First, they are 15% of our population and a sickening one-
fourth of all our children. Mbre than half are in fact,
under 18. ANroximately 80% of the children on welfare live
in homes without fathers; among them are one of every 10
white children brut six of every 10 non-white children.

Q. What about the 8 million on relief?

A. The vast majority are either too young, too old, too sick
or too disabled to be self-supporting. More specifically,
more than 2,000,000, mostly women, are 65 or over; more
than 700,000 are totally blind or disabled; almost 4,000.')0
are children whose parents cannot support them; about lq JC,000
are their mothers; about 100,000 are their physical4c,.
mentally incapacitated fathers. Only about 60,000 are Le-
bodied men.

Q. What does this profile of our welfare population say?

A. It shouts "lie" to those who claim that those on welfare are
"loafers" who won't work. Most do not work because they
cannot. This alone, argues the Rockefeller Committee, means
that our present welfare system needi drastic and immediate
reform. At the very least, the committee urges these major
changes; the aged, blind and disatled,who constitute one-
third of welfare rolls, should be transferred to Social
Security; day care facilities should be mibstantially expanded
to enable welfare mothers to work, if they can; incenttves
to woek should Ile liberalized to spur those who can work to
do so.

What are the draWbacks to working?Q.

A. Here's just one. Under our welfare system, those on welfare
have lost one dollar in benefits fOr every dollar they have
earned at work, a 100% tax: This bas meant that the highest
income tax paid in the U.S. has been paid by mothers or
fathers who qualify for relief under the "Aid to Families
with Dependent Children" program. There has been same modest
liberalizing of this ru1fe this year, but the change is only
a starter. In practice, disincenttves to woek still are
an integral part of our welfare system.

Won't reform of the system be sufficient?

A. No. What is needed is a new approach to poverty to replace
our present cruel, archaic, costly, inefficient system of
welfare payments.

(Source: Sylvia Porter, New York Post 1969.)
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Questions for Inquiry awl Discovery

1. What are the major draWbacks to our current welfare systena

2. What effect will the increase in job opportunities have on the

total welfare picture? Why?

3. Haw does our current system foster growth of the welfare rolls?

4. What other problems wee czeated by our welfare structure?

What changes does the author propose?

Questions for Discussion

1. Why have we witnessed a decline in poverty and an increase in welfare

expenditures?

2. Why have some argued that the welfare system is not an effective

means of helping the poor? Are they justified?

N. Using a Presidential address to learn about new approaches to the

poverty problem.

NIXON ASKS OVERHAUL OF WELFARE, WITH WORK OR TRAINING REQUIRED

I propose that the Federal Government build a fbundation under the

income or every American family with dependent dhildren that cannot

care fOr itself - wherever in America that family may live.

For a family of four now on welfare, with no outside income, the

basic Federal paynent would be $1,600 a year. States could add to

that anount and most would do so. In no case would anyone's present

level of benefits be lowered. At the same time, this foundation would

be one on which the family itself could build. Cmtside earnings would

be encouraged, not discouraged. The new worker could keep the first

$60 a month of outside earnings with no reduction in his benefits, and

beyond that the uenefits mould be reduced by only 50 cents for eadh

dollar earned.

By the same tdken, a family head already employed at low wages could

get family assistance supplement: those who work would no longer

be discrininated against. A family of five in which the father earns

$2,000 a year - which is the hard fact of life for many families -

would get family assistance payments of $1,260 for a total income of

$3,260. A family of seven
earning $3,000 a year would have its income

raised to $4,360.

Thus, fOr the first time, the Government would recognize that it hes

no less of an obligation to the working poor than to the nonmrking

poor; and fOr the first time, benefits would be scaled in such a way

that it mould always pay to work:.

With sudh incentives, most recipients who can work:will want to work.

This is part of the Anerican character.

But what of the others - those who can work: bmt choose not to?

4 .21 wiser"? SOMIlle.



3. How does our current system foster growth of the welfare rolls?

4. What other problems are created by our welfare structure?

5. What changes does the author propose?

Questions fOr Disaussion

1. Why have we witnessed a decline in poverty and an increase in welfare
expenditures?

2. Why have Some argue that the welfare system is not an effective
means of helping the poor? Are they justified?

N. Using a Presidential address to learn about new approaches to the
poverty problem.

NIXON ASKS OVERHAUL OF WELFARE, WISH WORK OR TRAINING REQUIRED

I propose that the Federal Government build a foundation under the
income of every American with dependent children that cannot
care for itself - wherevv. America that Dolly may live.

For a family of four _ww on welfare, with no outside income, the
tesic Federal payment would be $1,600 a year. States could add to
that amount and most would do so. In no case would anyone's present
level of benefits be lowered. At the same time, this foundation would
te one on which the family itself could build. Outside earnings would
te encourage, not discouraged. The new worker could keep the first
$60 a month of outside earnings with no reduction in his benefits, and
beyond that the benefits would be reduced by only 50 cents for each
dollar earned.

By the same token, a family head already employed at low wages could
get family assistance supplement: those who work would no longer
be discriminated against. A family of five in which the father earns
$2,000 a year - which is the hard fact of life for maw families -
would get family assistance payments of $1,260 for a total income of
$3,260. A family of seven earning $3,000 a year would have its ineome
raised to $4,360.

Thus, fOr the first time, the Government would recognize that it has
no less of an dbligation to the working poor than to the nonworking
poor; and fbr the first time, benefits would be scalei in such a way
that it would always pay to work.

With such incentives, most recipients who can work will want to work.
This is part of the American character.

But what of the others - those who can work but choose not to?

The answer is very simple.

Under this proposal, everyone who accepts benefits must also accept
work or training provided suitable jobs are available either locally
or at some distance if transportation is provided. The only ex-
ceptions would be those unable to work, and mothers of preschool
children, however, would have the opportunity to work - because / am
also proposing along with this a major expansion of day-care centers to
make it possible for mothers to take jobs by which they can support
themselves and their children.
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This national floor under incomes for working or dependent families isnot a "guaranteed income." Under the guaranteed income proposal,
everyone would, be assured a minimum income, regardless of how much he wascapable of earning, regardless of what his need was, regardless ofwhether or not he was willing to work.

During the Presidential campaign last year I offered such a plan. Ioppose it now, and will continue to oppose it. A guaranteed income
would undermine the incentive to work: the famay assiztance plan in-,creased the incentive to work. A guaranteed inecme eatablidhes a rightwithout responsibilities: family assistance recognizes a need and
establishes a responsibility. It provides help to those in need, wadin turn requires that those who receive help work to the extent oftheir capabilities. There is no reason why one person should be taxedso that another can choose to live idly.

In states that now have benefit levels above the Federal floor, family
assistance would help ease the states' financial burdens. But in 20states - those in wh1Ch poverty is most widespread - the new Federal
floor would be above present average benefit levels, and would mean aleap upward for many thousands of families that cannot care forthemselves.

The Effect of Earnings On Aid for Family of 4

Following are figures reflec4.4.ng the effect of earnings on welfarebenefits for a family of. rs with benefits ending at the level of$3,920 in earnings:

FAMILY OF FOUR
BEBEF/T SCHEDULE

EARNED
TOTALniCOME BENEFIT INCOME

0 1600 1600720 1600 23201000 1460 24601500 1210 27102000 960 29602500 710 32103000 460 34603500 210 37103920 IPS le

3920

(Source: New York Times 819/69)

Questions for lama and Discovery

1. What floor does President Nixon place on earnings?

2. Whet incentives are built in for working to earn additional incomml

3. What proviminna sows wmAm *Amw AA. s__ A- .



whether or not he was willing to work.

rmring the Presidential campaign last year I offered such a plan. I
oppose it now, and will centinue to oppose it. A guaranteed income
mould underwine the incentive to work: the family assistance plan in-
creased the incentive to work. A guaranteed income establlahes a right
without responsibilities: family assistance vecognizes a need ami
establishes a responsitdlity. It provides help to those in need, and
in turn requires that those who recetve help work to the extent of
their capabilities. There is no reason why. one person shoull be taxed
so that aanther can choose to live idly.

In states that now have benefit levels above the Federal floor, family
assistance would help ease the states' financial burdens. But in 20
states - those in which poverty is most widespread - the new Federal
floor would be above present average benefit levels) and would mean a
leap upward for many thousands of families that cannot care for
themselves.

The Effect of Earnings On AidforFai.of4

Following are figmres reflecting the effect of earnings on welfare
benefits for a family of four, with benefits ending at the level of
$3,920 in earnings:

rum OF FOUR
BENEFIT SC1DEDULE

EARNED
INCOME BENEFIT

TOTAL
INCOME

0 1600 1600
720 1600 2320

1000 1460 2460
1500 1210 2710
2000 960 2960
2500 710 3210
3000 460 3460
3500 210 3710
3920 3920

(Source: New York Times 8/909)

questions for and Discovery

1. Whe floor does President Nixon place on earnings?

2. What incenttves are built in for working to earn additional income?

3. What provisions are made for those who do not work/

4. What is the purpose of this program?

gpestions for Discussion

1. Why might this program help in the %sr on poverty?

2. Why hdve same people critized President Nixons proposals?

3. Why did President axon reject the guaranteed income proposal?
Do you feel his reasoning is sound? Would you favor it?
Why or why not?

4. How does the Nixon approadh differ from the Johnson approadh to
the war on poverty?
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Follow-up Activities

Have students compare the three programs saggested below as to

1) cost and who will pay it
2) benefit to the poor
3) incenttves
4) role of government
5) desirability

155

A. Negattve income tax

B. Gcaranteed income

C. Family allowance

*2. Use the cartoon below to develop an understanding of the Niman Program
and its impact on poverty.

90.1tkom for Imam and Discovery

1, What does the tear shed by the Etesident represent?

2. What effect will it have in the fftmcket"?

3. Do you think the cartoonist agrees with the President's plan? How
can you tell? Do you think he's justified?

4. Howmight the plan be inproved?

5. What problems would it solve? What problems might it create?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.



4) role of government
5) desirability

A. Negative income tax

B. GI:Aranteed income

C. Family allowance

*2. Use the cartoon below to develop an understanding of the Nixon Frogram
and its impact on poverty.

cpestions fbr Inquiry and Discovery

1. What does the tear shed by the President represent?

2. What effect will it have in the "bucket"?

3. Do you think the cartoonist wives with the President's plan? How
can you tell? Do you think he's justified?

4. Hcmrnight the plan be impraved?

5. What problems mould it solve? What problems night it create?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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II. WHAT IS THE ROLE OF LABOR IN THE UNITED STATES?

EmPhases: Labor unions have had an important impact on the growth
and development of the American economy.

job security has become a major goal of unions due to the
accelerated pace of automation.

The role of strikes has expanded into new areas and has
come under closer scrutiny.

Note: Teachers may wish to place greater emphasis on the role of
insurance (section c4, a3 of the course outline) for students
achieving below grade level.

A. Uting au illustration to understand how wages are determined.

1. loamt is the minimum, wage au employer can afford to pay an
emplayee?

2. What effect does a mialimmi wage law have on the wage
employees will actuellypse

3. What factors push wages higher? Discuss each.

4. What factors push wages lower? Discuss eadh.

5. Why ia Uncle Sam holding the scale?

questions for Discussion
=IMMO&

1. Do you think the scales are actually balanced in our economy?
Which side hag RPOWitgno wft4g4.442 1111...as



Job security has become a major goal of unions due to the
accelerated pace of automation.

The role of strikes has expanded into new areas and has
come under closer scrutiny.

Note: Teachers may wish to place greater emphasis on the role of
insurance (section c4, a3 of the course outline) for students
adhieving below grade level.

A. Using an illustration to understand how wages exe determined.

1. What is the minim= wage an employer can afford to pay an
employee?

2. What effect do6 a minimum wage law have on the wage
employees will actually pay?

3.... What factors push wages higher? Discuss eadh.

4. What factors push wages lower? Discuss each.

5. Why is Uncle Sam bolding the scale?

testions for Discussion

1. Do you thihk tbe scales are actually balanced in our economy?
Which side has greater weight? Why?

2. Shauld Uhcle Bombe responsible for maintaining a minimun wage
in our society?

3. Why can worker productivity place a ceiling on the wages he can
get?
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Follow-up Activity

Have students survey their neighborhood to determine the range of

wages for various activities. The raw data can then be analyzed
to determine why some jobs pay mare than others. A comparison

can be made to the chart below which students can update in

licht of their researdh.

Median omes by Occu ation 1

Occupation Income

Physicians $14,560

Lawyers 1u,590

Airplame Pilots 10,270

Economists 8,650

Electricians 5,950
Elementary School Teaahers 5,200

Store Cleeks 4,030

Janitors 2,860

Farm Laborers 1,080

(Source: U.S. Census 1960)

B. Using and interpreting a dhart to learn about the dhanging nature
our labor force.

EMPLOYE= BY MAJOR OCCUPATION GROUP, 1964,

AND PROJECTRD REQUIREMENTS, 1975

Major occupation group

Total Employment ........

1.16.ite-collar workers...

of

: Percent

1964 1975 : Change

:Number(in : Per- :No.nber in :Per- : 1964

: :cer

: 70.4 :100.0 :101.0 :100.0 : 42

31.1 : 44.2 : 48.8 : 48.3 : 57

Profesiional, technidal, :

and kindred workers.......:
Managers, officials, and :

proprietors, excnt farm..:
Clerical an! kindred

8.6

7.5

10.7
Sales workers.............: 4.5

2.B.Lue -collar workers... 25.5

Craftsmen, foremen, 64 :

kindred workers... ........:
Operatives and kindruuvorkers:
Laborers, except farm
and

3.Service workers... .......

12.2

10.6

15.2
6.3

36.3

940

12.9

3.6

9.3

4.Farmere and farm managers,:
laUrvbeasso arreA Pmemmen,

: 12.8

5.2

: 13.2

11-h 6.1

18.4

: 15.8

e: 10.6

: 16.7
: 5.8

: 34.0

: 12.8

6: 16.5

4.6

14.6

! 1.5

: 15.6 : 84

10.5 e: 41

16.5 : 56
: 29

33.7 : 33

12.7

16.3

4.6

14.4

1.5

: 42

6: 28

28

57

-20



Occ.roation 1

Occupation Income

Physicians $14,560

Lawyers 10,590

Airplane Pilots 10,270

Economists 8,650

Electricians 5,950
Elementary School Teachers 5,200

Store Clerks 4,030

Janitors 2,860

Farm Laborers 1,080

(Source: U.S. Census 1960)

B. Uting and interpreting a chart to
our labor force.

learn about the changing nature of

EMPLOYNENT BY MAJOR OCCUPATION GROUP, 1964,

AND PROJECTED REQUIREMENTS, 1975

Major occupation group

Total Employment

1964
:NUmber(in : Per-

: cent

: Percent

1975 : Change

:NUmber in :Per. : 1964

:(millions) :cent : 1975

70.11 :100.0 :101,0 :100.0 : 42

====== ====== =====

1.White -collar workers. 31.1

al WOO ===
: 44.2 : 48.8 : 48.3 : 57

Pófésiional, technical, :

and kindred workers. ......:
Managers, officials, and :

proprietors, except farm..:
Clerical and kindredworkers...:
Sales workers... OOOOO

2.Blue-collar workers.......:

Craftmen, foremen,li4 :

kindred workers....,:
Operatives and kindreu .workers:
Laborers, except farm

and mine .
3Service workers... ....... :

4Farmers and farm managers,:
laborers, and foremen.....:

8.6

7.5

10.7
4.5

25.5

12.9

3.6

9.3

4.4

12.2

10.6

15.2
6.3

36.3

: 5.2

: 13.2

: 6.3

4: 10.6

: 16.7

: 5.8

: 34.0

12.8

; 16.5

4: 4.6

4: 14.6

: 3.5

: 15.6 :

4: 10.5 4:

: 33.7 :

84

41

56
29

33

. 12.7 : 42

: 16.3 28

: 4.6 28

14.4 4: 57

: 3.5 : -20

(Sources: U.S. De t. of Labor P1 Association)
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guestions for 11...giz and Discovery

1. How many workers maybe required in 1975?

2. What is the percent of change?

3. What may happen to the nuMber of workers needed in each
occupation groupl

4. What may happen to the percent change in each occupation group?

5. If you had a choice of occupations fbr vbich to prepare, which
would you select? Why/

6. What other considerations should be taken into account?

Questions for Disaussion

1. Why has there been an increase in white collar workers in the
U.S.?

2. Why has there been an absolute decrease in the farming popula-
tion in this country/

3. How can the shift from a product production economy to a service
economy affect employment, education, our economy?

Folliciw Activity

A student committee can update the material above. Students and
teachers should be alert to the 1970 Census and the trends it
indicates.

C. Uting statistics to discover the economic effects of education.

PHICENTACE OF SIVENMIN-YEAR OWS OIMMA1V40 MOM HIGH SCHOOL
100%

90

72.0%-
80

59.0%
1-- %70

60
50.8

SO

40
29.0%

MO 1930 MO 1965

30

16.8%

1930

20

10

0
1870 MCO 19201910UNO 1890

(Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics)

guestions fbr ass= and Discoverr

1. What has been the'trend in education?

2. What effect does this have on the quality of workers in the
labor force?

as2.



Occupation

263

II

Average Income (1960)
Elem. or J.H.S. Graduate

Bricklayer 5100
Carpenter

4800
Mechanic

5000
PluMber

5700
Bus Driver

4400
Toolmaker

6700
Electrician 6100
Painter

4400
Trudk Driver

5200
Fireman

5300

(Source: 1960 Census)

Questions for lag= and Discovery

159

H.S, Graduate

6300

5700
5900
6700
5400
7300
6600
5100
5700
6100

14. What effect does increased education have on a worker'searning power?

2. Why doas education provide the opportunity for a greaterincome?

III

Lifetime Earnings and Education

Less than eight years of elementary sdhool. 189,000Eight years of elementary school... ......... 247,000One to three years of high school... ........ 284,000Four years of high school......
............. 341,000(me to three years of high school... ........ 394,000FOur years of college....................... 508,000Five or more years of college... ............ 587,000

(Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics)

Questions for REla and DiscoverY

1. What is the economic value of a high sdhool diploma over one'slifetime?

2, Mat effect does a college diploma have on one's lifetimeearning ability/

3. What is the relationship between education and income?

Follow-up Activities

1. Have students use the manpower reports of the BUreau of LaborStatistics to show the relationships between

*2.

a. Educational attainmentand job mobilityb. Educational attainment SDI job securityc. Educational attainment and economic growth.

Have WhIltiern4a



Mechanic 5000 5900
Pludber 5700 6700
Bus Drtver 4400 5400
Toolmaker 6700 7300
Electrician 6100 6600
Painter 4400 5100
Truck Driver 5200 5700
Fireman 5300 6100

(Source: 2269 Census)

questions for IREIEK and DiscoverY

10 Mat effect does increased education have on a worker's
earning power?

2. Why does education provide the opportunity for a greater
income?

III

Elletime Earnings and Educat ion

Less than eight years of elementary school. 189,000
Eight years of elementary school............42Ii7,000
One to three years of high school... 284,000
Four years of high school 341,000
One to three years of high school... mgt.... 394,000
Four years of college... ellooseedresodosossoodros 508,000
Five or more years of college... ........... 587,000

(Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What is the economic value of a high school diploma over one's
lifetime?

2. What effect does a college diraoma have on one's lifetime
earning ability?

3. What is the relationship beaween education and income?

Zoll.$21.2f-u Activities

1. Have students use the manpower reports of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics to show the relationships between

a. Educational attainment and job mobility
b. Educational attainment and job security
c. Educational attainment and economic growth.

*2. Have students write an article and translate Chart II or III into
a cartoon fbr the school newspaper on "Education and Earning Power."

*3. Invite the school vocational counselor or a speaker from the
New York State Employment Office to discuss the current and
future labor requirements in New York City.

*Recomnended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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D. Using a filmstrip to understand why unions developed.

Teachers can use the filmstrip &lad record - The Growth of the Labor
Movement, Part I, Guidance Associations, Harcourt, Brace and World,
Pleasantville, N. Y.

BefOre showing

1. Students should become familiar with some of the names and
terminology used in the filmstrip. Review the f011owing with
your Class:

AFL-CIO scabs
collective bargaining closed shop
contract industrial union
industrializatirm

After showing

Questions for Inpiry and Discovem

1. What conditions existed in industry that gave rise to labor unions?

2. What demands did early unions make fOr workers?

3. What kind of structure did Samuel Gompers establist for workers?

4. What methods were used by employers to thwart the development of
labor unions?

5. What vas the Federal government's attitude towsrd the development
of labor unions?

Questions for Discussion

1. How has industry's attitude toward labor changed since 1900? Why
has it changed?

2. 11°11Mo the attitude of government changed? Why has it changed?

3. Should workers have the right to join labor unions? JUstify
your answer.

4. Mhat role should unions play today?

This lesson suggests a good vehicle for Team Teaching.

Mbnday - Two classes combine to view the filmstrip The Growth of the
Labor Movement, Part I. They are given the above questions
before the shoving. After the showing, the large group is
sdbdivided into arou-on A. A. n_
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terminology used in the filmstrip. Review the following mith
your class:

AFL-CIO scabs
collective bargaining closed shop
contract industrial union
imiustrialization

After shaving

%motions far Inquiry and Discovery

1. What conditions existed in industry that gave rise to labor unions?

2. What demands did early unions make for wotkers?

3. What kind of structure did Samuel Gompers establish for markers?

4. What methods mere used by employers to thwart the development of
labor unions?

50 What was the Federal government's attitude toward the development
of labor unions?

Questions for Discussion

1. How has industry's attitude toward labor changed since 1900? Why
has it changed?

2. How has the attitude of government changed? Why has it changed?

3. Should workers have the right to join labor unions? Justify
your answer.

4. What role should unions play today?

This lesson suggests a good, vehicle for Team Teadhing.

Nbnday - Two classes combine to view the filmstrip The Gromth of the
labor Movement, Part I. They are given the above questions
before the showing. Atter the shaving, the large group is
subdivided into groups A, B, C.

Tuesday - Group A, Discusses questions.
Group B - Discusses questions.
Group C - Goes to the library to prepare a tape for Pert II

of the filmstrip. The filmArip and the projector
are given to the librarian.

Wdnesday - Group A - Goes to the library.
Group B - Discuss questions.
Group C - Discuss questions.

Thursday - Group A - Discuss questions.
Group B - Goes to the library.
Group C - Discuss questions.

Friday - The two classes view Part II of the filmstrip.
The class can listen to and discuss the three different tapes.
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Zoll.23.E.7-u Activity

1. Students can report on the role of some leaders in the labor union
movement.

What was their :41ilosophy?

Samuel Gompers
Eugene V. Des
William Green
John L. Lewis

How well did they succeed?

Walter Reuther
George Meamy
Sidney Hillman
David Dlibinsky

161

2. Have students survey a particular labor union to find out haw it was
organized, meMbership, leadership, policies, problems, affiliations.
Students caa be asked to indicate if they would join. How much
choice does a yorker have in joining or not joining a, union?

*3. Ute the record Th222Tiginal Talking Uhion and Other Union SonlE,
Folkway Recordi-M-505. May the following three songs:
"Talking Union," "Solidarity Forever," "The Uhion Maid."

4uestions,for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What reasons are given for joining the union in the song, "Talking
Union"?

2. What groups of people are being adked to support labor unions in
the song, "Union Maid"?

3. To what tune is "Solidarity Forever" tune Why vas this tune used?

*4. The pictures described below are from a free 64 page booklet en-
titled Signature of 450,000, Which is publidhed by the ILGWU. This
tooklet may be obtained upon request for class use or transparencies
can be made of relevant pictures.

The teacher may show the following pictures to the class and then
disauss their meaning.

1) Picture of girls in a sweatshop, p. 5.
-What would it be like to work in a factory like this?

2) Picture of sign, "If you don't come in Sunday, don't come in on
Monday," p. 7.
-The teadher may wish to play t le devil's Advocate and ask:
why shouldn't an employer be able to say this to his workers?

3) Two pictures of children working, pp. 13, 15.
-What do yau think this child yould say if he could talk?
-Why do you suppose this child isyorking?

5. Uting graphs and charts to learn about the size of labor unions in
the United States.

Union Membership

.1222. 1955 .1262.. 1266

15,000 17,749 18,117 19,181
22.0 24.4 23.3 22.7
31.5 33.2 31.4 28.0

TOTAL (Thousands)
Percent of labor force
Percent of non-agriculture

AFL-CIO (Thousands) 12,143 16,062 15,072 16,198
Independent & unaffiliated 2,600 1,688 3,045 2,983



Samuel Gompers
Eugene V. Debs
William Green
John L. Lewis

Walter Reuther
George Meany
Sidney Hillman
David DUbindky

2. Have students survey a particular labor union to find out how it was

organized, membership, leadership, policies, problems, affiliations.

Students can be adked to indicate if they would join. How much
choice does a worker have in joining or not joining a union?

*3. Use the record The Original Talking Union and Other uhissom,
Folkway Records FH 5285. Flay the fo IIñng three songs:
"Talking Union," "Solidarity Forever," "The Union Maid."

Questions,for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What reasons are given fbr joining the union in the song, "Talking

Union"?

2. What groups of people are being adked to support labor unions in

the song, "Union Maid"?

3. To what tune is "Solidarity Forever" sung? Why wea this tune used?

*4. The pictures described below are from a free 64 page booklet en-

titled Signature of 45ol0oo, which is published by the ILGWU. This

booklet may be obtained upon request for class use or transparencies

can be made of relevant pictures.

The teacher may show the following pictures to the class and then

discuss their meaning.

1) Ficture of girls in a sweatshop, p. 5.
=What would it be like to work in a factory like this?

2) Picture of sign, "If you don't cons in Sunday, don't came in on

Monday," pl. 7.

- The teadher may wish to plea,' the devil's Advocate and ask:

why Shouldn't an employer be able to say this to his workers?

3) Two pictures of children working, pp. 13, 15.
- What do yau think this child would say if he could talkl

-Why do you suppose this child is.working/

5. Using graphs and charts to learn about the size of labor unions in

the United States.

Union Medbership

1955 3796o 196619p

TOTAL (Thousands) 15,000 17,749 18,117 199181

Percent of labor force 22.0 24.4 23.3 22.7

Percent of non-agriculture 31.5 33.2 31.4 28.0

AFL-CIO (Thousands) 12,143 16,062 15,072 16,198

Independent & unaffiliated 2,600 1,688 3,045 2,983

(Source: Bureau Labor Statistics)

*Ricommended for Students Adhieving Below Grade Level
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What portion of our total labor force vas unionized in 1966?

(Source: National Industrial Conference Board, Inc.)

queLtions for IragEE aml Discovery

1. What types of occupations have the greatest degree of unionization?

2. Why do you find greater union membership among blue collar workers
than among white collar workers?



Distribution of Union Membership, 1966

Per Cent of Industry Employment
lin eri oos

ManufacturiDg ,,- ..

' :- .- -

TriosiiinstiontIqiiiimilt-
foods.Stvorogos. & Tobacco-.
foroNwo. twobOn

Wood. Popor
4itims-Ctiot -11
*fiiiijiviaiwnia 14.111677 .3411.;?.:...7.7?.........4

t-..-.. .:;s'....-

Clothing. Tositiht, & Wilier ::

ifilais II:0416-hiri ' '

NPOSINII, Clieskets, I _ .
;

(Source: National Industrial Conference BoardA Inc.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What types of occupations have the greatest degree of unionization?

2. Why do you find greater union membership among blue collar workers
than among white collar workers?

3. Why do more men than women join unions?

Individual proJect

A student can be assigned to update the material above to note
continuing or changing trends.
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Students can gather data by interviewing people who are metbers of unions.
Some students also belong to unions and can fill out the questionnaire
themselves. This data can be used by the class to understand:

1. The organization and structure of unions
2. The function of unions
3. Collective bargaining goals
4. The appraisal of unions by the public.

WESTIONNA/RE ABOUT LABOR UNIONS

1. Yau are a meMber of Local of the

2. Is this union affiliated with the AFL-CIO or is it independent?

3. The dues are _per Initiation fee is

4. Are there any special assessments? How mmah?
For what imrposes are they used?

5. About haw many menbers are there in your locaal In the national?

6. How often are nembership meetings held? Do you go?
About haw many members attend?

7. Who is the president of the local? Of the national?

8. Do your felLow members take an active part in the discussions at the
meetings, or do they merely listeml
In what other ways are you and yoweelM"a."--m---1---SMI--="owmembersactveeunon?

Does your union have social activities?

ft 1? It

?? ?? ??

It tt ft

" educational activities?

" health services?

" death benefits, perisions, etc.?

Any other special activities?

9. Has your union had any strikes in recent years?

How long For what purpose?

Was the strike zuccessillur Why or Why not?

10. Do you think that your union is run honestly?

When?

It it " " " democratically/

In What ways?

" has benefited its members?

AMINIIII11111MMUMNIOI A=MNIIIMNIM=OIMMMOMMINIOP11=1=11.0.111...M.....

Do you have any criticisms of your union?

2.91
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Follow-up Agtivities

1. Invite a representative of a local union to speak to class ou whatit neans to belong to a union. Time should be set aside for a ques-tion and answer period. Students should prepare questions such aa:What benefits do / get from joining a union? Row much voice willI have in union decisions and policies? What is the yearly costin dues?

*2. Shaw the film "Life Insurance - What It Is. What It Does."(Institute of Life Insurance, 277 Park Ave., New York, EY 10017.)

Before Yield%

Define the following terms:
Beneficiary Cash Surrender Value
Grace Period Premium
Dividends

During Viewing

What is neaut by eadh of the following:
Straight Life Group Life Insurance
Term Insurance Endawment

After Viewing

1. What is the benefit of each type of insurance plan?2. What are the major draWbacks to eadh plan?
3. What is the difference between regular term and decreasingterm insurance?

Teachers can obtain for class use the pamphlet "You end Your Family'sLife Insurance" and other pamphlets available from the Instituteof Life Insurance to clarify the different policies available andthe dollar value of eadh.
Teacher reference - "Life Insurance", Consumer Reports, January,February, March, 1967.

Followzm Activities

1. Studenta can write to the various local health groups for in-formation. A bulletin board display can be made of thematerials collected. Several students can ccapile a chartcomparing the services offered by eadh plan.

2. Role playing can be used to reinforce weviaus learning aswell as to develop an understanding of automdbile insurance.

Students can portray the following character:4: car saleaman,shower. bstrar .

4



in dues?

*2. Shaw the film "Life Insurance - What It Is. What It Does."
(Institute of Life Insurance, 277 Park Ave., New York, BY 10017.)

Before Viewing

Define the following terms:
Beneficiary Cash Surrender Value
Grace Period Premium
Dividends

During Viewing

What is meant by each of the following:
Straight Life Group Life Insurance
Term Insurance Endamnent

Alter Viewing

1. What is the benefit of each type of insurance plan?
2. What are the major drawbacks to each plan?
3. What is the difference between regular term and decreasing

term insurance?

Teachers can obtain for class use the porphlet "You and Your Family's
Life Insurance" and other pamthlets available from the Institute
of Life Insurance to clarify the different policies available and
the dollar value of each.
Teacher reference - "Life Insurance", Consumer Reports, January,
February, March, 1967.

Follow=up Activities

1. Students can write to the various local health groups for in-
formation. A bulletin board dislAay can be made of the
materials collected. Several students can compile a chart
comparing the services offered by eadh plan.

2. Role playing can be used to reinforce previous learning as
well as to develop an understanding of autombbile insurance.

Students can portray the following characters: car salesman,
shopper, bank officer, parent, insurance salesman.

1) Role playing the purdhase of a car should include a review of
how to be a vise consumer and the cautions of credit buying.

2) The playing with the insurance salesman can develop an under-
standing of the reasons for autamdbile insurance and the types
of coverage.

3) Role playing with the parent can develop an open-ended
portrayal of the pros and cons of teen-age car ownerdhip.

*Recommended fOr Students Achieving Belay Grade Level.
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F. Uting role playing to learn about colleCtive bargaining

Role playing can be used over a period of several days to
dramatize the procedures of collective bargaining and of
grievance machinery.

Assiga students to the following roles:

1. Union organizers
2. Shop stewards
3. Union Grievance Committee
4. Management Committee
5. Rank and file union members
6. Mediator
7. Reporters

3.65

A brief discussion of the functions of each group will clarigy therole of each student in the class.

Have the class carry out the following taaks:

1. Resolving a grievance, e.g., the length and frequency of coffeebreaks

2. Negotiating a contract - items to be negotiated by eadh side aswell as to be written in the form of a contract.

Hourly. Wage Rate
Present $2.25
Union proposal 2.60
Last company offer 2.35

Time and 1/2 afber 40 hours
Double time " " "
Time and 1/2 " " "

Paid Vaction and Siek Leave
Present 2 weeks/year. 5 days paid sick leave
Union li. " tt 10 tt It tt
Company 3 It it

5
it it tt It

Prospective layoffs in vlew of the coming of automation

1. Know that company plans technological changes using automa-
tion methods. Possible to reduce labor force 2000 or more
within next six months.

2. Union - seniority basis for retention
3 months severance pay to eadh employee with more
than two years service who is laid off

3. Company - Has not agreed to either. Maybe tdggest problemin way of compromise agreement.

3. The role of the labor mediator in collective bargaining.

Have reporters record each session for qui& reference when needed.Reporters interview members of various groups and publish daily 5

analyses of the proceedings.

Follow-up Activities

1. Have students indicate whom they really supported (outside theirrole playing).
Haw did the positionyou, were in affect your understanding and- 1



1. Union organizers
2. Shop stewards
3. Union Grievance Committee
4. Management Committee
5. Rank and file union weathers
6. Mediator

7. Reporters

A br:tef discussion of the functions of each group will clarify the
role of eadh student in the class.

Have the class carry out the fbllowing tadks:

1. Resolving a grievance, e.g., the length and frequency of coffee
breaks

2. Negotiating a contract - items to be negotiated. by eadh side as
well as to be written in the farm of a contract.

Hourly Wage Rate
Present $2.25
Union proposal 2,60
Last company offer 2.35

Time and 1/2 after 40 hours
DoUble time " " "

Time and 1/2 " " "

Paid Vaetion and Sick Leave
Present 2 weekqyear. 5 days paid sick leave
Union 4 " " 10 " "

it It

Company 3 It It 5 it it it it

Prospective layoffs in view of the coming of automation

1. Know that company plans technological changes using automa-
tion methods. POssible to reduce labor force 2000 or more
within next six months.

2. Union - seniority basis for retention
3 months severance pay to each employee with more
than two years service who is laid off

3. Company - Has not agreed to either. May be biggest problem
in way of compromise agreement.

3. The role of the labor mediator in collective bargaining.

Have reporters record eadh session for quidk reference when needed.
Reporters interview members of various groups and publidh daily
anayses of the proceedings.

Follow-up Activities

1. Have students indicate whom they really supported (outside their

role playing).
Haw did the position you were in affect your understanding and
evaluation of the situation?

2. Have students write a sample contract that includes all items
agreed to in negotiations. Atter this is done, a comparison can
he made with an actual contract (i.e. UFT) to see the areas of
similarity and difference. The teadher raises the following
questions:

2E5
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The teacher raises the following questions:

a. What relevant economic issues were raised during the exercise?
b. Why was it in everyone's interest to adhieve a resoluticml
c. Which goals were most desirable for eadh group from an

economic point of view?
d. How did this exercise differ from reality?

3. Dee the sound filmstrip The Growth of the Labor Mcmment Part II,
Harcourt, Brace and Wbrld, Inc. to see and hear the views of a
union representative, management and a mediator on the collective
bargaining process.

Questions for ImAzt and Discovery

1. What is the role of the union negotiators during labor-management
negotiations? Management? Mediator?

2. What is the atmosphere around the bargaining table as the strike
deadline approaches?

3. What is ldbor's view on the role a prospective strike has on
. the bargaining process? Managemeat's view/

4. What alternatives are there to strikes?

*4. To reinforce previous learnings, play tic-tac-toe. Instead, of
using x's and o's, let x = 1, powers of labor unions, and o =
powers of management. The students can fill in the following
diagram, marking an "M" or "L" and listing the specific power.

L: Strike



3. Use the sound filmstrip The Growth of vhe Labor bbvuent Part II,
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc. to see and hear the views of a
union representative, management and a mediator on the :ollective
bargaining process.

ikuestions for 1129E and. Llsca.crm

1. What is the role of the uniou :lgotiators during labor-management
negotiations? Management?

2. What is the atmosphere around the bargaining table as the strike
deadline approaches?

3. What is labor's view on the role a prospective strike has on
. the bargaining process? Management's view?

4. What alternattves are there to strikes?

*4. To reinforce previous learnings, play tic-tac-toe. Instead of
using x.'s and o's, let x = 1, powers of labor unions, and o = m,
powers of management. The students can fill in the following
diagram, narking an 'Tr or "I? and listing the specific power.

L: Strike

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level

2E7
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G. Uting a cartoon to understand the effects of a strike on cmr economy.

Wide World Photos

NON-PROFIT ENTERPRISE

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1, What effect does a strike have on the worker?

2. What effect does a strike have on an emplgyerl

3. How are the public and government affected by a strike?

4. Why is this cartoon called Non-Profit Enterprise?
Is this a good title? Mr

Questions for Small Orovo Discussions

1. Samuel Gompers summarized the goals of labor When he clid they
wanted "More:" ShoUld this be the goal of labor unions?

2. Should unions play other roles in our econour

3. What issues are worth striking for?

Follow-up Activities

1. Students use their questionnaires to analyze a ease study of a
strike --

a. What were the issues?
b. What pressures were used by the union? by management?
c. Was the strike :ustified?
d. What do you think of the outcome?

2. Teacher uses Strike in the Springboards Series by Postal Press Inc.
for an analysis of why the Pullman strike occurred.

2.9
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Questions for aggrx and Discovery
1. Why is Mr. Gordon opposed to unions?
2. Why is bis son Steve in favor of the union cause?
3. Why did violence occur? Who started the riot?
4. Who suffered because of the strike?
5. Should workers strike? Defend yuur answer.

3. The fbllowing chart indicates the time lost due to strikes:
TIME LOST IN STEMS 1935-1964

Nutber Strikes
Wbrkers Involved

of Working
Ptriod (Annual Average) (Annual Average in Thousands) Time Lost

1130
0.27

1286
.16

2940
.61

2540
.31

1620
.29

1466
.15

1230
.16

941
.13

1640
.18

1550
.16

1740
.17Source - U.S. Department

of Labor

sagamt for
REWLEtclpiscovery,

1. Wbat has been the trend for time lost due to strikes since 1935?2. What has been the trend since 1960?
3. Does this chart show that there have been too many s1rlIrme°1

1935-39 2862

1940.44
3754

1945-50 4210

1951.55 4540

1956.60 3602

1961
3210

1962
3612

1963
3362

1964
3655

1965
3963

1966
4010



4. Who suffered because of the strike?

5. Should workers strike? Defend your answer.

3. The following chart indicates the time lost due to strikes:

TIME LOST IN MIKES 1935-1964

Nutber Strikes Workers Involved % of Working
Period Annual Average). (Annual Average)Am Thousands) Time Lost

1130 0.27

1286 .16

2940 .61

2540 .31

1620 .29

1466 .15

1230 .16

941 .13

1640 .18

1550 .16

1740 .17

Source - U.S. Department of Labor

%mations for Rig= and Discovery

1. What has been the trend fbr time lost due to strikes since 1935?

2. What has been the trend since 1960/

3. Does this chart shaw that there have been too many strikes?

4. What criteria would :you use to judge?

4. Students may examine their values by resolving these questions:

- -Should all workers have an equal and unlimited right to strike?
- -Should limits be placed on some worker's right to strike?

Have students place the letter of an occupation at that point of the
continuum that best corresponds to the degree to whirl he thinks each
group's right to strike should be listed. Students Should be prepared
to justify their choices.

1935-39 2862

1940-44 3754

1945-50 4210

1951-55 . 4540

1956-60 3602

1961 3210

1962 3612

1963 3362

1964 3655

1965 3963

1966 4010

3CO



Absolute and
unlinited

1

Absolutely no
right to strike

2 3 fk 1 5
The following groups of workers night then be presented; students mightplace each group at some appropriate place on the continuum. After allgroups have been placed, class sentiment might be polled and reasonsexplored.

a.

b.
C.

d.
e.

f.

g1
h.
i.

j.
k.
ii

public school teadhers
police officers
soldiers

commercial pilots
workers in a tay factory
dairy farmers
radio-TV announcers
gas station attendants
physicians
toll collectors
auto manufacturers
badk tellers

m. private school teachers
n. astronauts
o. baseball players
p. bus drivers
q. workers in a defense plant
r. workers in a clothing factory
s. grave-diggers
t. telephone operators
u. firemen
v. stevedores
w. secretaries and office workers
x. postmen

Atter discussing the degree to which each group "should." have theright to strike, students might investigate the degree to Whidh thatright is recognized in, American life today. Other students might invest-igate methods for the amelioration of grievances by those groups towhom they would deny the right to strike.

4.a. A. panel can be set up to discuss the following questions:

Should strikes in the steel industry be outlawed?
Should. compulsory arbitration be requred for all government employees?

301
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5. The grape pickers' strike can be used as a case study of a striketo gain collective bargaining rights. Have students read thefollowing ,New Ybrk Times School Supplement account of the strike.

By DICK MEISTER
SAN FRANCISCO

California's vineyard workers
always have been better off than
most farm workers. Their gen-
erally prevailing base wage of
$1.50 an hour is higher than
most, for instance, and, on some
days, individuals can make two
or even three times as much
through piece rates that provide
bonusesgenerally 15 cents to
25 cents for every box of
grapes picked. Growers repeat-
edly point to these wages and
the fact that vineyard workers
are less migratory than most,
and note that they have injury
insurance and are covered by
state housing, safety and sani-
tation regulations and, in some
cases, by minimum-wage laws.

Yet the vineyard workers also
average far less on a yearly
basis than the $3,000 poverty-
level figure (somewhere between
$2,000 and $2,300, according todnion figures) are lucky to find
more than six months of work
in any year, and are rare in-
deed if they can afford to keep
their children from joining them
in the vineyards. Overtime pay,
paid holidays, vacations, sick
leaves, pensions and unemploy-
ment-insurance benefits gener-
ally are denied them . . . and
those few laws that are supposed
to provide them some rudiment&
ry protections are but laxly en-
forced. Practically nothing is
guaranteed them; they can be
fired at any time. for any reason.

In brief, says a strike leader:
"The work is back-breaking, it
is temporary, and it still leaves
us almost at the bottom, stand-
ing ahead only of even more
destitute farm workers in other
states."

Now at least some of the vine-
yard workers want union bar-
gaining rightsthe weapon that
has been dangled before them
for so long as the only way to- -2 ...

,g
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SAN FRANCISCO
California's vineyard workers

always have been better off than
most farm workers. Their en .
erally prevailing base wage of
$1.50 an hour is higher than
most, for instance, and, on .some
days, individuals can make two
or even three times as much
through piece rates that provide
bonusesgenerally 15 cents to
25 cents for every box of
grapes picked. Growers repeat-
edly point to these wages and
the fact that vineyard workers
are less migratory than most,
and note that they have injury
insurance and are covered by
state housing, safety and sani-
tation regulations and, in some
cases, by minimum-wage laws.

Yet the vineyard workers also
average far less on a yearly
basis than the $3,000 poverty-
level figure (somewhere between
$2,000 and $2,300, according to
inion figures) are lucky to find
more than six months of work
in any year, and are rare in-
deed if they can afford to keep
their children from joining them
in the vineyards. Overtime pay,
paid holidays, vacations, sick
leaves, pensions and unemploy-
ment-insurance benefits gener-
ally are denied them . . . and
those few laws that are supposed
to provide them some ruditnenta-
ry protections are but laxly en-
forced. Practically nothing is
guaranteed them; they can be
fired at any time. for any reason.

In brief, says a strike leader
"The work is back-breaking, it
is temporary, and it still leaves
us almost at the bottom, stand-
ing ahead only of even more
destitute farm workers in other
states."

Now at least some of the vine-
yard workers want union bar-
gaining rightsthe weapon that
has been dangled before them
for so long as the only way to
give them a voice in their own
destinies. But here, too, the law
has ignored them. Under the
National Labor Relations Act,
most industrial employers must
bargain collectively with their
workers if a majority of the
workers prove they want to bar-
gain, and then must sign a con-
tract with the workers' union.
But farm employers have man-
aged, thanks in part to a power-
ful lobby, to remain exempt from
the law since it was enacted in
1935.

That, in essence, is why the
pickets are in front of the super-
markets. If the law will not
make grape growers bargain,
the pickets and their supporters
hope they can, by shutting off
sales of the growers' produce.

Behind the Grape Boycott I

3C3

(Source: New York Times)
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Questions for laguirx and Discovery

1. Why do the workers want to join a union?

2. Why do the growers feel there is no need to unionize?

3. What setbacks are the grape pickers using to overcome the obstaclesto unionization?

4. Is the strike justified? Why?

5. Are strikes for reasons other than unionization justified? Underwhat circumstances?

Follow-lip Activity

**1. Students can be given the opportunity to devise a labor policy foragriculture based on the following:

a. Last Nay the Nixon Administration proposed establishment of animdependent farm labor relations board, and also that the right
to organize be given to farm workers. Nixon's proposal wouldlimit the right of farm workers to strike and boycott. If youhad the choice of accepting both provisions or neither, which
course would you follow?

b. Cesar Chavez, leader of the National Farm Workers Association,
is insisting that any contract dramn up between farm workers
and growers provide for compulsory union membership of allworkers. This provision - the closed shop - is fOrbidden to
industrial workers under the Taft-Hartley Act, which does not
cover agricultural workers. Growers and some workers oppose
thiA provision, stressing the worker's right to work without
having to join a union. What justification might be behind theunion's and the growers' positions? WhiCh position is mostvalid for conditions in agricultural employment?

After considering all the foregoing, devise a labor policy foragriculture. Consider as many of the following elements aspossible. You may wiah to add others.

c. Rights of Employers

1) The right to seek injunctions in court to stop a strike orboycott
2) The right to commission an advertising agency to present the

employer's view to the public
3) The right to hire and fire airy worker without giving justificationto a union
4) The right to break strikes by bringing in other workers - calledscabs by union men

171

Rights of Workers

1 The right to organize and bargain collecttvely
2 The right to compulsory union membership of all workers
3 The right to pidket the place of employrent and places of

business selling the employer's products
4) The right to _ed aei da mbn ahnillA U^1^...,... 4.- A.1..-A- -



4. Is the strike justified? Why?

5. Are strikes for reasons other than unionization justified? Under
what circumstances?

Follow-up Activity

**1. Students can be given the opportunity to devise a labor policy for
agriaulture based on the following:

a. Last Mhy the Nixon Administration proposed establishment of an
independent farm labor relations boarl, and also that the right
to organize be given to farm workers. Nixon's proposal would
limit the right of farm workers to strike and. boycott. If you
had the dhoice of accepting both provisions or neither, which
course would you follow?

b. Cesar Chavez, leader of the National Farm Workers Association,
is insisting that agy contract drawn up between farm workers
and growers provide for compulsory union meMbership of all
workers. This provision - the closed shop - is forbidden to
industrial workers under the Taft-Hartley Act, which does not
cover agricultural workers. Growers and some workers oppose
thip provision, stressing the worker's right to work without
having to join a union. What justification might be behind the
union's and the growers' positions? Which position is most
valid for conditions in agricultural employment?

After considering all the fOregoing, devise a labor policy for
agriculture. Consider as maAy of the f011owing elements as
possible. You row wish to add others.

c. Rights of Employers

1) The right to seek injunctions in court to stop a strike or
boycott

2) The right to commission an advertising agenay to present the
employer's view to the public

3) The right to hire and fire any worker without giving justification
to a union

4) The right to break strikes by bringing in oiher workers - called
scabs by union men

Rights of Workers

1) The right to organize and bargain collectively
2) The right to compulsory union membership of all workers
3) The rigbt to picket the place of emplament and places of

business selling the employer's products

5

IThe right to decide who should belong to their union
The right to boycott the employer's products

i

6 The right to a minimum hourly wage
7 The right to door-to-door wages, including travel tine
8 Guarantee of a minimum number of days of work

**Recommended for Students Achieving Above arade Level
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gpestions for Discussion

1. Do most people feel public employees are paid enough?

2. Should they be allowed to strike for highervages? Other reasons?

3. What alternatives can be offered if the right to strike is denied?

**Indivudal Project,

Students can research the effectiveness of the Condon-Wadlin Act in
labor management disputes, i.e. New York Transit Strike, Teadhers Strike.

H. Uting a newspaper article to understand some of the labor problems of
New York.

MAYCR AND GGVERNOR: KNEE-DEEP IN TROUBLE

By A. H. Raskin

New Ybrk City became the world's largest garbage dump last
week. A strike by the city's 10,000 unionized sanitation employees
eaused towering mounds of filth to accumulate in rich neighborhoods
and in poor, created a city vide peril of disease ani fire and
threatened a permanent legacy of civic torture in the form of a
population explosion among rats and vermin.

Relief for the 8 Trillion New Yorkers came with announcement
last night tbat a settlement had teen reached. But even after the city
has dug its %my out of the litter, it will have an even rougher job
to solve: how to stabilize relations between the city and its 300,000
civil service workers so that strikes and strike threats will no
longer be a way of life for the strike-groggy metropolis.

Finding an anewer was complicated by the poorly disguised
hostility between the two nen with chief exeCutive responsibility for
New 'York's welfare - Mayor John V. Lindsay and Gov. Nelson Rockefeller.
The two Repalicans, both prominently mentioned for places on the
G.O.P.'s 1968 national ticket, have never had much lave for each other.
Last week their relations reached bottom when the Governor rejected a
Lindsay plea for National Guard aid in moving the garbage and pusbed
through a peace plan of his own. The union promptly accepted the
Rockefeller plan; the Mayor even more promptly rejected it - and the
blanket of garbage grew deeper in the city streets.

ROWDY RALLY

The strike started Friday, Feb. 2, at a rowdy rally of members
of the Uniformed Sanitation Men's Association at City Hall. Tbe union's
old one...year contract had expired seven months earlier, but its
president, Jan Z. DeLury, had been in no burry to get a new one. With
a guarantee from the city tbat benefits would be retroactive, be was
content to see how much money the city gave other powerful unions -

1notably those in the schools amd the subways - tefore he made any deal
4for his men.

7When this year's sanitation talks got to the action stage, the A
Mhyor designated two special mediators to belp break a deadloCk aver
how big the wage package should be. They came up with a recommendation



**Indivudal Project

Students can research the effectiveness of the Condon-Wadlin Act in
labor management disputes, i.e. New York Transit Strike, Teachers Strike.

H. Using a newspaper article to understand some of the labor problems of
New York.

MAYM AND GOVERNCR: KNEE-DEEP IN TROUBLE

By A. H. Raskin

New York City became the world's largest garbage dump last
week. A strike by the city's 10,000 unionized sanitation employees
taused towering mounds of filth to accumulate in rich neighborhoods
and in poor, created a city wide peril of disease and fire and
threatened a permanent legacy of civic torture in the form of a,
population explosion among rats and vermin.

Relief for the 8 million New Yorkers came with announcement
last night that a settlement had been reached. But even after the city
has dug its way out of the litter, it will have an even rougher job
to solve: how to stabilize relations between the city and its 300,000
civil service workers so that strikes and strike threats will no
longer be a way of life for the strike-groggy metropolis.

Finding an anewer was complicated by the poorly disguised
hostility between the two men with chief exeeutive responsibility for
New York's welfare - Mayor John V. Lindsay and Gov. Nelson Rockefeller.
The two Republicans, both prominently mentioned for places on the
G.O.P.'s 1968 national ticket, have never had much love for each other.
Last week their relations readhed bottom when the Gavernor rejected a
Lindsay plea for National Guarl aid in moving the garbage and pudhai
through a peace plan of his own. The union promptly accepted the
Rockefeller plan; the Mayor even more promptly rejected it - and the
Licnket of garbage grew deeper in the city streets.

ROWDY RALLY

The strike started Friday, Feb. 2, at a rowdy rally of members
of the Uniformed Sanitation Men's Association at City Hall. The union's
old one...year contract had expired seven months earlier, but its
president, Jbhn J. DeLury, had been in no burry to get a new one. With
a guarantee from the city that benefits would be retroactive, he vas
content to see how much money the city gave other powerful unions -

notably those in the schools and the edbways - before he made any deal
for his men.

When this year's sanitation talks got to the action stage, the
Mayor designated two special mediators to help break a deadlock over
how big the wage psckage should be. They came up with a recommendation
giving the sanitation men a padkage with increases, on a percentage
basis, roughly comparable with those given other city employees. The
package keyed to the city-wide pattern called for a two-bite increase -

$300 a year, retroactive to July 1, and another $100, retroactive to
Jan. 1. The old scale started at $6,1124 and went up to a ceiling of

$7,956.

**Recommended for Students Aehiewing Above Grade Level
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The mediators' proposal was signed by Mr. DeLury and hisnegotiating committee; but it was tossed into the adhcan by theunion's 400 stewards. At the City Hall memberdhip ra11y the reactionwas wren colder by sanitation workers. The rank and file roughed uptheir leader, one even threw an egg, when he insisted they had totake a secret ballot if they wanted to strike. Mt. DeLury panickedand told them it was "go-go-go." They went; the gafbage didn't. Andthen the city, which had privately agreed to the proposal, said it,too, wouldn't buy it.

The walkout presented another major test for the state's newTaylor Law, already badly battered, even though it did not go intoeffect until last Sept. 1. The law, drafted by five prominent labor-management experts under the chairmanship of Prof. George W. Tekylor ofthe University of Pennsylvania, was intended to make the long-standinglegal ban on strikes of public employees workable through a balancedcombination of peace procedures and penalties. It vas passed by theLegislature last year under strong pressurefrom Governer Rockefellerwho hailed it as a national model for harmonious civil service laborrelations.

New York Times,_ 1968
Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What caused the gaebage strike?

2. Were the demands justified? Why?

3. What problems did the strike threat pose for the city?
4. How did the city propose to deal with the strike threat?
Questions for Dismission

1. How effective was the Taylor Law in dealing with a Civil Service Union?
What are the alternatives?

2. As government enployrent graws, What problems do you see fbrNew York City?

How can they be met?
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I. Using and
interpreting statistics to learn about unemployment.

BY SEX AND AGE
Males age 20and ova....

ieeeeittesewiersellHeie
, .

.aiinaviteije!Females age 20 and.eye".Male
Female teen-agers......

BY COLOR

White
Nonwhite

OOOOO

BY INDUSTRY*

Construction
0000000

Factory
Transportation,punuciztluIy
Wholesale, retau.trede
Finance, senficededertty
Government Works

*Figures de not includeself-empbyed.
e qt

1111111M11.116

7-......41o;orn U. S. Dept. ofLabor

(From U. S. News & World Report May 19, 1969)questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What categories show the highest degree of unemployment?2. What is the relationship between male and female unemployment?
How can we explain this?

3. What is the relationship between unemployment among those above age
20 and those below age 20? How can we explain this?4. What is the relationship between white end non-white =employment
rates?

How can this be explained?
5. What types of industries have the greatest degree of

unemployment?
Why?
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1. Uhemployed youth is a serious problem and is getting nore severe.
Why does this problem exist?

What can be done about it?

2. Racial discrimination is a factor causing =employment. How cam we
deal with this problem in industry? In unions?

3. What role should the government play in eradicating unemployment?
What role for unions? Industry/

4. Would a quota system similar to the "Philadelphia Plan" be desirable?

Follow-up Activities

1. Students prepare a slide-tape on the problem of unemployed youths.
Slide pictures can be taken and edited with a student - prepared
tape recording to be presented to class. Issues sudh as the causes
of unemployment among the young, prchlems of "dropouts," public and
private programs can be exanined.

2. An analysis of the postion of the AFL-CIO can be made by reading the
reprints from the American Federationist June 1966 and April 1963
deal with unemployed. youth.

*3. The cartoon below can be used to teach a lesson on haw man adapts to
automation and vocational change.
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What role for unions? Industry/

4. Would a quota system similar to the "Philadelphia Plan" be desirable?

Follow-up Activities

1. Students prepare a slide-tape on the prdblem of unemployed youths.
Slide pictures can be taken and edited with a student - prepared
tape recording to be presented to class. Issues such as the causes
of unemployment among the young, problems of "dropouts," public and
private programs ceal be examined.

2. An analysis of the postion of the AFL-CIO can be made by reading the
reprints from the Anerican Federationist June 1968 and April 1963

deal with unemployed youth.

*3. The cartoon below can be used to teadh a lesson on how man adapts to
automation and vocational change.

Ow WI.,1 Pot
4144441.0.7.

0

:

--

Akeint er.P f fleas renina Malik
"Question of finding the right lure."

necomended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level
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Questions for Inquiry and. Discovery

315

1. What do the following things stand for in the cartoon?

The man
The lure
The boat
The fish

2. How would you catch this fish?

3. Why is the retraining program important?

J. Using a sound filmstrip to understand the neaming of automation.

Teachers can make use of the Guidance Associates record. Automation:Promise or Threat? to develop an understanding of what automation isand wily Its introduction raises questions for our economy.

Before Viewing

1, Vocabulary review:

electronic technology
industrial revolution

transistorinnovation
leisure
mass production

2. How did mechanical devices help make the moon landing program successful?Questions During Viewing

1. What changes has automation brought about in the fields of education,sciences medicines industry?

2. What is the role of men under a system of automation?
Questions for Inquiry and Discovery
1. What cam machines do that man cannot?

2. What can man do that machines cannot?

3. What jobs exe being made obsolete by automation?

4. What effect does automation have on production? Management?Workers? Living standards?

5. What social changes have been produced by automation?

6. Why did President John F. Kennedy call automation "the majordomestic challenge of the sixties?"

Follow-up Activities

1. Students can
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3. Why is the retraining program important?

J. Using a sound filmstrip to understand the meaning of automation.

Teadhers can make use of the Guidance Associates record Automation:
Promise or Threat? to develop an utiderstanding of what automation is
and why Its introduction raises questions for our economy.

Before Viewing

1. Vbcabulary review:

electronic technology
industrial revolution transistor
innovation
leisure
mass production

2. How did mechanical devices help make the moon landing program successful?
questions During Viewing

1. What changes has automation brought about in the fields of education,
science, nedicine, industry/

2. What is the role of man under a system of automation?

Questions fbr Inquiry and Discovery

1. What can machines do that man cannot?

2. What can nan do that nachines cannot?

3. What jobs are being made obsolete by automaticm2

4. What effect does automation have on productian? Management?
Workers? Living standards?

5. What social changes have been produced by automaticma

6. Why did President John F. Kennedy cal autonatian "the major
domestic challenge of the sixties?"

lbllow-up Activities

1. Students can report on advantages and disadvantages of the proposals
made by labor unions to ease the iapact of automation.

AdOusting to Autonation - AFL-CIO Anerican Federationist i144,
January 1969, can be used to develop sudh alternatives as:

attrition clauses transfer rights
income guarantees severance pay
retraining early retirement
SUB shorter work week
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2. Students can develop projects to show the impact of automation in
new fields, i.e., art, music, dating.

How does eadh reflect our technological asp?
Haw has automation affected eacbl
Has the change been an improvement?

"Feedback"
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Lou Erickson in Atlanta Journal

1. What do you think is the difference between an automated mechanism and an
ordinary machine? Name some examples of each. How do you think automa-
tion affects your own life tocin?
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Lou Erickson in Atlanta Journal

1. What do you think is the difference between an automated mechanism and an
ordinary machine? Name some examples of each. How do you think automa-
tion affects your own life today?

2. What are some of the advantages of automation? Are there also disadvantages?
What kind of "feedback" does the cartoonist have in mind?

3. In your opinion, will automation eliminate or create more jobs in the long run?
Explain. How do you think this will affect your own future?

*Recommended for Student Achieving Below Grade Level
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4. The issue of automation can be concluded with a ddbate: Resolveithat the aavantages of automation outweigh the disadvantages.
K. Using cartoons to understand how automation has led to conflictbetween labor and management.

The following cartoons relate to changes taking place in the railroadindustry.

1

*hit fte.
;_ '1141AA 41*4 417:.
Jenne In The Chian My News

"End of the line." Ilenejn The ALM* hunt°Come Ay further and ru strike

Questions for Inquiry and. Discovery

1. What is meant by featherbedding?

2. What effect does featherbedding have on employment? Job security?
3. Welt effect would improved technology in the, railroad industryhave on employment, according to cartoon #1?

4. What position has labor taken to the advent of automation,according to cartoon #2? Why?

Questiom for Discussion

1. Why have the goals of increased profits and job security broughtmanagement and labor in dispute?

2. How can industry and unions work together to gain the benefits ofautomation without imposing the hardships?

3. How can government help people adjust to automation?

Li-. How should the costs of technological- unemployment be met?

dr? 4 11
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Follow-up, Activities

1. New technology has created leisure time for many and may reduce thetime spent at work for many in the future. Students can interview
people to get their views 6aout the uses of leisure time, planningfor leisure, problems posed by leisure. The following might be
considered:

a. high school students
b. young worker
c. worker near retirement
d. housewife

-x-x2. Students can show how the role of the federal government has
changed in the field of labor-management relations by reporting
on the reasons for =1 the impact of each of the following labor
laws:

a. Wagner Act
b. Taft-Hartley Act
c. Landrum-Griffin Act

71.



a. high school students
b. young worker
c. worker near retirement
d. housewife

**2. Students can show how the role of the federal government bas

changed in the field of lal?or-management relations by reporting

on the reasons for ani the impact of each of the following labor

laws:

a. Wagner Agt
b. Taft-Hartley Act
c. Landrum-Griffin Act

**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Leval
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THEME III: INCOME DISTRIBUTICff

Selected Bibliography - For High School Students

N'= Non-Fiction

Class Author

Barbash, Jack

Caplowitz, David

Cook, Fred

Cook, Roy

Dulles, Foster Rhea

Galbraith, John K.

Galenson, Walter

N Gregory, Charles

N Gladwin, Thomas

N Hamilton, David

N Herrington, Michael

N Higbee, Edward

N Heaps, Willard

N Herling, john

N Iman and Koch

N Krinsky, Fred, et al

N Leinwand, Gerald

N Lens, Sidney

N Miller, Herman

Title

The Labor Movement in
the United States

The Poor Pay Mbre

Walter Reuther

Leaders of Labor

Labor in America

The Affluent Society

Primer on Employment
and Wages

Labor and the Law

Fbverty, USA

Winer on Economic
Poverty

The Other America:
Poverty in the U.S.

Farms and Farmers in
An Urban Age

Wandering Workers

Labor Unions

Labor in American
Society

.Welfare State

nverty and the Poor

Poverty: America's
Induring Paradox

Riph Mon -

B = Bdography

Publisher Date

Public Affairs 1968
Pavrphlet

Free Press 1967

Encyclopedia 1963
EWitannica

Lippincott 1966

Crowell 1966

Mentor 1958

Random House 1966

Norton 1961

Little 1968

Random House 1968

Penguin 1962

20th Cent.
Fund 1963

Crown 1968

Luce 1964

Scott Foresman 1965

Macmillan 1968

Washington 1969
Square Press

Crowell 1969
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N

B

B

Barbash, Jack

Caplowitz, David

Cook, Fred

Cook, Roy

The Labor Movement in
the United States

The Poor Fay More

Walter Reuther

Leaders of Labor

Public Affairs
Pamphlet

Free Press

Encyclopedia
Britannica

Lippincott

1968

1967

1963

1966
N Dulles, Foster Rhea Labor in America Crowell 1966
N Galbraith, John K. The Affluent Society Mentor 1958
N Galenson, Walter Primer on Employment

and Wages Random 11 .se 1966
N Gregory, Charles Labor and 'Lie Law Norton 1961
N Gladvin, Thames Poverty, USA Little 1968
N Hamilton, David Primer on Economdc Random House 1968

Poverty

N Harrington, Michael The Other America: Penguin 1962
Poverty in the U.S.

N Higbee, Edward Farms and Farmers in 20th Cent.
An Urban Age Fund 1963

N Heaps, Willard Wandering Workers Crown 1968
N Herling, John Labor Unions Luce 1964

N Iman and Koch Labor in American Scott Foresman 1965
Society

N Krinaky, Fred, et al The Welfare State Macmillan 1968

N Leinwand, Gerald Poverty and the Poor Washingtan 1969
Square Press

N Lens, Sidney Poverty: America's Crowell 1969
Enduring Paradox

N Miller, Herman Rich Man - Poor Man American
Library

B Noble, Iris Labor's Advocate: Messner 1966
Eugene V. Debs

N Oliver, Donald The Rise of Organized
Labor American Edu-

cation Public.
1967

N Pared's, Adrian Labor in Action Messner 1963
N Peterson, Florence American Labor Unions Harper 1963
N Reissman, Frank et al U P from Poverty Harper 1968
N Seaberg, Stanley Automation and Its Scholastic 1966

Challenge

N Senesh, Lawrence, et al Our Labor Force Scott, Foresman 1961
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Class Author Title Pdblisher Date
N Seligman, Ben Aspects of Poverty Crowell 1968
B Selvin, David Eugene Debs Lothrop 1966
N Simon, Arthur Faces of Poverty Macmillan 15:3

Autonation Federal Reserve
Bank of Phila.

N Sociological Resources
for the Soc. Studies

The Incidence and
Effects of Poverty
in the U.S.

Allyn and Bacon 1969

The New Poverty Federal Reserve
Bank of Phila.

B Weieberger, Bernard Samuel Gompers Silver Burdett 1967
N Wolf, Jerone Ferment in Labor Macnillan 1968
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Selected Bibliography' - For Teachers

Author
Title

PubliMaer rate
Bakke, et al

Unions, Management and the Harcourt 1960Public

Bancroft, Gertrude The American Labor Force Wiley 1958
Batchelder, Alan The Economics of Poverty Wiley 1966
Bernstein, Peter The Price of Prosperity Random House 1966
Blaustein and Woods, Man Against Poverty: Worldeds. War III Vintage 1968

Bloom & Northrop
Economdcs of Labor Relations Irwin 1969

Buckingham,'Walter Automation: Its impact on New American 1963Business and Ttople Library
Clark, Kenneth,
et al

Relattve War Against
Poverty Harper 1968

Dunlop, John The Theory of Wage Determine:Um St. Martin's 1957
Press

Fishman, Leo (ed.) Poverty Amid Affluence Yale University 1966
Gitlow, Abraham Labor and Industrial Society Irwin 1966
Jacobs, Paul State of the Union

Atheneum 1963
Kain, John (ed.) Race and Poverty: The Eonomics

of Discrimination Spectrum 1969

Kramer, Ralph
Participation of the POor:

Prentice-Hall 1969Comparative Community Case
Studies in the War on Poverty

Maher, john Labor and the Economy Allyn & Bacon 1965
Reissman, Frank Strategies Against Poverty Random House 1968
Theobold, Robert The Challenge of Abundance New American 1962

LibraryValentine, Charles Culture & Poverty: Critique &
Counter Proposals

U. Chicago 1968
Will and Vatter, eds. Palerty in Affluence

Harcourt 1965
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Audio-Visual Nhterials

Films

Arbitration in Action

41.02 Automation

62.5 Automation: The Next Revolution

Christmas in Appaladhia
Bitter Htrvest

138.2 Contracting Out: Management
Bights vs. Union Security

Edge of Abundance

263.51 Grievance

Hunger in America

Harvest of Shame

335.06

335.03

642.45

Filmstrips

Labor Comes of Age
Productivity - Key to America's
Etonomic Growth

The Labor Mbvement: Beginnings and
Growth in America

Shoptown

War on Poverty
Liability and Insurance
Strike in Town

Automation and the National Welfare

Distribution of Inoame

51:80.14 Labor

Labor Closes Ranks

Poverty, Problem and Promise

The Right to Strike

Unemployment in a Free Economy

Wages and Hours

185

American Arbitration Assoc.

McGraw-Hill

McGraw-Hill

Carousel Films
Audio Visual Instruction

McGraw-Hill

NET- Indiana University

Carousel Films

McGraw Hill

Encyclopedia Britannica
Sutherland Educational
Rims

Brandon Films

Encyclopedia Baltannica
Bailey Films
McQraw Hill

Current Affairs Films

McGraw Bill

New 'York Times

Current Affairs

New Ybrk Times

Current Affairs



62.5 Automation: The Next evo

138.2

Christmas in Appalachia

Bitter Harvest

Contracting Out: Management

Rights vs. Union Security

Edge of Abundance

263.51 Grievance

Hunger in America

Harvest of Shame

335.06 Labor Camas of Age

Productivity - Key to America's

Economic Growth

335.03 The Labor Mbvement: Beginnings and

Growth in America

642.45

Filmstrips

Shoptown

War on Poverty

Liability and Insurance

Strike in Town

Automation and the National Welfare

Distribution of Income

51580.14 Labor

Labor Closes Ranks

Ftverty, Problem and Fromise

The Right to Strike

Unemployment
in a Free Economy

Wages and Hours

Role of Our Labor Force

Kits

437.80

Records

Organized Libor in Today's America

Automation:
Fromise or Threat

The Firm Ctuestion

The Growth of the Labor Movement

Talking Union

327

Carousel Films

Audio Visual Instruction

McGraw-Hill

NET - Indiana University

Carousel Films

McGraw Hill

Encyclopedia Britannica

Sutherland Educational

Films

Brandon Films

Encyclopedia Br itannica

Bailey Films
Mcgraw Hill

Current Affairs Films

McGraw Hill

New York Tines

Current Affair

New York Times

Current Affairs

McGraw Hill

Joint Council on

Econothic Education

Current Affairs Films

Guidance Associates
ft ft

ft II

Folkway LP, FR 5285
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AMITHEME IV: HOW WE TRY TO MAINTAIN A GROWING AND STABLE ECONOMY'
Introduction

The materials in this unit attempt to give the student amacro view of the American economy and how well it functions.Student activities try to involve the student in BOMB of themost pressing questions facing economic policy makers today; howcan we foster a stable economy while providing for a growingstandard of living for all.

Teachers may wish to expand the sections dealing withcredit and taxes and place less emphasis on fiscal and monetarypolicy for students achieving below grade level.
In this theme learning activities are centered aroundsignificant problems:

I. How can we measure the growth of our economy?
II. How has our society coped with the problems broughton by a depression?

III. What effect has inflation had on our society?
IV. Haw has the federal government used fiscal and monetarypolicy to try to stabilize our economy?

I. HOW CAN WE MEASURE 7HE GROWTH OF OUR ECONOMY?
Emphases: The gross national product is a major tool foranalyzing our economy.

Economic growth is relative to a given periodof time.

Note: Teachers should develop a file of current data andconsult the Annual Economic Report of the Presidentso that data will constantly be updated.
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(from Economies. Npartment of Public Instruction, Harrisburg, Pa. 1962)

Questions for InQuiry and Discovery

1. What three sectors of our economy consume all the goods and
services we produte?

2. Which sector is the most important?

3. How do consumers get the income they spend on goods and services?

4. Haw does business get the income it uses to buy goods and services?

5. Where do government funds come from?

6. What are two ways to measure the GNP?

7. Why are total money payments equal to total spending (C+I+G)?

"111
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B. Using and analyzing data to discover how we measure the per..formance of our economy

Ltst

1929

1 939

1 911.9

1 959

1 968

Billions of Dollars)

Value of goods and services produced

103.1

90.5

256.5

4837

860.7

Source: JaanamisLillapar_t_aLitimiltsaislentu...19AL

II
..wiaaa_NATINAL.2.111=1.

(Billions of Dollars)

Us:
YAONL11155121111.9.

1929
203.6

1939 2094
1949

3214..1

1959
475.9

1968
706.9

Souroe:-Ecaztagaz.L.01thgLizzAidantioNA9(19.

Auestions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. As indicated in Table I, what was the rate of growth tram1929 to 1968? 1959 to 1968?

2. As indicated in Table IL what was the rate of growth from1929 to 1968? 1959 to 1968?

3. Why do the figures in Table I differ from those in Table II?
4.. Haw can you explain the diffsrent relatianthips between1929 and 1939 expressed in Tables I and II?
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III
POPULATION OP THE UNITED STATES

Lta
1929

1939

1949

1959

1968

population,

.121,767,000

130,880,000

149,188,000

177,830,000

201,166,000

source: g22112aiL2222ELAL-reda2.

Questions for Inauiry and Diecoveu

1. How much did GNP increase from 1959 to 1968?

2. What was the per capita GNP in 1959? What was
it in 1968?

3. What measure of the American economy gives us
the most valuable information about it? Why?

4. Which measure would be most valuable when comp.
paring the performance of our economy to the
economies of other nations? Why?

Follow's:, Activity

Students can get an understanding of the Consumer
Price Index:by using the following &art.

Prim) Index far 1969 with 1959 as the_Base Year

1 959 1969
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1929 .121,767,000

1939 130,880,000

1949 149,188,000

1959 177,830,000

1968 201,166,000

Source: abonomic Report of the Prpsidipt, j969

questions for Inouiri and_Discoverr

1. How much did GNP increase from 1959 to 1968?

2. What was the per capita GNP in 1959? What wan
it in 1968?

3. What measure of the American economy gives us
the most valuable information about it? Why?

4. Which measure would be most valuable when con-
paring the performance of our economy to the
economies of other nations? Why?

bilaitHRAIWAIX
Students can get an understanding of the Consumer
Price Index by using the following chart.

price Inds for 1 6

1959 1969

% of

Pencil $ .05 100% $ .06 120%

Hot Dog .20 100% .30 150%

Potatoes,
per lb. .10

Coal, per
ton 18.00 100% 15.00 80%

Sugar,
per lb.

100% .20 200%

.15 .15

5 Etka 5

1959 Price 1969 Price
Level = 100% Level = 1300

(Base Year)
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1. What is an index number?

2. Have all prices moved in the same direction? Why?

3. What does the Consumer Price Index measure?

4, How can the Consumer Price Index be applied?

**2. Students can read a summary of W.W. Rostow's The St es ofEconomic Growth, A Non-Communist Manifesto in Understand nji.Economia Groweh, lalarion ariherty, scott Poreaman and Company,1961, pp.

Questions for Discussion

1. Haw does a nation move frum one stage to another?

2. Haw can nations overcome the problems that prevent movementtoward greater economic growth?

A case study of the application of Rostow to the United Statescan be developed by using pages 57-110 of the above pamphlet.

Questions for Discussion

I. What developments were necessary to move the American economyfrom one stage of growth to another?

2. How well did we achieve the transition toward accelerated
economic growth? What problems were created?

3. Haw valid is the application of Rostow's Stages of Growthto the U.S.?

*3. Free studaat copies of the booklet, The Mystery of Economic Growth,may be obtained in bulk quantities from the Federal Reserve Bankof Philadelphia.

SVALLORLATJIMNA.M.W.RWavarE
1. What are the major reasons for the growth of our nation's

produotion eadh year?

2. What method can be used to measure this increase in production?

3. Why would we waat to measure this growth?

4. How is growth related to our standard of living?
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**2. Students can read a summary of W.W. Rostowts The St es of
Economic Growth, A Non-Communist Manifesto in un wins= AR
Economic Growth, Nrarion Dougherty, Scott Foreaman and CoNpany,
1961, pp. 42-56.

Questions for Discussion

1. How does a nation move from one stage to another?

2. How can nations overcome the problems that prevent movemem,
toward greater economic growth?

A case study of the application of Rostow to the United States
can be develcped by using pages 57-110 of the above pamphlet.

Questions for Discussion

1. What developments were necessary to move the American economy
from one stage of growth to another?

2. How well did we adhieve the transition toward accelerated
economic growth? What problens were created?

3. How valid is the application of Rostowts Stages of Growth
to the U.S.?

*3. Free Otwient copies of the booklet, The MysterT of Economic Growth,
may be obtained in bulk quantities from ihe Peaeral Reserve Bank
of Philadelphia.

,..9.1.t.t.20.1,21,..$ Inu1ri arica..2.9cover

1. What are the major reasons f or the growth of our nation's
production each year?

2. What method can be used to measure this increase in production?

3. Why would we went to measure this growth?

4. How is growth related to our standard of living?

*Recommended for Students *thieving Below Grade Level.
**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.,
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4. Use tne graph below to show the uneven nature of growth
in the United States as measured by GNP.

Billions of Dollars

750

650

600

550

500

450

400
WORLD WAR II

358 A
300

250

200

WORLD WAR I
150

100

0

1910 1920 1930 190 1950 1960 1965 1970

Gross National Product in Billions of Dollars (1954 dollars).
Source: U.S. Dept. of Commerce; National Labor Relations
Board.

Questions for Inauiry and Discovery

1. What has been the economic growth record of the
Uhited States from 1910 to 1965?

2. What effect do the downturns in the graph have on our
overall growth rate? Upturns?

3. What are business fluctuations?

4. How is the growth rate shown on the graph?

5. HOW does the graph indicate that the terms "prosperity"
and "recession" are relative to a given period of time?

5. To indicate the keys to Economic Growth, use the graph or
table below baeed on a study by Edward Denision.
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300

250

200

150
WORLD WAR I

100

0
1910 1930 1930 1940 1950 1960 1965 1910

Gross National Product in Mims of Dollars (1954 dollars).
Source: U.S. Dot. of Commerce; National Labor Relations
Board.

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What has been the economic growth record of the
United States from 1910 to 1965?

2. What effect do the downturns in the graph have on our
overall growth rate? Upturns?

3. What are business fluctuations?

4.. How is the growth rate shown on the graph?

5. How does the graph indicate that the terms "prosperity"
and "recession" are relative to a given period of time?

5. To indicate the keys to Economic Growth, uae the graph or
table below based on a study by Edward Denision.

h. 'h..
..

: .

Sources of Economic Growth In the United States in the Past
Three Decades. Source: The Chase Manhattan Bank.
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II

Soupces of Growth 120?.29 1929-57
% of growth from an increase in the
labor force

39 27

% of growth from improved education &
technology 13 27

% of growth from an increased stock of
capital goods 26 15

% of growth from improved technology 12 20

% of growth from all other sources 10 11nr. no-
AMIW

92gabaiLtor Eu.werz
1. Which sources of growth were most important in 1909.1929?

2. Which were most important in 1919-1957?

3. .What changes occurred to bring about this shift?

II. HOW HAS OUR SOCIETY' COPED WITH THE PROBLEMS BROUGHT ONBY A. DEPRESSION?

Rmphases: The maldistribution of incomes WAS a factor
leading to the depression of the 19301s in
the United States.

The loss from the depression should be
measured in both financial and human terms.

A. Using a case study of the 19201s to understand theunderlying causes of a depression.

**1. Using statistics to form an hypothesis

Teachers can use the following tables to help
students formulate an hviDothesin ohnlif +Ugh



A 01. growtn rrom an increase in the
labor force

% of growth from
technology

% of growth from
capital goods

% of growth from

% of growth from

improved education &

an increased stock of

improved technology

all other sources

39 27

13 27

26 15

12 20

11

Tot--T
1 0

100

(luestpas_for Inouir7 aid DIscoyer7

1. Which sources of growth were most important in 1909-
1929?

2. Which were most important in 1919-1957?

3. .What changes 000urred to bring about this shift?

II. HOW HAS OUR SOCIETY COPED WITH THE PROBLEM BROUGHT ON
BY A. DEPRESSION?

EMphases: The maldistribution of incomes was a factor
leading to the depression of the 1930's in
the United States.

The loss from the depression should be
measured in both financial and human terms.

A. Ueing a case study of the 19201s to understand the
underlying causes of a depression.

**1. Using statistics to form an hypothesis

Teadhers can use the following 4..ables to help
students formulate an hypothesis about the
health of the economy in the 19201s. Teibles
show an unequal distribution of income as well
as areas Where the economy showed signs of
sickness (farming, stockmarket, etc.). Eadh
table can be fed to the students sequentially
for analysis. All data are from the Historical

**RecommenJed for Students Adhieving Above Grade Level.
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(2) (3) (4)

Gross National Output Per Man Hour
Population Product in Manufacturing

Year Ipallions) Per Capita (1911.7=1N)

1920 106 $ 835 44.6

1921 109 682 51.3

1922 110 672 56.2

1923 112 769 55.2

1924 114 768 58.9

1925 116 788 62.8

1926 117 832 64.5

1927 119 809 66.2

1928 121 815 69.7

1929 122 857 72.5

193

auestionsforI,.._uirandDiscover

1. What happened to the Gross National Product per capita
during the 19201s?

2. What was the general trend of production during the 192012?

3. How does the output per man hour in manufacturing of
1920 compare to the production of 1929?

4. Based on the above data, What hypothesis can you make about
the standard of living of the United States population?

(5)

AVERAGE PRICE OF CONSUMER GOODS

ItASt (190-1949=100)

1920 85.7
1921 76.4.
1922 71.6
1923 72.9
1924. 73.1
1925 75.0
1926 7$.6
1927 74.2
1928 73.3
1929 73.3



1921 109

1922 110

1923 112

1924. 114.

1925 116

1926 117

1927 119

1928 121

1929 122

682

672

769

768

788

832

809

815

857

51.3

56.2

55.2

58.9

62.8

64.5

66.2

69.7

72.5

Questions for Inquiry and Discover,'

1. What happened to the Gross National Product per capita
during the 19201s?

2. What was the general trend of production during the 19?'

3. How does the output per man hour in manufacturing of
1920 compare to the production of 1929?

4. Based on the above data, what hypothesis can you make about
the standard of living of the United States population?

ANN&

(5)

AVERAGE PRICE OF CONSUMER GOODS

Year 11.9.4.-712.4211 02).

1920
85.7

1921 76.4
1922 71.6
1923 72.9
1924 73.1
1925 75.0
1926 75.6
1927 74.2
1928 73.3
1929 73.3

**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.
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.bsulkmaismJalsagamAmAalganna
1. What WA happening to prices in the 19201s?

2. What effect did increased production have on the
average price of consumer goods?

3. Would this information strengthen, your original
hypothesis? If not, how would you revise it?

(6) (7) (8)
Average Hourly Wage for Farm Value of Farm Property
Industrial Workera Parity-Ratio and Real Estate

Year (Cents) (1910-19110100 09471949=100)

1920 0.56 99 103

1921 0.52 80 95

1922 0.49 87 83

1923 0.52 89 81

1924 0.55 89 78

,1925 0.55 95 76

11926 0.55 91 74

11927 0.55 88 71

1928 0.56 91 70

1929 0.57 92 69
411111111110,

questions for Inauiry and Discovery

le What happened to the average hourly wage during the
192010 Compare 1920 to 1929.

2. Were wages rising as rapidly as Gross National
Product per capita during the 19201e?

3. With steady prices and stable hourly wages, who
benefited from the increase in productivity? Was
the worker able to buy what he was producing?

4. What conclusions can you draw about the farmer's
purchasing power during this period?

5. Was he able to take advantage of the increased
proluctivity and lower prices in the manufacturing
sector of our economy?

6. What hypothesis can you maks about the way in whidh
income was being distributed during the 1920's?
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questions for Discussion

1. How is the economy affected when workers are unable.
to buy all that they produce over an extended period
of time?

2. How successfully were workers and farmers able to
improve their economic well-being?

IMMO"'

Year

1920

1921

1922

1923

194

1925

1926

1927

1928

1929

(9) (10) (11)

Net Income of
all Co: prat.!r... 4

r

100.0

132.2

112.4

159.8

157.3

136.5

172.5

183.2

Percent of Dis-
posable Income
Received by Top
5 Percent of
Population

23.96

29.32

29.04

27,05

28.73

31.09

30.78

31.92

34.06

33.49

Percent of Die-
posable Malcom
Received by Top
1 Percent of
Populatjon

11.80

14.20

14.39

13.08

14.28

16.54

16.26

17.22

19.12

18.92

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery,

1. What happened to corporate incomes during the period
from 1922 to 1929?

2. What was the general trend for the distribution of
incomes in our economy during the 19201s?

3. What conclusions might you draw about the economic
conditions of workers, farmers and business during
the 19201s?

343
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(12) (13)
Volume of Sales
on New York

Stock Exchange
(Millions

USE of Shares)

(14)
Per Cent Re-
turn an One Stock Price
Share of Com- Index
mon Stock Industrials
Per Year 1?2=100

1920 227 6.13 31
1921 173 6.49 24.
1922 259

5.80 30
1923 236

5.94. 31
194 282 5.87 32
1925

11.54 5.19 41
1926 451 5.32 48
1927 577 4.77 49
1928 920

3.98 79
1 929 1125 3.48 100

Questions for lnauiry and Discoveri
1. What was happen..4 to stock prices during the 19201s?
2. How does the rate of growth compare with the growthof Gross National Product per Capita? (See Column 3)
3. Why did people buy stooks when the percent return oninvestment was falling?

4. Do you feel the figures in Columns 1-11 warranted theoptimiam voiced by many about the American economy
5. What hypothesis would you make about the health ofthe American economy in the 19201s?
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Follow up Activities,

1. The problem of the farmer in the 1920's oan beexplored with the use of the followinitqraphs:
PER CAPITA FOOD CONSUMPTION

AND DISPOSABLE INCOME
% OP 1950

120

110

100

90
1950 1953 1956 1959 1962 1945 1968

1 1 * IP

Disposable income /
---+""N"

el 111-
#41."P4.1.14

1b Ani,a1

OM COWAN 11141.40& 46MUNIMialf. .1101~11 maw at diegeswe semi Ma&
V. & IMIIMTSMO V WIKOKYVIO is

1. What does the chart tell us about our consumption offood?

2. What does the chart indicate about disposable income?
3. What is the relationship between food consumption anddisposable income?

4. Haw does this help to explain the problem faced by theAmerican farmer in the 19201s?

Horses and Mules, and Tractors
on Farms Jan. 1

I MIL. TRACTORS

Horses end mules

MIL. HEAD

20
4



AMU 1114rAoomikialha

% Or
Dispesoblo imam?

120
01.

4.11111aboolf

90
1950 1953 1956 1959 1962 1965 196$

0.asirmwommo. mgmmimmlIN loseammummostownsammammm

U.L.INPOTININT fl AGIOVAINNIO %RS Medial sampl "WM SUMS

1. What does the chart tell us about our consumption of

food?

2. What does the chart indicate about disposable income?

3. What is the relationship between food consumption and

disposable income?

1/.. How does this help to explain the problem faced by the

American farmer in the 19201s?

Horses and Mules, and Tractors
on Farms Jan. 1

MIL. HEAD

20

10

MIL. TRACTORS

Horses end mules4
?910

Trace

1920

__ors

1930 1940 1950
U. S. DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVICE
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MIL. ACRES'
400

300

200

Major Uses of Cropland

Crop acres harvested

P R HORSES A D MULE

1910 1920 1930

U. I, OIPAITMINT OF AOSOCULTIIIII

III FARM AND NONFARM

1940 1950

AOMCIMIMAL 411$11111CN 411OVOt I

U.S. Farm Output
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1. What change took place in the nuMber of horses and
mules used in farming between 1918 and 1930?

2. What change took place in the number of tractors used?

3. What degrel of change was there in millions of acres
harvested between 1916 and 1930?

4. What WAS the percentage change in farm output between1918 and 1931?

5. Hypothesize about what change took place in agrioultural
productivity between 1918 and 1930? What additionalinformation is needed?

199

12

10

8

Workers on Farms

Total

1910 1920 1930 1940 1950
S. DEPARTMENT OP AGRICULTURE

AGRICULTURAL MARKETING WINCE

Farm Labor Productivity
%OF 194749

125

1000

75

Hr
Monahours worked*

de*

seN



harvested between 1910 and 1930?

4.. What was the percentage ohmage in farm output between
1918 and 1931?

5. Hypothesize about what change took place in agricultural
productivity between 1918 and 1930? What additional
information is needed?

Workers on Farms

1910 1920
tp S. DEP*RTNENT OP AORICULMIE

1930 1940 1950
AORICULTUWAL MAIXITINO Mina!

Farm Labor Productivity
% OF 194749

125

MIN

100
Man-hours worked*

75 ft10

Iwo"
*14 #

50

Output per man-hour
25 -.L.u..L.L.L.u.,ALLA.L.thwiLLL.L.L.u.i.u.1.0.L.L.L.L.L.L.L.L.

1910 1920 1930 1940 1950

.M1

41110 TERMS OP TAO USED $T ADULT MALES

U. S. OIPAITOIINT OP AGOICULTUOI 11031CULTURAL OISIAION WINCEasem.

330
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351.

1. How many farmers left the farm from 1918 to 1930?
2. Why was it possible for farm production to increasewhile the nuMber of farmers decreased?
3. What conclusions can you draw about the problem ofthe farmer in the 1920's?

Follow-up Activity

*Show the film, The River to show bow the New Deal triedto aid the farmer in some of his problems.

Before ylmas:

1. Explain that the film is a description of how theT.V.A. brought about changes in the lives of thepeople of the Tennessee Valley.
2. Outline verbally the conditions that existed in thearea before T.V.A. - illiteraay, poverty, etc.
3. Ask students to look: up the meaning of the followingwords: T.V.A., share cropping, rural electrification,public authority.

Assign students to read about T.V.A. in their textbook.
?wit*, viewing:

1. Have students answer following questions:
a. What problems did the Tennessee Valley face?
b. Why were the people in the area depressed?

How did the government attempt to meet theproblems?

d. Did the people of the Tennessee Valley lose'their freedom?

After.

1. Discuss with class whether people in the area lostsome freedom as a result of the T.V.A.
2. Assign students to report about economic and socialchanges which the T.V.A. brought about.
3. Final discussion: Should there be more T.V.A. s?



3. What conclusions can you draw about the problem of
the farmer in the 19201s?

Follow-up Activity

*Show the film, The River to show how the New Deal tried
to aid the farmer in some of his problems.

Before viewing:

1. EXplain that the film is a description of how the
T.V.A. brought about changes in the lives of the
people of the Tennessee Valley.

2. Outline verbally the conditions that existed in the
area before T.V.A. - illiteracy, poverty, etc.

3. Ask students to look up the meaning or the following
words: T.V.A. share cropping, rural electrification,
public authority.

4.. Assign students to read about TANA. in their textbook.

During 31.ewinw

1. Have students answer following questions:

a. What problems did the Tennessee Valley face?

b. Why were the people in the area depressed?

c. How did the government attempt to meet the
prOblems?

d. Did the people of the Tennessee Valley lose
their freedom?

After_viewing:

1. Discuss with class whether people in the
some freedom as a result of the T.V.A.

2. Assign students to report about economic
changes whidh the T.V.A. brought about.

3. Final discussion: Should there be more T.V.A.ts?

area lost

and social

**2. Teachers can use a transpepency (Saunders, The World of
Economics, McGraw Hill) showing the fluctuation of tolai
demand (1N?) and its individual components (consumption,
business investment and government spending) for the
poriod of the 19201s. This can lead to a discussion of
the relationahip between C & I (The accelerator and
multiplier effect).

*Recommended for Students Adhieving Below Oracle Level.
**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.
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a. To illustrate the multiplier use the follawing chart.
Assume incomes go up $10 due to an increase in invest-ment. Assume consumers spend 3/4 of this new incomeand save 1/4.

IMINNIMMEMINOMMIlli

Change in Change in Change inIncome Consumption Saving
Income intreased by: $10.00 $ 7.50 $ 2.50
Second round 7.50 5.62 1.88
Third round 5.62 4.22 i 40
Fourth round 4.22 3.16 1.06
All other rounds ! 12.66 9.50 3.16

TOTAL 40.00 30.00 10.00

SagaigrailtimamusieUltuttua
1. What effect does a change in investment have on income?Why?

2. What effect does a change in income have on consumption?Why?

3. What effect will lower income have on employment? Why?an output? Why?

4. How well do the events of the 1920's verify this principle?

b. To illustrate the accelerator principle use the followingchart.

Assume a company must invest in 10 machines each year toreplace worn out machines. Assume too, that each machinecan produce 100 pairs of shoes.

'253
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1

2

3

5

6

Madhines
Shoes Sales
(Consumption)

New Madhines
(Investment)

100 10,000 10 (replacement)
100 10,000 10 (replacement)
110 11,000 20 (10 replacement, 10 added)
120 12,000 20 (10 replacement, 10 added)
120 12,000 10 (replacement)
110 11,000

Questions for Inauir7 and Discovery
1. What is the relationship between increased consump-tion and increased investment?
2. What effect does decreased consumption have on GNP?
3. How well does the data of

principle?

4. How do the multiplier and
business fluctuations?

*3. The following can be used to getas in #2 above.

the 1920's verify this

accelerator accentuate

the same understandings

a) To illustrate the capital-goods industry's sensitivityto dhange, ten students can be asked to play the roleof producers who narmally replace one of their tenmachines per year. For this illustration, chalk canbe used. In their business of writing on chalkboardsthe producers of this service depend on their equip-ment being good, so they discard their worst piece ofchalk and buy a new piece periodically. One studentas dispenser of the chalk, can keep up to the tenrequiring replacements. However, if those writing onthe boards must increase the rate at which they writean the board, they will need more chalk and may askfor two pieces in the period of time they usuallyfound one would do. The supplier of Chalk finds thathe must get another student to help him dispense thechalk to meet the demands that have now doubled.
Questions for Inquiry and D1800178747

1. What would happen to thia ImmeAsftmm. As A.



2

3

II-

5

6

100 10,000 10 (replacement)

110 11,000 20 (10 replacement, 10 added)

120 12,000 20 (10 replacement, 10 added)

120 12,000 10 (replacement)

110 11,000 0

Cluestions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What is the relationship between increased consump-
tion and increased investment?

2. What effect does decreased consumption have on GNP?

3. How well does the data of the 1920's verify this
principle?

4. How do the multiplier and accelerator accentuate
business fluctuations?

*3. The following can be used to get the same understandings
as in #2 above.

a) To illustrate the capital-goods industry's sensitivity
to change, ten students can be asked to play the role
of producers who normally replace one of their ten
machines per year. For this illustration, chalk can
be used. In their business of writing on chalkboards
the producers of this service depend on their equip-
ment being good, so they discard their worst piece of
chalk and buy a new piece periodic:any. One student
as dispenser of the chalk, can keep up to the ten
requiring replacements. However, it those writing on
the boards must increase the rate at which they write
on the board, they will need more dhalk and may ask
for two pieces in the period of time they usuany
found one would do. The supplier of chalk finds that
he must get another student to help him dispense the
chalk to meet the demands that have now doubled.

94....lestiolLjr.orqs...I111147_114.1:112211m

1. What wyuld happen to the business of the guppliers
of dhaik if the dhalkboard writers were to out
back on their activity?

2. What is the relationship between the demands put on
the capital goods industry and the changing demands
which the producers meet?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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3. How is the dramatisation similar to the conditionsexisting in the 1920's in the relationship betweenproducers of capital goods and thoesproducinggoods for sale to comsumer?
b) To illustrate the effect of the backlog of savings,students can be asked to imagine that for some reasonthey were not allowed to spend their allowances orearnings, but that they kept on accumulating savings.

Questions for inquiry and DisooverT
1. What would happen if you were suddenly allowedto spend these savings?

2. What would the effect of a flood of spending beon busby) ss?

3. What would happen to production when buyers acquirethose goods they want or when their savings areexhausted?

L. How well does this apply to the situation in the19201s?

356
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B. Using a graph to illustrate the economic loss duringdepression.

The following graph can be made into a transparencywith two overlays, one for actual GNP and one for3% growth.



3% growth.

(Source: The World
of Econaracs, Silk

uaunders,
McGraw-Hill, 1969)
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Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. How much output would have been lost from 1929
to 1938 had the economy continued to produce at
the 1929 level?

2. How much would have been lost had the economy
grawn at a modest 3% rate?

3. What was the effect of lost GNP on incomes?
EMployment? Output?

4.. What effect did production of the early 19401s
have on our economy? Why?

Follow-up Activity

Use Hammond s transparency Series #814.27, The Great
Depression, to get a graphic analysis of
depression.

questions for Discussion

1. What effect did the depression have on home con-
struction? Banking? The stock: market?

2. How did the depression of the 19301s affect the
distribution of income in the United States?

3. How did our depression affect the rest of the
world? How did we respond?
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Population Millions Millions Unemployment
Rate

1,ut ,(Millions), Employed Unelm 4oyed

1929 121 .7 47.6 1.5 3.2
1930 123.0 45.5 4,3 8.7
1931 124.0 1424 8.0 15.9
1932 14.8 38.9 12.1 23.6
1933 125.6 38.7 12.8 24.9
1934 126.4 40.9 11.3 21.7

1935 127.3 42.2 t0.6 20.1

1936 128.1 411.4 9.0 16.9

1937 128.8 46.3 7.7 14.3
1938 129.8 4.3 10.3 19.0
1939 130.9 45.7 9.4. 17.2
190 132.1 47.5 8.1 14..6

Source: Economic Report of The President, 1969.

Questions for lnauirz and Discovery

1. How did the depression affect the lives or workers?
2. What effect would the everience seen in the

photographs have an the individual?

3. What norvipeconomic costs were there to the depressionof the 19301s?

Follow.up Activities

1. Student can go through a sequence of valuing by
responding to the situations below that are relatedto the depression era.

Place your responses in order from "most reasonable"to "least reasondble" by numbering them. Be preparedto defend your opinion.

Problem 1 People lose their Jobs and no longer can
buy food.

Alternative_ Available

They should:



1931 14.0 42.4 8.0 15.9

1932 124.8 38.9 12.1 23.6

1933 125.6 38.7 12.8 4.9

1934. 126.4. 40.9 11.3 21.7

1935 127.3 42.2 10.6 20.1

1936 128.1 144 9.0 16.9

1937 128.8 46.3 7.7 14.3

1938 129.8 1140 10.3 19.0

1939 130.9 45.7 9.4 17.2

1940 132.1 14.7.5 8.1 114..6

Source: Economic Report of The President, 1969.

9BILLWALIALAITIkarli..M.-LattaMILLE.

1. How did the depression affect the lives a workers?

2.. What effect would the experience seen in the
photographs have on the individual?

3. What non-economic costs were there to the depression
of the 1930Is?

Fcllowup Activities

1. Student can go through a sequence of valuing by
responding to the situations below that are related
to the depression era.

Place your responses in order from nmost reasonable"
to "least reasonable" by numbering them. Be prepared
to defend your opinion.

Problem 1 - People lose their jobs and no longer can
buy food.

Alternative Available

They should:

1. Beg in the streets and scavenge in dumps.

2. Steal secretly.

3. Organize groups to protest by stealing openly from
grocery markets.

4. Quietly starts.

5. Organize a protest on the steps of City Hall.

Problem 2 - People lose their jobs and no longer can
pay rent or make payments on their mortgages..

36)
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Alternative Available

They should:

1. Continue living in one's apartment ar home and barrio,eade oneself in if there is any attempt to evict.

2. Continue living in one's apartment or home and defendoneself with arms, if necessary.

3. Move onto the street when evicted and camp in front ofone's home or apartment.

Move to a vaoant lot and camp quietly.

5. Move in with friends or relatives, even though thisbecomes a major disruption.

Problem 3 4- A local construction company that repairs.andmaintains homes and apartments is about to go out of businessbecause people cannot afford to pay for its services, eventhough the services are much needed.

Alternative Available

We should:

1. Have the city take over the company and run it as a"public service".

2. Have the city give money to private homeowners to keeptheir homes in repair if they show they cannot affordto pay for such repairs

3. Have the city give money directly to the company tokeep it in business, but maintain it as a private
enterprise.

4. Let the company go out of business.

(Source: The New Deal. Public Issues Series/Harvard SocialStudies Project, American Educational PUblications, 1968.)

*2. Students can ask their parents and grandparents abouttheir experiences during the depression, years. Thesecan be shared with the class.

Student Questionnaire

1. How much were you earaing in 1929?

2. Where were you living?

3. Did you lose your job during the depression?When? For how lonm?

7



2. Continue living in one's apartment or home and defend
oneself with arms, if necessary.

3. Move onto the street when evicted and camp in front of
one's home or apartment.

Move to a vacant lot and camp quietly.

5. Move in with friends or relatives, even though this
becomes a major disruption.

Problem 3 m A local construction company that repairs.and
maintains homes and apartments is about to go out of business
because people cannot afford to pay for its services, even
though the services wee much needed.

Alternative Available

We should:

1. Have the city take over the company and run it as a
"pdblic service".

2. Have the city give money to private homeowners to keep
their homes in repair if they show they cannot afford
to pay for such repairs

3. Have the city give money directly to the ompany to.
keep it in business, but maintain it as a private
enterprise.

4. Let the company go out of business.

(Source: The New Deal. Public Issues Series/Harvard Social
Studies Project, American Educational Publications, 1968.)

*2. Students can ask their parents and grandparents about
their experiences during the depression years. These
can be shared with the class.

Student Questionnaire

1. How much were you earning in 1929?

2. Where were yau living?

3. Did you lose your job during the depression?
When? For how logs?

4. What change took place in your income?

5. How did these changes affect your plans for:

a. education
b. leisure time
c. daily living

6. Haw has your experience with the depression affected
your way of living today?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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3. The class can bring in a passage from a novel of the

period that best describes the period. This can be
used as the basis of a class discussion.

209

This activity should be tied to a library resource
and research activity. The following seeps can be taken:

1. Introduce sources to students through a functional
library lesson with bibliography and multimmedia
resources listed.

2. Time should be provided for reading groups to meet
in small group seminars to discuss the materials
read under topical headings: social problems, the
times reflected in literature, etc.

3. Reporting to class as a panel discussion.

Using literature to learn about the effect of the depression
on the lives of people.

A 1926 Nash sedan pulled wearily off the highway. The back
seat was piled nearly to the ceiling with sacks, with pots
and pans, and on the very top, right up against the doling,
two boys rode. On the top of the car, a mattress and a
folded tent; tent poles tied along the running board. The
car pulled up to the gas pumps. A dark-hairedshhatchet-faced
man got slowly out. And-the two boys slid down from the
load and hit the ground.

Mae walked around the counter and stood in the door. The
man was dressed in gray wool trousers and blue shirt, dark
blue with sweat on the back and under the arms. The boys
in overalls and nothing else, ragged patched overalls. Their
hair was light, and it stood up evenly ill over their heads,
for it had been roadhed. Their faces were streaked with
dust. They went directly to the mud puddle under the hose
and dug their toes into the mud.

The man asked, "Can we git some water, ma'am?"

A look of annoyance crossed Maels face. "Sure go ahead."
She said softly over her shoulder, "I'll keep my eye on the
hose." She watched while the man slowly unscrewed the
radiator cap and ran the hose in.

A woman in the car, a flaxenmhaired woman, said, "See if
you can't git it here."

The man turned off the hose and screwed on the cap again.
The little boys took the hose from him and they upended it
and drank thirstily. The man took off his dark, stained
hat and stood with a curious humility in front of the
screen. "Could you see your way to sell 1111 a loaf of bread,
ma'am?"

Mae said, "This ain't a grocery store. We got bread to
make santwidges."

"I know, ma'am." His humility was insistent. wife need bread
mul thAra vitn+11411 ervis n1144.01 a vAnnat 41ftemer mem, ft
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library lesson with bibliography and multiftmedia
resources listed.

2. Time should be provided for readiag groups to meet

in small group seminars to disauss the materials
read under topical headings: social problems, the

times reflected in litcrature, etc.

3.. Reporting to class as a parial discussion.

Using literature to learn about the effect of the depression

on the lives of people.

A 1926 Nash sedan pulled wearily off the highway. The back

seat was piled nearly to the ceiling with sacks, with pots

and pans, and on the very top, right up against the oeilng,

two boys rode. On the top of the car, a mattress and a

folded tent; tent poles tied along the running board. The

oar pulled up to the gas pumps. A dark-haired,hhatchet-faoed

man got slowly out. And-the two boys slid down from the

load and hit the ground.

Mae walked around the counter and stood in the door. The

man WAS dressed in gray wool trousers and blue shirt, dark

blue with sweat on the back and under the arms. The boys

in overalls and nothing else, ragged petaled overalls. Their

hair was light, and it stood up evenly all over their headl,

for it had been roadhed. Their faces were streaked with

dust. They went directly to the mud puddle under the hose

and dug their toes into the mud.

The man asked, "Can we git same water, ma'am?"

A look of amnayance crossed Mae's face. "Sure go ahead."

She said softly over her shoulder, "I'll keep my eye on the

hose." She watched While the man slowly unscrewed the

radiator cap and ran the hose in.

A. woman in the car, a flaxen-haired woman, said, "See if

you can't git it here."
The man turned off the hose and screwed on the cap again.

The little boys took the hose fram him and they upended it

and drank thirstily. The man took off his dark, stained

hat and stood wlth a curious humility in front of the

screen. "Could you see your way to sell us a loaf of bread,

ma'am?"

Mae said, "This ain't a grocery store. We got bread to

make sanlwidges."

"I know, ma'am." His humility was insistent. Ne need bread

and there ain't nothin for quite a piece, they say."

"IP we sell bread we gonna run out." Maels tone was faltering.

"We're hungry," the man said.

"Iilkyn't you buy a sanlwidge? We got nice sanowidges, ham-

burgs."

"We'd sure admire to do that ma'am. But we can't. We got

to make a dime do all of US. 4 And he ssid edbarrassedly,

"We ain't got but a little."

of V.67
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Mae said, "You can't get no loaf a bread for a dime. We
only got fifteenmoent loafs."

From behind her Al growled, "God Almighty. Mae, give tem
bread."

"We'll run out tfore the bread truck comes."

"Run out, then goddamn it," said Al. And he looked sullenly
down at the potato salad ha WAS mixing.

Mae shrugged her plump shoulders and looked to the truck
drivers, to show them wbat she WAS up against.

She held the screen door open and the man came in, bringing
a smell of sweat with him. The boys edged in behind him and
they went immediately to the candy case and stared in m not
with craving or with hope or even with desire, but just with
a kind of wonder that such things could be. They were alike
in size and their faces ware alike. One scratched his dusty
ankle with the toe nails of his other foot. The other
whispered some soft message and then they straightened their
eras so that their clenched fists in the overall pockets
showed through the thin blue cloth.

Mae opened a drawer and took out a long waxpapermwrapped
loaf. "This here is a fifteen-cent loaf."

The man put his hat back on his head. He answered with
inflexible humility. "Won't you - can't you see your way
to out off ten cents! worth?"'

Al said snarlingly, "Goddamn it, Mae. Give tem the loaf."

The man turned toward Al. "No, we want to buy ten cents'
worth of it. We got it figgered awful close mister, to get

fornia."to Cal

Mae said resignedly, "You can have this for ten cents."

"Thattd be robbint you, ma'am."

"Go ahead m Al says to take it." She pushed the waxpapered
loaf across the counter. The man took a deep leather pouch
from his rear pocket, untied the atrines aad spread it men.



"Run outs then goddamn it," said Al. And he looked sullenly
down at the potato salad be wns mixing.

Mae shrugged her plump shoulders and looked to the truok
drivers, to show them what she was up against.

She held the screen door open and the man came in, bringing
a smell of sweat with him. The boys edged in behind him and
they went immediately to the candy case and stared in - not
with craving or with hope or even with desire, but just with
a kind of wonder that such things could be. They were alike
in size and their faces were alike. One scratched his dusty
ankle with the toe nails of his other foot. The other
whispered some soft message and then they straightened their
arms so that their clenched fists in the overall pockets
showed through the thin blue cloth.

Mae opened a drawer and took out a long waxpaper-wrapped
loaf. "This here is a fifteen-cent loaf."

The man put his hat back on his head. He answered with
inflexible humility. "Won'tyou - can't you see your way
to cut off ten cents' worth?"

Al said snarlingly, "Goddamn it, Mho. Give 'am the loaf."

The man turned toward Al. "No, we wont to buy ten cents'
worth of it. We got it figgered awful close mister, to get
to California."

Mae said resignedly, *You can have this for ten dents."

"That'd be robbint you,

"Go ahead - Al says to take it." She pushed the waxpapered
loaf across the counter. The man took a deep leather pouch
from his rear pocket, untied the strings, and spread it open.
It was heavy with silver and with greasy bills.

"May soun' funny to be so tight," he apologized. "We got a
thousanl miles to go, and we don't know if we'll make it."
He dug in the pouch with a forefinger, located a dime, and
pindhed in for it. When he put it down on the counter he
had a peAny with it. He was about to drop the penny back
into the pouch when his eye fell on the boys frozen before
the candy counter. He moved slowly down to them. He pointed
in the case at big long sticks of striped peppermint. "Is
them penny candy, ma'am?"

Mae moved down and looked in. "Whidh ones?"

"There, them stripy ones."

The little boys raised their eyes to her face and they
stopped breathing; their mouths were partly opened, their
half-naked bodies were rigid.

"Oh - them. Well, no - them's two for a penny."
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"Well, gimme two then, ma'am." He placed the copper cent
carefully on the counter. The boys expelled their held
breath softly. Mae held the big sticks out.

"Take 'ems" said the man.

They reached timidly, each took a stick, and they held them
down at their sides and did not look at them. But they
looked at each other, and their mouth corners smiled rigidly
with embarrassment.

"Thank: you, ma'am." The man picked up the bread and went
out the door, and the little boys marched stiffly behind him,
the redmstriped sticks held tightly against their legs.
They leaped like chipmunks over the front seat and onto the
top of the load, and they burrowed back aat of sight like
chipmunks.

The man got in and started his car, and with a roaring motor
and a cloud of blue oily smoke the ancient Naeh cliMbed up
on the highway and went on its way to the west.

(Source: The Grgpes of Wrath. John Steihbeck. New York:
The Viking Press. 193'9. fp. 216-2190

9a21,112MLAW-JIMMLIMMAALEIntra
1. What effect did the depression have on this family?

2. Haw do they feel abaat their dhances to start a new lif?

3. Does this selection help you understand the effects of
the depression? How?

4. How valid are novels, plays, poetry and music as historm
ical evidence?

Follow-up Activities

1. Teadhers and students can UAO same of the materials below
to get the flavor and meanings of the depression and it%
impact on the American economy and an American life
(see bibliography).

The Great Depression - filmstrip, Holt, Rinehart & Winston

Yau Have Seen Their rapes - Pictures, Erskine Caldwell
and Margaret BourkemWhite

Beans. Bacon & Gravy m Folksong

Buddy Can You Spare a Dime m Popular Song

1 Can Hear /t Now, m Edward R. Mhrraw



looked at eadh other, and their moutn corners 41=1612

with embarrassment.

"Thank you, ma'am." The man picked up the bread and went

out the door, and the little boys marched stiffly behind him,

the red-striped sticks held tightly against their legs.

They leaped like Ohipmunks over the front seat and onto the

top of the load, and they burrowed back out of sight like

chipmunks.

The man got in and started his oar, and with a roaring motor

and a cloud of blue oily smoke the ancient Nash climbed up

on the highway and went an its wsy to the west.

(Source: The Grapes ofjirath. Jdhn Steinbeck. New York:

The Viking Press. 1939. p. 216-2190

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery,

1. What effect did the depression have on this family?

2. How do they feel about their chances to start a new life?

3. Does this selection help you understand the effects of

the depression? How?

4. How valid are novels, plays, poetry and music as historia

ical evidence?

Follow-up Activities

1, Teadhers and students oan use same of the materials below

to get the flavor and meanings of the depression and it%

impact an the American economy and on American life

(see bibliography).

The Great Depression - filmstrip, Holt, Rinehart & Winston

You Have SeekTheir Faces Pictures, Erskine Caldwell

and Margaret -Bourke-White

Beans, Bacon & Gravy Folksong

Buddy Can You Spare a Dime .0 Popular Song

I Cap Hear It Now sie Edward R. Murray

Sinop Yesterday a, Frederick Lewis Allen

The Golden Twenties Film available from BAVI

The 12, Boom and "301s Depression - Film available from BAVI

2. Students can be assigned to view microfilm reports of the

depression years and report on how New Deal agencies aided:

unemployed workers, poor farmers, youth.
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III. WHAT EFFECT HAS INFLATION HAD ON OUR swum
Emphases:

Inflation has affected all people in oursome have been hurt more than others.

Attempts to deal with inflation have beanby political and social factors.

A. Using cartoons to discover the causesprices.

diiirkeisalerliW #614:241f 34" "411.6ra.%- "

society but

complicated

of increasing

4.At*
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some nave peen nurt more than others.

Attempts to deal with inflation have been complicated
by political and social factors.

A. Using cartoons to discover the causes of increasing
prices.

t.

-

',X...-,49111r.t7,77127=.77M71477:774,:_
*44

iI

(Source: New York
Daily News)
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Shanks in B46110 Evening News

"Hey! Right over herel"
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(Source: New York Times)

213

4

Comm The& ilmodet, "ftlesp's Anatim"

"Oh, no, aot higherr; Shoemaker cartoon, late
1950s

(Source: Annals ot
American Hietory,
alcvelo 9d it Britan-
nice 1 6

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. Where does the cartoonist place the responsibility forhigher prices in eadh of the cartoons?

2. How might labor be a cause of price increases?

3. How can management decisions affect the cost of living?
4. Why might we blame government for the rise in prices?

5. What role does the consumer play in the upward spiralof prices?

6. According to cartoonist #5, where is the blame to beplaced for inflation?

Follow-up Activity

**a. Students can analyze the 1967-1968 data in the 1969
Economic Report of the President related to prices,
wage increases, profits, government spending andconsumer buvinff_



(Source: New York Times)

tufts?. Vs*. fkomeht, limultee

"O h, no, not higher!"; Shoemaker cartoon. late
19S0s

(Source: Annals of.
Amerpan
Encyclop9d ft Britain-
ploat 1,69

Questions for Inquiry and Discovers,'

1. Where does the cartoonist place the responsibility for
hlgher prices in eadh of the cartoons?

2. How might labor be a cause of price increases?

3. Row can management decisions affect the cost of living?

4. Why might we blame government for the rise in prices?

S. What role does the consumer play in, the upward spiral
of prices?

6. According to cartoonist Op where is the blame to be
placed for inflation?

Follow-up ActivitY

**a, Students can analyze the 1967-1968 data in the 1969
Economic Report of the President related to prices,
wage increases, profits, government spending and
consumer buying.

**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.
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1. Does the data verify the views expressed by the cartoon-
ists?

**2. Is the major cause of inflation "demand-full" or "cost-
push?" What evidence can you use to support your answer?

B. *Using a diagram to learn about inflation.

1:,.3kil

1939 100.0 cents

1945 77.2 cents

1950 57.8 cents

1955 51.9 cents

1960 46.9 cents

1965 44.1 cents

1969 (June) 37.9 cents



B. *Using a diagram to learn about lation.

10

t2 amis.+

4

sr:

Ok"

1939 100.0 cents

1945 77.2 cents

1950 57.8 cents

195.i 513 cents

1960 46.9 cents

1965 44.1 cents

1969 (June) 37.9 cents

Copy 00 1969, U. S. News* World Re Inc.

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. Why is the size of tie dollar bill shown to be smaller
in 1969 than in 1939?

2. What has happened to prices during this period?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.

or s. 4061',
4.3.
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3. What has happened to the amount that you could buy
with your income during this period?

14. How does inflation hurt the consumer?

Follow-up Activities

*1. Cartoons

...ideamgMat°

)

I.

.7

I. I.

7.*

1

.e'-'mipml

.

hew...watt

_

I

(Source: New Ybrk Times)

Questions for Inouiry and Discovery

1. What has happened to prices according to this cartoon?

2. What has happened to the value of money?



A4O.L.LOW..111) ACZ1V1Z lea,

*1. Cartoons

,

;

m/

.

.

a.

..

v.

-

(Source: New York Times)

questions for inaulry and Discovery

1. What has happened to prices accorling to this cartoon?

2. What has happened to the value of money?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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3. Item: Several weeks ago, a New York restaurant
celebrated its 1 00th anniversary by serving dizuier on
the basis of its original 1868 menu, including its
1868 prices. The most popular meal proved to be the
five-course dinner for 12 cents. It included sausage
(4 cents), soup (2 cents), liver with salad and potatoes
(3 cents), pie (2 cents), and coffee (1 cent). In
20-degree weather, over 1,000 people waited in line up
to three hours to get in.

Item: In 1931, Babe Ruth received a salary of *80,000
from the New York Yankees; in 1967, Willie Mays MU paid
$125,00 by the San Francisco Giants. Who was better off?

On his $80,000, Ruth paid $11,500 in Federal income
taxes, giving him a take-home pay of $68,500. On his
$125,000, Mays paid a Federal income tax of $73,000,
leaving $52,000 in take-home pay. In addition, consumer
prices today are about 2.2 times as high as they were
in 1931. At today's prices, Mays, 1052,000 take.:home
will only buy What $23,600 would have bought in 1931.
In terms of purdhasing power, Mays' salary was worth
only about a third of Ruthls.

If Willie Nays were to receive as much purdhasing
power today as Babe Ruth did in 1931, he would have to
be paid 044,000. This wtuld be reduced by income
taxes--of $303,300--to a take-home pay of $150,700,
which at current prices is What it would take to buy
what Babe Ruth could purchase with. his $68,500 in 1931.

At those prices, and assuming present tax rates, if
Willie Nays were to earn as much purdhasing power in the
year 2000 as Babe Ruth earned inf.1931, he would have to
be paid a salary of $956,300. Not very likely, every-
thing considered, for a 69-year-old centerfielder.

(Adapted from Inflation: Ypsterdays Today and Tomorrow.
Manufacturers Hanover Trust, April 1468.)

Questions for Discussion:

1. What has happened to prices since 1868? Why?

2. What has happened to wages of baseball superstars?

3. Haw can we tell if people are better off today ar
not?

3&2
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C. Using a case study to understand how inflation affectsa family's economic life.
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Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What evidence is there in this case that Joe Bozieh is
a victim of inflation?

2. What evidence is there that Joe is a contributor to
inflation?

3. How has inflation affected the Bozich family in each
of the following areas:

a. Cost of feeding the family

b. Paying of debts (mortgage, etc.)

0. Value of his savings

d. Value of hir house

9. Number of luxuries enjoyed

**4. In which type of inflation is Joe involved io oostiapush
or demand-pull? What evidence did 'Val WM to determine
your answer?

S. What has happened to Joels overall economic status during
this past year? What evidence do you have to support
your conclusion?

Question for Discussion

1. Joe feels that "the guy who gets hurt is the guy with
the steady income." Is he right? Why?



3. How has inflation affected the Bosich family in eadh
of the following areas:

a. Cost of feeding the family

b. Paying of debts (mortgage, etc.)

0. Value of his savings

d. Value of his house

e. NuMber of luxuries enjoyed

**4. In which type of inflation is Joe involved m oostmpush

or demandpull? What evidence did you use to determine

your answer?

5. What has happened to Joels overall economic status during

this past year? What evidence do you have to support

your conclusion?

SWestion for Discussion

1. Joe feels thst "the guy who gets hurt is the guy with

the steady income." Is he right? Why?

**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.
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2. Compare Joets situation with the graph below.
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a. In what ways do the graphs support Joels feeling that
he is being hurt by inflation?

b. Do the graphs support Joels conclusion that the worker
is the one who is hurt?

o. Is Joe better off now than He was last year?





WASHINGTON The United
States has. ttliklergone four peri-
ods of serious inflation. since
World War 11-1941148, 1950-
52, 10554? and 1906-?

The first three were termi-
Dated by recessions, with a
sharp rise in unemployment, and
the same *as Uue of the incipi-
ent though milder inflation of
195940.

Seemingly everyone from the
left of the , tic party to
the right of *publicanand
certainly g Lyndon John-
son , Nixonsays it
must no Pen that way again.
But no_ has offered any very
Pe Methods of stopping
inflation pmê other way.

Indeed.lp it mtliaent of frank--
ness laJJ week . Walter W.

chief
remedy "Wes
cession %it

ringsuck"
that
as 2 per
years of

Now i
rate, and a
Streeters W*
year it be elsiser to 3 than
to 4. W this kW of belief,
they are .. demanding interest
rates of 7- per eenEttnd up be-
fore the)i *111 putAlbeit; money
in bonds or other ifixed-income
investmente.
Investing Now

BusinessBierk betting the same
way, are planning to invest more
next year than this in new plant
and equipment, even with some
idle capacity, now, 'because it
will only costileare if they wait.

Consumers more' difficult
to assess with 'Certainty, but it
is clear that -they are spending
money hand over fist, regard-
ass of a reduction in take-home
pay from the 10 per cent income
tax surcharge.. Tb offset their
drop in income they have great-
ly expanded their . use of con-
sumer credit fornThe last three
months. .

Al, Of this is known as the
disease of "inflationary psy-
chology," which some analysts
believe J8 as W.f.* inflation
itself. Amont things, it is
what tmelpee'. g
once fee difficult.

The O.* 'Town -8 Ire way

ef stoPPhis; or reduc infla-
tion is to slow total d,
or spending in the sconowyj.....

Kennedy's
said the
WA re-

that, bar-
doubted

get its low
40 the four
Presidency.

4.3 per cent
many Wall

that next

**Recommended

When demand is slack and.
unemployment above norreal,
seliem have tit harder s ti.. Ws-
ing their& Prfees rking
men have a leader time
large wage increases.; No one
doubts that there is inane point
of declinhir 'total demand that
'will stop inflation. In: the Great
:Impression, prices actually went
"down. r

Theinconie tax surcharge; and
the accompanying sharp limit on
Federal Government spending,
were Assigned to slow* total cle-

mently The results so far have
been-hardly visible.

The Federal Reserve Board,
which is supposed to have some
control over the cost and avail-
ability of credit, simply has not
curbed it, at least not yet. Last
week, the Federal Reserve raised
Its discount ratethe interest
rate at which itlends to banks
from 5% to 55 per cent.
Moving at Last

But the Federal Reserve does
show sighs at last of moving
toward restraining the total of
available funds in the economy.
This is being done through the
powerful, but less widely known,
tool cailed "open market opera-
tions" in which daily buying
and selling of governntent secu-
rities directly influence though
an intricate process the amount
of money banks have available
to lend and invest, The Federal
Reserve is using yet another tool
by limiting the ability of banks
to acquire funds through main-
tenance of ceilings on the inter-
est they can pay to large "saviers"
such as corporations with idle
cesh-The tax bill vas enough to
bring the' budget into balance,
as President Johnson disclosed
last week on the basis of updated
estimates. Perhaps the move for
next year should be to move
the budget heavily into surplus,
which would mean, at the least.
continuation of the surcharge
and some pruning of expendi-
tu6s. Including military expendi-
ture.

Perhaps monetary policy will
hear to get eVen tougher but the
prthe is almost bound to be the
politically aid. socially difficult
one ef higher unemployment.

ithe gingerliness of
advisers on 'this

ertiert Stein, named last
-week tile tounidi,of Economic
Actekers, said- al much in an
article written, not long bete*
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we reduce the inflation rate to
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Questions for Inauiry and Discovers'
1. What has bean the reaction of consumers to increasingprices?

2. Haw have businesses reacted to the trend of the spiraling prices?

3. What effect have their actions had on the upward trendof prices?

11.. How does an "inflationary psychology" affect oar costof living?

S. Can the individual do anything to cordbat inflation?

391
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Follow-up Activities

1. Have students read the following New York Times article
and study the graOh.
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Questions for Discussion

1. Why is inflation oftan called a "cruel tax?"
2. Why does inflation affect people in different war)?
3. How would you react to the statement that as long as youget pay increases, inflation can't hurt you?
4.. Same economists feel that inflation redistributes income,i.e., from older to younger people. Would you agree?What evidence would you use?

b. The following problems describe ciraumstances inwhich specific individuals find themselves underconditions of full snployment. Analyze what islikely to happen to them.

1. A young widow is living on a fixed pension.Her husband was killed in Viet Nam and shereceives a pension of $550 a month fram theUnited States government. She has no otherincome. Before her marriage she worked as asecretary. The price level goes up. Whathappens to her share of the G.N.P. pie?
2. A 70myearwold widow is living on Social Securitythat she has received since her husband died tenyears ago. This is her only income. Mae hasnever bean employed outside her home. The pricelevel goes up. What happens to her share of theG.N.P. pie?

3. A school teac her is earning $6,000 a year.In order to get an increase in wages, the salarystructure for all teachers must be studied by acommittee appointed by the Board of Aducation.The recommendations) of this committee will bepresented to the tall board at the annual meetingof the Board When its yearly budget is adopted.The general level of prices rises. What happensto this school teacher's share of the G.N.P. pie?
4.. A steelworker works for wages establiihed by acontract negotiated for him by his union. Hispartiaular contract has a clause in it thatstates that every time the general level of pricesrises 3%, his wages will be raised 3%. There isa 3% rise in the general level of prices. Whathappens to his alert) of the G.N.P. pie?
5. An automobile worker works for wages establishedby a contract negotiated for him by his union.His particular local is



get pay increases, inflation can't hurt you?

Li.. Some economists feel that inflation redistributes income,
i.e., from older to younger people. Would you agree?
What evidence would you use?

b. The following problems describe circumstances La
which specific individuals find themselves under
conditions of full enployment. Analyze what is
likely to happen to them.

1. A young widow is living an a fixed pension.
Her husband WA killed in Viet Nam and she
receives a pension of $550 a month from the
United States government. She has no other
income. Before her marriage she worked as a
secretary. The price level goes up. What
happens to her share of the G.N.P. pie?

2. A 70-year-old widow is living on Social Security
that she has received since her husband died ten
years ago. This is her only income. She has
never been employed outside her home. The price
level goes up. What happans to her share ar the
G.N.P. pie?

3. A school tem her is earning $6,000 a year.
In order to get an increase in wages, the salary
structure for all teachers must be studied by a
committee appointed by the Board of Education.
The recommendations of this committee will be
presented to the full board at the annual meeting
of the Board when its yearly budget is adopted.
The general level of prices rises. What happens
to this school teadher's share of the G.N.P. pie?

4. A steelworker works for wages established by a
contract negotiated for him by his union. His
partiaular contract has a clause in it thSt
states that every time the general level of prices
rises 3%, his wages will be raised 3%. There is
a 3% rise in the general level of prices. What
happens to his share of the G.N.P. pie?

5. An automobile worker works for wages established
by a contract negotiated for him by his union.
His particalar local is not too strong and be-
cause of other issues involved, they chose to
negotiate at the local level. Their contract
calls for a lower wage rate than that set by the
international union and has no cost-of-living
clause providing for increased wages to corres-
pond to increases in the general price level.
There is a 3% rise in the general level of prices.
What happens to hie share of the G.N.P. pie?
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6. A plumber works for a strong local that anti-
cipated that prices were going to rise and
negotiated a contract in whiah a raise hike was
provided in advance of raised prices. The
general price level rises. What happens to his
share of the G.N.P. pie?

7. An automobile company has been working at full
capacity. Prices rise faster than its costs of
production. It continues to produce at full
capacity. The president of this company receives
an annual bonus of 1% of the company's annual
earnings. What happens to his share of the
G.N.P. pie?

8. The president of this company owns 10,000 shares
of the company's stock. The dividends paid an
these shares of stocks depends upon the company's
annual earnings. Prices rise faster than the
costs of production. What happens to his share
of the G.N.P. pie?

9. You worked last summer and earned $1,000. You
put it in the bank. Naw you would like to buy
a car. The cost of cars has inareased sinoe
last summer. What has happened to your share
of the G.N.P. pie?

10. Instead of putting the thousand dollars you earned
in the bank last summer, you loaned it to your
brother. He promises to pay it back this winter
but now wants you to let him keep the money three
years. In general, prices have been rising 5%
per year. Are you going to let him.keep the money?

On the basis of your answers to problems 14.8, make
a one-sentence generalization on the following subject:

11. What groups of people are most likely to benefit
from inflation? What groups are most likely to
suffer?

c. Lesson Plan

Lesson: The Effects of Inflation

Aim: To understand the effects of inflation on
various groups in our economy.

MOTIVATION:
In the 1920's it would have been 1914
a good idea, if you happened to be $1 = 2;
living in Germany, to take a Wheel Marks
barrow with you. When you went to
the store tl buy a bottle of milk. 1923
Whz_all_b_annole_



capacity. Prices rise faster than its costa of
production. It continues to produce at full
capacity. The president of this company receives
an annual bonus ar 1% of the company's annual
earnings. What happens to his share of the
G.N.P. pie?

8. The president of this company owns 10,000 shares
of the company's stock. The dividends paid an
these shares of stocks depends upon the company's
annual earnings. Rrices rise faster than the
costs of production. What happens to his share
of the G.N.P. pie?

9. You worked last summer and earned $1,000. You
put it in the bank. Now you would like to buy
a car. The cost of cars has inmreased 10% since
last summer. What has happened to your share
of the G.N.P. pie?

10. Instead of putting the thousand dollars you earned
in the bank last summer, you loaned it to your.
brother. He promises to pay it back this winter
but now wants you to let him keep the money three
years. In general, prices have been rising
per year. Are you going to let himkeep the money?

On the basis of your answers to problems 1-8, make
a one-sentence generalization on the following subject:

11. What groups of people are most likely to benefit
from inflation? What groups WO most likely to
suffer?

e. Lesson Plan

Leeson: The Effects of Inflation

Aim: To understand the effects of inflation on
various groups in our economy.

MOTIVATION:
In the 19201s it would have been
a good idea, if you happened to be
living in Germany, to take a Wheel
barrow with you gien you went to
the store to buy a bottle of milk.
Why the barrow?

What is such a period called?

Suppose you were living in Germany
at tills time, what problems would
yau expect to be facing?

In ligkt of this, what m4ght we
study today?

357

19111.

gl = 23
Marks

1923
$1 = 4.2

Trillion
Mar1m

4,200,000,000,
000

How does infla-
tion affect our
economy?
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S
PRESENTATION:

Based on your experience, what hashappened to the value of your moneyduring the past years?

Suppose we wanted proof, wheremdght we turn?

Explain figure.

In 1940 Mr. Jones had $900; hecould have bought a ahevvy, but putit in the bank instead and received$1500 in 1960. "Wonderful," thougPtJones. "I've made WO". Do yousupport Mr. Jones' elation?

Suppose you were the bank owner, wouldyou agree this is wonderful?

What is the relationship of the bankerto the depositor?
Debtor se. Creditor

Use data avails-
able in preced-
ing charts and
graphs.

Consumer Price
Index

MEDIAL SUMMARY:
Based on this, what would be the atti-tude of debtors and creditors towardinflation?

OR
In the 18901s, the farmers favored a I. Pensionerpolicy of inflation. Why?

II. Borrower to
start
business

III. Civil ser-
vantHaw would inflation affect xml if you IV. Beal estatewere one of the people indicated (by brokerrows)? Why?

PRESENTATION:
Others are affected by inflation too.

Which groups seem to have interestsin common?

Suppose the cost of living rose 25%during a 10-year period. During thissame time a familyls income rose from$5000 to $6000. What has probably
happened to their living standards?(Other things equal)

WOO to $6000?

Fixed incomes
Variable incomes



Explain figure.

In 1940 Mr. Jones had $900; he
could have bought a Chevvy, but put
it in the bank instead and received
$1500 in 1960. "Wonderful," thought
Jones. "I've made $OO". Do you
support Mr. Jones' elation?

Suppose you were the bank owner, would
you agree this is wonderful?

What is the relationship of the banker
to the depositor? Debtor - Creditor

MEDIAL SUMMARY:
Based on this, what would be the atti-
tude of debtors and creditors toward
inflation?

OR
In the 18901s, the farmers favored a I. Pensioner
policy of inflation. Why? II. Borrower to

start
business

III. Civil ser-
vant

IV. Real estate
broker

PRESENTATION:
OtaerJ are affected by inflation too.

How would inflation affect you if yau
were one of the people indicated (by
rows)? WhY?

Which groups seem to have interests
in common?

Suppose the cost of living rose 25%
during a 10-eyear period. During this
same time a family's income rose from
$5000 to $6000. What has probably
happened to their living standards?
(Other things equal)

$4000 to $6000?

SUMMARY AND APPLICATION:

Fixed incomes
Variable incomes

1. You people will be entering the business
world soon. What type of period would you
like to see most at that time? Gradual
deflation? Stable economy? Gradual infla-
tion?

2. The EMployment Act of 1946 calls for full
employment and economic stability. Can we
have both?

3. What groups of workers may have the most
financial problems during a period of infla.,
tion? Least? Why?

3E9
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*A role playing situation can be set Up to dramatize
the problems of inflation. Four students, representing
the four types of individuals in the above lesson plan
arrive at a desk in a bank discussing the need for a
loan during this inflationary period.

1. Which person is getting a loan with little
difficulty? Why?

2. Which person seems to have difficulty in
getting a loan? Why?

3. Has the bank refueed a loan to anyone? What
reasons did they give? Were they justified?

**(1. Students can compare our current period of infla-
tion with other periods of inflation experienced
since World War II. Have student comaittees cover
the four periods since the war, presenting reports
in the charts to the class.

Comparisons can also be made with inflationary
periods experienced by other nations of the world,
i.e., Germany, France, Brazil, Japan.

IV. HOW HAS THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT USED FISCAL AND MONETARY
POLICY TO TRY TO STABILIZE OUR ECONOMY?

Emphases

The major power of our money supply is credit.

Many draWbacks to fiscal and monetary policy have
made their use only partially effective.



2. Which person seems to have difficulty in

getting a loan? Why?

3. Has the bank refuied a loan to anyone? What

reasons did they give? Were they justified?

**de Students can compare our current period of inflaim

tion with other periods of inflation experienced

since World War II. Have student committees cover

the four periods since the war, presenting reports

in the charts to the class.

Comparisons can also be made with inflationary

periods experienced by other nations of the world,

i.e., Germany, France, Brasil, Japan.

IV. HOW HAS THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT USED FISCAL AND MONETARY

POLICY TO TRY TO STABILIZE OUR ECONOMY?

Emphases,

The major power of our money supply is credit.

Many draWbacks to fiscal and monetary policy have

made their use only partial4 effective.

*Recommended for Students Adhieving Below Grade Level.

**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.

461
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402
*A. Using pictures to learn about money.

VARIETIES OF MONEY

BABYLONIAN CLAY DUE BILL

CHINESE TAO

STONE MONEY OF YAP
DECADRACHM OF SYRACUSE

Many different kinds of objects can be used to provide the three basic functions ofmoneyas a unit of account, a medium of exchange, end a store of value. Onthese two pages, we see varieties of money that have been used from ancientBabylonia to Germany in 1923. Obviously, some types of money were much moreconvenient than others: the stone money of Yap, for inatence, could never serve ina complex economy. The elephant tall bristles of Portuguese West Africa and thecanine teeth of the Solomon islands could not permit much increase in the moneysupply. On the other hand, simple coinswhich have scarcely changed from ancientGreece to modem timeswere marvelously convenient and (by changing the valueupon them) infinitely expandiblees the German one-billion mark coin Indicates.The world was rather slow In recognizing that unite of money did not have to haveany inherent value (as do the silver pieces of eight or bronze bells of Rhodesia) inorder to satisfy all the functions of money.

AB Photos Courtesy The Chase Manhattan Bank Money Museum



VARIETIES OF MONEY

BABYLONIAN CLAY DUE BILL

CHINESE TAO

STONE MONEY OF YAP DECADRACHPA OF SYRACUSE

Many different kinds of objects can be used to provide the three basic functions of
moneyas a unit of account, a medium of exchange, and a store of value. On
these two pages, we see varieties of money that have been used from ancient
Babylonia to Germany in 1923. Obviously, some types of money were much more
convenient than others: the stone money of Yap, for instance, could never serve in
a complex economy. The elephant tail bristles of Portuguese West Africa and the
canine teeth of the Solomon islands could not permit much increase in the money
supply. On the other hand, simple coinswhich have scarcely changed from ancient
Greece to modern timeswere marvelously convenient and (by changing the value
upon them) infinitely expandibleas the German one-billion mark coin indicates.
The world was rather slow in recognizing that units of money did not have to have
any inherent value (as do the silver pieces of eight or bronze bells of Rhodesia) in
order to satisfy all the functions of money.

All Photos Courtesy The Chase Manhattan Bart. Money Museum

(From The World of Economics. Silk and Saunders,
MoGraWM771176T)

*Recommended for Stuients Achieving Below Grade Level.
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ELEPHANT TAIL BRISTLES

PIECE OF EIGHT 18TH CENTURY

SOLOMON'ISLANDS CANINE TEETH

PI
4.4

BRONZE BELL OF RHODES/A 19TH CENTURY

GERMAN ONE BILLION MARK-1923

All Photos Courtesy The Chase Manhattan Bank Money Museum



SOLOMON'ISLANDS CANINE TEETH

ELEPHANT TAIL BRISTLES

BRONZE BELL OF RHODESIA 19TH CENTURY

PIECE OF EIGHT 18TH CENTURY

GERMAN ONE BILUON MARK-1923

AR Photos Courtesy The Chase Manhattan Bank Money Museum

estior. and Discover

1. Which type of money would be most convenient to use?

Why?

2. Why are dog teeth considered as money in the Solomon

Islands?

3. Why would people accept these teeth for other goods

and services?

Z. What is money?

4'
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Follow-up Activities

*1. Class can visit the Chase Manhattan Bank Money
Museum (1294. Sixth Avenue, New york City) to see
the various types of money used throughout history.

**2. Students can read and report to class an the role
of money and banking in the American economy. Some
books that can be used are:

Waage, Money Master or Servant, Federal Reserve Bank
of New York, 1967.

Bernstein, A Primer on None
Random

Duesenberry, Mandy and Credit, Prentice-Hall, 1964.

B. Using fiction to learn about the function of money.

Teachers can use the following selection of an imaginary
situation to introduce the ..g.lea of a money economy and
the effect of money on an economy.

THE MAGIC OF MIRY

In! the misty dawn of hise,:ory, the stone age inhabitants
of a pleasant little island in an inland sea decided to
abandon "the law of fang and claw" to bring greater abun-
dance to their fellaw cave men through mutual coopera-
tion. Life on the island was idyllic until Shwa, who
skillfully hollawed aut log boats, agreed to make a
boat for Truk, if the lOter, who was known for the
quality of his sharp stone axes, would provide the axes
for the job and an ax or two to spare.

When Truk and Sham introduoed specialization, custom-
ary ways of making things on the island changed rapidly.
Some natives began to specialize in the preserving of
meats and fidh; others in dressing skins and in faehion-
ing bows, arrows, and fishbooks. The islanders not
only increased the output and quality of the things
that they had always produced, but now they also used
scarce resources for making such luxuries as braided
bracelets, bone combs, and shell necklaces. As a result
of this primitive "industrial revolution," a primeval
cave economy emerged.

While specialization brought speedier production,
a greater abundance of goods and services, arid rising
living standards, it also created economic problems for
the island. Shem uould not always trade boats for
the things he needed. Fishhooks, arrows and stone
axes seemed to be in oversupply. Quarrels arose over
the relative value of goods. People argued about how



**2. Students can read and report to class an the role
of money and banking in the American economy. Some
books that can be used are:

Waage, MoneY Master or Servant, Federal Reserve Bank
--mr.--Eafewl:72777677--

Bernstein, ,APrimer on Mcney, Banking and Gold,
Random House, 196E.

Duesenberry, Mona.eian, Prentice-Hall, 1964.

B. Using fiction to laarn about the function of money.

Teadhers can use the follawing selection of an imaginary
situation to introduce the idea of a money economy and
the effect of money on an economy.

THE MAGIC OF MONEY

In'the misty dawn of history, the stone age inhabitants
of a pleasant little island in an inland sea decided to
abandon wthe law of fang and claw" to bring greatao abun-
dance to their fellow cave men through mutual ..lopera-
tion. Life on the island was idyllic until She who
skillfully hollowed aut log boats, agreed to male a
boat for Truk, if the latter, Who was known for the
quality of his sharp stone axes, would provide the axes
for the Job and an ax or two to spare.

When Truk and Shem introduced specialization, custom-
ary ways of making tbAngs on the island changed rapidly.
Same natives began to specialize in the preserving of
meats and fish; others in dressing skins and in fashion-
ing bows, arrows, and fishbooks. The islanders not
only increased the output and quality of the things
that they had always produced, but now thay also used
scarce resources for making sudh luxuries as braided
bracelets, bone combs, and shell necklaces. As a result
of tbis primitive "industrial revolution," a primeval
cave economy emerged.

While specialization brought speedier production,
a greater abundance of goods and services, add rising
living standards, it also created economic problems for
the island. Sham could not always trade boats for
the things he needed. Fishhooks, arrors and stone
axes seamed to be in oversupply. Quarrels arose over
the relative value of goods. People argued about how
many skins were needed in exchange for a boat. If an
item was of small value, like a mess of fish, how was
the awner of a skin going to "pay" for it? If he cut
the skin into bits and pieces, he destroyed the value
of his commodity. Rarely did two people have that
"coincidence of wants" so necessary for barter, the
direct exchange of one product for another. Eadh trade
was a special bargain. Precious time and effort was
wasted trading and retrading until each party finally
got what he really wanted. This time could have been

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.
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better spent producing additional goods and services.
While he was watching haggling going on in the marketplace over the "price" or terms of the exchange, Krag,the primitive doctor, had a brilliant idea. Be thoughtabnut the beautiful scalloped White dhells that the tidesometimes washed up on the beach. A fortunate few hadshells for personal adornment and for decoration. Therenever seemed to be enough of them to satisfy the demandof all the islanders. Since these scarce shells wereeasily recognizable and generally acceptSble in paymentfor goods and services, Krag suggested that white shellsserve as a medium of exahange. When his suggestion Wasadopted, the cave economy became a money economy.
Aside from the Chief, Krag was the most respected manon the island. He lived with his family in his ownspacious cave safe from marauding beasts and men. Beforelong some islanders began depositing the dhells thatthey had saved with Krag for safekeeping. When emergen-cies requiring "money" arose, others came to the doctorto borrow shells. Usually he loaned his own shells,but, When he observed that depositors rarely came topick up their dhells, he began to lend some of theirshells too. Krag also began to charge an extra shellor two as interest. He even stamped his magic mark onstrips of leather to represent the shells that thenatives found a burden to carry about with them, andshortly thereafter these leather strips became as gen-erally acceptable among islanders as the shells them-selves.

The island's economy functioned smoothly until aterrifying wlnter storm at sea washed up thousands ofshells on the island's shores. In uo time almost every-one possessed more shells than ever before. Same peoplebegan to spend their shells faster than the goods theywanted could be produced. Prices rose. In a shortWhile, there were so many dhells in circulation thatthey could not buy much. Furthermcce, many cave mendiscovered that their shell incomes did not rise as fastas the current rise in prices and so their real incomes(the things which they could buy with their shells)dropped. The widow Moog, whdse husband had mnassed anample supply of shells before he died, found, for exam-ple that the buying power of her wealth was rapidlydwindling. Would neighboring islands still accept whiteshells to settle inter-island trade balances if shellscontinued to depreciate in value? The Chief consultedhis Council of Wise Men who decided that "too manyshells ware chasing scarce goods." The condition hadto be remedied, they said, before inflation ruined theisland I s economy.

(Our Money Economy' Edward C. Prehn First National City Bank)



sometimes washed up on the bea6h. A fortunate few had
shells for personal adornment and for decoration. There
never seemed to be enough of them to satisfy the demand
of all Vae islanders. Since these scarce shells were
easily recognizable and generally aoceptable in payment
for goods and services, Krag suggested that white shells
serve as a medium of exchange. When his suggestion was
adopted, the cave economy became a money economy.

Aside fram the Chief, Krag was the most respected man
on the island. He lived with his family in his own
spacious cave safe from marauding beasts and men. Before
long some islanders began depositing the shells that
they had saved with Krag for safekeeping. When emergen-
cies requiring "money" arose, others came to the doctor
to borrow daells. Usually he loaned his own shells,
but, When he observed that depositors rarely came to
pick up their dhells, he began to lend some of their
shells too. Krag also began to charge an extra shell
or two as interest. He even stamped his magic mark ou
strips of leather to represent the Shells that the
natives found a burden to carry about with them, and
shortly thereafter these leather strips became as gen-
erally acceptable among islanders as the shells them-
selves.

The island's economy functioned smoothly until a
terrifying winter storm at sea washed ap thousands or
shells on the island's shores. In no time almost every-
one possessed more dhells than ever before. Some people
began to spend their shells faster than the goods they
wanted could be produced. Prices rose. In a short
while, there were so many dhells in circulation that
they could not buy much. Furthermore, many cave men
discovered that their dhell incomes did not rise as fast
as the current rise in prices and so their real incomes
(the things which they could buy with their shells)
dropped. The widow Moog, whose husband had amassed an
ample supply of shells before he died, found, for exam-
ple that the buying power of her wealth was rapidly
dwindling. Would neighboring islands still accept white
shells to settle inter-island trade balances if shells
continued to depreciate in value? The Chief consulted
his Council of Wise Men who decided that "too many
shells were chasing scarce goods." The condition had
to be remedied, they said, before inflation ruined the
island s economy.

(Our Money Economy, Edward C. Prehn, First National City Bank)

SIMAIISMI.DMILWALY-Eg Discoveri.

1. Why did Truk and Sh:em exchange goods?

2. What did each gain through barter?

3. Why did barter become inconvenient?

4. Why did Krag choose white shells as an exchange medium
(money)?

4C9
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5. What problems dld it solve?

6. What was the effect of having too many shells available?

7. What purpose was served when created leather strips
to represent the shells he held for safekeeping?

Questions for Discussion

1. Why is a money system necessary for a growing economy?

2. Why are cheeks considered as money in our economy?

3. Why can't "Uncle Sam" give us all lots of paper dollars?

4. If the inhabitants of the island above decided to change
their monetary system, what suggestions would you prom
pose? What features of their system would you keep? Why?

C. Using the chalkboard to illustrate haw demand deposits are
created by the commercial banking system. (Teadhers may wish
to rexograph the materials below and distribute them to stam
dents. The lesson oan be developed from the material below).

A simplified system of money expansion can be illustrated
by the following example. Far this,example three assumptions,
that will be broken down later, Should be made:

1. 20% of all money must remain in the banking system.

2. Money never leaves the banking' system.

3. Banks will lend all that is available and people will
borrow What is made available to them.

A $1,000 deposit followed by the three steps above will result
in the following:

Al ha

Assets

Cash and Reserves $200.

Loans 800.

Bank

Liabilities

Demand deposits $1000.

Tha $800 loan remains in the system as money borrowed in the
form of a checking account and thus an expansion through
several loans would look like this:

Beta Bank Gamma

Assets

Cash &
Reserves $160

Loans 640

Liabilities Assets L

Demand ! Cash &
deposits $800 Reserves $128

410

Loans 512

Demand
deposits $640
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If we were to continue the expansion and total all cash,
loans and demand deposits we 'would find:

Oaah - Woo
Loans - $4000

Demand Deposits - $5000

Thus is illustrated the ability of the commercial bankiiv
system to expand our money supply through loans and the
creation of demand deposits.

A breakdown or charge in any or all of the; assumptions will
change the final figures but will not change the conclusion
that the banking system can and does expand our money supply.

1. What :ts money?

2. 1411:5 are demand deposits part of our money supply?

3. Why do loans add to our money supply?

4. How does the ommercial banking system create money?

questions for Discussion

1. How can a change to 10% in our first assumption affect
our money supply?

2. How can changes in the other two assumptions affect our
example?

3. How can the creation of too many loans affect our economy?
Too few loans?

4. How is the money supply related to the fluctuations in
our economy?

Follow-up Activities

le Students can read Keeping Our Money Healthy, a free pam-
phlet available from the Federal Rtserve Bank of New York
to see how money is created and its effect on our economy.
A lesson on monetary policy can be structured around the
example on p. 14.

a. What is the effect of people buying all that is pro-
duced? Buying less than is produced? Offering to
buy more than is produced?

b. How can the money supply affect this balance?

c. How can the FED use its power over bank reserve
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Thus is illustrated the ability of the commercial banking
system to expand our money supply through loans and the
creation of demand deposits.

A breakdown or charge in any or all of the assumptions will
change the final figures but will not change the conclusion
that the banking system can and does expand our money supply.

...2.4.112nsforInzz
1. What is money?

2. Why are demand deposits part of our money supply?

3. Why do loans add to our money supply?

4. Haw does the commercial banking system create money?

Spestions for Discussion

1. How can a change to 10% in aur first assumption affect
our money supply?

2. Haw can changes in the other two assumptions affect our

example?

3. Haw can the creation of too many loans affect our economy?

Too few loans?

4.. How is the money supply related to tbe fluctuations in

our economy?

Follow-up Activities

1. Students can read Kee.:OUlone'Health's a free pam-

phlet available frOM-thi-AP4MS-ria-Re-Sik of New York
to see how money is created and its effect on our economy.
A lesson on monetary policy can be structured around the

example on p.

a. What is the effect of people buying all that is pro-

duced? Buying less than is produced? Offering to

buy more than is produced?

b. Haw can the money supply affect this balance?

0. Haw can the FED use its power over bank reserve
requirements to control our money supply? Why would

the FED want to increase the reserve requirements?

d. What effect does a change in the discount rate have

on the cost of credit to borrowers? How does it

affect our money simpply?

8. What are open market operations? How are they em-
ployed to control the money supply?

f. What is ths function of the Federal Reserve System?

2. A trip to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York can be
arranged for high sdhool seniors in groups of about 30-33.

A lecture awl tour can be arranged well in advance by

contacting the Education Lepartment of the bank.

Several useful films are also available from this bank.
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*3. A local banker can be invited in to disauss suchquestions as:

- What are the specific jobs in a bank?

- How does one qualify for these jobs?

. What sorts of :nvestments do banks make?

. What col-,',113 does the government have over banks?

. On What basis are loans granted or denied?

- Haw to get a loan?

The talk can be illustrated wlth samples of bank forms,such as loan applications, deposit and withdrawal forms,bank literature on automobile loans and Christmas Clubs,etc.

The visit can be followed up with a visit to a local bank.
ith.. our credit-oriented economy can be introduced with thecartoons below.

1.

Library of turas

Lithograph by currierand Ives. 1870

I
IsELL FOR

(Source: The Annals of American History, 1969)

iLt



. What sorts of investments do banks make?

- What controls does the government have over banks?

. On what basis are loans granted or denied?

- How to get a loan?

The talk can be illustrated wlth samples of bank forms,
such as loan applications, deposit &nd withdrawal forms,
bank literature on automobile loans and Christmas Clubs,
etc.

The visit can be followed up with a visit to a local bank.

*4. Our credit-oriented economy can be introduced with the
cartoons below.

1.

Vt

4. 7
-

Library f Compere

Lithograph by Currier and Ives, 1870
411111111Y

(Source: The Annals of American History, 1969)

2.

Y Tt-4Diro1
aRo7f-,

TRY .OUtt

C RE D
PLIk,.N1

gelf4T

Frew "Sorry Ile hdpt": Curtsey. "The VW Street lemur

"How do I go about this? He wants to pay cash"

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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Questions for Ingaky and Discoverz

a. What is the attitude of cartoonist 41 toward buyingand selling on credit?

b. What is the attitude expressed in cartoon #2?
e. Why has there been a change from a cadh economy to acredit economy?

d. How has this change affected the health of our economy?
Students can find out about the various typos of credit,such as mortgages, ear loans, installment buying, charge-account credit, etc.

Materials are available from The New York City Departmentof Consumer Affairs.

A valuable pamPUlet issued by The New York State BarkingDepartment is Buyinxon Time?, a Consumer Credit Guide.
*5. Students ean get up a bulletin board display of varioustypes of credit forms. Farms from financescompanies,banks and credit unions illustrating current ehanga.3 andrepayment plans ean be studied. Students can determinethe effective interest rates and best credit value.
*6. Use the pamphlet Know Your Rights (State of New York Bank-ing Departments 100 Thurch Street, New York, New York)

Students can discuss installment buying and revolving creditin terms of cost and cautions.

7. Students can debate the question "Should all eonsumers havecredit?
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credit economy?

d. How has this change affected the health of our economy?

Students can find aut about the various types of credit,
such as mortgages, car loans, installment buying, charge-
account credit, etc.

Materials are available from The New York City Department
of Consumer Affairs.

A valuable pamphlet issusd by The New York State Banking
Department is Buying on Time?, a Consumer Credit Guide.

*5. Students can get up a bulletin board display of various
types of credit farms. Farms tram financescampanies,
banks and credit unions illustrating current changes and
repayment plans can be studied. Students can determine
the effective interest rates and best credit value.

*6. Use the pamphlet Know Your Rights (State of New York Bank.-
ing Department, 100 Churdh Street, New York, New York)

Students can discuss installment buying and revolving credit
in terms of cost and cautions.

7. Students can debate the question "Should all conswmars have
credit?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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*8. Use the cartoon below to develop an understanding of theadvantages and dangers of credit buying.

The Des Moines Regkeer

1. What do these terms me time payments, mortgage,loan payment?

2. What bas John Q gained as a result of buying on credit?
3. What problems seem to be developing for Jdhn Qg

4. How dhould John Q protect himself from these charges?



The Des Maims &skier

1. What do these terms me time payments, mortgage,
loan payment?

2. What has John Q gained aa a r6sult of buying on credit?
3. What problems seem to be developing for John Q?
4.. How should John Q. protect himself from these changes?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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*9. Have the class read and discuss the following selection and
the suggested questions:

HRNRY GREEN BUYS A TELEVISION SET

Henry Green wanted to buy a television set. He visited
a store and picked out the model he wanted. The salesman
said that ths price was 41200. Henry didn't have that much
money but the salesman said that he could-buy that set on
the installment plan.

The salesman stated that Henry could pay for the set while
he used it. Mr. Green paid the salesman $10. Then the
salesman filled out a paper with many nuMbers on it. Henry
quickly signed it and WAS told that the set would be delivered
after the store had a chance to check on him.

In a week the set was delivered. Henry began to make
payments every month by sending a check to the finance
company. One day, at work, Henry brok his back. Because
of doctor bills and the loss of his income, be couldn't make
his monthly payments. In addition, he was paying for his
car and a washing machine on time payments. A man called
and told Mr. Green that he would repossess the television
set if Henry didn't pay. Henry borrowed money from a friend
to make his payment on the set. The next week Henry returned
to work.

When the year had ended, Henry figured out that he had
paid $220. He called up the television salesman and said,
"You're a crook. You said the set was only $200. I want
the extra $20 back."

,Ques4ons for Inouiry and Discovery

What do we call the $10 that Henry paid when he ordered
the set?

2. What do we call the paper that Henry signed?

3. Why do you think Henry made a mistake at the television
store?

4. Why did the salesman say the store wanted to check on
Henry?

5. What did the man mean when he said be would repossess
the set?

6. What do you think the salesman told Henry on the tele-
phone &bout the $207

7. Do you think Henry was a wise consumer? Explain your
answer.



D. Using a case study of the 1960's to understand the applicationof fiscal and monetary policy.

1. The following historical document can be duplicated to helpstudents learn about the federal government's role in oureconomy.

THE EMPLOYMENT ACT OF 1946 (Abridied)

Declaration of Policy -

The Congress hereby declares that it is the continuingpolicy and responsibility of the federal government touse all practicable means., to utilize all its
resources for the purpose of creating and maintaining

conditions under whidh there will be afforded useful
employment opportunities for those able, willing,and seeking to work, and to promote nmximum employment,
production, and purdhasing power.

Economic Report of the President -

The President shall transmit to the Congress an
economic report setting forth (1) the levels of employ-ment, production, and purchasing power in the UnitedStates and such levels needed to carry out the policy
(above); (2) current and forseeable trends in the
levels of employment, production, and purdhasing power;(3) a-review of the economic program of the federal
government arid a review of economic conditIons affectingemployment in the United States ; and (4) a programfor carrying out the policy declard (above), togetherwith such recommendations for legislation as he maydeem necessary or desirable.

Council of Economic Advisers to the President -

The Council shall be composed of three members who shallbe appointed by the President .... (Who shall) ... formu-late and recommend national economic policy to promote
employment, production, and purchasing power under free
competitive enterprise....

Questions for Inquiry and Discover/
1. What major economic goals does this law establish?

2. What powers are given to the federal government in
order to carry out these goals?

3. What problems does the fulfillment of these goals
present?

4. What should be the major t;bjective of economic poliay?Why?

2. Have students read the following New York Times articles.

420
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Inflation and Vietnam
Most Observers Believe U.S. Policies
On Financing Conflict Caused Upsurge

By EDWIN L. DALE Jr.
ameba to Mt New York Time

WASHINGTON, June 24
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News the Government, since become known, he failed
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the post-World War
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In the budget be submitted

to Congress in January, 1966,'former President Johnson esti-mated the cost of. the war At910-billion for fiscal year 1967.On that basis, he recommendedno tax increase because thegeneral growth of revenueswould nearly cover the cost.The $10-billion figure hadbeen worked out by former
Defense Secretary Robert S.McNamara on the assumptionthat the war would end by.mid-1967.
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DIFIATION FACTORS: The economy enjoyed growth with relatively low1965. Vietnam war costs then began to push up demand, leading to aoutput of goods and services (1) and helping 'to increase the percentage offorce employed (2). Wages rose (3) m labor supply tightened, and the labor costVequired to make each unit of gtoods soared (4). Businessmen, lured byslend rising labor costs, raised prices and helped to produce k repltelloblisirk* levels (5). The average production worker made aq phi Is *steerearnings (6) because rising prices and higher tuxes have slightly outpaced1,418
(Source: New York Times)
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sips ions .or risand Discove
1. In What ways bms labor contributed to the inflation

of the 1960's?

2. What responsibility for the recent inflation must indus-try bear, according to this article?

3. Where is the greatest share of the burden placed for theinflation of the 19601s? Why?

4. Was the government's fiscal policy responsible for thecontinuing inflation? How?

5. What was the purpose of the 1968 surtax? Was its pur-pose fulfilled?

6. What role did monetary policy play during the period
1965-1967?

7. What difficulties were encountered in the effort tofight infl-tiln? Were they overcome? How?

fPiaouasion
1. Haw effective mts the use of the government's fiscalpolicy in fighting the upward spiral of prices in the19601s?

2. Wes monetary policy an aid or a hindrance in this effort?
**3. How does the "New Economics" differ fran the "old

economics?"

4.. How .effectively was our government fulfilling the aimsof the Employment Act of 194.6?

5. How effective has President Nixon been in meeting the
challenge of inflation?

3. Graphs can be used to illustrate the relationships betweeninflation and the unemployment rate as well as those between
wage increases and productivity.
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3. Where is the greatest share of the burden placed for the
inflation of the 19601s? Why?

4. Was the government's fiscal policy responsible for the
continuing inflation? Haw?

5. What was the purpose of the 1968 surtax? Was its pur..
pos e fulf illed ?

6. What role did monetary policy play during the period
1965.1967?

7. What difficulties were err:muttered in the effort to
fight inflation? Were they overcome? How?

Questions for Discussion

1. How effective WAS the use of the government's fiscal
policy in fighting the upward spiral of prices in the
19601s?

2. Was monetary policy an aid or a hindrance in this effort?

**3. How does the "Not Economics" differ from the "old
economics?"

4. How -effectively was our government fulfilling the aims
of the Employment Act of 1946?

5. How effective has President Nixon been in meeting the
challenge of inflation?

3. Graphs can be used to illustrate the relationships between
inflation and the unemployment rate as well as those between
wage increases and productivity.

**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.
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Two Causes of Inflation
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QuestAons for Inauiry and Dliscovery
4 What has happened to the rate of price increase as therate of unemployment has declined?

2. Why do low unemployment rates tend to lead to inflation?
3. What problem does the trade-off between unemploymentand rising prices present to the policy-maker?

4. Which should be given greater priority? Why?

S. What has caused rising labor costs since 1964?
6. Why do higher labor costs lead to higher prices?
The problem of dealing with an inflation while protestingagainst a recession can be developed by using the followingarticle.
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3. What problem does the trade-off between unemployment
and rising prices present to the policymmaker?

Which should be given greater priority? Why?

What has caused rising lar costs since 1964?

6. Why do higher labor costs lead to higher prices?

The problem of dealing with an inflation while protecting
against a recession can be developed by using the following
article.
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'questions for Discussion

a. What major caution must be taken When taking steps toreverse an inflationary trend?

b. What factors may swing an economy from an inflation taa recession?

c. What are the consequences of a recession?

de How can the fear of "overkill" affect decision making
and policy formulation?
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a recession?

c. What are the consequences of a recession?

d. How can the fear of "overkill" affect decision making
and policy formulation?
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(Source: New York Post. Decembeir V. 1969)

a. What are the major problems facing our economy according
to the above cartoon?

b. How will decreased government spending affect these
problem areas?

'3. How might decreased spending affect inflation?

d. What dilemma does a government policy maker face?

e. What choice w4uld you make?

*ncommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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5. Use the cartoons below to understand some of the problems
of policy making.

Crittrhrd. . .A. Service

II

.
A

111111126; il-17P---a1401,4d 604 ioaddor

"fieme things can't be rushed."
OP

Questions for InoulrY and Discovery

1. What problem of policy making is suggested in cartoon #1?

2. Why do roconomists differ in their analysis of economic
probleals?

3. Why at times do their views differ on the course of
action that the government should take to keep our econ-
omy healthy?

4. What problems of policy making is suggested in cartoon
#2?

5. Why is there a time lag between analysing an economic
problem and deciding on an appropriate policy?

6. Why is there a time lag between policy making and imple-
mentation?

7. What affect do the problemsosuggested in the cartoons
have on the ability to deal with economic problems?

rn1 ltt,j.irn Anti vi SA API



que§tions for inquiry and Discovery

1. What problem of policy making is suggested in cartoon #1?

2. Why do economists differ in their analysis of economic
problems?

3. Why at times do their views differ on the course of
action that the government should take to keep our aeon-
amy healthy?

What problems of policy making is suggested in cartoon
#2?

14..

5. Why is there a time lag between analyzing an economic
problem and deciding on an appropriate policy?

6. Why is there a time lag between policy naking and imple-
mentation?

7. What affect do the problems,suggested in the cartoons
have on the ability to deal with economic problems?

Follow-up Activities

1. Students can report on the problems faced by the Johnson
administration when it tried to get the 1966 tax surcharge
passed and by the Nixon administration, when it attempted
to extend the surdharge. They can be asked:

a. What were some of the suggested ways of halting
inflation?

b. Why did Congress take so long to pass the tax legis-
lation?

c. What difficulties did the Nixon administration meet
when it wanted to extend the surcharge? Why was
there opposition?

4 31
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d. If you were asked, what decision would you make?
Why?

*2. Students can express their views to their representatives
by writing to them.
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**3 Individual Study.. Students can research and
the monetary policy views of Milton Friedman

report on
m Resources.

Milton Friedman and Walter Heller m Monetary. vs. Fiscal,

Policy. Norton, 1969.

Milton Friedman m and University
of Chicago Press,

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.
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"The World of Friedmaniam", New York Times Magazine,January 25, 1970, Page 22.

The American Economy TV Series - Debate. Milton Friedmanand Paul Samuelson, National Educational Television.

tOestions for Discussion

1. What ape Friedman's views on the role of the federalgovernment in the American economy?

2. What are the Friedman criticisms of the Federal ReserveBoard? Are they :ustified? Why?

3. In what areas are Friedman and Samuelson in agreement?disagreement? Whr?

4.. How have the Friedman ideas influenced the economicpolicies of the Nixon administration?

6. Students can do the following exercises to review fiscal andmonetary policy and to apply their understandings to thesituations below:

a. In 1966, the unemployment rate of experienced, full-timeworkers fell to about 3.5%. This represents virtuallyfull employment in a highly mobile society in which anumber of workers are constantly in the process of movingfrom one job to another. Assuming that productive.capa-city was fully employed in 1966, what do you predictmight happen if the following events came to pass:

(1) Business investors predict consumer demand wIll goup 30%. They plan to increase their investmentin plant and equipment accordingly. What do youpredict will happen to GNP? To employment? Toprices?

(2) Families anticipate increased earnings as a resultof booming business conditions. The International
Steelworkers Union has just signed a new contract
calling for a 10% wage increase. Additional payfor overtime seems likely.

The nation's expenditures for national defensedoubles. No decrease in other expenditures isplanned.

(4) What do 'TM predict would happen to the price levelif events, 1, 2 and 3 all happened simultaneously.What would you suggest doing about it?

b. Below is a list of possible fiscal policies and a listof different economic situations. Take a sheet of paperand make a list of numbers from 1 to 10 to correspondto each of the situations listed below. Then after eachnumber write the letter of the fiscal policy action thatyou think is the most appropriate in each situation. Beprepared to defend your Choice of the most appropriate

(3)

fianal rtet14tver 41o.



1. What are Friedman's views an the role of the federal
government in the American economy?

2. What are the Friedman criticisms of the Federal Reserve
Board? Are they justified? Why?

3. Ma what areas are Friedman and Samuelson in agreement?
disagreement? Why?

4. How have the Friedman ideas influenced the economic
policies of the Nixon administration?

6. Students can do the following exercises to review fiscal and
monetary policy and to apply their understandings to the
situations below:

a. In 1966, the unemployment rate of experienced, full-time
workers fell to about 3.0. This represents virtually
full employmeilt in a highly mobile society in which a
number of workers are constantly in the process of moving
from one job to another. Assuming that productive.capa-
city WAS fully employed in 1966, wtst do you predict
might happen if the following events came to pass:

(1) Business investors predict consumer demand will go
up 30%. They plan to increase their investment
in plant and equipment accordingly. What do you
predict will happen to GNP? To employment? To
prices?

(2) Families anticipate increased earnings as a result
of booming business conditions. The International
Steelworkers Uhion has just signed a new contract
calling for a 10% wage increase. Additional pay
for overtime seems likely.

The nation's expenditures for national defense
doubles. No decrease in other expenditures is
planned.

(4) What do you predict would happen to the price level
if events, 1, 2 and 3 all happened simultaneously.
What would you suggest doing about it?

b. Below is a list of possible fiscal policies and a list
of different economic situations. Take a &Get of paper
and make a list of numbers from 1 to 10 to correspond
to eadh of the situations listed below. Then after each
number write the letter of the fiscal policy action that
you think is the most appropriate in eadh situation. Be
prepared to defend your choice of the most appropriate
fiscal policy in eadh case.

Policies

(1) raise taxes, cut government expenditures,
or some cotbination of both

(3)

(2) lower taxes, increase government expenditures,
or some combination of both

(3) raise taxes

(4) lower taxes
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(5) increase governnent expenditures

(6) decrease government expenditures

(7) do nothing

Situations

(1) The economy is operating at full employment and is

experiencing a sharp increase in prices.

(2) The economy is operating well below full employment,

and the major price indexes have been very stable.

(3) The economy has been operating at full employment
with stable prices, when a dhange in the wyrld situa-
tion necessitates a sharp increase in defense spending.

(4) The economy has been operating at full employment,
and the major price indexes have Started to increase

slightly, 14hen the Federal Reserve Board announces
that it is beginning to pursue a tighter monetary
policy.

(5) The economy has been operating at full employment
with stable prices for several years, but as govern..

ment tax receipts continue to increase steadily,

the unemployment rate begins to increase slightly.

(6) A world-wide disarmament agreement causes a major
reduction in defense spending. The economy has been
operating at full employment with stable prices.

(7) The government budget shows a large deficit at the

current time but the economy is operating at full
employment with stable prices.

(8) The government budget shows a large surplus at the

current time but the economy is operating at full
employment with stable prices.

(9) The gavernment budget is balanced, but the economy

is at full employment and prices are rising rapidly.

(10) The government budget is balanced, but the economy
is operating well below full employment with stable

prices.

C.
(1) Assune that you are the staff economist called to

a special meeting of the President of the United

States, key cabinet officers and congressional
leaders, the Council of Economic Advisers, and the

Federal Reserve Board. Your task is to propose a

set of specific policy recommendations, with reasons

in support_of those.specific measures, in eadh of



Situations

(1) The economy is operating at full employment and is
experiencing a sharp increase in prices,

(2) The economy is operating well below full employment,
and the major price indexes have been very stable.

(3) The economy has been operating at full employment
with stable prices, when a dhaage in the world situa-
tion necessitates a sharp increa7o, in defense spending.

(4) The economy has been operating at fun. mployment,
and the major price indexes have Started to increase
slightly, when the Federal Reserve Board announces
that it is beginning to pursue a tighter monetary
policy.

(5) The economy has been operating at full employment
with stable prices for several years, but as govern-
ment tax receipts continue to increase steadily,

the unemployment rate begins to increase slightly.

(6) A world-wide disarmament agreement causes a major
reduction in defense spending. The economy has been
operating at full employment with stable prices.

(7) The government budget shows a large deficit at the
current time but the economy is operating at full
employment with stable prices.

(8) The government budget shows a large surplus at the
current time but the economy is operating at full
employment with stable prices.

(9) The government budget is balamed but the economy
is at full employment end prices are rising rapidly.

(10) The government budget is balanced, but the economy
is operating well below full employment with stable

prices.

(1) Assume that you are the staff economist called to

a special meeting of the President of the United
States, key cabinet officers and congressional
leaders, the Council of Economic Advisers, and the
Federal Reserve Board. Your task is to propose a

set of specific policy recommendations, with reasons

in support of those specific measures, in each of

the following situations.

(a) The economy is experiencing a full employment
boom with a gradual rise of 2-3 percent in the

Consumer Price Index. It is an election year
and the incumbent political party is worried
about the inflation issue in the forthcoming

election. What would you advise them to do

and why?

(b) The unemployment rate has increased to about
6 percent of the civilizn labor force recently,
and it is an election year. The ineuMbent
political party is worried about the unemployment
issue in the forthcoming election. What would

you advise them to do and why?
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(2) After you have prepared your recommendation ineadh of the preceding situations, compare your pro-posals with those of other members of your class amdtry to reach an agreement on the most appropriaterecommendations in each case. Why do differencesexist?

Follow-up Activities

*1. Teachers can use the Federal Government Income Tax Kitwith students to teadh about taxes (Teadher Taxes*Coordinator, Internal Revenue Service, District Office,New York, New York). Sagple tax forms are included forclass use. The activities in the Kit can be used todevelop understandings of:

1. Why do we have taxes?

2. What is a "fair" tax?

3. What kinds of taxes do we pay?

4.. Who pays taxes?

S. How do we file a tax retmrn?

*2. The cartoon below can be used to study the fairness ofthe tax burden.
A
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*1. Teachers can use the Federal Government Income Tax Kit
with students to teach about taxes (Teacher Taxes,
Coordinator, Internal Revenue Service, District Office,
Nam. York, New York). Sample tax forms are included for
class use. The activities in the Kit can be used to
develop understandings of:

1. Why do we have taxes?

2. What is a "fair" tax?

3. What kinds of taxes do my pay?

4. Who pays taxes?

5. How do we file a tax return?

*2. The cartoon below can be used to study the fainness of
the tax burden.

(Source: )Ifpw York Post)

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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A0Aestions for Inquiry and Discovery
1. What does the cartoonist feel about the fairness of ourtax system?

2. Why does he feel this way?

3. Read the article below about the tax loopholes to find outif there is any basis for the cartoon above.
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SWII12111f2E-.1elata.1112LEMEME
1. What are tax loopholes?

2. How are these loopholes used by some to avoid paying
taxes?

3. Are these loopholes fair? Should they be abolished?Why?

4. How does it affect the federal budget?

5. Haw does it affect the individual's attitude toward taxes?

411



j. Are these loopholes fairY Should they be abolished?
Why?

4. How does it affect the federal budget?

5. How does it affect the individual's attitude toward taxes?
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.b.......estiorxuirandDiscovery,

1. Who benefits most from the tax loopholes?

2. What effect do tax loopholes have on government incomes?
3. What arguments have been presented for and against thefollowing tax exemptions?

a. Oil depletion allowance

b. Capital gains

c. Interest on state and local bonds

d. Real estate

0. Farm investors

fe Foundations

g. Charitable contributions

h. Investment credit

1. Business expenses

4.. What proposals have been made to close some of theloopholes that exist? Do you spoort the proposal? Why?

Follow-up Activities

1. The following proposals can be evaluated for fairnessand Justifiability based on the values held by individualstudents.

a. Deduction for college expenses from taxable income
b. DaUble deduction for dependents who are blind

43. Exemption from taxation of entire income of formerpresidents.

d. Eiemption from taxation of insurance death benefits

8. Exemption from taxation of half the profits madefrom the sale of property (capital gains)

f. Exemption from taxation of church property

g. Increase of amount allowed to be deducted for
dependents to $1,000.

h. Exemption from taxation of all labor union income

How might the above provisions affect:

a. Expansion and modernization of the American economy?



a. 011 depletion allowance

b. Capital gains

0. Interest on state and local bonds

d. Real estate

0. Farm investors

f. Foundations

g. Charitable contributions

h. Investment credit

i. Business expenses

4. What proposals have been made to close same of the
loopholes that exist? Do yaa spoort the proposal? Why?

Follow-up Activities

1. The following proposals atm be evaluated for fairness
and Iustifiability based on the values held by individual
students.

a. Deduotion for college expenses from taxable income

b. DoUble deduction for dependents who are blind

c. Xxemption from taxation of entire income of former
presidents.

d. Exemption from taxation of insurance death benefits

e. Exemption from taxation of half the profits made
from the sale of property (capital gains)

f. Exemption from taxation of church property

g. Increase of amount allowed to be deducted for
dependents to $1,000.

h. Exemption from taxation of all labor union income

How might the above provisions affect:

a. Expansion and modernization of the American economy?

b. The population of the United States?

c. The principle of separation of church and state?

d. Cultural level of the United States?

e. Government revenue?

f. Distribution of income and wealth?

S. Inoentive to become involved in socially useful
enterprises?

2. Students can use the following form to survey the community.
A class analysis can be made of community opinions of
various aspects of our tax law.
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*4. USe Springboards Worki% Out Taxes, p. 3. A scene fromthe play "You Can't Take liAth You" presents a discus-sion about taxes between an elderly man and a governmenttax agent.

1. Why did Grandpa owe the Government money?
2. What reasons for paying taxes were presented toGrandpa?

3. What effect do high taxes have on people's incen-tive to earn more money?

5. Students can suevey their communities to determine thetax supported services and facilities available. Anevaluation of these can be made as follows:.

1. Should medicare cover the entire population?
2. Should taxes be based on whether a person Uses theservice or not? Why?

3. Should private sdhools get tax funds since the paxientsof their students pay taxes? Why?

4. Should people be allowed to be able to pick and choosethe taxes that they want to pay, i.e., not paying forthe war in Vietnam?



2. What reasons for paying taxes were preseuceu

Grandpa?

3. What effect do high taxes have on peopleis incen-

time to earn more money?

S. Students can survey their communities to determine the

tax supported services and facilities available. An

evaluation of these can be made as follows:

1. Should medicare cover the entire population?

2. Should taxes be based on whether a person uses the

service or not? Why?

3. Should private sahools get tax funds since the parents

of their students pay taxes? Why?

Shauld people be allowed to be able to pick and choose

the taxes that they want to pays i.e., not paying for

the war in Vietnam?

*Reoolimiended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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Education and
Social Programs

Debt Reduction
24

(Source: New York Times)

Apostions for Inquiry and DipcovarY,

1. What are the major sources of federal revenue?

2. What are the major sources of expenditure?

3. Which area of expenditure is increasing at the fastest

rate? Why?

4. Why have government expenditures gone up eadh year

since 1960?

5. How does the budget give us a clue to national
priorities?

6. In 1969-70, what were the major priorities?

7. What do you feel should be our priorities? Why?

*8. Compare the federal budget with the G.O. budget. What

are the priorities of the sdhool? Of the nation?

Follow-up Activity

Use the illustration below to compare the Johnson and Nixon

budgets.

*Recammended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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Questions for Discussion

1. How has the Nixon administration changed the ordlr of
national priorities?

2. Do you feel he is right? Why?
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THEME IV: ECONOMIC GROWTH AND STABILITY

Selected Bibliography for High Soh

N = Non4letion

Class Author Title

N Alexander, Primer of Economic
Robert Development

N Allen,
F.L.

N Allen,
F.L.

N Cox, et al.

N Daugherty,
Marion

The Big Change:
America Transforms
Itself, 1900-1950

Since Yesterday

PrOblems in Ameriean
History
- Power and Prosperity
- Challenge and Promise

Understanding Economic
Growth

The Mystery of Economic
Growth

The National Debt

ool Students

B = Biography

PUblisher

MacMillan

Date

1962

Harper 1961

Bantam

Wlley 1 969

Scott,
For esman

Federal Reserve
Bank, Philadelphia

Federal Reserve
Bank, Philadelphia

Keeping Your Money
Healthy

Federal Reserve
Bank, New York

N Galbraith,
John K.

The Great Craah: 1929 Houghton
Mifflin

N Heilbroner,
Robert

A Primer on Government
Spending

Random House

N Heilbroner,
Robert

Great Ascent Harper

B Lekachman The Age of Keynes Random House
Rdbert

N Merrill and Responses to Economic Heath
Halsey Collapse: The Great

ncomckon4^10.

1966

1 961

1963

1963

1 9614.



Alexander,
Robert

Allen,

Allen,
F L.

Cox, et al.

Daugherty,
Marion

Galbraith,
John X.

Hellbroner,
Robert

Heilbronsr,
Robert

Lekachman,
Rob ert

Merrill and
Halsey

Meltzer,
Milton

Neal, Harry

Shannon,
D.A. (ed.)

Sperling,
John

N Werstein,
Irving

Primer of Economic
Development

The Big Change:
America Transforms
Itself, 1900-1950

Since Yesterday

Problems in American
History
- Power and Prosperity
- Challenge and Promise

Understanding ftonamic
Growth

The Mystery of Economic
Growth

The National Debt

Keeping Your Money
Healthy

The Great Crash: 1 929

A Primer on Govarnmant
Spending

Great Ascent

The Age of Keynes

Responses to Economic
Collapse: The Great
Depression of the
1930's

Brother Can You Spare
A Dime

Money

The Great Depression

Great Depressions

Money, Master or Servant

A Nation Fights Back:
The Depression And Its
Aftermath

453

MacMillan

Harper

Bantam

1 962

1 961

Wiley 1 969

Scott,
Foresman

Federal Reserve
Bank, Philadelphia

Federal Reserve
Bank, Philadelphia

Federal Reserve 1966
Bank, New York

Houghton 1961
Mifflin

Random House

Harper

Random House

Heath

Knopf

Messner

Prentice-Hall

1963

1963

1964

1968

1967

1960

1962

Scott, Foreaman 1966

Federal Reserve 1967
Bank, New Ybrk

Messner



Selected Bibliography for Teachers

Baldwin, Robert

Bator, Francis

Bernstein, Peter
L.

Duesenberry,
James

Friedman, Milton
& Walter Heller

Heller, Walter W.

Lundberg, Erik

Peterson, Wallace

Phelps, Edmund
(ed.)

Prochnow, Herbert
(ed.)

Rostov, W. W.

Sayre, J. W.

Steinberg, David

Theobald,
(ed.)

Theobald,
(ed.)

Robert,

Robert,

Terkel, Studs

Economic Development and Growth

question of Government Spending

A Primer on Money, Banking and
Gold

Money and Credit

Monetary vs. Fiscal Policy

New Mmensions of Political
Economy

Instability and Economic Growth

Income, Employment & Economic
Growth

Private Wants and PUblic System

Federal Reserve System

The Stages of Economic Growth:
Non-Cammunist Manifesto

Taxation

The U.S.A. in the World Economy

Committed Spending: A Road to
Economic Security

Social Policies for America in
The Seventies: Nine Divergent
Views

Hard. TimesOral History of the
Great Depression

454

=.001

Wiley 1966

Harper 1960

Random 1965
House

Prentice* 1964
Hall

Norton 1969

Harvard 1966
University

Yale

Norton

Norton 1965

Harper 1960

Cambridge 1960
University

Watts 1963

McGraw- 1966
Hill

Doubled ay 1968

1968

1967

Doubleday 1969

Pantheon 1970
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Audio-Visual Materials,

Films

Can the Earth Provide
McGraw-Hill

108.94 Case for Competition
Audio-Visual
Instruction

Grapes of *bath
Brandon Films

Goals and Growths, Program I Carousel Films
Inflation

Encyclopedia -

Britannica Films
The Federal Reserve System:

EncyclopediaOrigin, Purpose mad Function
Britannica Films

Manage Your Manay
American Bankers
Association

53415

BAVI

BAVI

Filmstrips,

Science of Money

Search for Stability Carausel Films
The Golden Twenties

The Great Depression
Holt, Rinehart

The River

The '29 Boom and 130's Dtpression MCGraw-Bill
Our National Economy

Audiog-Visual Center;
Indiana Uhiversity

Banking and Monetary Control: McGraw-H1llSeries II

Business Cycles and Fiscal Policy: McGrawbHillSeries II

Controlling Business Cycles McGraw-Hill
50380.13 Great Depression and the New Deal



534.15

BAITI

BAVI

Filmstrips

50380.13

4560o.12

4560o.13

45600.14

Grapes of Wrath

Goals and Growths, Program I

Inflation

The Federal Reserve System:
Origin, Purpose and Function

Manav Your Money

Science of Money

Search for Stability

The Golden Twenties

The Great Depression

The River

The 129 Boam and 130's Depression

Our Natianal Economy

Banking and Monetary Control:
Series II

Business Cycles and Fiscal Policy:
Series II

Controlling Business Cycles

Great Depression and the New Deal

Gross National Product

Index Numbers and Economic Statistics

National Income

Inflation and You

Our Money System

Instruction

Brandon Films

Carousel Films

Encyclopedia -

Britannica Films

Encyclopedll
Britannica Films

American Bankers
Association

Carousel Films

Holt, Rinehart

McGraw-Hill

Audio-Visual Center;
Indiana University

McGraw-Hill

McGraw-Hill

McGraw-Hill

McGraw-Hill

McGraw-Hill

McGraw-oHill

Federal Reserve
Bank, New York

43107.12 Roaring Twenties

Role of the Commercial Banking System Joint Council on
Economio Education

Role of the Federal Reserve System -
The Credit Market

Inflation and the Standard of Living

The Value of Your Dollar

436

Current Affairs Films

Current Affairs Films
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The Great Depression 1929-1939

The Reckless Years (1919001929)

Our Credit Economy:

Our Money System

Transparencies

The Great Depression #8427

Records

Songs from the Depression

I Can Hear It Now

Simulation Games

Panic

457

Guidance

Guidance

Guidance

Gu.idance

Hammond

259

Associates

Associates

Associates

Associates

Folkway LP, PH5264

Columbia Records

Interact
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THEM V: FICCOMICS OF THE METROPCMITAN REGION -
CASE STUDY - NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA

Introduction

The decade of the '70's will see the growth of regionaliam throughout theUnited States. With it we note the growing economic relationdhips betweencities and their surrounding areas. These changes present the Challenge ofresolving a wide range of prOblems.

The acttvities in this unit are designed to allow students to use New YOrk Cityas a case study of the nature of the economic problems faced by cities acrossthe nation. Teachers may wish to use materials in this unit as case studiesfor ThemesI-IV. Additional material maybe fOund in the Social StudiesBulletin Grade 8 - Urbari Studies - Challenges of a Changing Society.

In this theme activities are centered around three significant problems.

I. What changes are affecting the economy of the New York Metropolitanarea?

II. How can changes in industry and employment affect the city?

III. How well does the city provide for the good qualities of life?

I. WHAT CHANGES ABE AFFECTING THE ECONOMY OF THE NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA?

Emphases: The movement of people into and out of the city has
the ethnic and racial mix of New York.

New York's socio-economic problems are, in pert, an
of population shifts.

changed

outgrowth

A. Using a sound filmstrip to introduce the problems of cities.

Teadhers can use the sound filmstrip Cities, U.S.A., Guidance
Associates/Harcourt, Brace and World, to introduce nany of the issuesof Theme V.

questions Before Viewing

1. Why do people cone to New York: City/

2. What major problems do we face in the City of New York?

3. Vocabulary - Megalopolis

Metropolitan Area

Pollution

Demonstration Cities

pgestions, for Inquiry and Discovery (after viewing)

1. What have been the main reasons for the old



cities ana weir surrounaing areas. Inese cnanges presenl ne cna.u.enge ol

resolving a wide range of prOblems.

The activities in this unit are designed to allow students to use New York City
as a case study of the nature of the economic problems faced by cities agross
the nation. Teachers may wish to use materials in this unit as case studies
for ThemesI-IV. Additiohal material may be found in the Social Studies
Bulletin Grade 8 - Urban Studies . Challenges of a Changing Society.

In this theme activities are centered around three significant problems.

I. What changes axe affecting the economy of the New York Metropolitan
area?

II. How can changes in industry and employment affect the city?

III. How well does the city provide fOr the gpod qualities of life?

I. WHAT CHANGES ARE AFFECTING THE ECM= OF THE NEW YORK METROPOLITAN AREA?

Emghases: The movement of people into and cmt of the city bas
the ethnic and racial mix of New York.

New York's socio-economic problems axe, in pert, an
of population shifts.

changed

outgrowth

A. Using a sound filmstrip to introduce the prOblems of cities.

Teachers can use the sound filmstrip Cities, U.S.A., Guidance
Associates/Harcourt, Brace and World, to introduce many of the
of Theme V.

issues

Questions Before Viewing

1. Why do people come to New York City?

2. What major prOblems do we face in the City of New York?

3. Vocabulary - Megalopolis

Metropolitan Area

Pollution

Demonstration Cities

Questions for Tnquiry and Ld.scovery (after viewing)

1. What have been the main reasons for the growth of cities?

2. How has industrialization created new problems for our cities?

3. What is being done to meet some of these problems?

4. Why is the New York Metropolitan area located where it is?

5. Whidh issues in the film haye greatest relevance to New York City?
Why?

459



Questions for Discussion

1. Under what circumstances might a megalopolis be desirable?
Undesirable? Whe

2. Where should the major responsibility rest for solving the pro-
blems of cities? Federal, state, or local government? Industry?

3. What recommendations would you nake for dealing; with problem; of
megalopolis?

Follow-up Activities

1. Use the map below to show the trends toward megalopolis and the
problems they might pose.

n Francisco

Chicago

111

RIETWPOLITANKELT
est. eon.: lga$154AUU

Ye*
Philadelphia

Ington
odolit

A
San Dieg

ackeenville

CALIFORNIA
est. pop.: 44.55000

FLORIDA
est. pop.: 13,1388,000

Major Urban Cent= and Developing Megalopolises in the
United States. Somme: Fint National City Bank

Miami

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What is a megalopolis?

2. What core cities will serve the three major megalopolis areas?

3. Why are people and industry attracted to these areas?

4. What prdblems have developed as core cities and sliburbs have grown
more complex?

Questions for Discussion

1. Should core cities have a responsibility to the suburbs? Why?

2. Should business and. residents of suburbs bear some of the res-
ponsibilities of the core city? Why?

3. What problems of super cities nay have to be solved in your life-
time? How might you deal with them?
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Questions, for Discussion

1. How can these population changes affect the cost of financing gov-
ernment of central cities? How does it affect income and expenses
of central cities?

2. What long range problems are suggested by these graphs?

3. How would you plan ahead +- -met these problems?

4. Should steps be taken tc svent these problems before they beccme

unsolvible?
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Questions for Discussion

1. Under what circumstances might a megalopolis be desirable?
Undesirable? Ilthy/

2. Where should the major responsibility rest for solving the pro-
blems of cities? Federal, state, or local government? Industryl

3. What recommendations would you make for dealing with problems of
megalopolis?

Follow-up Activities

1. Use the map below to show the trends tward megalopolis and the
problems they might pose.

It se York
Philadelphia

ashington
dontn Francisco

Chicago

-r
METROPOLtrAN LT

est. P0P.: MIK
I.

Angeles
San Dieg acksonville

CALIFORNIA
est pop.: 44.880,000 Tampa

FLORIDA
est. pop.: 13,888,000

Major Urban Centers and Developing Megalopolises in the
United States. Source: First National City &Bk.

ami

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What is a megalopolis?

2. What core cities will serve the three major megalopolis areas?

3. Why are people and industry attracted to these areas?

4. What problems have developed as core cities and sUbufbs have grown
more complex?

Questions for Discussion

1. Should core cities have a responsibility to the suburbs? Why?

2. Should business and residents of stiburbs bear same of the res-
ponsibilities of the core city? Tv/

3. What problems of super cities may hame to be solved in your life-
tinm? HOTAT might you deal with them?
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Questions tof Inquiry and DiscoverY

1. What changes have been taking place in the total New York City popu-
lation? What are the projections for New York's population?

2. What changes are taking place in the suburbs of New York? What axe
the projections?

3. How do these figures compare to the national trends?

4. What hypotheses can you formulate about the economic relationahip
between New Ybrk City and the rest of the Metropolitan area?

5. What hypotheses can.you formulate about the economic prdblems these
.relationships can create?
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Qgestions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What trends are evident for the white population of New York City?
Non-white? Puerto RicanT

2. How do these trends compare to What is taking place nationally?

3. What hypothesis can you make about the effect of these population
trends?

4. How do these projections compare to the 1970 census figuresT
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4. The cartoon below can be used to develop an overview of New York City's
socio-economic problems.

"Hag°
Nab Mk fa Ow Washtubs rod

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. Haw does the movement of various income groups in and out of the
city affect its economic life?

". Kaw does the movement of industry affect the growth of New 'York?

3. What problems related to the use of space does the cartoca
develop?

4 How are these woblems interrelated?

5. Which problem would you want to solve first? Why?
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*5 Use the cartoon below to develop the understanding that many problemsof the city are interrelated and they must be attacked tran many sides.
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1. Why is tle title of the cartoon *Vicious Cycle?"

2. How is each "shark" related to the others?

3. Why is this vicious cycle harmful to the city?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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*6. Student Involvement - A Community Study.

Students can survey their neighborhoods or the area in which the
school is located to determine the najor problems and the priority
given to the solution of these problems.

Rate by number from 1-14 what you feel are the most important NEEDS
of your area and of New York City

AREA Y C. AREA N.Y.C.

D.

G.

H.

POLICE PROTECTION

JOBS

HEALTH CLINICS

MORE AND BETTER
HOUSES

PARKS

HOSPITALS

SCHOOLS

SANITATION

I. COMMUNITY CENTERS

J. MOVIE HOMES

K. TRANSPORTATION
(MEE TRAINS AND
BUSES)

L. ANTI-POVERTY
PROGRAMS

M. JOB TRAINING

N. OMER

a) Data can be analyzed by comparing responses of male and female
respondents, adults and students.

b) Data can be compared to responses taken in several areas to the
responses from the city as a, whole.

c) Students can be shown that priorities differ and dhoices must be
made. Choices have a social, political and economic impact.

d) Students can map the community, indicating najor problem areas
and projects for impromments.



116 -`
POLICE PROTECTION

JOBS

HEALTH CLINICS

MORE AND BETZER
HOUSES

PARKS

HOSPITALS

SCHOOLS

SANITATION

I., COMMUNITY CENTERS

J. MOVIE HO(SES

K. TRANSPORTATION
(MORE TRAINS AND
BUSES)

L. ANTI-POVERTY
PROGRAMS

JOEI TRAINING

N. OTHER

a) Data can be analyzed by comparing responses of male and female
respondents, adults aad students.

b) Data can be compared to responses taken in several areas to the
responses from the city as a whole.

c) Students can be shown that priorities differ and dhoices must be
made. Choices have a social, political and economic impact.

d) Students can map the community, indicating najor problem areas
and projects for improvements.

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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*7. The following puzzle can be used to develop a vocabulary related to

urban affairs. After the puzzle is solved, students can relate the
terms to the socio-economic setting of cities.

NEGRO

YOREE
DOXTP

VSO
DTZP

P GBTPNSBPARKSS
O HLGUAUCUBSFTM

EOESBBKR
E TCMHRUFIRESEK
R TK IEURM A
TOXR.RGBM.F
Y T IC DSDRUGS
A CKMSFZ Z

MIQIEMZOEGETU
E THNCETT133NRLKL
RIOOIDVGE AL AF A
IZ UR LWXMF UGWe T
CESIOYEF TS.BSNI
ANITPNIIBSLUMO
N SNY TC. 0 OGDSPQN
S TGXBNJZBT TOOS

"URBAN SOCIETY" PROBLEM PUZZLE P. TRY IT!

CIRCLE THE 30 WORDS DEALING WITH URBAN PROBLEKS. WORMS ARE
WRITTEN UP AND DOWN, SIDEWAYS AND DIAGONALLY, AND BACKWARDS.

1. 16.

. 18.

4. 19....-
5. 20.
6. 21

7. 22.
8. 23.
9. 24.



EOESBB 1CRNEGRO
E TCMHRUFIRESEK
R TKIEURMAYOREE
TOXRRGBMFDOX TP
Y TIC DSDR.,:U4SITS 0

4.ACKMSF GriZ 2 P

MIQIEMZOEGETOU
E THNCJOB NRLICL
R IOCIDITGE AL AF A

IZURLWXMFUGWS T
CESIOYEF TSBSNI
ANITPNIIBSLUMO
N SNYTCOOGDSPQN
STGXBNJZBTTOOS
"URBAN SOCIETY" PROBLEM PUZZLE . TRY IT!

CIRCLE THE 30 WORDS DEALING UaTH URBAN PROBLEMS. WCRDS ARE
WRITTEN UP AND DOWN, SIDEWAYS AND DIAGONALLY, AND BACKWARDS.

1, 16.
24 17.
3. 18.
4. 19.
5.

20.
6. 21.
7. 22.
8. 23.

24.
10, 25.
11. 26.
12.

274
13.

2e.
140 29.

30.

8. Teachers may wish to refer to the Social Studies Bulletin, Grade 8 -
Ijitan Growth: Challenges of a Changing Society for additional
materials.

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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II. HOW DO CHANGES IN INDUSTRY AND EMPLOYMENT AFFECT THE CITY?

269

Ematly221: Changing industrial patterns in New York have altered the pat-
terns of labor and eaucation.

Specific steps must be taken to deal with the prdblems in the
ghettn.

Because of the nature of New York City, living costs are higher
than elseWhere in the nation.

A. Using a newspaper column to understand the plight of New York City.

yogi DoLLAREimin
ne. Cities:
Road Out

immilmmi"assaum" SYLVIA PORTER
For first time in the entire history of our ccuntry,

our Welty population is actually declining. Here are the keystatistics:
For the past two years, the top 237 cities in the U.. S.

lave been losing population at the rate of 38000 a yearcompared to an average yearly gain of 271,000 from 190040.In the past two years, the number of white Americans
leaving the cities has .nearly quadrupled: from an average
14000.n..year.in:.196040 to an average of 480,000 in 190908.
At the same time, the influx of black Americans into the cities,
mainly from the rural South, has slowed dramatically: the
Negro populations of the 257 biggest cities rose only 111,000
a year in 196968, against 370,000 a- year in 1900416.

What has happened? Riots, racial tensions, soaring crime
rates in the cities are what have happenedon top of all the
other eity problema of pollution, traffic jams, rising rents,
Wing quality of the schools.

As the statistics dramatize, whites.and black s. are rimingfrom these problemwith the economically successfulNegroes in particular moving to the suburbs and satellite cities
of the big efties to take advantage of the start of integration
of residential housing. A statistical hint. (it's only a WI* AVthe ambers are mall) is the growthof the overall Negro
pubtorban population by an average 221,000 a year in 190048,
mere than II times as fast ad the 19,000 yearly average in
190900.

What has happened tee is the tremendous influx of industry into the suburbs. The Southern state% frail which .01*mmy of today** Welty Negroes came, have .been success.fully luring large exporations with a wide array of financial
Incentives and promises to train entire work forees in modernnew area vocational school&

And industry has been moving bepond the 'suburbs intothe open countryside as well. Haven't )oif noticed, as I. have,the growing number el warehouses, offices, factories, researchlabs going up in the middle of nowhere?
Meanwhile, new "whole towns" (mires Reston, Va.) are

thwely siphoning. eff increasing numbers of amity people andeven eeksuburbanites. And the exurbs continue to. lure people
from both city and suburb.

The story is burled in the Censud Bureau's latest tally ofgam IA



Because of the nature of New York City, living costs are higher
than elsewhere in the nation.

A. Using a newspaper column to understand. the plight of,New York City.

YOUR DOLLAR

The Cities:
A Road Out

IMENPUMMININSIMAIMINNINInumpoRTER

For first time in the entire history of our country,
our big-city population is actually declining. Here are the key
statistics:

For the past two years, the top 257 cities in the U. S.
have been losing population at the rate of 281,000 a year
compared to an average yearly gain of 271,000 from 1960-60.

In the past two years, the number of white Americans
leaving the cities has .nearly quadrupled: from an average
MAO :yearti 196046 to an average of 486,000 in 1900-06.
At the same time, the influx of black Americans into the cities,
mainly from the rural South, has slowed dranAtically: the
Negro populations of the 257 biggest cities rose only U1,000
a year in 1900-68, against 310,000 a year in 190040.

What has happened? Riots, racial tensions, soaring crime
rates In the cities are what have happenedon top of all the
other city problemi of pollution, traffic jams, rising rents,
Ming quality of the schools.

As the statistics dramatize, whites and blacks-are running
from these problemswith Ihe economically successful
Negroes in particular moving to the suburbs and satellite cities
of the big cities to take advantage of the start of integration
of residential housing. A statistical hint. (it's only a hint, for
the nurn.ers are !mall) Is the growthof the overall Negro
suburban population Iv an average 221,000 a year in 1906-68,
mar than 11 times as fast ad the 19,000 yearly average in
190046.

*
What has happened toe is the tremendous influx of indus-

try into the suburbs. The Southern states, from which ,so
many of today's big-city Negroes came, have _been success-
fully luring large corporations with a wide array of financial
incentives-and promises to train entire work fortes in modern
new area vocational schools.

And industry has been moving beyond the Zuburbs into
the open countryside as well. Haven't you' noticed, as I. have,
the growing number Of warehouses, offices, factories, research
labs going up In the middle of nowhere?

Meanwhile, new "whole towns" (suciras Reston, Va.) are
?lardy siphoning. off increasing numbers of ex-city people and
even ex-suburbanites. And the exurbs continue to- lure people
from both city and suburb.

The story is buried in the Census Bureau's latest tally of
clly vs. suburban:populationsand it pleads for analysis.

I wonder, for instance, how many rural Americans are
deciding to stay putafter reading daily front-page reports
of riot-torn cities, robberies, and rapes and hearing persistent
reports of soaring property taxes in the suburbs. I wonder
whether this means we are nearing the end of the decline of
the small farm. I wonder the extent to which older Americans
.(ncluding retirees). are moving into what was formerly their
second home In the- exurbs. and rural trees in order to have
eihow room and fresh air to breath&

If I am wondering Vong the right lines this could be gen-
daily refreshing news 15r .Small Town, U. S. A., and for most
suburbsTbut the consequences to the big cities could be awful.

p
For a very high pioportion of those moving out of the

cities are those in their young-middle financially able and
independent years. A high proportion of those remaining in
the cities are the poorer householdshouseholds headed by
*men ar older citizen% households with lot ef children,
awoken families.- These are the people most dependent on
Welfare, the people who can least afford to. inty the taxes to
Bnance 'the soaring msts of essential public *service&

No sign of a revasal that ow Von trenda le
Sn stjht. The financial outlook' for' ttetr his never been
bleaker.



guestions for Inguiry and Discovery,

1. Why have people moved from the central city to the suburbs?

2. What effect has this movement had on city housing patterns? City
financial problems? Industry?

3. What does the author of the article feel about the fUture of the
cities? Why?

4. What steps would be needed to reverse this trend?

B. Using and analyzing data to learn dbout the dhanging patterns of labor
in New York City. (Graphs I-V refer to New York City.)

EMPLOYMENT CHRNGES N THE
PRIVRTE NONIIHNURIC MING

SECTOR , 1960-1148

Thousands
of Jobs

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0

1960- 1961.. 1962.. 1963.. 1964- 1965 1966.. 1967.-
1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

(From Challenges of the Changing Economy of New York City, 1969)

New York City Council on Economic Education
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Thousands
of Jobs
ya

20

10

10

ao

30

40

II

MANUFACTURING DICLINSS

1960- 1961. 1962- 1963- 1964.. 1965- 1966- 1967-
1961 1962 1963 1964 1963 1966 1967 1968

Thousands
of Jobs
30

III

TOTAL GOVONNINIT JOS GAINS

7

14
11

9
14

1960- 1961- 1962- 1963. 1964» 1965- 1966- 1967-
1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968

(From Challenges of the Changing Economy of new York City, 1969)
New York City Council on Economic Education

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery,

1. What has been the pattern of employment in manufacturing indus-
tries in New. York City?

2. What changes have taken place in the manufacturing sector?

3. What role does government play in the Nal,. York City employment
picture?
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Thousands
of Jobs

moo

3000

MOO

3400

3.1300

0

1,070

1,050

1,030

1,010

990

PTO

950

930

910

890

OTO

850

830

810

230

220

110

IV

104PLOINENT TRENDS IN NEW YORK CITY
1950-1968

10111 OM=

TOTAL

2950 051 '56 *60 062 164 '66 '68

Thousands
of Jobs

830

IKIWAII APO Thet

550

140

Pomo= MBURANCIL MO

it& MTN

I 0
1950 '52 15h '56 18 060 162 "64 '66 '68

(From Challenges of the Changing Economy of New Ycrk City, 1969)
New York City Council on Economic Education

1. If current trends continue, what areas of our local economy will
offer the greatest opportunity for employment?

P. What areas will offer the least opportunity of employment?

3. Why .are there changes taking place?
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C. Uting the views of industry to learn about the manpowertneeds ofNew York City.
r

The implications of dhanging manpower trends are serioUs to industryand to all citizens, according to mt_gg4a.platsb Vice President,Commerce and Industry Association of N.Yi. Essentially the city'sproblems are those of size, not uniquenets. After World War II, hous-ing problems caused many middle income people to leave. This group,which paid most of the tax bill, has been replaced by low incomegroups from the South and from Puerto Rico. With few skills, they donot Pam enough to pidk up the tax bill. Indeed, their inability tohelp results in a need for more city services, more welfare and. morecosts. Ultimately, these charges fall upon. business. As a result,heavy charges increase the dangers of business moving out.

The middle class group will not return. Therefore, we must increasethe skills of the newcomers so that they will be enabled to pay theirway. Hence business is keenly interested in programs which aim to up-grade skills.

What is the profile of local changes in manpower requirements. Themajor trend is for blue collar Jobs to leave this area.1 There isalso a trend toward a white-collar economy which cannot, of course,be filled, by blue-collar talent. Retraining problems, unfortunately,are frequently compounded by discrindnation.

In this situation it is important to persuade people to want a betterjob. It is a frightening fact to contemplate that almost 100,000 jobshave disappeared in this area for the last 6 years.

For the past 6 months the Commerce and Industry Association has beeninvestigating the continuing dangerous loss of manufacturing Jobs. Anaction program is envisioned -- there have been enough studies -- toslow down, to stop and perhaps reverse the flaw of jobs out of thecity. A new climate must be created with governmental cooperation sothat facilities for expansion can be furnished to existing industries.When this battle is won, then we can try to attract new businesses tothis locale.

Why have industries moved away? Space is at a premium; wage and taxproblems also are significant; traffic congestion is serious; commuterservice is not improving; and the attitude of the City government, atbest, is apathetic. With the cooperation of municipal authorities andlabor unions, a Business Development Corporation could improve thesituation rapidly. It ahould concentrate on making loans wlaere neces-sary, acquiring real estate and re-leasing it, and it should capitalizeon the opportunities offered by the Brooklyn Navy. Yard. In addition,the proposed Trade Center should be speeded up, the garment centershould be narcaded" to help solve its serious traffic problems andplans for utilizing the loft space on the west side should be developed.All segments of tne population must join in to keep business here.

(From Youth ,Manpower Requirements in the Metrovlitan
Region. Conference.,April 5, 1965, Nev. York City Council on Economic Education.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What factors caused ndddle income groups to leave Nemr York CitivT



which paid most of the tax bill, has been replaced by low income
groups from the South and from Puerto Rico. With few skills, they do
not earn enough to pick up the tax bill. Indeed, their inability to
help results in a need for more city services, more welfare and. more
costs. Ultimately, these charges fall upon business. Az a result,
heavy charges increase the dangers of business moving out.

The middle class group will not return. Therefore, we must increase
the skills of the newcomers so that they will be enabled to pay their
way. Hence business is keenly interested in programs which aim to up-
grade skills.

,/.

What is the profile of local changes in manpower requirements. The
major trend is for blue collar jas to leave this area. There is
also a trend toward a white-collar economy which cannot, of course,
be filled by blue-collar talent. Retraining problems, unfortunately,
are frequently compounded by discrimination.

In this situation it is important to persuade people to want a better
job. It is a frightening fact to contemplate that almost 1000000 jobs
have disappeared in this area for the last 6 years.

Fol. the pas !Ionths the Commerce and Industry Association has been
investi .;6. the continuing dangerous loss of manufacturing jobs. An
acti .4ogram is envisioned -- there have been enough studies -- to
slow down, to stop and perhaps reverse the flow of jObs out of the
city. A new climate must be created with governmental cooperation so
that facilities for expansion can be ftrnished to existing industries.
When this battle is won, then we can try to attract new businesses to
this locale.

Why have industries moved away? Space is at a premium; wage and tax
problems also are significant; traffic congestion is serious; commuter
service is not improving; and the attitude of the City government, at
best, is apathetic. With the cooperation of municipal authorities and
labor unions, a Business Development Corporation could improve the
situation rapidly. It Should concentrate on making loans where neces-
sary, acquiring real estate and re-leasing it, and it should capitalize
on tne opportunities offered by the Brooklyn Navy Yard. In addition,
the proposed Trade Center should be speeded up, the garment center
should be ftarcaded" to help solve its serious traffic prOblems and
plans for utilizing the loft space on the west side should be developed.
All segments of the population must join in to keep business here.

(Prom Youth Manpower Requirements in the Metropolitan Regcs Conference,
April 5, 1965, New York City Council on Economic Education.)

Qgestions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What factors caused middle income groups to leave New York City?

2. Why do low income groups present an economic problem to metro-
politan areas?

3. What are the basic reasons Why industries move away from urban
areas?

4. How can businesses and industries be retained -- and attracted --
to urban areas?
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all his life. But for 30 years he had to toil in the garment
center pushing racks along crowded streets. He studied illus-
tration at night. He learned the silk-screen printing craft.

His brea% came last September when a federally funded program
promised him a $50,000 loan to get stri-.1-1 on his own. He has
set up an 8,000-square-foot factory in a loft. He is producing
stylist prints. Although he expects that establishing his pro-
duct will be tough, he's full of confidence. His first ad
brought $800 worth of orders.

As business opportunities trickle into the run-down city areas,
banks are needed. Workers with newly earned dollars want a safe
place to put them. They also want a source of funds for hopeful
enterprises of their own.

Today "soul banks" -- largely black owned and operated. -- are
popping up. There are only 20 of them. And their total assets
are low. But they are building up all the time, and established
banks are giving them advice and support.

Some of these banks are in the red. That's 'because their manage-
ment is inexperienced and inclined to take far-out risks. But
three have done well. And they were founded only last year.

(From T.bban World, American Education Publications, April 15, 1969)

1. What problems do blacks encounter when they try to open a
small business? In what ways are they similar to those
encountered. by other people? How are they different?

2. What has been done to reduce these problems?

3. How might black capitalism be beneficial to the black com-
mmnity? To the city economy? To the national economy?

Students nan survey their neighborhoods to find evidence of black
capitalism. By interviewing the proprietor, students can obtain
information about financing, employment and effect in the community.

necornmended. for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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D. Using a newspaper article to understand the relationship betweenincome and employment.

OR SIGNS Bid
ii

IN C15,0"Yrcirs

New folinhninn Takes Effect
Jan: 1Lindsay Hoperlt
WiliSpur State and U.S.

ni mama CARROLL
A bill requiring companies

svPplYialt the city to paY theiren uritpldyes at least 52.50 an ho
.wai signed into law yesterday
thy Mayor Lindsay.

"By this demonstration of
leadership, the City of New
York may point themay to the
State Legislature and the U. S.
Congress to approve a long.
overdue increase in the lawful
minimum wage," the Mayorsaid ,

in au accompanying message. .1
Re had expressed doubts,

about the bill last *eek *Then !
he deferred action aftey;a. pub-
lic hearing

Y4411.
campaigp day

4vigning at Gracie
010401. 100. act*t =-

later at City Nall.
to take effect on

Ian. 1, will raise. the city re-
nt from the current lov-

a of 1.75--which is 15 cents
*her than the national mini.
num hourly wage.

100,000 Believed Affected
According to City Council
tisticians, 100,000 workers
uld be affected directly.
uncilmen expressed the hope

hen they pissed ithe bill on
23 by .34 to 0 that thq

effect. would be
ter. According to Mario

dbrnst.the Fin.
co Committee, the city coiti4

servo as a for the
ot,the

Mr: Lindsay. , li his mas.

Pressor,
."1 do- not want to see

however, used to thwart other
city policies of mijer
tame: . Accordingly, while 1
have signed the measure, I have
instructed . the Corporation
Counsel to prepare legislation
whick would prOvide specifk,
exemption of apprantice labor,
including persons who, as

of our various ni
have been provided

opportunities to Oak
a Job. I *Oasis*
exemption of 'handl

d part-time employes."
The Mayor had been under

conflicting pressures on
politically touchy MIL The of
tidal deadline for his actiott
would have been Oct. 30,
days before' Election DAY.

Businessmen and some map;
bars of Ms own 'tiff bad

red the bill because of what
saw as a difficulty in en-

orcement and their belief thati

4414naful change `111 4?"11141

the bill would not Make anyta
wage slatterns. *, fThe Mayor's message of ep.i

cautioned 4xx the bin
tations.it ga t, howeveri to

remember this new law is
not itself minhnum-wage leak.

don," he said;
"This lawAcitially *nen

an effort on the part Of the'city to use the leveragr of its
considerable purchasing power.We are using that purchasingpower in an effort tq compel
our suppliers to pay, a wage at
least approaching that which I;
as Mayor, have insisted that ell
employes of the city itself must
receive.

In reaction to the sipbg,
City .Council Presideet RindsX. Smith said:

"The Council, which enacted
tbe $2.00.min1mum wage la*,is hopeful that this new Woe
lation will contribute measur-ably toward elevating wages inNew York for many of our lowpaid workers. This will also

Inpaldng ivorkmore aro&
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New Minimum Takes Effect

Jan. 1-4indsay Repast
Will Spur State and U.S.

Bit mAtiam CARROLL
A bill requiring compinies

suPPlihig the oity to Fay their
empieyes at least $2.50 an hour
wit signed into law yesterday,
!by Mayor Lindsay.

"By this demonstration of
leadership, the City of New
York may point the, way to the
State Legislature and the U. S.
Congress to approve a long-
Overdue increase in the lawful
minimum wage,". the Mayor sale,
in an accompanying message. .

Re had expressed doub! si
about the bill last *eek ferhusi
he deferred =Min after,4 pub-
lic hearing . .

y4teirtiinter-
came* daY

, signing at Grade
hOliellte. The action .was an-
aS later at City Hall.

the DR to take effect on
Jan. 1, will raise. the city re-
quirement from the current kw-

of t1.75which is 15 cents
*her than the national mini-
num hourly wage.

002000 Believed Affected
Accorcling to City Council

'gladdens, 100,000 workers
ould be affected directly.
uncilmen expressed the hope

hen they pissed :the bill on
23 by 24 to 0 that the

effect . would be
According to Mario
chalemen "of the Fin-

ce Committee, the afar
serve as a "paeesetter" for the

st of the cavalry. z.

Lindsay, 1n his mes-
e Approval, said yester-

that the 3&wi:m*4 anted-
ent snitakt iteCeencil span-
s bad` assured-him his sug-
sted changes would receive

a prompt hearing.
A week agot when the spon-

sors espressed surprise at th
kayoed deferring of approval,
they said they were willIgLato

der amendments. 7"
"I want to see this law vied

to achisvelts purpose, which is
to induce' employers to make
aided adjUstments in the mini-
mum wage scales," Mr.
lay said.

(From New York Times, 1969)

."I do- not want to iee it,
however, used to thwart other
city policies of major impor-
tance: Accordingly, while I
have signed the measure, I ha
instructed . the Corporation
Counsel to prepare legislation
whicll would provide specific
exemption of apprentice labor,
including persons who, as the

of our various manpo
have been proWed

opportunities to Vain
a job. I shall also
exemption of *handica
part-time employes."

The Mayor had been under
conflicting pressures on the
politically touchy bill. The
tidal deadline for his action
would have been Oct. 30,
days Wore Election Day.

Businessmen and some mein;
bers of his own ptaff had

sed the bill because 9f whet
ey saw as a difficulty in en-

orcement and their belief tha
the ' bill would not Make any
ineaninEfel ebonite In ever-all
wage patterns.

The Mayor's message of ap-
'royal cautioned on the biR's
Wtations.

"It is important, however, to
remember that this new law is
not itself minimu.n-wage lega-

tion," he said: t.
"This law.acittellF rebroseots

an effort on the part Of the
dty to use the leverage of its
considerable purchasing er.
We are using that p
power in an. effort tq compe
our suppliers to pay. a wage at
least approaching that which t
as Mayor, have insisted that all
employes of the city itself must
receive.

In reaction to the siping,
City Council Presideot Francis
X. Smith said:

"The Council, which enacted
the $2.50 ,minimum wage latr,
is hopeful that this new legis-
lation will contribute measur-
ably toward elevating wages in
New York for many of our low-
phid workers. This will also
help in making work more prof-
itable than welfare."

Mr. Lindsay said that the
signing was "an appropriate oc-
casion to renew, my repeated
calls upon Albany and Wash-
ington for au increase in the
11141;mm wage."
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questions for Inquiry and mama
1. Wbat is the minimum wage for New York City?

2. How does this rate compare with the minimum for surrounding corn-
mmnities? For the nation?

3. Wbat effect can the increase to $2.50 have on a worker's income?

4. What effect night this increase have on employment of unSkilled
workers?

5. How might industry react to this increase?

follow-up Activities

1. Have students analyze the following charts and answer the ques-
tions below:

411111111111i1111111111111114.

IMAPLOYMENT RUES

15 67- 1168

Li UNITED STATES

31 NEW you all

L948

UNENPLODIENT RATZS - 1968

United States

New York Area

New York City

Total White

3.6 3.2

3.0 2.9

3.1 2.9

Nonwhite

6.7

3.9

NONWHITE
UNEMPLWENT

RATE, MO



4. What effect migtt this increase have on employment of unskilled
workers?

5. How might industry react to this increase?

Follow-up Activities

1. Have students analyze the following charts and answer the ques-
tions below:

4.1

33

3

0067

UNEMPLOYMENT RRTES

143 a 1168

LI mum SIMS

3.1 NEU you cry

190

UNEMPLODIENT BATES - 1968

Total Whits Nonwhite

United States 3.6 3.2 6.7
New York Area 3.0 2.9 3.9
New York City 3.3. 2.9

NONWHITE
UNEMPLOYMENT

RATE, 196748
7.4

4:1

SI

(From Challenges of the Chanking Economy of New York Cia., 1969)
New York City Coungron Econo c Ed.ucat ion

1. What is the white unemployment rate for Ntw York City?

2. What is the non-White unemployment rate in New York Cityl

3. How do these rates compare to the national unemployment
picture?
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Questions, for Discussion

1. Although unemployment rates have decrea-ed in the city, the totalnurber of poverty families and families receiving welfare hasincreased? Why?

2. What effect do vnemployment and poverty have on the people in-'volved?

3. What changes have been suggested for our welfare gystem? Why?
From the discussion the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. Employment has risen Netional4 and in NAw York City. Unemploy-

ment rates have moved lower.

2. The overall
unemployment rates fOr New York City, a little higher

than the National rates in 1967, dropped significantly in 1968 to
a level lower than the U.S. rate.

3. The unemployment rate for non-whites, already lower than the U.S.
level in 1967, improyed significant4 in 1968.

The term
"sub-employment" includes:

Those unemployed in the sense that they are "actively lookingfor work and unable to find it"

Those working only part-time when they are trying to get full-time work

Those beads of households under 65 years who earn less than00 per week working full-time and those individuals under 65who are not heads of households and earn less than $56 perweek in a full-time job

Half the nuber of
"non-participants" in the male 20-64 agegroup

An estimate of the male
"undercount" group.

469
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(From Challenges of the Changing Economy of New "York.City) 1969)
New York tity Conner-on Economic EaucatTUn'

1. What is meant by "sub-employment?"

Haw does it affect the total economic picture of the city economy?

3. What problems might be created.due to the magnitude of those out-
side the mainstream of full employment?

e
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Compare the occupational structure of ghetto unemployed with the antici-pated city job openings to understand the seriousness of the experience -opportunity mismatch - the apparent skills gap.ilismansuams

Occupational Distribution
of Ghetto Unemployedt 1966

Estimated Job Openings
1965-1975

White-collar 13.6%
65.7%

Craftsmen 2.8
7.4

Operatives 14.7
7.7

Service 16.6
18.6

Laborers & Others 52.3
0.6

1. What pTdblem do these figures pose for our educational system?
2. What steps should industry take to meet this prdblem? Unions?Government?

3. 4hy must jam be found for the growing number of unskilled workersin New York City?

4. What problems do minority groups face when they try to take jobsin factories outside the center of the city?

5. What steps are being taken to bring industry into the ghetto areasof New York City?

2. Since unemployment rates are highest among teenagers, stadents caninterview a high school dropout or an unemployed youth.

The following questions can be asked:

a. What jobs are etisiest to find?

b. Why is it difficult getting a job?

c. What prOblems do you face being ummployed?

d. Did school prepare you well enough for employment?

e. What changes in the sdhool program would you suggest?

f. What help would you need in order to get a jdb?

Read the following
recommendations from The Report, of the National AdvisoryCommission on Civil DisordersWOW,. INNIMMINOM

Recommendations fOr National Action

INTRODUCTION

No American -- white or black can escape the consequences of the con-tinuina social pro _ft



White-collar 13.6% 65.7%

Craftsmen 2.8 7.4

Operatives 14.7 7.7

Service 16.6 18.6

Laborers & Others 52.3 0.6

1. What problem do these figures pose for our educational gystem?

2. What steps Should industry take to meet this problem? Unions?

Government?

3. Why must jobs be found for the growing number of unskilled workers 4

in New York City?

4 What problems do minority groups face when they try to take jobs
in factories outside the center of the city?

5. What steps are being taken to bring industry into the ghetto areas

of New York City?

2. Since unemployment rates are highest teenagers, students can

interview a high school dropout or an employed:youth.

The following questions can be asked:

a. What jobs are easiest to find?

b. Why is it difficult getting a job?

c. What prOblems do you face being unemployed.?

1. Did school prepare you well enough fOr employment?

e. What changes in the sdhool program would you suggest?

f. What help would you need in order to get a jOb?

E. Read the following recommendations from The Remrt of the National Advisory

Commission on Civil Disorders

Recommendations for National Action

IIVRCDUCTION

No American -- white or black -- can escape the consequences of tAe con-

tinuing social and economic decay of our major cities.

Only a commitment to national action on an unprecedented scale can shape

a future compatible with the historic ideals of American society.

The great productivity of our economy, and a federal revenue system which

is highly responsive to economic growth, can provide the resources.

The major need is to generate new will - the will to tax ourselves to the

extent necessary to meet the vital needs of the nation.

We have set forth goals and proposed strategies to readh those goals. We

discuss and recommend prograns not to commit each of us to specific parts

of such programs but to illustrate the type and dimension of action needed. -;
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The major goal is the creation of a true union -- a single society and a
single American identity. Toward that goal, we propose the following
objectives for national action:

Opening up opportunities to those who are restricted by racial segre-gation and discrimination, and eliminating all barriers to their
choice of jobs, education and housing.

. Removing the frustration of powerlessness among the disadvantaged by
promiding the means for them to deal with the problems that affect
their own lives and. by increasing the capacity of our public and pri-
vate institutions to respond to these problems.

. Increasing communication across racial lines to destroy stereotypes,
to halt polarization, end distrust and hostility, and create common
ground for effOrts toward public order and social justice.

We propose these aims to fulfill our pledge of equality and to meet the
fundamental needs of a democratic and civilized society -- domestic peace
and social justice.

Pervastve unemployment and underemployment are the most persistent and
serious grievances in minority areas. They are inextricably linked to the
prOblem of civil disorder.

Despite growing federal expenditures for manpower development and train-
ing programs, and sustained general economic prosperity and increasing
demands for skilled workers, dbout two million -- white and nonwhite --
are permanently unemployed. About ten million are underemployed, of
whom 6.5 million wDrk full time for wages below the poverty line.

The 500,000 "hard-core" unemployed in the central cities who lack a basic
education and are unable to had a steady jOb are made up in large part
of Negro males between the ages of 18 and 25. In the riot cities which
we surveyed, Negroes were three times as likely as whites to hold. unskilled
jobs, which axe often part time, seasonal, low-paying and: "dead end."

Negro males between the ages of 15 and 25 predominated among the rioters.
More than 20 percent of the rioters were unemployed, and many who were
employed held inti.rmittent, low status, unskilled jobs which they-regarded
as below their education and ability.

The Commission recommends that the federal government:

Undertake joint efforts with cities and states to consolidate exist-
ing manpower programs to avoid fragmentation and duplication.

Take immediate action to create 2,000,000 new jobs over the next
three years -- one million in the pUblic sector and one million in
the private sector -- to absorb the hard-core unemployed and materi-
ally reduce the level of underemployment for all workers, black and
white. We propose 250,000 public sector and 300,000 private sector
jobs in the first year.

Provide on-the-job training by both public and private employers with
reitbursement to private employers for the extra costs of training
the hard-core unemployed, by contract or by tax credits.

WIWida *AV nnA n+Iwer. . . Alb



Removing the frustration of powerlessness among the Cisadvantaged by

providing the means for them to deal with the problems that affect

their own lives and by increasing the capacity of our public and pri-

vate institutions to respond to these problems.

Increasing communication across racial lines to destrqy stereotypes,

to halt polarization, end distrust and hostility, and create common

ground for efforts toward palic order and social justice.

We propose these aims to fulfill our pledge of equality and to meet the

fundamental needs of a democratic and civilized society -- domestic peace

and social justice.

Pervasive unemployment and underemployment are the most persistent and

serious grievances in minority areas. They are inextricably linked to the

problem of civil disorder.

Despite growing federal expenditures for manpower development and train-

ing programs, and sustained general economic prosperity awl increasing

demands for skilled workers, about two million -- white and. nonwhite --

are permanently unemployed. About ten million are underemployed, of

whom 6.5 million work full time for wages below the poverty line.

The 500,000 "hard-core" unemployed in the central cities who lack a basic

education and axe unable to hold a steady jOb are made up in large part

of Negro males between the ages of 18 and 25. In the riot cities which

we surveyed, Negroes were three times as likely as whites to hold unskilled

jobs, which are often part tine, seasonal, law-paying and "dead end."

Negro males between the ages of 15 and 25 pxedominated among the rioters.

Mbre than 20 percent of the rioters were unemployed, amd many who were

employed held intermittent, low status, unskilled jas which they'regarded

as below their education and ability.

The Commission recommends that the federal government:

Undertake joint efforts with cities and states to consolidate exist-

ing manpower programs to avoid fragmentation and duplication.

. Take immediate action to create 2,000,000 new jobs over the next

three years -- one mir.don in the palic sector and one ndllion in

the private sector -- to absorb the hard-core unemployed and materi-

ally reduce the level of underemployment for all workers, black and

white. We propose 250,000 palic sector and 300,000 private sector

jobs in the first year.

. Provide on-the-ja training by both pmblic az2e. private employers with

reimbursement to private employers for the extra costs of training

the haxd-core unemployed, by contract or by tax credits.

Provide tax and other incentives to investment in rural as well as

urban poverty areas in order to offer to the rural poor an alterna-

tive to migration to urban centers.

. Take new and vigorous action to remove artificial barriers to employ-

ment and promotion, including not only racial discrimination but, in

certain cases, arrest records or lack of a high school diploma.

Strengthen those agencies such as the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission, charged with eliminating discriminatory practices, and

provide full support for Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act allow-

ing federal grant-in-aid funds to be wit"leld from activities which

discriminate on grounds of color or race.
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The Commission commends the recent public commitment of the NationalCouncil of the Building and Construction Trades Unions, AFL-CIO toencourage and recruit Negro membership in apprenticeship programs.Thi t.;,Isktitment should be intensified and. implemented.
1. What are the major proposals of the Commission?
2. How might they help solve the problems that create a "viciouscycle" in New York City?
3. How might cost be a factor vhen these proposals are implemented?4. Who should be responsible for implementing this program? Whoshould pay for it?
5. Would a quota system as proposed for Philadelphia be helpful tothe Negro? Construction industry? Me economy?

1.E. 6

;;1
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F. Using a newspaper article to understand how inflation affects the

elderly in New York City.

.:4:kt

6

,
satA 1*

The New York Times (b y Carl T. Gossett Jr.)
SENIOR POWER: Elderly at a rally in Manhattan Center yesterday to protest prices rising in face of fixed incomes

Retired Couples in City Find Living More Costly
A retired couple in the

New York City area needs to
spend .11 per cent more than
retired couples hi other major
cities to maintain a moderate
standard of living.

The regional office of the
United States Bureau of Labor
Statistics issued a survey
yesterday that showed that
for retired couples, keeping
up with the Joneses means
keeping a close watch on

every dollar.
To maintain what people

generally consider a moderate
standard of living, a retired
couple here needs $4,407 a
year, $398 a year more than
they netded in 1967, accord:
ing to the Federal agency.

The statistics had real
rnesartirm trciettsiviet. gme..."

and his wife, who is ill, said:
"Everytime I go to the super-
market the prices are higher.
We haven't been to a movie
in years, except once In a
while to Radio City. The
prices are still reasonable
there."

Philip Berman, a 76-year-
old retired insurance sales-
man. noted, "You gotta cut

Iher% cut there, and finally
decide that you're going to
make do.

He and his wife live primarily
n his MSS-a-month Social

Security check, which provides
in a year less than the low-
income budget compiled by the

.Bureau of Labor Statistic*.
! Mr. Berman noted, "Enter-
; tainment is completely out for
us now. My wife and I have

1, The couple also possesses an month to $90 by 1970 and to' 'average inventory of clothing, $120 by 1972.home furnishings, major dur-
President Nixon recently pro-ables and other equi ment,"

according to the report. posed a 10 per cent Increase in
The siirvey said that if the Social Security benefits and

couple wanted to maintain a noted that the average retired
higher than moderate standard couple now receives $2,040 a
of living, which might Include year in benefits and is allowed
using air-conditioning, perhaps to earn another $1,600 without
a car, and more paid services, anY loss of benefits'
a total of $6.623 a year would Mayor Lindsay was the only
baerean. eeded in the New York one of the three mayoral candi-

dates to accept an invitation
i Thp higher figure is about from the sponsoring organiza-

tions to address the gathering.
$300 a year more than in the He cited what he said were his
national urban average. But achievements on behalf of the
Boston requires a budget of leiderly, noting the half-fare
$6,761 to maintain a similarlsubway and bus fare, rent roll-

1 backs and increased police pro-standard. rtectionThe biggest cost items for :----1-----------
retired couples were, as ex-
pected, food and housing. The i
lower standard budget allowed'
only $34 a year for trans-I
portation for the enontp. I
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SENIOR POWER: Elderly at a In Manhattan Center yest
ThoNewYorkTrmesOyCarIT.GousLtr.)

to protest prim In face of incomes

Retired Couples in City Find Living More Costly
A retired couple in the

New York City area needs to
spend .11 per cent more than
retired couples in other major
cities to maintain a moderate
stapdard of living.

The regional office of the
United States Bureau of Labor
Statistics issued a survey
yesterday that showed that
for retired couples, . keeping
up with the Joneses means
keeping a close watch on

every dollar.
To maintain what people

generally consider a moderate
standard of living, a retired
couple here needs $4,407 a
year, $398 a year more than
they needed in 1987, accord-
ing to the Federal agency.

The statistics had real
meening yesterday for more
.than 4,000 elderly people who
gathered at a Manhattan Cen-
ter rally to protest what one

speaker called "the Scylla and
Charybdis of a fixed income
and rising prices."

Wearing blue and white
"senior power" buttons, the
elderly people made it clear
that they felt the survey's
budget for a low standard of
living--$2,947--was very low
indeed.

David Landinberg, an 82-
year-old great-grandfather
who keeps house ha himself

and his wife, who is ill, said:
l'Everytime 1 gc to the super-
market the prices are higher.
We haven't been to a movie
in years, except once In a
while to Radio City. The
prices are still reasonable
there."

Philip Berman, a 78-year-
old retired insurance sales-
man, noted, "You gotta cut

'here, out there, and finally
decide that were going to
*Ake do."

He and kis wife live primarily
his $18114-month Social

Security check, which provides
hi a year "less than the low
.income budget compiled by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Mr. Berman noted, "Enter-
tainment is completely out for
us now. My wife and I have

Icut all the way back on cloth-
ing."

The budget estimates, which
reflect prices in the spring of
this year, are supposed to re-
flect a reasonable manner of
living, not mere subsistence.

Food and Housing Mgt
The average couple was de-

scribed as a husband, age 65
or over, and his wife, who are
self-supporting, living alone,
enjoying fairly good health, re-
ceiving hospital and medical
care protection under Medi-
care, and occupying a five-
room or six-room mortgage-
free house or a two-or-three-
room rented apartment.

(Source: New York Times)

The couple alai p;isesses an
"'average inventory of clothingo
home furnishings, major dur-
ables and other equipment."
according to the report.

The survey said that if the
couple wanted to maintain a
higher than moderate standard
of living, which might include
using air-conditioning, perhaps
a car, and more paid services..
a total of 96.823 a year would
be needed in the !Ow York
area.

The higher figure is about
$800 a year snore than in the
national urban average. But
Boston requires a budget of
$6,761 to maintain a similar
standard.
' The biggest cost items for
retired couples were, as ex-
pected, food and housing. The
lower standard budget allowed
only $34 a year for trans-

rnation for the couple.
The biggest cheers at the

!older people's rally citme for
bill introduced in the House

of Representatives yesterday by
Representative Jacob H. Gil-
bert, Bronx Democrat, which
would raise the minimum Social t
Security payment from $55 al

month to $90 by 1970 and to
$120 by 1972.

President Nixon recently prep.
posed a 10 per cent increase in
Social Security benefits and
noted that the average retired
couple now receives $2,040 a
year in benefits and is allowed
to earn another $1,600 without
any loss of benefits.

ayor Lindsay was the only
one of the thrge mayoral candi-
dates to accept an invitation
from the sponsoring orpniza-
Lions to address the gathering.
He cited what he said were his
achievements on behalf of the

'elderly, noting the half-fare
subway and bus fare, rent roll-
becks and increased police two-
tf-s.tion.
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Questions for Dsz_zzi and Discovery

1. What is the major source of income for many of the protesting
elderly people?

2. How have rising prices affected their standard of living?

3. What special problem do people in fixed incomes have?

4. What steps has the Federal government taken to meet these pro-blems?

5. Has the city tried to improve the living standard of retired
people?

1112.112MnitActivitY

Students can interview grandparents or elderly neighbors to find, out
firsthand how they budget their incomes and. how rising prices haveaffected such budget items as food (quantity and quality), entertain-
ment, savings.

49.9
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G. Using graphs to discover the re1ationsh41 between income and prices
in New York.

EARNINGS

HAVE BEEN
RISING

MORE
RAPIDLY

ritAN
PRICES

CONSUMER ma INDEX AND
FACTORY PRODUCTION WORKER EARNING'S

NEW YORK I is6O13s8
Index, 1957490100

145

140

its
Ito
US

Ito
los

060

Orono Average
Weekly Santiago

10

rob

a
is. el s.g.

4.
Comm* Price Wes

dr
I'

U Vt *lb
it/ Consumer Price Index is for the New York-Northeastern Now Jersey Area.Earnings data rater to New York City.

(From Challenzes of the Cbanging Econom7 of New York Cab 1969.)
New Yorl. City CouncTron Economic EducatTOn

Questions for Inquiry and. Mesasa:

1. What change has taken place in earnings since the base year of
1957-59?

2. What has happened to prices during this period?

3. Are workers better off today than in 1960? Wby?

se()
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questions for Inquiry. and Discovery.

1. What has been the percent change in workers incomes in New York City
from 1960 to 1968?

2. What has happened to the portion of income lost in purchasing
power since 1960?

3. How have taxes affected the spendable income of wrkers since 1960?

4. How much has "real" spendable income changed in New York City since
1960?

5C2
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Questions for Discussion

1. Are workers better eff financially today than in 1960? Whyt

2. How can workers protect their incomes against inflation?

3. How does inflation affect the city government's.attempt to meetthe needs of the city?

Activity

Students can consult the reports of the Bureau of Labor Statisticsto bring the graphs up to date.

1. Have there been agy significant changes?

2. How do you account for the fact that the trends have remainedthe same? Have changed?

503
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H. Using a newspaper article to learn why prices are higher inNew York City.

Living Cost Highest Here
Sy PETER =JANES

It has been said that New
York is the best city in the
world in which to spend 10
per cent of your time and 90
per cent of your money.

elesidents of this city, long
aware that they must close
their eyes to some of the

Ming inducements to
living hese have increas-

ingly found that even basic
items, like food, clothing and

have stralned their
pockethóoks.

!The Government's figures
bear this out. Consumer
prices have risen 2.8 per cent
here since the beginning of
the year and OA per cent In
Uss aast the biggest in-

city in
States .

dos have
noticoble

era to thei 41%1
who not have the thne tct
seemly for housin& or knoW
where to buy dincount goode
(linuor, for eximple, can cost
up. to 41Z a bottle less in
some stores).
Manhattan Most .Expenslie
Ihit even with 'carefully

Wed Imowledge of where
t),shoP, New York is upon-
sive.--with Manhattan, its
cote, more expensive than
Otheri boroughs fâ almost all

economic specialists
try . to. 'figure out why New
York is more eipensive than
ther riukipr cities the3r gen-

coke .thiee basic item
the of real estate

cost of- labor
and *eh Ames.

"For the Bureau.
otLabot -4,- has found
that for 0,* family of four Hy-
bl en a budget of.$10,00o a
year here, personal taxes
about $700 a year More)
in Detroit or
about MO &year than.
in Los Angeles.

Food, clothing
Prices are not as
ly higher thaielsoihere,
a few dollars .4 weak Week
area add uo atihe end of tha

,
*It

The increaMlist month in
- consumer price4 hr

mon less thao
I per dent, So
en dthis was debalbed by a
bureau offklai es
ing in the light Of the
bigger recent increseek.
the official noted-that in key
all itemsfrom homing to
food to healthcare to ream.tioncostmore.

.however, do not
tell the fall story. Two
factors ;that are hard to
measure are believed by some
economic specialists to con-
tribute wady

here
gto the higher

cost of living .
One is what Herbst Men-

stock, the regional dhector
of the Ewan of Labor Sta-
getICSa. "the Wm*
ner, the style, the tone of
living in New York."

The Fifth Avenue fashions
are herd and how many wom-
en have resisted the hue?
Some of the nation's fanciest
restaurants are here and bow
many young bachelors with
dates have resisted the temp-
tation?

Even gourmet delicatessens
with importe& foods abound
in New York and are mew&
ed with shoppers *table to
satisfy their tastes with lass

ezrilvelnd reason New
food. :

Yorkers pay more, some be-
liev4 is that tie individual
is often in competition with
the many comorations who
make this their home base.

Executives on. expense ac-
counts, it is held, 1440,Mb
up restaurant prices am the
cost of theater and sports
tickets.

Iu addition; eerFeretkele
have In recent years. been
hungey for more office space
and have 'been willing add
able to pc fbr it. -This has

to fait



Living Cost Highest Here
By PETER MILLONES

It has been said that New
York is the best city in the
world in which to spend 10
per cent of your time and 90
per cent of your money.

Residents of this city, long
aiare that they must close
their eyes to some of the

ating inducements to
living here have increas-

ingly found that even basic
itfall, like food, clothing and

have strained their
Its.

- The Oovernmenes figures
bear this out. Consumer
prices have risen 2.8 per cent
here since the beginning of
the year and 6.4 per cent in
the last year, the biggest in-
crease of any
the continental States.

The Os have
been notiatable
to . rs to the.: ray*
who not have the tune to
south for housing, or knovi
where to buy didcount goods
(liquor, for exaMple, can cost
up to 12' a bottle less in
some stores).
Manhattan Most Expenshre

gigeven with 'carefully
knowledge of where.

tot shop, New York is expen-
sivewith Manhattan, its
core, more expensive than
*het boroughs 11 almost ail

*11

economic specialists
try .10.1fIgure out why New
York is more eipensive than

real.or cities they pn
citi..three basic item

the 1 Mgt of real estate
here,:. Aigh* cost of- labor
and high taxes.

"For itaktmple,_ the Bureau
ottabdr Statistics has found
that for saandly of four liv-
ing on a budget ammo. a
year here, personal taxes
*bout $70011 year More
in Detroit or Chimp anti
about MO alearitore than.
in Los Amides.

Food, clothing:00 ho
prices are not as Mut
ly higher thaielse*here,
a few dollars*. week breach
area add up gibe end of the
year to New Tories "most-
expensive" libel.

. According :14 ..the burger,
consumer pridee,in the cite
area have risen, IA per cent
since the first the year,
and 6.4 per 111 May,
1968, to May, 1

The increarip kat:month in
consumer

less
f

Was
I per Cent.
an dads was *berthed by a
bureau official as
ing in the light Of 441114°
bigger recent increami0.
the official noted that in kay
ail items-40m housing to
food to health care to recrea.
tioncost more.

Statisttc4.__however, do not
tell the full story. Two
factors :that are hard to
measure are believed by some
economic specialists to con-
tribute_

Wpentlyhere
to the hieher

cost of et .
One is what Herbert Bien.

stodr, the regiOnal dfrector
of the Bantu of Labor Sta-
getice.... .1W "the Inn-
ner, the style, the tone of
living in New York."

The Fifth Avenue fashions
are herd and how many wom-
en have resisted the lure?
Some of the nation's fanciest
restaurants sze here and how
many young bachelors with
dates have resisted the temp.
Won?

Even gourmet delicatessens
with imported, foods abound
in New York and are crowd-
ed with shoppers linable to
satisfy their tastes with less
expensive food. :

A second reason New
Yorkers pay more, some be-
lieve, is* that the individual
is often in competition with
the many corporations whe
make this their home base.

Executives on ealm_sse ac-
counts, it is held, help OA
up restaurant prices' aM the
cost of theater and sports
tickets.

In addition, corporations
have in recent years been
hungry for more office space
and have 'been willing and
able to pafbr it. This has

to for.
sake lem
ment , ii..t fOr office
striktures.

The result has bteir a
dearth . of apartments and
higher. hewing- Price&

(From New York Times, 1969)
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questions for Inquiry and Discovery

L. Why are prices hietzx in New York than in any other-city in con-tinental United States':

2. How have corporate expense accounts affected prices for food,housing and entertainment in NSw. York?

3. How does this illustrate the law of supply and demand?

4. What is the effect of increased spending on prices?

falattlitAativitY

Students can use the fornt below or a similar form to survey foodprices in their area.

SURVEY FORK - WBAT'S HAPPENING TO FOOD PRICES?

Item Amount
i..;22§ 112f7 Today,

Hamburger 1 Ib. .53 .55

Beef Rib Roast 1 Ib. .82 .94

Frankftrters 1 lb. .65 .71

Frying Chicken 1 Ib. .47 .38

Eggs (Gr. A large) 1 doz. .60 .49

Milk 1
2. gal. .48 .52

Sugar 5 ib. .56 .61

Coffee 1 lb. .91 .77

Apples 1 ib. .15 .21

Potatoes 10 lb. .63. .75

Lettuce head .17 .28

Tomatoes 1 lb. .32 .35

1. Which prices increased the most?

2. Which prices have changed the least?

3. Which products cost less today?

4. What has happened to food prices in New York City?

506
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III. HOW WELL DOES THE CITY PROVIDE FOR THE GOOD WALITIES OF LIFE?

Emphases: Housing policy for New York must provide for law and middle
income earners.

The congestion of the city has resulted in water, air and noisepollution.

The unique nature of city problems must lead to new ways of
financing them.

A. Using a newspaper article to learn about the housing problems ofNew York.

The changing City: Housing Paralysis
By DAVID K. BREMER

The state of houaing in
New York City seems, as
hopeless as an abandoned
tenement whose broken win-
dows stare blankly out on a
slum.

Private industry is build-
ing apartments for only the
wealthiest 7 per cent of the
population except in cases
where it rceives government
subsidies.

The city government says
it cannot produce decent
housing for the remaining 93
per cent without more money
from Washington.

Federal housing officials
charge that the clay has not
been efficient enough to use
all the funds it has already
been offered.

As a result, a low-income
ramily asking for an apart-
ment in a miblic-houting
project will become No. 130,-
801 pn the waiting list, ac-
cording to the latest figures.
At the current rate of con-
struction, they could expect
to move into a project in
.51 years.

To solve this problem New
York City needs right now
780,000 new, subsidized
apartments, but the Federal
housing program, in its 34-
year history, has produced
only 800,000 units across the
entire country.

All this adds up to eight-
million New Yorkers caught
in a clash of powerful forces:
rising rents and falling
rates of vacancy, dwindling
amounts of new construction
and widespread abandon-

The improvements are
.needed not only to replace
decayed houses but also to
satisfy the soaring hopes of
millions no longer content to
live as their parents did. The
poor, most of them black and
Puerto Rican, seek escape
from _crowded, heatless tene-
ments. The middle clas4
mbstly white, want eno
space for a den or a stu
a patch ahlawn for their c
dren, a safe neighborhood.

In the campaign of 1983.
Johli V. Lindsay said that
he hoped as Mayor "to be.
gin the uplfting of New
York and to build at least
180,000 low and middle-in-
come . apartments" in four
years.

But in the last three and
a half years, the city started
conitruction of only 34,167
apartments, and just 8,920 of
those were for low-income
families, most of them black,
who are now in the city's
worst housing.

Last year, 13,257 new
apartments were started here
through a variety of publicly
aided programs. But houshig
specialists estimate that this
effort was dissipated by the
number of good apartments
that decayed during the same
period.

The entire population of
Arizona could "fit into the
deteriorated housing in New
York City. There are now a
half-million decaying apart-.
ments, and the disintegration:
is accelerating as responsible
private owners retreat from .

slum neighborhoods where
:Investment is risky.

Some Obstacle, Noted
It is this rapid decline that

font. the need for massive
government building pro-
grams. But the obstacles to
government action are enor-
mous. Among them are the
following:

IClimbInrealLtRx P-A-

ilEven fhdhe who have
studied the problem in depth
have difficulty fully under-
standing the sociel and eco-
nomic forces that lead to the

deterioration chem.
teriz,, by rat infestation,
heatless apartments whose
floors are covered with ice
in the winter, solid buildings
abandoned to narcotics ad-
dicts.

The abandonment of build-
!Ms, by both landlords and
tenants, has climbed precip-
itously in recent years. In
1961, there were 1,000 aban-
doned buildings on record:
in 1988 there were 7,100,
according to Dr. Frank S.
Kristbf, an economist with
the NOW York State Urban
Development Corporation.
Kristof estimates that 2,
to 3,000 buildings are being

ttb:.
cloned here each year.
though the city has

.,-, up the demolition of
unsafe buildingsfrom 216
in 1965 to 1,835 in 1988it
cannot keep up with the
desertion rate.

As a result, mere and more
vacant structures are left
standing, with a depressing
and demoralizing bnpadt on
surounding property and resi-
dents. Their infection spfeads
quickly through whole
blocks, until some sections of
the city now resemble
bombed-out areas of wartime
Europe.

According to housing offi-
cials, most of the abandoned
buildings are structurally
sound, but aging. Caught in
the whirl . el of the slums or
of neigh . hoods changing
into slums, they have
throw:0 the years from neg-
lect by . their owners, who
are unwilling or unable to
put rent money into

"A deterioradng building
is as vulnerable as a woun&

$
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But other specialists, in-
cluding Prof. C ester Rapkin,
director of Columbia Univer-
sity's Institute of Urban En-
vironment and a member of
the City Planning Commis-
sion, doubt that if controls
were lifted ?.andloids would
put increased refit profits
back into their buildings. And
even if they did, tremendous
hardships would result for
thousands of families who
could not afford to pay thie
rent increases.

Moreover, abandonment is
a national problem, even in
major cities without rent
control. In the slums of Chi-
cago's West Side, for ex-
ample, . structurally sound,
brick apartment houses are
being abandoned by owners
who, do not regard their in-
vestments as worth main-
taining.
, Here and in Chicago, the
city governments attack the
symptoms. New York . fills
fuel tanks that landlords have
let run dry, fixes boilers and
attaches rents and uses them
to upgrade buildinp. But the
victims etill Multiply.

On the fourth floor of a
pi* tenement on Manhety
tan's Lower East Side, Mrs..
Zulma Pantoja, a dek-eyed
mother in her early twenties,
rolls her baby's crib away
from the wall of a crowded
bedroom.

"This is what I have to
do et night," she says, "to
keep the rats from climbing

She and her husband,
Americo, and their two small
children sleep in one cramped
room of their three-rotom
apartment They pay $35
month rent, although with
Mr. Pantoja's steady Job, they
could afford more.

"I've been looking and

looking for an apartment,"
Mrs. Pantola !IA "hist



financing them.

A. Using a newspaper article to learn about the housing problems of
New York,

The Changing City: Housing Paralysis
By DAVID K. SHIPLER

The state of housing in
New York City seems as
hopeless as an abandoned
tenement whose broken win-
dows stare blankly out on a
slum.

Private industry is build-
ing apartments for only the
wealthiest 7 per cent of the
population except in cases
where it rceives government
subsidies.

The city government says
it cannot produce decent
housing for the remaining 93
per cent without more money
from Washington.

Federal housing officials
dharge that the city has not
been efficient enough to use
all the funds it has already
been offered.

As a result, a low-income
family asking for an apart-
nient in a public-housing
project will become No. 130,-
801 on the waiting list, ac-
cording to the latest figures.
At the current rate of con-
struction, they could expect
to move into a project m
51 years.

To solve this problem New
York City needs right now
780,000 new, subsidized
apartments, but the Federal
housing program, in its 34-
year history, has produced
onlY 800,000 units across the
entire country.

All this adds up to eight-
million New Yorkers caught
in a clash of powerful forces:
rising rents a .81 falling
rates of vacancy, dwindling
amounts of new construction
and widespread abandon-
ment of sound old buildings.

The 7...indsay administration,
which inherited these prob-
lems, has not been able to
run fast enough even to stand
still, in the view of many
urban authorities.

The city administration has
taken strides toward allow-
ing the poor to plan the
renewal of their own neigh-
borhoods, in paying careful
audition to the quality of
design, in attempting to elimi-
nate the past cruelities of re-
location. nut many housing
experts see these gains as
peripheral to the problem,
which is how to improve the
quantity of housing in this
most congested of American
cities.

The improvements are
needed not only to replace
decayed houses but also to
satisfy the soaring hopes of
millions no longer content to
live as their parents did. The
poor, most of them black and
Puerto Rican, seek escape
from .crowded, heatless tene-
ments. The middle class;
mnstly white, want enough
space for a den or a Study,
a patch ottawn for their all-
dren, a safe neighborhood.

In the campaign of 1965.
John V. Lindsay said that
he hoped as Mayor "to be-
gin the uplifting of New
York and to build at least
160,000 low and middle-in-
come apartments" in four
years.

But in the last three and
a half years, the city started
construction of only 34,167
apartments, and just 8,920 of
those were for low-income
families, most of them black,
who are now in the city's
worst housing.

Last year, 13,257 new
apartments were started here
through a variety of publicly
aided programs. Bin housing
specialists estimate that this
effort was dissipated by the
number of good apartments
that decayed during the same
period.

The entire population of
Arizona could -Tit into the
deteriorated housing in New
York City. There are now a
half-million decaying apart-
ments, and the disintegration
is accelerating as responsible
private owners retreat from.
slum neighborhoods where
investment is risky.

Some Obstacles. Noted
It is this rapid decline that

forms the need for massive
government building pro-
grams. But the obstacles to
government action aie enor-
mous. Among them are the
following:

9Climbing real-estate taxes,
interest rates, construction
costs and land prices make
housing too expensive here
to qualify for many Federal
housing programs, which set
limits on how much each
apartment can cost.

IlThe city's political and
administrative machinery is
too unwieldy, qualified coli-
servers lelieve, to allow easy
navigation through Federal
red tape.

(Blew York is so built im
that for nearly every build-
ing that is constructed, one
must be torn down. That
takes time.

Miecause Washington
stresses new construction,
there are only a few thinly
funded Federal programs
aimed at stemming deteriora-
tion, although preservation of
existing housing might re-
duce the need for new build-
ings.

(lEven thole wbo have
studied the problem in depth
have difficulty fully under-
standing the socinl and ea).
nomic forces that lead to the

deterioration charac-
terize by rat infestation,
heatless apartments whose
floors are covered with ice
in. the winter, solid buildings
abandoned to narcotics ad-
dicts.

The abandonment of build-
ings, by both landlords and
tenants, has climbed precip-
itously in recent years. rn
1961, there were 1,000 aban-
doned buildings on record:
in 1968 there were 7,100,
according to Dr. Frank S.

Kristbf, an economist with
the NOW York State Urban
Development Corporation.
Kristof estimates that 2,
to 3,000 buildings are being

doned here each year.
ugh the city has
up the demolition of

unsafe buildingsfrom 216
in 1965 to 1,835 in 1968it
cannot keep up with the
desertion rate.

As a result, more and more
vacant structures are left
standing, with a depressing
and demoralizing hnpadt on
surounding property and resi-
dents. Their infection spfeads

quickly through whole
blocks, until some sections of
the city now resemble
bombed-out areas of wartime
Europe.

Atcording to housing off!.
cials, most of the abandoned
buildings are structurally
sound, but aging. Caught in
the whirlpool of the slums or
of neighborhoods changing
into slums, they have suffered
through the years from neg-
lect by their owners, who
are unwilling or unable to
put rent money into

"A deterioradng building
is as vulnerable as a woun&
ed bird," says Donald H.
Elliott, chairman of the City
Planning Commission.

A National Problem
A vacant apartment fails

prey to drug addicts, who
rip out plumbing and sell it
to support their habits. The
old boiler, in need of repair,
stops providing heat. Water
freezes, bursts the pipes and
drips into electrical wiring,
putting out the nights anti
perhaps starting a fire. The
tenants leave, one by one,
and the building is gone.

"If there is insufficient
money to maintain a build:-
ing," a group of landlords
said recently* "the building
must deteriorate and even-
tually become a slum struc-
ture." They blame the cycle
on rent control and some
experts, such as Dr. Kristof,
agree.

II # Z./
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But other specialists, in-
cluding Prof. Chester Raphin,
director of Columbia Univer-
sity's Institute of Urban En-
vironment and a member or
the City Planning Commis-
Mon, doubt that if controls
were lifted landlords would
put increased refit profits
back into their buildings. And
even if they did, tremendous
hardships would. result for
thousands of families who
could not afford to pay etiP
rent increases.

Moreover, abandonment is
a national problem, even in
major cities without rent
control. In the slums of Chi-
cago's West Side, for ex-
ample, structurally sound,
brick apartment houses are
being abandoned by owners
who do not regard their in-
vestinents as worth main-
taining.

Here and in Chicago* the
city governments attack the
symptoms. New York fills
fuel tanks that landlords have
let run dry, fixes boilers and
attaches rents and uses them
to upgrade buil . But the
victims stin Multi .

On the fourth loor of a
vilify tenement on Manhetp
tan's Lower East Side, Mrs*.
Zuhna Pantoja, a
mother in her early- es,
rolls her baby's crib away
from the wall of a crowded
bedroom

"This is what I have to
do at night," she k "to
keep the rats from bins

She and her hus
Americo, and their two
children slop in one cramped
room of their three-room
apartment. They pay $33 a
month rent, although with
Mr. Pantoja's steady job, they
could afford more.

"I've been looking and

looking for an apartment,"
Mrs. Pantoja said, "but
theidre all in the same con-
ditien." She has ben seardh-
big on the Lower East Side.,
where she grew up, and
where she wants to stay.

The Pantojas are just one
family among thousands who
ifitsevsuffered from the shrinks
ing of apartments.
Mr. Lindsay characterized the
dwindling vacancy rate as an
"emeigency" fa 1965, whoa
it was 3.19 per cent.
In the spring of IOU, it had
dropped to 1.23 per cent.

One consequence of tha
shortage has been to drhis
up .rents sharply in many
the city's 000,N0 a
not under rent con
prompting the City C
and the Marnortaosell.1
limits on the



But while benefiting tenantsin the short run, landlords
contend that by restricting
isrofits, these tenants will behurt in the future. For since
the demand for office space
here. is at least as strong as
for apartments, many devel-
bpers are turning toward of-
fice-building construction,
where the -income is higherand the tenants considered
easier to deal with.

Private industry has builtand owns '92 per tent ofthe city's 2.8-million resi-
dential units without Govern-
ment subsidies. But privately
financed apartment housesare now going up only in themost prestigious neighbor..hoods, such as Manhattan's
East Side, and monthly rents
are in the range of $100 to$150 a room.

Under the conventional

rule that rent should not ex-ceed 25 per cent of income,
a family with a four-room
apartment would have toearn nearly $20,000 a year-to pay those rents. The me-
dian family income in thecity is about K000 a year.

On Fifth Avenue just northof Washington Square, . ayoung man, his wife andbaby are living in a pleasant
cooperativepurehased a fewyears ago for $32.000. Now,looking for a larger co-o
he finds he can get $95.4.11
for his. An impressive profit?

"Peanuts!" he says. The
apartment with the extraroom he wants now will costhim $135.000 or more.

Although families in all in-
come classes share facets ofthe same problem, the needfor new housing is mostacute in the hard-core slums.where the attraction forprivate money and privatenitiative is weakest. Most
poor families do not havethe option that the Fifth
Avenue family has: a moveto the suburbs.

For this reason, Mayor
Lindsay reordered the how-
lng priorities of previous ad-
ministrations, which had
concentrated on building upand preserving fringe areasaround slums, but hadavoided emphasis on the.
slums themselves.

Priorities Are Reordered
With encouragement from

Washington, which wantedto attack the worst housing.
the city shifted the focus tothe major poverty neighbor-
hoods, which are now New
York's three Model Cities
areasthe South Bronx, Har-

lem-East Harlem, and Cent&
Brooklyn (including Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brownsville and
East New York).

Some planners, however,
are wary of the new priority.

They argue that if more
new low-income housing is
built inside the slums than
outside, more low-income
black and Puerto Rican fami-
lies 'will continue to live in
the bad neighborhoods. The
neighborhoods may be im-
proved, they contend, but
there will be less opportunity
for the poor to move to better
parts of the city. The bitter
racial ghettos will' remain
intact.

The Nty has tried to com-
pensate for this by adopting
a policy to set aside 20 percent of the apartments in
middle-income projects at re-
duced rents for lowsincpme
tenants, and by leasing units
for the poor in existing pri-
vately owned buildings in
good neighborhoods.

Nevertheless of the 21,024
low-income apartments in
new projects and leasing pro-
grams approved since 1985
only 7,434 are slated for
neighborhoods,
ty areas, mostly in eens
and the Bronx. Most o theseunits are in projects that
have not yet been built.

This concentration on build-
ing in the slums appears . to
be in conflict with a proposalof the National Advisory
Commission on Civil Dis-
orders, whose report Mr.
Lindsay helped write.

"We believe," the commis-
sion said, "that Federally
aided low and moderate-m!
come housing programs must
be reoriented so that the
major thrust is in nonghetto
areas."
New Construction Discussed

As's-ed about this in a re-
cent interview, the Mayor
said he thought new con-
struction should be under-
taken both inside and out-
side the slums.

"You have to do both," he
said. "Obviously, what is de-
sirable to achieve is the
choice, in the long run. Given
a choice, the average guy
stays in his own comm.:atty.
Being locked out of a choice
is what be doesn't like."

It is clear that publicly
aided housing in good neigh-
borhoods constitutes the besthope that poor nonwhites
have for escaping the slums,
since racial discriminationpersists in private housing
despite city, state and Fed-
eral laws against it.

Mayor Lindsay said re-
cently that the fight to get
low-income units approved in
middle-class neighborhoods
was "a real bloodbath"
politically because of white
resistance to blacks moving
in.

Another obstacle to public
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sites that are vacant have
usually been left alone by
private developers for good
reasons, such as ground that
is too soft or hills that' are
too steep.

Limited sites also present
problems in the slums, which
are more congested and
dense in New York than in
most other cities. Usually,
hundreds of families have to
be relocated from rotting ten-
entnents wherever new
housing is built.

To accomplish this, some
neighborhoods, such as Coney
Island, have been used for
what community leaders call
"dumping grounds" for re-
locatees i'rorn housing sites.
Some families have been
moved several times, always
from tenement to tenement,
rarely benefiting from the
new housing for which they
make room.

The city has tried to
"make relocation a positive
move Upward," as one offi-
cial put it, by moving tene-
ment residents into existing
ublic housing or new hous-
ng across the street or down

the block before their homes
are demolished to inake way
for new structures.

Much of the intricate plan-
ning required by this process
has been done by community
residents themselves,, al-
though some of them have
complained that the city still
has not given them enough
power.

Neighborhood people, us-
ually .black or Puerto Rican,
have usually been allowed to
decide what buildings will be
torn down, what kind of
housing will go on the sites
and who will own the com-
pleted projects.

In the view of some haus-
ing specialists, the city, in
agreeing to some measure of
community control, has sim-ply ridden a wave of reaction
to the old "bulldozer tech-
nique" employed in the nine-
teen-fifties by Robert Moses
as chairman of the Slum
Clearance Committee.

Rebellion against that cen-
tralized policy of urban re-newal bepn in the later
years of the Wagner admin-
istration, these observers
note, and Mayor Lindsay has
merely allowed it to move
along its natural course.

If community participation
has resulted in better loca-
tion methods and other bene-fits, it has also caused some
problems.

The planning process, for
example, has oiten become a
battleground on which con-
tentious community organi-
zations wage their wars for
power and prestige. As a re-atilt
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The blacks compromised
and accepted a city plan for7.
half-middle and half low-in-
come apartments. But the
whites, adamant, used their
influence on Board of Esti-
mate members to force the
city to drop plans for one
of the sites. It was a vacant
lot, and it still is.

In another instance, plan-
ning for the Milbank-Frawley
Circle urban renewal area in
Harlem was snarled for
years because blacks and
Puerto Ricans were battling
for control of the program.

Benefits Are Seen
City officials concede that

there are sometimes delays.
But more often, they say, re-
newal projects would take
even longer withoUt commun-
ity support. Instead of plan-
ning relocation programs,
residents would be blocking
them.

The city has retained final
authority over important de-
cisions, however. City offi-

cials recently blocked attempts
by leaders of the Harlem-
East Harlem and South Bronx
Model Cities areas to take
complete control of the pro-
grams there. The rink was
an mganization whose power
is to be shared, in "partner-
ship," by both the community
and the city government.

The citiff community in-
volvement and relocation
policies depend on small,
uvest-pocker) housing sites
scattered "..- eghout a neigh-
borhood, than on mas-
sive project.% replacing whole
neighborhoods with huge su-
perlalocks.

Charles 3. tirstadt, the
State Housing Commissioner,
is extremely critical of the
city's devotion to the "vest-
pocket" approach, asserting
that it takes as much work
by planners to clear the way
for 100 units as for 1,000,
and what New Yortc needs is
a large quantity of housing
In a hurry.

But advocates of the policy
stress the importance of pre-
serving a neighborhood's
character, of retaining the
structure and the roots of the
people, because new build-
ings alone do not solve the
problems of poverty.

This policy, and the atten-
tion to pleasing, efficient, de-
sign, has delayed some proj-
ects and this annoys the
specialists who want quan-
tity. But to other experts the
eventual gains outweigh the
delays,for the resulting high
quajity, they say, may keep
pace with the public's soar-
ing aspirations.

Community involvement



opers are turning toward of-
fice-building construction,
where the -income is higher
and the tenants considered
easier to deal with.

Private industry has built
and owns '92 per 'cent of
the city's 2.8-million resi-
dential units without Govern-
ment subsidies. But privately
financed apartment houses
are now going up only in the
most prestigious neighbor-
hoods, such as Manhattan's
East Side, and monthly rents
are in the range of $100 to
$150 a room.

Under the conventional

rule that rent should not ex-
ceed 25 per cent of income,
a family with a four-room
apartment would have to
earn nearly $20,000 a year
to pay those rents. The me-
dian family income in the
city is about $9.000 a year.

On Fifth Avenue just north
of Washington Square, . a
young man, his wife and
baby are living in a pleasant
cooperativepurchased a few
years ago for $32,000. Now,
looking for a larger co-op,
he finds he can get $95,000
fOr his. An impressive profit?

"Peanuts!" he says. The
apartment with the, extra
room he wants now will cost
him $135,000 or more.

Although families in all in-
come classes share facets of
the same problem, the need

for new housing is most
acute in the hard-core slums.
where the attraction for
private money and private
nitiative is weakest. Most
poor families do not have
the option that the Fifth
Avenue family has: a move
to the suburbs.

For this reason, Mayor
reordered the hous-

ing orities of previous ad-
min strations, which bad
concentrated on building up
and preserving fringe areas
arounil slums, but had
avoided emphasis on the.
slums themselves.

Priorities Are Reordered
With encouragement from

Washington, which wanted
to attack the worst housing,
the city shifted the focus to
the major poverty neighbor-
hoods, which are now New
York's three Model Cities
areasthe Souta Bronx, Har-

lem-East Harlem, and Central
Brooklyn (including Bedford-
Stuyvesant, Brownsville and
East New York).

Under the Federally spon-
sored Model Cities program,
Government effort is to be
coacentrated on hard-core
slums in an attempt to de-
liver improved services, such
as sanitation, education and
medical care, and to raise
the physical condition of the
neighborhoods by building
new housing, schools, parks
and recreation centers.

1.1413 Amy 444 dis vio

neighborhoWs may be im-
proved, they contend, but
there will be less opportunity
for the poor to move to better
parts of the city. The bitter
racial ghettos will' remain
intact.

The eity has tried to com-
pensate for this by adopting
a policy to set aside 20 per
cent of the apartments in
middle-income projects at re-
duced rents for low-incpme
tenants, and by leasing units
for the poor in existing pri-
vately owned buildings in
good neighborhoods.

Nevertheless of the 21,024
low-income apartments in
new projects and leasing pro-
grams approved since 1965
only 7,434 are slated for
neighborhooche outside pover-
ty, areas, mostly in Queens
and the I3ronx. Most of these
units are in projects that
have not yet been built.

This concentration on build-
ing in the slums appears . to
be in conflict with a proposal
of the National Advisory
Commission on Civil Dis-
orders, whose report Mr.
Lindsay helped write.

"We believe," the commis-
sion said, "that Federally
aided low and moderate-in !
come housing programs must
be reoriented so that the
major thrust is in nonghetto
areas."
New Construction Discussed

Asked about this in a re-
cent interview, the Mayor
said he thoug,ht new con-
struction should be under-
taken both inside and out-
side the slums.

"You have to do both," he
said. "Obviously, what is de-
sirable to achieve is the
choice, in the long run. Given
a choice, the average guy
stays in his own community.
Being locked out of a choice
is what be doesn't Nice."

It is clear that publicly
aided housing in good neigh-
borhoods constitutes the best
hope that poor nonwhites
have for escaping the slums,
since racial discrimination
persists in private housing
despite city, state and Fed-
eral laws against it.

Mayor Lindsay said re-
cently that the fight to get
low-income units approved in
middle-class neighborhoods
was "a real bloodbath"
politically because of white
resistance to blacks moving
in.

Another obstacle to public
housing outside the slums is
the scarcity of usable vacant
land, according to Albert
A. Walsh, chairman of the
city's Housing Authority.

Mr. Elliott adds that the

are more congested and t, and it still is.
dense in New York than in In another instance. plan-

lo

most other cities. Usually, ning for the Milbank-Frawley
hundreds of families have to Circle urban renewal area in
be relocated from rotting ten- Harlem was started for
enments wherever new years because blacks and
housing is built. Puerto Ricans were battling

To accomplish this, some for control of the program.
neighborhoods. such as Coney
Island, have beau used for

Benefits Are Seen

what community leaders call City officials concede that
"dumping grounds" for re- there are sometimes delays,
locatees from housing sites. But more often, they say, re-
Some families have been
moved several times, always

newel projects would take

from tenement to tenement, even longer withoui Commillt-

rarely benefiting from the ity support. Instead of plan.
new housing for which they ning relocation programs,
make room. residents would be blocking

The city has tried to them.
"make relocation a positive Th
move upward," as one offi-

e city has retained final
authority over important de-

dial put 1 by moving tone- cisions, however. city an.
ment resi ents into existing dais recently blocked attempts

ublic housing or new hous-
ng across the street or down
the block before their homes
are demolished to Make way
for new structures.

Much of the intricate plan-
ning required by this process
has been done by community
residents themselves,, al-
though some of them have
complained that the city still
has not given them enough
power.

Neighborhood people, us-
ually .black or Puerto Rican,
have usually been allowed to
decide what buildings will be
torn down, what kind of
housing will go on the sites
and who will own the com-
pleted projects.

In the view of some haus-
ing specialists, the sity, in
agraWg to some measure of
community control, has sim-
ply ridden a wave of reaction
to the old "bulldozer tech-
nique" employed in the nine-
teen-fifties by Robert Moses
as chairman of the Slum
Clearance Committee.

Rebellion against that cen-
tralized policy of urban re-
newal began in the later
years of the Wagner admin-
istration, these observers
note, and Mayor Lindsay has
merely allowed it to move
along its natural course.

If community participation
has resulted in better loca-
tion methods and other bene-
fits, it has also caused some
problems.

The planning process, for
example, has olten become a
battleground on which con-
tentious community organi-
zations wage their wars for
power and prestige. As a re-
sult, important projects have
been delayed.

In Coney Island, for ex-
ample, a predominantly black
group wanted low-income
housing on four sites along
Surf Avenue. An association
of businessmen, mostly white,
wanted the housing for mid-
dle-income families.
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by leaders of the Harlem-
East Harlem and South Bronx
Model Cities areas to take
complete control of the pro-
grams there. The rekult was
an organization whose power
is to, be shared, in "partner-
ship, ' by both the community
and the city government.

The cityV community in-
volvement and relocation
policies depend on small,
"vest-pocket" housing sites
scattered throughout a neigh-
borhood, rather than on mas-
sive projects replacing whole
neighborhoods with huge sus
perblocks.

Charles 3. Urstadt, the
State Housing Commissioner,
is extremely critical of the
city's devodon to the "vest-
pocket" approach, asserting
that it takes as much work
by planners to clear the way
for 100 units as for 1,000,
and what New York needs is
a large quantIty of housing
in a hurry.

But advocates of the policy
stress the importance of pre-
serving a neighborhood's
character, of retaining the
structere and the roots of the
people, because new build-
ings alone do not solve the
problems of poverty.

This police, and the atten-

tion to pleasing, efficient, de-
sign, has delayed some proj-
ects and this annoys the
specialists who want quan-
tity. But to other experts the
eventual gains outweigh the
delays,for the resulting high
qua)ity, they say, may keep
pee with the public's soar-
ing aspirations.

Community involvement
has had other ramifications,
such as pressure on construc-
tion 'unions to employ more
nonwhites, the letting of con-
tracts to black architects and
black-owned demolition com-
panies and ownership of
some new buildings by non-
profit organizations based la
the slums.
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But these trends alone will
not build housing. The Mayor,
his housing officials and some

e
outside government

brve s the greatest impedi-
ment to construction is cost.

City aides, as well as
the administrators of other
cities, recently told George
Romney, Secretary of ,Hous-
ing and Urban Develo ent,
(H.U.D.), that unless
are made in the rules Itri
which money is granted, the
Federal housing programs
will come to a complete halt.

By law, the Federal Gay-
ernment is not permitted to
pay for public housing that
costs more than $3,150 a
room to build, a figure that
Congress has !visa only 26
per cent since 1949, cow

to a 119 Or cent rise
rerrild in construction costs,
according to Mr. Walsh.

The city's most recent pro
ect application was just
below that limit.

The $3,100 ceiling covers
only pure construction costs.
A second limitation, not writ-
ten into law, but alleged by
city officials to be imposed
administratively coy H.U.D.,
covers the entire development
cost of a project, such as
land cost and architects' fees,
as well as construction.

Federal officials deny there
is such a limit, but city hous-
ing men insist that until less
than a year ago, it was set
at $20,000 an apartment, and
has been relaxed only in re-
cent weeks so that it rises
as costs increase and apart-
ments grow in size.

One H.U.D. official said he
was reluctant to discuss price
tags for fear of angering
"Southern Senators," who he
said would object to building
such "expensive" apartments
for the urban poor.

Inefficiency Is Charged
The ceiling's effect has

been to hamper the city's
construction program, Mr.
Walsh asserts, by requiring
staff to spend more time get-
ting the cost estimates down,
and by subjecting many ap.
Dlications to tejection by
Washington.

Some Federal officials ob
serve that private industry,
building low-income housing
that is sold upon completion
to the Housing Authority, has
been able to do it for about
$19,000 an apartment.

In response to city charges
that Federal regulations have
hindered homing efforts,
United States officials and
some housing experts out-
side the Government main-
tain that the city has not
been as efficient as it could. be in finding sites,

gettidevelo , obtaini ani i
from Washington and push-
ing plans through its own
agencies.

Jason R. Nathan, who
heads the Housing and Devel-
opment Administration, the
new superagency designed to
streamline the housing oper-
ation by combining compet-
ing bureaucracies into one
hotly, counters that 1909 was
a "qtdetly spectacular year.°
He says he now has a "full
pipeline" of more than 33,000
units, most of which are at
the beginning of the tortuous
route through the govern-
ment bureaucracy.

More Difficales. Ahead
New Yorkers will undoubt-

edly continue to have im-
mense housing difficulties for
some time to coins because
the cl4r's problems are ag-
filtrated versions of national

So much money is needed,
specialists in the field be-
lieve, that national priorities
must be zeversed to" place
housing--elong with other
dorms* programs high
above spending for defense.

'One H.U.D. official con-
ceded recently that "New
York City could theoretically
use all the money appupri
ated for the whole country."

H.U.D. says it alloca
about $100-million to New
York for all its housing pro-
grams in 1909. In addition
the city spent $50-million of
its own, through its cap tal
budget But the Pl
Commission ihes said that to
make a visible dent in the
city's housing problem, $580-

lion a year must be allo-
cated for 10 years at least.

In the meantime, the prob-
lem will remain an intimate
one for New Yorkers. "rhe
place a man lives is more
than just another commodity,
service or possession," wrote
the President's Committee on
Urban Housing last Dcember.

"It is a symbol of his
status, an extension of his
personality, a part of his
identity, a determinant of
many of the benefits and
disadvantages of socieW
that will come to him and his
family: schooling, police pro-
tection, municipal u-rvices,
neighborhood environment,
access (or lack of access) to
a hundred possibilities of life
and culture."

(From New York Times, 1969.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What does the housing problem mean to a low income family?

2. What does it mean to middle class families?

3. What new prOblems'do poor and vacant land give rise to?

4. What dbstacles are there to government action on the housing
problem?

5. Hme do builders and landlords view rent control? Low income
tenants? The city administration?
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ing and Urban Development.
(H.U.D.), that unless changes
are made in the rules by
which money is granted, the
Federal housing rograms
will come to a com ate halt.

By law, the F Gcer-
ernment is not permitted to
pay for public housing that
costs more than 93,150 a
room to build, a time that
Congress has raised only 26
per cent since 1949, com-

to a 118 pdr cent rise
reirrir in construction costs,
according to Mr. Walsh.

The cibr's most recent Reel-
ect application was just $5
below that limit.

The $3,150 ceiling covers
only pure construction costs.
A second limitation, not writ-
ten into law, but alleged by
city officials to be imposed
administratively el H.U.D.,
covers the entire development
cost of a project, such as
land cost and architects' fees,
as well as construction.

Federal officials deny there
is such a limit, but city hous-
ing men insist that until less
than a year ago, it was set
at $20,000 an apartment, and
has been relaxed only in re-
cent weeks so that it rises
as costs increase and apart-
ments grow in size.

One H.U.D. official said he
was reluctant to discuss price
tags for fear of angering
"Southern Senators," who he
said would object to building
such "expensive" apartments
for the urban poor.

Some Federal officials ob.
serve that private industry,
building low-income housing
that is sold upon completion
to the Housing Authority, has
been able to do it for about
$19,000 an apartment.

In response to city charges
that Federal regulations have
hindered housing efforts.
United States officials and
some housing experts out-
side the Government main-
tain that the city has not
been as efficient as it could
be in finding sites.

gettdevelopers, obtainingrif
from Washington and push-
ing plans through its own
agencies.

Jason R. Nathan, who
heads the Hous : and Devel-
opmant the
neguticagency designed to

the housing opera
ation by combining compet-
ing bureaucracies into one
body, counters that 1968 was
.a "quietly spectacular year."
He says he now has a "full
pipeline" of more than 33,000
units, most of which are at
the beginning of the tortuous
route through the govern-
ment bureaucracy.

010"441111101410 LU iUq itcni UV.
lieve, that national priorities P
must be reversed to place

ong with other
domestic programs high
Above spenoling for defense.

'One B.U.D. official con-
ceded recently that "New
York City could theoretically
use all the money &pinup*
aid for the whole country."

H.U.D. says it allocated
about $100-million to New
York for all its housing pro-
grams in 1968. In addition,
the city spent $50-million of
its owr throug,h its capital
budget: But the Planning
Commission .has said that to
make a visible dent in the
cites housing problem, $580-
million a year must be allo-
cated for 10 years at least.

In the meantime, the prob-
lem will, remain an intimate
one for New Yorkers. "The
place a man lives is more
than just another commty,
service or possession." wrote
the President's Committee on
Urban Housing last Dcember.

"It is a symbol of his
status, an extension of his
personality, a part of his
identity, a determinant of
'many of the benefits and
disadvantages of society'
that will come to him and his
family: schooling, police ,pm-
tection, municipal savines,
neighborhood environment,
access (or lack of access) to
a hundred possibilities of life
and culture."

(From New York Times, 1969.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What does the housing problem mean to a low income family?

2. What does it mean to middle class families?

3. What new problems do poor and vacant land give rise to?

4. What obstacles are there to government action on the housing
problena

5. How do builders and landlords view rent control? Low income
tenants? The city administration?

6. How does the Mbdel Cities Program try to deal with the housing
and environmental problem of the city?

7. What problem does relocation present?

Questions for Discussion

1. Should the primary concern be the quantity of houses built or the
aesthetics of the community? What are the costs when choosing?

2. How effecttve has community planning been in meeting the needs
for better housing? What problems does it present?
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Questions for Discussion

1. What has happened to the number of housing units built in New York
since 1959?

2. Hoy well has it taken care of the yearly need for housing?

3. Why has there been a steady decline in housing completions?

4. What steps would you recommend to the Mhyor for solving the
housing shortage?

B. Using a picture to dray inferences about land use.

A't

4



3. Why has there been a steady decline in housing completions?

4. What steps would you recommend to the Mayor for solving the
housing shortage?

B. Using a picture to draw inferences about land use.

tde

A,

aft

6.`

'tt:tmir. Pi" 4401-

-1

(From New York Times, 1967.)

Questions for Ir.guiry and Discovery

1. What evidences of poor land use do you see?

2. What costs of urban blight cannot be calculated in dollars and
cents?

3. How do slums affect an entire central city? How do they affect the
metcopolitan region?

4. In how many different ways do we pay for slum?

5. What alternatives do we have for using this land? What are the
consequences of each? Which would you choose? Why?
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Follow-up ActiTities

295

1. Economic analysis through a case study
Housilv for the City of New York

The City of New York has just acquired fifty acres of rolling,
wooded land in a middle-income residential area noted for its
shady, peaceful streets, neatly trimmed hedges, and well-kept
lawns. While the community concedes that there is need for more
housing, its citizens are badly divided as to how the land should
be developed. In fact, at the next election, four questions will
be put to the voters:

Alternative A: Should middle-income garden apartments be built
with the bond issue for the project charged as a
special assessment against the residents of the
area?

Alternative B: Should low and middle income high rise apartments
be constructed with ftinds fram the state or federal
government under a matching funds agreement?

Alternative C: Should the land be sold to a. private development
corporation for a poivate venture with no strings
attached?

Alternative D: Should the land be developed as a park with the
costs borne by the community as a special assess-
ment?

Questions

1. Which alternative would win your vote?

2. Why do you think yours is the best solution?

3. What problems may arise if your plan wins the referendum?

4. Which of the alternative plans, if amr, would you accept?
Whr?

5. Which of the alternative proposals would you vigorously
oppose? Why?

A lesson plan for an informal discussion on the issues raised by
the case study would involve the following steps:

First: Reading of the selection by the class and clarification
of the facts.

Second: Jotting down of answers to the ftve questions by the
students.

Third: Reading aloud of some of the answers by individual students
Who wrote them.

Fourth: Discussion, giving all points of view a fair hearing.

Fifth: Summary by polling the class on each issue. (In the
decision-making phase, the class should grapple with the



JAimus. wru..t zie community conceaes tnat tnere Is need for more
housing, its citizens are badly divided as to how the land should
be developed. In fact, at the next election, four questions will
be put to the voters:

Alternative A: Should middle-income garden apartments be built
with the bond issue for the project charged as a
special assessment against the residents of the
area?

Alternative B: Should law and middle income high rise apartment
be constructed with fUnds from the state or federal
government under a matching funds agreement?

Alternative C: Should the land be sold to a prWate development
corporation for a prtvate venture with no strings
attached?

Alternative D: Should the land 1-e developed as a park with che
costs borne by the community as a special assess-
ment?

Questions

1. Which alternative would win your vote?

2. Why do you think yours is the best solution?

3. What problems may arise if your plan wins the referendum?

4. Which of the alternative plans, if any, would you accept?
'Why?

5. Which of the alternative proposals would you vigorously
oppose? Whyl

A lesson plan for an informal discussion on the issues raised by
the case study would involve the following steps:

First: Reading of the selection by the class and clarification
of the facts.

Second: Jotting down of answers to the five questions by the
students.

Third: Reading aloud of some of the answers by individual students
who wrote them.

Fourth: Discussion, giving all points of view a fair hearing.

Fifth: Summary by polling the class on eadh issue. (In the
decision-making phase, the class should grapple with the
question of which policy is best and why. No consensus
need be reached.)

The lesson plan is useful for teaching or reviewing several economic
concepts and issues: the ever-present question of opportunity
costs; the advantages and disadvantages of government participation
in economic life (how much and at what cost; the use of economic
analysis in decision-making, and questions of NAlues" in economic
life, economic "progress" versus "the quality of life" in a sub-
urban community.)
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*2. Use the following cartoon to develop the relationship between slumconditions and crime.

1. What is a good title for this cart

2. Why does the cartoonist "tie" crime to the

3. What seems to be growing in the slums? WW1
4. In the cartoonist's view, how might we attack the problemcrime?

**3. Students can stuay the recomnendations of the National Commission onthe Causes and Prevention of Violence to see the relationship betweenurban blight and crime. The following questions can be raised:
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1. What is a good title for this cartoon?

2. Wby does the cartoonist "tie" crime to the "slumm?"

3. What seems to be growing in the slums? Why?

4. In the cartoonist's view, how might we attack the problems of
crime?

**3. Students can stuay the recommendations of the National Commission on
the Causes and Fravention of Violence to see the relationship between
urban blight and crime. The following questions can be raised:

1. What are the major reasons for crime in the cities?

2. What are the major proposals for fighting crime in cities?

3. What are the costs involved?

4. Who should assume the costs?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.

570
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4. Show the filmstrip - Housing for All, (Current Affairs Films,
527 Madison ANenue, New York, N. E)

This filmstrip can be used to survey current problems in public and
private housing. Students can relate the problems shown in the film-
strip to the following chart:

The
jiantitil and Quality of New York Cit 'la Housi

Quantity Quality

Bent Controlled 4:% Sound, with all facilities 81%

Homeowner & Cooperative 24% Deteriorating with all
facilities 13%

Public Housing e

Dilapidated or lacking
Decontrolled facilities 6%

Never Controlled

(Souice: U.S. Bureau of the Census)

Questions for Ldscussion

1. How has rent control created same of the problems seen in the
filmstripl

2. How does rent control help alleviate some of the problems seen in
the filmstrip?

3. Should rent be left to the free market? Should governMent regu-
late rent? Why?

4. How has cooperative housing contributed to the solution of the
housing problem?

521
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LAND USE - NEW YORK CITY

Total gross, area: 204,681 acres

Mapped streets

Public and
rivate insti-

tutions

30.1%

.1%

5.9%

Commq
and

industria

1

Open uses and
vacant land

12.7%

23.2%

Residences

Parks and outdoor
recreation

17.3%

1. 26,041.9 acres. Includes parking lots, used car lots, farms, junk yards.
2. 35,468.7 acres.
3. 47,524.4 acres. Includes 1- and 2-family houses,

apartments, hotels, motels.
4. 12,058.5 acres. /ncludes offices, stores, warehouses, storage yards, lightand heavy industries, automotive industries.5. 12,399.1 acres.
6. 9,641.0 acres.
7. 61,547.4 acres.
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Mapped streets

Palle and
rivets insti-
tutions

30.1%

.1%

5. 9%

Comm'l
and

industria

1

Open uses and
vacant land

23.2%

Residences

12.7%

Parks and outdoor
recreation

17.3%

1. 26,041.9 acres. Includes parking lots, used car lots, farms, junk yards.
2. 35,468.7 acres.
3. 47,524.4 acres. Includes 1- and 2-family houses, apartmemts, hotels, motels.
4. 12,058.5 acres. Includes offices, stores, warehouses, storage yards, light

and heavy industries, automotive industries.
5. 12,399.1 acres.
6. 9,641.0 acres.
7. 61,547.4 acres.

9gestions for Diseussio

1. Why might the desire to pravi e recreation facilities, housing
and commercial spaoe come into conflict?

2. Which should. be given priority? Why?

3. How does this chart illustrate the problem of opportuni y costsZ
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7. The City Planning Commission's Master Plan for New York City evalu-

ates the environmental needs of New York City and makes several

recommendations.

Environment

"To keep good neighborhoods from going down, weanust help poor neigh-

borhoods go up," the play says. It opposes large-scale projects that

destroy "neighborhood fabric" and promises "as much emphasis on main-

tenance and rehabilitation as on new construction."

"Stores and commercial activities that give life to an area will not

be banned fran projects, but ndxed in with them," the play says. It

favors "vertical zoning" construction that might put industry on

lower floors, with offices or apartments on upper floors in such areas

as TWo Bridges, lower Manhattan and the 207th Street subway yards in

Washington Heights.

Residential areas are divided into categories for different "com-

munity improvement strategies" as follows:

"Major action areas" -- slam such as Bedford-Stuyvesamt, South Bronx-

Morrisania, Harlem-East Harlem and South Jamaica. These wuld get

"two-thirds of all resources currently available" fbr housing pro-

grams, along with increased community facilities.

"Preventive renewal areas" -- mostly close to slums, including the

Grand Concourse, Washington Heights, East Flatbush and Corona-East

Elmhurst, with 79 percent non-Puerto Rican white populations. These

would receive 30 percent of middle-incame housing and. land write-dawn

resources for stabilization and improvement.

"Mixed residential and industrial areas" -- suCh as Hunts Point,

Long Island City, Maspeth, Greenpoint, Williamsburg, South Brooklyn,

Red Hook and Gowamas, whose populations are more than 70 percent

white. The plan disagrees with existing zoning for only housing or

industry in such areas, asserting this has prohibited improvements

in nonforming uses.

"Sound areas" -- Which are said to house 38 percent of the population.

These were promisednamajor part of the new transit program" and new

storm water and sanitary systems. No specific neighborhood was

listed in this category.

"New development areas" -- outlying site such as South Richmond,

Jame.ca Bay, the northeastern Bronx, Floyd Bennett Field and Governors

Island, or such close-in sites as landfills, as in Battery Park City;

air rights, aver the Penn Central tracks in Harlem and the Harlan

River Shore in the Bronx.

"No park, not even Central Park, is kept up to a decent standard,"

the planners say. They urge a yerk cleanup, with new state and

Federal operating aid.

Questions for Discussion

1. How does the plan intend to meet the needs of slum areas?

f I - 111 arnw.+11 ryr Mreur York/
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"Stores and commercial activities that give life to an area will not

be banned fram projects, but ndxed in with them," the play says. It

favors "vertical zoning" construction that might put industry on

lower floors, with offices or apartments on upper floors in such areas

as Two Bridges, lower Manhattan and the 207th Street sUbmay yards in

Washington Heights.

Residential areas are divided into categories for different "com-

munity improvement strategies" as follows:

"Major action areas" -- slam such as Bedford-Stuyvesant, South Bronx-
Nbrrisania, HarlemEast Harlem and South Jamaica. These would gpt

"two-thirds of all resources currently available" for housing pro-
grams, along with increased community facilities.

"Preventive renewal areas" -- mostly close to slums, including the

Grand Concourse, Washington Heights, East Flatbush and Corona-East

Elmhurst, with 79 percent non-Puerto Rican white populations. These

would receive 30 percent of middle-income housing and land write-down

resources for stabilization aad improvement.

"Mixed residential and industrial areas" -- such as Hunts Point,

Long Island City, Maspeth, Greenpoint, Williamsburg, South Brooklyn,

Red Hook and. Gowanus, whose populations are more than 70 percent

white. The plan disagrees with existing zoning for only housing or

industry in such areas, asserting this has prohibited improvements

in nonforming uses.

"Sound areas" -- Which are said to house 38 percent of the population.

These mere promised "a major part of the new transit program" and new

storm water and sanitary systems. No specific neighborhood was

listed in this category.

"New development areas" -- outlying site such as South Richmond.,
Jamaica Bay, the northeastern Bronx, Floyd Bennett Field and. Governors

Island, or such close-in sites as landfills, as in Battery Park City;

air rights, over the Penn Central tracks in Harlem and the Harlem

River shore in the Bronx.

"No park, not even Central Park, is kept up to a decent standard,"

the planners say. They urge a park cleanup, with new state and

Federal operating aid.

Questions for Discussion

1. How does the plan intend to meet '',;he needs of slum areas?

2. How mill "preventive renewal" foster the growth of New York?

3. What role will zoning play in the solution of problems?

4. Fram the picture below, haw does the plan provide for better land

utilization? What are the benefits? What are the costs?
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(From New York Times, 1969)

A, valuable resource for teachers is the Master Plan for the City of
New. York, 6 vols., City Planning Commission, 1970. These volumes contain
the Philosophy of Planning, maps of all areas in each borough, historic
background for each area and other valuable information.

8. The Report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders
recommended the following programs for urban housing:

Expansion and modification of the rent supplement program to per-
mit use of supplements for ekisting housing, thus greatly increas-
ing the reach of the program.

Expansion and modification of the below-market interest rate pro-
gram to enlarge the interest subsidy to all sponsors and provide
interest-free loans to nonprofit sponsors to cover pre-construction
costs, and permit sale of projects to nonprofit corporations,
cooperatives, or condominiums.

Creation of an ownership supplement program sin:Liar to present
rent supplements, to make home ownership possible for low-income
families.

. Federal write down of interest rates on loans to private builders
constructing moderate-rent housing.
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Expansion of the public housing program, with emphasis on mallunits on scattered sites, and leasing and "turnkey" programs.

. Expansion of the Model Cities program.

Expansion and reorientation of the urban renewal program to givepriority to projects directly assisting low-income households toobtain adequate housing.

1. How do these proposals differ from the New York City NWster
Plan? Haw are they alike?

2. What purpose would. be served by eaoh of the proposals?

3. What problems can you foresee in terms of cost, governrent
responsibility, social conflict?

9. An understanding of City Planning can be developed by showing thefilmstrip Planning Our Cities (Current Affadrs Films.) Thisfilmstrip shaws how City Planning; Commissioners are trying todirect city growth and development.

C. Using a sample lesson plan for teaching about pollution.

Students can be assigned to read the New York Times articles "TheChanging City: Tide of Pollution," June 4, 1969. trhis article aswell as others in the series dealing with city housing, health, educa-tion and finance problems were reprinted in a, booklet The Cheiigi21.-tz available through the New York Times Education Division.

Aim: Haw can our environment be conserved?

Case Study of Pollution

Nbtivation: Shaw the class the pictures of air pollution in
New York City that appear on the following pages.

What does each picture show/
What problem do these pictures present for our society?

Kez questions for Development,:

1. Why does the City of New 'York:have a high concentration of pol-lutants? What are the major causes?

2. How does pollution lead to economic as yell as health losses?

3. Haw can industry help in the fight against pollution? How havethey resisted? What are the costs?

4 What roles are there for the individual in the fight against
pollution?

5. How have the jurisdictional problems kstween local, state, regionaland Federal governments hindered the solution of the problem?

6. Who will pay the costs? Shall it come from business profits?
Higher consumer prices? Government tax revenue? Wage limdtations?
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Summa.a: Use the cartoon below and ask the following questions:
1. Why is the Statue of Liberty wearing a mask?

2. Haw can cities fight air and water pollution?
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Problem for Analysis

307

Imagine that yau are a member of a community council. The chemicalplant in your area dumps waste into the local river and billowshuge clouds of colorful, but pungent, smoke into the air. Thefirm employs sev'enty-ftve local inhabitants and. purchases suppliesand trucking services fram local business.

As a result of the dumping of chendcal waste into the river, thewater is polluted and anfit for drinking. The river is also losingits charm as a recreation area because the pollutants have killedmany fish and. have made the river unattractive for bathing.
1. If the community council o ders the plant to stop dumping cheat-ical wastes into the river, the paant migAt be forced to moveto another area. Explain how you would vote on this issue.
2. If the community council votes to require the chemical plantto install special equipment to reduce the pollutants dis-charged into
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Application:

Problem for Analysis

dato*

Imagine that you are a member of a cammundy council. The chemical
plant in your area dumps waste into the local river and billows
huge clouds of colorful, but pungent, smoke into the air.- The
firm employs setenty-five local inhabitarts and purchases supplies
and trucking services from local business.

As a result of the dumping of chemical waste into the rtver, the
water is polluted and unfit for drinking. The river is also losing
its charm as a recreation area because the pollutants have killed
many fish and have made the river unattractive for bathing.

1. If the community council orders the plant to stop dumping .chem-
ical wastes into the river, the plant might be forced to Move
to another area. Explain how you would vote on this issue.

2. If the community council votes to require the chemical plant
to install special equipment to reduce the pollutants dis-
charged into the river, the plant might also move unless the
expense is partially paid for by the community. This may be
in the form of a direct cash subsidy or a tax rebate to the
firm. Explain how you would vote on this issue.

1. How does this problem illustrate the interdependence of the
community?

Follow-up:

1. Have students survgy the community to detect sources of pollution.
Attention should be directed to automobile exhaust fUmes, incin-
erator burning, open-lot burning of junk, fumes fram industrial
plants. Ask pupils to look for damage in face of buildings, metals
and landscape.

536
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2. Students can take action based on findings: letters to news-papers, city, state and federal officials.

3. Students can debate the following issues:

a) Can technology cure or control the rroblems created by pca-lution?

b) Is pollution a pUblic or private responsfbility/

Some of the econondc questions that can be raised are:

1. How can production methods be changed to prevent pollution?
2. How can consumption be changed to help control pollution?
3. How can the re-ume of Wastes increase producttvityl

4. How can a market economy absoit the costs of pollution?

5. Should tax incentives be used to control pollution?

6. What effect might pollution controls have on future production,prices and capital investment?

*7. To review the problems of conserving our city environment the classcan be Shown the film, Cities in Crisis: A Matter of Survival dis-tributed by Universal Educational and Visual Arts, 221 Park AvenueSouth, New York City 10003.

SummAry of Film:

The film begins with a colorful montage of the urban environment.It brilliantly captures the variety and frenzy of city life. Not-ing this, the film explores, visually and verbally, two importanturban problems: cleen air and clear water. The exrloration ofthese problems contrasts deftly our rural and ufban environment.The film ends on a note of challenge - Cam um solve these prdblenmand survive?

The film can be used to develop the following ideas:

The city is a unique form of social organization.

Urbanization has dramatically changed our lives.

Urbanization has created serious problems which must besolved if we are to survive.

Method:

Before viewing the film. Ask the class to list ten items withoutwhich life in the city would be impossitae. Then, discuss withthe class why each item is important.

While viewing the film. Have the students answer the followingquestions:

1. Which itenm on your list -an be fillinA in tu.



b) Is pollution a public or private responsibility?

Sone of the economic questions that can be raised are:

1. How can production methods be Changed to prevent pollution?

2. How can consumption be changed to help control pollution?

3. How can the re-use of wastes increase productivity?

4. How can a market economy absorb the costs of pollution?

5. Should tax incentives be used to control pollution?

6. What effect night pollution controls have on future production,
prices and capital investment?

*7. To review the problems of conserving our city environment the class
can be shown the film, Cities in Crisis: A Matter of Survival dis-
tributed by Universal Educational and Visual Arts, 221 Park Avenue
South, New York City 10003.

Summary of Film:

The film begins with a colorful montage of the urban environment.
It brilliantly captures the variety and frenzy of city life. Not-
ing this, the film explores, visually and lethally, two important
urban problems: clean air and clear water. The exploration of
these problems contrasts deftly our rural and ufban environment.
The film ends on a note of challenge - Can we solve these problems
and survive?

The film can be used to develop the following ideas:

The city is a unique form of social organization.

Urbanization has dramatically changed our lives.

Urbanization has created serious problems which must be
solved if we are to survtve.

Method:

Before viewing the film. Ask the class to list ten items without
which life in the city would be impossible. Then, discuss with
the class Why each item is important.

While viewing the film. Have the students answer the fallowing
questions:

1. Which items on your list can be found in the movie?

2. Why does the city seem so oppresstve in the movie?

3. What problems does the film present?

4. How are the problems described created by man himself?

5. What solution, if any,. does the film offer to the problems it
presents?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.

5 3S
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F0110W-11P Activities

1. Develop with the class a check list of five important problems which
exist in almost every American city. Then, ask students to survey
their own neighborh.)od. to see which of the problems listed exist in
them.

**2. Have a panel of the students read Jane Jacobs' book, "The Death of
Cities" and develop a simple 8 mm film to illustrate just one aspect
of a problem mentioned in the book.

3. Take the class on a bus ride around the metropolitan area or a boat
trip around Manhattan Island. Identify some of the urban problems
mentioned in the movie.

Some Suggested Additional Sources:

City Planning Commission edition, The First Comprehensive Plan for
New York City, New York, Dept. of City Planning of New York City,
61-9-697.

Bollens and. Schmand.t, The Metropolis: Its Felple and Economic Life,
New York, Harper & Row, 1965.

Canty, Donald, ed.. The New City. New York: Frederick Praeger, 1968.

Editors of New York Times. The Changing pity, New York, New York,
1969.

4



of a problem mentioned in the book.

3. Take the class on a bus ride around the metropolitan area c a boat

trip around Manhattan Island. Identify some of the ufban problems

mentioned in the movie.

Same Svgested Additional Sources:

City Planning Commission edition, The First Comprehensive Plan for

New York atz, New York, Dept. of City Planning of New York City,

1969.

Bollens and Samandt, The Metropolis: Its ytople and Economic Life,

New York, Harper &Row, 1965.

Canty, Donald, ed. The New 0.12r, New York: Frederick Praeger, 1968.

EO.Itors of New York Times. The Changing am, New York, New York,

1969.

**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.
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2. How can the average citizen help to fight air pollution? What
role can government play?

3. Who should be responsible for solving the problem of polluted
water?

311

4. Should the fight against pollution he a voluntary effort? Should
laws be passed?

5. Why is it expensive to try to control air and water pollution?

6. Should the government bear the cost of controlling pollution?
Industry? The consumer?

*5. Cartoon interpretation.

1150 THAT'a WHAf 'mower MEANS"

(gemirra Nemo Vev0V 20^m*



*5.

laws be passed?

5. Why is it expensive to try to control air and water pollution?

6. Should the government bear the cost of controlling pollution?

Industry? The consumer?

Cartoon interpretation.

"SO THAT'a WHAt 'ECOLOGY' MEANS"

(Source: New Ybrk Ptst)

Questions fbr Inquiry' and DiscoverY

1. Why are the trees drawn the way they are?

2. Why are birds and fish seen falling off the globe?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Belay Grade Level.
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3. What are the causes of air and water pollution?

4. Why does the cartoonist present man with shabby clothes and abeard?

5. From this cartoon what do you think the word ecology means?
6. Why do you think man is becoming more concerned with ecology?

6. The following summary of the Nixon program on pollution can be usedto stimulate a discussion on the economic costs involved in a "waron pollution."

17N4

Nixon:
On Pollution

dent Nixon's program for fight.
ing pollution and improving the na.tion's enviromnent calls for the follow.

ng

WA provide $4411lion fa Fed.
mal fUnds in 1971 through 1974 to
stimulate conettaction or savage
treatment plants by snunkipalitieg
create an environmental financing
authorityr lish uniform standards
for water purity; establish court.
imposed of up to $10,000 a dayfor municipal ud Industrial polluters
of streams and. I

AEI

MR: establish more stringent con.
kola on cars to reduce exhaust fumes
and increase research toward a virtueally ollutiondree automobile ilk five

set new Federal standards forair pollution to equalize locaZ mink&um stan sharpen penalties to
up to $10,000 a day for failure to meet
the pollution. standards.

SOLID WASMES: proWde Incentives,
such as bounties, to promote prompt
scrapping of all Junk automobileg step
up research to make products more
easily disposable; encourage the re.use
of mater!als, bottka to paper.

PARIS RECREATION: reviewall Federally owned with an eyetoward converting idle areas Into
municipal recreation facilities; provide

In 1971 'for additional

AMON: reorganise Federal Govern.
meat agencies to eliminate ovarihn snir



6 Why do you think man is becoming more concerned with ecology?

6 . The following summary of the Nixon program on pollution can be used

to stimulate a discussion on the economic costs involved in a nwar

on pollution."

-,,zy,k,' `c-%..:;;;;;;

gkiF.Ik
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Nixon:
On Pollution

President Nixon's program for
ing pollution end ing the art

tion's environment calls r the follow.
ing actions:

WA provide $4.billion in red.
eral fUnds in 1971 through 1974 to
stimulate construction of sewage
treatment plants by
:gate an eavironmentel thancing

auth establish uniform _ads
for water purity; establish gong-
imposed fines of up to 910,000 a day
for municipal and industrial ters
of streams and lakes.

MR: establish more ent con-

trols on cars to reduce exhaust fumes

and increase research toward a virtu-

ally utionpfree automobile in five

yea. set new Federal standards for

air pollution to equalize local minim-

um standards; shazpea ties to

up to $10,000 a day for failure to

the pollution standards.

SOLID WAS= provide
such as bounties, to promote prompt
scrapping of all junk automo step

up research to make products more
ebony disposable; encourage the NAM
of materials, from bottles to paper.

PARES RECREATION: review
all Federally owned lands with an eye
toward converting idle areas into
municipal recreation facilities; provide
$327-million in 1971 'for additional
parks.

ACTION: morganize Federal Govern.
meat agencies to eliminate overkp and
increase elm mobilize municipal
and industrial groups for cooperation
with the oil of Environmental
guar

.byhotifi, .faCtaries that.
all .1:0ercaris MiemoW Whos

beautiful:04g America:Thou:005.-

can change*poet
torur COngrOMmart an0 Mit him * .

(Source: New York Times, 1970)
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Questions for Discussion

1. How does the President propose to solve the water pollution pro-
blem? On whom will the bulk of the cost fall?

2. What effect can the President's and-air pollution program have
on the automobile industry? Oil industry? Who will pay the costs?

3. What obstacles do you foresee for the program as outlined?

4. What areas has the President omitted from his program against pol-
lution? How would you attack them?

7. Items appearing in the newspaper can be used to raise the question of
who ghall bear the cost of cleaning up our environment. Examples of
costs and questions to be raised are found below.

Pollution expenditures Examples Questions

New plant construction A new $65 million paper
costs mill to be built in

Colorado has allocated
$5.5 million for air and
water pollution devices
in its total construction
costs.

Private capital expen-
ditures for pollution
equipment

Government hnd pri-
vate pollution re-
search and engineer-
ing costs

Federal government
spending for pollu-
tion control

An autonctile manufac-
turer estimates ar invest-
ment of over $90 million
in pollution equipment in
1970-72. A large steel
company reports $64 zil-
lion spent for water
quality control in 2 mills.

A sampling of 15 chemical
companies reveals spending
of over $10 million on re-
search as compared to less
than $2 million by 14 paper
plants in 1968. The fed-
eral government spent $251
million in 1968 on pol-
lution research.

In the past 12 years the
federal government spent
$5.4 billion to reduce
water pollution and our
rivers are as foul as they
were before a dollar had
been spent.

$1 million a year has been
appropriated for operation-
al costs of the newly
created Council on Environ-
-Tental Quality.

Should all new plants be
required to do this?
What effect would this
have on the growth of new
busi ess?

Should competitors be re-
quired to invest in simi-
lar pollution devices?
Will these costs affect
the market price?

Should the nature of the
industry determine research
costs? Should the govern-
ment spend more tax dol-
lars on research?

Would a tax gystem based
on the amount and toxicity
of water pollutants be
more effective and effici-
ent than a sprinkling of
gavernment projects?

How would the operational
costs of the Pentagon come-
pare? (Is this an appro-
priate comparison?)



3. What obstacles do you roresee tor tne program as outline=

4 What areas has the President omitted from his program against pol-
lution? How would you attack them?

7. Items appearing in the newspaper can be used to raise the question of

who shall bear the cost of cleaning up our environment. Examples of

costs and questions to be raised are found below.

Pollution expenditures Examples Questions

New plant construction
costs

Private capital expen-
ditures for pollution
equipment

Government and pri-
vate pollution re-
search and engineer-
ing costs

Federal government
spending for pollu-
tion control

Local government
spending for pollu-
tion control

Federal grants-in-aid
to states and cities

A new $65 million paper
mill to be built in
Colorado has allocated
$5.5 million for air and
water pollution devices
in its total construction
costs.

An automobile manufac-
turer estimates an invest-
ment of over $90 million
in pollution equipment in
1970-72. A large steel
company reports $64 mil-
lion spent for water
quality control in 2 mills.

A sampling of 15 chemical
companies reveals spending
of over $10 million on re-
search as compared to less
than $2 million by 14 paper
plants in 1968. The fed-

eral government spent $251

million in 1968 on pol-
lution research.

In the past 12 years the
federal government spent
$5.4 billion to reduce
water pollution and our
rivers are as foul as they
wre before a dollar had
been spent.

$1 million a year has been
appropriated for operation-
al costs of the newly
created Council on Environ-
mental Quality.

Los Angeles has an annual
budget of $4.6 million
for air pollution controls
in an effort to clear its
skies.

Congress appropriated
$800 million for grants-
in-aid for local waste-
disposal works; requests
from cities exceed $2
billion but the President
only wishes to spend $214
million in this fiscal year.
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Should all new plants be
required to do this?
What effect would this
have on the growth of new
business?

Should competitors be re-
quired to invest in simi-
lar pollution devices?
Will these costs affect
the market price?

Should the nature of the
industry determine research
costs? Should the govern-
ment spend more tax dol-
lars on researdh?

Wbuld a tax system based
on the amount and toxicity
of water pollutants be
more effecttve and effici-
ent than a sprinkling of
government projects?

Hbw would the operational
costs of the Pentagon com-
pare? (Is this an appro-
priate comparison?)

Which pollution costs
should be carried by the
federal government and
which by local governments?

Whicn should have priority
in fiscal polioy--budget
cuts to curb inflation or
government spending to curb
inflation or government
spending to curb pollution?
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8. Industries such as autombbile, oil, gas and plastics can be used as
a case study of the relationship between production and pollution.
Ute the following discussiun cuestions related to the automobile
industry to develop an understanding of the economics of pollution.

1. Should auto manufacturing pollution costs be paid by society
collectively through higher taxes or should producers pass pol-
lution costs on to car buyers with higher prices?

2. Should the price of gasoline include a tax to make the purchaser
of gasoline pay part of the cost of air pollution?

3. Should there be a "junking" tax at the time of purchase of a car
to cover the eventual cost of waste disposal of the auto?

4. If producers and consumers were required to pay pollution costs
of automobiles, how would this affect the automobile industry?

5. If pollution costs increased auto prices, haw would this affect
the price level?

The following discussion questions can be used as a guide to deal
with the problems posed by pollution.

1. How can production methods be changed to prevent pollution?

2. How can consumption be changed to help control pollution?

3. How can the re-use of wastes increase productivity?

4 Will tax incentives be sufficient for private enterprise to alter
production methc-is for pollution dbatement and controls?

5. What new industries and new job opportunities will result from
pollution controls?

6. What level of government can best execute pollution controls -
city, state, national or all?

7. What kind of government aid should be given to industry to
research and operate pollution controls - Loans? Grants?

8. What responsibilities does pollution impose on the individual
citizen?

9. How may educational institutions participate in the pollution
crisis?

Some Suggested Additional Material

Dale, Edwin L. Jr. "The Economics of Pollution", New York Times
Magazine) April 20, 1970, p. 27.

"Fighting to Save the Earth from Man", Time, Fdbruary 2, 1970, p. 56.

Fortu.J.LeA3.3...__.neaz, February 1970.

"Pollution Crackdown Hits Industry", MS. News and World Report,
Apel 16, 1970, p. 23.
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*49. Students can demonstrate how pollutants affect
of the science department of the school can be
demonstrations showing the affects of the most
shown in the chart below.

315

our society. The aid
sought to set up the
common pollutants is

.......,,

AIR POLLUTION:
WHERE DOES IT COME FROM? WHAT DOES IT DO?

1

Air
Pollutant

Percent of
Total*

Pollutants
Produced
Per Year

Where It
Comes From What It Does to Humans

carbon
monoxide 52%

buses,
trucks,

cars, etc.

Produces headaches, dizziness.
Slows reaction time (at heavy
traffic levels).

sulfur
oxides

and
nitrogen
oxides

,

18%

6%

industry,
incinerators,

waste-
burning
power

,

plants

Irritate eyes, nose, throat. Pro-
duce brown haze that shuts out
sunlight, endangers airplane
take-offs and landings. Where
levels of these oxides are high,
levels of lung and throat di-
seases are hieh.

hydrocarbons 12%
buses,
trucks,

cars, etc.

In cigarette smoke, may cause
cancer.

particulates 10 %

smoke, dust
and soot
particles
in the air

Over the years, some particu-
lates have a slow poisoning
effect

phitochemical
01112MV

included
among
nthar

oxides pro-
duced when

sunlight
sink nn

Makes eyes and throats sting.
Makes breathing hard, espe-
daily for people who have bron-



AIR POLLUTION:
WHERE DOES IT COME FROM? WHAT DOES IT DO?

Air
Pollutant

carbon
monoxide

sulfur
oxides

and
nitrogen
oxides

hydrocarbons

particulates

photochemical
smog

Percent of
Total*

Pollutants
Produced
Per Year

52%

18%

6%

12%

10%

Included
among
other

pollutants

Where It
Comes From

buses,
trucks,

cars. etc.

industry,
incinerators,

waste-
burning,
power
plants

buses,
trucks,

cars, etc.

smoke, dust
and soot
particles
in the air

oxides pro-
duced when

sunlight
acts on

gases and
particles

What it Does to Humans

Produces headaches, dizziness.
Slows reaction time (at heavy
traffic levels).

Irritate eyes, nose, throat. Pro-
duce brown haze that shuts out
sunlight, endangers airplane
take-offs and landings. Where
levels of these oxides are high,
levels of lung and throat di-
seases are high.

In cigarette smoke, may cause
cancer.

Over the years, some particu-
lates have a slow poisoning
effect.

Makes eyes and throats sting.
Makes breathing hard, espe-
cially for people who have bron-
chitis and other lung and throat
diseases.

* An estimated 125 to 300 million tons of air pollutants are produced in the

U.S.A. yearly. (The 2% not included above are miscellaneous gases.)

Sources: National Academy of Sciences, "Waste Management and Control"; Needed: Clean Air, Charming L Bete COmpany

**Recommended fOr Students Achieving Above Grade Level.

C' CAI
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D. Using pictures to learn about New York City's traffic problem.
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OFF-PEAK TRAFFICA MIDTOWNMYTH Throughout the working day, MidtownManhattan is saturated with vehicular andpedestrian' traffic. Typical mid-day scenes pointup existing problems that would be seriouslyaggravated by inviting any more vehicles intoMidtown during the so-called "off-peak" periodbetween the rush-hours.
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OFF-PEAK TRAFFICA MIDTOWN
MYTH Throughout the working day, Midtown
Manhattan is saturated with vehicular and
pedestrian. traffic. Typical mid-day scenes point
up existing problems that would be seriously
aggravated by inviting any more vehicles into
Midtown during the so-called "off-peak" period
between the rush-hours.
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Questions for Inquiry and Discatem

1. What factors contributing to our traffic problem are evident fromthese pictures?

2. Should trucks be allowed in the center of Manhattan? What pro-blems do they present? How can we overcome these problems?

3. How do each of the following contribute to the problema

buses
baxicabs

passenger cars

4. Haw does construction create a traffic problem?

5. What are the costs of slou moving traffic in New York City?

Questions for Discussion

1. Should passenger cars be banned from mid-Manhattan during tHerush-hours?

2. Should truck deliveries to mid-town Manhattan be established ona staggered hour basis?

3. How might staggered working hours affect the traffic problemaThe city economy?

E. Using and analyzing a map to learn dbout the factors contributing toManhattan's traffic problem.
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3. How do each of the following contribute to the problem?

buses
taxicabs
passenger cars

4. How does construction create a traffic problem!?

5. What are the costs of slow moving traffic in New York Cityl

Questions for Discussion

1. Should passenger cars be banned from mid-Mhnhattan during tie

rush-hours?

2. Should truck deliveries to mid-town Manhattan be esteiblished on

a staggered hour basis?

3. How might staggered working hours affect the traffic problem?
The city economy?

E. Using and analyzing a map to learn about the factors contributing to
Mhnhattan's traffic problem.
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Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What are the major means of entry into Manhattan for commuters?

2. How are commuters part of the city's transportation problem?

3. Why is New York's problem really a regional problem?

Questions for Discussion

1. How might regional planning be the best way to resolve New York's
transportation prdblem?

2. Should future priorities in transportation be in the area of mass
transportation, improved subways or more highwaya Why?

3. How does immobility create a problem for the poor?

Follow-up Activities

1. Students can study the proposals of the Regional Planning
Association for improved city transportation. The advantages and
costs can be studies and alternatives suggested. Students can
construct maps that include their integrated approach to trans-
portation.

2. The plan approved by the Board of Estimate for an airport rail
link can be studied.

What problems will be created?

What problems will be solved?

What are the alternatives?

3. A New York City subway map can be the focus of a study of our
subway system.

What factors are responsible for the Zinancial problems of
the Metropolitan Transit Authority?

What effect has the coordination of transportation had on
service? On cost? What improvements need be made?

How has the MlA planned for future adequate service?

4. Individual research on new ideas for improved transportation can
be encouraged) i.e.) helicopter service) monorail, hovercraft.

5. Students can take a survey of whare people in the ghetto work.
This can be compared to subway aud bus raute maps to determine
if jobs are easily accessible.

a. What changes are necessary/

b. How does the current set-up affect
minority groups?

C. What effect will the 300 fare have
fare zone? Two-fare zone?

556
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7. The role of New York City in world trade, economic growth and

regional development can be developed by studying the role of the

New York Port Authority. To facilitate this in-depth study the

Authority has a Teachers Kit availale, The Port of New York -

Crossroads of World Trade, Port of New York Authority,

111 Eighth Avenue, New York,N.Y. 10011.
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F. Using a newspaper to /earn about New York City's financial problems.

The Changing City: A Financial Paradox
The f ollowing report was

prepared by Richard Phalon
and Michael Stern.

New, York, says Budget Di-
rector Frederick 011. Hayes,
is a "city of two faces, a
combination of affluence and
municipal poverty."

On its affluent side, the
city has never had it so
good. The glass and steel of
more than $1.5-billion worth
of new office construction is
being bolted 'Into place; retail
sales are pounding along at
the rate cf more than $12.7-
billion a year, Wall Street is
all capital gains; more than
70,000 jobs have been added
to the work force in the last
year alone; unemployment is
at an all-time low.

Yet there is evidence of
municipal poverty in the ex-
plosive growth of the welfare
rollschilling evidence be-
cause their growth reflects
society's failure to nurse
more than a million blighted
lives into the mainstream of
its economy; chilling because
their growth has compound-
ed the city's chronic budget
problems and forced it to re-
allocate money that migalt
otherwise have gone into

cleaner streets, cleaner alr,
better schools and better
hospitals.

The streets will continue
to be littered and the air con-
taminated despite the fact
that the city's operating
budget will reach Sell-billion
next yearmore money than
is spent by either the state
of California or the state of
New York; more money than
any Federal budget before
Franklin D. Roosevelt's first
term.

"Municipal poverty" and a
$6.6-billion budget? How can
the two be squared?

"In the paradox of this
city's wealth and its .munici-
pal finances, nothing is mu-
tually exclusive," Mr. Hayes

4The ambitious spectrum
of serviees the city provides
a tuition-free university
'and a hospital system, for in-
stancethat elsewhere ars
either paid for entirely by
state government or
ly run.

4A "balance of paymente'
problem that is wictening be-
cause of the growing number
of high - salary commuters
who make their money here
but pay most of their taxes
in the suburbs.

4The $16.2-billion worth
of property here-36 per cent
of total valuationsthat is
exemett from the real-estate
tax because it serves reli-
gious, educational, charitable
or _government purposes.

qA comparatively inelastic
tax structure that leaves the
city vulnerable to inflation
and a complicated tangle of
relationships with the state
and Federal !governments
that makes it clifficult for
the city to retain a larger
share of the enormous wealth
it generates.

Taxes Up, Service Down
What all this means for,

say. the average householder
in Queens is that he must
pay higher taxes, but must
wait longer to have the pot.
hole in his street
eantinue to suffer a street-

operation that one
ety mai concedes to be
"worse than live years ago,"
have his children attend lin-

maintained schnols
and see the piths in his
neighborhood continue to de-
teriorate.

The city bears roughly only
30 -per cent of all welfare
'Ailments (the Federal and
)tb governments absott the
reit), but its tax revenues
simply have not grown fast
enough to meet the needs
Of the, poor and at the same
time keep pace with Mother,
more traditional services.

shift in the
The sures have forced

city's spending mix.
A comparison of the aver-

age shares going to vital
services in the priou of 1963
through fiscal 1908 and in
fiscal 1967 through next
year's projection shows the
following: public schools
dropped from 28 per cent of
the kidaet to 21.91: police

Who PaYs the no
City budgets are of neces-

alty a blend pf economics
and politics. Mayors must
take into account the fact
that mush of the cites mon-
ey comes from the State
Legislature.

Albany did provide more
money state aid will
amount to 24.9 per cent of
next year's budget 110MplitOd
with 24.7 per cent this year
but unlike the emergency in-
fusions of the pas:, not
enough more money to com-
pensate for the increased
cost of running the city.

"the structure of the city's
revenue base has proved
unequal to the task. Though
New Yorkers are among the
most hiOly taxed in
the natbn, the ma r levies
on which the city as tradi-
tionally relied (sales and real
estate taxes) are campus-
tively inelastic. They tend to
expand no faster than the
economy as a whole.

The city income tax,
wrung out of the Legislature
in 1968, offers more growth
potential, but it Is no pana-
cea.

Since 1963 the city's needs
as expressed by the budget

have increased 136.5 pr
cent. Real estate tax yields,
however, have risen only
72.7 per cent and the pro-
coeds from all other levies
(sales tar es, corporation
taxes and the like) have
risen only 118 per cent.

The way those yields have
lagged helps to explain why
New York runs a chronic
budget PP wbY Fraieeted
spending always exceeds
what the city can expect to
take in.
The influx of the poor and
the compounded miseries of
slum life has meant higher
costs not only for
but also for health services,
remedial education, and ex-
panded fire and police pro-
tection.

Further, the poorer people
do not pay as much in taxes
as the high-income people
they replaced. Many of the
expatriates take a high share
of the new white-collar jobs
being produced by the eity's
expanding economy but the
bulk of their local tax bfli

The States' Viewpoint
Aq a "creature of the

state." the city gets its tax-
ing powers only from the
Legislature. And as a panel
of experts noted in a recent
issue of Nation's Cities, a
publication for municipal
planners, the states "have
seen fit to limit the cities'
taxing powers, partly be-
cause the states do not want
the %cities dipping deep into
the same tax sources the
states depend on for their
own support partly because
some state legislators still do
not trust their cities, and
partly because state

elators do not always unr-
stand their cities' problems."

Even if the city had un-
limited taxing power of its
own, it could not use it freely.
High taxes are one of the rea-
sons why a number of man-
ufacturers have left the city,
taking with them in the last
19 years almost 200,000 blue
collar jobs---jobs that might
have helped to take some of
the pressure off the welfare
rolls.

'Decay in Quality'
High taxes are also one of-

the reasons why so many
comparatively lush - salaried
former New Yorkers now
call the suburbs homean
economic exodus the city
cannot afford to accelerate.

Yet if the city cannot tap
new revenue sources it faces
what Mr. Hayes calls a "decay
in the quality of urban life."

"If we're going to maintain
the- kind of life we want to
have," he says, "it is going to
take a lot of money."

W'aere is the money to
come from? Washington, the
way the city sees things. It
cas for the Federal Govern-
ment to take over all welfare
costs and an extended sys-
tem of revenue sharing in
which Washington would
automatically make sizable
outright grants to the cities
every year.

The premise is pegged to
the enormous elasticity of the
Federal income tax, which,
because of its progressive rate
structure, yields a 15 per cent
increase in revenues for every
10 per cent increase in the
total output of the nation's
Minds and services.



rector Frederick O'R. Hayes,
is a "city of two faces, a
combination of affluence and
municipal poverty."

On its affluent side, the
city has never had it so
good. The glass and steel of
more than $1.5-billion worth
of new office construction is
being bolted into place; retail
sales are pounding along at
the rate of more than $12.7-
billion a year; Wall Street is
all capital gains; more than
70,000 jobs have been added
to the work force in the last
year alone; unemployment is
at an all-time low.

Yet there is evidence of
municipal poverty in the ex-
plosive growth of the welfare
rollschilling evidence be-
cause their growth reflects
society's failure to nurse
more than a million blighted
lives into the mainstream of
its economy; chilling because
their growth has compound-
ed the city's chronic budget
problems and forced it to re-
allocate money that might
otherwise have gone into

cleaner streets, cleaner air,
better schools and better
hospitfils.

The streets will continue
to be littered and the air con-
taminated despite the fact
that the city's operating
budget will reach $6.6-billion
next yearmore money than
is spent by either the state
of California or the state of
New York; more money than
any Federal budget before
Franklin D. Roosevelt's first
term.

"Municipal poverty" and a
$6.6-bill'on budget? How can
the two be squared?

"In the paradox of this
city's wealth and its.munici-
pal finances, nothing is mu-
tually exclusive," Mr. Hayes
says "We're going broke ort
$6.6-billion a year."

Moreover, to a large ex-
tent the city is molded by a
myriad of forces beyond its
controlthe birth rate, the
uncertainties of the Vietnam
war, technological develop-
ments that simultaneously
improve and retard the ur-
ban environment, and even
out-of-state elections that
mnd to Congress men unat-
tuned to or unsympathetic
with Thr..urilin crisLg

Added to this is a welfare
and antipoverty Wort that
has proliferated from 10.8
per cent of the budget in
1963 to 26.6 per cent now
and Ate following factors:re growing union min-

Of the city's 354,600
employes who have come
away from the bargaining
table with sizable gains and
pushed labor costs to 60 per
cdhtof the:budget.

state g;vernment or prrvate-
ly run.

4A "balance of payments"
problem that is widening be-
cause of the growing number
of high - salary commuters
who make their money here
but pay most of their taxes
in the suburbs.

4The $16.2-hillion worth
of property here-36 per cent
of total valuationsthat is
exempt from the real-estate
tan" because it serves reli-
gious, educational, charitable
or government purposes.

comparatively inelastic
tax structure that ieaves the
city vulnerable to inflation
and a complicated tangle of
relationships with the state
and Federal governments
that makes it clifficult for
the city to retain a larger
share of the enormous wealth
it generates.

Taxes Up, Service Down
What all this means for,

say. the average householder
in Queens is that he must
pay higher taxes, but must
wait longer to have the pot-
hole in his street repaired,
eonttnue to suffer a street-
Caning operation that one
cty official concedes to be
"worse than five years ago,"
have his children attend im-
properly maintained schools
and see the parks in his
neighborhood continue to de-
teriorate.

The city bears roughly only
30 per cent of all welfare
krnents (the Federal and
NO governments absoib the
rejt), but its tax revenues
simply have not grown fast
enough to meet the needs
of the, poor and at the same
time keep pace with its other,
more traditional services.

a shift in the
The sures have forced

city's spending mix.
A comparison of the aver-

age shares going to vital
services in the period of 1963
through fiscal 1966 and in
fiscal 1967 through next
year's projection shows the
following: public schools
dro from 20 per cent of
the udget to 21.91; police
ttork from 9.53 per cent to
8.3; firefighting from 4.95
per cent to 3.86; sanitation
from 3.54 per cent to 2.87;
hospitals from 7 per cent to
8.56.

The city has always had a
difficult time making munic-
ipal ends meet. Prom 1902
to 1966, for example, it ran
deficits that ranged from
$45-million to 7300-million.
deficits that were covered by
dipping into reserves, by bor-
rowing against future budg-
ets and by the sale of long-
term notes that are still being
mild off at the rate of more
gig S50-million a year.

Not since the days of the
Depression, however, bra the
treasury's plight been so ap-
parant as in the budget
for the next fiscal year,
which the Mayor presented
to the Board of Esftate and
the City Council last April 15.

The way the Mayor saw
things, the budgetthough
$597-million more than the
SS-billion the city expects to
spend this yearfell $668-
million short of what it
would take just to hold muni-.
cipal services at the current.

_

Mat MICA CI tite Cars mon-
ey comes from the State
Legislature.

Albany did provide more
money state aid will
amount to 24.9 per cent of
next yeses budget compared
with 242 per cent this year--
but unlike the emerpncy in-
fusions of the past, not
otough more money to com-
pensate for the increased
cost of running the city.

the structure of the city's
revenue base has proved
unequal to the task. ThotO
New Yorkers are among the
most highly taxed people in
the nation, the ma* levies
on which the city has tradi-
tionally relied (sales and real
estate taxes) are compara-
tively inelasdc. They tend to
expand no faster than the
economy as a whole.

The city income tax,
wrung out of the legislature
in INK offers more growth
potential, but it is no pane-
c.ea.

Since 1983 the city's needs
as expressed by the budget

have increased 138.5 per
cent. Real estate tax yields,
however, have risen only
72.7 per cent and the pro-
ceeds from all other levies
(sales taxes, corporation
taxes and the like) have
risen only 118 per cent.

The way those yields have
lagged helps to explain why
New York runs a chronic
budget gap why projected
spending always exceeds
what the city can expect to
take in.
The influx of the poor and
the compounded miseries of
slum life has meant higher
costs not only for
but also for health services,
remedial education, and ex-
panded fire and police pro-
tection.

Further, the poorer people
do not pay as much in taxes
as the high-income people
they replaced. Many of the
expatriates take a high share
of the new white-collar jobs
being produced by the city's
expanding economy but the
bulk of their local tax bqi
goes to support government
in New Jersey, Long Islay d
and Westchester instead of
New York City. the city is
not likely to get any more
major taxing power out of
the Legislature.

It would like very much,
for instance, to have the in-
come levy on commuters
raised to a par with the in-
come tax on city residents.
The possibility of Albany's
going along with such a
move is considered remote
because the commuters are
represented by a powerful
bloc in the Legislature.

Similar opposition front
suburban and upstate legisla-
tors has blocked city propos-
als for a higher liquor tax.
for off-track betting aod for
basing a part of state aid to
cities on the amount I if

money the cities raise them-
selves.

Swop

of expprts noted in a Acent
issue nf Nation's Cities, a
publication for municipal
planners, the states "have
seen fit to limit the cities'
taxing powers, partly be-
cause the states do not want
the! 'cities dipping deep into
the same tax sources the
states depend on for their
own support; partly because
some state legislators still do
not trust their cities, and
partly because state legis-
lators do not always under-
stand their cities' problems."

Even if the city had int-
limited taxing power of its
own, it could not use it freely.
High taxes are one of the lea-
sons why a number of man-
ufacturers have left the city,
taking with them in the last
19 years almost 200,000 blue
collar jobsjobs that might
have helped to take some of
the pressure off the welfare
rolls.

°Decay in Quality'
High taxes are also one of

the reasons why so many
comparatively high salaried
former New Yorkers now
call the suburbs homean
economic exodus the city
cannot afford to accelerate.

Yet if the city cannot tap
new revenue sources it faces
what Mr. Hayes calls a "decay
in the quality of urban life."

"If we're going to maintnin
the- kind of life we want to
have," he says, "it is going to
take a lot of money."

Where is the money to
come from? W. on, the
way the city sees Inge. It
calls for the Federal Govern-
ntent to take over all welfare
costs and an extended sys-
tem of revenue sharing in
which Washington would
automatically make sizable
outright grants to the cities
every year.

The premise is pegged to
the enormous elasticity of the
Federal income tax, which,
became of its progressive rate
structure, yields a 15 per cent
increase in revenues for every
10 per cent increase in the
total output of the nation's
goods and services.

Federal spending, on the
other handheavy military
demands such as Vietnam
asidetends to rise at a slow-
er rate than national output
The result, many economists
argue, is a "fiscal dividend"
that could mean salvation for
thp cities.

(From New York Times, 1969)
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Questions for Inquiry. and Discovery

1. What factors have led to an increase in New York City's budget?

2. How has the city tried to raise the revenue to meet the budget
demands? What are the dhortcomings of our tax structure?

3. How has the city rearranged its budgetary priorities? Wily vas

this done? What effect has it had?

4. How has New York State helped the city with its financial dif-
ficulties? Haw has it hindered the solution of these problems?

Questions for Discussion

1. Why would inc.reased taxing power for New York City create a
dilemma for the city government? What problems could be solved?
What new prOblems might be created?

2. Should central city financing be developed on a regional basis?

3. Why do some people feel that revenues needed to solve New York
City's problems must come from outside the city? Do you agree?

Why?

4. Haw should social overhead capital costs be financedl

561
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e. Hbw does the graph show priorities and the rearrangement of
priorities?

f. How would you rearrange priorities for next year?

2. Several suggestions have been made to increase city revenues.
Some of these are:

Raising the city income tax

Raising commuter taxes

Off-track betting

323

Taxing the income producing property of religious, charitale
and educational organizations

Mbre state aid

Federal tax sharing with cities and states

a. Which of these proposals do you favor? Why?

b. Which do you oppose? Why?

c. What difficulties might be created by instituting some of the
taxes suggested?

d. What financial problams does the State of New York have? How
has it affected its relationship with New York City?

e. How has the Nixon administration reacted to the tax sharing
proposnls? Why might this help New York? What are the Efhort-
comings of this plan?

3. Have students study the two cartoons below.



Raising the city income tax

Raising commuter taxes

Off-track betting

Taxing the income producing property of religious, charitable
and educationdl organizations

fibre state aid

Federal tax sharing with cities and states

a. Which of these proposals do you favor? Why?

b. Which do you oppose? Why?

c. What difficulties might be created by instituting some of the
taxes suggested?

d. What financial problems does the State of New York have? How
has it affected its relationship with New York City?

e. &whits the Nixon administration reacted to the tax Sharing
proposals? Why might this help New York? What are the ghort-
comings of this plan?

3. Have students study the two cartoons below.
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CRISIS OF THE CITIES
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Questions for Inoutrsr, and piscoverY

1. komrding to Cartoon I, where must financial aid to the citiescome from?

2. Why does Uncle Sam appear shaken by the request for moneyl Whyis so much money needed?

3. What effect will cuts in federal spending have on our cities?On American society?

4. Why is a massive effort needed in order to save our "Centers ofCivilization" from destruction?

566
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THEM V: ECONOMICS OF THE METROPOLITAN AREA

Selected Bibliography - For High Sdhool Students

325

N = Non-Fiction

Class Author Title

B = Biography

Itblisher Date

Aylesworth, Thomas Our Polluted World American Education 1968
Publications

Aylesworth, Thomas This Vital Air,
This Vital Water

Rand Wally 1968

Burnham, David,
et al.

The Changing City New York Times 1969

Coss, Clay, ed. Me Can Save the Civic Education 1967
Cities Services

=tors of The Exploding Doubleday 1958
Fortune Metropolis

Goldstein, Robert New York: Civic Macmillan 1970
Exploitation

Gordon, Mitchell Sick Cities Macmillan 1963

Hunter, David The Slums,
Challenge and

Free Press 1968

Response

Kerner, et al. Report of the Bantam 1968 1968
National Adviscalf
Commission on Civil
Disorders

Leinwand, Gerald Air and Water Washington Square 1969
Ftllution

Slums Washington Square 1970.11=11111111111111MM

The City as a Washington Square 1970
Community

orpowswmorum The Negro in the Washington Square 1969
City

The Traffic Jam Washington Square 1969

Liston, Robert Downtown Dell 1968

Can We Save Our Public: Affairs



N Aylesworth, Thomas Cur Polluted World American Education 1968
PUblications

N Aylesworth, Thomas This Vital Air, Rand Wally 1968
This Vital Weter

N Burnham, David,
et al.

The Changing City New York Times 1969

N Coss, Clay, ed. We Can Save the Civic Education 1967
Cities Services

N Editors of The Exploding Dotibleday 1958

Fortune Mtropolis

N Goldstein, RObert New York: Civic Itbamillan 1970

Exploitation

N Gordon, Mitchell Sick Cities Macmillan 1963

N Hunter, David The Slums, Free Press 1968

Challenge and
Response

N Kerner, et al. Report of the Btuitam 1968 1968

National Advisory
Commission on Civil
DiGorders

N Leinwand, Gerald Air and Water Washington Square 1969

Pollution

Slums Washington Square 1970

The City as a Wamhington Square 1970

Community

The Negro in the Washington Square 1969

City

The Traffic Jam Wamhington Svare 1969

N Liston, RObert Downtown Dell 1968

Can We Save Our Public Affairs

Cities Pamphlet #374

N Pringle, Laurence The Only Earth Macmillan 1969

We Have

N Regional Plan Goals for the Region--

Association Newlbrk, Background
Booklets

Report of the Freedom to Breathe New York City 1966

Mayor's Task Force
on Air Pollution

,568
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Selected BibliograOhy - For High School Students

N = Non-Fiction

Class Author

Weaver, Robert

Wright2 Nathan, Jr.

Mayor's Task Force
on Noise Control

Title

B = Biograptly

lUblisher Date

Special Report to Mayor New York City 1967John V. Lindsay

Clearwater: A Challenge U.S. PUblic
to the Nation

Health Service 1960

The Urban Complex Andhor 1966

Ready to Riot Holt 1968

Toward a Qgieter City N.Y. Bd of Trade 1970
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Selected.io

Author Title Pliblisher Date

Abrams, Charles The City is the Frontier

Alexander, Albert (ed.) Challenges of the Changing
Economy of New York City,

Harper & Row

New York City
Council on

1965

1969

1969 Economic
Education

Boeckel, Richard Urban Environment Congressional 1969
Quarterly

Campbell, Alan (ed.) The States and The Urban Prentice-Hall 1969
Crisis

Chinitz, Benjamin,
(ed.)

City and SUburb Prentice-Hall 1964

Editors, Scientific Cities Knopf 1965
American

Eldridge, H. Wentworth Taming Metropolis Anchor 1967
(ed.) Vols. I and II

Goldman, Marehall (ed.) Controlling P011ution: The Spectrum 1967
Economics of a Cleaner
Anerica

Gottehrer, Barry New York in Crisis Simon & Shuster 1965

Gottman, Jean Megalopolis 20th Century 1961
Fund

Jacobs, Jane The Death and Life of Random House 1961

Great Anerican Cities

Jacobs, Jane The Economy of Cities Random House 1969

Maier, Henry Challenge to the Cities Random House 1966

New York City Council
on Economic Education

Fact Book: Metropolitan
New York

The Daily News 1970

Von Eckert, Wolf The Challenge of Megalopolis MacMillan 1964

Whyte, William Last Landscape Doubleday 1968

Wolozin, H., (ed.) The Economics of Air W. W. Norton
Pollution

Wilson, James (ed.) The Metropolitan Enigma: U.S. ChaMber of 1967

Inquiries into the Nature
and Dimensions of America's

Commerce

"Urban Crisis"
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Films

389.312

357.31

386.131

426.1

BAVI

BAVI

3.12.93.

348.173

.571
Audio-Visual Materials

Air Pollution

Air Pollution: Take a Deep Deadly Breath

Big City - 1980

Bulldozed America

Challenge of Urban Renewal

Cities: A. Dilemma in Black and White

Cities in Crisis: A Metter of Survival

Cities in Crisis: What's Happening

Cities of the Future

How to Look at a City

Living in a Metropolis: New York

Megalopolis - Cradle of tbe Future

Middle Atlantic Seaboard Region:
Great Cities - Megalopolis

New York City

NOW York City (28-i. hour Programs on
Aspects of Rew York City)

Cur Changing Environment

Poisoned Air

Portrait of a City

Remedy for Riot

The Changing City

The Cities: A City is to Live In

The Cities: To Build a Future

The City - Lewis Mmford
Part I The City - Beaman and Hell
Part II The City - Cars or People
PartIIIThe City malts Region
Part IV The Heart of the City

Britannic a

Contemporary

Carousel

Carousel

Britannica

Bailey

Universal Ed.

Universal Ed.

Columbia Broad.-
casting System

Britannica

RbGraw-Bill

Britannica.

Carausel

Carousel

Churchill Films

Bailey

Bailey



389.312

357.31

386.131

426.1

BAVI

BAVI

112.93.

348.173

623.5

Big City - 1980

Bulldozed America

Challenge of Urban Renewal

C..cies: A Dilemma in Black and White

Cities in Crisis: A Matter of Survtval

Cities in Crisis: What's Happening

Cities of the Future

How to Look at a City

Living in a Metropolis: New York

Megalopolis - Cradle of the Future

DIddle Atlantic Seatioard Region:
Great Cities - Megalopolis

New York City

New York City (284 hour Programs on All
Aspects of New York City)

Our Changing Environment

Poisoned Air

Portrait of a City

Remedy for Riot

The Changing City

The Cities: A City is to Live In

The Cities: To Build a Future

The City - Lewis Mhmford
Part I The City - Heaven and Hell
Part II The City - Cars or People
PartIIIThe City and Its Region
Part IV The Heart of the City
Part V The City as Man's Home
Part V7 The City and the Future

The Third Pollution

Troubled Cities

Urban Sprawl

Water Pollution

572

Carousel

Carousel

Britannica

Bailey

Universe/ Ed.

Universal Ed.

Colmbia Broad-
casting System

Britannica

McGraw-Hill

Britannica.

Carousel

Carousel

Churchill Films

Bailey

Bailey

Environmental
Control Admin-
istration

NET-Indiana Univ.

Britannica



Filmstrips

5900.13

44530.77

Kits

445.35

Tapes

Tranqparencies

Air Pollution and You

Crisis in Urban Development

Future of Our Own

Problem of the Cities

Survival in a Polluted Environment

Why and How Cities Grow

Cities, U.S.A.
Crisis of The Environment

Man's Natural Environment: Crisis
Through Abuse

Problem of the Cities

PrOblems of the Cities

Water and Air

The Cities-People and Their Problem

Cities - Pressure Points in Our Society -
Senator Robert F. Kennedy

Mbbility in Megalopolis -
Senator Claiborne Pell

Problems of the Cities - RObert Weaver

Urban Growth - Challenge of Changing
Society (Tapes of Programs in Series -
Send Blank Tape)

Modern Urban Problems #8433

Urban Crisis #8438

Looking at New York
(38 transparencies - 1969)

Sinulation Games

Ghetto

Impact

The Cities Game

573

Current Affairs

Current Affairs

New York Times

Current Affairs

Guidance Associates
New York Times

Guidance Associates

Urban Media
Materials

Encyclopedia
Britannica

New York Times

New York Times

Washington Tapes

Washington Tapes

Washington Tapes

WNYE-FM

Hammond

Hammond

J.C. Enterprise

Webster PUbl. Co.

Instructional
Service, Inc.

Look Magazine
vol. 32 #12
awe 11, 1968
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THEME VI: CCMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS - THE SOVIET UNION

Introduction

The first five themes have thus far concentrated on the economy of theUnited States; its organization and development as well as the problems it
faces. The student is now prepared to analyze another approach to economic
organizetion. The materials allow the student to view how the Sovieteconomy is organized, to understand howpeople live under sudh a system and
to evaluate the problems the economy faces today.
In this theme the learning activities are centered around significant
questions.

I. Haw is the Soviet system of a planned
economy organized?

II. How well does the Soviet economy provide for its people?
I. HOW WELL DOES THE SOVIET ECONOMY PROVIDE FOR ITS PIMPLE?

Emthases: The standard of living varies among the people of theSoviet Union.

The role of women in the Soviet Union is unlike theirrole in the United States.

A. Using case studies to discover how people live in the Union ofSoviet Socialist RepUblics.

Life of the Kozlov Famil

Thirty-four year old Vladimir Kozlav and his wife, Antonina, 32,live vith their 6 year old son Alyosha in a two-room apartment onthe fifth floor of a huge hausing blodk in Mbscow's eastern in-dustrial district. The Kozlavs both wotk - he at a ball-bearingfactory and she at an engineering institute. Antonin& is first toleave for work, at 7:45 in the morning. Vladimir and Alyoshaleave together 50 minutes later. (Like many Russian children underschool age, Alyosha spends the days vith-his grandmother - thaugh asthe supply of nonworking
grandmothers steadily diminishes, state-runnurseries are more and more taking over the care of the

presdhoolers.)
In the evening after work, Vladimir Kbzlav, vito is a Communist Partymember ("It gives me a sense of doing something"),

frequently has toattend to party business. And eadh evening on her vay home, Antoninahas to stop off to pick up Alyosha and do her shopping. .TRis ofteninvolves trudgirg from store to store and waititur 4-et .for bal.m.4.



introauctlon

The first five themes have thus far concentrated on the economy of the
United States; its organization and development as well as the problems it
faces. The student is now prepared to analyze another approadh to economic
organization. The materials allow the student to view haw the Soviet
economy is organized, to understand how people live under such a system and
to evaluate the woblemm the economy faces today.

In this theme the learning activities are centered around significant
questions.

I. Haw is the Soviet system of a planned economy organized?

II. Haw well does the Soviet economy provide fOr its people?

I. ECM' WILL DOES THE SOVIET ECONOMY PROVIDE FOR /TS PEOPLE?

Emphases: The standard of living varies among the inople of the
Soviet Union.

The role of women in the Soviet Union is unlike their
role in the United States.

A. Uting case studies to discover haw people live in the Union of
Soviet Socialist RepUblics.

Life of the Kozlov Family

Thirty-four year old Vladimir Kozlov and his wife, Antonina, 32,
live with their 6 year old son Alyosha in a two-room apartment on
the fifth floor of a huge housing block in Mbscow's eastern in-
dustrial district. The Kozlavs both work - he at a ball-oearing
factory and she vt an engineering institute. Antonina is first to
leave for work, at 7:45 in the morning. Vladimir and Alyosha
leave together 50 ndnutes later. (Like many Russian children under
school age, Alyosha spends the days with.his grandmother - though as
the supply of nonworking grandmothers steadily diminishes, state-run
nurseries are more and more taking over the care of the preschoolers.)

In the evening after work, Vladimir Kozlov, who is a Communist Party
nether ("It gives me a sense of doing something"), frequently has to
attend to party business. And eadh evening on her way home, Antonina
has to stop off to pidk up Alyosha and do her shopping. .TRis often
involves trudging from store to store and waiting in interminable lines
for targains. Utually, Antonin& buys her groceries at the nearlyy
state-run gastronam, where food is cheaper than in the collective-
farm food. market a quarter of an hour's bps ride from the Kozlavs'
home. Altogether, the Kozlovs spend about $175 on food eadh month,
out of a combined salary of $289 (260 rubles). In fact, after all
the bills have been paid, a bare $65 is left for clothes and enter-
tainment.

This, however, does not weigh as hewvily on the Kozlovs as it might
on an American couple, since the Kozlovs feel no neel to save.
Besides guaranteed employment, Vladimir end Antonina know that the
state will provide them with free medical attention, a 75 per cent
subsidized vacation each year and free education for Alyosha.
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They pay only $10 a month for their apartment (fbr which they waited
four years) and if they chose to buy a major appliance on time,
they would be charged no interest.

In fact, the Kozlova do not have a car or washing machine or dish-
washer. But like a growing number of Soviet families, they do own
a TV set, and their apartment is pleasantly fUrnished. But it is
also cramped. Since they have exactly the minimum living space
to which each MUscovite is theoretically entitled (10 square yards
apiece), Antonina and Vladimir are obliged to slee,d on a daybed
in the living roam ard to use the other room both as Alyosha's
sleeping quarters and Vladimir's study.

Crowded as the Kozlovs are, they are relatively fortunate. Unlike
millions of other Russians, they do not have to share their apart-
ment with one or more other families. Thus they escape the constant
nagging quarrels over who pays what share of the light bill and Eadh
humiliating expedients as metered toilets.

(Adopted from Bewsweek, May 2) 1966)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. Haw is life for the Kozlov family similar to life of a working
family in America?

2. What differences are pointed out by the case study/ What
differences can you infer from this selection?

3. What improvements would you as a member of the Koslove family be
striving fOr? Would an American be striving for the same things?

II

Down on the Farm

....still a major problem for Soviet leaders: how to bring the
living standard of the 108 million people in rural areas closer
to that of the 124 million Russians Who live in the nation's
burgeoning cities.

At the moment the gap is enormous. More often than not, fields
are worked by one wheezing tractor and phalanxes of stoop-shouldered
women. Running watery gas, plumbing, CT more than one paved street
in a farm village is the exception rather than the rule. Western
experts estimate that a third to half of the U.S.S.R.'s farms are
still without permanent electricity. Wages usually those in the
city and educational facilities are so inferior that only a small
portion of farm youngsters wind up at Saviet untversities.

Well-Run Farm: Like every other stereotype in the U.S.S.R. today,
however, this one is changing, too. Particularly in rural areas
where electricity and television have penetrated, both cultural
and living standards have amp in ahstnrroir TAfli4 0~4..4



also cramped. Since they have exactly the minimum living space
to which each NUscovite is theoretically entitled (10 square yards
apiece), Antonina and Vladimir are obliged to sleep on a daybed
in the living room and to use the other room both as Alyosba's
sleeping quarters and Vladimir's study.

Crowded as the Kozlovs are, they are relatively fOrtunate. Unlike
millions of other Russians, they do not have to share their apart-
ment with one or more other families. Thus they escape the constant
nezging quarrels aver who pays What share of the light bdll and such
huriliating expedients as metered toilets.

(Adopted from Newsweek, Nhy 2, 1966)

Questions for Inpiry and Discovery

1. How is life for the Kozlav family similar to life of a working
family in America?

2. What differences are pointed out by the case study? What
differences can you infer from this selection?

3. What impravements would you as a member of the Koslove family be
striving for? Would an American be striving for the same things?

Why?

Down on the Farm

still a major problem fbr Soviet leaders: bow to bring the
living standard of the 108 million people in rural areas closer
to that of the 124 million Russians mho live in the nation's
burgeoning cities.

At the moment the gap is enormous. Nbre often than not, fields
are worked by one wheezing tractor and phalanxes of stoop-shouldered
women. Running water, gas, plumbing, or more than one paved street
in a farm village is the exception rather than the rule. Western
experts estimate that a third to half of the U.S.S.2.'s farms are
still without permanent electricity. Wages usually those in the
city and educational facilities are so inferior that only a small
portion of farm youngsters wind up at Soviet universities.

Well-aun Farm Like every other stereotype in the U.S.S.R. today,
however, this one is changing, too. Particularly in rural areas
where electricity and television have penetrated, both cultural
and living standards have gone up sharply. While Soviet agriculture
in general is still distressingly inefficient, a well-run farn can
provide a relatively comfbrtable existance for those who work it.

One case .1.c. point is the sprawling 10,140 aare Mir (Peace) collective
farm about 150 miles northwest of Moscow, near the ancient provincial
town of Torzhok. Electrified and mechanized (it bas 42 tractors, 21
trucks, 10 combines), the farm had a gross income last year of $1.5
ndllion. Each worker in the 1,300 member collective averaged from
$90 to $110 a month, roughly what a factory hand earns in a city.
In addition, the farmers earned half again as much by selling at
retail the produce of their small private plots.
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The man who runs the collective, bull-necked Aleksandr BorisovichMezit, 47, presides over his agricultural empire from a crude,two-story green wooden
administration building. Over his deskhangs an artist's conception of what the farn headquarters willlodk like one day - a complex of

pleasant brick buildings sur-rounded by neat flower beds and fronting on wide, paved streets.
"This may take fifteen

years, "Mezit said flatly, "but we are workingon it."

"We are not like the capital," he explained. "Moscow is Moscow.
There is no getting around it. They have the big universities.They have more in the stores. We don't have a Bolshoi Theater.
But same things we have are better and are getting better allthe ttne. The old differences no longer exist. Life on the fann
is dhanging. We have our own school. The kids have bicycles andwrist watches. Thirty households have TV sets. Almost everyone
has a radio. Little by little we are getting what we need."

(Adopted from Newsweek May 2, 1966)
Questions for Discussion

1. How does life on the farm compare to city life? What do they have
that is lacking in the cities? What do the cities have that thefarmers do not enjoy?

2. What priorities would a Russian farmer establish to improve hisway of life?

441
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Collective farmers sell the produce from their private plots at an open market
(Source: Soviet Union, Michael B. Petrovich. Gina & Company, 1966)
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on it."

"We are not like the capital," he explained. "Moscow is Moscow.
There is no getting around it. They have the big universities.
They have more in the stores. We don't have a Bolshoi Theater.
But some things we have are better and are getting better all
the time. The old differences no longer exist. Life on the farm
is changing. We have our own school. The kids have bicycles and
wrist watches. Thirty households have TV sets. Almost everyone
has a radio. Little by little we are getting what we need."

(Adopted from Newsweek May 2, 1966)

Questions for Discussion

1. How does life on the farm compare to city life? What do they have
that is lacking in the cities? What do the cities have that the
farmers do not enjoy?

2. What priorities would a Russian farmer establish to impmve his
way of life?

Collective farmers sell the produce from their private plots at an open market

(Source: Soviet Union, Michael B. Petrovich. Ginn & Company, 1966)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What can you infer about the existence of private property in
Russia?

2. Why do you suppose private plots and open markets exist in Russia?

3. How can you account for the fact that a large portion of Russian
agricultural output is produced on private plots?



III

NEN AT THE TOP
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They flash around Moscaw and Leingrad in curtained, chauffeur-driven cars. They wear geometric dresses from Paris, sheepskincoats from London and drip-dry suits from New York. They readlimited editions of the latest French books and see privateshowings of the latest Italian films. "They" are the Sovietelite - the small group of Russians who set the pace, influenceopinions and make policies in the U.S.S.R.

The chkrter metbers of the Saviet elite are the top men in the
Communist Party and the government. Promotion to the upperlevels of the Soviet political hierachy automatically carrieswith it a host of special privileges: an official car, a mid-tawn apartment and a comfortable country home, and the right toshop at a network of Eremlin-run stores that stock importedgoods not availdble to the general pUblic.

Generally speaking, though, there is more money to be made inRussia outside politics - and more freedom in spending it.Official salaries are high by Soviet standards (a ftll cabinetminister mgy earn up to $888 a month) but it is considered badform for a party bigwig to buy a personal automdbile or privatelyowned country home.

Ey ruble count, moreover, the richest members of the Soviet eliteare the big-name authors. Composers, screenwriters and play-wrights who receive royalties - sometimes in coveted foreign
currency - for their creations. Right behind them came the
officially acceptable painters, sculptors and performing artistswho command extremely fat fees fOr their work. Pop singer
Edita Pyekha, for example, earns more money in a month fromrecord sales and personal appearances than the average Sovietworker makes in a year. Finally, the elite also includes the topmetbers of professions which the Soviet state, for one reason oranother, considers practically important: scientists, militaryofficers, sports stars, journalists and photographers. (Lawyersand doctors, curiously enough, rank relatively low in the Soviet
pecking order.)

Though the metbers of the elite tend to be clannish and inter-
marriage among their children is common, admission to elite
status still rests essentially on merit ana atbition. Once aRussian qualifies as one of the elite, however, the nagging
problems that haunt the majority of his countrymen begin to meltaway. With his foreign royalties, he can buy otherwise unobtain-able goods in special shops that accept only foreign currenay.At her hairdresser's or dressmaker's, his wife is swept in aheadof waiting lines of less august customers and his children are
almost certain to win admittance to a university.

The infal11b1a msrolr rP 4.1. ...IAA- rt.-



limited editions or the latest French books and see private
showings of the latest Italian films. "They" are the Soviet
elite - the small group of Russians who set the pace, influence
opinions and make policies in the U.S.S.R.

The chhrter meMbers of the Soviet elite are the top men in the
Communist Party and the government. Promotion to the upper
levels of the Soviet political hierachy automatically carries
with it a host of special privileges: an official car, a mid-
town apartment and a comfortable country home, and the right to
shop at a network of Kremlin-run stores that stock imported
goods not availdble to the general public.

Generally speaking, though, there is more money to be made in
Russia outside politics - and more freedom in spending it.
Official salaries are high by Soviet standards (a full cabinet
minister may earn up to $888 a month) but it is considered bad
fOrm for a party bigwig to buy a personal automobile or privately
owned country home.

Ay ruble count, moreover, the richest members of the Soviet elite
are the big-name authors. Composers, screenwriters and play-
wrights who receive royalties - sometimes in coveted foreign
currency - for their creations. Right behind them come the
officially acceptable painters, sculptors and perfOrming artists
who command extremely fat fees for their work. Pop singer
Edita Pydkha, fbr example, earns more money in a month ftom
record sales and personal appearances than the average Soviet
worker makes in a year. Finally, the elite also includes the top
medbers of professions which the Soviet state, for one reason or
another, considers practically important: scientists, military
officers, sports stars, journalists and photographers. (Lawyers
and doctors, curiously enough, rank relatively low in the Soviet
pedking order.)

Though the meMbers of the elite tend to be clannish and inter-
marriage among their children is common, admission to elite
status still rests essentially on merit and adbition. Once a
Russian qualifies as one of the elite, however, the nagging
problems that haunt the majority of his countrymen begin to melt
away. With his foreign royalties, he can buy otherwise unobtain-
able goods in special shops that accept only foreign currency.
At her hairdresser's or dressmaker's, his wife is swept in ahead
of waiting lines of less august customers and his children are
almost certain to win admittance to a university.

The infallible mark of the elite Russian, however, is his escape
from the Soviet Union's chronic housing shortage. His apartment
will be extra-large and he may even own it himself. In recent
years, so many groups of writers, artists and scientists have
clubbed together to build their own co-operative apartment houses
in one section of Moscow's Leningradsky Ftospekt that local wags
have dhristened the area "the Avenue Parvenu." Similarly, the
white birch forests around the Soviet capital are dotted with
villages composed almost entirely of spaciaus dachas maintained
as holiday retreats by members of the intelligentsia.

By U.S. standards, these oversize apartments and much-prized
country homes are far from ostentatious; they are, in fact,
less impressive than the homes of many middle-class Americans.
But they are apt to be comfortably - and tastefully - furnished.
And they are almost certain to possess a connoisseur's
collection of books, paintings, and records.

(Adapted from Newsweek, Nhy 2, 1966)
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Questions for Discussion

562

1. Can Russia be called a classless society? Nby/
2. What can you infer

about Soviet
priorities from the categories of

workers earning the highest incdftes in Russia?
3. How do these priorities compare to those estiblished in the

United States?

IV

WOMEN

Inside Moscow's enormous, gray stone Lenin Library, a smartly
dressed young woman engineer pored over the latest issues of
Vogue and Elle. At the sprawling, glass,--domed GUM department
store on Red Square, other women pushed and shoved to get up
to the bladk-lace underwear counter 'Well was featuring satin
slips at $28 apiece. And nearby, at the

turn-of-the-century
National Cafe, a 30-year-old

bousewife sahk wearily into a
leather chair after a fruitless

four-hour search for "just
the rightP

light-colored spring coat.

All three of these
scenes reflected the latest fact of feminine

life in the Soviet Union. Since the earliest days of the Boshevik
revolution, the Soviet Government has consistently sought to
spur Russian women into educational and economic

equality with
Russian men - and with significant success. Today, women mike
up 48 per cent of the Soviet labor force, supplying among other
things, one-third of the nation's industrial engineers and nearlythree-quarters of its arc-welders. But increasingly, despite the
the fact that most of them are fiercely proud of their dbility to
compete on equal terms with men, Soviet women are no longer content
to hide their femininity under a production quota.
It is, in fact, chic to be chic in the U.S.S.R. Newspapers regularly
advise their female readers how to keep slim, apply make-up and care
for their skin. The government plans to turn out more and more
nylong stockings, face powder, lipstidks and curlers, and there is
even talk that it may import Dior perfumes. Moscow and other big
cities have set up Institutes of Cosmetology, eliborate beauty
parlors where women can get everything from a snow facial (33 cents)
to a new nose

($55). "The lot of women in our country is getting
better," says Maria

Ovsyannikova, the tiny, siztyish editor of the
magazine Soviet Moman. "If you would hame seen us during the mar
you'd realize the difference. We all want to be pretty now, even
old ladies like me."

T 20.4. 4



3. How do these priorities compare to those established in the
United States?

IV

WOMEN

Inside Moscow's enormous, gray stone Lenin Library, a smartly
dressed young woman engineer pored over the latest issues of
Vogue and rile. At the sprawling, glase-domed GUM department
store on Red Square, other women pushed and shoved to get up
to the bladk-lace underwear counter which was featuring satin
slips at $28 apiece. And nearby, at the turn-of-the-century
National Cafe, a 30-year-old housewife sank wearily into a
leather chair after a fruitless four-hour search for "just
the right" light-colored spring coat.

All three of these scenes reflected the latest fact of feminine
life in the Soviet Union. Since the earliest days of the Eashevik
revolution, the Soviet Government has consistently sought to
spur Russian women into educational and economic equality with
Russian men - and with significant success. Today, women make
up 48 per cent of the Soviet labor force, supplying among other
things, one-third of the nation's industrial engineers and nearly
three-quarters of its arc-welders. But increasingly, despite the
the fact that most of them are fiercely proud of their ability to
compete on equal terms with men, Soviet women are no longer content
to bide their femininity under a production quota.

It is, in fact, chic to te chic in the U.S.S.R. Newspapers regularly
advise their female readers how to keep slim, apply make-up and care
fOr their akin. The government plans to turn out more and more
nylong stodkings, face powder, lipstidks and curlers, and there is
even talk that it mAy import Dior perfumes. Mbscow and other big
cities have set up Institutes of Cosmetology, elaborate beauty
parlors where women can get everything from a snow facial (33 cents)
to a new nose ($55). "The lot of women in our country is getting
better," says Maria Ovsyannikava, the tiny, sixtyish editor of the
magazine Saviet-Wman. "If you would hame seen us during the war
you'd realize the difference. We all want to be pretty now, even
old ladies like me."

Until a few years ago few Soviet women spent much time on themselves.
"Under Stalin a girl would have been criticized for wasting valuable
working hours at a beauty parlor," one woman explained. And even
now the average Russian woman has trouble finding any spare time.
Besides putting in seven hours a day at a job, dhe is expected to
perform all the =mai female housekeeping chores - and still stay
beautiful. "Twelve billion working days - that is what women
spend on housework each year," one woman complained bitterly.
"I could put up with it all if just once in a While my husband
would show same understanding," another woman added 'wearily.

And this, of course, gets right to the heart of the problem.
The equality and indepemdence that Soviet women now enjoy have
been achieved only at a price; they are no longer treated as
fragile flowers. Soviet men, in general, seem to have lost much
of their sense of protectiveness toward their comrade wives and
frequently treat them with what would be regarded in the West as
boorishness; Soviet huSbands rarely bother to introduce their
wives at parties and in many casts don't even bother to take
them along when they go out.
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Some observers theorize that this is because the shortage ofmales created by heavy World War II casualties has led Sovietwomen to spoil the current generation of Soviet men. But morelikely it stems from the fact that bqys are reared to acceptgirls as equals and see no reason to treat them differentlYwhen they become wives. "The boys must be taught that girls arenot simply bqys in skirts," argues one mother.

Other Russian women, hosever, maintain that boy-girl relation-ships would iron themselves out if only women were not sooverworked. One Moscow wife even went so far as to suggestthat, while it was fine to have a job ("It keeps me from be-coming just a shadow of my husband," she explained), the work-day should be shortened for women so they could attend to thehouse, the dhildren and themselves. "As I see it," ghe saidbitterly, "the difference between women in the capitalistworld and women here is mostly that me have seven hours less aday to run our households."

(Adaptel from Newsweek, May 2, 1966)
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Other Russian women, hovever, maintain that boy-girl relation-
ships would iron themselves out if only women were not so

overwozt. d. One Moscow wife even went so far as to suggest
that, while it was fine to have a job ("It keeps me from be-

coming just a shadow of my husband," she explained), the work-

day should be shortened for women so they could attend to the

house, the children and themselves. "As I see it," she said
bitterly, "the difference between women in the capitalist

world and women here is mostly that we have seven hours less a

day to run our households."

(Adapted from Newsweek, May 2, 1966)
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(Pictures fram - The U.S.S.R., Wright Miller, Oxford University Press,

1965.)
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Questions fbr Inquiry and Discovery

1. What are the major complaints of Soviet women?
2. How does equality for women differ in the United States andRussia? How is it alike?

3. What is gained from the high degree of equality that exists inRussia? What is lost?

h. Wbuld our economy benefit from a higher degree of equality forwomen? Mr

Follow-up Activities

*1. The following Universal Education and Visual Arts films can beshown to the class to develop a clear visual appreciation ofSoviet agricultural and industrial life:

- Family of Tashkent (Life on a Collective Farm)

- Pioneer Family of Bate& (h Siberian City is Born)
U.S.S.R. - Six Workers of Moscow

**2. "From each according to his ability, to eaeh according to his needs!"

Karl Marx
"From each according to his ability, to each according to hiswork."

Soviet Constitution, 1936
Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. How do the two statements differ?

2. Why do you suppose the 1936 constitution changes Marx's slogan?
3. kaw aosely do the readings about farmers, laborers and artistsreflect the views of Marx? Of the 1936 Constitution?
Questions for Discussion

1. Have the Soviet leaders abandoned the ideals of Marx?
2. What values seam to be most important to the Soviet leaders?Workers? Farmers, housewives?

*3. Students can draw their awn cartoons showing how they view life inthe Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. Cartoons can show suchthings as:

- life on a collective farm
- the contrast in living standards
- production and consumption problems.

* Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level** Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level
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II, HOW IS THE SOVIET SYSTEM or A PLANNED ECONOIff ORGANIZED?

337

Emphases: The Soviet economy is essentially one of central planning
and direction.

Official and unbfficial institutions have developed to
move the economy away from total central planning.

In many respects the Soviet economy has not performed
as well as the American economy.

A. Using a chart* to understand how the Russian economic system is
organized:

Presidium
of

Communist Party
sets broad goals

Central Statistical Adminis-
tration provides data on
available resources and pro-
ductive capacities

Gosplan
(State Planning Commission
vorks out details of annual
paan)

Regional Councils
Check plans against productive

capacity of region

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

(local
factories)

1. Where are economic goals established in the Soviet economy/
Where in the American economy/

2. What'is the position of the GOSPLAN1 Is there an American
counterpart to the GOMM

3. Who participates in naking the final economic decisions?

Follow-up Activities

**1. Individuml Research

Students can determine the functions of each of the following
in the Soviet system:

GOSBANIC

Regional Councils



In many respects the Soviet economy has not performed

as well as the American economy.

A. Using a chartto understand how the Russian economic gystem is

organized:

Central Statistical Adminis-
tration provides data on
available resources and pro-
dactive capacities

Presidium
of

Communist Party
sets broad goals

Gosplan
(State Planning Commission
ivcaks out details or annual

plan)

Regional Councils
Check plans against productive

capacity of region

ggestions for Inquiry and DiscoverY

(local
factories)

1, Where are economic goals established in the Soviet econcar

Where in the American econcae

2. What'is the position of the GOSPEAA1 Is there an American

counterpart to the GOSPLAM/

3. Who participates in making the final econcndc decisions?

Zo13_22L..2.7-u Activities

**1. Individual Research

Students can determine the functions of each of the following

in the Soviet rystem:

GOSBAW
Regional Councils
Turnover Tax

2. The class can engage in an exercise designed to ghow that

planning is a difficult process and that, as in all economic

systems, the interrelationships in the economy complicate

the problems.

To make 100 widgets, requires 50 additional globs.

To make 50 globs, requires 50 additional majigs.

To make 50 majigs, requires 50 additional widgets,

iHfRecommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level
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589
The Planning Commission decides to produce 100 more widgets. Whatproducts mill be needed to produce thena

Worksheet

100 midgets require 50 globs needs

50 globs require 50 majigs needs
50 majigs require 50 widgets needs

50 widgets require
needs

needs
needs

B. Using excerpts from economic texts to learn how planning is implemented
in Russia:

"The plant nanager gets a quota, together mith detailed informationon the supply of materials be will receive, tbe equipment be will beallocated, the labor he is to use, and so on. But it's up to him toget the final product out. His job is to neet the quota. If heexceeds his quota, be is praised by the party and gets sUbstantialeconomic rewards. These are money, better housing, a car, paidvacations, and other such benefits not available except through theofficial reward system. On the other hand, if Us plant ends theyear below quota, or if be requires more labor and materials thanhe's been allocated, he's done a bad job. His income goes doum;his special
prerequisites are taken away; in extreme cases he may bedemoted or even expelled from the party, of which he is probab4a member if it's an important plant.

"The Soviets are thoroughly
aware of the importance of good managers

to the success of their plans.
Managers get among the largest in-

comes in the economy. They receive medals and public commendations
for exceeding quotas. But the communists are harsh aritics Vhen
managerial performance falls Short."

(From ECONOMICS. George Leland Bach. An Introduction to Analysis
and Policy, 5th ed., 1966. Reprinted by permission of Prentice4rall,
Inc., p. 692.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. How are managers encouraged to carry out the plan?
2. What shortcomings do you see in this plan?
3. Ia what ways can this plan be effective?
4. How does this gyabem differ from the kmerican System2 How is

it similar?

II

Labor in the Union of Soviet Socialist pApmblics
"The general approadh to labor poliay is not much difftremt in
principle from that regarding the managers. The regime presents
highly cohtrasted possibilities to the Soviet workers. Those mho
enter certain elite occupations, those who are earnest workers and
overfUlfill the mork norms, those w

_



50 znajigs require 50 widgets

50 widgets require

needs

needs

needs

needs

B. Using excerpts from economic texts to learn how planning is implementedin Russia:

"The plant manager gets a quota, together with detailed informationon the supply of materials he will receive, the equipment he will beallocated, the labor he is to use, and so on. But it's up to him toget the final product out. His job is to meet the quota. If heexceeds his quota, he is praised by the party and gets sdbstantialeconomic rewards. These are money, better housing, a car, paid
vacations, and other such benefits not available except through theofficial reward system. On the other band, if his plant ends the
year below quota, or if he requires more labor and materials thanhe's been allocated, be's done a bad job. His income goes down;
his special prerequisites are taken away; in extreme eases he may bedemoted or even expelled from the party, of which he is probablya member if it's an Important plant.

"The Soviets are thoroughly aware of the importance of good managersto the success of their plans. Mhnagers get among the largest in-comes in the economy. They receive medals and pdblic commendationsfor exeeeding quotas. But the communists are harsh critics whenmanagerial performance falls short."

(Prom ECMONECS, George Leland Bach. An Introduction to Analysisand Poliay, 5th ed., 1966. Reprinted by permission of Prentice-Hall,Inc es o11, 692 )ef

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. How are managers encouraged to carry out the plan?

2, What shortcomings do yau see in this plan?

3. In what ways can this plan be effective?

4. How does this gystem differ fram the American System? How isit similar?

II

Labor in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

"The general approadh to labor poliay is not much different inprinciple from that regarding the managers. The regime presentshighly cohtrasted posstbilities to the Soviet workers, Those whoenter certain elite occupations, those who are earnest workers andaverfulfill the work norms, those who are willing to acquire newskills and move up the educational ladder will receive much higherrewards than their fellow. On the other hand, those who are undkilled,do not fUlf111 the work norms, and are generally unproductive willsuffer low wages, loss of certain benefits, dismissal, and perhapseven crindnal punishment. This general picture can be illustratedwith a few details.
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"First of all, the wage (rate(s) established for different jobs
vary. At the basis of the system in every branch of Saviet industry
is a scale which sets out a nuMber of skill classifications cor-
responding to different responsibilities and degrees of skill. A
basic rate of pay is established for each of these categories.
Generally speaking, (differences in) wages anong the skill
classifications is greater than would be true in a comparable
Anerican plant or industry. For many of these pay scales, the difltr-
ence between the pgy of the person in the highest skill category and
that of the person in the lawest is 2.8 times, in others 3.5 times,
and there are same industries in whidh (the) base pay rate of the
highest skill category is 4,5 times as high as that of the lowest.
Such great (differences) between the highest and lowest paid manmal
workers in a plant is rare in industry in the United States. In
addition to this variation within industries, considerable variation
between pay scales exists for different industries. Those whidh the
government considers high-priority industries and which require
special skills generally have nuch higher pay scales than does, say,
the food industry.

"(The Soviet Union also uses) the piece-rate system (extensively).
To a far greater extent than in American industry, the Sovlet

worker is paid on the tesis not of how much time he puts in, but by
how many units of output he produces. In recent years, about 75
percent of Soviet industrial workers, for instance, have been paid
on a, piece-rate basis. The corresponding fraction for Anerican
industry would be much smaller. Under the piece-rate system, there
will be set for eadh job a certain hourly or daily norm of output
which the worker is supposed to try to fulfill. If he fulfills the
norm just 100 per cent, he gets the baaic wage specified in the wage
scales described above. For exceeding the output norm he mill re-
ceive a wage higher than that specified in the wage scale. Mbreover,
in recent years about a third of Russian industrial workers have been
paid on the basis of what the Russians call the 'progressive piece
system.' That is, the rate of pay per unit of output goes up as the
norm for production is exceeded. For producing more than a certain
nudber of units per hour, the worker will be paid at a successive4
higher and higher rate, so that if he averfulfills the norm by 10
per cent be may get 20 per cent nore income than if he just fUlfilled
the norm 100 per cent.

"Soviet wages are further differentiated according to the unattractive-
ness of the work. For instance, the government establishes large
geographical (differences) In wages, In arder to get people to work
in the far north and in some of the remote eastern areas, wages
almost double those in most parts of the Soviet Union are offered.
In some other branches of industry there may be differentials for
dangerous work, for underground work, and other unattractive
features of certain jobs.

"The balance between these positive and negative incentives has
varied aver time. EmPhasis on the negative incentives became
particularly strong beginning in the late 'thirties' and during the
Second World War. During the second Wbrld War some workers, as for
instance railroad workers, were even made subject to martial let and
laborers were conscripted and assigned to factories. In recent
years, however, the trend has been more away from the negative
incentives. Some of the repressive labor legislation has been
repealed, and in general labor laws have been interpreted nore
leniently . . The Russians are recognizing that a relatively
free labor =tett dominated by positive incentives, is more ef-
fective than one characterized by compulsion.
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"Positive

incentives in the form of
monetary rewards for working

hard, fbr entering elite
occupations, and for

improving one's

skills are
accompanied in the

Soviet-Union to an unusual
degree

by legal forms of labor
discipaine. There has

traditionally been

a
considerable degree of

compulsion in Soviet labor policy. For

instance, all Soviet workers carry what
are'called labor books.

The labor book shows the worker's name, his
qualifications, the

jobs he has held, the pay he has received during his wtole working

career. When a worker
takes a jdb, he turns his labor book aver to

his
employer, who keeps

possession of it as long as the worker is

in his
employ. Since a worker

cannot get a new job without pre-

senting this labor book to his new
employer, he muat

virtually have

permission from his old
employer to leave his job

Lvring some

periods of Soviet history, the law has provided severe
punishments

for workers who'were late to work, who came to work drunk, or were

absent from work ...".

(From Soviet Economic Power, RObert
Campbell, Houghton Mifflin Co.,

1966 p, 135, 137.)

Questions for Inquiry and
Discovery

1. What do the
following terms mean:hourly rate, piece rate,

productivity, positive
incentive,

negative
incentive.

2. Do positive or negative
incentives work best for Soviet

workers? How do you know?
3. Do we have

negative
incentives in the United States? Which

type of
incentive works best here?4. Why does the Soviet Union use the

piece-rate gystem
extensively

as a basis of payment?

gmtions for
Discussion

1. Should the United States adopt a
piece-rate gystem for labor?

How might Unions react?
2. How

effectively does this system reflect the
philosophy "To

each
according to his

needs"? "To each according to his

work"?

3. Do you feel the piece rate gystem is used to
exploit Soviet

workers?

4. What types of
incentives work best for you in

relation to your

school work? What dhanges would you like to see?Follow-up
Aetivities

1.
Students



w dww, 41C WALIJ4 n.8 Japor cook over tohis employer, who keeps possession of it as long as the worker isin his employ. Since a worker cannot get anew job without pre-senting this labor book to his new employer, be must virtually havepermission from his old employer to leave his job ... During soneperiods of Soviet history, the law has provided severe prunishnentsfor workers who were late to work, who came to work drunk, or wereabsent from work ...".

(From Soviet Economic Power, Robert Campbell, Houghton Mifflin Co..,1966 p. 135, 137.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What do the following terms nean:
hourly rate, piece rate, productivity, positive incentive,
negative incentive.

2. Do positive or negative incentives work best for Soviet
workers? How do you knov/

3. Do we have negative incentives in the United States? Which
type of incentive works best here?

4. Why does the Soviet Union use the piece-rate system exbensively
as a basis of payment?

Questions for Discussion

1. Should the United States adopt a piece-rate system for labor?
How might Unions react?

2. Hbw effectively does this system reflect the philosophy "To
eadh accordiLg to his needs"? "To each according to hiswore?

3. Do you feel the piece rate system is used to exploit Soviet
workers?

4. What types of incentives work best far you in relation to your
school work? What changes would you like to see?

Follow-up Activities

1. Students can read the following selections to find out what
modifications have taken place in the Soviet economic structure.

A chance encounter at an airport in Siberia was very informative
I had arrived in the evening, and my, plane was not due to leave
until the next morning. At the airport hotel the receptionist
told me that no beds were vacant at the moment, bmt that one
would become available during the night.

I settled myself in an armehair,in the lounge. A little later
a passenger carrying two suitcases arrived ... (H)e sat down
besides me ... Having ordered the vodka, he plied me with ques-
tions about the econopy. "Let us take as an example," he said,
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"the Vblkswagen plant in Germany. Let's say the program for the
year is ... 500,000 cars. If you include one spere,then five
tires will be needed for each car, or a total of 2.5 million tires.
Suppose the factory then finds it can produce 30,000 more cars in
a year. It will then need 150,000 more tires. What does the
management do to get thee ..."

I answered, "Volkswagen would have no difficulty in getting
extra tires from the firm that supplies them, since that firm,
anticipating such a situation, will always keep a surplus on hand."

"I see. But let's suppose they can't get them like that - suppose
the supplying frim just hasn't got them."

"In that case Volkswagen goes to another tire manufacturer."

hDirect? JUst like that?"

"But suppose the second firm doesn't have 150,000 tires either, and
no other tire manufacturer in the country has them? This could
happen, couldn't it?"

" If that happened then the firm would turn to a tire company
abroad."

"Could they get the necessary foreign currency?"

"No difficulty about that "

"Then in your country," be said with a laugh, "I should be out of
a job." ...

"What do you do for a itving, then?" I sAked, although I already
had a fairly good idea.

"Me? Ny specialty is eliminating bottlenecks and oiling the wheels
of industry."

"Ah: I said. "So you're a Zis man?"

He laughed. "You know the expression?" (It is a play on words.)

There is a car called the Zis, a product of the Zavod lmeni Stalina,
the Stalin Factory (since renamed). But "Zis" also stands for
"Znakomstva i svyazi" (connections and contacts).

I asked him, "How do you go about it?"

"I'll tell you. Let's say a factory is short of tires and can't
get them anyWhere. The director phones me. 'Stepan Alexeyevich,'
he says, 'get me forty tires, will you? Our trucks are being held
up, and our suppliers have let us dawn. The Glavk (the appropriate
administrative department) can't help us, and the Ministry has let
us down too

"W11, I go to the chief accountant: 'Maxim Ivanovich,' I say, 'the
director told me to come to you. He %mats me to get forty tires.
live me the money!' The accountant moans amd groans He always
rinpq hhcmth 111:1 "
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extra tires from the firm that supplies them, since that firm,
anticipating such a situation, will always keep a surplus on hand."

"I see. But let's suppose they can't get them like that - suppose
the supplying frtn just haaa't got them."

"In that case Volkswagen goes to another tire manufacturer."

"Direct? Just like that?"

"But suppose the second firm doesn't have 150,000 tires either, and
no other tire manufacturer in the country has thenl This could
happen, couldn't it?"

... If that happened then the firm would turn to a tire compagy
abroad."

"Could they get the necessary fOreign currency?"

"NO difficulty about that ... "

"Then in your country," he said with a laugh, "I should be out of
a

"What do you do for a living, then?" I asked, although I already
had a fairly good idea.

"Me My specialty is eliminating bottleneCks and oiling the wbeels
of industry."

"Ali! I said. "So you're a Zis man?"

He laughed. "You know the expressiou?" (It is a play on words.)

There is a cax called the Zis, a product of the Zavod Imeni Stalina,
the Stalin Factory (since renamed). But "Zis" also stands for
"Znakanstva i svyazi" (connections and contacts).

I aaked him, "How do you go about it?"

"I'll tell you. Let's say a factory is shart of tires and can't
get them anywhere. The director ;hones mt. 'Stepan Alexeyevich,'
he says, 'get me forty tires, will ycu? Our trucks are being held
up, and our suppliers have let us down. The Glavk (the appropriate
administrative department) can't help us, and the Ministry has let
us down too

"Well, I go to the chief accountant: 'Maxim Ivanovich,' I say, 'the
director told me to came to you. He wmnts ne to get forty tires.
live me the money!' The accountant moans and groans He always
does - as though be already had one foot in prison!" (The accountant
is not allowed to make money available for agy purpose not provided
for in the plan, and Zis nen, with their fairly heavy expense
accounts, are not, of course included.) "But be has to fotk out
anyway, because if we fall short of the target due to lack of tires,
it won't be any more amusing fOr him than fOr the rest of us."

"So he overcomes his scruples and does something illegal?"

5E5
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"What else can he do? We've got to complete the program. Buthe'll try to cover himself by getting the director to siga andpretending he doesn't know what it's all about. So in the endhe gives me Ay travelling
expenses - first class, of course,because we're an important firm - mith some extra money for giftsand entertainment Befbre I set out, others let me know oftheir needs. One wants so much copper wire, another aeks ne tofind him a skilled mechanic ..."

"What does the Party secretary in your factory think ...?"
"Iiie Oh, he looks the other way. He's just as eager as anyoneto see the plan fulfilled ... It's much better for him, too, ifthe factory where he is Party secretary readhes its quota."
"But surely, as Party secretary, he can count on being commendedif he discovers irregularities and reports then?"
"Perhaps. But I knaw of one caae where a Party secretary who hadreported irregularities was reprimanded for being a bureaucraticallyminded grumbler. Still - let's assume he gets a pat on the back.It's the last he'll get, because from then on helami't be let inon agy of the factory secrets. We're all equally interested inseeing that me meet the state's produatizn demands. Director,chief cashier, Party secretary, staff, and the Ministry - every-body's on the side of the man Who sees that the plan is carriedout."

"What about the Ministry of Inspection and Supervision?"
"That's different. They've got their omn machinery. FUlfIllmentof their plan isn't a question of goods produced but a wrongdoersbanded over* That's what they get their decorations for. Butthere are limits even to that.

Counter-intelligence measures -the police are first-rate at that. EWt bookkeeping no."
"So they all come to you with requests, and eventually you setoff?"

"Yes. I travel here and there, visit people, chat mith them, givethem all kinds of presents, dine them, wine than, and promisethem this, that, and the other, until at last I've got what Imant."

(Pram Soviet Man and His World, Frederick A. Praeger, Inc. 1962,pp. 814-77:7'
9uestions for Discussion

1. How effective would the Soviet economy be without the Zia

2. Why do Soviet
officials "allowA them to break the lam/

3. Do we have a counterpart in the American econo



"What does the Party secretary in your factory think ...?"

"Bird Oh, he looks the other way. He's just as eager as anyone
to see the plan fulfilled lt's mudh better for him, too, if
the factory Where he is Party secretary readhes its quota."

"But surely, as Party secretary, he can count =being commended
if he discovers irregularities and reports them?"

"Perhaps. But I know of one case where a Party secretary who had
reported irregularities vas reprimanded for being a bureaucratically
minded grumbler. Still - let's assume he gets a pet on the back.
It's the last he'll get, because from then on he won't be let in
on agy of the factory secrets. We're all equgoly interested La
seeing that we meet the state's production demands. Director,chief cashier, Party secretary, staff, and the Ministry - every-
body's on the side of the man who sees that the plan is carried
out."

"What about the Ministry of Inspectian and Supervision?"

"That's different. They've got their own machinery. Fulfillnentof their plan ian't a question of goods produced but a wrongdoers
handed aver. That's what they get their decorations for. But
there are limits even to that. Counter-intelligence nmasures -
the police are first-rate at that. But bookkeeping no."

"So they all come to you with requests, and eventually you setofT?"

"Yes. I travel here and there, visit people, chat with them, give
them all kinds of presents, dine them, wine them, and promise
them this, that, and the other, until at last I've got What Iwant."

(From Soviet Man and His World, Frederick:A.. Praeger, Inc. 1962,pp.

Questions for Ldscussion4.11 aNNIMO.O.Mse

1. Haw effective would the Soviet economy be mithout the Zis
Man?

2. Why do Soviet officials "alloe them to break the law?

3. Do we have a counterpart in the American economy?

4. Does a command economy make a Zis Mau necessary?

II

Best known among the Soviet innovators is Professor Y. G. Liberman
(lee-ber-mun) of the Kharkov Engineering and Economics Institute.
His famous manifesto first appeared in Pravda on SepteMber 9, 1962,
and it made six points:

1. Production planning should be the responsibility of the
factory manager, not of some remote bureaucrat in Moscow.

2. Financial incentives should be used to encourage workers to
boost individual output.

3. Incentive puy should also be based on the performance of all
plants in a given industry having essentially the same
natural and technical problems.

5S7
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4 Make centralized planning workable by limiting it towere:11 decisions fbr an industry or region, with variouschedks on Moscow bmreaucrats and lover-ranking economiccouncils.

5. Take incentive fands aut of the profits of enterprises.
6. Establish a flexible pricing gystem that is related toproduction and distribution costs.

On this last item, it should be Nointed out that the SovietUnion has long used the State's power to set prices as a(way of) rationing (the goods and services produced) ...When there is a shortage of some commodity (product), itsprice is often raised out of sight, thereby keeping themerchandise ia the stores until production can catch upwith the demand, which sametimes never happens. But theshortage is less obvious to the consumer who, although hecan't afford to buy the item, at least can see it in thestore ...

The Liberman plan is chiefly desigaed to eliminate two ofSoviet industry's worst snags. One is the ;enchant (habit)of factory managers to "bargain" with planners for (only)modest increases in their production quotas so they caneasily collect a handsome bonus Dor fulfilling them.This, of course, tewis to retarl growth.

The other snag comes about when managanent seeks to fUlfillquotas by lowering quality or by
failing to produce a ftll assortment of sizes and models.The planners ... tried to prevent these

practices byimprisoning the managers in a strait-jacket of regulations,directives, and detailed production plans Under Mberman'splan, (the factory manager) need worry about only three(indicators): total volume, a breakdawn of product types, anda delivery sdhedule.

And most Important of all, performances now based solely onprofits.

(Adapted from "Russia Toda " A It sboolationewalObserver, Edwin A. Robeitii,
3.967)

Questions for Discussion

1. Vhy is the Soviet System instituting these changes?
2. How might this plan affect averall efficiency of the economy/Wbr

3. In what ways are Professor
Lfberman's ideas like the ideasbehind a market economy/ How are they different?

**4. Individuals can be given a project to compare various annualwage rates of Soviet workers. Students can answer the followingquestions:

a. How do annual wage rates differ"



On this last item, it ShoulA be pointed out that the Soviet
Union has long used the State's paver to set prices as a
(way of) rationing (the goods and services produced)
When there is a shortage of some commodity (product), its
price is often raised out of sight, thereby keeping the
merchandise in the stores until production can catch up
with the demand, which sometimes never happens. But the
shortage is less obvious to the consumer who, although he
can't afford to buy the item, at least can see it in the
store

The Liberman plan is chiefly designed to eliminate two of
Soviet industry's worst snags. One is the penchant (habit)
of factory managers to "bargain" with planners for (only)
modest increases in their production quotas so they can
easily collect a handsome bonus for fulfilling them.
This, of course, tends to retard growth.

The other snag comes about when management seeks to fUlfill
quotas by layering quality or by
failing to produce a full assortment of sizes and models.
The planners tried to prevent these practices b7
inprisoning the managers in a strait-jadket of regulations,
directives, and detailed production plans Under Liberman's
plan, (the factory manager) need worry about only three
(imlicators): total volume, a breakdawn of product trpes, and
a delivery schedule.

And most important of all, performances now based solely on
profits.

(Adapted from :Raga A Newsbook of the National
Observer, Edwin A. Roberts, Jr. Dow Jones & Co., Inc. 3.967)

Questions for Discussion

1. Why is the Soviet System institating these changes?

2. Haw might this plan affect overall efficiency of the economy?
whzi?

3. In what ways are Eftfessor Liberman's ideas like the ideas
behind a market econour Haw are they different/

**4. Individuals can be given a project to compare various annual
wage rates of Soviet workers. Students can answer the following
questions:

a. Haw do annual wage rates differ?
b. Why do they differ?
c. How do these differences reflect the priorities of the

economy/
d. In what ways do the priorities differ from our own?

How are they alike?

**5. Students can interpret the cartoons below to get some insights
into some of the problems of the Soviet economy.

* Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level
**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level
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1. What title would you give to this cartoon?

ew

2. According to the cartoon, how efficient is econamic planning inthe Soviet Union?

3. This cartoon is based on one that appeared in the Sovietmagazine Ktokodil. What does this tell you about criticimmin the Soviet Union?

4. Why do you suppose the gavernment of the Soviet Union pernittedthis cartoon to be publighed?

II

"Airs not well with Mother Hubbard."
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1. What title would you give to this cartoon?

2. According to the cartoon, how efficient is economdc planning in
the Soviet Union?

3. This cartoon is based on one that appeared in the Soviet
magazine Krokodil. What does this tell you dbout criticism
in the Soviet Union?

4. Why do you suppose the government of the Soviet Union permitted
this cartoon to be published?

II

"All's not won with Mother Hubbard."

Brett In The Miami Herald

(By permission of The Miami Herald Publishing Company)
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1. What problem is the cartooni& portraying?

2. How could increasing consumer demand for goods complicate

government planning?

3. How could consumer demand be satisfied to a greater extent?

What would be the cost?

C. Using and interpreting statistics to learn how well the Saviet

economy has performed.

(index: 1952 =. 100)

350

300

250

200

150

100
1952 1953 1955 1957 1959 1981 1983 1985

Soviet Industrial and Agricultural Production. Sources: U.S.

Dept. of Agrktdtate and U.S. Dept. of Commerce.

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What criteria would you use to evaluate the performance of

an economic systeml

2. How would Soviet planners rate in the area of industrial

production?

3. What additional information would you need to better assess

the Soviet economy?
II

832.7%

99.8%

91.9%

85.4%

134.4%

129.8%

129.4%

153.9%
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economy has performed.

(Index: 1952 = 100)

350

300

250

200

150

100
1952 1953 1955 1957 1959 1961 1963 1965

Soviet Industrial and Agricultural Production. Sources: U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture and U.S. Dept. of Commerce.

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery*

1. What criteria would you use to evaluate the performance of
an economic system?

2. How would Soviet planners rate in the area of industrial
production?

3. What additional infOrmation would you need to better assess
the Soviet economy?

II
832.7%

Potatoes

Wheat 153.9%

Butter 134.4%

Coal 129.5%

Barley 128.4%

Cement 99.8%

Pig Iron
91'9%

Crude Steel 65.4%

Footwear,
Leather

73.8%

Oats 59.3%

Crude
Petroleum 51.4%

Cotton 49.0%

Washing
Machines

48.8%

Meat 41.0%

Electricity 39.1%

Sulphuric
Acid 34.7%

Television
Sets 33.8%

Wireless
Receivers 22.4%

Ref rigeratorsIMIIII 21.1%
Natural Gas I 19.6%

Tires MUM 153%
Corn NM 13.8%
Passenger
Cars, Trucks, 11111 7.1%
and Buses
U.S.S.R. Production of Selected Products as a Per Cent of
United States Production, 1963. Source: National Industrial
Conference board.

U.S.A. Output = 100%
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Questions fOr Inviry and Discovery

1. Is it fair to compare Soviet
economic,performance to ourWby?

2. In what areas has the Soviet economy been most effective?
3. Where do problems exist?

III

HOURS OF WORK REQUIRED TO BUY GOODS
January 15, 1965*

NEW YORKIN MOSCOW IN NEW YORK CITY PRICEFoods

Bread white (1 lb.)
Potatoes (1 lb.)
Beef rib roast (1 lb.)
Butter, salted (1 lb.)

_Saar (1 lb.)
Milk, at grocery (1 qt.)
Eggs, 2nd grade (1 doz.)
Tea (1 oz.)

23 min.
45 min.
73 min.

163 min.
47 min.
28 min.

108 min.
38 min.

Men's Clothing
Shirt cotton** 13 hrs.
Suit, wool, singlebreasted,

middle of rice ran e 183 hrs.

6 min.
1.5 min.
20 min.
17 min.

2.7 min.
5.9 min.
14 min.

3.2 min.

1.7 hrs.

23.6 hrs.

$ .25
.07
.88
.78
. 12
.26
.63
.15

4.70

63.66Shoes, leather oxfords 41 hrs. 6.6 hrs. 17.93
Women's Clothing
Dress street ra on
Shoes, leather oxfords,

middle of price range

49 hrs. 5 hrs. 13.88

Stockin s n Ion
38 hrs.
5 hrs.

5.5 hrs. 15.06
31 min. 1.39



HOURS OF WORK REQUIRED TO BUY GOODS
January 15, 1965*

NEW YORK
IN MOSCOW IN NEW YORK CITY PRICE

Foods
Bread white (1 lb.) a 23 min. 6 min. $ .25
Potatoes (1 lb.) 4.5 min. 1.5 min. .07
Beef rib roast (1 lb.)
Butter salted (1 lb.)
Sugar (1 lb.)

73 min.
163 min.
47 min.

Milk, at roce (1 t.)
Eggs, 2migrade (1 doz.)
Tea (1 oz.)

28 min.
108 min.
38 min.

Men's Clothing
Shirt, cotton** 13 hrs.
Suit, wool, single-breasted,

middle of rice ran e 183 hrs.
Shoes, leather oxfords 41 hrs.

20 min.
17 min.

2.7 min.
5.9 min.
14 min.

3.2 min.

1.7 hrs.

.88
78
12

.26
.63
. 15

4.70

23.6 hrs.
6.6 hrs.

63.66
17.93

Women's Clothing
Dress street ra on 49 hrs. 5 hrs. 13.88
Shoes, leather oxfords,

middle of price raw 38 hrs.
Stockin:s n Ion 5 hrs.

5.5 hrs.
31 min.

15.06
1.39

Other Goods
Soap, toilet (31/2 oz. cake) 21 min.
Cigarettes (package of 20) 20 min.
V..t. hrs

*latest figures available
**lowest priced shirt in Moscow

2.7 min.
8 min.
2 hrs

. 12

.36

Source: "New Directions in the Soviet Economy," study pre-
pared for the Joint Economic Committee, 89th Congress.
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*Teachers can prepare a transparency of the Uble above and
have students answer the following questions:

1. AA a consumer how would you rate the Soviet econcew?

2. How does the Soviet standard of living comptxre to our mat?

Indtvidual Research

A student can update the chart for a aurrent comparison of
prices to see if significant changes have occurred since 1965.

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level



A student can update the chart for a current comparison of
prices to see if significant changes have occurred since 1965,

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grada Level
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THEME VI: COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS

.SeactedBi- For High School Students

N = Non-Fiction
B Bibliography

Class Author Title Publiaher Date
B Alexander, Arbert Karl Marx: Father of Watts 1969

Modern Socialimn

N Caldwell, John Communiam in Our Day 1963World

N Coleman, John Comparative Holt,Rinehart 1968
Economic Systems

N Lovenstein, Meno Capitalism, Conmun-
ism and Socialiam

Scott, Foresman 1962

N Schwartz, Harry Soviet Economy Since Lippincott 1965
Stalin

N Wilcox and Economies of the Harcourt 1966Weatherford,et.al. World Tbday
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Selected Bibliography - For Teachers

Campbell, Robert Soviet Economic Power Houghton Mifflin 1966

Ebenstein, William Today' a Isms : Conmnmism,
Fascism, Socialism, Capitalism

Itentice-Hall 1967

Halm, George Economic Systems: A Comparative Holt 1968
Analysis

Oxenfeldt, Alfred Economic Systems in Action Holt 1968

Nove, Alec Soviet Economy Praeger 1965

Solo, Robert Economic Organizations and. Bobbs-Merrill 1967
Social Systems
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Films

BAVI

55970.12

Audio-Visual Materials

Leisure Time In Russia

Russian Life Today: Inside the
Soviet Union

BAVI
The Russian

Consumer (klibles andKopecks)

BAVI The Russian Peasant (The Story ofRussian Agriculture)

560.083 The Soviet Challenge: IndustrialRevolution in Russia

560.09 The Soviet Union: Land and People

BAVI

USSR-Family of Tashkent
(life on a Collective

Farm)

USSR-Pioneer Family of Bratsk

USSR-Six Wbrkers of Moscow

Wbmen of Russia

Filmstripa

55980.11 City Life in the Soviet Union

55960.14 Farming and Rura/ Life in the
Soviet Union

Econamic Life in the Soviet Union

Soviet Union Today

Simulation Games

Kolkhoz

Comparative Economic Systems

61C

International Film Foundation

International Film Foundation

International Film Foundation

Encyclopedia Britannica Films

Universal Education Films

Universal Education Films

Universal Education Films

International Film Foundation

Jam Handy

Jam Handy

Jam Handy

Guidance Associates

ABT Associates

Holt, Rinehart & Winston
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ITHEME VII: INTERNATICNAL ECONOMIC PROBLEMS I

Introduction

Along with the development of closer political ties on the international scene
has been the growth of greater economic dependence. The materials in this
theme are designed to provide the student with an understanding of the process
of international trade and an understanding of some of the prObleme it has
raised. Students are also given the opportunity to project the United States
into international economic development and explore our role on that level.

In this theme the learning activities are centered around two significant
questions:

I. Why is international trade important to our economy and to you?

II. Why is the United States concerned with the problems of developing
nations?

I. WHY IS IFIERNATIONAL TRADE IMPORTANT TO OUR ECONOMY AND TO YCO

Emphases: International trade is important to all of us.

International trade is important for the growth and development
of the United States economy.

The United States trade policy has tended toward freer trade
since World. Wax II.

Our balance of payments problem has created a policy prcblem.

611
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AA. Using and interpreting cartoons to understand wy international tradthas developed.

WHY INTERNATIONAL TRADE

I Because of difference in natural resources

CLIMATE GEOLOGY

II Because of differences in productivity
;

PRODUCTIVITY
SKILL AND TRAINING



I Because of difference in natural resources

CLIMATE GEOLOGY

II Because of differences in productivity

PRODUCTIVITY SKILL AND TRAINING

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. How does a country's geography affect what it produces?

2. What is meant by productivity? How does it affect a nation's
ibility to produce for export?

3. How night differences in skill and training lead to trade?

4. How do the producers in each of the trading nations benefit from
trade?

5. Why do the consumers of each nation gain from trade?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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Follow-up Activities

*1. Students can interpret the following plctograph to see the variety
of foods we use as a result of trade.

a. What titles would you give this cartoon?

b. How does this cartoon indicate that trade benefits the
United States?

c. How does this cartoon indicate that trade is a "two-way
street?"

2. The teacher can set up a class bulletin board project Where the
students can indicate the products they use daily which are de-
pendent on world trade. Pictures can be related to a map of the
world and to the specific countries of origin.

*3. The teacher can show the filmstrip International Trade (Current
Affairs Films, May 1969), Frames 1-20, and ask the following
questions:

Frame 5 - How do developing nations benefit from trade?



SILK

MUMS
a.

a. What titles would you give this cartoon?

COTTUN

r-

AUTOS

b. How does this cartoon indicate that trade benefits the

Utited States?

c. How does this cartoon indic.l.be that trade is a "two-waY

street?"

2. The teacher can set up a class bulletinboard project where the

students can indicate the products they use daily which are de-

pendent on world trade. Pictures can be related to a map of the

world and to the specific countries of origin.

*3. The teacher can ehow the filmstrip International Trade (Current

Affairs Films, May 1969)$ Frames 1-20, and ask the following

questions:

Frame 5 - How do developing nations benefit fram trade?

Frame 15 - Why do industrial nations depend on trade?

Frame 17 - How has foreign trade helped the United States with

its agricultural surplus problem?

Teachers can use these Frames to develop a lesson on international

trade. The pictograph in activity #1 can be used as a summary.

necommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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4. Interpreting a chart.

616

Total Employment 84 Employnent Attributable to Eng
Selected Industries, 1960 (in thousands)

Total Employment
Employment Attributable

to Exports

Farm
Nonfarm
Trade

Transportation
All other

7,145.0
941.4

145:720.0 2,140.3
9,786.0

198.6
2,565.0

213.5
16,005.0

140.9

a. Who benefits from the production of exports?

b. The United States normally exports from onepithird to.one-halfof its cotton crop. If the Indian government decided that:Ldians who formerly bought cottou from American fields mustnow bw cotton only from Egypt, who might be affected by thedecision? On a short-term basis, who would benefit? Whowould lose? Would the long-term effects necessarily be thesame as the short-term?

c. If Congress passed a bill decreeing that in the future allAmerican production would be sold only on the American market,what do you think the reaction would be of the president ofGeneral Motors? The president of the Automobile Workers ofAmerica? The farmer who grows tobacco? Why?

**Questions for Individual Research

1. What percentage of G.N.P. represented American goods and servicesproduced for export in 1969?

How much is that in terns of dollars?

2. How do these figures affect jobs for AnericansT
3. What effect night the importing of goods and services have on oureconomy? On jobs?



Farm 7,145.0 941.4
Nonfarm 45,720.0 2,140.3
Trade 9,786.0 198.6
Transportation 2,565.0 213.5
All other 16,005.0 140.9

a. Who benefits from the xoduction of exports?

b. The United States normally exports from onepithird to oLv-half
of its cotton crop. If the Indian government decided that
Indians mho formerly bought cotton from Anerican fields must
now buy cotton only from Egypt, Ito migt.t be affected by tbe
decision? On a short-term basis, who would benefit? Who
would lose? Wald the long-term effects necessarily be the
same is the short-term?

c. If Congress passed a bill decreeing that in the future all
American production mould be sold only on the American market,
What do you think the reaction would be of the president of
General Motors? The president of the Automobile Workers of
America? The farmer mho grows tobacco? Why?

**questions for Individual Research

1. What percentage of G.N.P. represented American goods and services
produced for export in 1969?

How much is that in terms of dollars?

2. How do these figures affect jobs for Americans?

3. What effect might the importing of goods and services have on our
economy? On jobs?

**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.
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B. Uting an excerpt from a Presidential message to discover why peoplefavor freer trade.

How International Trade Helps Ut

In arguing for the Trade Expansion Act of 1962, President John F.Kennedy eloquently explained how lower tariffs and freer internationetrade would help the United States.

The American consuner benefits most of all from an increase in foreigntrade. Imports give him a wifrder choice of #oducts at competitiveprices. They introduce new ideas and new tastes, which often lead to
new demands for American proiuction.

Increased imports stimulate our own efforts to increase efficiency,and supplement antitrust and other efforts to assure competition. Manyindustries of importance to the American consumer and economy are de-pendent upon imports for raw materials and other supplies. Thus
Americanmade goods can also be made much less expensively for the
American consumers if we lower the tariff on the materials that arenecessary to their production...

Mbreover, we must reduce our own tariffs if we hope to reduce tarifrs
abroad and therdby increase our exports and export surplus. There aremany more American jobs dependent upon exports than could possibly beadversely affected by increased imports. And those export industriesare our strongest, most efficient, highest paying growth industries.

It is Obvious, therefore, that the warnings against increased importsbased upon the lower level of wages paid in other countries are nottelling the whole story. For this fear is refuted by the fact that
American industry in general, and Awrica's highest paid industries inparticular, export more goods to other markets than any other nation;
sell far more abroad to other countries than they sell to us; andcommand the vast preponderance of our own market here in the UnitedStates. There are three reasons for this:

1. The skill and efficiency of American workers, with the help of ourmachinery and technology, can produce more units per manhour than
any other workers in the world, thus making the competitive cost
of our labor for many products far less than it is in countries
with lower wage rates. For example, while a United States coal
miner is paid 8 times as much per hour as the Japanese miner, heproduces 14 times as much coal--our real cost per ton of coal is
thus far smaller--and we sell the Japanese tens of millions of
dollars worth of coal each year.

2. Our best industries also possess other advantages--the adequacy oflow-cost raw materials or electrical power, for example. Neitherwages nor total labor costs is an adeouate whantlarA evP



The American consumer benefits rost of all from an increase in foreign

trade. Imports give him a wider choice of /5roducts at competitive

prices. They introduce new ideas and new tastes, which often lead to

new demands for American production.

Increased imports stimulate our own efforts to increase efficiency,

and supplement antitrust and other efforts to assure competition. Nhny
industries of importance to the American consumer and economy are de-
pendent upon imports for raw materials and other supplies. Thus

American-made goods can also be made much less expensively for the

American consumers if we lower the tariff on the materials that are

necessary to their production...

Nbreover, we must reduce our own tariffs if we hope to reduce tariffs

dbroad and thereby increase our exports and export surplus. There are

many more American jobs dependent upon exports than could possibly-be

adversely affected by increased imports. And those export industries

are our strongest, most efficient, highest paying growth industries.

It is obvious, therefore, that the warnings against increased inports

based upon the lower level of wages paid in other countries are not

telling the whole story. For this fear is refuted by the fact that
Ane-rican industry in general, and America's highest paid industries in

particular, export more goods to other markets than any other nation;

sell far more abroad to other countries than they sell to us; and

command the vast preponderance of our awn market here in the United

Statas. There are three reasons for this:

1. The skill and efficiency of American workers, with the help of our

machinery and technology, can produce more units per manhour than

any other workers in the world, thus making the competitive cost
of our labor for many products far less than it is in countries

with lower wage rates. For example, while a United States coal
miner is paid 8 times as much per hour as the Japanese miner, he

produces 14 times as much coal--our real cost per ton of coal is

thus far smaller--and we sell the Japanese tens of millions of

dollars w.torth of coal each year.

2. Our best industries also possess other advantages--the adequacy of

low-cost raw materials or electrical power, for example. Neither

wages nor total labor costs is an adequate standard of comparison

if used alone.

3. American products can frequently compete successfully even where

foreign prices are somewhat lower by virtue of their superior

quali471 style, packaging, servicing, or assurance of delivery.

Given this strength, accompanied by increasing productivity and wages

in the rest of the world, there is less need to be concerned aver the

level of wages in the low-wage countries. These levels, moreover, are

already on the rise, and we would hope, will continue to narrow the

current wage gap, ericouraged by appropriate consultations on an inter-

national basis.
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This philosophy of the free market--the wider economic choice for men
and nations--is as old as freedom itself. It is not a partisan philos-

ophy. For many years our tr--, legislation has enjoyed bipartisan
backing from those membera .sth parties who recognized how essen-
tial trade is to our be-: :arity abroad and our economic health at

home. This is even true today. The Trade Expansion Act of 1962
is designed as the expler,sion of a nation, not of any single fagtion
or section. It is in that spirit that I recommend it to the Congress
for prompt...action.

(From John F. Kennedy, Message to Congress, January 25, 1962. Reprinted

in Trade Expansion Act of 1962: Hearings before the Committee on Ways
and Mh-ansion H. R. 9900, 87th Cong., 2d Session, Government Printing
Office, Wishington, D. C. 1962, part 1, pp. 1-9.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. How does the consumer benefit from increased foreign trade?

2. How does trade affect American business enterprise? Labor?

3. How does President Kennedy answer the critics of freer trade?

Questions fOr Discussion

1. What objections to freer trade do you feel President Kennedy left
unanswered? Why do you see this as a problem?

2. How might the creation of trade blocs such as the Common Market
affect the American position in international trade?

Follow-up Activities

*1. Have the class interpret the following cartoon.

wthis Will Keep Out Competition"



or section. It is in that spdrit that I recommend it to the Congress

for prompt...action.

(From John F. Kennedy, lilssage to Congress, January 25, 1962. Reprinted

Trade Expansion Act of 1962: Hearings before the Committee =Was
and l&ans on H. R. 9900, 87th Cong., 2d Session, Government Printing

Office, Washington, D. C. 1962, part 1, pp. 1-9.)

Questions for Irmirx and Discovery

1. How does the consumer benefit from increased foreign trade?

2. How doer; trade affect American business enterprise? Ltibor?

3. How does President Kennedy answer the critics of freer trade?

guestions for Discussion

1. What objections to freer trade do you feel President Kennedy left

unanswered? Why do you see this as a problem?

2. How might the creation of trade blocs such as the Common Mhrket

affect the American position in international trade?

Follow-up Activities

*1. Have the class interpret the following cartoon.

wilds Will Keep Out Commit:ea"

4
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The Herb lock Book ( Beacon Press, 1952)

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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a. What titles would you substitute for this cartoon? Why?
b. How might the "tariff wall" affect sales of American foodsat home? Abroad?

c. Why does Uncle Sam seem worried by what is happening?
**2. Independent Study - A student can prepare a study of the UnitedStates trade policies including protective tariffs and reciprocaltariffs to show how they affedted world trade and the Americaneconomy.

*3. Show the filmstrip International Trade - World's Lifeline
(CurrentAffairs Films), to develop an understanding of Common Market.

Frame 22 - What is GATT? How did it pave the way for the forma-tion of the European Common Market?
Frame 24 - How has the Common Market helped the member nations?What has its impact been on world trade?
Frame 25 - What problems have the Common Market nations overcome?What problems still remain?

4. Teachers can use the fictitious, satirical letter below to develop
the idea that many extreme arguments are used to pressure Congressfor protective tariffs. This petition can be compared to a realpetition by candlemakers in 1951.

PETITION OF THE CANEIEMAKERS--1845

To the Honorable Members of the Chatber of De ties:
lie are subjected to the intolerable

competition of a foreign rival,who.enjoys, it would seem, such superior facilities for the pro-duction of light, that he is enabled to inundate our nationalmarket at so exceedingly reduced a price...This rival is no otherthan the sun.

Our petition is...to pass a law...shutting up of all windows,openings, and fissures through which the light of the sun is usedto penetrate into our dwellings, to the prejudice of the pro-fitable manufactures which we...have been enabled to bestow uponthe country.

(From Economic Sophisms. Frederic Bastiat. (hP. Putnam's Sons,
New Yorks 1922, pp. 60-65.)

a. What arguments for protection are in this satire?
b. How might the protectionists argue in response to thissatire?



**2. Independent Study - A student can prepare a study of the United
States trade policies including protective tariffs and reciprocal
tariffs to show how they affedted world trade and the American
economy.

*3. Shaw the filmstrip International Trade - World's Lifeline (Current
Affairs Films), to develop an understanding of Common Market.

Frame 22 - What is GATT? How did it pave the way for the forma-
tion of the European Common Market?

Frame 24 - How has the Common Market helped the member nations?
What has its impact been on world trade?

Frame 25 - What problems have the Common Market nations overcome?
What problems still remain?

4 Teadhers can use the fictitious, satirical letter below to devylop
the idea that many extreme arguments axe used to pressure Congress
for protective tariffs. This petition can be compared to a real
petition by candlemakers in 1951.

PETITION Cf THE CANDLEMAKERS--1845

To the Honorable Nbnbers of the Chamber of De ties:

We are stibjectedito the intolerable competition of a foreign rival,
who enjoys, it would seem, such superior facilities for the pro-
duction of light, that be is enabled to inundate our national
market at so exceedingly reduced a price This rival is no other
than the sun.

Our petition is...to pass a law...shutting up of all windows,
openings, and fissures through which the light of the sun is used
to penetrate into our dwellings, to the prejudice of the pro-
fitable manufactures which we...have been enabled to bestow upon
the country.

(From Economic So hisne. Frederic Bastiat. G.P. Putnam's Sons,
New York, 1922, /46 0-65.)

a. What arguments for protection are in this satire?

b. How night the protectionists argue in response to this
satire?

PETITION OF TBE CANDLEMA1ERS--1951

Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
United States Senate, Washington, D.C.

SIR: This brief is filed in behalf of the candle manufacturers in
the United States in protest against an extension of the Trade
Agreenent Act of 1934 as amended by the House of Representatives,
H.R. 1612. In spite of our brief presented in opposition to tariff
cuts (whidh are a matter of record and available to your ccnmittee)
we have been given the amximum reduction possible up to this point.

Rather than take the time of the committee by repetition of the
entire argument we are listing the facts in the hope that this tine
me will reach sone one who has the understanding to interpret these
facts intelligently and the power to act in the light of those facts.

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.
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1. An industry stemming from Colonial tines.

2. A product required in national defense to such an extent as

to utilize the full capacity of the industry.

3. High essentiality of ldbor and materials under war conditions.

4. An overcapacity of more than five to one.

Increased labor costs of 25 percent from 1946-50 with labor

rates well above those prevailing in competitive countries.

6. A decline in sales of 17.45percent since 1946.

7. A 63 percent increase in number of manufacturers since 1933.

8. With plants operating one ahift, present production well

above demand.

9. Full impacts of currency devaluations, abnormal conditions,

pending legislation in countries not yet felt in our markets.

The record of imports for last year has shown a steady increase

through the first 11 months from 12 countries, most of whom have

not supplied candles to the United States for maAy years, if ever.

These are the ccuntries mentioned in our earlier briefs from whom

we feared this type of low-cost-labor competition. As a result

of current untenable conditionr. one of the oldest manufacturers--

representing a substantial percentage of the total candle business--

had been forced to close and demolish its plant.

It is evident that the purposes of the act outlined in the pre-

atble are not being fulfilled: "Overcoming domestic unemployment,"

"increasing purdhasing power of the American public," "maintaining

a better relatiorship among various branches of American agri-

culture, industry, mining and commerce."

Respectfully submitted.

The Candle Manufacturing Industry
by H.R. Parker

(From Trade Agreements Extension Act of am: Hearings Before the

Committee on Finance, United States Senatep 82nd Congress, 1st

Session, on H.R. 1612 (1951), pp. 149-150.)

a. In what ways are the arguments presented in 1951 similar to

those of 1845? How do they differ?

b. Which argument do you feel is most convincing? Why/

c. If you were a Congressman, would you have given special pro-

tection to American candlemakere Why?

-- a A. MI 2 -- 4. A AA A 4 A A *AU ave. 1 ft es". o,, rt+ irtinryttilel+



4, An overcapacity of more than rive to one.

5. Increased labor costs of 25 percent from 1946-50 with ldbor

rates well above those prevailing in competitive countries.

6. A decline in sales of 17.45 percent since 1946.

7. A 63 percent increase in nuMber of manufacturers since 1933.

8. With plants operating one shift, present production well

above demand.

9. Full impacts of currency devaluations, abnormal conditions,

pending legislation in countries not yet felt in our markets.

The record of imports for last year has shown a steady increase

through the first 11 months from 12 countries, most of whom have

not supplied candles to the United States for many years, if ever.

These are the countries mentioned in our earlier briefs from whom

we feared this type of low-cost-labor competition. AA a result

of current untenable conditions, one of the oldest manufacturers--

representing a substantial percentage of the total candle business--

had been forced to close and demolish its plant.

It is evident that the purposes of the act outlined in the pre-

aMble are not being fulfilled: "Overcoming domestic unemployment,"

"increasing purchasing power of the American public," "maintaining

a better relatiorship among various brandhes of American agri-

culture, industry, mining and commerce."

Respectfully submitted.

The Candle Manufacturing Industry

by H.R. Farker

(From Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1221: Hearings Before the

Committee on Finance, United States St_uate, 82nd Congress, 1st

Session, on H.R. 1612 (1951), pp. 1)49-150.)

a. In what ways are the arguments presented in 1951 similar to

those of 1845? How do they differ?

b. Which argument do you feel is most convincing? Why?

c. If you were a Congressman, would you have given special pro-

tection to American candlemakers? Why?

d. What criteria would you use to decide whether or not a product

ghould be given tariff protection?

e. Are there remedies other than the tariff?

5. Students can report to the class how each of the following has

fUrthered international trade:

a. GATT
b. International Monetary Fund

c. International Trade Organization

d. Trade Expansion Act, 1962

6Z7
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C. Using a Government publication to learn about our balance of pay-
ments problem.

Students can be given a copy of Balance of Payments, a free pamphlet
available from the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia. This pam-
phlet outlines the reasons for our favoreble trade position and our
unfavordble payments position.

Questions for Discussion

1. Why does the United States have an unfavorable balance of payments
even though we enjoy a favorable balance of trade?

2. Why does the persistent deficit in payments worry the United States
Government?

3. What are some of the ways that have been suggested to eliminate
this deficit? Which do you favor? Which do you oppose? Why?

4 Why does an attack on the problem pose a dilemma for our Govern-
ment? How would you deal with this dilemma?

.123.7-122 Activities

1. Students can be given the f011owing exercise to sharpen their
understanding of our payments problem.

a) Take a sheet of paper and make two columns. Label one column
"Receipts from Foreigners." Libel the other column "Payments
to Foreigners." Then enter the amount of each of these fol-
lowing transactions in the proper column.

An American spends 000 on a vacation in France.
2 A Frenchman buys a $30000 American automobile.
(3) An American buys $1,000 worth of stock in a Japanese

radio factory.
(4) An American firm builds a $9,000,000 automobile factory

in Germany.
(5) A Swiss banking syndicate buys $10,000,000 worth of

General Mbtors' stock.
(6) General Mbtors pays $10,000 in dividends to foreign owners

of its stock.
(7) An American restaurant buys $5,000 worth of French wine.
(8) A Greek steel mill buys $100,000 worth of machinery from

an American factory.
(9) An American sends his mother in Itay $300 for a Christmas

gift.
(10) The United States government pays $1,600,000 to its troops

stationed in West Berlin.
(11) The Vest German government pays a New 'fork hotel $20,000

to house itm Mitarl Nnitimin Amigtere+4~



Questions for Discussion

1. Why does the United States have an unfavorable balance of payments
even though we enjoy a favorable balance of trade?

2. Why does the persistent deficit in payments worry the United States
Government?

3. What are some of the ways that have been suggested to eliminate
this deficit? Which do you favor? Whidh do you oppose? Why?

4. Why does an attack on the problem pose a dilemma for our Govern-
ment? How would you deal with this dilemma?

Follow-up Activities

1. Students can be given the following exercise to sharpen their
understanding of our payments problem.

a) Take a sheet of paper and make two columns. Label one column
"Receipts from Foreigners." Label the other column "Payments
to Foreigners." Then enter the amount of each of these fol-
lowing transactions in the proper column.

An American spends $600 on a vacation in France.
2) A Frendhman buys a $3,000 American automObile.
(3) An American buys $1,000 worth of stock in a Japanese

radio factory.
(4) An American firm builds a $9,000,000 automobile factory

in Germany.
(5) A Swiss banking syndicate buys $10,000,000 ynrth of

General Mbtors' stock.
(6) General Nbtors pays $10,000 in dividends to foreign owners

of its stock.

(7) An American restaurant buys $5,000 worth of French wine.
(8) A Greek steel mill buys $100,000 worth of naghinery from

an American factory.
(9) An American sends his mother in Italy $300 for a Christmas

gift.
(10) The United States government pays $1,600,000 to its troops

staticned in West Berlin.
(11) The West German government pays a New York hotel $20,000

to house its United Nations delegation.
(12) An American department store buys $500,000 worth of

Japanese radios.
(13) A Japanese radio manufacturer pays a dividend of $100 to

an American stockholder.

b) As a result of the preceding transagtions, does the United
States have a surplus or a deficit in its balance of payments?
What is the size of this surplus or deficit? How might this
surplus or deficit be financed to bring the United States bal-
ance of payments into balance?
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2. Decide National Policy. The U.S. in recent years has experienced

a balance of payments problem that has resulted in foreign banks

trading in their dollar holdings for our gold reserves. Whidh of

the following options might be considered in order to reverse this

unfavorable trend? Which would be wisest? Which would be most

acceptable politically?

a) Devalue the dollar.

b) Revalue the dollar.

c) Make the dollar convertible.

d) Make the dollar inconvertible.

e) Adopt inflationary policies.

f) Adopt deflationary policies.

g) Encourage imports; discourage exports.

h) Encourage exports; discourage inorts.

i) Encourage Americans to invest abroad.

j) Discourage Americans from investing abroad.

k) Encourage foreigners to invest in the United States.

1) Discourage foreigners from investing in the U.S.

nO Limit the amount of dollars American citizens can spend

abroad or exchange for other currencies.

Decide International Polka. Following are some suggestions that

have been made recently for curing the ills of the international

monetary zystem:

a) Keep gold as the standexd value, but increase the monetary

value of current reserves by increasing the price of gold,

say from $35 an ounce to $70 an ounce.

b) Eliminate gold entirely as an international standard.

c) EstabliZh a system of necial drawing rights.

d) Establish an international currency that would be backed by

the real wealth and production of nations.

Which of these proposals would you support at this time? What

might the consequences be?



a) Devalue the dollar.

b) Revalue the dollar.

c) Make the dollar convertible.

d) Make the dollar inconvertible.

e) Adopt inflationary policies.

0 Adopt deflationary pcaicies.

g) Encourage imports; discourage exports.

h) Encourage exports; discourage imports.

Encourage Anericans to invest abroad.

j) Discourage Americans from investing abroad.

k) Encourage foreigners to invest in the United States.

1) Discourage foreigners from investing in the U.S.

nO Lindt the amount of dollars American citizens can spend

abroad or exchange for other currencies.

**3. Decide International Policy. Following are some suggestions that

have been made recently for curing the ills of the international

monetary system:

a) Keep gold as the standard value, but increase the monetarY

value of current reserves by increasing the price of gold,

say from $35 an ounce to $70 an ounce.

b) Eliminate gold entirely as an international standard.

c) Establish a system of special drawing rights.

d) Establish an international currency that would be badked by

the real wealth and production of nations.

Which of these proposals would you support at this time? What

might the consequences be?

**4. Individual Research. Examine the causes and methods of the

French devaluation of the franc. How is the devaluation likely to

affect the cost of imports to the French people? How is it likely

to affect the cost of goods exported from France? How will French

imports affect the U.S. balance of payments?

5. In the approadhes to monetary policy several values have been

stated or implied:

a) Stability in the value of national currencies

b) Smooth flow of international trade

c) Full employment

**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.
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e) National pride

f) Tradition

g) Protection of investments

If :you were responsible for recommending national economicpolicy, to whidh of these values woulci you give the highestpriority? To which would you give the lowest? Which areirrelevant? Is it easy to consider
these values separstelY?
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II. WHY IS THE UNITED STATES CONCERNED WITH THE PROBLEMS OF DEVELOPSNONATIONS?

Emphases: Underdevelopment in many nations is due to a combination ofsocial, economic, religious and political factors.

Foreign aid is needed to help many nations establish programsfor growth.

A. Using an economics text to learn about the reasons for underdevelop-ment.

Why Nations Are Poor

Let me list the causes to which, depending on ideology, personal pre-ference, convenience, and even pure accident, we now attribute thepoverty of (the underdeveloped) nations . . . .

1. The people are poor because they prefer it that way .... This ispersuasive. Few Anericans have looked at an Asian or Africancountry without reflecting (and commenting) on the favorable
effect for a little Anerican ambition would. have .... Yet thereis scarcely a country in the world where people do not want eco-nomic improvement, where, indeed, it is not a political impera-tive ....

2. The country is naturally poor. This seems the obvious answerwhere the soil is sparse and unwatered, the forest thin, and thesubsoil barren .... But this is an explanation which badly ex-plains the wealth of Switzerland or the comparative wealth ofIsrael, both states that are poor in natural resources. It leadsone to wonder why West Virginians, who live in a state phenome-
nally rich in natural resources, should have incomes far belowthose of an arid and barren state such as Wyoming.

3. The country has been kelit in a state of colonial oppression.Over great parts of the world, this is the most evocative of ex-planations. The British, French, and Dutch were in business notfor their subject peoples but for themselves. The people stillpay for these centuries of indifference, exploitation, and neglect.Yet, again, there are obvious difficulties. In many parts of theworld - Latin. America comes immediately to nind - colonialiam isfar in the past, but poverty continues. And elsewhere - in
Australia, Canada, the Uhited States - colonial rule did not ex-clude a considerable measure of contemporary prosperity ....

4. pOverty is the consequence of class exploitation Few poorcountries are without a, minority of exceedingly rich. Ar4 it isdifficult to understand why an Andean or Middle Eastern peasantshould seek to enhance his income by irrigation, improved seed,or acceptable ltvestodk when he knows that anything in excess ofsubsistence will be appropriated, by the landlord, tax collector,
moneylender, or merdhant. Yet the world has much povertywithoutow-Man+ mir."10.44.-- r- .10 - .1



Foreign aid is neeaea to neip many netu.i.vilD

for growth.

A. Using an economics text to learn about the reasons for underdevelop-

ment.

Why Nations Are Poor

Let me list the causes to which, depending on ideology, personal pre-

ference, convenience, and even pure accident, we now attribute the

poverty of (the underdeveloped) nations . . . .

1. The peoRle are poor because they prefer it that way .... This is

persuasive. Few Americans have looked at an Asian or African

country without reflecting (and commenting) on the favorable

effect for a little American adbition would have .... Yet there

is scarcely a country in the world where people do not want eco-

nomic improvement, where, indeed, it is not a political impera-

tive ....

2. The country is naturally _poor. This seenm the obvious answer

where the soil is sparse and unwatered, the forest thin, and the

sUbsoil barren .... But this is an explanation which badly ex-

plains the wealth of Switzerland or the comparative wealth of

Israel, both states that are poor in natural resources. It leads

one to wonder why West Virginians, who live in a state phenome-

nally rich in natural resources, should have incomes far below

those of an arid and barren state sueh as Wyoming.

3. The country .... has been kept in a state of colonial oppression.

Over great parts of the world, this is the most evocative of ex-

planations. The British, French, and Dutch were in business not

for their subject peoples but for themselves. The people still

pay for these centuries of indifference, exploitation, and neglect.

Yet, again, there are avious difficulties. In many parts of the

world - Latin America comas immediately to mind - colonialiam is

far in the past, but poverty continues. And elseWhere - in

Australia, Canada, the United States - colonial rule did not ex-

clude a considerable measure of contemporary prosperity ....

4 Poverty is the consequence of class exploitation .... Few poor

countries are without a minority of exceedingly rich. And it is

difficult to understand why an Andean or Middle Eastern peasant

should seek to enhance his income by irrigation, improved seed,

or acceptable livestock when he knows that anything in excess of

sUbsistence will be appropriated by the landlord, tax collector,

moneylender, or merchant. Yet the world has much poverty without

evident exploiters. In India and Ptkistan there are millions of

small land-owning peasantl who are very poor but whose poverty

cannot readily be related to the enrichment of any landlord, money-

lender, tax collector, or other visible oppressor.

5. EmEty_11.mattuilawa._212at_apjAl .... Low income allows

of no saving. Without saving, there is nothing to invest. Whout
investment, there can be no economic advance, and so poverty is

self-perpetuating. Yet in Iran, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia, as also

in Venezuela, oil provides a rich source of revenue, and capital

is not scarce. But the vast majority of the people remain ex-

ceedingly poor.
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6. Nerpopulation is the cause of poverty. In the typical villageof India, as elsewhere in Asia, there is rarely enough work togo around. Fewer hands could and would do the same work if thepopulation were amaller, each person would have a greater share.Yet in other countries everyone works at full capacity for thelittle he gets And, as a matter of ;Tactical observation,though poverty is often associated with dense population, it isalso often associated with sparse population. The Amazon Basinis very sparsely populated and very poor. Southern BTazil ismuch more densely populated end much more prosperous.

7. Poverty is caused by incompetent economic policy ... Practicalexperience in the less developed lands certainly induces respectfor well-considered economic policy. But it is evident that theforegoing explanations of poverty involve an mikward element ofinternal contradiction. bbreaver, the most prominent fact aboutthe very poor country is not that it has free enterprise industryor socialist industry but that it has no industry at all ....

8. ..___aals.11jyjaaiorcePoveriscaan. It is a plausible axiom that noliterate population in the world is really poor and no illiteratepopulation is otherwise. Yet here one encounters the question ofhaw a poor and illiterate ;eople goes abaut providing itself witha sdhool system. Whence will come the resources? Poverty may wellbe a cause of ignorance. But surely it is also a result.

The list of commonly accepted causes of poverty is by no means com-plete. We regularly attribute some role to the slow rate of transferof technological knowledge. People cling 'by ;reference to primitiveand poverty-inducing methods by agriculture and industry because theyhave not been apprised of anything better or prefer 5 that way. Wealso attribute something to war, rapine, predacity, and civil disorder.The Fourth Crusade, Genghis Deal and the brothers Pizarro showed that,in the hands of highly qualified practitioners, these can have anenduring effect on income. The communities Which were the principalobjects of their attention have been poor ever since.

One could go on. But the point is sufficiently clear. We have a-great many causes of poverty, nearly all are in some measure comvinc-ing and all are partially unconvincing

(Adopted from Economic Develo nt. John Kenneth Galbraith. Cambridge:Harvard University Press, 1 pp. 15-19.)

Questions for Inquiry and DiscoverY,

1. What are the major reasons for underdevelopment;

2. Which do you think would be the easiest to overcome? Which themost difficult?

3. Who is to blame for the existence of pclverty around the world?

Questions for Discussion



also often associated with sparse population. The Amazon Basin
is very sparsely pop:listed and very poor. Southern Brazil is
much more densely populated and much more prosperous.

7. Poverty is caused ty_;ncompetent economic policy ... Practical
experience in the less developed lands certainly induces respect
for yell-considered economic policy. But it is evident that the
foregoing explanations of poverty involve an awkward element of
internal contradiction. Moreover, the most prominent fact about
the very poor country is not that it has fvee enterprise industry
or socialist industry but that it has no industrj at all

8. Poverty is car-,: oj ignorance. It is a plausible axiom that no
literate population in the world is really poor and no illiterate
population is otherwise. Yet here one encounters the question of
how a poor and illiterate people goes about providing itself with
a school system. Whence will come the resources? Poverty may well
be a cause of ignorance. But surely it is also a result.

The list of commonly accepted causes of poverty is by no means com-
plete. We regularly attribute same role to the slow rate of transfer
of technological knowledge. People cling by preference to primitive
and poverty-inducing methods by agriculture and industry because they
have not been apprised of anything better or prefer it that way. We
also attribute something to war, rapine, predacity, and civil disorder.
The Fourth Crusade, Genghis UM, and the brothers Pizarro showed that,
in the hands of highly qualified practitioners, these can have an
enduring effect on income. The communities which were the principal
objects of their attention have been poor ever since.

One could go on. But the point is sufficiently clear. We have a
.great many causes of poverty; nearly all are in some measure convinc-
ing and all are partially unconvincing

(Adopted from Economic Development. John Kenneth Galbraith. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1964, pp. 15-19.)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What are the major reasons for underdevelopment?

P. Which do you think would be the easiest to overcome? Which the
most difficult?

3. Who is to blame for the existence of poverty around the world?

Questions for Discussion

1. Haw did colonial oppression contribute to the poverty of the
people? How did colonial rule sometimes tap to make a country
richer?

2. Why is it possible for countries like Switzerland and Israel, poor
in natural resources, to be comparatively wealthy?

3. If insufficient capital is not the cause of poverty in the Middle
East and Venezuela, what factors might be important in these places?

4. Try to explain the fact that poverty accompanies overpopulation in
India and underpopulation in northern Brazil.
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Follow-up Activities

*1. Ute the following pictures to get the class to understand the
reasons for poverty and underdevelopment around the world.

*T.

United Nations

The conditions of life and work in underdeveloped
countries make for a short lifq expectancy. These
workers are digging a canal in central Java.
Indonesia.



_

United Nations

The conditions of life and work in underdeveloped
countries make for a short life expectancy. These
workers are digging a canal in central Java,
Indonesia.

Peace Corps Photo by Paul Conklin

The curse of the poor Is their poverty. How can
these children living in the slums of Guayaquil.
Ecuador get out of the trap?

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.
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*412. Students can select one developing nation and assess that country
for its productive resources:

a) Why has the country remained underdeveloped?

b) What problems face the country?

c) What is this country doing to overcome these problems?

d) Haw effecttve are these programs?

*3. The class can develop a bulletin board project about the problems
and projects in developing nations. Students can bring in pic-
tures, articles and cartoons depicting the above.

*4. Teachers can make transparencies of the following maps or repro-
duce them for class distribution, to develop the concept of under-
development using map reading and interpreting skills.

Nuclear Power

IMINIMIL-111111111.-._

SWEDEN

WEST GE NY

UNITED KINGDOM

FRANCE

SPAIN

ITALY(SWITZERLAND

UNITED
ARAB

REPUBLIC



d) How effective are these programs?

*3. The class can develop a bulletin board project about the prOblems

and projects in developing nations. Students can bring in pic-

tures, articles and cartoons depicting the above.

*4. Teachers can make transparencies of the following naps or repro-

duce them for class distribution, to develop the concept of under-

development using map reading and interpreting skills.

Nuclear Power

JAPAN

Ito

SWEDEN

SOVIP
UNION

C)
WEST GERM

UNITED KINGDOM

FRANCE

SPAIN

SWITZERLAND

UNITED
ARAB

REPUBLIC

(Source: Newr York Times) 1969

NAVE ATOM BOMB NOW

ABLETO PRODUCE BOMB NOW...OR
IN ME NEXT SEVERALYEARS

*Recommended for Students Achieving Below Grade Level.

**Recommended for Students Adhieving Above Grade Level.
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(Source: New York Thies) 1969

Population

DEVELOPEDWORLD
(AUSTRALIA, NEW MAW. JAPAIL
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644
B. Using a cage study to discover how nations are planning for economicgrowth.

Humberto Vidal and the Alliance for Progress

Humberto Vidal leans into his sawing with new hope these days. He'sbeen a carpenter most cP his life, and his bony hands are nearly astough as the wood he works.

But Humberto Vidal's great strength nearly failed late in 1968, andillness threatened to wreck his modest business in a small town inBrazil.

The spring of 1969, though, finds Vidal with more business than ever.He has electrified his carpentry shop and tripled production. A, big,stuffy-sounding government program did the job.

The new hope that Humberto Vidal has found is typical of LatinAmerica's economic vitality.

Behind it is the Alliance for Progress - a vast cooperative effortfor economic and social development throughout the hemisphere.

The specific Alliance project that aided. Humberto Vidal was a multi-million-dollar loan officially described as aid "to assist in financingrelated transmisslon and distribution facilities fOr the Passo RealHydroelectric Power project; also U.S. consulting engineer:Ing andtrajning services."

To Brazil, the effects of such economic investment in progress areseen in a rising level of activity in key areas of development - homeand school construction, new industry, and expanded food production.
In 1968 alone, the U.S. assistance to the Alliance for Erogress totaled$1.36 billion. Since the Alliance was formed in 1961, the U.S. contri-bution has totaled $8.38 billion. And - some would say more importantlyfor the same peri'id U.S. private investment in Latin America has beenover $3.25 billion.

An additional $273 million was given in U.S. pri-vate aid.

Translated intc economic development, the U.S. role in Alliance acccm-plishments for 1968 included:

. 3 million students enrolled
in U.S.-assisted schools;

. 2 million new acres of land irrigated and reclaimed;

. 12 million people benefiting
from drinkable water supply facil-ities, a 10% rise over 1967;

. 75 million people protected from malaria;

1 million people vaccinated against smallpox;

400,000 people benefiting from construction of new homes andmodern apartment buildings;

4riW1 v.14114..



tough as the wood he works.

But Humberto Vidal's great strength nearly failed late in 1968, and
illness threatened to wreck his modest business in a small town in
Brazil.

The spring of 1969, though, finds Vidal with more business than ever.
He has electrified his carpentry shop and tripled production. A big,
stuffy-sounding government program did the job.

The new hope that Humberto Vidal has found is typical of Latin
America's economic vitality.

Behind it is the Alliance for Progress - a vast cooperative effort
for economic and social development throughout the hemisphere.

The specific Alliance project that aided. Humberto Vidal was a multi-
million-dollar loan officially described as aid "to assist in financing
related transmission and distribution facilities for the Paseo Real
Hydroelectric Power project; also U.S. consulting engineering and
training services."

To Brazil, the effects of such economic investment in progress are
seen in a rising level of activity in key areas of development - home
and school construction, new industry, and expanded food production.

In 1968 alone, the U.S. assistance to the Alliance for Progress totaled
cf.4.36 billion. Since the Alliance was formed in 1961, the U.S. contri-
bution has totaled $8.38 billion. And - some would say more importantly
for the same period U.S. private investment in Latin America has been
over $3.25 billion. An additional $273 million was given in U.S. pri-
vate aid.

Translated into economic development, the U.S. role in Alliance accom-
plishments for 1968 included:

. 3 million students enrolled in U.S.-assisted schools;

. 2 million new acres of land irrigated and reclaimed;

. 12 million people benefiting from drinkable water supply facil-
ities, a 10% rise aver 1967;

. 75 million people protected from malaria;

. 1 million people vaccinated against smallpox;

. lloo,o00 people benefiting from construction of new homes and
modern apartment buildings;

. $130 million in local money loans to private businesses made
by U.S.-aided credit firms, a 1s rise over 1967;

. more than 350,000 kilowatt-hours of new electric generating
capacity installed, more than double the 150,000 installed in
1967.

These would be mere dry statistics if the Alliance for Progress had
not inspired enthusiasm from the Americans it benefits. In nearly
every country of Latin America, the Alliance has opened resources of
pride as well as of raw materials.
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The U. S. evaluation of the Alliance WA summed upbyELS. Coordinator
Covey T. ()liver, who sees the Alliance as "the most rewarding new in-
strument in the history of international relations."

(From Issues Today, American Education Publications)

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What aid was given to Humberto to allow him to increase his pro-
duction?

2. How did it affect Humberto? How did it affect the Brazilian
economy?

3. How has the Alliance for Progress program tzied to overcome the
major obstacles to economic development?

....enaIlons for Discussion

1. Why has the Alliance for Progress been called "the most rewarding
new instrument in the history of international relations?"

2. Should the United States assume the responsibility of helping
developing nations?

3. Why might some people criticize the Alliance for Progress program?

Follow-up Aotivities

**1. A panel can discuss the question: Resolved: that foreign economic
aid should be cut. Members of the class can be assigned to read
background materials so that they can wticipate as questioners
after the panel discussion.

2. Work out these problems.

The developing countries differ greatly in the details of their
problems. The following is a list of four of these countries to-
gether with some of their principal characteristics. In each case
find out more information about the country and figure out what
programs might be useful in promoting economic growth in it.

a) India: Serious overpopulation problem; shortage of tedhnical
skills; shortage of capital; democratic government; political
stability; experienced administrators; reasonably well-con-
ceived plan for economic development; diversified economy;
shortage of foreign exchange; more than half the population
still illiterate; trying to develop a "mixed economy" of pri-
vate enterprise and "democratic socialiam."

b) Saudi Arabia: Very rich in oil and almost completely dependent
on sale of this in foreign markets to finance economic growth;
shortage of technical skills; enlightened leadership by monarch
with semi-feudal powers; well-conceived plan for economic
development; handicapped by many medieval social attitudes and
we:011mo



1. What aid was glven to numperto aa-Low ulm 414., .1.41%.4VMO ysy-

duction?

2. How did it affect Humberto? How did it affect the Brazilian

economy?

3. How has the Alliance fOr Progress program tried to overcome the

major obstacles to economic development?

Questions for Discussion

1. Why has the Alliance for Progress been called "the most rewarding

new instrument in the history of international relations?"

2. Should the United States assume the responsibility of helping

developing nations?

3. Why might some people criticize the Alliance for Progress program?

Follow-up Activities

**1. A panel can discuss the question: Resolved: that foreign economic

aid should be cut. Metbers of the class can be assigned to read

background materials so that they can participate as questioners

after the panel discussion.

2. Work out these problems.

The developing countries differ greatly in the details of their

problems. The following is a list of four of these countries to-

gether with sone of their principal characteristics. In eadh case

find out more information about the country and figure out What

programs might be useful in promoting economic growth in it.

a) Inel.a: Serious overpopulation problem; shortage of technical

skills; shortage of capital; democratic government; political

stability; experienced administrators; reasonably well-con-

cetved plan for economic development; diversified economy;

shortage of foreign exchange; more than half the population

still illiterate; trying to develop a "mixed economy" of pri-

vate enterprise and "democratic socialism."

b) Saudi Arabia: Very rich in oil and almost completely dependent

on sale of this in foreign markets to finance economic growth;

shortage of technical skills; enlightened leadership by monarch

with semi-feudal powers; well-conceived plan for economic

development; handicawed by many medieval social attitudes and

values.

c) Syria: Considerable agricultural and tourists potential; not

overpopulated; astreme political instability; left-wing Socialist

philosophy and dictorial government maintained in power by the

military; industries nationalized; many persons with entrepre-

neurial skills have left the country; large percentage of govern-

ment budget devoted to military activities; no real economic

planning.

d) The Congo: Rich in natural resources, particularly copper; not

overpopulated; ehortage of human skills; political instability;

inexperienced administrators; heavy dependence on sale of few

primary products on world markets; periodic political interfer-

ence by outside powers; low educational and health standards.

**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.
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Students can be assigned individual projects to find out why some
developing nations have made significant economic progress while
others have not. They can compare countries such as Mexico,
Malaysia, Tunisia and Israel with tbe nations of Haiti, Laos,
Indonesia and Algeria.

4. Students can analyze several alternative approaches to economic
development. Several approaches are:

a) national planning and development with no aid from other
countries

b) free movement of private investment capital from areas of sur-
plus to areas of opportunity without consent of recipient
nations

c) dernlopment with aid requested fram foreign governments

d) free mcmyment of investment capital from areas of surplus to
areas of opportunity with the consent of and regulation by the
recipient nation

kuestions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What are the prdblems created by each of.the above approaches?

2. What advantages does eadh approach offer?

3. Which of these approaches, or combination of them, would be
most beneficial to the following:

a) a highly developed country such as the United States that
has some areas still undeveloped

b) a country such as Britain that has had a great empire

c) a country such as Kenya that is basically undeveloped

d) a country such as Peru that is partly developed

The class can be given the following simulation exercise to give
them the opportunity of going through the steps. of planning:



a) national planning and development with no aid from other
countries

b) free movement of private investment capital from areas of sur-
plus to areas of opportunity without consent of recipient
nations

c) development with aid requested from foreign governments

d) free movement of investment capital from areas of surplus to
areas of opportunity with the consent of and regulation by the
recipient nation

Questions for Inquiry and Discovery

1. What are the problems created by each of.the above approaches?

2. What advantages does eadh approach offer?

3. Which of these approaches, or combination of them, would be
most beneficial to the following:

a) a highly developed country such as the United States that
has some areas still undeveloped

b) a country such as Britain that has had a great empire

c) a country sudh as Kenya that is basically undeveloped

d) a country sadh as Peru that is partly developed

**5. The class can be given the following simulation exercise to give
them the opportunity of going through the steps of planning:

a) Assume that a delegation from an economically underdeveloped
country is vtsiting your class and asks you to answer the fol-
lowing three questions:

1. What are the mpst essential features of the way the American
economy answers the "what, how, and for whom" questions at
the core of all economics?

2. What are the most essential features of the way today's
Soviet economy answers these same questions?

3. What conclusions might an underdeveloped economy draw from
a comparison of these features with respect to a list of
goals that such a country might reasonably be expected to
have? (Specify the goals and make comparisons with each
goal as well as an overall comparison.)

b) After you have written your answer to each of the preceding
questions, compare your answers with those of other members of
your class and try to reach an agreement on the best answers
to give to the visiting delegation.

6. Independent Study - Students can be directed to the library for
independent research into the development of "Paper Gold" as an
international medium of exchange.

**Recommended for Students Achieving Above Grade Level.
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THEME

N = Non-Fiction

VII: INTERNATIONAL ECCOMIC PROBLEMS

Selected Bibliogra0by FOr Hip School Students

Class Author Title Publisher Date

Calderwood, James International Economic Scott, Foresman 1961
Problems

Dean, Vera Michaels The Nature of the Non- New American 1966
Western Wbrld (Rev. Ed.) Library

Ellis, Harry Common Market World 1965

Gold Federal Reserve
Bank, Philadelphia

Ba1ance.of Payments Federal Reserve
Bank, Philadelphia

Kenen, Peter International Prentice-Hall 1964
Economics

Paradis, Adrian Trade, The Wbrld's Mbasner 1969
Lifeblood

Rickenbacker, William Death of the Dollar Dell 1970

Steinberg, David The USA in tbe World Council for 1966
Economy Advancement of

Secondary Educa-
tion

Tarshis, Barry Barter Bills and Mbssner 1970
Banks

Theobald, Robert The Rich and the Poor New American 1960
Library

Ward, Barbara The Rich Nations and
the Poor Nations

Norton 1962

Ward, Barbara Lopsided Wbrld Norton 1968
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Selected Bibliography - For Teadhers

Author
Title

Publisher Date
Miksell, Rewmond

Economics of Foreign Aid Aldine
1968

Papanek, Gustav, et al. Case Studies in Economic
Houghton-Nifflin 1970Development
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Films

85.4

206.42

404.25

Filmstrips

Audio-Visual Materials

Breaking the Trade Barrier

Exports, Imports, Dollars & Gold

W. Europe and the Common Mhrket

Not Enough

Protective Tariff vs. Free Trade

Problems of Emerging Nations

The European Common Market

Revolution in Human Expectations

Trade Between Nations

Port of New York

Round Trip: U.S.A. in World Trade

International Trade: Worlds Lifeline

International Trade: Economic Series II

Understanding International Trade

Feeding the World's People

Programed. Instruction

Keith Lumsden

Simulation Games

International Trade

Trade and Development
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McGraw-Hill

Carousel Films

Carousel Films

Modern Learning
Aids

McGraw-Hill

Av. Ed. Films

Coronet

Audio-Visual
Instruction

Bailey

Learning Resource
Service (Southern
Illinois University)

Encyclopedia
Britannica

Current Affairs

MbGraw-Hill

McGraw-Bill

Current Affairs

Behavioral Research
Laboratories

John Hopkins Univ.
Baltimore, Md.
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SKILLS DEVELOPED SYSTEMATICALLY

MAP AND GLOBE SKILLS

Interpreting aerial photographs
Relating maps to actual places
Interpreting situation and distribution map

TIME AND SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS

Relating dates to personal experience
Developing critical thinking about events and dates
Placing related events in chronological order

slams IN LOCATING AND GATHERING INFORMATION

Uting pictures and clipping files
Using topical listings
Using an Atlas and World Almanac
Using a Card Catalog
Taking Notes
Using Footnotes
Using cross reference
Using The Reader's Guide To Periodical Literature
Develo7EFTWeTaonnaire
Making Inventories
Interviewing
Using newspaper and current magazines
Asking analytical. and searching questions

Problem Solving and Critical Thinking

A. Analyzing and evaluating information
Differentiating fact fram opinion
Determining how to arrange and organize data
Interpreting pictures, tables, graphs and charts
Identifying sources
Identifying emotional words
Pointing out false ideas
Evaluating speaker's qualifications
Detecting evidence of propaganda
Checking with other sources
Identifying prOblems
Evaluating ideas and data



MAP AND GLOBE sicalo

Interpreting aerial photographs
Relating maps to actual places
Interpreting situation and distribution map

TIME AND SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS

Relating dates to personal experience
Developing critical thinking about events and dates
Placing related events in chronological order

SKILLS IN LOCATING AND GATHERING INFORMATION

Using pictures and clipping files
Using topical listings
Using an Atlas and World Almanac
Using a Card Catalog
Taking Notes
Using Footnotes
Using cross reference
Using The Reader's Guide To Periodical Literature
Developing a Questionnaire
Mhking Inventories
Interviewing
Uting nmeneper and current magazines
Asking analytical.and searching questions

Prdblem Solving and Critical Thinking

A. Analyzing and evaluating information
Differentiating fact from opinion
Determining haw to arrange and organize data
Interpreting pictures, tables, graphs and charts
Identifying sources
Identifying emotional wrds
Pointing out false ideas
EValuating speaker's qualifications
retecting evidence of propaganda
Checking with other sources
Identirying prdblems
Evaluating ideas and data

B. Organizing Ideas

Using technical terns
Using outlines
Grouping related ideas
Distinguishing main points
Placing ideas in sequence
Ftesenting conflicting views and statements
Skimming and summarizing materials
Making bibliographies
Making footnotes
Keeping to the point
Separating relevant from unrelated ideas

c. Researching a constructive compromise
Seeing cause and effect relationships
Comparing prdblems with previous experiences
Recognizing wtat references may be made
Suggesting solutions
Discovering compromise that endbles progress
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Skills in Interpersonal Relationship and Group Participation

Engaging in fair play
following rules and laws
Listening to reason

Withholding judgment until facts are known
Observing the actions of others
Learning how to disagree
Giving constructive criticism
Defending a report
Taking a position in an issue
Defending a position
Agcepting a new position

Anticipating consequence of group discussion and action
Planning and contributing ideas
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SUGGESTIONS FOR EVALUATION

Evaluation of student
achievement should be based on the objectives of the

economic's course of study as well as the objectives for the K-12 social
studies program. These objectives are restated below.

Behavioral Objectives for the Economics CurriL;aum
COGNITIVE
I. RECALL =THE

COMPREHENSION OF BASIC
INFORMATION

a. Can recall selected names, facts and ideas in Economics
b. Can define

significant terms in Economics
c. Can present various points of view in Economics

CRITICAL T
II. SKILLS IN LOGICAL THINKING

a. Can identify the purpose of a statement,
argument, or doammentb. Can list the assumptions made in selected materials

c. Can generalize to a principle from a set of factual informationd. Can translate a principle into a concrete exampleIII. SKILLS IN DEVELOPING AND ANALYZING HYPOTHESES AND
GENERALIZATIONSa. Can identify the problems and their

subproblems when confronted with
statements of issues and policies

b. Can support or reject arguments, explanations, and proposedsolutions with statements of facts
c. Can differentiate between relevant and irrelevant infOrmation used

in the support of argunents, explanations, and proposed
solutions.IV. SKILLS IN APPLYING LOGICAL THIaKING, HYPOTHESES, AND

GENERALIZATIONSa. Can recognize and state one's awn beliefs,
opinions and valuesb. Can differentiate between objective evidence and personal bias when

preparing explanations for or solutions to problems, issues, policies
or events

c. Can recognize bias in a given selection of informationd. Can prepare explanations for or solutions to problems, issues,
policies or events

Examples of questions that attempt to assess student
achievement of the above

objectives are developed below.

I. a. Can recall selected names, facts and ideAs



COGNITIVE
I. RECALL ANDTHE COMPREHENSION OF BAS:c INFORMATION

a. Can recall selected names, facts and ideas in Economics

b. Can define significant terms in Economics

c. Can present various points of view in EconomicsCRITICAL THflKIW

II. SKILLS IN LOGICAL THINKING

a. Can identify the purpose of a statement, argument, or document

b. Can list the assumptions made in selected materials

c. Can generalize to a printiple from a set of factual information

d. Can translate a principle into a concrete example

III. SKILLS IN DEVELOPING AND ANALYZING HYPOTHESES AND GENERALIZATIONS

a. Can identify the problems and their sUbproblems when confronted with
statements of issues and policies

b. Can support or reject arguments, explanations, and proposed
solutions with statements of facts

c. Can differentiate between relevant and irrelevant information usedin the support of arguments, explanations, and proposed solutions.

IV. SKILLS IN APPLYING LOGICAL THINKING, HYPOTHESES, AND GENERALIZATIONS

a. Can recognize and state one's own beliefs, opinions and values

b. Can differentiate between objective evidence and personal bias when
preparing explanations for or solutions to problems, issues, policiesor events

c. Can recognize bias in a given selection of information

d. Can prepare explanations fOr or solutions to problems, issues,
policies or events

Examples of questions that attempt to assess student achievement of the abaveobjectives are developed below.

I. a. Can recall selected names, facts and ideas in economics

1) The Employment Act of 1946

(a) guaranteed a job to every able-bodied man and woman.
(b) officially committed the federal government to the job of

promoting full employment.
(c) removed price controls and rationing, which has kept down the

nudber of jobs in consumer-goods industries.
(d) required a sixty-day "cooling off" period before a union was

allowed to strike in a crucial industry.
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2) Adam Smith said that in a market society people were primarily
moved by

a) self-interest.
b) a desire to produce the best possible products.
c) a desire to raise total production.

(d) a desire to increase efficien0Y.

b. Can define significant terms in economics

1) "Collecttve bargaining" means that

(a) one central council, like the A.F. of L., bargains for a
collection of member union locals.

(b) workers bargain through a representative or representatives,
instead of individually.

(c) a group of union leaders bargain with representatives from several
companies.

(d) workers form producer cooperatives, s(milar to those formed by
some farmers.

2) All of the following are capital goods except

(a) Pizza ovens
(b) Pizza dough
(c) Pizza cutters
(11) Cheese graters

c. Can present various points of view in economics

1) Wbich one of the following statements best represents the point of
view of a member of Gosplan2

(a) "Our job is relatively simple, because Gosplan has power to
decide how to answer the what, how, and form whom questions."

(b) "What a headache! Every time I change one part of the plan,
a hundred other parts have to be changed."

(c) "This year we'll increase agricultural'produetion but we'll
keep.industrial production at the same level as last year."

(d) "Planning a whole economy is an impossible job, because it's
just too complicated. Let's change to a market economy
instead."

2) Questions 1, 2, and 3 refer to the following quotations:

Speaker I: "I would not permit these economic injustices to
continue. I'd take over the means of production,
run them for the good of society, and distribute
goods in keeping with national goals."

Speaker II: "It's too bad about him. Bis firm isn't efficient
enough. He'll have to declare bankruptcy and start
all aver again.If we try to keep him in business,
we'll harm the economy in the long run."

1



b. Can detine significant terms in economdcs

1) "Collective bargaining" means that

(a) one central council, like the A.F. of L., bargains far a

collection of member union locals.
(b) workers bargain through a representative or representatives,

instead of individually.
(c) a group of union leaders bargain with representatives fran several

companies.
"1) workers form producer cooperatives, similar to those formed by

some farmers.

2) All of the following are capital goods except,

Pizza ovens
b Pizza dough
(c) Pizza cutters
(d) Cheese graters

a. Can present various points of view in economics

1) Which one of the f011owing statements best represents the point of

view of a member of Gosplama

(a) "Cur job is relatively simple, because GOsplan has power to

decide how to answer the what, how, and form whom questions."

(b) "What a headache! Every tine I change one part of the plan,

a hundred other perts have to be changed."

(c) "This year we'll increase agricultural-production but we'll

keep.industrial production at the same level as last year."

(1) "Planning a whole economy is au impossible job, because it's

just too complicated. Let's change to a market economy

instead."

2) Questions 1, 2, and 3 refer to the following quotations:

Speaker I: "I would not permit these economic injustices to

continue. I'd take over the means of prcduction,

run them for the good of society, and distribute

goods in keeping with national goals."

Speaker II: "It's too bad about him. His firm isn't efficient

enough. He'll have to declare bankruptcy and start

all over again.If we try to keep htn in business,

we'll 'Liam the economy in the long run."

Speaker III: "It isn't necessary to change the economy compaetely.

We can regulate the activities of businessmen and re-

distribute income to eliminate poverty by passing

laws."

Speaker IV: "Why change? We have always lived happily with the old

ways of our fathers?"

1. Which speaker best represents the views of a man from a command

economy?

(a) Speaker I
CO Speaker II
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(c) Speaker III
(d) Speaker IV



e view of a man from amixed economy?

(a) Speaker I
(c) Speaker III(b) Speaker II
(d) Speaker IV

3. Which speaker best represents the view of a man from a puremarket economy?

(a) Speaker I
(c) Speaker III
(d) Speaker IV

(b) Speaker IT

II. a. Can identify the purpose of a statement, argument or document.
1)

rt
"The thinker" Oarin In TM Clevaland Plain Dealer

The intention of the cartoonist is to show that

(a) we must make preparations for war.(b) industrial growth is beneficial to man.(c) the future of man depends on the control of man's environment.(d) man has become a slave to the
military-industrial comrlex.
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2) The family which takes its mauve and cerise air-conditioned,
power-steered and power-braked autcvnobile out for a tour passes
through cities that are badly paved, made hideous by litter,
blighted buildings, billboards, and posts for wires that should
long since have been put umderground. They pass on into a
countryside that has been rendered largely invisible by commercial
art. They picnic on exquisitely packaged food fram a portable ice-
box by a polluted stream. %%et before dozing off on an air nettress,
beneath a nylon tent, amid the stench of decaying refuse they mayreflect vaguely on the curious unevenness of their blessings. Isthis indeed the Anerican genius?

The author of the above statement feels that

(a) leisure time is used poorly.
(b) people are unaware of the problems around them.
c) life in the country is more healthy than life in cities.
d) air pollution is caused mainly by cars.

b. Can list the assumptions made in selected materials

1) "President Kennedy's intervention in the steel price dispute in 1962
was entirely unjustified and in clear opposition to our government's
longstanding attitude in economic affairs: Laissez-faire."

2)

The author of this statement has assumed that

(a) the steel strike was unjustified.
(b) the federal government has no role in economic affairs.
(c) price increases are never justified.
(d) the government and steel industry should work out agreed steel

prices befOre they are announced.

The cartoonist has made the assumption that

(a) taxes cause inflation.



beneath a nylon tent, amid the stencn or aecayiug 4=444.0C uxaw

reflect vaguely on the curious unevenness of their blessings. Is

this indeed the American genius?

The author of the above statement feels that

(a) leisure time is used poorly.

(b) people are unaware of the problems around them.

(c) life in the country is more healthy thwa life in cities.

(d) air pollution is caused mainly by cars.

b. Can list the assumptions nade in selected materials

1) "Tresident Kennedy's intervention in the steel price dispute in 1962

was entirely unjustified and in clear opposition to our government's

longstanding attitude in economic affairs: Laissez-faire."

2)

The author of this statement has assumed that

(a) the steel strike was unjustified.

(b) the federal government has no role in economic affairs.

(c) price increases are never justified.

(d) the government and steel industry ehould work out agreed steel

prices before they aza announced.

4talkonnmr-....

The cartoonist has made the assumption that

(a) taxes cause inflation.
(b) the federal government is interested in increasing its tax

revenue.
(c) governnent tax policies can affect our economy.

(d) taxes are reduced during periods of prosperity.
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c. Can generalize to a principle from a set of factual information.

1)

MIL. HEAD

20

10

0
1910 1920 1930 1940 1930

HORSES AND MULES. AND TRACTORS
ON AMERICAN .PARMS MIL. TRACTORS

aroma Horns and MISS mo maw Ttaettsts

0
1960

SWIM MIL oacooloott of Ark:ohm

On the basis of the information presented in this graph alonewe can conclude that

(a) farm population declined between 1910 and 1960.(b) farm productivity rose between 1910 and 1960.(c) investment in farm machinery rose between 1910 and 1960.(d) less feed grain was grown in 1960 than in 1910 because therewere fewer horses and mules to feed.

2)

ITEM

MONTHLY BUSINESS STATISTICS

3-967 1968
: Commodity Prices

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX:
.

. Unadjusted indexes:

. All items
1957-59-100 116.3 120.9

.

.

Special group indexes:
.

.

Services
Commodities 1957-59-100

it

104.7
113.0.

134.0. Fbod n
115.2 119.2.

il

112.4 114.9
Housing

: Apparel & Upkeep It

113.0 118.9. Transportation it

128.4 133.2: Medical ft
145.6 155.8

Source: Business Statistics, U.S. Dept. of Commerce

Below are listed several generalizations. You are to judgewhether or not they can be made on the basis of the datagtven in the table, or if it is necessary to find additionalinformation before agy generalization can be made.

For each of tbe nuMbered items write the letter
(a) if the generalization can be made on the basis of informationgiven.
(b) if the generalization requires you to find information regardingcommodity prices in previous years.(c) if the generalization requires you to find w
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On the basis of the information presented in this graph alone
we can conclude that

(a) farm population declined between 1910 and 1960.
(b) farm productivity rose between 1910 and 1960.
(c) investment in farm machinery rose between 1910 and 1960.
(d) less feed grain was grown in 1960 than in 1910 because there

were fewer horses and mules to feed.

: 2)
MONTHLY BUS/NESS STATISTICS

ITEM 1967 1968

Commodity Prices

: CONSUMER PRICE INDEX:
: Unadjusted indexes:
. All items 1957-59-100 116.3
.

. Special group indexes:

. Commodities 1957-59-100 109.2

. Services If

127.7
. Food II

115.2
. Bbusing It

112.4
. Apparel & Upkeep It

113.0
. Transportation tl

128.4
. Medical 145.6
. tt

: Source: Business Statistics, U.S. Dept. of Commerce

120.9

0

113.0
134.0
119.2
114.9
118.9
133.2
155.8

Below are listed several generalizations. You are to judge
whether or not they can be made on the basis of the data
given in the table, or if it is necessary to find additional
information befOre any generalization can be made.

For each of tile nuAbered items write the letter

(a) if the generalization can be made on the besis of infbrmation
given.

(b) if the generalization requires you to find information regarding
commodity prices in previous years.

(c) if the generalization requires you to find what per cent of his
budget the buyer spends for variaus goods and services.

(d) if the generalization cannot be made even if the information
described in 2 and 3 were made available.

1. To maintain the same standard of living in 1968 aa in 1957-59,
a person mat have increased his income during those years
about 20%.

2. The consumer spends a greater percent of his budget for trans-
portation than he does for clothing.

3. Our cost of living will increase at a rate of two percent a year
for the next ten years.
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4. The cost of ltving increased at a faster rate in 1968 than it

did in 1960.

5. Food represents the largest part of the average consumer's
budget.

d. Can translate a principle into a concrete example

1) Which of the following dhows that money is created by commercial
banks?

(a) They sell U.S. savings bonds.
(b) They make loans and set up checking accounts.
(c) They print money.
(d) They can be chartered by the national government.

2) Below are listed four economic principles

(a) Supply and demand are factors that help determine price.
(b) From each according to his ability, to each agcording to his

needs.
(c) Income comes from the individual's contributions to the

production of goods and services.
(d) Capital is a key factor in produging more goods.

For each of the headlines below select the principle that awlies
to that headline.

1. R.C.A. Introduces a New Automated Process

2. Florida Frost Will Cut Orange Crop

3. Workers Strike for Increased.Benefits

III. a. Can identify problems and their subproblems when confronted with state-
ments of issues and policies.

1) "Clearly, unemployment is, and will continue to be, concentrated
in jobs the economy has less and less use fOr--and this is true
in good times as well as bad. Even in periods of boom like the
present, employment opportunities do not improve sufficiently
among laborers and undkilled workers to do away with the hard
core unemployuent problem that is responsible for most of the
nation's poverty.

"The key role of education is dramatically illustrated by the
government's statistics which show:

1. that the median educational attainment of every job
category in which unemployment exceeds the national
average is less than high school.

2. that exce t or the service sector of the econo



1) Which of the following shows that money is created by commerclal

banks?

(a) They sell U.S. savings bonds.
(b) They make loans and set up chedking accounts.

(c) They print money.
(d) They can be chartered by the national government.

2) Below are listed four economic principles

(a) Supply and demand are factors that help determine price.

(b) From eadh according to his ability, to each according to his

needs.
(c) Income comes from the individual's contributions to the

production of goods and services.

(d) Capital is a key factor in producing more goods.

For each of the headlines below select the principle that applies

to that headline.

1. R.C.A. Introduces a New Automated Process

2. Florida Frost Will Cut Orange Crop

3. Workers Strike for Increased.Benefits

III. a. Can identify problems and their subproblems when confronted with state-

ments of issues and policies.

I) "Clearly, unemployment is, and will continue to be, concentrated

in jobs the economy has less and less use for--and this is true

in good times as well as bad. Even in periods of boot like the

present, employment opportunities do not improve sufficiently

among laborers and unskilled workers to do away with the hard

core unemployment problem that is responsible for most of the

nation's poverty.

"The key role of education is dramatically illustrated by the

government's statistics which show:

1. that the median educational attainment of every job

category in which unemployment exceeds the national

average is less than high school.

2. that except for the service sector of the economy,

none of the growth areas are in job categories re-

quiring less than a high school education.

"The statistics also show that there is virtually no unemployment

among the college trained. Even so, the proportion of college

graduates in the work force, currently around 12% is not expected

to exceed 14% by 1975.

--from "Today's Unemployed and Tomorrow's Labor Force"

from Challenge, Decetber, 1965.
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Which of the following problems does this reading selection pose
for our economy?

(a) How to find jobs for college educated peopae in the ldbor
market.

(b) How to provide the highest level of education for people
in the service sector of our economy.

(c) How to prevent automation.
(d) How to inerease the education level of unskilled workers.

2) The people in a community favor the building of more housing to
provide for the growth of the community.

(a) Identify one problem they will meet when discussing the
above proposal.

(b) Discuss two problems that can evolve from the dbove
situation.

b. Can support or reject arguments, explanations, and proposed solutions
with statements of facts.

QuestiOns 1 and 2 refer to this table:

1869/1870 1899/1890

U.S. Population 400 million 64 million
GNP (in dollars) $ 9 billion $24 billion
Output per Man-Hour (1900=100) 61 82
Manufacturing Capital $ 2 billion $ 7 billion

1912/1920

106 million
$ 73 billion
151
$ 44 'Union

1) To find the increase in wealth of the average American between
1870 and 1920, you should

(aidivide the GNP by the output per man hour.
divide the manufacturing capital by population.

c) divide the GNP by population.
(1) divide the population by the GNP.

2) The table contains evidence which implies that all of the following
hypotheses are true EXCEPT:

(a) Both the total nuMber of workers and the efficiency of the
average worker increased.

(b) Machinery played an increasing role in the American economy.
(c) The pace of industrialization vas greater between 1890 and

1920 than between 1870 and 1890.
(d) Population grew at a faster rate than the production of goods

and services.

c. Can differentiate between lelevant and irrelevant information, used in
the support of arguments, explanations and proposed solutions

I. Population: 30,000,000

TT Thiviln , - - a a



ka) HOW to increase the education level of unskilled workers.

2) The people in a community favor the building of more housing to
provide for the growth of the community.

(a) Identify one problem they will meet when discussing the
above proposal.

(b) Discuss two problems that can evolve from the above
situation.

b. Can support or reject arguments, explanations, and proposed solutions
with statements of facts.

Questions 1 and 2 refer to this table:

U.S. Population
GNP (in dollars)
Output per Man-Hour (1900=100)
Manufacturing Capital

1862/187o

4o million
$ 9 billion
61

$ 2 billion.

1899/1890

64 million
$214. billion

82
$ 7 billion

1919/1920

106 million
$ 73 billion
151
$ 44 billion

1) To find the increase in wealth of the average American between
1870 and 1920, you should

$3,) divide the GNP by the output per man hour.
b) divide the manufacturing capital by population.
(c) divide the GNP by population.
(1) divide the population by the GNP.

2) The table contains evidence which implies that all of the following
hypotheses are true EXCEPT:

(a) Both the total nutber of workers and the efficiency of the
average worker increased.

CO Machinery played an increasing role in the Anerican economy.
(c) The pace of industrialization yea greater between 1890 and

1920 than between 1870 and 1890.
(11) Population grew at a faster rate than the production of goods

and services.

c. Can differentiate between relevant and irrelevant information used in
the support of arguments, explanations and proposed solutions

I. Population: 30,000,000

II. Population increase: 100000000 per year

Birth Rate: 400000000 per year

IV. NUmber of trained doctors: 20000

1) Which of the facts given above would. you use to answer the question,
"What is the pevulation growth rate of country X?"

A. I only C. I and II only

B. II only D. I and III only
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2) Which of the facts given would you use if you had developed the
hypothesis, "The population of country X is growing at a rate
of 10% per year"?

A. I only C. I and II only

B. II only D. None of the above

IV. a. Can recognize and state one's own beliefs, opinions and values

1) One of the problens of economics is making choice. For each of
following areas of choice select one item and give one reason
for selecting it.

11) a landing on Mars - elimination of poverty.
b) a college education - a job after High Sdhool graduation.

2) Place the following workers on the strike scale shown below. Justify
your choice by providing a brief statement for your reason.

Absolute and
unlimited

Absolutely no
right to strike

A /- B / C f D E

1. public school teachers
2. police officers
3. soldiers
4. commercial pilots
5. Workers in a toy factory
6. dairy farmers
7. radio-TV announcers
8. gas station attendants
9. physicians

10. toll collectors
11. auto manufacturers
12. bank tellers

13. private school teachers
14. astronauts
15. baseball players
16. bus drivers
17. workers in a defense plant
18. workers in a clothing factory
19. grave-diggers
20.. telephone operators
21. firemen
22. stevedores
23. secretaries and office workers
24. postmen

b. Can differentiate between objective evidence and personal bias when pre-
paring explanations for or solutions to problems, issues, policies or
events.

1) We wish to discover whether deficit financing by the federal govern-
ment affects the value of the dollar. A scientific approach to
this problem would be to:

(a) see what the early econamic philosophers thought about the matter.
(b) make a statistical analysis of the effects of deficit financing

under different sets of conditions.
(c) ask a large number of persons selected at random from all parts

of the United States and determine their average opinion regarding
the effects of deficit financing.

(d) study articles by the AFL-CIO and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
regarding tbe problem.

2) In determining a company's ability to pay higher wages, an arbitrator
in a labor-management dispute would find which of the following
most useful:

(a) the cost-of-ltving index.
PL.



IV. a. Can recognize and state one's own beliefs, opinions and vslues

1) One of the problems of economics is making choice. For each of

following areas of choice select one item and give one reason

for selecting it.

(a) a landing on Mars - elimination of poverty.

(b) a college education - a job atter High School graduation.

2) Place the following workers on the strike scale shown below. justify

your choice by providing a brief statement for your reason.

Absolute and
Absolutely no

unlimited
ri t to strike

1. public school teadhers
2. police officers
3. soldiers
4. commercial pilots
5. Warkers in a toy factory
6. dairy farmers
7. radio-TV announcers
8. gas station attendants
9. physicians
10. toll collectors
11. auto manufacturers
12. bank tellers

13. private school teachers
14. astronauts
15. baseball players
16. bus drivers
17. workers in a defense plant
18. workers in a clothing factory
19. grame-diggers
20.. telephone operators
21. firemen
22. stevedores
23. secretaries and office workers

24. postmen

b. Can differentiate between objective evidence and personal bias when pre-

paring explanations for or solutions to problems, issues, policies or

events.

1) Me wish to discover whether deficit financing by the federal govern-

ment affects the value of the dollar. A scientific approach to

this problem would be to:

(a) see what the early economic philosophers thought about the matter.

(b) make a statistical analysis of the effects of deficit financing

under different sets of conditions.

(c) ask a large number of persons selected at random from all parts

of the United States and determine their everage opinion regarding

the effects of deficit financing.

(d) stucly articles by the AFL-CIO and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce

regarding the problem.

2) In determining a company's ability to pay higher wages, an arbitrator

in a labor-management dispute would find which of the following

most useful:

(a) the cost-of-living index.
the increase in productivity of the wox'kers.

c) the increase in the cost of raw materials.

(d) the amount of general unemployment in the commanIty.
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c. Can recognize bias in a given selection of information.

1) Wbich of the following is the least biased assumption aboutunemployment?

(a) People who are unemployed are law people.
(b) Sone people have no job because they laek the necessary skills.(c) Discrimination has nothing to do with the unemployment problem.(d) The high degree of unamployment among:our youths is due to thefact they cannot be trusted on the job.

2) The table below describes the voting records of two Congresmnen.Assuming that Congressmen A and B are consistent, decide whatwould be their probable vote in the situations in 1 and 2.

Bills in Congress
Congressman A Congressman B

Regulation of business Nay Yea

Regulation of public utilities Nay Yea

Minimum wage rates
Nay Yea

1. Whidh bill would Congressman A most likely favor?

ai federal aid to education (b) corporate income taxesc public ownership of natural resources
d) restrictions on labor union activity

2. Which bill would Congressman B most likely vote against?

(a) increase in Social Security benefits (b) sale of forestpreserves to private developers (c) antipoverty legislation(d) truth-in-advertising legislation

d. Can prepare explanations for or solutions to woblems,
issues, policies, or events

1) All of the following reactions helped bring on the Depression EXCEPT:

(a) Following the stock-market crash, people tended to save whatvas left of their money ,ather than spend it.(b) As a result of the larger amounts of money saved, businesses
increased capital imvestment.

(a) Because of the power of big business, prices fell less rapidlythan wages.

(d) As a revalt of t1 Adustrial depression, farm prices fell evenfUrther.

2) Which of the following policies is probably the LFAST effective wayin which the American government can try to control depressions andinflations?

(a) The government can time its enpnrili-urp= " ft



(d) The high degree of unemployment among our youths is due to the
fact they cannot be trusted on the job.

2) The table below describes the voting records of two Congressmen.
Assuming that Congressmen A and B are consistent, decide mhat
would be their probable vote in the situations in 1 and 2.

Bills in Congress Congressman A Congressman B

Regulation of business Nay Yea

Regulation of public utilities Nay Yea

Minimum wage rates Nay Yea

1. Whidh bill would Congressman A mosl, likely favor?

(a) federal aid to education (b) corps:prate income taxes
(c) public ownership of natural resources
(d) restrictions on labor union acttvity

2. Which bill would Congresmnan B most likely vote against?

(a) increase in Social Security benefits (b) sale of forest
preserves to private developers (c) antipoverty legislation

(d) truth-in-advertising legislation

d. Can prepare explanations for or solutions to problems,
issues, policies, or events

1) All of the following reactions helped bring on the Depressian EXCEPT:

(a) Following the stock-narket crash, people tended to save what
was left of their money rather than spend it.

(b) As a result of the larger amounts of money saved, businesses
increased capital investment.

(c) Because of the power of big business, prices fell less rapidly
than wages.

(d) As a result of the industrial depression, farm prices fell even
further.

2) Which of the following policies is probably the LEAST effective way
in which the American gavernment can try to control depressions and
inflations?

(a) The government can time its expenditures to matCh the ups and
downs of the business cycle.

(b) The government can tax more heavily during periods of inflation
and prosperity and less heavily when depressions threaten.

(c) The government can control the money supply in order to encourage
investment and spending when times are bad and discourage them
during inflation.

(d) The government can try to persuade both consumers and investors
to spend less during an inflationary period and to spend more
when the business cycle turns down.
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The economics program also provides for affective obJectives that
teachers should work toWard throughout the course. They include:

I. ATTITUDES

Develop a respect for the democratic process

a. Sbows respect for individual rights

b. Abides by najority decisions

0. Is committed to peaceful procedures in making changes

d. Accepts lawful dissent

e. Develops a concern for the prOblems of others

f. Shows interest in, and concern far, the prdblems of inter-
depemdence and peaceful cooperation

II. BEHAVIOR

a. Supports peaceful solutions to conflicts

b. Willingly participates in civic responsibility

Agy evaluation of whether students have achieved the affective goals
of the Economic Program is difficult but vitally important. While
it is difficult to test objectives of achievement of these goals
there are techniques and questions which teachers can emplay to judge
whether these goals are being achieved.

ATTITUDES

Develops respect for the democratic process

Questions teachers should ask themselves:

Do the students listen to each other?

Do they respect each cthers opinions?

Are they willing to accept the will of the majority?

How do they treat students who disagree peacefully?

BEHAVIOR

Show interest in, and concern for the pralems of inter-
dependence and peaceful cooperation

Questions teachers should ask themselves:



a. Sbows respect for individual rights

b. Abides by majority decisions

c. Is conmitted to peaceful procedures in naking changes

d. Accepts lawful dissent

e. Develops a concern for the prdblems of others

f. Shows interest in, and concern for, the prdblens of inter-

dependence and peaceful cooperation

II. BEHAVIOR

a. Supports peaceful solutions to conflicts

b. Willingly participates in civic responsibility

Agy evaluation of whether students have achieved the affective goals

of the Economic Program is difficult but vitally important. While

it is difficult to test Objectivts of achievement of these goals

there are techniques and questions which teachers can employ to judge

whether these goals are being achieved.

ATTITUDES

Develops respect for the detincratic process

Questions teachers should ask. themselves:

Do the students listen to each other?

Do they respect each others opinions?

Are they willing to accept the will of the majority?

Haw do they treat students who disagree peacefmlly?

BEHAVIOR

Show interest in, and concern for the prdblens of inter-

dependenee and peaceftl cooperation

Questions teachers should ask themselves:

Do students participate in community activities?

Do they actively seek: to aid others who are less fortunate?

VALUES

Recognizes his oft values and respects the values of others

Questions teadhers should ask themselves:

Do students make judgments based on veues they recognize?

Do they recognize that differences of opinion exist based on

belief in different sets of values?

Do students translate their values into a conmittment to

action and participation?
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PHILOSOPHY OF THE K-12 SOCIAL STUDIES FROMM

The curriculum revision program in history and the social sciences has
been guided by several major considerations. These may be summarized as
follows:

1.

.....s2...................._Ithasizestheteachirierthan
theaccumulation

of data. The revision program has been predicated on the same theory of
learning that inspired recent changes in tbs teadhing of science and mathe-
matics. Impetus for the program results fran the conviction - held by many
scholars and educators - that social

studies is often inadequately taught.
Mhch of the traditional content is at variance

witheurrent scholarship in
history and the social sciences. Too often the subject is presented as a
series of "facts" bearing little apparent relationship to the student's con-
cerns and contributing little or nothing to the maturation of his intel-
lectual powers.

If it is to be truly meaningful, instruction in history and. the social
sciences should focus on the development of crilacal thinking. The student
must learn to "think as a scholar" -- to search out and deal with authentic
source materials, to use techniques of inquiry and discovery, and finally, to
arrive at conclusions supported by evidence. He should not be asked to ac-
cept the answers of others to questions he may not fully

understand. The
hope is that the student mill learn to qaestion and prdbe -- to formulate
hypotheses and test conclusions in the light of carefully sifted evidence.
He will thus be able to perceive the shortcomings of his own generalizations
and to modify them accordingly. Rather than learning "facts" as ends in them-
selves, he will learn what the facts are, how significant they might be, and
to what uses they can be put. This program does not suggest that "discovery
learnine is necessarily the only route to better teaching. It does however,
pose the question of whether conceptual learning and the use of inquiry tech-
niques offer more satisfactory

educational venture than the traditional "tel-
ling" of content.

2. It seeks to provide all students mith the values, skills, understan&
ings, and knowledge needed to cope with the pressing social problems of our
ma. Me live in.an era of change and challenge, a time When new and complex
forces are reshaping our society. Our students must of necessity be receptive
to change. They must recognize the sources of change and be prepared to deal
effectively with issues raised by change. They must also strengthen their
commitment to democratic values. Our students should be helped to appreciate
not only the worth of the individual but also the importance of basic civil
rights, civil liverties, and Citric

responsibilities.
3. It attempts to incorgorate into the curriculum basic concepts drAwn

from the disciplines of history and the social sciences. The factual data to
be derived from the study of history and the social sciences have increased
enormously during the past few decades. There is now much more to be learned
from each of the disciplines than any one person can possibl lediscipline, nevertheless off



learning that inspired recent changes in the teaching of science and mathe-
mattes. Impetus for the program results from the conviction - held. by many
scholars and educators - that social studies is often inadequately taught.
Much of the tradttional content is at variance withcurrent sCholarship in
history and the social sciences. Too often the subject is presented as a
series of "facts" bearing little apparent relationship to the student's con-
cerns and contributing little or nothing to the maturation of his intel-
lectual powers.

If it is to be truly meaningful, instruction in history and the social
sciences should focus on the development of critical thinking. The student
must learn to "think as a scholar" -- to seardh out and deal with authentic
source materials, to use techniques of inquiry and discavegy, and finally, to
arrive at conclusions supported by evidence. He should, not be asked to ac-
cept the answers of others to questions he may not fUlly understand. The
hope is that the student will learn to question and probe -- to ftrmulate
hypotheses and test conclusions in the light of carefully sifted evidence.
He will thus be able to perceive the shortcomings of his ova generalizations
and to modify them accordingly. Rather than learning "facts" as ends in them-
selves, he will learn what the facts are, how significant they might be, and
to what uses they can be pmt. This program does not suggest that "discovery
learning" is necessarily the only route to better teaching. It does however,
pose the question of whether conceptual learning and the use of inquiry tech-
niques offer more satisfactory educational venture than the traditional "tel-
ling" of content.

2. It seeks to provide all students with the values, skills, understandr.
ings, and knowledge needed to cope with the pressing social problems of our
ma. We live in an era of change and challenge, a time when new and complex
forces are reshaping our society. Our students must of necessity be receptive
to change. They must recognize the sources of change and be prepared to deal
effectively with issues raised by change. They must also strengthen their
commitment to democratic values. Our students should be helped to appreciate
not only the worth of the individual but also the importance of basic civil
rights, civil liverties, and civic responsibilities.

3. It attempts to incorporate into the curriculum basic concepts drawn
from the disciplines of history and the social sciences. The factual data to
be derived from the study of history and the social sciences have increased
enormously during the past few decades. There is now much more to be learned
from each of the disciplines than any one person can possibly learn. Each
discipline, nevertheless, offers a set of basic concepts variaualy knawn as
"key ideas," understandings, or generalizations. These concepts provide a
structure around which learning may be organized within each grade and from
the prekindergarten through grade twelve. Recent educational research in-
dicates that students can learn significant concepts at the earliest levels
of instruction. They may use these concepts, moreover, to organize and apply
factual information.

A. list of the concepts from history and the social scientes on which
this program is based may be found on the following pages.

4. It attemRts to develop skills and research techniques sequentially.
The social science disciplines provide important toals for analysis and en-
courage the use of objective, rational methods in the study of contemporary
problems. In the new program, the development of fundamental skills parallels
the development of concepts. When taught functionally and in a sequential
manner, these skills enable studerms to relate information to key general-
izations. A. chart of the basic skills indicating suggested grade placements
may be found on pages through 397.
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5. It attempts to provide learning acttvtties that aim at conceptual-

ization throul techniques of inquiry and discovery. Understandings are

developed as pupils find, analyze, and weigh available evidence - including

their own experiences - in the search for truth. In the early grades, the
"discovery method" relies largely upon activities in whiCh the child is a

participant as well as upon vicarious experiences and illustrative materials

such as pictures, books, films, and other media. More challenging materials

and methods may be used in the middle and upper grades. Probing discussion

questions, careful analysis of primary source materials, case studies of con-

crete social phenomena, the use of contrasting evidence to underscore man's

varied social responses -- these and other strategies are used to Obtain

pupil interest and to develop understandings. More than the usual emphasis

is placed upon inductive techniques of teaching. These techniques may be

used with equal advantage in the self-contained classroom, in temn teaching,

in independently programed study, and with both large and snall groups of

pupils of varying abilities.

No one method, however, is mandated for this program. Children learn

in many different ways. The learning process justifies a Variety of tech-
niques or strategies and a wide range of teaching materials.

6. It emphasizes the use of multi-media resources rather than the

traditional textbook. The new program requires the use of a variety Of

materials. Traditional textbooks invite "coverage"; they are geared to
expository learning rather than inquiry and discovery. Far more useful

are pupil materials which lend themselves to the proces: of drawing inferences

and forming generalizations. These materials require students to find, anayyze,

and weigh evidence, and to reach conclusions. They secure pupil interest and

may be used to develop basic skills and understandings.

Especially useful in the new program are the audiovisual materials of

instruction motion pictures, filmstrips, maps, globes, transparencies, 8

mm. single-concept films, programed instruction, records, tapes, pictures

and other nonbook resources.

An effective program in history and the social sciences depends to a

very large extent upon the use of multi-media resources. Differences in the

backgrounds, abilities, interests, and learning styles of students cannot be

served if only a single type of pupil material is presented.

The Basic Concepts from Historx and the Social Sciences.

As indicated below, (page38Z, the new program focuses on the develop-

ment of significant concepts drawn from the disciplines of history and the

social sciences.

The concepts listed below represent a careful distillation of key under-

standings which historians and social scientists associate with their respec-

tive disiplines. There is, of course, no universal agreement among scholars

as to What constitutes the fundamental generalizations offered by their dis-

ciplines. The list pravided reflects the concepts generally expressed in the

most recent literature of the disciplines.

Although some of the concepts may be grasped without difficulty by
students, the majority of the concepts require careful, systematic instruction

over a long period of time before they can be understood fully. These concepts

are not facts to be taught; they are goals to be reaghed. If students merely

learn to repeat the concepts without first laying the groundwork by the study

of related content --reading, aserving, inquiring, forming and. testing



varied social responses -- these and other strategies are used to obtain

pupil interest and to develop understandings. More than the usual enphasis

is placed upon inducttve techniques of teaching. These techniques may be

used with equal advantage in the self-contained classroom, in team teaching,

in independently programed study, and with both large and small groups ct

pupils of varying abilities.

No one method, however, is mandated for this program. Children learn

in many different ways. The learning process justifies a variety of tech-

niques or strategies and a wide range of teaching materials.

6. It enphasizes the use of multi-media resources rather than the

traditional textbook. The new program requires the use of a variety of

materials. Traditional textbooks invite "coverage"; they are geared to

expository learning rather than inquiry and discovery. Far more useful

are pupil materials which lend themselves to the process of drawing inferences

and forming generalizations. These materials require students to find, analyze,

and weigh evidence, and to reach conclusions. They secure pupil interest and

may be used to develop basic skills and understandings.

Especially useful in the new program are the audiovisual materials of

instruction -- motion pictures, filmstrips, maps, globes, transparencies, 8

mm. single-concept films, programed instruction, records, tapes, rdctures

and other nonbook resources.

An effective program in history and the social sciences depends to a

very large extent upon the use of multi-media resources. Differences in the

backgrounds, abilities, interests, and learning styles of students cannot be

served if only a single type of pupil material is presented.

The Basic Concepts from History and the Social Sciences.

As indicated below, (page38rA, the new program focuses on the develop-

ment of significant concepts drawn from the disciplines of history and the

social sciences.

The concepts listed below represent a careful distillation of key under-

standings Which historians and social scientists associate with their respec-

tive disiplines. There is, of course, no universal agreement among scholars

as to what constitutes the fundamental generalizations offered by their dis-

ciplines. The list provided reflects the concepts generally expressed in the

most recent literature of the disciplines.

Although same of the conceits may be grarped without difficulty by
students, the majority of the concepts require careful, syltematic instruction

over a long period of time before they can be understood fully. These concepts

are not facts to be taught; they are goals to be reached. If students merely

learn to repeat the concepts without first laying the groundwork by the study

of related content --reading, observing, inquiring, forming and testing

hypotheses, reaching intuittve and tentative conclusions -- they will acquire

only eapty verbalisms, to be repeated without comprehension and quickly for-

gotten. Topics should not, therefore, be introduced:by praviding students

with copies of the concepts.

How should we plan for conceptualization? Eadh teacher must decide the

most effective way of introducing particular themes and related content and

of motivating students to agproach them with enthusiamn and purpose. As class

work proceeds and as students use the materials provided, they ghould "be en-

couraged to go beyond the initial step of acquiring information. They ghoald

be helped to arrive at broad interpretations; to venture intuitive specUlatians

about meanings, implications, consequences; to chedh hypotheses against avail-

able facts; and to recognize the ;Tactical need at times for reaching prag-

matic decisions without having all the facts. By these efforts, the class

will no doubt discover many understandings in addition to those listed..
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If the concepts are essential to a comprehension of the discipline involved,and if the related content is actually relevant, the concepts indicated foreach theme ahould, at some point during the study of that theme, be arrived
at by the class. Of course, the exact phrasing by students will be different
from the listing of basic concepts which follows:
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History (H)

1. History is a continuous process leading to the present.

a. Every event, movement, and institution has roots in the pasf.
b. Customs, traditions, values, and beliefs are passed. from

generation to generation.
c. Man is a product of his past.
d.. An understanding of the past helps man to comprehend the present

and search into the future.

2. Historical events have multiple causes and effects.

a. The causes and consequences of historical events are often numerous
and complex.

b. Historical events may have consequences in times and rlaces other
than their own.

c. Though history newer repeats itself exactly, similar causes tend to
produce stmilar results.

d. Chance and accident influence history and impose limitations on
predictability.

3. The present influences our understanding of the past.

a. Knowledge of the past is based upon artifacts, remains, written
records, and oral traditions which hame been selected, classified,and interpreted.

b. The historian uses the information and interpretations of other
historians to construct his own explanation of the past.

c. Historians draw from every field of knowledge to improve their under-
standing of the past.

d. Since historians tend to view the past in the light of their own
times and culture, the historical record generally reflects the
times and. culture of the historian.

e. Each generation rust seek to rediscover, verify, and explain thepast for itself.

4 Change is a constant in history.

S.

a. Change is an inevitable condition of life.
b. Varying attitudes toward change produce conflict.
c. Among the processes that have been productive of change are the

movement of peoples; the tkansmission of the cultural heritage
to succeeding generations; the appearance and diffusion of new
ideas, attitudes, beliefs, and values; new inventions and dis-
coveries; alterations in the physical environment.

d. The tempo of change has varied in different times and. places; in
the recent pmat, change has taken place at an accelerated pace.

hcrtr Aefghel 04.



a. Every event, movement, and institution has roots in the past.
b. Customs, traditions, values, and beliefs are pessed fran

generation to generation.
c. Man is a product of his pest.
d. An understanding of the past helps man to comprehend the present

and search into the future.

2. Historical events have multiple causes and effects.

a. The causes and consequences of historical events are often numerous
and complex.

b. Historical events may bare consequences in times and places other
than their own.

c. Though history never repeats itself exactly, similar causes tend to
produce similar results.

d. Chance aad accident influence bistory and impose limitations on
predictability.

3. The present influences our understanding of the pest.

a. Knowledge of the past is based upon artifacts, remains, written
records, and oral traditions which have been selected, classified,
and interpreted.

b. The historian uses the information and interpretations of other
historians to construct his own explanation of the past.

c. Historians draw fran every field of knowledge to improve their under-
standing of the past.

d. Since historians tend to view the past in the light of their own
times and culture, the historical record generally reflects the
times and culture of the historian.

e. Each generation must seek to rediscover, verify, and explain the
past for itself.

4. Chaage is a constant in history.

a. Change is an inevitable condition of life.
b. Varying attitudes toward change produce conflict.
c. Among the processes that have been productive of change are the

movement of peoples; the transmission of the cultural heritage
to succeeding generations; the appearance and diffUsion of new
ideas, attitudes, beliefs, and values; new inventions and dis-
caveries; alterations in the physical environment.

d. The teapo of change has varied in different times and places; in
the recent past, change has taken plate at an accelerated pace.

5. Change does not necessarily imply progress.

a. Progress involves change toward a desired goal.
b. The goals of society hame varied in different times and places.
C. Progress occurs as men meet the problens resulting fram change with

varying degrees of success.
d. Change at variance with desired goals has also taken place.
e. Civilizations develap as men successfully meet problems arising fran

change; civilizations decline and disintegrate as men fail to adapt
to new circumstances.

Geography (G)

1. Most of man's acttvities take place on the surface of the earth; uany of
his activities take place below the surface of the earth; man is rapidly
ummlng toward activities in outer space.

a. Maa's life is affected by relationships between the earth and the
universe.

b. Where man lives influences the way he lives.
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c. As population density increases, the possibility of conflict and the

need for cooperation increase.

2. Earth changes man and man changes earth.

a. Natural occurrences aver which man has no control either improve or

destroy life and. property.

b. Man has always used the earth's resources for living.

c. Man must reexamine his geographic environment in light of his changing

attitudes, Objectives, and technical skills.

d. Physical and. human changes in one part of the world affect peoples'

lives in other parts of the world.

3. Geographic factors have a significant role in the lift of a nation.

a. A. nation's use of its geography depends upon its political and

economic objectives.
b. No nation is cogpletely self-sufficient.

c. Conflicts between nations often arise because of geographic factors.

d. Intensive exploration of the earth and outer space is increasing

international cooperation in scientific ventures.

Maps and globes are visual representations of the earth or parts of the

earth.

a. Mapping andmap analysis are basic tools of geography.

b. Scale establishes the relationship between what is seen on a map

and the actual size and shape of the area.

c. Map symbols help us read and interpret maps.

d. Aerial photography is now essential in mapping the physical features

and cultural development of an area.

e. Distances are measured on the surface of the earch and above and

below sea level.

5. Regions are organized on the basis of bow people use their geography.

a. A region is a section of the earth which has distinctive physical

or cultural characteristics.

b. Similar patterns of natural resources and man-mwde geographic

features help to identify cultural areas in various parts of the

world.

c. Relationships between cultural areas tend to expand with increased

technological development.

d. The location of key sites (e.g., cities, military- bases, farming

regions) is based on theil role in meeting the needs of the region

or even the world.

Economics (E)

1. Human wants are always greater than the available resources.

a. Relattve scarcity makes it necessary to allocate available productive

resources to best satisfy peoples' wants.

b. Wants are individual and collective.

c. Wants consist of materials, goods, and services.



attitudes, objectives, and technical skills.

d. Physical and human changes in one part of the world affect peoples'

lives in other parts of the world.

3. Geographic factors have a significant role in the life of a nation.

a. A. nation's use of its geography depends upon its political and

economic objectives.
b. No nation is completely self-sufficient.
c. Conflicts between nations often arise because of geographic factors.

d. Intensive exploration of the earth and outer space is increasing
international cooperation in scientific ventures.

4 Maps and globes are visual representations of the earth or parts of the

earth.

a. Mapping and map analysis are basic tools of geography.

b. Scale establishes the relationship between what is seen on a map

and the actual size and shape of the area.

c. Map sydbols help us read and interpret maps.

d. Aerial photography is now essential in mapping the physical features

and cultural development of an area.

e. Distances are measured on the surface of the earth and above and

below sea level.

5. Regions are organized on the basis of how people use their geogreviy.

a. A region is a section of the earth which has distinctive physical

or cultural characteristics.
b. Similar patterns of natural resaurces and man-made geographic

features help to identify cultural areas in varicas parts of the

world.

c. Relationships between cultural areas tend to expand with iv:Teased

technological development.
d. The location of key sites (e.g., cities, military bases, farming

regions) is based on their role in meeting the needs of the region

or even the world.

Economics (E)

1. Human wants are always greater than the available resources.

a. Relative scarcity makes'it necessary to allocate available productive

resources to best satisfy peoples' wants.

b. Wants are individual and collective.

c. Wants consist of materials, goods, and services.

d. The econamic wants of society are never satisfied.

e. The conservation of natural resources is necessary far their future

availability.

2. In agy society choice determines the goods and services produced.

a. Society must choose between competing desires in order to establish

priorities for What our scarce resources can produce.

b. Income withheld -Prom consumption provides savings. Savings used to

produce more goods become investments.
c. The decision to produce capital goods rather than consumer goods is

made possible by savings and investments.
d. The more a country allocates for the formation of capital, the more

it is able to produce.
e. When resources are used to produce particular goods, the alternative

use to Which those resources might have been int is the "oppor-

tunity cost."

3. Increased productivity makes possible the greater satisfaction of man's
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a. Producers use human, natural, and capital resources to make goodsand services.
b. Specialization leads to great interdependence in the economy.c. Specialization and the division of ldbor make possible greater ef-ficiency in producing goods and services.
d. Increased interdependence brings about increased trade.e. Real increases in production are largely the result of an increasein the worker's dbility to produce.
f. Capital is a key factor in producing more goods.

4. Societies develop economic systems in order to allocate limited resources.

a. Decision-making on how to use limited resources is the basis of everyeconomic system; elg., capitalism, socialism, communism.b. Economic systems must provide answers to four questions:
1) What goods and services shall be produced?
2) Haw shall goods and services be produced?
3) How much dhall be produced?
4) Who shall receive the goods and services produced?c. Economic systems vary widely in their theory and practice.

5. Changes in private enterprise economy result from decisions made by con-
sumers, producers and/or government.

a. In a private enterprise economy such as ours, changes in prices
largely determine the use that will be made of resources. Pricesare basically determined by the demand for and supply of goods
and services.

b. Consumers will generally choose to purchase with their limited in-come those goods and services which give them the greatest satis-faction.
C. In order to make &profit, businessmen tend to produce those productswhich consumers desire most. Producers try to kegptheir costs ofproduction down and their profits up.
d. Income mainly comes from individual contributions to production ofgoods or services.
e. The level of total spending by consumers and the level of investmentsby busiaessmen play key roles in determining recessions or prosperty.f. Government policies of taxing, spending, borrowing, and controlling

credit and money supply have powerfUl effects upon recessions orprorperity.
g. The economy grows mainly as a result of decisions of consumers tospend and to save and of producers to invest. Government policies

strongly affect this growth.

Politicl Science (P.S.)

1. Governments exist to make rules for group living.

a. Man develops rules and imm tn 141ra +pinms+um..
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4. Societies develop economic systems in order to allocate limited resources.

a. Decision-making on how to use limited resources is the basis of every
economic system; elg., capitalism, socialism, communism.

b. Economic systems must provide answers to four qaestions:
1) What goods and services shall be produced?
2) How shall goods and services be rrodaced?
3) How much rhall be produced?
4) Who shall receive the goods and services produced?

C. Economic systems vary widely in their theory and practice.

5. Changes in private enterprise economy result from decisions made by con-
sumers, producers and/or government.

a. In a private enterprise economy such as ours, changes in prices
largely determine the use that will be made of resources. irices
are basically determined by the demand for end supply of goods
and. services.

b. Consumers will generally choose to purchase with their limited in-
come those goods and services which give them the greatest satis-
faction.

c. In order to male a profit, businessmen tend to produce those products
which consamers desire most. Producers try to keep their costs of
production dawn and their profits up.

d. Income mainly comes from individual contributions to production of
goods or services.

e. The level of total spending by consumers and the level of investments
by businessmen play key roles in determining recessions or prosperty.

f. Government policies of taxing, spending, borrowing, and controlling
credit and money supply have powerful effects upon recessions or
prosperity.

g. The economy grows mainly as a result of decisions of consumers to
spend and to save and of producers to invest. Government policies
strongly affect this growth.

Political Science (P.S.)

1. Governments exist to make rules for group living.

a. Man develops rules and laws to live together.
b. Governments are established to do for the individual what he can-

not do for himself.
c. Govcrrments make rules to promote the interests of society.

2. Man has developed various forms of government.
a. Governments differ in the way power is obtained and exercised.
b. The nature and structure of governments change.

3. Democracy is a form of government in which ultimate power resides in the
people.

a. Democracy has evolved from the struggles and experiences of the past.
b. The authority of the democratic state is limited by constitutional

guarantees and traditions.
c. Democratic governments provide protection for the rights of indivi-

duals and minority groups.
d. In democracies, individuals and groups try to achieve their objectives

by means of the ballot, political parties, pressure groups, and
the mass media.
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e. Democratic governments operate on the principle of majority rule.

f. Democratic governments have become increasingly concerned with the

problem of providing equal rights and opportunities for all.

g. Democratic governments make distinctions between free expression

of minority points of view (legal opposition) and Tdbersion.

h, Democratic living entails duties and responsibilities as well as

rights and privileges.
i. Active pexticipation by citizens in the process of government helps

insure the continuation of democracy.

j. Education is considered necessary for strengthening democracy.

4. Governments have grown more complex in response to changing needs and

conditions.

a. Responsibility is allocated between national and local units of

government.
b. National and local units of government are interrelated and inter-

dependent.
c. As governments and their functions grow more complex, agencies are

created to provide additional services.

5. Nations have established interaational organizations to resolve

conflicting interests.

a. Nations estdblish diplomatic e.7 trade relations with one another.

b. Nations tend to resist giving up sovereign power.
c. Nations organize with other nations to work together to achieve

common aims.

6. All men have inalienable rights. --Civil Llberties (C.L.)

a. All men are born free and equal in dignity and rights.

b. All men have the right to freedom of conscience and religion,

c. All men have the right to freedom of thought, opinion, and expression.

d. All men ham the right to life, liberty, and security of person.

e. All men are equal before the law without distinctions of any kind.

f. All men have the right to humane treatment and may not be subjected

to cruel, inhuman, or degrading punishment.

g. All men arc entitled to the protection of their property against
arbitrary arrest, detention, imprisonment, or exile through due

process of law.
b. All men are entitled to the protection of their property against

arbitrary acts of government.
i. All men have the right to assemble and associate peacefully.

j. All men have the right to vote by secret ballot in periodic and

genuine elections.
k. All men have the right to an education that will insure maximum

development and fulfillment.
1. All men have the right to workl to free choice of employment, to

juast and favorable working conditions, and to protection against

unemployment.
m. All men have the right to an adequate standard of living.

n. All men have the right to participate freely in cultural life.

o. All men have the right to a nationality, to freedom of movement,

and to residence within a country.

Anthropology-Sociolow (A-S)

1. Human beings are much more alike than different.
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Governments have grown more complex in response to changing needs and

conditions.

a. Responsibility is allocated between national and local units of

government.

b. National and local units of government are interrelated and inter-

dependent.

c. As governments and their functions grow more complex, agencies are

created to provide additional services.

5. Nations have established international organizations to resolve

conflicting interests.

a. Nations establish diplomatic and trade relations with one another.

b. Nations tend to resist giving up sovereign power.

c. Nations organize with other nations to work together to achieve

common aims.

6. All men have inalienable rights. --Civil Liberties (C.L.)

a. All men are born free and equal in dignity and rights.

b. All men have the right to freedom of conscience and reL -'on.

c. All men have the right to freedom of thought, opinion, ai.hu expression.

d. All men have the right to life, liberty, and security of person.

e. All men are equal before the law without distinctions of any kind.

f. All men have the right to humane treatment and may not be sdbjected

to cruel, inhuman, or degrading punighment.

g. All men are entitled to the protection of their property against

atbitrary arrest, detention, imprisonment, or exile through due

process of law.

h. All men are entitled to the protection of their property against

atbitrary acts of government.

i. All men have the right to assemble anti associate peacefully.

j. All men hamt the right to vote by secret ballot in periodic and

genuine elections.

k. All men have the right to an education that will insure maximum

development and fulfillment.

1. All men have the right to work, to free choice of employment, to

just anC, favorable working conditions, and to protection against

unemployment.
m. All men have the right to an adequate standard of living.

n. All men have the right to participate freely in cultural life.

o. All men have the right to a nationality, to freedom of movement,

and to residence within a country.

Anthropology-Sociology (A-S)

3.. Human beings are much more alike than different.

a. All human beings belong to the same species of animal, Homo sapiens.

b. All human beings hamt certain basic needs.

n. There is no necessary relationghip between ethnic differences and

distinctive behavioral traits.

d. No significant differences exist in the innate intelligence and

capabilities of human beings from varying racial and ethnic

backgrounds.
e. Medbers of different racial groups show a considerable overlap in

abilities.
f. Racimm results from attributing hereditary superiorities or in-

feriorities to particular ethnic groups.

g. Racism produces prejudice and discrimination.

2. Man's present material and cultural level is an outgrowth of the accumu-

lated knowledge and experiences of the past.
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a. Societies draw upon ideas from other cultures.
b. The pace of technological progress and cultural development has

been accelerating at an increasing rate.
c. Technological backwardness is net characteristic of particular

ethnic groups.

3.. The culture in which a man lives influences his thoughts, valaes, and
actions.

a. Societies vary in culture.
b. No scientific bazis baz been uncovered for determining the superiority

of one culture over another.
c. The diversity of cultural patterns in the modern world makes

cultaral coexistence essential.

4. The environment in which a person lives greatly affects his opportunitiesfor personal growth and development.

a. Historical circumstances, not heredity, determine a people's
cultural achievements.

b. Cultural contributions are not the.monopoly of any ethnic group.

5. Man lives in groups.

a. The family is the basic unit of human society.
b. Family organization has taken different forms in different

societies and at different historical periods.
c. Man organizes many kinds of groups to meet his social needs.
d. Group living requires cooperation within and. between groups.

6. Man develops social processes and institutions to insure group survival,
provide for order and stability, and adapt to the dynamics of
Change.

a. To achieve its goals, every society develops its own system of
values.

b. Men and civilizations have been motivatedby moral and spiritual
values and beliefs.

c. Children are taught the values, skills, knowledge, and other
requirements for the continuamce of society by their parents,
peers, the school, and other agencies.

The Developent of Skills

Fundamental to conceptual learning in history and the social sciencesis the student's ability to utilize maps and globes, to locate and gatherinformation, to solve prOblems, and to participate effectively in groupactivities. The development of suCh skills, as we have seen, is an importantObjective of this program, instruction in this area, in fact, is designed to
parallel the grade-by.grade development of basic concepts.

neo4a4 2-



a. Societies vary ln culmure.

b. No scientific basis has been uncovered for determining the superiority

of one culture over another.
c. The diversity of cultural patterns in the modern world makes

cultural coexistence essential.

4. The environment in which a person lives greatly affects his opportunities

for personal growth and development.

a. Historical circumstances, not heredity, determine a people's

cultural achievenents.

b. Cultural contributions are not the monopoly of any ethnic gromp.

5. Man lives in groups.

;a. The family is the basic unit of human society.

lb. Palely organization has tdken different forms in different

societies and at different historical periods.

c. Man organizes maw kinds of groups to meet his social needs.

' d. Group living requires cooperation within and between groups.

6. Man develops social processes and institutions to insure group survival,

.provide for order and stdbility, and adapt to the dynamics of

change.

a. To achieve its goals, every society develops its own system of

values.

b. Nen and civilizations have been motivated by moral and spiritual

values and beliefs.

c. Children are taught the values, &VI's, knowlelge, and other

requirements for the continuance of society by their parents,

peers, the school, and other agencies.

The Development of,Skills

Fundamental ti) conceptual learning in history and the social sciences

is the student's dbility to utilize maps and glObes, to locate and gather

information, to sdlve problems, and to participate effectively in group

activities. The development of vadh skills, as we have seen, is an important

Objective of this program; instruction in this area, in fact, is designed to

parallel the grade-by-grade development of basic concepts.

To assist teadhers in planning a sequential program of skill development,

Tpecific learning activities are presented in this bulletin which provide

opportunities for the use of skills in a fanctional manner.

The chart that follows, which served as a guide for the skills program

in this bulletin, Should prove useful to teadhers in lesson planning. It

indicates major social studies skills and the saggested grade levels at which

they should be introdaced, developed, and. maintained. The grade placements

indicated are in consonance with recent findings regarding Skills in the

teaching-learning process. These placements, however, should be modified to

fit the needs, dbilities, and prior experiences of individual pupils and

classes. Teachers may find it necessary to reteadh specific skills at verious

grade levels.

Scope and Sequence, Prekindergarten Through Grade TWelve

Unlike earlier revisions in this curriculwn area, the new program in

history and the socidl sciences is predicated upon a carefully articulated

scope and sequence for all grades in our school system. A. major Objective in

the development of the program has been the elimination of cycles involving

the unnecessary repetition of content at eadh school level.
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The scope and sequence provides for an unusual degree of flexibility

in the selection of themes and pertinent case studies. In grade three,

for example, each of the first five themes may be developed in terms of

comparativy case studies of cultures other than those indicated in paren-

tbsis. In grades five and six, provisions are made for extending the

courses of stuay in such a way as to meet the special needs and interest

of students within a district, school, or class. In both grades, basic

learning from the initial themes are applied on a selective basis to the

study of additional themes. In the second semester of grade twelve, the

school may offer one or more of a variety of courses.

Unless oth:rvise indicated, it is expected that all themes listed

for a particular grade be developed during the course of the year's work.

The order in which themes are presented, however, may be altered to suit

special needs and circumstances.

PREKINDERGARTEN: ORIEETATION TO TIE WORLD IN WHICH WE LIVE

A. Developing Individuality And Self-Respect

B. Relating To Ptople

C. Participating In Responsibilities And Anticipating Future Rewards

D. Observing Haw Weather Changes Affect What We Do

E. Realizing That Some Ptople And Places Are Nearby And Some Are Far Away

F. Understanding That Same Days Are Special Days

KINDERGARTEN: THE CHILD IN HIS HOME AND SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

A. We Live Together In The Classroom

B. We Live Together In The School And Its Environment

C. Haw The Family 14ets Its Needs

D. Same Needs Are Met By Ftople Far Away

E. We Adapt To Change
F. de Observe Special Days Together At Home And In School

GRADE 1: LIVING TOGETHER IN THE COMMUNITY

A. People Live In Groups

B. Many Workers Supply Many Services

C. Government Supplies Services To Meet People's Needs

D. Communities Are Interdependent

E. Changes Occur In The Community

F. Communities Observe Special Days

GRADE 2: HOW PEOPLE LIVE IN CITY COMMUNITIES AROUND THE WORLD

A. How People Live In And Around New York City

B. How Ptople Live In Other Cities In The United States

C. How People Live In Other Cities Of The World

D. Communication Brings People Of The World Closer Together

E. TransportatioA Brings People Closer Together

F. People Arourd The World Observe Special Days and Customs
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learning from the initial themes are applied on a selective basis to the

study of additional themes. In the second semester of grade twelve, the

school may offer one or more of a variety of courses.

Unless otherwise indicated, it is expected that all. .hemes listed

for a particular grade be developed during the course of the year's work.

The order in which themes are presented, however, maybe altered to suit

special needs and circumstances.

PREMNDERGARTEN: ORIENTATION TO THE WCRLD IN WHICH WE LIVE

A. Developing Individuality And Self-Respect

P. Relating To People

C. Participating In Responsibilities And. Anticipating Future Rewards

D. Observing Haw Weather Changes Affect What Do

E. Realizing That Some People And Places Are Nearhy And. Some Are Far Away

F. Understanding That Some Days Are Special Days

KINDERGARTEN: THE CHILD IN HIS HOME AND SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

A. We Live Together In The Classroom

B. We Live Together In The School And Its Environment

C. How The Family Meets Its Needs

D. Some Needs Are Met By People Far Away

E. We Adapt To Change
F. We Observe Special Days Together At Home And In School

GRADE 1: LIVING TOGETHER rN THE commmrry

A. People Live In Groups

B. Many Wbrkers Supply Many Services

C. Government Suppaies Services To Neet People's Needs

D. Communities Are Interdependent

E. Changes Occur In The Community

F. Communities Observe Special Days

GRADE 2: HOW PEOPLE LIVE IN CITY COMMUNITIES AROUND THE WORLD

A. How People Live In And Around New 'York City

B. How People Live In Other Cities In The United States

C. How People Live In Other Cities Of The World

D. Communication Brings People Of The World Closer Together

E. Transportation Brings People Closer Together

F. People Around The World Observe Special Days and Customs

GRADE 3: CULTURES AROUND THE WORLD

(Note: Comparative case studies of selected cultural groups

are used in Theme A-E.)

A. Haw People Live in the Tropical Rainforest

B. How People Live in the Desert

C. How People Live in Grasslands

D. How People Live in Northern Forests

E. Haw People Live in Mountain Regions

F. How Man Shows His Inventiveness

G. How We Practice Good Citizenship
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GRADE 4: AMERICAN TECTIE AND LEADERS: HOW THE UMITED STATES BEGAN AND
GREW

(Biographical Studies of Leaders and Ethnic Contributions)

A. How People Discovered And Explored The Anericas
B. How People Settled And Developed Colonies In North America
C. Haw People Established The United States of America
D. How Ftople Developed Our Nation (to 1900)
E. Haw People Have Been leading Ut Into The Great Society (since 1900)

GRADE 5: OURWCRLD: GEOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC STUDIES

(Note: Grades 5 and 6 comprise a two-year sequence)

A. How The People Of The United States Use Their Geography
B. What The People Of Canada Are Doing With Their Geography
C. How Latin Americans Use Mbdern Technology
D. How The People Of Europe Are Developing New Economic Relationships

In The Light Of Modern Geography
(Select one of the following two themes)

E. How The People Of Asia Are Using Their Geography
F. How The People Of Africa Are Using Their Geography

GRADE 6: OUR WELD: EARLY CIVILIZATIONS

A. How We Learn About The Past
B. Hdw Modern Man Developed
C. How Wetern Civilization Developed

(Select two of the following four themes)
D. Hbw Civilization Developed In India
E. How Civilization Developed In China
F. How Civilization Developed In Pre-Columbian America
G. How Civilization Developed In Africa

GRADE 7: AMERICAN HISTORY

A. Wby People Mbved To The New World (1492-1775)
B. Hdw Permanent Settlements Were Formed In The New World (1607-1775)
C. How The Thirteen Colonies Became One Nation (1660.17841
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B. How People Settled And Developed Colonies In Borth America
C. How People Established The United States of America
D. How People Developed Our Nation (to 1900)
E. How People Have Been Leadirg Ut Into The Great Society (since 1900)

GRADE 5: OUR WORLD: GEOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC STUDIES

(Nbte: Grades 5 and 6 comprise a two-year sequence)

A. How The People Of The United States Ute Their Geography
B. What The People Of Canada Are Doing With Their Geography
C. How Latin Americans Ute Modern Technology
D. How The People Of Europe Are Developing New Economic Relationships

In The Light Of Mbdern Geography
g (Select one of the following two themes)
E. How The People Of Asia Are Using Their Geography
F. How The People Of Africa Are Uting Their Geography

GRADE 6: OUR WORLD: EARLY CIVILIZATICNS

A. How We Learn About The -'st
B. How Modern Man Develc
C. How Western Civi14. ..Developed

(Select two o , following four themes)
D. Hdw Civilizatiou Je7eloped In India
E. How Civilization Developed In China
F. How Civilization Developed In Pre-Colutbian Anerica
G. How Civilization Developed In Africa

GRADE 7: AMERICAN HISTORY

A. Why People Moved To The New Wbrld (1492-1775)
B. How Permanent Settlements Were Formed In The New Wbrld (1607-1775)
C. How The Thirteen Colonies Became One Nation (1660-1789)
D. Hdw America Grew In A Changing Political Climate (1783-1890)
E. Hbw American Democracy Changed In Response To The Needs Of The

Twentieth Century (1890 To The Present)

GRADE 8: URBAN GROWTH: CHALLENGES OF A CHANGING SOCIETY

A. Case Study Of The New York Metropolitan Area
B. Urbanization In New York State
C. Urbanization At Home And Abroad
D. Changing Role Of Federaliam In Urban America

GRADE 9: WORLD STUDIES: EASTERN CIVILIZATION - REGIONAL STUDIES

(Note: Grades 9 and 10 comprise a two-year sequence in World
Studies)

A. Japan
B. Connunist China
C. Southeast Asia
D. The Stibcontinent of India
E. The Middle East and Moslem Society
F. SUb-Saharan Africa
G. Union of Soviet Socialist RepUblics: Bridge Between East and West
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GRADE 10: WORLD STUDIES: WESTERN CIVILIZATION - HISTORY AND CULTURE

A. The Emergence Of Modern Europe (From The Renaissance To The Rise
OF National States)

B. The Industrial Revolution
C. The Growth Of Democracy
D. Nationalism
E. Rise And Decline Of Colonialism
F. Life, Art, Science And Thought In The Nineteenth Century
G. Problems Of War And Peace
H. Live, Art, Science And Thought In The Twentieth Century
I. Current Problems

GRADE 11: AMERICAN STUDLES

A. The Developnent Of Self-Government In The United States
B. The American People: A Pluralistic Society
C. We Live Together: Social And Cultural. Developnent Of The American

Nation
D. Our Nation As A World Power

GRADE 12: FIRST SEMESTER: ECCNOMICS

A. An Introduction To Economics And Economic Frdblems
B. Organizing Production To Satisfy Economic Choices
C. How Income Is Distributed In Our Market Economy
D. How We Try To Maintain A Growing And Stable Economy
E. Economics Of Metropolitan Region
F. Comparative Economic Systems . T b...viet Union
G. Tnternational Economic Problems

GRADE 12: SECCND SEMESTER: aNE OF THE FOLLOWING COURSES

Problems of Democracy, Modern World PrOblems, Advanced Placement Courses,
Introduction To The Behavioral Sciences, Nbtropdtan Studies, Mbdern
Geography, Atrf.can Studies, Asian Studies, Latin. American Studies, Ethnic
Studies, Jewish .5-,:udies, Afro-American studies.
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